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Preface and
Acknowledgments ,

S i
cience seems so much simpler than its Machinery!" wrote a scientist

worrying about taking aut administrative position in the National
Science Foundation in its early days. It is the way that machinery was built)
and workedin an independent federal agency that I have attempted to
narrate and describe in this history. A legislative and administrative
history or a federal institution during its formative years, this book does
not discuss that institution's important achievementthe advancement of
sciencebut I hope it will contribute to greater understanding of how the
achievement was made.

When I began this work Iexpected to write a single-volume history of
the National Science Foundation covering the thirty-year span. from the
time it was first proposed to the mid-1970s. Perhaps I should have stuck to
that aim. Yet, many ideas and decisions that I first thought could be
treated summarilyand perhaps could have been if I had been writing
only for old NSF handslater seemed to demand fuller explanation. Even
so, I regret elisions of several matterS that seem important to me.

I should say why I have included what many readers will consider
excessive detail. As one who ha,d spent years on a university 6mpus before
taking a government job, I was fascinated to learn something of how a
federal agency works, how its dominant ideas and characteristics are
formed, how its battlesinternal and externalare won, lost, drawn, or
put off till another year. Bureaucrats ceased being "faceless," and few of
those who were my associates were drones. I am convinced that the society
they serve should knoyikiliore about their work. Also, my years at the
Foundation, and especially the great turnover of the agency's staff and the

v11
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viii PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

new directions NSF has taken, have made me acutely conscious of its lack
of an institutional memory. Although I have not intended this study as one
for the edification of my colleagues, I hope they will find it instructive
and useful.

About the organization of the book: Part I, "The Long Debate, 1945-
50," narrates the legislative history of the Foundation's creation. Part II,
"Beginning, 1950-54," discusses the appointment of NSF's first board,
director, and staff; their early decisions on research and fellowship programs
and means of administering them; and conflict over the agency's policy
responsibility, culminating in a presidential order of March 17, 1954. Part
III, "Cold War Growth, 1954-57," beginning approximately with the
executive order and endingagain approximatelywith the orbiting of
the first Soviet . Sputnik in October 1957, discusses NSF's expanding
educational and research programs, including ventures into internfitional
cooperation, and the continuing effort to determine the Foundation's role
in the making of national science policy.

Historians are too prone to detect "watersheds" as they scan the past's
jumbled topography, but surely Sputnik I marks a divide between com-
placency and concern in Americans' attitudes toward their scientific and
educational institutions. The Soviet feat furnished a convenient stopping
place for this volume and a point of departure for a second volume, which I
now expect to cover the years from Sputnik to June 30, 1969.

If the chronological divisions in this volume are fairly precise, some of
the frequently used words are not. If pressed to define basic research, I
would fall back on the brief description in Vannevar Bush's ScienceThe
Endless Frontier: "Basic research is performed without thought of prac-
tical ends." I apologize for the use of other terms, such as "liberal" and
"conservative," whose meaning has become increasingly dubious, and for
my occasional references to a perhaps imaginarY scientific "community"
or scientific 4establishment."

While in an apologetic mood, I also express regret to friends and
colleagues, past and present, for not writing the kind of book many of
them hoped for. Many fine NSF staff members and their important
programs go unmentioned. I hope they understand that while they were
not the intended audience for this book, their good works made NSF an
institution worth explaining to a wider public.

Busy colleagues, most of them much more interested in the future than
in the past, have generously helped me in the research and writing that
have gone into this study. But ihey have never tried to control its content or
interpretations. If the book bears marks of "court history," the fault is
mine alone.
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I cannot name all of the people who have assisted my research and
writing, but a Nw deserve special thanks. First, three women, whose
importance in the Foundation's work is not revealed in my narrative but
who made my account possible: Doris McCarn, secrstary to the first
director (and all of his successors to 1980), who with a southern woman's
sense of history vigilantly saved and carefully organized the records of his
Office and helped me in countless ways; Vernice Anderson; executive
secretary of the National Science Board, who performed a similar service
for history and for me with the records of the board; and Mildred C. Allen,
a colleague with a keen understanding of what has enduring vafue, who
when she retired gave me her thoughtfully culled collection of policy
documents and publications, many of them the products of her own
meticulous mork".

I am indebted to a large number of readers of sections or chapters
of the study in its early drafts. I wish to thank especially Dael

ho read all my chapters and gave me valuable advice and much needed
encouragement. The late Louis Levin, whose critical ability I had come
to admire and apprehend when he,was my boss, )-ead Parts II and III,
as did my friend and colleague Nathan Kassack. Others who have given
me helPful suggestions and saved me from embarrassing errors include:
William E. Benson, Lee Anna Blick, Charles F. Brown, William D.
Carey, Lyman Chalkley, Bowen C. Dees, Frank K. Edmondson, Estella
K. Engel, Jerome H. Fregeau, William T. Golden, William J. Hoff,
Gerald Holton, Walton M. Hudson, Daniel J. Kevles, Paul E. Klopsteg,
Robert F. Maddox, Patrick M. Olmert, Don K. Price, Bertha W.
Rubinstein, Oscar M. Ruebhausen, Irvin Stewart, C. E. Sunderlin,
Barbara J. Tufty, Bethuel M. Webster, Carroll L. Wilson, John T.
Wilson, and Albert T. Young.

Milton Lomask and I served each other as research assistants, in a
P sense, while he was working on his informal history of NSF, A Minor

Miracle, and I was starting research on this volume. He was delightful
company, and I am grateful for his continuing interest in thy project.

My warm thanks go to my colleague Joyce E. Latham. Although she
shares, to some extent, my distrust of modern technologyand did share
my ignorance tooshe bravely learned enough of the mystery of elec-
tronic printing to transform a much-revised typescript into a printed
book. It would have been a better book if she had had an opportunity
to edit the manuscript. Thanks also to the printing and reproduction
staff of the Foundation who shepherded.this work from manuscript to
bound book, especially typesetter Edna James and designer Rizalino Jacob.

Finally, my greatest debt is to my secretary, Justine Burton, who care-
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fully transcribed my notes and tape recordings, typed andçread copy on
many revisions of what must have seemed an endless task; c eckea quota-
tions and citations, and most important, organized and indexed our his-
torical files so that they should be a ready store of informatioTh for NSF
staff members seeking precedents and a permanent resource forjfistorians
aiming ,to do a better job than I have done.

J. Merton England
,,NSF Historian



Part I:
The Long'Pebate, 1945-50

"Men only debate and question of the branch, not of the tree."
Montaigne
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Introduction
t

The National Science Foundation honors Vannevar Bush as ita, -
Founding Father. His famous report/ ScienceThe Endless

Frontier, the result of a request from President Franklin Roosevelt, is
the seminal document from which NSF traces its origin. This story of the
agency's genesis largely follows the official hagiography. But in doing so
it perhaps slights harbingers, now nearly forgotten at NSF, who held
ideas quite different from Bush's about the purposes of a federal science
agency.

c
Harley M. Kilgore, a liberal Democratic senator from West Virginia,

first proposed the creation of a new science agency during World War II
and first suggested the name National Science Foundation. His bills owed
much to a physicist on the staff of his subcommittee on War Mobilization,
Eferbert _Schimmel, whose beliefs about government and the economlf had
been shaped by personal hardships during the Great Depression and by
what he saw, while war canne, as the continuing failUre of American
industr3No subordinate private profit-taking to the national interest.
Kilgore and Schimmel wanted to draft seience and technology into war-
time public service. Meeting strong resistance from opponents of federal'
interference with business or science, they modified the coercive features
of their legislation, gradually changing its primary intent from scientifib
and tethnical mobilization for prosecution of ,t,.14- war to the support,
through a central coordinating agency, of sciente and technology for
peacetime use by government and society.'

Especially in its later stages Kilgore's plan promised to iase the transi-
tion from war to peace, stimulate small business and industrial enterprises,
and pr6vide research money for pure science as well as applied. The huge
wartime outlays for research and development would of course drop, but
academic scientists need not worry about a return td their prewar penury.

1



4 THE LONG DEBATE

The growing appeal to scientists of Kilgore's evolving legislation helped
call forth Bush's conservative response.

The son of a Universalist minister, Bush had grown up near Boston,
done his undergraduate work at Tufts College, and earned a doctorate in
engineering given jointly by Harvard University and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. After twenty years of teaching and administration
at MIT, he accepted the presidency of the Carnegie Institution of Wash-
ington and moved to the national capital in 1939. He continued to hold
that position while giving "part-time" service to the federal government
throughout World War II from the Institution's administrative offices at
1530 P Street in Aorthwest Washington.

By 1939 the government was beginning to make faltering preparations
for war. Bush, as chairman of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, was,soon drawn into the arrangements for national defense.
He greatly admired NACA's organization, but its scope was too narrow to
deal with the many defense needs that worried him and his associates. Over
lunch at the Century Club in New York in May 1940, Bush and other
members of the Committee dn Scientific Aids to Learninga small group
created by the Carnegie Corporation but attached td'the 'National Research
Councildiscussed the need to organize science for war. NACA's effec-
tive gructure and the luncheon conversation of Bush and his fellows
James B. Conant, president of Harvard University, Frank B. Jewett, presi-
dent of the National Academy of Sciences and chairman of the board
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Bethuel M. Webster, a New York
lawy'er, and Irvin Stewart, the director of the committeeare credited with
crystallizing an idea that Bush soon proposed to President Roosevelt.2

Through what seems an unlikely friendship with Harry Hopkinsthe
prince of New Dealers, whose social-reform notions were abhorrent to
Bush, an idolater of Herbert HooverBush managed to see the President
and quickly got his approval for the establishment 'of the National Defense
Research Committee (NDRC) in June 1940. Bush was named chairman of

,z the new organization, Which was directed to suppleinent the research of the
army and navy on military weapons. Among those joining Bush as original
members of N D RC were Karl T. Compton, president of MIT, and two of
Bush's fellows on the Committee on Scientific Aids to Learning, Conant
and Jewett. They are DSually considered the "big four" of American
civilian-controlled science during World War II. The committee that held
its last meeting at the Century Club also furnished NDRC and its wartime
successor with an able executive secretary, the politicarscientist Irvin
Stewart.3

A year later NDRC became part of an organization of wider authority,
the Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD), Headed by
Bush, while Conant succeeded him in NDRC, the new agency was empowered
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not only to sponsor research on weapons of war, but also to fill the gap
between research, and procurement through the development of proto-
types ready for production. The executive order establishing OSRD also
brought under Bush's direction another important war resource by creating
a Committee on Medical Research. As OSRD director, Bush had access
to the President, becoMing in effect his science adviser, and OSRD's
placement in the Executive Office of the President added to the power
which he showed no reluctance to wield.4

That kind of authority was necessary. Some generals and admirals
resented civilian meddling in what they regarded as their affairs, but
despite their occasional resistance, OSRD had outstanding success in
bringing science, engineering, and medicine to.hear on the conduct of the
war. Many of the ablest academic scientists, whose lecture rooms and
laboratories were depleted by the'draft, found employment in military
research, shifting from pursuit of knowledge for its own sake to means of
applying it to defeat their country's enemies.'

While the War lasted, the feeling that they were serving a noble cause
sustained pure scientists working for OSRD, but as its end came in sight
most of them eagerly looked forward to getting back to teaching and real
research. Bush knew that there was no possibility of keeping OSRD intact
after the war, though he did want to devise some means of continuing
long-range military research under civilian control.' And whether he
planted the idea of a postwar agency of wider scope than one for military
research or simply seized an opportunity suggested by a proposed letter
from the President, his wartime experience convinced him that the integ-rity
of science would not inevitably be compromised by federal subsidies for
university research and that they would be needed to meet the nation's
requirementi for new knowledge.

The President's request and the report resulting from it set the stage for
the long debate that ended with the creation of the National Science
Foundation in 1950. Yet "ended" may not be the right word, since the
issues around which the debate centered have continued to stir contro-
versy. They relate to strongly held beliefs about the nature of knowledge
and the means of applying it to social use, and to the authority and pur-
poses of government. A brief preliminary examination of the polarizing
issues may serve to clarify the chronological account of the five-year
debate. The main issues were: patents, the social sciences, geographical
distribution of federal research funds, basic research versus applied, and
most importantcontrol of the foundation.

Kilgore's view was that patents resulting from government-supported
research should become the property of the United States, freely available
for use by all taxpayers, not the property of individuals or corporations
who could exploit publicly paid-for discoveries for private gain. This
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conviction had been deepened by his service on Senator- Harry S.
Truman's special investigating committee, which revealed that patents
held by international cartels had blocked preparations for war by Amer-
ican industry. The National Association of Manufacturers and various
trade associations argued that Kilgore's patent policy would destroy
individual initiative and socialize American industry. Bush disliked
Kilgore's patent proposals, but his ideas also differed from those of
representatives of big business. Bush hoped to develop a uniform gov-
ernment patent policy that would encourage and protect innovative small
industries, and thus he,opposed both the public ownership that Kilgore
advocated and a policy that would allow- monopolies to squeeze out
emerging new competitors.7 During the course of the long debate the
issue lost its original intensity as proponents of the legislation pointed
out that bask research was unlikely to generate patentable inventions.
In the event, the act of 1950 sought to safeguard the rights of the inventor
and of the public.

Kilgore's legislation provided support for the social sciences as well as
the natural. The Bureau of the Budget and President Truman also favoyed
inclusion of the social sciences. Bush deliberately omitted them (and the
hum'anities) from the recommendations in his report, explaining their
exclusion by saying ihat the President's letter had requested a report only
on the medical and natural sciences; what his explanation ignored was that
he had in effect written the letter. But Bush, much less rigid than some of
his disciples, was willing to compromise on the issue, and the act of 1950,
while not specifically naming the social sciences, provided for their possible
inclusion"in the Foundation's program.

Unfrke his stand on patents and the social sciences, Bush enjoyed the
backing of the Budget Bureau on the issue of geographic distribution of
federal research money. Although justifying the extreme concentration of
OSRD funds in a few universities anStechnical institutes on the ground of
wartime exigencythe need to procure the best science from the best
scientists quicklyhe recognized the desirability of stimulating the building
of new centers of scientific strength. Still, Bush's rather frugal estimates
of appropriate postwar subsidies for basic research left little opportunity
for institutional development. Again, however, he was willing to yield a
little groun8. Continuing to resist the pressure from land-grant and state
university presidents and their congressional spokesmen to spread the
wealth through formula distribution of research funds, he nevertheless
acceded to the insertion in the legislation of words calling for the avoidance
of "undue concentration." How much concentration was "undue" would
remain an open question.

The most striking feature of the legislation based on Bush's report was
that it created an agency dedicated to basic researchresearch "per-

.
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formed without thought of practical ends," in the words of the report.
Despite the modification of Kilgore's bills to include assistance for funda-
mental science, a strong element of practicality remained in them, a pur-
pose of applying science and technology to the solution of the nation's
pressing problems. Members of Congress, generially-ignorant of the subtle
distinctions between basic (or fundamental or pure) research and applied
Osearch, understandably felt tljat expenditures of tax revenues must be for
a clear purpose, to achieve s<ime tangible result. This feeling lent some
support to the move to include the social sciences in the agency's program,
since however "unscientific" they might be, they were thought to be prac-
tical in purpose. Hearings and debates on foundation bills over five years
did inform many senators about the nature of the agency they were creating,
but probably only a few representatives ever understood it. If they had, the
foundation's birth inight have been even longer delayed. The belief that
the agency did have a supremely practical purposethe supplying of sci-
entific and technical personnel and weaponry for national defense
probably did more than anything else to muster the votes needed for
passage of the act of 1950.

The biggest.issue of all concerned control of the foundation. Bush held
that the agency's policies should be made by an authoritative board,
appointed by the PresiClent but not connected with the government, whose
members should name a full-time director responsible to them. Kilgore's
legislation provided instead for an advisory board, and the Administra-
tion insisted that the Loandation's director should be appointed by the
President and be directly responsible to him. As those supporting the Bush
report saw the matter, it was a question of who should direct science,
scientists or politicians and bureaucrats? Their antagonists believed just as
strongly that private persons should not control a public agency. Partisan
conflict made the problem even more difficult to solve. The effort to
resolve the issue of control is the principal burden of the following chapters
on the National Science Foundation's legislative origin.



1

Dr. Bush Writes
a Report

Writing on Pearl Harbor Day 1944, Palmer Putnam, who as a war-
time scientist had turned his talents as engineer and yachts-

man to developing amphibious vehicles, asked his friend Carroll Wilson
a series Of questions: "Please tell me what I may know about the back-
ground of the President's letter to Bush. Did Bush write it? Did Bush
ask for it? . . . Is it welcome to Bush? Will he carry out the requested
studies? Are they under way? By whom?'

Wilson sent a prompt reply: "As to the President's letter to Bush, Bush
did not write it nor did he ask for it, but he had the opportunity to see it
before it was sent and made some suggestions which were incorporated....
Bush welcomes the letter and is now organizing studies to enable him to
reply on the four numbered items." Wilson expected all four studies to be
completed within two months.2 ,

The letter they referred to was one from President Franklin D. Roosevelt to
Vannevar Bush, director of the Office of Scientific Research and Develop-
ment. After egpressing his belief that OSRD's wartime experience might
"be used in the days of peace ahead for the improvement of the national
health, the creation of new enterprises bringing new jobs, and the betterment
of the national standard of living," FDR asked for Bush's recommenda-

, tions on four questions: ( I) How can scieritific knowledge developed
during the war be released to the world quickly? (2) How can a program
of medical research be organized to continue the attack on disease?
(3) How can the government assist research by public and private organi-

. t
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zations? (4) Can a program be suggested to develop the scientific talent of
American youth to ensure high-quality research in the future?3 As Wilson,
who was Bush's executive assistant, said in his reply to Putnam, Bush
quickly organized groups to help him make recommendationsIn these
four matters. o

Wilson's letter contradicts the general assumption that Bushoriginated
the Rresident's request. Perhaps Bush had suggested the idea and Wilson
did not know, but worrio about a possible return of the bread lines of the
Great Depression may have had more to do with the letter's genesis than
did concern for Postwar suppo.rt of science. At least there is evidenCe that
the idea came from outside OSRD, and very likely from Oscar S. Cox,
general counsel of the Foreign Economic Administration. Cox, who had
worked closely with Bush in establishing the National Defense Research
Committee and OgRD,.reached agreement with Harry Hopkins several
weeks before the November election that the President should call on Bush
for a report. Cox's rough draft of the proposed letter, dated October 18,
shows kconcern simply `qo utilize our war-time discoveries, research and
development to create fuller peace-time employment." Bush was to "prepare
and submit . . . a list of those disCoveries which to your knowledge and
judgment are likely to have ready peace-time application." This "inven-
tory of ideas' WOuld "stimulate thinking by enterprising business" and
suggest the creation of new industries!'

The full-employment emphasis of Cox's draft was soon substantially
broadened.After a meeting on October 24 of Bush, Cox, and Oscar M.
Ruebhausen, OSRD's general counse4fRuebhausen drafted another
presidential request, which reflected ideas gleaned from talks he had with
other OSRD officialsJames B. Conant, Irvin Stewart, and Wilsdn.
Several people helped shape and cut,this version, and Hopkins adopted
Bush and Conant's suggestion of a postelection release, but the letter
signed by FDR on November 17 contained the substance of Ruebhausen's
draft, iriclUding the tour points which furnished the agenda for Bush's
study.' -

One reason for Bush's readiness to undertake the report was his worry
about legislation sponsored by Senator Harley M. Kilgore. Since 1942
Kilgore had introduced and held hearings on bills to mobilize science and
technology for more effectiVe prosecution of the war and for application of
science to national problems when peace came.° Bush had strongly opposed
these bills, but he had also tried to gurde Kilgore toward more acceptable
measures.' Besides wanting to avoid antagonizing Kilgore to the point Of
not being asked for advice, Bush thought the senator was "honestly trying
to get at the root of matters." Although "some of the people about him
steer him into strange paths'," Bush said, "... he himself may yet grasp the
subject in a way that will be helpful rather than the reverse. He has
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certainly made some progress in the last two years, and I hope he !bakes a
great deal more."

Evidence of Kilgore's movement toward "a much more rational ap-
proach" came to Bush from New York scientists who attended a luncheon
with the senator and his aide, Herbert Schimmel.° At the Imicheon,
Kilgore impressed William J. Robbins, director of The New York Botanical -

Garden, as "an earnest man" who needed "guidance and education."
George B. Pegram, a Columbia University physicist, regretted the senator's
obsession with patents, which got a lot of attention in the discussion, but
said that Kilgore "seemed to agree most heartily . . . that the government
should give supportto research on fundamental scientific subjects in which
questions of application were not involved." Pegram noted, however, that
the senator's examples of research were invariably of the sort leading "to
some directly useful results"e.g., as Robbins mentioned, "the use of
radio phones on passenger and freight trains . . . , the development of
plants for obtaining magnesium, and so on.",1°

By the late spring of 1944 Kilgore had indeed made a good deal of
progress in the eyes of several of Bush's associates. A new draft of his bill
showed "a metamorphosis," according to Lyman Chalkley, an assistant to
Bush. Karl T. Compton, chief of OSRD's Office of Field Service, found
the bill "enormously better" and said he had a "decidedly favorable"
reaction. Wilson, who said that Compton's letter "would make the Senator's
heart glow," saw several objectionable features in the bill but also "enough
alluring parts" to give it a chance of passage. The pressures following
D-Day and the introduction of new German weapons kept Bush too busy
to study the bill closely, but he did ask Chalkley to relay to the senator
some preliminary observations. One of these dealt with the bill's patent ,

clauses. Another expressed Bush's view that OSRD should not be perpetuated
in peacetime. ("It is not democratic enough in organization for peacetimethe
Director has too much autocratic power.")"

But if OSRD should not be perpetuated, Bush had come to favor some
kind of postwar federal aid for university science. When he and Cox met on

l'ictober 24, they agreed that an alternative to Kilgore's bill should be
developed and that the proposed letter from the President offered an
opportunity:12 The fact that Kilgore and his staff continued to modify his
legislation, which by this time provided for the creation of a "National
Science Foundation" to sponsor basic research as well as applied research
and development, must have given a sense of urgency to the generation of
an alternative proposal, _especially since Kilgore was actively seeking
support from the science and engineering communities. A prompt, well-
considered response to the President's letter would enable Bush to capture
the initiative and shape a postwar organization more acceptable to leading
scientists than the liberal senator was likely to devise.'3
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* * *

"

Bush believed that the first and,fourth of the President's questions
those relating to release of new scientific knowledge ansi the education of
futpre scientistscould be answered quickly. He realized it would be

difficult to reach agreement on a postwar program for biomedical sciences,
and much harder still to reconcile differences over government aid of
research by public and private agencies,.14 If he shated Wilson's view that
the four studies could be done in a couple Of months, he was too optimistic.
The problem of getting men who were deeply eominitted to the traditions .

of independence of scientific research to concede that some measure of
public control must accompany public subsidy proved to be complicated
and time consuming. Much of this resistance was still unresolved when .

Bush submitted his completed report to President Truman in June 1945.
The aversion-to public control shown by some of the scientiSts and
medical men Toreshadowed-the dispute which held up the establishment
of the National Science Foundation until five years after the submission
of the repdrt.

One of Bush's problems was his> relation to the internal work of the
committees. The report to the President was to be a personal one, yet its
persuasiteness wodil depend largely On its general harmony with the
backup studies. After clearihg the committees: membership pith Judge
Samuel L. Rosenman, special counsel to the President, and getting Bureau °
of the Budget acknowledgment that the final report did not require the
Bureau's approval, Bush expected to stay out of the study groups'.
deliberations. He knew that if he attended committee sessiOns, he would
not be able to keep quiet; and since he wanted to "remain in the detached
position of possible umpire," he should not be one of the players. He did
believe, however, that he should bring to the attention of the chairmen
important topics that their groups should address, and he did not hesitate
to uk this prerogative."

.

The first question caused no difficulty. The committee, headed by Irvin
Stewart, consisted entirely of OSRI) officials. Early in January they sub-
mitted a report recommending, as Bush' had already proposed, that a board
be established in the National Academy of Sciences "to control the release
and promote publication of certain scientific information." The board, to
be made up of army, navy, and civilian members, should permit release of
information as soon as it could not be used against the United States in the
war. Scientists should be encouraged to publish promptly when the Academy
board cleared the release of their research results, 'and government agencies
should assist publication. The President's letter had emphasized the need
to publish war-generatedknowledge in order to encourage new enterprises
and create jobs for returning veterans. Stewart's committee also pointed
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out that some servicemen would want to resume interrupted,college train-
ing in science or engineering. That training should reflect the scientific
and technological knowledge of 1945, not 1940."

The Stewart group's brief suggestions about-education were amplified
in the report of the,Committee on Discovery and Development of Scien-
tific Talent." Headed by Henry Allen Moe, secretary general of the John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation'', the committee that dealt with
FDR's fourth question reached its decisions without much trouble, though
after a good deal of correspondence and consultation. To- ensure an
adequate supply of scientists and engineers in the long-term future, but
without robbing society of talent required for other needs, the committee
proposed the annual award of 6,000 four-year undergraduate scholarships
apd 300 three-year graduate fellowships, the scholars to be chosen by state
committees and the fellows through national competition. In both
instances selection should be based solely on merit. Upon completing their
education, scholars and fellows were to be enrolled in a National Science
Reserve, subject to call into federal service during a national emergency."

Moe's committee estimated that it would take a decade to fill the
depleted ranks of scientists and engineers. Selective Service policies had
largely caused the problem, but it was too late to remedy the actions of
local draft boards. However, highly talented young-men who had ended up
in the armed services instead of college might be identified and ordered to
enter scientific or engineering education in the United States while still in
uniform. Since their number would probably be fewer than 100,000, their
loss to the services following Y-E Day would not matter greatly. For many
other servicemen the plans of the U.S. Armed Forces Institute to establish
overseas "universities" offered an opportunity for up-to-date technical
training of a different sort." Extension of the provisions of the recently
enacted GI Bill of Rights would also help fill the manpower gap. The
prospect of tough war veterans moving from.battlefronts to college cam-
puses caused the committee to issue a warning to ,institutions of higher
learning: Forget academic rigidities. "It is a condition, not a theory, that
confronts us and our judgment is that the Nation will lose much if our
educational institutions do not recognize that many- veterans will feel the
need for making up for lost time, and help them make it up.'920

* * *

The Committee on Science and the Public Welfare, formed to study
government aid of research, was headed by Isaiah Bowman, president of
Johns Hopkins University. Since Bowman was confined to his home with
the grippe for several weeks and missed some of the committee's early
sessions, much of the work of directing and coordinating its work fell on
the vice-chairman, John T. Tate, research professor of physics at the

!
2o
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University of Minnesota, and the secretary, W. Rupert Maclaurin, an
MIT economics professor. Bowman's illness may have led to more direct
intervention by Bush in this panel's business than in that of the other
committees, but Bush's intense interest in the subject matter would
undoubtedly have caused lapses from his umpire role in any event.

Bush hoped that the research panel could open the way for applica-
tions of science by new industries. He wrote to Bowman that he would
forward any constructive ideas he had on patent policy and that he hoped
the committee would adopt a broad view of research that would en-
compass its crude beginnings in "pioneering effort of a technical sort,"
like that of the Wright brothers,which might bring "the advent of new,
vigorous, small industrial units of all sorts."21 Bush's temper flared when
the committee ignored this suggestion. Since ehey did not think a "couple
of bicycle mechanics working on a flying machine, would . . be doing
research," maybe, he suggested, the panel should be enlarged to include
members representing "the rugged type of thing that the Wright brothers
exemplified."22 q

Bush's worries about the research panel were.soon eased when it settled
down to work and parceled out assignments to subcommittees. But patent
policies continued td occupy his thoughts. He believed there sciould be a
thorough legislative modernization of the patent system, one which would
especially stimulate "the young struggling concern." Bush decided that he
would assist Bowman's committee by attempting "to focus for them the
relationship of the patent system to research."23 Soon he determined to
make patent recommendations on his own, separate from the committee
report, but then President Truman directed 8ecretary of Commerce Henry
A. Wallace to study the patent laws. Bush wrote to a friend: "... this quite
effectively stops me from sending a separate patent report directly to the
President ...."

While stud

4

ing the patent question, Bush also had to deal with an
impatient Sen tor Kilgore on the one hand and perturbed members of the
National Academy of Sciences on the other about the activities of the
research committee. Kilgore was preparing to introduce the latest version
of his bill arid proposed to meet with representatives of OSRD and other
government agencies for joint consideration of desirable revisions, though
he first wanted an informal meeting with Bush. They met at a luncheon,
and later members of Kilgore's° staff talked with Bowman. All seemed
harmonious, and the senator's men agreed that his bill should not be
introduced for several weeks'at least, by which time Bowman expected his
committee members to reach agreement on their statement of purpose and
social philosophy. Bush concluded that Kilgore was in a cooperative mood
and would probably withhold hiWbill until after the report to the President
had been released. 25

,401
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If rumors of these friendly dealing's reached the science establishment,
they surely added to anxieties about the Bowman group's activities. Sev-
eral members of the National Academy of Sciences, Frank B. Jewett wrote,
had asked if there would be reports at the April meeting on the work of
Bush's committees. Jewett complained: "I am so completely uninformed
as to whothe Committees are or what you have in mind that I do not know
whether anything can or should be said." Bush replied that it would be
Inappropriate to discuss the report before its release by -the White House,
but he sought to reassure the Academy president. "I shall, of, course,"
Bush wrote, "wish to have your own comments and reactions to the final
document as it begins to take shape ....',20

From Robert A. Millikan, Nobel laureate in physics of the California
Institute of Technology, came a complaint about a "very unfortunate
letter" from Maclaurin which raised the issue of federal subsidies to
institutions of higher education. Millikan asked Bush whether the Policies
Committee of the Academy should discuss this matter. "Knowing the
position that you have taken on the Kilgore bill," Millikan said, "and on
other movements toward collectivism, I could not understand how the
Maclaurin letter could have been formulated by yourself or any of the
other outstanding scientists to whom the President's inquiry was directed
as to the need of federal subsidies for our most outstanding institutions,
whether heretofore financed by private sources or from state funds."27

Bush replied that the committees would resolve questions for themselves
without his interference, though he would not submit a report to the
President with which he disagreed on a fundamental issue. He did not
expect a dilemma of that sort to occur. Since Millikan had referred to his
stand on Kilgore's bill, Bush said that "I have at no time opposed his main
thesis," and he claimed credit for revisions that made the bill "much less
objectionable." If research were subsidized by government after the war,
there must not be any "stifling controls." Bush said that he had "not gone
on record either for or against federal subsidy," but the government was
already giving some support to higher education, and this seemed likely to
increase. He was "not inclined to attempt to reverse the trend," he said.
"Howger, if the strong committee which I have set up should take some
other point of view, I am . . . still open-minded-on the entire matter."

'Finally, Bush saw no objection to discussion of this issue by the Academy's
Policies Committee, but the committee's agenda was already rather full."

Bowman thought Bush's reply was "admirable." He did not intend to
write the Caltech physicist himself but thought Millikan would calm
down if he saw the research panel's statement of social philosophy.

This statement Was very carefully drafted. It contains the best judgment of the
committee. It is a deliberate judgment following wide differences of opinion at the
beginning. It is a unanimous judgment. Without these few pages on social philosophy

-
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about half of the committee would be unwilling to sign our report. I would be
among that half. We must express our fears regarding Federal control and we must
state explicitly how we would avoid such control. Having done so, we are ready to
present our recommendations regarding the scale of support and the method of
distribution.29

The statement of "social philosopby" is the introductory chapter in the
committee's report to Bush. It argues that since the nation's defense and
welfare depend on the continued advance of science, the federal govern-
ment must encourage scientific progress, not simply in its own laboratories
but also in universities and other nonprofit institutions. It claims that
America's remarkable achievements inapplied science inthe past depended on
the importation of fundamental knowledge from Efiroife but that now
Europe's "intellectual banks" have been ruined by war. In addition, a new ,
direct relation between pure science and technological progress has developed.
"In the next generation, technological advance and basic scientific discovery
will be inseparable; a nation which borrows its basic knowledge will be
hopelessly handicapped in the race for innovation." Despite dangers of
centralized control, safeguards can be devised to keep 'science free"free
from the influence of pressure groups, free from the necessiry of producing
immediate practical results, free from dictation by any central board."3°

The com mittee's main recommendation was that Congress establish an
independent federal agency, a National Research Foundation, to promote
scientific research and its applications. A board of part-time trustees,
appointed by the President from nominees submitted by the National
Academy of Sciences, was to control the Foundation and appoint its
executive director.31

A board chosen from an Academy panel of names could he relied on to
foster pure science and guard against the kinds of social uses and federal
direction that conServatives feared would result from Kilgore's Proposals.
Bowman's group hoped that the transit of knowledge from the laboratory
to products and services could be speeded up, but not through central
planning and guidance of science.

* * *

The fear of government control was even greater among the members
of Walter W. Palmer's, Medical Advisory Committee. Palmer was a pro-
fessor of medicine at Columbia University, and all his committee's
members except Linus Pauling, a Caltech chemist, were medical school
professors. Perhaps the normal desire of medical school faculties for free-
standing autonomy within their university structures helps explain another
of the committee's fixationsthe need for a National Foundation for
Medical Research that would be independent of the National Research
Foundation gecommended by Bowman's committee. The medical panel's
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persistent adherence to this notion caused headaches for Bush and 'his
OSRD staff. t.

When the chairmen and secretaries of the four committees met in
Bush's office early in March, it was revealed that Palmer's group wanted

's an independent foundation and that it had not even discussed its ideas
with officials of,the U.S: Public Health Service and the Surgeon Generals'
offices of the army and, navy.32 The medical men wanted to avoid entangle-
ment irfscience legislatiOn which involved revisiou of patent and tax laws
or "aid to small industry or alleviation of depressions," Homer W. Smith,
the panel's secretary, wrote Carroll Wilson. "Medicine can not cure all the
ills," he added. Smith asked for advice on nominating procedures. (The
committee wanted to create an essentially self-perpetuating organization.)
"Should we deprive the President of choice, by-pass the Academy en-,
tirely, or place the Academy simply in a screening position?" he asked.33

Wilson reminded Smith that other government agencies had important
roles in medical research, and the committee's plan should be related to the
existing structure. Wilson thought it was "unrealistic to expect the creation
of another independent agency." With regard to appointments, the committee
seemed to be attempting to contrive "a rubber stamp role" for the President
and the Academy. ",Certainly the President . . . cannot discharge his
responsibility if he has no choice or selection in naming those to whom he
delegates his authority, nor the power of removal," Wilson continued. In a
note to Bush transmitting a copy of his letter, Wilson wrote: "This is my
fatherly lecture. I trust I've not been too paternal." "Right on the button!"---
Bush responded.'

The "fatherly lecture" did not persuade the Medic;./4isory Committee
to abandon hope for an independent agency. Palmer admitted, however,
that the idea might "be too idealistic and impracticable" and professed a
willingness to have his committee consider an alternative plan which
would protect "the independence so cherished by the Committee and the
profession in general."35 The secretary of another comniittee told Wilson
that a foundation executive concerned with medical research "urges that
Dr. Bush tell Palmer el al that their proposal for a separate agency is not
acceptable and do so with considerable firmness."36 Bush seems to have
followed this advisCe, and he wrote Jewett that he had heard from Palmer
"that the mechanism I propose is preferable to the one proposed by his
committee."31 A week later, after Bush had discussed his completed
(but still in manuscript form) report with President Truman, Wilson wrote
Palmer about the possibility of adding a footnote in page proof to the
medical committee report, indicating that the committee accepted Bush's
recommendation of a unitary research foundation rather than a separate ,

agency for medicine. "Dr. Bush hopes that your coOmittee will see fit to
express such a view," Wilson said, "because! think it is important that the

I
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opposition' which will undoubtedly arise in certain quarters is not given the
opportunity of driving a wedge between your committee and Dr. Bush on
this matter of mechanism.""

Promptedby this eleventh-hour plea, Palmer's group agreed to the
insertion of a footnote in their recommendations. The footnote said that in
proposing an independent medical foundation they had been unaware of
the recommendations of the Bowman Ad Moe committees; they now
recognized "the practical desirability of ,a single agency" and proposed a
medical division as one of its components, "provided the Division is left
free to carry out its program."" The footnote does not appear in 'the

a, published report. PerhaPs the proviso made it seem useless to Bush. In any
event, in his own yeport Bush repeatedly said that all committees 'concurred in '
the recommendation of a single new agency."

Whatever the degree of concurrence in a single agency for the natural
and medical sciences, the published recommendation in the Palmer committee
report shows the panel's desire for an autonomous and self-perpetuating
medical research foundation. The foundation was to consist of a policy-
making board of trustees, a technical board, and an exec" utive secretary
and administrative staff. The five trustees were to be "eminent scientists"
appointed by the President; vacancies were to be filled, also by presidential
appointment, from lists of ca didates submitted by the chairman of the
board after consultation with the president of the National Academy of
Sciences. The trustees were then to appoint the twelve scientists of the
technical board, who were to recommend the awarding of general research
funds (block grants whose use could be determinetby the recipient institu-
tions), research fellowships, and special grants-in-aid of important re-
search projects. The foundation was to have no direct links to the special-
ized medical services of other government agencies, which in turn were to
exercise no control over the foundation. Although it was not tO engage in

researck itself, the foundation "would initiate and coordinate research in

existing institutions,"41
* * *

Roosevelt's letter had asked Bush to give his answers, to the four
questions "as soon as convenientreporting on each when you are ready,
rather than waiting for completion of your studies in all."42 Nevertheless,.
Bush decided to present a single report, with the four committee reports
appended to it.

The job of overseeing the preparation of the general report and relating
it to the recommendations of the committees fell mainly oh Carroll Wilson
and Oscar Ruebhausen. Beth uel M. Webster worked with the committee
chairm6 and secretaries in guiding their work toward a common goal,
and with Wilson and Ruebhausen in writing drafts of the overall report.

25
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Richardson Wood, who had been recomMended to Bush by Eric Hodgins
of Time, Inc., helped to apply polish and emphasis in the final stages.
Another contributor to the final version was-a Coast Guard lieutenant on
loan from the Bureau of tile Budget, Don K. Price, a political scientist,
who collaborated with Wilson and Ruebhausen." *Finally of course it-
Was Bush himself who made the hard chdices, and it was his own report
that went to President TrumEtn. Much,more aware of political realities and
more flexible than were most of the members of his committees, Bush
seems to have agreed,late in the drafting stage of the report, to a critical
change tilat provided for presidential appointment of the foundation's
director. But he then reverted in order to avoid a conflict with committee
recommendations.

The critical point was public control. The Bowman committee proposals
would have ensured a board dominated by scientists and a foundation
director dominated by the board.'Moreover, the committee, looking to the
example of the British University Grants Committee, proposed that the'
foundation be given a half-billion dollar capitalization for a long-term
expenditure without detailed Budget Bureau or congressional oversight."
Similarly, the medical committee wanted an agency that was immunized
from presidential authority and political pressure,s,

Bush and his associates knew that the Administration would balk at
accepting these recommendations. Carroll Wilson, after reading a May 20
draft report, suggested five fundamental principles that should characterize the
proposed federal research agency. Although the final report contains a
"Five Fundamentals" section, the degree of pnblic control that it calls for
is much less than in Wilson's statement, which emphasized that the agency
"should adequately represent public interest"; its board "should be truly
representative . . . and not composed prilnarily . . . from those groups
which will be the recipients of support" ; and while "Stability of support is
essential, ... this should come about through the sympathetic understand-
ing and support of Congress and not through devices to lessen the full
responsibility to Congress for the use of public funds.""

Bush endorsed most of Wilsoh's views and suggested adding that the
agency "should be responsible to will of Congress." Apparently in rdsponse to
tbe Bowman group'l desire for freedom from budgetary and expenditure
controls, he wrote: "No use to avoid the review of the fludget [Bureau]. In
fact Budget & Congress must balance needs of this agency against those of
Depts for their own research programs," with the assistance of an indepen-
dent science advisory board. But Bush thouglit the draft showed that "we
are getting pretty close to a finished job.""

A week later a near-finol version of the overall report was sent to the
committee members for their criticisms. Bush's covering letter said that a
single agency was required, and in devising this "mechanism" be had
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drawn upon the best suggestions made by the four committees. Bush
rePeated Verbatim the five principles that Wilson had said should characterize
the agency. He asked that criticisms and comments be returned by June 6,
the day before copy was due at the printer's.°

()

Most comments praised the report. The three New York members of
the medical committee, for example, agreed on its excellence. Maclaurin
liked Bush's suggestions on the foundation better than those made by
BoWman's committee, of which he had been secretaiy. The Harvard
astronomer Harlow Shapley, a member of the education panel, thought it
was a "remarkably fihe report"; as for the Medical group's proposal of an
independent agency for medical science, "we all knew'all along that a unit
mechanisnyw.ould be inevitable and highly to be recommended.... we do
not want to indicate dissension." AM Shapley did not like the "abject
kowtowing" to Congress and the ,Budget Bureau that appeared in the
"Five Pundamenta is" section. Thirwas "undignifiedly subordinating scientists
to politicians. The will of Congress sounds to me like the whim of Congress.
You know, this sounds to me as if it were 'writ sarcastic' a bit. Some
Congressmen couldspot bootlicking, perhaps."" Bush and his colleagues
accepted 'Many of the suggestions for changes in a swift scissors-and-clip.
revision of the report."

Bush alsoasked Jewett for a quick comment on the next-to-final draft.
The Academy president Wrote back that he had thought all alonguthat
Roosevelt's letter'would start a "vrolent controversy," and after his hasty
reading he still thought so. He was troubled in part by the report's format
and style. Not only did Bush "hand down condusions as those of final°
authority," but he did so with too much emphasis. "I think you weaken
your case by italicized over-statement," Jewett wrote, "rather than by
adopting the powerful English method, viz., that of the sweet reasonableness -
of understatement." Basically, thbugh, Jewett objected to the report's
assertion that federal funding oescience was necessary. Why not try to
'revive the "fruitful stream" of private pationage "before plunging into tbe
uncertain waters of the Federal tax poor?"

Bush replied that he, was essentially summarizing the recommenda-
tions of his capable committees and that he concurred with their conclu-
sions. The fact that the Bowman panel had deliberated earnestly over the
danger of federal Control of university research and had finallyLcome to a
unanimous conclusion had resolved his own doubts. Since sending out his
report, Bush wrote, "I have had no dissension on this particular point from-
anyone. . . . I have come to the conClusion that we are hound to go down
this path ....""

A few days laterJewett sent Bush three more observations:.,( I ) Botfi the
army and navy would oppose the mixing of peacetime military research
,and civil sciet. (Bush had recommended a civilian-controlled division

27
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for military research within the foundation.) (2) "Kilgore woulil be both
delighted and disappointed in the report. Delighted that yowsubscribe in
part at least to his philosophy. Disappointed that you fall far short of his
ideas in the application of that philosophy." (3) Member5 of Congress
would probably oppose the establishment of "any more new independent
agencies:" One congressman had told Jewett "We've got too damned
many of them now:"53

The document 'sent out for comment and suggestions specified that
"The chief administrative officer of the Foundation should be a Director
chosen by the Members and responsible to them." After the report had
been mailed to committee members, however, an important change was
entered on the "Master Copy" on which the modifications made as a result
of the mailing were incorriorated. The words "chosen by the Members and
responsible to them" were stricken and "appointed by the President" was
inserted in their stead.53 Bush approved this change," but it was funda-
mentally at odds with the lecommendations of Bowman's and Palmer's
committees. Since flush wished to strels that he was summarizing the
recommendations of his study groups and that he endorsed them, he must
have decided to abandon the principle of presidential appointment of the
director, after agreeing to it, because of its incompatibility with thecommittees'
stand. Or he may have decided that the committees were right after all and
that the change should be reminded. At any ratehe became committed to
the idea of board control and held .to it steadfastly'thereafter.

* * *
-

On June 14 Bush met with President Truman for about fift
teen

minutes.
The President had read and liked the report, Bush recorded, and gave his
permission for its release.Judge ROsen man, with whom Bush talked about
arrangements for releasing the report, said that the President would probably
send a message to Congress with a recommendation after there had been
some public reaction to the rePort.55 The expected release of the report
before the end of June ran into a snag in the Government. Printing Office
where 'appropriations printing took priority over everything else. It was
not until July 19 that the White House made a public release of Science
The Endless Frontier."

In a letter transmitting the report to the President, Bush said that he
had interpreted FDR's questions as applying only to the natural sciences
and medicine. His recommendation of a "single mechanism"uwas his only
departure from the .committees' proposals, but this now met their full
approval."

The report was carefully designed to build a oase for a ne* Federal
agency which was to supplement the basic research resolirces of colleges,
universities, and research institutes, support long-range research for the
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armed services, and administer a national program of science scholarships
and felloWships. In addition, the. propOsed National Research Foundation
"should develop and progiote a national policy for scientific research and
scientific education." The foundation

should be composed of persons of broad interest and experience, having an
understanding of the peculiarities of scientific research and scientific education. It
should have stability of funds so that long-range programs may be undertaken:It
should recognize that freedom of inquiry must be preserved and should leave
internal control orpolicy, personnel, and the method and scope of research to the
institutions in which it is carried on. It should be fully responsible to the President
and through him to the Congress for its program."

The policy-making body of the foundation--essentially a board, though
not so called in the reportwas to consist of a group of perhaps nine
members, appointed by the President. They should not hold any other
government positions, receive compensation other than expenses for their
part-time services, or be eligible for immediate reappointment on the
expiration of their four-year terms. They were to elect their own chairman
and choose the roundation's director, who would administer the ageocy's
business under their supervision."

The membecs were to establish professional divisions and appoint their
part-time members, aided by recommendations from the National Academy of
Sciences. Five divisionsmedical research°, natural sciences, national defense,
scientific personnel and education, and publications and scientific
collaborationwere to be established at the outset. Each division was to
have at least five members; on the division of national defense, in addition
to the civilian members, there were to be two representatives designated by
the secretaries of War and the Navy. Responsible to the members of the
foundation, the-divisions were to formulate their particular policies and
programs, present budgets, assess the quality of the research they spon-:,
sored, and make recommendations on the allocation of research programs
and other pertinent matters.e°

Although Bush's effort to make an independent recommendation on
patent policy had been frustrated, he did include a paragraph giving his
views on patents. Obviously intending to counter Kilgore's aims, Bush
said that the foundation should be allowed "discretion as to its patent
policy in order that patent arrangements may be adjusted as circumstances
and the public interest require."°'

Not only were the members of the foundation, and its divisions to be
free to have prjvate employment, but legislation was also to provide for
special authority for.the agency in other reSpects. Its research contracts or
grants should not require competitive bidding, and the recipients of research
contracts should not have to submit the detailed itemized vouchers normally

r(
required by the General Accounting Office.°2

asi
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Rough budget estimates 'submitted by the committees furnished the
basis for a table showing growth "in a healthy manner from modest
beginnings.'Wter five years, Bush expected, the foundatIon's operations
should reach"a fairly stable level.""

Activity

Millions of dollars

First yd'er Fifth year

Division of Medical Research
Division of Natural Sciences 0
Division of National Defense ,,

DMsion of Scientific Persohnel and Education
Division of Publications and Scientific Collaboration
Administration

$ 5.0
10.0
10.0
7.0

.5
1.0 ,

$ 20.0
50.0
20,0
29.0

1.0
2.5

Total 33.5 122.5

Finally, ScienceThe Endless Frontier urged congressional action:
"Legislation is necessary. It should be drafted with &eat care. Early

action is imperative, however, if this nation is to meet the challenge of
science and fully utilize the potentialities of science. On the wisdom with
which we bring science to bear against the problems of the coming years
depends in large measure our future as a nation."64

Bush had, in fact, "already arranged for the drafting of legislation, and
it was introduced in ihe Hot& and Senate the Very day his report was released.

c 1



Compromise Achieved

Q

A week -before the release of the Bush report Carroll Wilson talked
with Congressman' Wilbur D. Mills about a bill to establish a

National.Research Foundatiom, The draft measure, prepared under the
guidance of Wilson and Oscar Rtiebhausen, meshed perfectly with Bush's
recommeNations. The Democratic congressmad suggested a few changes
and, though he was going home to Arkansas to fish and relax for a while,
arranged to have the bill introduced in the House on July 19, 1945.
Warren G. Magnuson (D., Washitigton) planned to introduce the bill in

the Senate the same day.' ;

' Magnuson's introduction of the bill (S.1285) angered Senator Kilgore,
who thought he and Bush were still collaborating. Although Magnuson
had told Kilgore two days before that* might introduce a science bill,

Kilgore seems to have thought it would deal only with scholarships° and
fellowships. After weeks of Pressing OSRD for drafting assistance, the
surprised West Virginia senator now.tried to get in touch with Bush, only

to find that. he was away from Washington and unreachable. "Conse-
quently," Don Price informed a Budget Bureau associate, "Senator Kilgore
considers himself doublecrossed and is mad as anything."2Four'days later
Kilgore introduced his own bill (S. 1297) to establish a National Science
Foundation. Kilgore's anger was probably warranted. Presumably Bush
had decided that the recommendations emerging from the committees
working on his ltport differed too basically from Kilgore's ideas tomake a
compromise bill possible, and since he had decided to endorse those
recOmmendations, iiidependent legislative action was necessary.3

Acttlally the two bills were much alike. Both provided for the support

25
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of research in the natural sciendes, medicine,,und national defense matters,
for science scholarships and fellowships, and for the publication of scientific
information. Both were intended to assist the coordination of federal
research and development ,activities and the making of national science
policy. They differed mainlyand significantlyon organization and
control of the foundation and on patent policy. Following Bush'S recom-
mendations S. 1283 provided for a controlling board Of nine presidentially
appointed members who would choose the agency's executive director and
supervise his work. Kilgore's bill gave the President the right to appoint
the director; an advisory board was to consist of the director as chairman,
eight other government officials, and eight public members. Magnuson's
bill left the control of patent policy to the foundation's governing board;
Kilgore's:provided that important discoveries resulting from all federally
supported research would be United States property, to be patented.by the
government and licensed for nonexclusive use. Magnuson's bill was referred to
a subcommittee, whidi he headed, of the Commerce Committee; Kilgore's
to his subcommittee on War Mobilization of the Military Affairs Committee;
During the summer arrangements were made for joint hearings on the tWo

, foundation bills and on S. 1248,- legislation introduced by J. William
Fulbright (D., Arkansas) to establish a Bureau of Scientific Researchan
the Department of Commerce.

On September 6 Truman included in a long message of legislative
proposals a section on research in which he urged Congress to establish an-
agency to carryrout14e functions mentioned in the Magnuson and Kilgore
bills.' Some of the President's suggestions disturbed _backers of The Bush
report, especially his advocacy of research support for the social sciences,
which the Magnuson bill did not mention. The Kilgore bill's reference to
"related economic and industrial studies" would have opened the door to
some social science fields.5 The President also said that the agency should
"Coordinate and control diverse scientific activities atm conducted by the
several departments and agencies of the Federal Government." The
Magnuson bill, besides directing the agency "to develop and promote a
national policy for scientific research and scientific education," said that
the foundation should "correlate" its programs with those Of other gov-
ernment and private "'research organizations.

The joint hearings scheduled for October required a clearer statement
of Administration views than the generalities of Truman's message to
Congress. Although Bush had been able to bypass Dir-ector of the Budget
Harold. D. Smith in making his report to the President, now Smith and his
Executive Office associates could interpose their objections to provisions'
of Magnuson's bill (and Kilgore's) that did not meet their standards of
proper public policy. Smith outlined the Administration's position in a
letter to Bush on detober 1.6

32
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Severl weeks earlier Bush, as required by his position in the Adminis-
tration, had asked for thellureau's advice on his response to congressional
requests for his views, but he urged preference for Magnuson's bill. He
argued that the rigid patent provisions of Kilgore's bill would deny small
industries the protection they needed. Though Magnuson's bill would
ensure civilian control over military research, Kilgores would put the
military in a dominant position. Magnuson's bill met the test of the "Five
Fundamentals" of ScienceThe Endless Frontier; Kilgore's did not. Early
action on S. 1285 would permit a smooth transfer of OSRD functions to
the new foundation and.would make unnecessary the continuance of the
Research Board for National Security (RBN(S) in the National Academy
of Sciences or.its establishment as an independent agency, as proposed in
legislation sponsored by Senator Harry F. Byrd (D., Virgini4).7

Smith's response to Bush was drafted by Price in colla oratión with
James R. Newman of the Office of War Mobilization and econversion
(OW MR), a lawyer, a brilliant popularizer of_science and mathematics,
and a principal author of the McMahon atomicenergy bill. In interpreting
Truman's message Smith laid down "the principle that science is funda-
mcentally unitary, and must not be separated into tight compartments."
Thus the President would not favor an independent agency Charged only
Mth military research (Byrd's proposed RBNS) or autonomous divisions
or committees within the foundation (Kilgore's defense and medical com-
mittees) which would have final control over some segment of the agency's
total program. A presidentially appointed director possessing "full
administrative responsibility for the operation of the Foundation and its
several divisions" was essential "to make the agency effectively respon-
sible to the President and the Congress." The uncertainties resulting,from
Truman's remark about coordination of federal science programs were
clarifiedana the ominous word "control" interpreted awayby Smith's
statement that the Kilgore bill's provisions met the President's needs; the
foundation should have "the duty of maintaining a comprehensive survey
of federally financed research and development activities, the authority to
call on Federal agencies for whatever data and report&may be needed, and

4b

the responsibility for making to the President and to the agencies con-
cerned recommendations with respect to such research and development
activities." The foundation's coordinating role would not relieve other
federal agencies of their research responsibilities. While Magnuson's bill
provided various exemptions for the foundation from normal federal con-
trols, Kilgore's allowed only freedom from advertising for bids on research
contracts and some relaxation of Civil Service rules for the appointment of
technical and professional employees. Smith insisted that any exemptions
beyond those'in Kilgore's bill required clear justifica'tion4With respect to
the patent, issue, Smith said Congress should ensure that the reSultg of fed-
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erally funded research would be made "fully, freely, and publicly available
to commerce, industry', agriculture, and academic institutioni."1

Whilehelping to define the Administration position, Price and Newman
also participated informally in an effort, organized by Herbert Schimmel,
to write a ifcompromise" bill, This move seems to have excluded Magnuson's
aides. Now, according to an advocate of his bill, it yvas the Washington
senator's turn to be surprised by the breakdown in cooperation:

On October 4th, Senator Magnuson was summOned to the White House for a
conference. On arriving, he found the President, Senator Kilgore, and Mr. [John
W.] Snyder [head of OWM111 in possession of a new draft of a science bill, in regard
to which the President expressed pleasure that the two senators !fad been able to
find cominon ground for "compromise". Despite his political proximity to Senator
Kilgore and despite continued friendly conferences between his staff and Senator ,

Kilgore's, Senator Magnuson had not.ileard of any impending compromise. in
astonishment, he replied that he concutred in the desire for a compromise and felt
that one eould be attained with further study, but that he would like an opportunity
to examine the "compromise" before committing himself further."

..4)

Nonetheless, the President told Harold &fifth the following day that he
thought the senators "were now in agreement and were going to develop a
joint bill." Truman assured Smith that in his conversation with them "he
had supported a director and an advisory committee, rather than a board,
to administer the Research Foundation."'"

* * *

Hearings on the legislation opened at 10 a.m., October 8, in Room 357
of the Senate Office Building." Besides Kilgore, who presided, Magnuson
and Fulbright were present at the opening session. They were flanked by
two individuals whose rivalry and conflicting social .and political ideas
helped build personal antagonism between the groups they represented
and made accommodation difficult:These two were Schimmel and John
H. Teeter, an aide to Bush in OSRD who was now on loan to Senator

a I Magnuson.
SenatorKilgore's opening statement described the differences between

his and Magnuson's original measures and inserted in the record a "work-.
ing draft" of an improved bill, that is, a new S. 1297. After discussing this
revised bill and its differences from the earlier measures, Kilgore an-
nounced that Isaiah Bowman would be the first witness. Magnuson then
interrupted and aked to make a statement. Magnuson said that the
witnesses were not restricted in their testimony to the new S. 097 but were
free to refer to the earlier bills. The revision inserted in the record by
Senator Kiisore wag merely "work sheets," Magnuson said that he had
na had an opportunity to seethe committee print until a few days before,
and there were some things in it that he might want to change."

3 4
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. Bowman made it plain that he opposed central control of scieiitific
research. He wished it were not necessary to have federal support of
science at all, but wartime developments had shown that such support was
essential. By no means, though, should the proposed National Research
Foundation be formed along the lines of other government bureaus. "Do
not," he pleaded, "open doors for untrained and worse than worthless
employees who may creep into positions of control and attempt to phs,
themselves off as wisetAdministrators who understand better than so-.
called fuzzy,scientist§lidw,the job should be done."'"

Bowman's lecture on bureaucrats and the danger of political control
.,

drew a stinging rebuke later in the hearings from Maury Maverick, head of
the Smaller War Plants Corporation. A Texan who disliked academic
pomposity as much as he did government "gobbledygook" (a word he
brought into popular usage), Maverick said Bowman should "not be so
smug." The American government was a political institution and public
servants were just as pUre as scientists. "I get a little tired of these hired
hands' of the monopolies and some of the professors, some of these
bullddzing scientists, piously arrogating to themselves all the patriotism . . . .

.1 get tired of their superior attitude," Maverick said. It was high time
they began "to develop some social consciousness." He urged the senators
to "get busy. Pass this bill. There is no time to waste." But it was Kilgore's
bill, not Magnuson's, that he wanted."

If Bowman represented the view of conservative academic scientists,
the next witness, Nobel prizewinner Irving Langmuir of the General
Electric Company, represented the industrial establishment. Langmuir
emphasized the importance of privately owned patents and free enterprise
to American industrial progress. He lamented the decline of the pioneering
spirit in the United States just as Russia was beginning to incorporate
many of the incentives of capitalism into its system. He attacked the patent
provisions of tile original Kilgore bill. Strongly objecting to a presidentially
appointed dn-ector, Langmuir insisted that scientists needed to be in
control."

--)

On the second day of the hearings Harlow Shapley suggested a return
to Kilgore's earlier title for the new organization, National Science
Foundation rather than National Research Foundation, because science
education i high schools badly needed updating and a broader title would
encompass his objective. Also, smaller colleges and universities through-
out the country `)leeded to be encouraged. Although concentration of
research grants in \a few institutions was justified during the war, it would
not be in peacetime. Shapley inclined to agree with other scientists that the
board should appoint the director, but experts on adm inistration
perhaps his son in the Budget Bureauhad told him "the other method
would be better." The important thing was to "get competent men in this
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job." Shapley favored including the social sciences in the scope of the
foundation but suggested that they be dropped if inclusion would prevent
quick action on the legislation. At any rate, scholarships in the social
sciences could be included from the start."

Following Shapley, Howard A. Meyerhoff, executive secretary of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), reported
on a questionnaire which had been circulated to -members of the AAAS
council. The 10 replies, he said, represented the opinions of about 400
people. The respondents overwhelmingly favored federal support of the
natural sciences, medicine' and public health, and military research, and
two-thirds favored support of the social sciences. Two out of three also
believed that coordination of government research activities should be a
primary function of the agency. Most indicated a fear of political control
and expressed a strong preference for a board composed of scientists:4

Budget Director Smith was the first to present the Administration's
views. He told the committee, "I feel it is my duty to keep the scientists
from making a mistake in the field of public administration."'" He insisted
that "the most important principle involved in these bills is that an agency
which is to control the spending of public funds in a great national
program must be a part of the regular machinery of government. If the
Government is to support scientific research, it.should do so through its
own responsible agency, not by delegating thezontrol of the program and
turning over the funds to any non-governmental organization."" The
board should be advisor, , not controlling, and there should he a single
administrator, appointed nd removable by the President. "On questions
of judgment and policy," mith said, "the only effective means of enforc-
ing responsibility is the P esident's power of appointment and removal."
Since board members we e apt to be from institutions benefiting from the
foundation's support, the e would inevitably be suspicions, even if unwar-
ranted, if they had admini trative responsibility over the agency.21

The foundation could lay a key role in federal science activities, Smith
held, not in competition ith other agencies but by'encouraging explora-
tion of the frontiers of kno ledge and by coordinating government science
programs. Expressing an is ea that the Budget office would cling to with
increasing frugtration for ears, Smith said:

The President, and thoBurea of the Budget in his Executive Office, need scientific
advice on the balance of vario s research programs and their technical quality. The
proposed foundation, can fulfi l a valuable function in supplying such advice. ft will
need to be given, either by s atute or Executive order, authority to call on the
scientific bureaus of the Government for information, and the duty of making
recomMendations to the depa tment heads and the President on their programs.-It,
should not be given coepive owers, for its function of coordination can be most
effective if its authority does ot conflict with that pf the department heads, or
encroach on that of the Preside t himse1f..22

1
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Though the foundation should allow substantial freedom of research,
Smith told the senators, its support°of research should be extended through
specific contracts rather than general-purpose grants. He suggested that
the agency be exempt from advertising for competitive bids for contracts
but be.otherwise subject to the normal procedures of government.23 On

r, patents he inclined toward the Kilgore view "that if Federal funds are to be
used for the support of research, the results of such research 'should be
devoted to the geheral public interest, and not to the exclusive profit of any
individual or corpo ration ."24

The Cabinet member best qualified to speak as a scientist, Henry A.
Wallace, Secretary of Commerce, supported Kilgore in his testimony.
Wallace favored including the social sciences in the scope of the founda-
tion and the support of technological development as well as pure s-cience.
Inventions resulting from federal support should be secured to the public.
There should be free exchange internationally of scientific information.
"No nation," he said, "can hope to achieve or maintain a position of sci-
entific leadership working in the isolation of security regulations and
secrecy provisions."25

Discord within the executive branch soon became obvious. Vannevar
Bush testified on October 15, two days after he had tried unsuccessfully
to persuade the President to accept his version of the proposed science
foundation. But Truman had given Bush a free hand to express his bwn
vie*s despite their variance from Administration policy." Before the
committee Bush argued for the Magnuson bill. OSRD's "autocratic form
of organization was vital in a war emergency" but would be inappropriate
for the sponsoring of "truly free and fundamental scientific research."
The foundation's controlling board should not be made up only of scien-
tists but should also contain eminent persons who understood the impor-

nce of science in public affairs. Bush would not object to the President's
a pointing federal officials to the board, but they should be appointed for

eir qualifications, not as spokesmen for their departments or agencies.
He thought the foundation could in the long run provide an effective
means of partnership between the natural and social sciences, but this
should evolve as a "result of careful study by the foundation after its
establishment."22 He did not think the foundation should be asked to
control the research programs of other agencies. Since the foundation
would be supporting basic research rather than applied, it would seldom
have to deal with patent questions; at any event, Bush contended, legisla-
tion dealing broadly with patent problems did not belong in the bill but
should be a matter for separate consideration by House and Senate patent
com mittees."

Representatives of the War an4 Navy departments who followed Bush
emphasized that they would have preferred a separate agency for military
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researchthat is, the Research Board for National Security which had
been wiped out by presidential orderbut believed they could work
effectively with the foundation. Since Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson
indicated that he would take the advice of Bush, Karl Compton, and other
scientists about the foundation's form of organization, Kilgore asked him,
if he disagreed with the President. Patterson said no. Kilgore then cited
Smith's testimony. After some quibbling over whether Smith was quoting
the President or stating his own opinion, Kilgore said he would find out
later what the President's view was in order to remove any doubt on thiS
point." The following day, when spokesmen for the Navy department
gave views similar to Patterson's, Kilgore entered in the record that he had
got ha touch with Smith after yesterday's session, and the Budget Director
had confirmed that he was speaking for the President in his letter of
October 1 to Bush. ".. . in this particular case," Kilgore said, "he cledred
every phase of the letter with the President before he issued it, and par-
ticularly the phase on the President's opinion.as to the director."3°

The differences between Kilgore and Magnuson, reflective of those
within the Administration, became obvious a few minutes later in an
exchange between Kilgore and another witnest, who said there seemed
to be some question as to whether the substitute measure (the revised S.
1297) was a "joint" billthat is, one representing the views of both
Kilgore and Magnuson. Kilgore replied: "It was supposed to be when it
was brought in here, but it has become'evident that the joinder was not
complete. It seems that one spouse wants a divorce."3' Executive branch
dissonance brought an Unequivocal statement from Snyder of OWMR.
"To clarify possible misunderstanding," since President Truman was
concerned about "ambiguity" in the Administration's position, Snyder
wrote to Kilgore and M agnuson reaffirming the views expressed in
Smith's letters to Bush and other officials and endOrsing the principles of
the revised S. 1297.32

At times the intense interest in atomic energy legislation _and the
increasing dismay among some nuclear scientists that the May-Johnson
bill was going-to be rammed through Congress almost threw the Kilgore-
Magnuson hearings off the track. Denied a hearing in the House, the nuclear
scientists were given a forum by Kilgore at the suggestion of Schimmel and
Barry Commoner, a biologist on detail from the navy to Kilgore'S-
subcommittee. Before a large crowd in the Senate committee room they
expressed their ideas on the control of atomic energy, and occiasionally on
a science foundation.33 The leadoff witnessa vacillating endorser of the:
May-Johnson billwas J. Robert Oppenheimer, who had brilliantly directed
the work of atomic scientists at Los Alamos during the war. After reading
a statement from Nobel prizewinner Enrico Fermi urging the abandon-
ment of wartime regimentation and secrecy," Oppenheimer similarly
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warned against letting the war's tight controls set a pattern for a peacetime
science foundation. The work of academic scientists should not be over-
organized; their judgment of what was worth doing should be trusted. He
wanted to be surethat the committee kriew that the purpose of the pro-
posed foundation could not be interpreted as attacking the problems of
peace just as OSRD had attacked the problems of war. "The trouble is that
they are not the same problems," he said.35 Representatives of the Associa-
tion of Oak Ridge Scientists and the Association of Los Alamos Scientists
also opposed secrecy and emphasized the difference between program-
matic or directed research and fundamental research." Later in the hear-
ings Harry Grundfest, secretary of the American Association of Scientific
Workers, deplored the "star-chamber regulations" that had featured the
Manhattan Project.37

The third week of hearings began with a procession of men of medicine,
all in favor of Magnuson's bill. Homer W. Smith'S testimony included a
tabulation of a poll of consultants to the Palmor committee, which he had
served as secretary, showing overAelming preference for S. 1285. Schimmel
exposed the poll's lack of objectivity, since contrasting statements were $
specifically identified as Kilgore's views and Magnuson's, making their
names a guide to the response."

After the medical scientists came the biologiits. They advocated a
separation of their fie-Ws from the applied science of melcine. Detlev W.
Bronk of the University of/Pennsylvania suggested a single division of
basic sciences, including biology, which would discover new knowledge
and provide new ideas; other divisionsMedicine, nationaklefense, and
natural resources"directed to specific practical ends of national impor-
tance ... wo uldi translate the findings of the workers under the Division of
Basic Sciences into practical usefulness."19 Philip R. White of the Rocke- d

feller Institute for Medical Research also wanted a basie Sciences division
but including medicine as a branch, even though medicine was a tech-
nology rather than a science. White did not believe it administratively

, feasible to have in the same orsanization a national defense division, with
its inevitable secrecy requirements, and a basic sciencesThvision, in which
freedom from controls was essential. There should be."two en tirely
separate foundations."4° *Jr

Social scientists had their day on October 29'. A panel made up of two
economists, a political scientist, a psychobiologist, a socicilogist, and an
anthropologist sought to convince ihe senators that research in their
disciplines contributed to military strength and the health of SOcial institutions.
Thus Edwin 'G. Nourse 9f the Brookings Institution argued that an adequate
defense hinges on the strength of the industrial system, for which an
understanding of economic principleiand practices is fundamental. William F.
Ogburn, a University of Chicago sociologist who was a close student of

3,9
,
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technological innovations, testified that all important mechanical inien-
tions inevitably precipitate social change and social problems. Conse-
quently, a government that supports invention or discoverY has a respon-
sibility to support social science research to solve the resulting problems.
A statement by Herbert Emmeria of the Public Administration Clearing
House pointed to the dangers of "instruments" (the atomic bomb?).result-
ing from heavy emphasis on physical research without a counterbalance of
"knowledge and skill in their proper control and utilization for the benefit
of mankind." Private universities, he said, found it even more difficult to
finance research in the social sciences than in the physical and medical.°

'Stpport for the social scientists' cause came occasionally from other
witnesses. Henry Allen Moe,, kr example, expressed his pleasure that
President Truman's message of September 6 had asked for the inclusion of
the sqcial sciences, although they had been left out of the calculations of
the Bush report panel which Moe had headed." And although other
engineers wanted to exclude the social sciences," Abel Wolman, a sanitary
engineer from Johns Hopkins, argued that they were needed to apply
science to such practical problems as water and atmospheric pollution and _
disposal of solid waste."

Although there had been frequent criticisms of the concentration of
OSRD contracts in a few universities and technical institutes, neither
Magnuson's bill nor Kilgore's contained 'any provision for wider institu-
tional or geographic distribution of the foundation's research support.
Scientists and administrators from the leading academic institutions generally
vvanted to avoid a prescription for disbursementaccording to formula, as
had long been the practice of the Department of Agriculture in providing
research funds to land-grant colleges. Karl Compton of MIT, arguing for
Magnuson's bill, warned against any such arrangement in the science'
foundation; rather than distribute money indiscriminately among institu-
tions, the foundation should adopt a strategy of "pin-point bombing" on
selected objectives." But Edmund E. Day, president of Cornell University,
testifying for the Association Of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities and

'a

the National Assoc' tion of State Universities, urged that 30 percent of the
foundQ s be allocated 'arn'ong the states according to population
and then disbursed by land-grant and other tax-supported institutions."
Reflecting on his testimony a week later, he thought that his remarks had
not particUlarly moved the committee members.° Nonetheless, Kilgore's
revised bill introduced later in the year (S. 1720) provided for formula
distribution of one-fourth of the foundation's research funds.

The hearings finally droned to an end the afternoon of iloveinber 2,
with no senators present but with Teeter chairing the session. Throughout
the twenty days of hearings the senators had been buffeted by conflicting
and repetitious testimony, much of it designed to promote or protect some
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special interest. Thus an engineering spokesman complained that "neither
of the bills even deigns fo mention engineering science,"4,' and guardians
of the Office of Education tried to limit the foundation's responsibilities in
education." Yet, despite arguments over these matters and the more
controversial ones of organization'and control, patent policy, and inclu-
sion of the social seiences, the distinguished cast of witnesses ovenvhebningly
endorsed the establishment of a science foundation. Piscounting several
spear carriers who came to back up their chiefs, about one hundred
persons testifiedall of them male and, one Suspeets, all white. Their
enthusiasm for a science foundation and their vie& of what it should do
differed greatly, but the record indicates that ninety-nine of the htindred
were in thefokl.

Olie remained defiantly astray. The unregenerate. was.Bush's friend
and wartime as4ociate Frank Jewett. Jewett admitted that OSRD had been
necessary, and he Was proud of his part in its success. But, he said, "Any
program of,science for the. future . . . Patterned on OSRD is doomed to
essential failurhougli-seietists during the war had patriotically developed'

weapons and abandoned the quest fol new kno*ledse, now they wanted to
. do Kindamentatscience again." Private initiative shoyld furnish the means

for their important work. Jewett continued:

Every direct or indirect subvention by Government is not only coupled inevitably
with bureaucratic types of control, but likewise with political control and with the
urge to create pressure groups seeking to advaUce special interests.1 feel strongly,
therefore, that every, proposal to inject Government into.the operational affairs of
Dur daily lives should be examined most carefully and athipt&I only when it is clear
that it is the only way the desired objectixecan be attained.

The enactrnent of either Kilgore's bill or Magnuson's wOuld "be a radical
departure from the normal American way." Perhaps, Jewett acknowledged,
"conditions have so changed permanently that we must abandon the old
way which depended on The voluntary action of free then operating in the
thousand and one ways that men choose and turn to the State for a large
part of the support of science, through g politically controlled agency."

CPPerhaps,.but he did not believe it.51
If Jewett's wards were resonant° of the ,conflicts between rugged

individualism and the New Deal of the 1930s, those of the following
, witness forecast the struggles of the Cold War. The Reverent! l'Hugh

O'Donnell, president ,of the University of Notre Dame, told the senatoil,
that only the military phaseof World War H was over. Now would come
the war of opposing philosophiesAmerican freedom versus communism.
A science foundation was essential for maintaining national strength in
thispolarized world."

Jewett's opposition to a foundation may have been unique, but many
shared his dread a political interference with scientisti' freedom. For

41
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some of the atomic scientists, whn, in Oppenheimer's words, had "known
sin,"" the fear was of military domination of science with accompanying
requirements of compartmentalization and,secrecy that had been so irk-
some during the war. Others, 'of conservative political and economic
views, were haunted by the specter of a revived New Deal in which sciencb
would become a tool for federal planners. They saw Kilgore and his
assistants as theAmerican co untérOarts of the Marxist J. D. Bernal, whose
book The Social Function of Science (1939) had caused British scientists to
fear that he wanted "to dragoon [them] into work which they would not
necessarily want to uhdertake, in the pursuit of ends of which they would
not approve."54 Their anxiety rose when they heard testimpny like that of
an elderlY former New Deal official, Morris L. Cooke, repre§enting the
Independent Citizens Committee of.the Arts, ScienCes, and Professions:
"We favor the coordination of all Government-financed research whether
in priyate or public institutions by a National Science Foundation in order
to further efficient planning and the most zomprehensive use of facilities."55
Substitute "business" for "science" and the statements of conservative
scientists would have beenalmost interchangeable with those issuing from
manufacturing and trade associations demanding theend of price controls
and the return of'a "free market."'And probably in part because they linked
planning and government controls_ with social science, the natural scientists .
and engineers-who testified were generally reluctant to include the social
disciplines in the foundation.

Opening the final day of hearings, James B. Conant said:, "If the
proposals before you become law and Congress appropriates the money,
we will see a flowering of scientific work in this country the Iike of which
the world has never seen before."55 The near& twelve hundred pages of
testimony and statements built a strong ease for a national science foundation
to make Conant's dream of a springtime for science a reality. But owing to
the climate of politics the dream was So be long deferred.

* * *

The strong line taken by the Adminjstration in'favor of a presidentially
appointed administrator for the foundation alarmed some of the scientists
who had been supporting the Magnuson bill. On November 14, shortly
after the hearings ended, Isaiah Bowman issued a call to a number of -
persons to discuss ways, of supporting the Bush proposal. The meeting '
brought into existence a Committee Supporting the Bush Report, which
sent a stiff letter to the President:

We are in favor of a responsible board composed of laymen and scientists appointed
by the President on the basis of interest and capacity, with a full time adminis-
trator appointed by and responsible to the board. We ara opposed to mandatory
provision for ex-officio members either of the board or of the professional divi-
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sions. The board should not be empowered to control Or coordinate other Gov-
ernment scientific agencies, although effective liaison should be established and
maintained. This legislation should contain no provision respecting patents or the
social sciences.

The forty-tDree men who signed this letter, headed by Bowman as chairman of
the,committee, insisted that tkey spoke for "the great majority of American
scientists."67

To ensure that the letter would .b6 "properly interpreted" by the
President, Bowman sent a telegram to Truman's Press secretary, Charles
Ross:

A tidal wave of protest by American scientists against the Kilgore bill has been
recognized by a large and representative group which will report by open letter to
President Truman tomorrow. I have been requested to inform the President that
the letter is addressed to him bedause we believe that the initiative respecting
legislation to implement the BuSh report should be put back into his hands.

On the whole the Magnuson bill expresses the indispensable principles
emphasized in the Bush report. The Kilgore bill makes possible political control
and thereby endangers the future of scientific research so impbrtant to national
security."

In a phone conversation Bowman told Ross that the steering committee of
the Committee Supporting the Bush Report thought "that it ,was v,ery
much better to channel the protest of scientifc men and associati1ons than
to let screams arise from all quarters which could only create confusion in
the minds of the public, of Congress', and the President. Unless the protests
were coordinated, put into reasoned form and attached to practical
suggestions, we were not likely to find our way out of the present deplorable
situation." Bowman had heard that Kilgore was going to call on Truman,
and the committee wanted the President to direct the legislative effort.
rather than let it be controlled by the West Virginia senator. According to
Bowman's wishful interpretation of the conversation, "Mr. Ross listened
to all this and commented upon it sympathetically. . . . I gained the
impression that he was genuinely grateful on his own behalf and on behalf
of the President for the orderly arid timely presentation of the country-.
wide protest that we have tried to express."69

The full text of the letter arid the list of signers appeared in the New
York Times November 27,1945. The following day Budget Director Smith
saw the President and recorded in his diary: "I brought to the attention of
the President the current propaganda of the scientists against his position
in favor of a single administrator for the research foundation and I
inquired as to whether he had altered his views in any way. The President
replied in most positive language that he had not and that he did not
propose to do so."6°

Truman replied to Bowman:s letter on December 20. He stated bluntly

4
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that his views on science legislation had been given by Harold Smith and
John Snyder, and he was confident that the Bowman committee's "basic
objectives of freedom of research, and non-partisan administration of a
program of aid to scientific research and education, will be attained under
such an organization as I have recommended."' .

Jewett hail predicted 'that the Bowinan committee would stir up a
"Kilkenny catlight."12 That prediction seemed warranted in view of the
uncompromising language of the Bowman group's letter and Truman's
unequivocal reply. Bowman's committee soon collected many more endorse-

/ merits as scientific groups met and, like the New York section of the
American Chemical Society, "approved without resergations the principles
expressed" in the letter." Other scientists, more concerned about getting a
national science foundation under way without necessarily sticking to the
exact, terms of the Busfr report, organized a Committee for a National
Science FoimdatiOnlate in December. Leaders in this move were Shapley
and Nobel laureate Harold C. Urey, both of whom were regarded
suspiciously by conservatives because of their participation in the Inde
pendent Citizens ammittee of the Arts, Sciences, and Professions, a,liberal
group heavily sprinkled with Communists." 0

But if there were increasing signs of polarization, there were also
important movements toward compromise under way late in 1945. Kilgore
himself, in preparing a revised bill, broached the subject of a possible
compromise' by which the foundation's administrator would be appointed
by the President only after nomination by the members of the advisory

: board. Price told Schimmel tnat he thought this would be the same as a
board "appointment of the Administrator . . . and would be contrary to
the interests of the President and our whole constitutional practice."
Harold Smith told Price to let Kilgore know that there was no need to
cNtnpromise; besides, "such a provision may be unconstitutional as a
restriction on [the President's] appointing power.""

Other voices urging compromise and suggesting new ideas for a science
foundation were also beginning to be raised toward the endpf the year.
President'Day of Cornell phoned tiowman to suggest that a board different
from that proposed by the Kilgore bill but still somewhat in fine with the
ideas of the Administration might be desirable. As_he had in his testimony,
Day urged that a percentage of the foundation's research funds be earmarked
for geographical distribution. Perhaps because of the rigid, terms of the
Bowman committee's letter, Day sought to convinCe the Johns Hopkins
president "that scientists alone cannot put this thing across. We neerfthe
help of men in Congress who see the problem." Proponents of a fotmda-
don "should work for a reasonable set-up with reasonable safeguards
against Federal controPand with reasonable compromise or modification
in the direction ... of a Board of laymen authorized to make an independent
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report to the President." Day warned that there might be "a counter
movement stimulated possibly by Schimmel and spearheaded by Urey and
Shapley and a group of social scientists.""

Bowman was obviously worried about Shapley's loyalty to the cause,17
A few days after Day's call he wrote the Harvard astronomer expressing
regret that Shapley had not been able to attend a meeting of the Committee
Supporting the Bush Report. The group hoped to achieve "unanimous
action .so as not to weaken the case by divided opinions that offer the,
politician a golden opportunity to do his stuff. There is wire pulling and
confusion as well as partisanship in the Washington end of this business.
We should not stimulate these tendencies by divisions among ourselves."
The now three hundred signers of the letter, Bowman wrote, represented
"many thousand more scientists." Undoubtedly their influence on senators'
would be great. Bowman reported that Kilgore had accepted the view of
the Committee Supporting 'the Bush Report "except on one important
matter, that of one-man control to which he adheres and which we resist.
We believe that our movement is irresistible and that only negligence or
division on the part of scientists will halt this legislation or set it up in an
undesirable way."67

* * *

While the Bowman committee continued to garner signatures, Kilgore
and his aides completed their drafting of a revised bill, introduced on
December 21 as S. 1720. The measure incorporated a number of suggestions
proposed in the hearings and made some concessions to the o aing
camp. Nonetheless, the administrator was to be appointed t e Presi-
dent and was to be advised by a board of nine members, a o appointed
by the President; hesides these nine, the board would incl de the chair-
men of the several divisional scientific committees of t foundation.
Eight divisions were specified in the legislation: mat ethatical and
physical sciences, biological sciences, social sciences, hea h and,medical
sciences, national defense, engineering and technology scientific per-
sonnel and education, and publications and information. I ddition, the
administrator was authorized to create s many as three oth divisions.
The campaign, of state universities an and-grant collees for geographic
distribution had succee*d: a quart of the foundation's research funds
was to be distributed-by a famulatwo-fifths to be divided among the
states equally, the remainder in accordance with population; only tax-
supported institutions were to be entitled to these funds. Another 25
percent of the research funds would be restricted to nonprofit institu-
tions, including private colleges and universities, but not subject to state
quotas. At least 15 percent of the foundation's research money should be
spent for research for national defense and 15 percent for research in
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health and medical sciences. IThese minimum percentages had been set
at 20 in Kilgore's earlier bills.)

Kilgore's bill again sought to establish a government-wide patent
policy but was less rigorous on public ownership of patents. An escape
clausecarefully prescribed conditions under which patents might be held
by the contractor or inventor; the most important condition was that the
patent had "been developed substantially as the result of earlier research
or development activities of thecontractor which were not federally financed."
Joining Kilgore in sponsoring the bill were Senators Fulbright, Leverett
Saltonstall (R., Massachsusetts), Edwin C. Johnson (D.,tolorado), and
Claude D. Pepper (D., Florida). Magnuson had not committed himself to
the measure.

Describing the bill in Science, Howard Meyerhoff said that it was "a
serious endeavor to meet the demand of the majority of the scientists by
setting up a board of qualified men and byomaking this board a check and
balance to the administrator, without nullifying the latter's responsibility
to the President and the Congress." The same issue of Science printed a
statement issued on December 28 by the Committee for a National Science
Foundation, which had been formed by Urey and Shapley, saying that
although there was serious disagreement over the question-of a governing
board or a single administrator, "it should be possible to devise a plan
of organization which will meet the major objections to either alterna,
tive." Among the signers were such luminaries as Einstein, Fermi, and
Oppenheimer .69

The Bowman committee meanwhile sought ways to bring the legislation
more in line with the Bush proposals. Since Bush was preparing to have a
bargaining session with Kilgore, he wanted a clear expression of the
committee's views. Horner Smith sent all committee members an "'Emergency
Menibrandum of Utmost Importance" which said that Bush and Magnuson
had agreed that they would present four propositions to Kilgore: (I) the
board "would have the right to submit a panel of nominations to the
President for the office of administrator"; (2) the patent provisions now in
S. 1720 would be further modified; (3) the provision for distribution of 25
percent of the foundation's research funds to tax-supported colleges and
universities "would be replaced by a statement of.principle intended to
insure gesographical distribution"; (4) support for the social sciences, at .
least in the beginning, "would be limited fo scholarships and fellowships."
Smith understood that Bush would support the bill if Kilgore accepted
these provisions. Smith said that the committee's Washington office did
nig believe it possible to pass a bill giving policy-making powers to a
part-time board, and that Magnuson "is not prepared to fight against the
President's desire for a fullAirne administrator and a straight-line
organization." Members of the Bowman committee would have to decide
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whether to go along with these modifications of the original Magnuson bill
if Kilgore agreed to themi or work "to defeat the bill on the ground that it
is dangerous and unsatisfactory.""

Bowman received his copy of Smith's memorandum on January 15.
nip next day he went to Washington tO talk with Bush before their meeting
with Senators Kilgore, M'agnuson, and Elbert D. Thomas (D., Utah),
chairman of the Committee on Military Affairs. Smith was disc) present at
the preliminary meeting with Bush. Bush "dressed down Smith" for some
of his statements in-the "Emergency Memorandum" and indicated tfiat it
"was a stupid thing" to make thema harsh but accurate assessment as
shown a little later in the afternoon.

Following their conference Bush and Bowman went to Seriator Thomas's
office. Bowman describes what occurred: "Presently Kilgore and Magnuson
came in. Kilgore had been accompanied to the door of Thomas' room
by his office staff and evidehtly they told him to come in with both fists ir

flying. He made a holy show of himself. Mad as a wet hen, he attacked i
Magnuson in particular, then Bush, then Homer Smith, and so on."
Kilgore had obtained that morning a copy of the "Emergency Memorandum."
He was especially irritated by a statement that it might be necessary to
"bring furtheepressure" on him. "He imputed bad faith and behind-thy-..
back actions to Magnuson and Bush. Thomas tried to break in but failed.
Nothing could stop him. I tried several times and gave up. He had to throw
himself around °and work off his anger before we could get down to
business." At length, though, he did agree to some of the views expressed
by Bush and Bowman and suggested that Magnuson be a cosponsor of a
revised bill. The group agreed to meet a week later. Bowman recorded that
"as we left the room Thomas spoke to Bush and myself and said, 'You
fellows may not know it but you have won a victory.' The point was that
Kilgore was himself defeated and by a great show of anger recovered his
face.""

Riding on the train back to Baltimore with Smith and Bethuel Webster,
Bomb an told them about the conference with Bush and the senators. They
agreed that the letter to President Truman should be publicized again the
next day and that the news lead should emphasize that there were now five
thou-sand signers. "Kilgore will not like this," Bowman wrote, "but we
inust keep the pressure on him." Bowman cautioned Smith againSf sending
out any more memoranda that might fall into Kilgore's hands. "He should
make no more revelations of tactics and make no mention of Kilgore He
agreed to this." Bowman also recordad that Bush was very satisfied with
the result of the meeting with the senators."

A week later Bush and Bowman met again with Kilgore, Magnuson,
and Thomas. Senators Fulbright and Saltonstall were also present, as was
Schimmel. This time Kilgore kept his temper, and the group made signifi-
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cant progress toward compromise on the questions of patents, the social
sciences, and the administrator's relation to the bbard. On the key problem
of administration, Bowman.wrote, "Kilgore held out until the last , his
arguments groWing weaker and" Schimmel obviously nervous," but Bush
warned that there would be no bill without a change. Then Saltonstall
suggested a modification and "Kilgore surrendered." et. quite different
interpretation was that "the individual concessions by Senator Kilgore
were minor ones designed to save the faces of the opposite parties." Even
so, Price thought they might result in giving the; board too much control,
and he prevailed on Schimmel to make some revisions in drafting the
compromise bill. Although Price did not think the matter serious "enough
to justify holding up legislation," he did "not want to see Senator Kilgore
give in on it if he can be persuaded not to."" .

But Bowman and Bush thOught they had accomplished more than they
had reason to hope for. As Bush assessed the conference, "things went
pretty well .. . . If we get a decent patent clause I think the job is dbne. We
will have to have a mild geographicalslistribution clause, and on the whole
I think it is just as well if it is held in reasonas a rock the Board can lea
on under pressure. Also I think we have to let the social scierices get a nose
under the tentto the extent we agreed on." Bush asked his secretary to
tell Bradley bewey, an industrial chemist who was president of the Amer-
ican Chemical Society, "that while he and his group need to remain in ay
position to squawk or block, I think we are going to get all we can expect,.

." To ihis optimistic estimate Bush added a prophetic reflection: since
he had not given assurances that scientific groups would approve the com-
promise decisions, "they will still be in a position to push things further
in our direction in the House.""

* * *

Despite Bush's satisfaction, he had not succeeded in arranging- for
board control of the foundation's administrator and progrA Meyerhoff
soon to replace Schimmel as the bete noire,of Bowman and company
wrote in Science that the Committee Supporting the Bush Reportbad
"recognized that the President cannot be restricted in his appointive
powers and is satisfied that a strong board which may submit nominations
for the post of Administrator, and which dan check or balance the
Administrator at crucial times, will adequately pratect scientists from
possible political control or domination."" A week later he reported that
Saltonstall had presided over a meeting where "Complete accord was
effected on every issue." Meyerhoff praised the revised S. 1720 [shortly to
be introduced as S. 1850) as "a documentwhich combines sound scientific
thinking with sagacious political realism and to which scientists can un-
hesitatingly lend their support."" Although Senator Raymond E. Willis
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(R., Indiana) had muddied the waters by introducing a bill (S. 1777), insti-
gated by Jewett, providing for "a self-perpetuating committee of 50" to

4,administer a limited research program under National Academy of Sci-
ences Ridance, Meyerhoff thought prospects for Senate passage Of the
compromise bill were fairly good. The economy-minded House, howeuer,
uninformed and uninterested in science legislation, needed to be educated
by letters, telegrams, and personal calls ftom scientists."

The compromise bill, S. 1850, sponsored by Kilgore, Magnuson, and
other senators 'from both parties, was introduced on February 21 and
referred to the Committee on Military Ae airs. On the central issue of
control, the bill provided for a presidential! appointed administrator and
an adKisory board; the President was to "Consult with and receive recom-
mendations" from the board before maki g the appointment. No term of
office was specified for the administrator and he would be removable by
the President. The President was also t point nine board members, and
joining them on the advisory body wo id be the chairmen of the founda-
tion's divisional scientific committees. !though the administrator was to
appoint the members of divisional c mmittees, with the board's advice
and approval, the committees, like t e board itself, were to choose their
own chairmen. Eight divisions were amed in the bill, but the administrator
was authorized to establish as ma y as three more.

One of the named divisions wa Social Sciences:. Here the Bush-Bowman
conferees gained a concession, si ce the division was to be limited at first
"to studies of the impact of scie tific discovery on the general welfare and
studies required in connecti n with other projects supported by the
Foundation." Similirly they managed to ease some restrictions in the
patents and inventions secti n, though it still provided for a government-
wide policy of dedicating t public use any patents resulting from federally
financed research. Other Modifications were designed to bolster the inde-
pendence of the board and give it direct access to Congress and the Presi-
dent. But instead of the "mild geographical distribution clause" that Bush
had anticipated, the 25 percent formula backed by the land-grant and state
universities associations remained. The ultimate bill, which had seemingly
won general assent, was fundamentally the same as the one Kilgore had
introducethin December following the hearings.
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Division and

:
Ith the introduction of the joint Kilgore-Mignuson bill (S. 1850)

in February 1946 the rift between the two groups of scientists
and their cphorts had apparently been closed. The task before them now
was to persuade Congress to take actiOn before its mild interest in a science
foundation evaporated in the heat of re-election campaigns. In the Senate
the bill had to compete with much moreexciting legislative mattersatomic
tttergy, restrictions on labor unions, price contreds, draft extension, and a
loan to Britain. The House was expected to mark time until the Senate
passed the compromise bill. Unless the Senate approved it in the spring
there was little likeliholad of favorable House action in he Seventy-Ninth
Congress., and certainly not unless the scientiSis u ted front remained
intact. But Senate passage came late, and by thenicientists were squab-
bling again,

Even as Howard Meyerhoff haired the accord on a joi'ntbill, his words
annoyed some thin-skihned adversaries. He called the Committee tip-
porting the Bush Report a ."rather miscellaneous group,"' a charactenza-
tion that immediately irritited Isaiah Bowman and continued to.2 And not
only liowman's correspondence showed the persistence of distrust and
animosity. Frank Jewett of course had never liked the compromise bill
or any bill except the one that Senator Raymond E. Willis had introduced

- for himand he continued his efforts to wreck it. Writing to Bush he
quoted a letter he' had received from a friend on Capitol Hill:

Senator Kilgores left-wing staff is already making plans to take over and
"guide the work of the Foundation. They have launched a study to "plan a science
program for the United States."
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11 the scientiSts don't awaken to their danger, thiegroup will be able tc) have
their, way. S. 1850 is the perfect vehicle to socialize and nationalize a large and

'independent section of out economy.3

In another letter Jewett complained abouf Harlow Shapley's sending a
telegram to all chapters of SigmaNi, an honorary science society of which
Shapley was president, asking them to push for enactment of S. 1850
without amendments. This was an abuse of office, Jewett thought, but he
took a sardonic relish in observing scientists venturing into politics: "... I
can't help but be a bit amused after all the yelling that-the scientists have
done about allowing politics to play aliy part in the matter of Government
support of science: Heaven knows that so far at leak as the Kilgolre crowd
is concerned, there has been little else than politics frOm the beginning."
Bush agreed that "Shapley has 'very little judgnient" and commented on
his and Harold Urey's participation in the Independent Citizens Committee
of the Arts, Sciences, and Professions, which 'reportedly had "some very
left-wing individuals pulling strings In it."5

Of the allegation that Kilgore's staff planned to "guide" the founda-
tion's work, Bush said that he knew about the problemin this instance an
effort to get a large appropriation for Kilgore's subcommittee to investi-
gate science. Since "Kilgore has about him a group that have strange
ideas," Bush wrote, "he hardly gets . . . a fair cfoss-§ection 'of scientific
opinion." Bush at this time (early April) still thought Congress was likely.
to pass a bill in the current session, and that amendments would move it
"in the right direction. As the compromise bill now stands it is not a good
bill or a bad one; I would prefer it to no bill at all, but by no outstanding'
margin." Bush hord that when it came time for board appointments,
President Truman would "have gound advice. He will have mine, whether
he asks for it it or not, but whether he pays any attention to it is another
matter."

Soon after.the introduction of S. 1850 Kilgore, speaking for the Mili
tary Affairs subcomrnittee considering science legislationpresented e
detailed report recommending early action on the bill. On the same day
Magnuson, on behalf of his Commerce subcommittee, concurred in that
report. On April .9 the Committee on Military Affairs favorably reported
the bill.° Tile majority leader, Alben W. Barkley (D., Kentucky), prom-
ised a "Science Week" on the floor, and Magnuson expected debate mime-
lime during the"first two weeks of May, passage by the Senate "withbut
controversy.," and enactment by June 30.5 But controversial legislation on'
labor and price controlsi Nhich backers of the science foundation had
hoped would he deferred uniil after their bill had passed, commanded
priority and intensified partisan politics. Not- until July 1 did.S. 1850
, come before the Senate. Much had happened in the meantime to jeop-
ardize its chances.
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Although name-calling in personal letters indicated that relations among
scientists-were less than amiable, during the spring both groups continued
publiclj; to support the cOmpromise bill. The AAAS council voted 230-10
in its favor, and Meyerhoff reported that "the only known organized
opposition" was that of the National Association of Marffacturers (NAM).
The Committee Supporting the Bush Report also appealed for enactment
of the bill, though mentioning the objections of many scientists to inclu-
sion of the social sciences, changes in patent policy, and distribution of
research funds by formula. "While many would be better satisfied if these
provisions were dropped," the committee stated, "protracted delay or
failure to enact this legislation would be far more prejudicial to the public
interest than the inclusion'of the provisions objected lo.""

On the Hill Jack Teeter maneuvered for the bill's passage with the zest
of a bor\n operator. In personally typed memos with idiosyncratic spelling,
he kept Bush up:10 the minute on developments and rumors. Though:Teeter
considered Homer Smith and his New York University colleague and
collaborator W. Parker Anslow, Jr. "heavy handed" and likely to "do
more harm than good to the cause of science and SI 850 in particular,"
Teeter,"felt that if they had any money to spend on the legislation . . . I
could show them how" to use it more intelligently"as, for example, in tile
informal buffet dinners at his "club" at 2900 Cleveland Avenue where he
brought legislators together with Bush. Teeter thought that congressional
interest in scienCe might soon wane, but he found hope in reports that the
President wanted legislation before the.summer recess and did "not wish
to sustain any more setbacks . . . on controversial bills."" Before long
this kind of reasoning led some of the Bush-Bowman group to believe
that Truman would accept a bill similar to the original Magnuson pro-
posal rather than. let Democratic congressmen face their constituents in
the fall elections with only an atomic energyact to their creditand per-
haps not eyen that, since the McMahon bill faced a tough fight in the
House.

Bush concluded early in May that Congress pr.obably would not pass
S. 1850 in 1946. This did not bother,lim, except that he wanted to hand
over the wind-up tasks of OSRD tp the science founedation. He wrote
Jewett: "Looking back to the early days of the Kilg6re bill, we have come
quite a distance, and the situation is no longer dangerous. Hence I am
inclined to believe that legislation enacted at the next session might b!,
even better than we can expect today, although I believe S. 1850 as It
stands is not at all bad considering where we started from."12

Conservative scientists' misgivings about S 1850 were mild compared
to those of Republican members of the cOmmittee which reported the bill.
On May 24, a month and a half after it hlx1 been reported favorably, six of
the seven minorjty members of the full committee issued their contrary

9 5 6
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views. In their opinion S. 1850, despite some modification from its earlier
form, still exemplified "a clear exposition of`the philosophy of centraliza-
tion and (control of science with its attendant bureaucratic autocracy." It
would make the foundation's administrator a science czar, "one of the
most powerful men in the Government and in the country." It would
create one more big agency which would bring.yet another "large sector of
our national economy . . . under the centralization, contivl, and supervi-
sion of Washington," shift state responsibility for educatidn to the federal
capital, and add huge expenditures "to our already dangerously unbal:
anced budget." It would abrogate thepprivate patent system, impair exist-
ing contracts, and endanger national security. In short, it was "a link in thed
chain to bind us into the totalitarian societi of the planned state."13

The one Republican who did not sign thtzqminority report was H.
Alexander Smith of New Jersey. A former executive secretary and lecturer
in politics at Princeton University, Smith wanted a federal agency to
sponsor research in universities, but one along the lines of Bush's original
proposal. He led the effort to revise S. 1850 in the debate that began July 1;
and he continued to be the principal Republican.,advocate in COngress of a-
science foundation until its eventual establishment. -

*-*

A few days before the 'Republican senators issued their report, the
scientists' united front had split wide apart. The occasion for the open
break was the introduction in the House by Wilbur Mills on May 15 of
H.R. 6448, a modified version of the proposal he and Magnuson had first
introduded in July 1945. The bill was referred to the generally conservative
subcommittee on Public Health of the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee."

Some of the backers of S. 1850 were surprised and furious. Writing in
Science, Meyerhoff blamed Teeter, without naming him ("an ardeneand
unreconstructed proponent of the oldand abandonedMagnuson bill"),
who not only "handed" the reworked measure to Mills but also quickly
arranged for two days of hearings featuring friendly witnesses. Meyerhoff
was sure that members of the AAAS council and most of the association
itself still backed S. 1850, and he urged them to "become more vocal with
their congressmen than the willful individuals or the reactionary organi-
Zations who may yet lobby objectionable and obstfuctive legislation onto
the statute bOoks and who are evidently determined to do it!'15 In the
same issue Watson Davis, director of Science Service, depIo the divi-
sipn among scientists and commented on the "hurriedly called h ings"
at which Bush, Homer Smith, and Gebrge E. Folk of the National Assoc-
iation of Manufacturers had testified for a bill continui& cpmmercial
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patent rights, failing to provide for geographic distribution of research
funds or support for the social sciences, and vesting control in a part-time
board."

-
Teeter was in fact largely responsible for the unexpected move in the

House. He wanted action and fretted over the Senate delay. Personal
rivalry with Schimmel and a fear that Kilgore's staff would dominate the
foundation seem to have stimulated him. Evidently he believed, or at least
told Bowman, that the House would bring the Mills bill to the floor
promptly but that S. 1850 would either be amended "to death" or fail to
pass the Senate. Teeter played on conservatives' fears by mentioning
Kilgore's ties to the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO). Obviously
relaying Teeter's views, Bowman wrote to Day of Cornell:

Kilgore'S connection with labor and his incflnations with respect to it dre well
known. Given a supervisory role and a wide open door for his version of the "social
sciences" and the opportunity would be created for doctrinal guidance of so-called
social studies supported by millions obtained through Congressional appropria-
tion. 1 believe these to be the facts but 1 do ilot assert them as such. They had the'
force of facts in the gradual form ulation of Senate opinion that Kilgore's influence
was bad and that the compromises we had made with him, as embodied in S. 1850,
were not wise.'7

Since there were strong objections to S. 1850 in the House, Bowman
continued, and since Magnuson's original bill had a good calendar position in

-the Senate and would be taken up promptly if the House passed the Mills
bill, Magnuson "told the House leaders to go ahead." Besides, the guess-
ing was that fruman would sign the Mills bill since "the-Democrats need
to come before the country at election time having accomplished some-
thing concrete with respect to science legislation." If he disapproved the
foundation bill, the Republicans would exploit the veto and reap partisan
benefit." -

The two-day House hearings, presided over by J. Percy Priest (D.,
Tennessee), were stacked to favor the Mills bill, though Commerce Secre-
tary Henry A. Wallace managed to get his opposing views on the record.
Wallace'sstatement, given by Edward U. Condon, director of the National
Bfireau of Standards, contended that H.R. 6448 would "lead to an increasing
monopolization of science by a small clique and operate to the detriment
of small and -independent business."19 But Bush said that the Mills bill
would "fulfill the needs of the country better than any other piece of
legislation" he had seen." Detlev W. Bronk testified that he would be
satisfied with either H.R. 6448 or S. 1850 or some combination of the
two.21 A statement submitted by the Reverend J. Hugh O'Donnell of
Notre Dame wained of the dangers of totalitarianism and a "slavish policy
of government direction and control."22 And a minority member of the
committee, Clarence J. Brown of Ohio, when questioning Bowman
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revealed his and likely many of his colleagues' opinion about the social
sciences:

. . the average American just does not want some expert running around
prying into his life and his personal affairs and deciding for him how he should live,
and if the impression becomes prevalent in the Congress that this legislation is to
establish some sort of an organization in which there would be a lot of short-haired
women and long-haired men messing into everybody's personal affairs and lives,
inquiring whether they love their wives or do not love them and so forth, you are
not going to get your legislation. It is my thought that we should be very, very
practical in this hour of need.23 g

The attacks in Science on those who had "jeopardized" the compromise
bill predictably angered the Bowman-Bush group. Still smarting from
seeing his committee labeled a "rather miscellaneous groap," Bowman
wrote Homer Smith that Meyerhoff and Davis "argue and think like New
Dealers of the original brand," and he urged Bush to talk with A'AAS
officials about the "deplorable misuse" of the magazine." Instead, Bush
wrote to James Conant criticizing the reports in Science and defending the
introduction of' the Mills bill and his testimony on it. ". . this is very
decidedly Jim Conant's affair since he is President of AAAS," Bush told
Bowman.25

"We are at least getting some action," Teeter wrote, responding to
criticisms of his role in the affair." Peter Edson, a newspaper columnist,
had charged that "the shenanigans behind the Mills bill" revealed that
"Magnuson was willing to sabotage the compromise" in the interest of his
original bill. Edson thought that a blast from the National Association of
Manufacturers against the compromise bill's patent provisions might be
related,to the "end run" the Bush forces were trying to pull in the House.
At any rate, EdsOn wrote, private universities in the East joined big busi-
ness in opposing government ownership of patents, and their jealousy of
western state universities explained their resistance to the geographic-

formula in S. 1850. And the Mills bill dropped reseatch sup-
port for the social sciences because the "physical sciences have no use for
the social sciences." The Bush group's tactical move, Edson said, was
designed to get quick House approval of the Mills bill and thereby force
the Senate to consider that instead of the compromise measure."

Certainly Teeter was working hard for the Mills bill. He and Father
O'Donnell called at Mills's office on June 3 and were confronted there by
Edson, who asked Teeter about his "shenanigans." At lunch, where they
were guests of the congressman from South Bend, Father O'Donnell
"made a hit," Teeter wrote Bush. "The entrance into the House dining
room was like high mass. Every man we needed to see came to the table
including Mr. MacCormack [John W. McCormack (D., Massachusetts),
the majority leader]. We saw at least a dozen representatives and Father
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O'Donnell sold each one on the bill and on a militant attitude towards
communism." Teeter reported too that Priest, who was getting a lot of
pressure from the Administration "to flop" to the compromise bill, hoped
to see the President and find out directly whether he would veto a bill
giving control of the foundation to a part-time board?'

Yet, despite the bickering, the desire for a science foundation, even an
imperfect one, remained- strong among persons of differing views and
spurred renewed efforts for passage of a bill of some kind. Even as Teeter
lobbied for the Mills bill he also suggested to Homer Smith that the
Bowman committee's letter asking for action on S. 1850 be sent to mem-
bers of the Senate. The Edson column caused a warning from Magnuson
that no legislation was likely if there should be a split over the compromise
measure.29 After Bush issued a statement saying that legislation was needed
now and that it was up to Congress to decide on its form, Teeter proposed
that Conant, Bowman, Urey, and Shapley join Bush in a press release to
the same ef t.3°

It on developed that S. 1850's prospects in the Senate Were brighter
than Teeter had painted them. Bowman learned in conversations with
Schimmel, Teeter, and Senator Wallace White (R., Maine) that there was a
"disposition on both sides . . . to make concessions"even including

1. Kilgore's willingness to drop government.ownership of patentsand that
the bill wOuld probably get through the Senate. Bowman told Schimmel
that he supported S. 1850, though he again qualified the endorsement by
saying that he recognized the necessity for compromises on some of its
provisiOns. If only Kilgore's name were not on the bill, Bowman thought,
it "would have much easier sailing."3'

The bill would "face a tough fight," Magnuson heard from his Repub-
lican colleague Leverett Saltonstall, but the Washington senator, belying
the charge that he had sabotaged the joint measure, prepared for the
effort. He suggested that Teeter arrange appointments for Bush with sev-
eral key senatorsHarry Byrd and White being designated "urgent"
and that Bowman see the two senators from Maryland. If there were any
chance for enactment, Magnuson thought, the bill ought to clear the
Senate hurdle before the Fourth of July. Teeter advised that he be pre-
pared to jettison some of the bill's most controversial provisions.32

* * *

On July 1 Senator Barkley called up S. 1850 for debate. Kilgore first
carried the burden of argument for the bill, then Magnuson. Fulbright
gave important assists, especially on the social sciences. The attack was led
by Smith and Thomas C. Hart (R., Connecticut), who together with four,
others submitted an amendment which would have substituted an entirely
new bill, establishing an agency over which the President would have no
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effective control but would be dominated instead by scientists nominated
by the National Academy of Sciences. The substitute also revived the old
Byrd proposal for a separate defense research organization.33

Most of the argument during the three days of debate revolved around
familar issuescontrol, patents, social sciences, and geographic distribu-
tion of research funds. The intensity of senators' partisanship and the
firmness of their social and economic creeds influenced their votes on these
specific questions, but so too did their varying degrees of pragmatism and
desire for a science foundation. Smith, for example, while leading the
opposition and characterizing the shaky compromise as a surrender, in the
end voted for the bill as did three other sponsors of his substitute measure,
His belief in the need for federal support of researchand perhaps a
feeling like Bush's that the House would correct the bill's flawsenabled
him to resolve his "quandary" when the final vote came. But for Willis,
who accepted Jewett's notioni about the stifling effects of bureaucracy, qr
Kenneth D. McKellar (D., Tennessee), who thought federal research
expenditures already constituted "the grossest extravagance," or Robert
A. Taft (R., Ohio), who wanted to withhold power and patronage from a
Demogratic President, there was no quandary to resolve.34

Of the two chief proponents of the bill, Kilgore's task was simpler
than Magnuson's. Remote as the joint bill was from his original concep-
tion, it was much closer to the bill he had introduced the year before than
to Magnuson's. Kilgore was blunt and combative in the debate, attacking
as readily as defending, while Magnuson had to answer charges that he
had deserted the great Dr. Bush and that the "compromise" was a sellout.
Kilgore calleçt the National Academy of Sciences "a scientific oligarchy"
and compar d scientist& control of the foundation board to the "public be
damned" 4ogance of a nineteenth-century railroad baron. Magnuson,
on the other hand, had to play down essential features of his first bill and
portray Bush, Bowman, and its other supporters as now fully converted
to the compromise.33

Magnuson's task was especially difficult because of Smith's exploita-
tion of the Bowman committee's letter of November 24 to President
Truman, which the New Jersey senator skillfully used to show the defects
of Kilgore's earlier bill that were still present in the so-called compromise.
Admittedly, the Bowman committee had recently asked for the passage of
S. 1850, but with "a sort of despairing note," Smith said, quoting their
words: "While we stick to our former views, we think that this is a
compromise which had better be taken than nothing." Good reason to
despair: the joint bill "was a complete concession . . . to the Kilgore
position."36 When Smith and Hart brought up the House hearing on the
Mills bill, Kilgore characterized it as "merely a quiet little hearing . . for
propaganda purposes" and compared Bush's going "back on an agree-
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ment" to that of a West Virginian who sold some property but then had
his wife refuse to sign the deed when he saw a chance to get a better price.
Magnuson was less forthright in trying to ex'Plain Bush's testimony.37 The
House hearing, particularly Bush's testimony, was embarrassing to back-
ers of S. 1850, but Kilgore could cite one piece of more recent evidence of
unity behind the joint billa statement of June 24 signed by ten officials of
educational and scientific organizations, among them Conant, Bowman,
and Shapley. Kilgore said he resented the implication that he had "black-
jacked into an agreement" such men as Bush and Bowman."

In presenting the case for his substitute measure, and simultaneously
laying the groundwork for specific amendments after its defeat, Smith
ticked off the flaws he saw in S. 1850. Several of these he tied directly to the
statements of the Bowman committee's letter to then President. The first
and most serious defect, in Smith's view, was presidential appointment of a
director who would be independent of the foundation's board. Next he
objected to distribution of funds by states and by populationthe "pork-
barrel feature" as Hart called it. After deploring mistakes about patents
and inclusion of the social sciences, he opposed assistance to under-
graduate students tltrough scholarships. (Smith did not object to graduate
fellowships.) What at termed "the national security issue" was the inclu-
sion of military and civilian research in the same agency; hence a separate
title in his bill for defense research. One reason for this separation was that
the science foundation should support only basic research, not applied.
What Smith called a "planning issue" was closely related to that of
control: scientists rather than the foundation administrator should have
responsibility for planning research activities. Similarly, the joint bill
threatened to destroy the country's existing science structure centered itr
universities and private foundations. All of these objections, Smith said,
were met by his substitute measure.39

Kilgore responded that Smith's substitute "would set up a virtual sci-
entific autocracy which would not be responsible either to the President, to
the Congress, or to the people." To allow dictation of national science
policy by the Academywhose president was "the only outspoken oOpo-
nent of a public foundation"would be analogous to letting Baptists
choose some of their denomination to represent all American Christians."
Magnuson replied to other items in Smith's bill of particulars, and Robert M.
La Follette, Jr. defended the formula for geographic distribution of funds
by citing the successful research of land-grant colleges. Smith's substitute,
the Wisconsin Progressive said, would "inevitably result in the concentra-
tion in a handful of institutions" of federal research funds and fellow-
ships.' When the vote came on Smith's substitute, it went down 39-24.42

Following the defeat of the substitute Smith submitted specific amend-
ments to S. 1850, and these and.other prop6sed changes were taken up on
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the final day of debate. Smith's first amendments provided for the sub-
stitution of "Board" for "Administrator" throughout S. 1850 and other
textual changes to ensure board control. Appealing to authorityScience
The' Endless FrontierSmith argued again that Bush had not changed his
opinion on this matter and quoted his recent testimony on the Mills bill.
Replying, Magnuson loyally defended the "compromise." On this critical
issue Smith nearly won, but a tie vote (34-34) meant the rejection of board
control."

Next Smith tried to eliminate the complicated patent provisions of S.
1850 and to leave the foundation free to decide on the disposition of
inventions. To Kilgore this simply meant signing "a blank check" allowing
patents developed with public funds to be converted to private profit.
Strongly influenced by his discovery, as a member of the wartime Truman
Committee, of the maehinations of international cartels, and perhaps
begrudging the ground he had already relinquished on an issue he consid-
ered vital, Kilgore slugged away at the opposing views presented by the
Republican senator from his state, W. Chapman Revercomb, who argued
that the bill's provisions represented "a new theory and philosophy which
is being advanced to do away with the patent system."" Smith's amend-
ment was rejected, 41-3 l

The amendment to exclude the social sciences was offered by Hart. In
the bargaining sessions with Bush and Bowman, Kilgore had already
agreed that the foundation's support of social science research would be
restricted at first, but S. 1850 still provided for a division of social sciences.
Hart's amendment would remove it. Not only had the Bush report omitted
the social sciences, Hart said, but "no agreement has been reached with
reference to what social science really means. It may include philosophy,
anthropology, all the racial questions, all kinds of economics, including
political economics, literature, perhaps religion, and various kinds of
ideology."40 If this catalogue of subjects did not stir enough uneasiness,
some senators may have recalled Taft's words of the day before that social
science research "means a political board. It means someone concerned
with promoting all the health legislation which someone may want, all the
housing legislation . . . and all the other matters which come in under the
all-inclusive term of 'social sciences.' . . . Social sciences are politics:2."
And Smith, while reminding his colleagues that he had been a faculty
member at Princeton and professing his interest in the social sciences,
contended that the bill before the Senate was "for research in pure science,
not in applied science." Elbert Thomas, a former professor of political
science in the University of Utah, pointed out the irony of Republicans'
opposing social science while the only important achievement of their
revered Herbert Hoover's presidency was the series of studies he instituted
of recent social trends. Yet Thomas's plea too tended to emphasize the
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practical, problem-solving aspects of the social disciplines, and the success
of Hait's amendment (46-26) probably reflected a general feeling that
there were fundamental differences between the natural and social sciences,
and perhaps something ominous about research that might upset senators'
cherished values."

Next Hart tried to remove the foundation's authority to award under-
graduate scholarships and thus "narrow the field in which the Federal
Government would be subsidizing education" to the graduate level. Mag-
nuson, citing the wartime mistakes of drafting young scientists, the man-.
power shortages documented by the Bush report, and the encouragement
given to scientifically talented youth by other countries, answered that the
"development and training of young scientists is as essential to our mili-
tary defense and to our peacetime welfare in the future as could be any
thing else which the Congress might -consider." Hart's amendment was
rejected, 42-27.49

The final attempt to amend S. 1850 was Smith's move to strike the
provision allocating 25 percent of the foundation's research funds to
tax-supported colleges and universities. His calculations showed "some
curious results" deriving from the formula. If, for example, the founda-
tion had a research budget of $40 million, one-fourth of which would he
divided among the states in accordance with the bill's provisions, the
territory of Alaska would get an allocation of $4,800 for each of the 17

teachers in the public university; Delaware would receive only $876 for
each of the 103 teachers in its university. Research money should go to
institutions capable of performing research, Smith argued, but if there
must be a formula, it should be devised scientifically, not in this faulty
manner.9° Magnuson pointed out that the foundation would not be
required to distribute funds automatically; there must first be a satisfac-
tory institutional research plan."

The main rebuttal came from La Follette, who claimed authorship of
the distribution plan. Referring to the ignorance of some of his colleagues
of the strong universities beyond the Alleghenies and of the valuable
research. done with federal money by land-grant colleges, he said he
resented the implications that this was a "pork-barrel scheme." True,
research in the land-grant colleges had largely been applied rather than
basic, but it had brought "great scientific achievements, without the
withering hand of bureaucracy" that Republican senators harped on in
their attacks on the bill. The land-grant experience demonstrated not only4
the validity of the proposed method of allocation, but also "that there can
be an economical use of the money and at the same time the greatest
possible freedom for scientific research." Reminding his colleagues that
during the war the ablest scientists in lesser known institutions were
attracted to faculty positions in the few universities receiving the bulk of
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government research contracts, he said he wanted to redress the balance.
Ccintinued concentration of research funds would result in a similar con-
centration of scholars and fellows. La Follette then struck a chord appeal-
ing to western pride and prejudice: "I say it is just as likely that a great
future scientist may be living somewhere west of the Mississippi as it is
that he is living east of the Alleghenies." Wayne L. Morse (R., Oregon),
who like La Follette had grown up in Madison, Wisconsin and absorbed
the spirit of Progressivism there, echoed his colleague's arguments.52

Senator Smith recognized the certain defeat of his amendment and did
not call for the yeas and nays, but he said he was pleased to have on the
record an acknowledgment that research funds should not be diStributed
automatically to institutions lacking scientific competence. Then he con-
fessed to his "difficult quandary." He was unhappy that his colleagues had
rejected his amendments, and he would not appeal to those who had
supported lig efforts,to improve the bill to vote as he intended to, but he
would vote for its passage. (In other words, like the Bowman committee
statement he had ridiculed the day before: "... this is a compromise which ,
had better be taken than nothing.")53 Eighteen senators (15 Republicans
and 3 southern Democrats) did not agree. Those fOr passage numbered 48;
30 senators were recorded as not voting."

* * *

There was still time enough for the House to act on foundation legisla-
tion, and perhaps it would have if the Mills bill had not brought the
dissension among scientists into the open. In the Senate debates Smith .

had laid bare the half-hearted support for S. 1850 in the Bush-Bowman
forces, despite Magnuson's stalwart effort to show their commitment to
the compromise. Yet both sides tried to prod the House committee hand-
ling the legislation to move quickly.

At the White House, Byron S. Miller, co-author of the McMahon
atomic energy measure, recognized that it would "be an uphill task" to
pass a satisfactory foundation bill but learned from Percy Priest that it
might be possible if the President intervened personally. Miller recom
mended that Truman meet with Clarence F. Lea, the chairman of.the
Commerce Committee, or with Lea and Priest, or with all the subcommittee
members. Since Senate 'amendments had eliminated the social sciences
and authority to establish new divisions, Miller hoped that the House
would correct these changes, at least by permitting the creation later ora
social sciences division.55 On the opposition front; Teeter sent out memo-
randa listing the committee members and other congressmen to whom "a
word of guidance" might be addressed ,in order to bring S. 1850 into
harmony with the Mills bill. Teeter believed that the hairbreadth margin
of the Senate defeat of board control made it likely that the House would
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reverse that arrangement, and the thumping rejection of the social sci-
ences ensured their elimination. He thought that patent provisions could
be made "less onerous," and he listed the members of the House Patents
Committee who might be persuaded that "their prerogatives are being
invaded." Teeter expected the House to vote for a science foundation bill
within ten days.56

In Science Meyerhoff exhorted scientists to push for passage of one of
the three foundation bills before the House. His choice was plainly S. 1850.
Meyerhoff reminded his readers of the overwhelming endorsement of the
compromise bill by the AAAS council and explained that favorable com-
mittee and floor action on the bill already approved by the Senate would
avoid the hazards of going to conference. Without "thevonviction that the
legislation is both sound and urgent," Priest's subcommittee, Lea's full
committee, and then the House Rules Committee would not "act with the
dispatch which is essential. And it is up to the scientists to give the members
of these committees that conviction." He continued:

This is, again, a time for action! No individual scientist can allow summer
teaching, research, or relaxation to interfere with his duty to let his congressman
know his position on these bills. It makes no difference if he has written sometime
before this. He must write again, or better, telegraph, or even use the telephone,
but in some manner, he must communicate with the following key people in the
House!"

The flurry of appeals and pressureapparently including a personal
request from the President to Lea "to expedite action on some bill"51
went for naught. Although the subcommittee approved a bill, the full
committee on July 19 decided to pass it over. Schimmel told a Budget,
Bureau official that Lea's committee felt it did not have enough time to
consider the controversial issues, or as Science put it, "the issues weie
'too involved and too important' to be acted on in the few final days of
the 79th Congress." Science also reported that "Legislative observers
said that 'by failing to present a united front scientists themselves caused
the legislators to doubt the wisdom of any of the competing measures.' "59

In the Executive Office of the President, Byron Miller, who had just
seen the McMahon bill pass the House and go to conference, still thought
there should he an attempt to get the science foundation legislationbad
as the subcommittee draft probably wasout of committee and onto the
floor. He told his boss, John R. Steelman: "There has been tremendous
pressure for the creation of a National Science Foundation from scientists1
educators, industrialists, and people from all walks of life." The agencP
could provide "in a very real sense the first line of national defense." A
last-ditch effort tci pasS a bill was justified, even though its provisions
might require a veto. If enactment should fail, Miller thought the executive
branch should take other steps "to Provide for coordination of govern-
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rnent scientific efforts to achieve as many objectives of the legislation as
possible.'°

If anyone made the effort Miller suggested, it twought no result. Isaiah
Bowman, irritated by comments in Science about scientists' lack of unity,
suggested that Teeter write an article setting forth their side of the story.
Science had promised "a final and authoritative analysis of the legislative
picture," and Bowman knew he would not like it."

Howard Meyerhoff's "Obituary: National Science Foundation, 1946"
met Bowman's worst anticipations:

At noon, 19 July 1`946, The National Science Foundation was pronounced
dead by the surgical staff of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce. The death was a homicide!

Readers of Science are familiar with the promising career of the deceased, and
many will mourn this untimely and unlatural passing, for the killing %Nis done,
not by politicians, but by scientists.n

Not that congressmtn were cyvithout fault. Priest had "decamped" to
Tennessee to run for re-election, leaving Alfred L. Bulwinkle (D., North
Carolina) to guide the legislation through the subcommittee, and it
reported out a slightly revised Mills bill. Before the full committee,
Meyerhoff wrote, the subcommittee could neither "make a case" tor this
bill nor explain its rejection of S. 1850. Hence the parent committee had no
recourse but to table both."

But the real blame did not belong to the congressmen. "It must be
placed upon the shoulders of those who drafted and introduced the Mills ."
Bill . . . into the House," Meyerhoff said. "Let no one be so naive as to
suppose that this was Representative Mills." It was Bush's "own repre-
sentative"that is, John Teeterwho had pulled the strings, persuading
some who had been committed to the compromise bill that it would not
pass the Senate and that the only way to salvage a science foundation was
to introduce a new bill in the House. Even Bush may have been misled,
Meyerhoff suggested, but "he must personapy assume the burden of
responsibility" for the action of his agent. Not only was theintroduction of
the Mills bill "unilateral action betraying the democratic principles upon
which the compromises in S. 1850 were worked out in conference," Meyerhoff
asserted, but it was also

a political blunder which has cost science at least a year of life for the National
Science Foundation. Every scientist has the right to his convictions, but no scien-
tistno group of scientists, whether a majority or minorityhas the right to
impose its convictions at this cost. The moral of 19 July is simple: Only in a

- reasonable slim; vlof unity, achieved by some compromise, can scientists expect
political results. 4
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The elderly rugged individualist Frank Je*ett could hardly mourn the
burial of foundation bills, Of whatever variety, but he did have some
advice-for his old friend Van Bush. Writing from Martha's Vineyard,
where he was "cooped tip . . . by a howling nor'easter," ,Ipystt said tilat
Bowman hadphoned him about Meyerhoff's "vicious ittaek on you,"
Instead of replying, as Bowman adviSed, Bush should stay out of.tfir-

J"hog wallow."

My observation [Jewett continued] has been that
,
when one tackles a pdle cat

both he and the general neighborhood are likely to-take on a musky odor.
Since Meyerhoff is Jim Conant's particular skunk l'tzl be inclined to let him

deal with the varmint. . . . ---
Altogether- I fear that Scientists haven't raised themselves in the opinion of

thoughtful men by their performances these past few months.65

During the Kilgore-Magnuson hearings in' Oclober 1945 Raymond
Swing had commented in a radio broadcast on the remarkable effective-
ness of young atomic scientists"as impressive a group of men as ever
came to modern Washington"in press conferences and before congres-
sional committees." In the battles over atomic energy legislation they had
been persuasive and successful. But the summer of '46 showed that the
scientists advocating a national science foundation had not yet mastered
the art of politics.

at.
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Veto

When scientists split over the Mills bill they ensured the defeat of
science foundation legislation in 1946. Nearly all of , them

recognized that fact and concluded that future success would depend on
agreeing to disagree without hreaking ranks. But their originally nonpartisan
cause had become entangled with broad politieallissues that led to failure
in'the Seventy-Ninth Congress,and foreshadowed more difficulties in Ihe

a
Republican-controlled Eightieth. .

A Harvard sociologist, Talcott Parsons, offered ithoughtful interpre-
tation of the rift among scientists and its political implications. An "inner
group" who had controlled OSRD and were associated with a few major, universities and industrial laboratories, organizers of the Bowman com-
mittee, at first showed no special,concern for national issues other than
defense and the general welfare, nor overt opposition to the social sciences;
but during the legislative struggle their position "tended to become identi-
fied both with political conservatism, and with a desire to exclude the
social sciences." Another "much broader group of scientists," organized
by Urey and.Shapley into the Committee for a National Science Founda- -
tion, "tended to be suspicious of too great a monopoly in the hands Of a
'scientific oligarchy' and of a privileged group of research institutions,
both academic and industrial." The wartime development of close relations
between industry and research, and industrialists' fear of federal encroach-
ment, not only helped explain the kind of opposition to a science foundation
exemplified by Jewetc, but also the insistence, among those fa(;orable to
the continuance of a government research 'agency, on "the Most elaborate.
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safeguards against 'political' influence." The lobbying by th National
Association of Manufacturers for the Mills bill and the partisan haracter
of the Senate votes on S. 1850 showed the coincidence of intere ts orthe

4
OSRD inner group arK1 of "prominent elements of politically i fluential
'big business.' " . ,

Most scientist participants in the recent effort to influence Congress,
discouraged by their failure and irritated by the actions of their opponents,
made more personal and less abstract assessments than that by Parsons.,,
Edmund E. Day wrote Bowman that because of the introduction of the
Mills bill "we got pretty much what was coming to us, namely, nothing at
all." Next time there would have to be "a compromise agreement that will
stick.?'2 ,

The Hopkins president disagreed with Day's analysis. Meyerhoff was
the culprit. He had "belittled" ihe Bowman committee as a "rather miscel-
laneous grouti," osed "amateurish and harmful" tactics, and "indulged in
personalities and showed other deficiencies too numerous to 'thention7:'
But then, putting on his statesman's cloak, Bowman concluded: "It would
be wasteful of time to answer him. Our public responsibility requires us to
make a choice on a high plane. It requires us to make an extraordinary
effort. It does not- require us to engage in name-calling."3 He advised!
against replying td MeyerhOff, who would be leaving his AAAS position
soon anyway, and Teeter, whb had drafjed a reply, discussefl the matter
with Bush and agreed.'

Bowman proposed,that Conant, as president of the AAAS; take'thp
lead in organizing a new, unified effort in which scientists would debate the
issues but not allow their differences to be turned into discord. Axonversa-
tion with President Truman raised Bowman's optimism about the pros-
pects for science foundation.legislation in the onext session of Congress.5
That conversation, however, occurred in September, before the elections
brought economy-minded Republicans into control in both houses. If a
coalition of Republicans and conser4atiiie southern Democrats had shown
little enthusiasm for the proposed research agency the year before, the new
Congress which woulcb convene in January 1947 would have even less
interesr ip legislation in accord with the Democratic Presidenes prescription.

Oth novel circumstances raised possible obstacles along the course to
enactment of a la*. The establishment of the Office of Naval Research '

(ONR) in 1946 provided a channel fpr the flow of federal e n- to
university laboratories for the support of basic research, thus lessen'
An the view of some congressmen, obviating the need for a science fo
tion. Truman added a confusing element in October by signing an execu-
tive order establishing the President's Scientific Research Board (PSRB),
underl the chairmanship of Reconversion Director John R. Steelman.
Bush, as director of OSRD, was named as one of the members, but he told i

,
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a" colleague ths he had not been consulted.6 Nor had the secretaries of
War and Navy, and they, like Bush, were apprehensive about the aims of
the reputed author of the order, James R. Newman, and suspected that he
intended to block further growth of army and navy control over scientific
research.' Bush had become accustomed to his role as informal science
adviser To the President, but here was a strong signal that he was being
displaced by Steelman.

The creation of the Steelman board injected a disruptive element df
pardsanship into the endeavor to get a foundation. A Budget Bureau
official, who came to regret that he had not attempted to block the order
establishing the PSRB, said that "its inspiration was political in the sense
that itg primary miSsiodwaS to promote ihe right type of Science Founda-
tion." To Jack Teeter the board was obviously "a tool of the Snyder,
Steelman, Kilgore, Newman, Byron Miller, Schimmel group." But he
believed Congress would frustrate those adversaries of Bush's. Anticipating
the Republican victory in November, Teeter expected the revival of the
Mills bill. To achieve harmony among scientific groups', the National
Academy of Scierfaes should offer a forum at which a leader from the
House of Representatives would tell the scientists plainly what kind of
legislation was possible. Teeter agreed with Bush that the Academy had
not shown much capacity for leadership, but the onl hope of passage of

-science legislation in the Eightieth Congress hinged on its sponsorship by a
conservative body,

. Bush no more than Teeter liked the idea of AAA leadership, but he
was hardly in a position to try to block the reneWed effort for unity,
formallji proposed by Bowman to Conant and by the latter to the hiAAS
council. in an informal request for Bush's views, Conant wrote thathellad
talked with Leverett Saltonstall, who had helped achieve the compromise'
with Kilgore leading to S. 1850, and they thought "a united frorit on the
general objectives would be very useful." Bush agreed, but he expressed his
annoyance at the AAAS and Science, which he said had suppressed
communications from Magnuson and Milks. The likelihood of Republican
control of the Senate caused Bush to expect Congress to "enact a good
bill," but it-woutd not hurt if scientists were organized to,pert pressure on
general matters. As for the risk that increased support of basic research by
the army and navy would diminish congressional interest in the founda-
tion, Rush thought fears of that result were groundless. He had helped get
the navy program under way, and helped guide it now as chairman of a
new Joint Research and Development Board, but he considered it "a
temporary measure to fill the gap beeore the Foundation appears.... in die
long run 1 believe it would be very troublesome to have federal subsidy of
university research of a fundarnental nature flowing through the military
services." Since the Budget Bureau and Congress giro looked on ONR as a
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surrogate for a science agency, itsocreation could really be used to support
,the argument for the foundation.'°

Unlike Bush, scientists in the Urey-Shapley-Condon group worried a
good deal about possible military domination of research, in the social
sciences as well as the natural, and they worried about the November
election results. Even if scientists should agdin unite behind the compro-
mise provisions of S. 1850, the Republican leadership in the-House and
Senate was likely to disregard their pleas. Yet they were reluctant to give
ground. Follm`ying a meeting at ihe Science Service offices in Washington,
Shapley wrote Bowman that he hoped the AAAS council would lead a new
effort and take as its starting point the "jointly signed document of last
, t...
summer" supporting S. 1850. A small steering committeeperhaps Bowman,
Urey, Day, and Shapleywith an able exercutilie officer, might serve to
direct thd campaign. Shapley found strong supporters for a foundation in
Presidents Edwin B. Fred of the University of Wisconsin and Day of

j, Cornell. "Both of them," he wrote, "are acutely aware, as too many of us
at Harvard are not aware, of the gnat need for assistance throughout the
Middle West, if we are to maintain scientific scholarship and scientific
research on a broad basis." But he found widespread doubt about gush's
,position."

-

Bowman answered brusquely that the legislative situation required
objeative appraisal, not propagandist activities-for "a pet program." As
for Shapley's argument for including the social sciencest Bowman thought
that would "endanger if not wreck the whole business." National defense
was the prime need. Slinging a bariti at Shapley and his associates in the

. Independent Citizens Committee, Bowman wrote: "The flagellants among
us seem to think that'we can convert the Soviets and secure One World by
merely whipping ourselves." Though Bowman approved the idea of a
steering committee, he would not have time to serve on it.'2 Two months
later, writing to Day, Bowman professed wry amusement at Shapley's
effort for unity since he "was one of those who beautifully gummed the
game last year." It was unforainate, Bowman thought, that Conant had
not acted more decisively to lead the AAAS, especially since Shapley was
now the president-elect of the association."

Actually Conant had acted promptly and properly. After Bowman's
request ia September he had arranged to bring the matter of the AAAS
role before the council. At the association's annual meeting in Boston in
December an informal gathering of eighteen men representing both kdes
of the foundation issues suggested the formation of an intersociety coin-
mittee to prevent a repetition of their split, and on December 29 the council
adopted a resolution calling for the appointment of two representatives
frOrn each affiliated society to an Inter-Society tommittee for a National
Science Foundation. Conant extended this invitation to a few unaffiliated

.. ..
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scientific and educational associations as well and asked Kirtley F. Mather, a
Harvard geology professor, to call the committee together for its first
meeting. Representatives of about seventy-five organizations met in
Washington on February 23, 1947 and elected a nine-member executive
committee, of which Day was chairman, Shapley the vice-chairman, and
Dael Wolf le, the executive secretary of the American Psychological
Association, the secretary-treasurer. Bowman was chosen as one of the
members at large but declined to serve, on thesround that his presidential
duties at Johns Hopkins were heavy.'"

By the time of the Inter-Society Committee's first meetingto which
several senators and representatives were invited but only Elbert Thomas
camea numberof foundation bills had been introduced in/he House and
Senate. A Princeton physicist, John Q. Stewart, who attended the Meeting
as an observer, had helped Alexander Smith draft his new bill (S. 526), and
he described the differences between Smith's measure and Thomas's
S. 525. In what was supposed to be "an off-the-record straw vote" the
representatives indicated the kind of adminiStration they preferred for-the
foundation. This perhaps unfortunate sounding of opinionreported in
the Washington Post the next dayresulted in 41 ballots for a single,
presidentially appointed administrator; 22 for control by a large board as
specified in Smith's bill; 32 for a small board similar to the Atomic Energy
Conimission; and 18 showing no preference for any of these alternatives.
(Later the executive committee mailed a questionnaire to all representa-

tives asking their views on this and three other issues.) Although eighteen
members' opposed' provision for undergraduate scholarships, there was
unanimity for graduate fellowships. Only four Members opposed research
support for the social sciences." Stewart thought that the social sciences
were overrepresented in the meeting and regretted that the "more conser-
vative membeR': were generally "very poorly informed." His comments
confirmed Smith's view, which coincided with Bush's, that the Inter-
Society Committee did not really represent the science community."

"In closirig the meeting," Wolfle's ihnual report said, "Chairman Day
summarized the eonsensus of the group: Despite their differing opinions
on individual features of the bills before Congress, scientistsall of themhad
to get together to support the kind of National Science Foundation
favored by a majority, for if they failed to agree and failed to make their
support unanimous, there might be no Foundation."17

Although Bush did not try to block the formation of the Inter-Society
Committee, he kept apart from it and sought independently to steer the
new legislative effort. In December Alexander Smith, who would chair
the Senate subcommittee considering foundation legislation in the new
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' Congress, asked Bush's advice on the bill he had prepared. Bush promised
to send specific suggestions, but riis immediate impression was that the
recent arrangements for military research would make possible a "simpler
structure" than the draft measure provided. He believed the armed services
would transfer most of ffieir basic research to the foundation once it
was under way."

Since he was still a member of the Administration, gush knew that his'
personal counsel to members of Congress transgressed normal procedure
and would infuriate the President's close advisers. Unwilling to be fenced
in, he composed a long letter to Director of the Budget James E. Webb.
Bush wrote that while he and President Truman had differed over the form
of the earlier legislation, the President "ttzld me to proceed to give to
Congress my exact opinions on the matter, and assured m that this would
in-no way embarrass him." Bush assumed that this arrangement still stood
and that the President "wishes fhe Congress to have the benefit of the
various shades of opinion as it prciceeds toward legislation." The presenta-
tion of differing views from the executive branch seemed to Bush to be

an entirely appropriate thing. On very important issues the President should have
a clear-cut policy, and this should be thoroughly supported by his official family.
However, on an important issue this should follow a consideration at which
each individual who is called upon to render support should have the opportunity
to present his views before the President takes a strong position. Moreover, it
would be absurd to attempt to carry this principle into effect on every matter
that comes up in legislation, and it would be generally unwise that it should
be carried to the point of insisting on uniformity of advocacy in regard to the
details of legislation. I feel confident, therefore, that the President feels that the
Congress if it proceeds toward detailed legislation on this matter should have
the benefit of diverse Points of view, as it makes up its mind as to the exact
form. In fact, I believe that Congress on this particular matt& has !ready made
up its mind to a very large extent.'9

In this argument designed to establish an independent role f r himself
Bush was saying in effect that the President, at the time of their earlS/
conversation, "did not have strong opinions concerning the form" of
foundation legislation, and rporeover that he had still not taken "a strong
position" on the issues. But Congress had largely "made up its minVion
the main issuescontrol, patents, and the social sciences. Bush thought
Congress would nQw insist on board control, simple patent provisions,
and elimination of the social sciences. As he wanted to give Senator Smith
and oilier members of Congress his personal ideas on these matters, which
his letter tried to transmute into "details of legislation," Buskconcluded:

Unless you see some reason to the contrary I will proceed along the fines
indicated in this letter. This will involve my rendering personal aid to committees
of Congress as they call for it, and will also involve consideration with the Armed
Services of the aSpects of the subject in which they are primarily interested, either
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directly or through the Joint Research and Development Board. I feel confident
that in so doing I will be carrying out the wishes of the President, but I will
appreciate 'it if you find., that this is not the case if you will advise me very
promptly, as I am exceedingly anxious ttit the small time that I have yet to
remain within the official family as the head of a governmental agency shall be as
harmonious as it has been throughout my past association."

Bush was a supremely self-confident person. Despite his irritation d'ver
his diminished influence in the White House, he still believed he could
bring the President around to his way of thinking. Perhaps because in their
first conversation about his report Bush had formed the opinion that
Truman had no strong feelings about the way the foundation should be
organized, he persisted in believing that the President was malleable, or at
least would be satisfied with the trappings of prekidential authority though
a board held the substance. While Bush overestimated his influence with
the President and underestimated Truman's firmness, he was at least more
realistic than partisan congressmen who in the Eightieth Congress would
try to witkhold even the appearance of the Chief Executive's control over
the foundation.

After sending his letter to Webb, Bush wasted no time in beginning to
act as he had proposed to do. Four days later he wrote again to Smith,
suggesting the elimination of a special title for defense research and
commenting favorably on the bill's elaborate but "somewhat cumber-
some" method of choosing the foundation's controlling board.2' At The
White House, meanwhile, the political scientist J. Donald Kingsley, who
was serving executive secretary of PSRB, informed Steelman of the
difference between the Busii "inner" group of scientists and the Urey-
Shapley-Condon group, in an analysis like that of Talcott Parsons." And
at the Budget Bureau staff members briefed Webb oh fonndation legisla-
tive history to prepare him for discussions with Steelman and Kingsley
on an appropriate response to Bush's letter. The resulting recommenda-
tions, which Webb carried to the White House late in January, concurred
in Bush's view on the social sciences (i.e., exclude, but handle in separate
legislation), did not object to his suggestion to eliminate the patent provisions
contained in S. 1850, but disagreed with his proposal to give control to
a part-time board. Webb's memorandum recommended to the President
"that Dr. Bush be advised, either directly by yourself or through me, that
you do not favor such an administrative part-time board. . . , I strongly
favor a single administrator; and would like to see Dr. Bush advised that
you were of that opinion." A possible compromise would be a full-time
board like the Atomic Energy Commission.23

It is kibtful that Bush ever received the definite statement of Admin-
istration policy on control that the Bureau recommended. On January 27
Bush and Webb liad a long talk and then went to the White House to see
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Steelman. Following their conference Bush expressed optimism that "things
will move merrily at this session on science legislation."'" Only on the
question of control did Webb and Steelman disagree with him, gush said,
since

they still adhere to the idea of an administrator holding the authority. Mr. Webb is
entirely reasonable on this matter and makes out an interesting case based on the
difficulty that obtains in Washington when commissions carry on executive and
administrative activities. I quite agree that a commission should not administer,
but point out that the commission setting policy is what is looked for here and is
quite a different thing. I would not be at all surprised if Mr. Webb and I finally
agree in our approach to ttiis aspect of the sybject, and certainly he does not feel
like pressing his ideas with the President, for he agrees with me that the President
should leave this matter to Congress thig time.25

Bush wrote Conant in similar vein:

We had a most interesting conference and no fireworks. Steelman and Webb, I
believe, will urge the President simply to endorse sound science legislation, which
he has already done in his message, but not to urge any particular form or beeome
active as the matter is considered. I spoke very strongly on this paint and think
made quite an impression on Steelman, who agreed with me that the thing had been N.
handled very poorly in the last session. The chances are that Steelman, Webb, and I
will see the President shortly."

Bush's comments on policy-setting by commissions sound as if there
may have been some confusion of the part-time board idea he espoused
and one of a full-time commission, similar to the recently established AEC,
that the Budget Bureau memo had suggested as a possible-compromise
solution of the issue of control. Possibly$ush's arguments favorable to a
"commission" were intended as a defense of a part-time policy-setting
group. Possibly roo the Budget Director did not follow up the recommen-
dation to the President that Bush be firmly informed of Administration
policy against board control because Webb concluded that Bush was likely
to accept a small, full-time commission as a substitute. At any rate Bush
came away from the meeting feeling that the essential element of board
control was likely to emerge in legislation which would be acceptable to the
President. Two weeks later Bush wrote Bernard M. Baruch that while he
still differed with Webb and Steelman, "I believe that the President this
time will not place his influence behind Kilgore."27

* * *

While the President's science advisers debated policy, legislative artisans
and tinkers worked away on Capitol Hill. On leave from a new job with a
company manufacturing shovel handles, Teeter was back on the scene,
assisting Senate Republicans at first and then the majority members of the
House committee handling foundation legislation as well. Besides helping
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to revise Smith's billintroduced on February 7 as S. 526Teeter
arranged two days of hearings on the several bills before the Hotise
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. His old hntaionist,
Herbert Schimmel, caused him some concern for a while but soon left
Kilgore's office for private life"thank God," Homer Smith wrote.
Kilgore himself, Homer Smith reported to Bowman, seemed to be "in a
state of depression," and added, "I hope he stays that way."26

Senator Smith's S. 526sponsored also by his fellow Republicans
Saltonstall, Revercomb, and Guy Cordon and by Democratic Sefiators
Magnuson and Fulbrightproyided for a foundatiob of forty-eight members.
This large group, to be appointed by the President for eight-year terms,
was to select the real controlling boardan executive committee of nine
of the members. The executive committee was to meet at least six times
a year to "exercise the powers and duties of the Foundation," among
which was the appointment of a full-time director, or chief executive
officer, whom they were to supervise. A majority of the foundation's
members would have to approve the choice of the director. In other
respects S. 526 was much like the original foundation bills introduced by
Magnuson and Mills in 1945. Senator Thomas's S. 525, introduced on the
same day, was a duplicate of S. 1850 as passed by the Senate the year
before. On the principal matters at issue other than control, Smith's bill
reflected the advice he had received from Bush and friends at Princeton.
The restrictive patent provisions urged by Kilgore had of course been
eliminated. There was no mention of the social sciences, but the use of the
term "other sciences" opened a way for thejr inclusion at the discretion
of the foundation. Although Smith opposed the granting of undergraduate
scholarships by the foundation, his bill permitted them as well as graduate
fellowships. Conant's arguments, backed up by those of George W. Merck,
president of an important pharmaceutical company with offices in New
Jersey, persuaded Smith to make this concession, though the senator did
so "with great trepidation." Both Conant and Bush worried that the

° navy's "enormous" program of undergraduate scholarships would lure
"too many bright bbys" who were potential scientists into the naval
reserves.29

Scholarships and fellowships were tope aWarded on the basis of ability,
but the bill did encourage their wide geographic distribution. In making
research contracts the foundation should aim at.selecting the most compe-

` tent performers, but also seek to strengthen research staffs throughout the
cmintry. Perhaps the most important recognition of the principle of
spreading support widely was the provision for a foundation afforty-eight
members who were to rePresent "the views of scientific leaders in all areas
of the llation." But to presidents of state ufiiversities and land-grant
colleges, who had succeeded in getting a distribution formula through the
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Senate before, these polite bows in their direction seemed meaningless.
Unlike the scientists on their faculties, most heads of public universities

knew their way in political corridors, on Capitol Hill as well as the local
statehouse. In Washington they had a hard-working and able servant in
Russell I. Thackrey, a former newspaperman and professor ofjournalism
who came to the newly established office of the Association of Land-
Grant Colleges and Universities as executive secretary early in 1947. He
sent them detailed, up-to-the-minute information on matters relating to
foundation legislation and moved quickly to counter actions likely to hurt.
the association's institutions. Though he was scrupulous in following the
instructions of the association's executive committee, Thackrey's energy
and initiative made him an effective coordinator of a renewed effort to
get a distribution formula written into foundation legislation.

But the chances of getting a formula written into Smith's bill seemed
slight. The New Jersey senator disregarded both the Inter-Society Com-
mittee, which did not take a position on the issue, and the spokesmen of
public institutions." His only concession was to add, in committee, the
names of the associations of land-grant colleges and state universities and,
during floor debate, the Association of American Colleges to that of the
National Academy of Sciences as Organizations whose recommendations
of foundation members should be considered by the President. Nor were
most other senators willing to fight for special provisions on geographic
distribution. Their replies to letters from university presidents were gener-
ally noncommital or claimed that a broadly representative board would
ensure equity for all regions.3' Since the Bureau of the Budget also opposed
the inclusion of a distribution formula," Democratic members of Con-
gress did not get pressure from the Administration to help the state institu-
tions. Moreover, private colleges and universities generally opposed a special
provision favoring tax-supported institutions. In view of all these obstacles,
it is a testimony to the effectiveness of the campaign of the land-grant and
state universities that Smith's bill waS amended during the Senate debate
to include a geographical distribution fOrmula.33

Until floor debate in the Senate began in mid-May mith was in
complete command there of foundation legislation. The Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare held no hearings but unabi ously gave a
favorable report to S. 526 on March 26, and Senator Thomas, the sponsor
of the rival S..525, joined Smith in signing the report.34

Without a mindrity report arguing for the Administration stand on
control of the foundation, the Steelman group in PSRB and Budget
Bureau officials felt increasingly uneasy about defending their earlier firm
position. Kingsley thought S. 526 was highly objectionable both because
the foundation (now cut in half to twenty-four members) and its executive
committee and director were "almost completely removed from responsi-
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bility either to the President or the Congress" and because the director
would have atithority to initiate national defense research and to coordi-
nate federal research programs even despite his insulation from presidential
control. Possibly a substitute bill could be introduced, though that did
not offer mUch hope and might alienate Democratic senators who had
endorsed S. 526; qr an amendment might be supported providing for
presidential appointment of a full-time foundation chairman who would
be the agency's director. Kingsley urged that Steelman or the President tell
Bush, "who is really in control of the situation," that the bill as reported to
the Senate was not acceptable.35

At the Bureau William D. Carey argued that "the real objective is to get
a workable Science Foundation, even at the price of some administrative
faults," and he suggested the acceptance of "a middle Found compro=
mise" which provided for nomination of a director by a part-time board
but appointment by the President." Bureau staff members had no reason
to hope that the House Commerce Committee would alter the administra-
tive provisions of S. 526, and Teeter tartly reminded them that "there was
an election last fall." Like Kingsley, they began to cast around for acceptable
alternatives. One of these, approved by the President and suggested by
Webb to Bush, was a science agency patterned after the proposed Interna-
tional Broadcasting Foundation, consisting of a twenty-four member
board, appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, of which
the chairman, selected by the President, would be the only full-time
member. The board would formulate policy, determine standards for
awarding research contracts and fellowships, approve annual budget esti-
mates before their Submission to the Bureau, and prepare an annual report
to the President and Congress on the foundation's activities. The chairman
of the board would manage the foundation.31

This suggested arrangement, remarkably like the one established three
Niears later by the National Science Foundation act, sank without stirring a

ripple of interest. Bush reportedly discussed it with Senator Smith, but it
conceded too much to executive authority to suit the senator." After
conferring with Webb, Smith did agree to accept an amendment granting
presidential appointmenttf the foundation's director, but restricting him
to internal administration under the control of the board and subject to its
removal. If Webb and Steelman objected to this, Smith thought he could
reach the President over their heads.39

Webb wrote Bush on May 9 tliat he could not understand Smith's
"insistent demand for exemption from the normal Presidential and other
governmental controls." Administrative standards required that "persons
with responsibility for the disbursement of public funds should not be
actively associated with the beneficiaries of those funds. . . . Only an
official with undivided allegiance and fully supported by a responsible

9
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relation to the President can safely make such determinations." Private
citizens could of course give advice and "might even begiven certain broad
policy functions," but there must be someone wham the President could
hold accountable if he was to carry out hgrolstitutional duty of seeing to
the faithful execution of the laws. The 'failure of Smith's bill to meet this
requirement was compounded by the provision that the director wits to
chair an interdepartmental Committee on science and thus have a key role
in coordinating federal science programs"peculiarly a matter of Presi-
dential responsibility and concern," Webb said that the Bureau's views s--
were not "doctrinaire" but grew out of government experience in the
operation of research and scholarship programs and the use of advisory
committees. Finally, he could cite the advice of scientists ,themselves;
proffered by the Inter-Society Committee, for changes in S. 526 to ensure
greater presidential autifority. "While I see a greatneed for the creation of

, a National Science Foundation," Webb told Bush, "you can apPreciate in
the light of these circumstances the real difficulty I Will encounter in
reconciling these matters with a recommendation to the President that he
sign a bill with administrative arrangements similar to those in S. 526.""

Webb's four-page letter elicited a seven-page response, carefully worded to
overcome the Bureau's objections to Smith's bill. Admitting that committees
should not engage in "day-by-day executive operations," Bush argued
that the foundation would be an unusual government agency requiring
special care with respect to "where the ultimate authority shall rest for the
policies and over-all performance of the organization." It would be unfair
to give full authority to one person, since he needed "protection against

Jr-N. _unfair accusations of favoritiim," and so did the President. A representa-
tive board would provide this protection. American business furnished the
appropriate model: a general board to set policies and an administrator,
responsible to the board, to execute them. Because of the "range and
complexity" of science, Congress could not fill the role of board of
directors.'

Webb's conflict-of-interest argument Bush turned around. It applied
more to an individual than to a group. Though public service might not
lead men to shed their private interests, the "merged judgment of a
representative group would prevent an individual's interests from deter-
mining outcomes2laken literally, Webb's argument would end in absurdity:
Only persons ignorant of research and education could serve on the
board, because otherwise they would have a private interest. Presidential
appointment and Senate confirmation guaranteed essential safeguards.
And able persons Would not accept appointment without "authority com-
mensurate with the responsibility which is being carried."

As for coordination of federal science programs, Bush said that authority
would still remain with the Budget Bureau and the President. The founda-
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tion would not interfere with budgetary control, but it would make
available to the Bureau good advice on science programs. Coordination as
provided in Smith's bill was voluntary, not compulso and not an
essential feature of the measure. Someday "more authoritative and regular
ways in which to correlate the entire research.effort of the federal govern-
ment" would probably be aleeded, but not yet)

Bush concluded that it would be most unfortunate "if this important
move should now come to an impasse.... it reaches close to the prosperity
and security of the nation." Industry could be depended upon to apply
science, and specialized federal agencies to foster research in their fields.

But we cannot place fundamental research in this country, the basic research upon
which we will ultimately depend, upon a secure foundation for the future unless the
federal government moves effectively and intelligently to-its suppart. Our whole
future may well revolve around the question of whether or not we do this thing well.
I feel that we will either do it soon, or not at all. It would be extraordinarily
unfortunate if, having moved a long distance in this direction, the whole affair
should now become bogged down on the basis of what seems to me, after all,
merely an incident in a great movernent.41

A Budget Bureau official told a White House aide that Bush's letter
"obviously is written for the benefit of the men on the Hill rather than Mr.
Webb. He has been very resourceful in making a, fallacious argument
sound plausible."42

Senator Smith did receive copies of the Webb-Bush correspondence,
and he continued to hold fast to the idea of board contrdl. Letters from his
home state helped keep his spine stiff.,From industrial and academic cor-
respondents in New Jersey he heard complaints that modifications of his
bill in committee gave the President far too much:freedom in the appoint-
ment of foundation members. Was there not sonic way to require the Pres-
ident to nominate the right kind ofrnembersthat is, those recommended
by the National Academy ofeSciences? -Smith answered that "the very
great pressure" from land-grant colleges had compelled the addition of
their association as one from which suggested nominees were to be
solicited, in order to counter the complaint "that we were trying to keep
the control of science within the four corners ofthe so-called IVy-4..eague
'of colleges and scientific institution,s." After discussions with Bush and
others he had concluded that "we will have to trust President Truman or
any other President who succeedS hiM to understand the importance of
leaving the control of this enterprise in the hands 'Of pure scientists.
I agree with you," he told Princeton physicist Henry D. Smyth, "that if
the movement ever becomes political it will die of its own NVeight."43

Some of his more partisan Republican colleagues likewise counseled
against any further yielding. If Saltonstall supported Conant's views on
the administration of the foundation, the stand of the dominant Taft wing
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was probably reflected in a letter, clearly hiSpired by reeter, from the staff,
director of the Senate's Republican policy committee urging Smith "to
stand firm against the attempt to shift' control from the board to a

. "politically-appointed administrator," `yOu have made concession after
concession to those who pushed the lefk-wing 1850 last year," the staff
director wrote. "Practically all their pet ideas, except the patents ,provi-

, sion, now have a place in your bill. ["No!" Smith wrote in the margin.]
The President will never veto your bill as now written. The left-wingers
around him are using him as a pressure instrument to get you to make the
supreme concession"to abandon the scientists and give control to pOli-
ticians. The writer warned that Republican:leaders in the House would

4.... surely oppose "any compromise on the board principle." As Smith's bill
now stood it was "an eminently fair compromise," had Democratic spon-
sors, and no dissent from the committee. "If,you stand on that platform
and vigorously resist any further encroachment," the letter concluded,
"you can easily win in the Senate and impress the House with your
performance.' t.t

Yet the warnings fro' m the opposite endof Pennsylvania Avenue were
strong enough to wring one more concession from Smith. Together with
Webb and Saltonstall, he met with the President about control Of the
foundation, and if Truman's recolleFtions are accurate, Smith heard some
pretty tough talk." Following that conference the Budget Director dis-
cussed the issue further with Bush, Conant, and Smith. As a result Smith
drew up a substitute section for his bill that granted presidential authority
to remove as well as,appoint the foundation director, but kept him under
the supervision of the executive committee. Although Webb-was inclined
to accept this arrangement, others in the Bureau Iliad "serious questiOns,"
and they sought an opinion from the White House." A draft Bureau
memorandum for the President suggested that the proposal be rejected.
But if Smith would agree to delete a few words from his substitute section,

° "it might posSibly be yiewed as giving the bare minimum of PreSidential
representation in the Foundation . . . ." Smith's substitute section, with
the Bureau official's suggested deletions italicized, read:

Theie shall be a Director of the Foundation Who, subject to the supervisioq and
control of the Executive ComMittee, shall execute the policies of the Foundation and
perform such additional _duties as 'may be prescribed by the Foundation. The
Dkector shall be appointed by the-President by and with the a,dvice and consent
of the Senate after receiving the recommendations pf gap Executive Committee,
and he shall serve at the pleasure of the President. The Director shall recive
compensation at the rate of $15,000 per year."

Apparently the draft memorandum was never put in final form and
placedbefore the President for a decision. Senate debate began on theslate
of its cOmposition, and Senator Smith's comments on his consultations
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with Webb and the President indicated, since Congress received no contrary
evidence from the Whit'e House, that Truman would probably accept the
organizational arrangements Smith had agreed to, though Smith. was
careful to state that he did notknow whether the President and his' advisers
would, approve them." It seems likely that the, President would have
accepted Smith's bill, as amended, if it had come to him in the form passed
by the:Senate. However, he never had to make that decision. As the staff-
directorof the GOP policy committee had warned, Republican leaden in
the House strongly opposed any further concession's, and that body
restored the original Smith bill provisionS' on the director'S selection and
role and did not back down in conference committee.

* ,* *

The Senate debated the Smith bill five days, beginning May 14.
Kilgore's efforts to return to the provisions of S. 1850 were soundly
defeated, as was Fulbright's amendmentto add a social sciences division."
Smith's opponents won a notable vietory,'however, in passing an amend-
ment providing for distribution of 25 percent of the foundation's funds
(two-fifths in equal shares to thegtates and three-fifths in proportion to
states' population) to be spent on foundition-approved research projects
by tax-supported colleges and universities,: A simitntiilgore amendment

\ had failed (49-30), but the maverick Republican Wayne Morse, in a tour de
force of debating tactics, delayed a vote over a weekend, allowing the land.'
grant and state universities associations time to bring their influence to
bear, and succeeded in reversing the earlier decision, 42-40 (32 Democrats
and 10 Republicans voting for Morse's, amendment, 35 Republicans and
5 Democrats opposing it) .5°`

The debate over g hical distribution revealed iwo different con-
ceptions of the foundation: oNJe one hand, an agency to support funda-
mental research in institutions of demonstrated strength; on thebther,
agency to foster the development of new centers of scientific education and
research thronghout the nation. From* the land-grant association office
Thacluey effectively outlined to the heads of his institutions the argument
for institutional development. He pointed to wartime pirating by elite
institutions with OSRD contraCts of abie scientists from colleges like his
own Kansas State; quoted Bush's testimony about the need to develop new'
centers; and highlighted Smith's misconception that land-grant universities
did only applied research."

The vote approving the amendment, offered by Magnuson, providing
for presidential appointment of the director was even closer (42-41).
Although Taft had\argued that compromise on the issue was impossible,
5 Republicans, inclbding Smith and SaltOnstall, joined 37 Democrats in
voting for approval; only one Democrat (W. Lee O'Daniel of Texas)

3
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voted for rejection.52 The outcome was confused, however, because
Magnuson had sent two versions of the amendment to the desk, one
granting to the foundation as well as the President the power to remotve
the director, the other restricting removal, before the expiration of the
director's four-year term, to the President. The vote was on the amend-
ment giving removal authority only to the President, but during the dis-
cussion the clerk had also read the version containing the words "or the
Foundation, and Smith, thought he was voting for that; he would have
voted in the negative otherwise, thus defeating the amendment. Others
may have been similarly confused. But by the time the Senate realipd
what had happened it had voted to approve the bill as a whole. A motion
to reconsider the director amendment would have required first a vote to
reconsider the vote for passage Of the bill. Smith entered such aJnotion,
but on the following day he withdrew it in order to get the bill before the
House of Representatives.53

Another amendment adopted during the Senate debate signified a
rising concern in Congress for federal action to conquer major diseases
a concern that was leading to thetreation of "categorical" institutes in the
Public Health Service and a phenomenal growth in the budget of the
National Institutes of Health." Two senators usually on the opposite ends
of the political spectrumTaft of Ohio and Pepper of Floridajoined by
Magnuson, proposed to direct the foundation to establish special commis-
sions on cancer research, heart and intervascular diseases, and any others
that might be deemed necessary. (To these the ,House added a special
commission on poliomyelitis and other degenerative diseases.)55

Despite the closeness of the votes on some amendments, final passage
of S. 526 in the Senate came easily and with bipartisan support. Only 6
Republicans andn2 Democrats -votedo, while 79 senators voted yes." Yet
it might have been thought ominous that the Senate's paramount Republican,
Taft, cast one of the eight negative votes. He had taken a no-compromise
position on pregklential appointment of the foundation's directot, and
'when his stand on this issue lost, heichose to vote against the bilias a whole
and let it be known that he would urge the House to restore board
domination.57 Many Rouse Republicans proved similarly unwilling to
make a concess?on on which the fate of the bill might depend.

* * *

Hearings in March before the. Hotise CoMmerce Cothmittee had already
shown the tendency of those handling science legislation there to limit
presidential authority. Indeed, the committee'slong and friendly c011oquy,
with Jewett, who argued for change in tax laws to encourage private
support of science instead of public, suggested that his once lonelfr stand
was now backed by other conservatives. He and Bush exchanged añiicable
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letters about their conflicting testimony.58 Bush noted that Under Secre-
tary of Commerce William C. Foster "presented the old line Kilgore ideas
quite completely"and with unusual clarity and forceand a spokesman
for the Social Science RVearch Couhcil called Foster's statement "perfectly
splendid."" Day testa& for the Inter-Society Committee arrd later sub-
mitted for the hearings record the results of a poll of the member organizations,
in which nearly two-thirds favored a single administrator f6r the founda-
tion rather than control by a large foundation or a small commission; half
favored specific inclusion of the social 'sciences, .and nearly all the rest
permissive inclusion; 86 percent favored the granting of undergraduate
scholarships by the foundation; and 94 percent thought the legislation
should not make specific requirements about patents. The poll revealed
that desire for a foundation made the respondents rather flexible on these
issues, since 95 percent were willing to actept a commission, 88 percent a
single administrator', and 86 percent a large foundation; 99 percent would
accept permissive inclusion of the social sciences, 94 percent 'specific
inclusion, and 37 percent wpuld accept exclusion."

After the two days of hearings the House conimittee, under the chair-
manship of Charles A. Wolverton of New Jersey, took no action before the
Senate passage of S. 526 in May. And then the committee seemed indifferent
or even hostile to the establishment of a new science agency. Budget
Bureau officials learned in conversations with members of the House
committee staff that Wolverton thought the real need was a mechanism to
coordinate federal research, and he wanted to wait and see what the PSRB
report would have to say on this matter.° The interdepartmental commit-
tee on science provided for in S. 526 did riot require legislation; it could be
established by executive order and given responsibility for coordinating
federal research activities.62 "Coordination" had a special appeal to econry-
minded legislators who suspected that,there was a lot of.expensive overlap
and duplication in government-supported regearch.

Carey of the Budget Bureau reported that Kurt Borchardt of the
committee staff told him that "we might as well forget our fine theoretical
arguments about responsibility of the President, because the plain facts are
that the pres.ent Congress views the problem in a political context, and that
it will not concede anything further to Presidential leadership."" Yet,
surprisingly, Borchardtyand Teeter devised additions to the Senate-passed
amendment on the foundaiion director that would have strengthened his
independence and given him the power to veto budget estimates and
spending actions proposed by the executive committee. Teeter's role in this
indicated that Bush approved the arrangement and thus made the bill's
chances somewhat rosier." But this was a short-lived aberration. On
second thought the committee knocked out the new language, and presi-
dential appointment of the director too..

t'S 5
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The committee's dawdling disturbed softie of Bush's associates, and
they sought ways of building a fire under the slow-moving group. Charles
F. Etrown, OSRD's general counsel in its closing days, reported to Bush in
mid-June that the committee had "been haggling over the bill for nearly
two weeks %iith very low attendance.1,Five or six members seemed to have
accepted Jewetes,ideas, and "they apparently rear that the bill represents

. an attein`pt by the big, rich and strong laboratories, coupled with State arid
Land Grant people to get a gob of federal funds without the nuisance of

'contraCtual obligations which they must fulfill in getting funds from the
Services."65 Since they felt that the military establishment was providing
ample research money, it might he a good idea to get the service secretaries
to tell congressmen that only a sciince foundation could handle some
matters vital to national defense.' Bush heard from his assistant at the
Carnegie Institution of Washington, Paul AScherer, that when Ova?
Cox heard about the situation, "Oscar picked up the ball in the role of a
Free American Citizen and, with Oscar-Ruebhausen and Jack[John T.]
Connor, is getting active as the devil. They are getting in touch with all
the members of the Committee through channels which seem tO\be best
and, I think, will lift this thing out of apathy!" Unfortunately, t ouah,
Scherer reported, "Jewett continues to have lunch on the Hill, and ant,
afraid is not very helpful."81 In his syndicated column Marquis C ids
also blamed Jewett's "one-man crusade" for the stalling of the bill in
committee."

Not'until July 10 did Wolverton's committee issue a report on its bill /
(H.R. 4102) ,69 which contained important differences from the one /
approved by the Senate. The foundation, not the President, was to appoint'
the director, whose term wa& not fixed and whose salary was reduced; no
scientific or educational organizations were named from which the Presi-

, dent should solicit naines of prospective foundation members; the provi-
sion of specifie allocation of funds for distribution among the states was
replaced by a general injunction against "undue concentration" of
research and educational support; the foundation was "to formitlate,
develop, and establish a national policy for the promotion of fundamental
research and education in the sciences" rather than simply "to deveiop,
ancl te encourage the pursuit of, a national policy for scientific research
and scientific education"; and the correlation function of the interdepart-
mental tbrnmittee on science was expanded to the making of recommenda-
tions for "preventing and eliminating unnecessary duplication" in federal
science activities:

The brief floor debate in the House revealed that Jewett's testimony
and his lunches with rewesentatives had persuaded several of them that
the legislation threateneno bureaucratize American science and revive
New Deal planning. hugh D. Scott, Jr., a Pennsylvania Republican; tried
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to substitute Jewett's tax-credit plan for the bill, but his amendment was
ruled pot germane!° Others expressed concern about invasion of the
spheres of private organizations, such as the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, or of other government agencies, such as the U.S.
Public Health Service!' The discussjnn of special commissions on particular
diseases showed that next to tile foundation's importance for national
defense many congressmen viewed it as a potential stintulus for medical
research. Emanuel Celler (D., New York) made a touching reference to his
daughter, who was confined.to a wheelchair with spastic paralysis. "I hope
and I pray," Celler said, "that this National Science Foundation will yield
a cure for her as well as those afflicted with poliomyelitis ... and the other
dreadful diseases that bring so much misery and suffering to the people of
tiis land."" A guardian 'of the Public Health Service,, however, was
assured that the foundation would not supplant that agency's research
activities, but rather assist and "correlate" them."

The committee's rejection of responsibility of the director to the Presi-
dent, embodied in the Senate amendment of S. 526, produced no argument
in the House. The only criticism of control by a part-time executive corn-

-- mitte;came from a Jewett convert, Alfred ,Bulwinkle, who opposed the
establishment of a science foundation and feared that it rould be el.(
tremely costly.14 Wolverton, in explaining his committee's decision on
orgatiizationand control of this untypical federal agency; repeated Bush:s
arguments; and a Democratic spokesman for the bill, J. Percy Priest, also
echoed Bush's frequent citation of the National Advisory Comnittee for
Aeronautics as an appropriate model, an organization free fromIpolitical
influence, some of whose members were nongovernmental part-timers."

The committee's rejection of Morse's amendment did raise some com-
plaints. Wolverton and Priest answered by calling attention to the provi-
sions of H.R. 4102 enjoining "undue concentration" of the agency's funds.
Charles R. Robertson (R., North Dakota) offered an amendment to

, restore the Senate Provision. In replYing to an Idaho Republican, Abe
McGregor Goff, who supported the amendment and objected to allowing
federal subsidy of "a few colleges in New England," Wolverton said that
his bill did not give preference to any group of institutions but that the

. amendment tlidto about two hundred tax-supported colleges and uni-
versities over fifteen hundrecrprivate. The amendment was defeated,
81-33."

The lopsided vote on an issue which had brought so many telegrams
and letters from the campuses of public institutions manifested the strength of
House resistance to amendments that had gained a place in the Senate bill.
When the billcarrying the5Opte number, S. 526went to conference,
the House managers werein a strong position to insist on the omission of
the main Senate changes, and they met little opposition from their Senate
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cOunterparts. The principal concession to theSen ate version of the hill was
the restoration of names of organizations from which the President should
request recommendations of foundation members."

The House readily accepted the conference report, but in the Senate it
met spirited resistance from Wayne Morse. He urged postponing action
till next year to let senators check with educators inotheir states. Taft, who
had been one of the managers in the conference committee, warned that
unless the Senate accepted the report now, advocates of a science founda-
tion should give up hope of its establishment for the duration of the
Eightieth Congressthat is, for at least two years. When put to a vote
Morse's motion to postpone further consideration of the4eport until
January 1948 was defeated, 46-38."

* * *

Approved by both houses on July 22, S. 526 went to the White House
for President Truman's consideration. Even among well-informed persons
there was doubt about his decision, and in varying ways they sought to
influence it. The land-grant and state universities associations, despite
their' disappointment at the, rejection of Morse's amendment, recommended
approval, and so did the Inter-Society Committee." Frank P. Graham,
president of the University of North Carolina and a staunch supporter of
the President, congratulated Truman on his vetoes of a labor bill (Taft-
Hartley), a tax bill, a wool bill, and (Graham hoped) a railroad bill, but
he wanted him tossign the science bill even with its flaws." A great
number of,letters and telegrams, many from other university and college
administrators and many from academic scientists, came to the White
H ouse asking approval."

Others hoped fot a veto. Senator Morse told the President that his
opposi odwas based not simply on "the failure of the Senate conferees to
make a fight for the Morse amendment" but especially on "the failure of
the bill to protect the American people against the development of a
science research monopoly ."82 In a longhand note to Truman's aide for
congressional affairs, Charles Murphy, the president of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, FDR's former law partner and close
associate Basil O!Connor, said that the provisions for special commis-
sions"pushecl by the cancer people unwisely from their own point of
view"might ruin private medical research." AndoCondon of the Bureau
of Standards wrote Steelman that the bill deserved a veto "because of the
bad administrative structure it provides"; he suggested that Steelman's
PSRB could then recommend "a constructive program," which should
"include establishment of a science unit in the White House, by executive
order."4

Whatever influence Steelman and presidential assistants may have had

8 8
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on Truman's decision, the advice of the Budget Bureau was probably
decisive. On August I Webb sent a proposed memorandum of disapprov-
al. Although only the departments of Commerce and Interior had rec-
ommended a veto and seven other executive agencies had either favored a
signature or offered no objection, Webb stated:

In the opinion of the Bureau of the Budget, the provisions of this bill regarding
the vesting of part-time officials with full adminisCrative and political responsi-
bility, the virtual nullification of the President's appointment power, and the inter-
ference with. the President's authority to coordinate and correlate governmental
programs, are at such variance with established notions of responsible government
in a democracy, that the President should withhold his approval. . . .

Because of the importance of this issue, I have given the bill the most careful
deliberation, and it is my firm belief that the enactment of this legislation would be
injurious to the whole tradition of Presidential responsibility for the administra-
tion of the executive branch, and would also serve as a bad precedent for possible
future enactments."

Webb's statethent gave no hint of dissent inside the Bureau. Several
days earlier, however, Carey had drafted a veto messageand then written
a memorandum arguing vigorously against using it. He pointed out that
the President had asked Congress to establish a science foundation, em-
phasizing its importance for national security; the bill was well designed to
meet this need despite its administrative defects. Not only would a veto
"suggest political retaliation" for suspected through "hard to prove" partisan
motives in Congress, but it would also be difficult to explain, since most
citizens,, including scientists, would not understand the administrative
concepts on which it was based. "At no time," Carey contended, "did the
President indicate to Congress that this form of legislation is unacceptable
to him"; his expressions of dissatisfaction in conversations with Smith did
not amount to clear disapproval, as Smith's remarks in the Senate debate
showed. Perhaps the most important function of the foundation would be
its program of scholarships and fellowships, an authority not likely to be
extended to other agencies. Nor did Carey accept the argument that the bill
"seriously underniined" the President's position; funds could not be trans-
ferred to the foundation from Other agencies without the consent of their
heads, who were subject to the President's control, and the interagency
committee established by the hill would not change the fact that final
powers of coordination rested with him. On "the issue of part-time gov-
ernment," the President should wait until it came up more clearly and
when he would have "widespread public support and political reinforce-
ment." A veto would likely bring to a close the outstanding service on
federal boards and advisory committees of such eminent scientists as
Codant and Karl Compton, since it would imply that the President "cannot
trust them to serve the public interest first." Finally. Carey argued, "The
President should sign the bill, but sound a warning" expressing his fears
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and his determination "to resist any legislative movement to commit the
;care of important public interests to selfish groups which are not responsible
to the representatives of the people."6

Carey guessed that the veto "message will be used, and the memb
thrown away," but he "had fun writing it." Elmer Staats thought that "Bill
has a little the better argument. His points should be considered carefully."'
No doubt they were, but Over a long period the Bureau had been pressing
the-other arguments contained in Webb's.letter of August 1. So too had
Steelman's group. The President accepted them.

President Truman could have let the bill die without comment, since
Congress had adjourned in fewer than ten days after it reached his desk,
but he chose to give the reasons for his pocket veto in a memorandum of
disapproval on August 6.68 Senator Smith's office immediately issued a
press release denouncing the President for making "a 'political football'
out of what undoubtedly would have been the greatest contribution made
to this country by any Congress since the turn of the century.."66 The
following day Truman wrote to Smith: "As I told you, when you discussed
the matter with me, if you sent me an unworkable bill I could not sign it."
Not saying whether he would have signed the bill as, it emerged from the
Senate, Truman concluded: "I regret vet)/ much that you couldn't see your
way clear to discuss the matter further with me before it came to the stage
where I had to disapprove it."6°

The veto made many scientists gloOmy, but Bush took the long view
and remained optimistic. Ultimately, he was sure, a good science bill
would pass and win presidential approval. "If the matter had died in any
way in the last session of Congress," he wrote a friend, "that would
probably have been the end, but where it blew up with a magnificent bang I
am sure the show is not over:: It was too bad, he thought, that Congress
refused the "courteous gesture" of allowing the President to appoint the
director, and certainly there was little reason to believe that the present
Congress would back down very far, but there would be another election
in 1948. Meantime "the Navy will continue to fill the gap," with an assist
from the Atomic Energy Commission. As for Truman, Bush would not
join the crowd heaping abusp on him: ". . . on the whole I think he has
proven to be a pretty good President even if he does not catch the nuances
of some ... things and even if he leans on a weak group in scientific matters
and the like. He may change, and in any case the way to correct any such
matter is not to howl ,about it but to try to give him the service he needs

-or rather to try to get him to call for it, which may even yet occur."61
Bush was right in his assessment of the congressional temper. And

Taft's estimate that it would be at teast two years before another science
foundation bill passed proved .conservative. Hope revived among the
foundation's backers, but they would have to endure another long wait.
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0 n balance, it seems 'fair to say that the President has somewhat the
better of the argument with Senator Taft," the editors of the

Washington Star commented after Truman's veto. Even so, their editorial
continued, "the case against the bill as enacted is not strong enough to
justify a veto, with the accompanying risk that a Republican Congress,
having been rebuffed by the President, will refuse to adopt any new legis-
lation setting up a Science Foundation."' The San Francisco Chronicle,
defending the veto, saw "no merit" in Taft's opposition to presidential
appointment of the foundation's director and thought it unfortunate "that
partisanship was allowed to get in the way of an essentially good piece of
legislation."2 An aide told Bush: "Rumor has it that Taft said after learn-
ing of the veto 'That's the end of such legislation until we have a president
who will approve proper bills.' " And-Jack Teeter advised Bush to "hold
your fire until Senator Taft and Senator Smith have agreed on their plan of
action. It is noW a political issue. You no doubt saw Senator Taft's state-
ment about no health, welfare or education bills in I948."3 Not sur-
prisingly, the effort to establish a new federal science agency had come to
be viewed in partisan terms, with Taft, the chairman of the Senate's
Republican policy committee, in a position to control any new legislative
action.

Since Kilgore's first bill in 1942, proponents of a science foundation
had looked hopefully to the Senate. Kilgore, Magnuson, Thomas, Smith,
Fulbright, Saltonstall, Morsethese senators had been the chief actors in
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the sometimes tedious, sometimes spirited drama. Well versed themselves,
they had also instructed their colleagues on the miatters at issue. By
contrast, the brief debate in the House of Representatives on July 16,1947

displayed general ignorance of the aims of the legislaion and an overriding
concern for economy. The House had also shown a stubborn spirit of
independence from the other chamber. Taft maY' have stimulated resis-
tance to compromise among Republican (and some Democratic) represen-
tatives, but their opposition needed little encomigement, either in 1947 or
during the next-three years. From the 1947 veto until the spring of 1950;

seientists' .attention focused mainlron the House, where, to the rising
frustration of the proposal's backers, parliamentary bottlenecks and indif-
ference prevented any forward movement.

The veto angered Bush's followers, even though some of them deOlored
the House refusal to conkede appointment of thedirector to the President."
Their gorges rose when- iheir old foe Howard Meyerhoff reappeared in
Science approving the veto. "Is it not reasonable, now," Meyerhoff asked,
"to _urge that those who have tried to get a particular ,type of legislation
passed and have twice failed, relinquish the task to disintereSted . . .

scientists [i.e., the Inter-Society Committee], who will view the problem
more broadly and dispassionately?"' These were hardly words of sweet
reason to those cherishing the vision, of Bush's "erUlless frontier." Yet one
of their number, the New York lawyer Bethuel Webster; who had worked
for harmony before, sought "to help keep the crowd together and thinking
constructively rather than sulking over the obstinate and ignorant attitude
expressed in the [President's] memorandum" disapproving the foundation
bill. A few days after the veto a letter from Webster appeared in the New
York Times urging the formation of a "committee representing the Presi-
dent, the Congress and science to prepare a bill whfch Can he passed and
put into effect soon after the first of the year." Webster told Bush-that one
of his aims was "to head, off intemperate statements which might have
done some harm. I had to take a large sedative before I wrdte with such
restraint; the men I have been in touch with were discouraged anFl indignant."'

Pleased with the response to his letter ip the Times, Webster followed it
up with an extended coin ment in Science, pointing out essential matters of
agreement on the foundation among scientists, Congress, and the Presi-
dent and features of conflict on which concessions Must be made! The
calm, clear statement helped revive a compromise spirit. Meyerhoff regretted
that the magazine's space limits had forced- Webster to cut his comment
by half but assuried him that the letter had caught the attention of many
readers.° A mong them were political leaders to whom Webster sent
reprints. COngressman Clifford P. Case (R., New Jersey), for example,
took a copy to Senator Smith's office, where he learned that the senator
planned "to look into the possibility of an agreement with the President."

0,92
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Meanwhile the President and Bush had already discussed the possi-
bility of another legislative effort. They argued over whether the board
should be controlling or only advisory, and Bush thought he managed to
convince the President "that both h and the director needed the protec-
tion of a board having authority, for otherwise there would not be ade-
quate defense against political pressure for inappropriate grants to various
universities." To. Truinan's worry about the board becoming "simply a
log-rolling affair to make grants to things that its members were interested
in,z' Bush responded that this would not happen if the board contained,
along with 'university scientists, "a strong group of representative citizens
interested only in furthering the piiblic welfare." Perhaps Bush was merely
displaying his usual self-confidence when he wrote in-his memorandum of
the conversation,:l think he felt satisfied on this matter," but the outcome
was that he, Budget Director Webb, and Secretary of Defense James
Forrestal should try to devise a new bill, "and if it looks favorable we will
place it before the President. Thereafter we will see whether it appears
feasible to urge action on it in Congress. On this latter point we felt that
we should go ahead with the matter if there was a reasonable chance of a-
bill being enaefed that would be acceptable to the President, but, on the
other hand, we felt thai if it was likely to become a:Political football we
should-not open the matter."°

Among Bush's opponents too there was an obvious willingness to
compromise. Harlow Shapley as,vice-chairman of the Inter-SocietrCom:
mittee had prompted a good many telegrams asking the President to Sfgn
the recently passed bill.," Now Stiapley energetically went to work to deter-
mine exactly how the vetoed measure might be revised, or a new one drawn
up, to suit both the Republican Congress and the Democratic President.
He talked with Conant and Karl Compton in Cambridge and then went to
Princeton to confer with Alexander Smith and Luther P. Eisenhart, Princeton
University's president. Next came visitssto Washington, where his son
Willis iin the Budget Bureau helped arrange meetings with Webb and other
Bureau officials who would have a voice in deciding Administration

polcy, and where he also met with Oscar R. Ewing, the Federal Security
Administrator, who was interested in locating the science agency in a
prdposed new Department of Health, Education and Security as suggested
in,.a report issued late in Nuiust by the President's Scientific Research

'Board.'2 I n discussions with land-grant college officials Shapley asked that
q they coniinued to push the Morse amendment, they drop the provision
imitin formula funds 'to tax-supported instittitions23 Then came visits
to Capitol Hill, where in ,some offices Shapley'S association with left-wing
political action groups cauSed hinrtd be regardedWith interi-s-eSTWiciciff,-
though the simplicity artd earnestness so evident in his autobiography
must often have thawed initial hostility." At the end of the year, in
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Chicago, he reported on his activities at a meeting of the Inter-Society
Committee, which authorized its executive committee to support legisla-
tion it deemed satisfactory."

Not only was Shapley doggedly attentive to matters of detail that might`
prove sticky in Congress or executive offices; he was also diligent in
keeping all parties at interest informed of his findings. Bush, after lunching
with SenatorSmith, wrote Sliapley: "It looks to me as though you have
done a fine job on your excuisions about hdre recently, and I am quite
optimistic that we will have good sound legislation under way in the next
session." Even before his meeting with the President in September, Bush
had asked Charles Brown to draft a bill which would meet the main
objections set forth in the veto memorandum. Brown's several drafts from
September to December reflected not only Bush's ideas but those forged
and tempered in Shapley's many conferences as well."

The process of accommodation was often complicated and many-
siged. For instance, Smith, in order to satisfy Taft, wanted the director to
be appointed by the President "from the membership of the Foundation."
Shapley was willing to accept this but the Bureau was not. It pointed out
awkward situations that might arise, as, for example, the 'continuing
presence on the board of a director who had resigned or been removed
from his position. The Bureau proposed instead that the director must
meet the qualifications presc4hed for foundation members. For a while
Wolverton insisted on retaining a division of national, defense despitethe
objections of most scientists; ultimately he acquiesced in its,elimination,
but foundation-supported researcli'ielated to national defense would
require prior consultation with the military establishment. Wolverton's
earlier insistence on an interdepartmental committee to coordinate federal
research activities, a provision of the vetoed bill, was answered by the
creation of such a committee by executive order. The Federal Security
Agency (FSA), knowing that the President's Commission on Higher Edu-
cation would recommend a college scholarship program to be adminis-
tered 'by the Office of Education, wanted to strike the foundation's
authority to grant undergraduate scholarshipsthe most important func-
tion of the foundation in Conant's view. Scholarships remained in the bill
and a Budget officer commented that the Bureau might be able to maintain
a consistent federal policy through budgetary control."

Ideas clashed and so did personalities. Pride and prejudice continued
to threaten to break through the surface'of harmony that men like Webster
and Shapley were promoting. Bush's friends were alarmed when the widely
published Washington Merry-co-Round column said that Truman had
spoken "very critically" of Bush's work in OSRD, largely Warned him for
the passage of a "hodgepodge science foundation bill," and was "very
much undecided" about appointing him to head the new Research and
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Development Board.12 Although Truman did make the appointmentlind
assured Bush that he remained in good standing in the White House, the
colummincreased Bush's animosity toward the de facto science adviser. In
rriyate correspondence Bush and his close associates wrote.scathing com-
ments about Steelman's Science and Public Policy report.":,

The Steelman report introduced a confusing element into the plans to
make only slight revisions of Smith's bill for a science foundation. Gov-
ernment planners began to consider drawing up an entirely new bill, and
drafters in the Federal Security Agency went to work on such a measure.
An informal meeting of staff members from PSRB, FSA, the Bureau of
Standards, and the Budget Bureau, called by a membe of Steelman's
grqup, discussed dr.aqing an Administration bill "for the support of
education, including support for the social sciences and for basic scientific
research," but they decided that theyought to plug for the same kind of a
foundation as had been considered heretofore." One of the group, Edward
Condon, "spoke bitterly" about Bush's empire and his Research and
Development Board's munificent budget for military research.21 Although
the Budget Bureau considered the possibility of a completely new tack,
placing the foundation in FSA, it settled on Shapley's strategy of revisions
in Smith's bill.22 <,

Another threat to consensus came from a study group of the
Washington Association of Scientists, under the chairmarilhip of Clifford
Giobstein, a biologist at the National Cancer Institute. Their paper
"Toward a National Science Policy?", which appeared both in Science
and the'Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, argued that there was a funda-
Mental difference in the philosophy of science-government relations
between the "Kilgore-Administration school" and the "Magnuson-Smith
school." "The basic issue," the group held, other tharrthe proper
role, of the Federal Government in regulating ose areas of our national
life which are intimately related Nkthe public welfare and security, in this
instance the shapeand scope of science." Unless a foundation subject to
public control and interested in developing strong science centers through-
out the country came into being soon, the military establisliment would
increasingly dominate science policy. The group even resurrected the
Kilgore stand on patent policies;23,Presumably Shapley agreed with most
of their premises and conclusions, but in the interest of achieving a
foundation, he reportedly tried to stop theirpublication of ariy more such
divisive articles." Conant was so annoyed by what he considered the
article's misrepresentation of Administration views that he wrote to Secre-
tary of Comanefee`Averell Harrimart askinglim-or-one-of his-Cabinet cof--
leaguesanyone but Steelman!"to bring the matter to the President's
attention" in the hope of keeping revived foundation legislation from
becoming a partisan issue.25
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The potentially greatest diSturber of the peace was John Teeter. Now
with the American Cancer Society, Teeter was evidently itching4o get back
on Capitol Hill to steer foundation legislation. He saw the Steelman report
as "a move bythe administration to recapture scientifie leadership" and to -
regiment research; advised Bush against compromise moves that would
drift away &ont the views of Taft's Senate GOP pdfiey committee;
attended the annual meeting of the land-grant colleges associhtion.to
hear the discussion of renewing the fight for the Morse amendmenI; wor-
ried about Shapley% becoming a spokesman for. the real leaders of sci-
ence but professed to welcome his aid in bringing "the left wing elements
and liberals along"; and got permission from his boss "to give any effod
to the Founcration."26

To most advocates of a foundation who wanted to avoikanother
partisan battle, Teeter had become an intolerable mischief-maker. Early in
December Bethuel Webster sent Bush, Homer Smith, and Oscar Ruebhausen
copies of a letter he had just received from Meyerhoff. The Smith College
geology professor told Websterthat he had been pleased to see renewed
legislative efforts

y 4
going along quite smoothly and promisingly. This is still the case, but during the
past ten days there has been one development which prompts me to write to you
rather frankly. This is no time to mince words, and I am writing you because of
your close connection with the Bush group, .

Although there has been a great deal of optimism regarding the possibilities of a
compromise among such people as Harlow Shapley, James Conant, and many
others, this optimism received a serious setback two weeks or more ago when John ,
Teeter appeared once again on the Washington scene. Teeter has aroused so much '9
wrath among scientists that it is absolutely essential for Dr. Bush to)ceep him out ,
[of] current developments. He may, if he wishes, insist upon his right to lend any
member of his staff to Senate or,House committees, but in this instance even the,
rudiments of diplomacy demand that Teeter be eliminated. Since I seem to be the
only one who has.guts or gall enough to speak out, I have been asked to get, this
message across, and I am using you for my medium. I thipk you know, why the
reaction against Teeter existk but if there is any doubt in yOur mind, I can
document these facts to any degree you may wish. But I was so thoroughly gratified
with the initiative you took in bringing forth a compromise, that I do not wanf to
see anything happen to negotiations which are under way. Because of my status
with the Bush group, I am keeping cafefully out of them; and it is for this reason
that I feel priyjleged to ask in the name of many people on the otheiside,that Teeter
be kept out, too. He very obviously lacks the good sense or the independence to
stay out on his o cord.

This' was not an expression of personal prejud6, Meyerhoff said.
"Present negotiations are much too important . tofie jeopardized by
personalities, and unfortunately, John Teeter has beco'me a personality
which will jeopardize the spirit of compromise which happily exists." His _

own activities with reipect to foundation legislation, Meyerhoff con-
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tinued, had nof sprung from "any personal motive or prejudices .... I have
merely tried to reflect the opinions of a very large but inarticulate group of
scientists. I felt that both your article and your letter to me were written in
the same spirit, and I want to assure yolkof my whole-hearted cooperation
in thinking out a happy denouement of this entire problem."27

Homer Smith confirmed the animus toward Teeter and told Bush "it
might be well to pull Jack off." Bush replied that he was puzzled about
what to do, especially since he no longer had any official connection with
Teeter." But he obviously did suggest to Teeter that he not upserihe
negotiations for a bill that would meet Administration approval:In a long
letter to his former OSRD chief, Teeter analyzed the conflict between
congressional majority policy and Administration stands and concluded:
"It all adds up to this: If you could put yourself in Senator Taft's shoes
would you let the bill come out of Committee and become an achievement
of President Truman in 1 948?" But then he added: "I respect your advice
and will stay out of the project, bin I would be less than tionest if I failed to
pass on my belief that the bill has a less promising future than it had in
1947.1 hope I am wrong."22

The irrepressible Teeter' would bob up again, annoying land-grant
association officers among others, but he did not upset negotiations
between Congress and the executive branch." After Shapley's exploratory
visits, a series of conferences between Smith and Nolverton and White
House officials, including the President, and between staff members of the
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare and the Budget Bureau,
brought agreement on a bill which was introduced in bpth houses on
March 25, 1948. Kilgore joined Smith, Magnuson, and others in spon-
soring the Senate measure (S. 2'385).31

Smith told the Senate that he believed the bill met most of the objections
raised in tile veto memorandum and would receive presidential approval.
In executive offices, however, amendments in committee following the
slowly reached agreement were viewed as stripping power from the
foundation's director, and Webb suggested that they might cause another
veto. Smith replied tfiat the committee did not intend to reduce the direc-
tor's executive authority, and his explanation satisfied both his colleagues
and the Bureau. On May 5 the Senate passed the bill, as amended in com-
mittee, without a record vote.32

Although the bill sailed easily through the Senate, its sponsors had
anxiously watched Wayne Morsp to See if4re would renew the fight for
mandated geographic distribution of research funds. While the land-grant
and state universities associations wanted such a provision in the law, they
concluded that it would probably cause another defeat. But they hesitated
to tell Morse, and after they did they feared that he might openly oppose
the compromise bill. Morse did not oppose it, but he told the president of
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the University of Minnesota of his disappointment that the land-grant
association had taken a "runout powder." " 'This compromise was com-
pletely unnecessary,' he said, 'and we could easily have won the principle.'
He indicated that he had rather lost interest in the bill and in our cause."33

* * *

Now attention shifted to the House, where Wolverton's gpmnhinee had
before it the Senate-approved bill and H.R. 6007, identical to the original
S. 2385. The members showed little sense of urgency, and foundation
backers' high hopes began to fall when the committee decided to hold a
day of hearings on June 1. Delay always opened the door to discord, and
the political battles of an unusual presidential election year ensured that
almost no issue could avoid partisanship. As the Cold War deepened, fears
of Russia and of home-grown radicals like those in Henry Wallace's
Progressive party made security and national defe'nse obsessive concerns
of many congressmen. What point was there in a science foundation whose
most important divisionNational Defensehad been excised, especially
since the armed servicesbwere now providing ample support for military
research and Bush's Research and Development Board was coordinating
their efforts? ..

Another big worry in the House was government spending. At the
June 1 hearings Hugh Scott pressed Lawrence R. Hafstad of the Research
and Development Board, appearing in Bush' stead, for estimates of the
annual cost of the foundation and of the num er of scholarships andiel-
lowships it would award. Several other committee members were similarly
skeptical about the need for a new science agency,34

In comments to the Budget Bureau some executive agencies also
expressed sharp criticisms of the House bill. These may have been bureau-
cratic in spirit but were not always so in style. To Condon of the Bureau of
Standards,

the Foundation would be simply a polite grOup of university officials who would
give the requisite stuffed-shirt bkking to their stooge, the Director, in the operation of
log-rolling grants of Federal aid to colleges, while giving no support to the agencies
of the Federal government which are struggling to do a conscientious job of public
service, against the great handicap of various arbitrary out-dated limitations on
salary, contract arrangments, etc.35

J. Donald Kingsley, formerly with Steelman's group and now Ewing's
deputyin FSA, questioned allowing the foundation to conduct a scholar-
ship and fellowship program, wanted specific arrangements for the
assumption of the foundation by another agency if a broad program of
federal aid to higher education should be enacted, and urged stronger
provision for the social sciences. The final paragraph of the letter Kingsley
proposed to send to Wolverton was, according to Carey, "a ringing
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denunciation of the part-time board as the primary government of NSF."
This had been the Bureau's position in the past, but, Carey commented,
"we are a party now to the administrative arrangements called for in the
legislation, and our criticism ought to be pretty temperate."36 The NAeA
letter was even worse, in Carey's opinion"a rather ill-tempered
harangue" containing "not one favorable word for an NSF."37

Budget Bureau screening kept executive offices' grumbles from reach-
ing Wolverton's committee through direct channels. In any event the
committee reported, out H.R. 6007, with several changes, on June 4 and
recommended its prompt passage.38 But it was clear by then that the
legislation was in trouble. Day said it was "threatened with pernicious
anemia," and he appealed to heads of land-grant institutions to push their
representatives to act quickly." A delegation from the Engineers Joint
Council visited Steelman at the White House and then went to the Capitol.
While they found "no organized opposition in either House," they did see
"the urge for economy" as a danger to passage of a bill. More threatening
was lack of time, since "a glut of unpassed legislation" might prevent
gating a foundation measure on the House calendar."

Neither the House bill nor the Senate's raised a question of a veto, in
Carey's estimate, and he thought that whatever emerge.d from a conference
committee was likely to be better than the legislation disapproved by the
President in 1947.4' Yet, unless the House acted, there could be no confer-
ence, and the House could not consider a bill until it was placed on the
calendar. With Congress scheduled to adjourn on June 19, the pressure of
time required that H.R. 6007 gain a position on the "consent calendar."
An objection prevented this, however, and the bill went back to the Rules
Committee. The only remaining way toconsideration was the granting of a
rule by that committee. But the majority leader, Charles A. Halleck (R.,
Indiana), ctid not consider the bill "must" legislation, and two outside
sources of opposition also frustrated those seeking a rule: a former Demo-
cratic congreAman from Texas, Fritz G. Lanham, who claimed that the
bill gave the foundation the right to acquire patents and thus4stifle the
small inventor," and the National Infantile Paralysis Foundation, which
objected to the House bill's provision for a special commission on
poliomyelitispart of a " 'Communistic', un-American . .. scheme con-
trived by Dr. Harlow Shapley and others.""

Shapley, Day, and Wolfle of the Inter-Society Committee talked selec-
tively with members of the Rules Committee but failed to get action.
Wolfle also talked with a member of Senator Smith's staff who thought
"the bills are totally lost unless [Speaker Joseph W.] Martin [R., Massa-
chusetts] and Halleck can be persuaded to bring them to a vote." The
longtime enmity between Martin and Shapley made this slim chance even
less likely. Charles Brown agreed to talk to Bush in the hope that he might
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influence James W. Wadsworth (R.:New York) and Christian A. Herter
(R., Massachusetts), both members of Rules; but this too seemed like
grasping at a straw, especially since "Bush has taken the line this year that
he is not going out of his way to push this legislation unless he is urgedto
do so."43 In a telephone call o Bush's office Brown left word that because
of the "smear campaign" by Lanham and the polio people, "the only hope
now is to apply direct and vigorous pressure to Speaker Martin, Leo Allen
[R., Illinois], Chairman of the Rules Committee and/Or Majority Leader
galleck." The Defense Department could not approach, them directly,
Brown said, "but the more outside pressure the better, except from Harlow
Shapley. I am seeking to reach Bethuel Webster. Jack Connor is unavail-
able. I suggest that you stir up Mr. Conant or political figures in Massa-
chusetts, Illinois, and Indiana."".

All the desperate efforts were unavailing. The legislation never came to
debate in the House before adjournment or in the brief special session
following the presidential nominating conventions.

* * *

The third time had not been the charm. Frustrated again, discouraged
and baffled by the ways of politicians, scientists were said to have lost hope
of achieving a foundation and had no plans to lobbyfor it." Still, the latest
,effort had come so close to success that some leaders of the campaign
resolved to keep pushing. One of these was President Edmund Day of
Cornell University. Day had worked hard' for the legislation in both the
Inter-Society Committee and the land-grant association. In the summer
and fall of 1948 he began to prepare for a fourth try.

Like most other persons Day expected a Republican victory over the
divided Democrats in the November ele4ions. So he wrote Senator Smith,
whom he thought likely to be in the driver's seat again with Republicans in
control of Congress and .the presidency, asking what the Inter-Society
Committee could do to help pass legislation in the next Congress. Despite
the past "discouraging experiences," Day said, "I think the Foundation
can be had and had in an essentially sound form."" And shortly after the
surprising outcomeof the presidential contest Day wrote Steelman to find
out whether Truman intended to give the foundation a "high priority" in
his legislative proposals. Steelman replied that he expected the Président to

Congress to act speedily.'
Tru an did not mention the foundation in his State of the Union

address, but in his budget message a few days later he again asked for its
creation." The Budget Bureau had already learned that the House Com-
merce Committee would probably assign preferred status to science legis-
lation.'T Early in January the Bureau began intensive discussions with"
informed and concerned persons in and out of government to determine
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whether to revive the latest compromise measure or try a new tack.
The Democratic control of both houses of the Eighty-First Congress

encouraged some individuals and groups,to argue for a return to Kilgore
principlts of 1945, but they failed to recognize that the coalition of Repub-
licans and conservative southern Democrats could still throttle the kind of
legislation they wanted. The safest course, the Bureau decided, was slightly
to revise the compromise bill of the Eightieth Congress. Eveh this cautious
endeavor met obstacles. Old-fashioned conservatism was being displaced
by chimeras. The growing virulence of the crusade against "un-American"
or "subversive" activities became manifest in attacks on backers of the
legislation so that it acquired, through association with them, a taint of
suspicion. Bolstered by the continuing strength ofJewett's warnings of the
stifling effects of bureaucracy on research, the attack on subversion and
the urge to economize lonverved to delay action on a science"bill.

In talking with federal agency officials members of the Budget Bureau
found the usual kind of territorial protectiveness. Kingsley of FSA had
come to doubt "the merits of a Foundation under almost any circum-
stances" but thought unrestricted research grants to universities might be a
good idea. He did not believe an independent agency could coordinate
federal research programs, and Carey's mention of the Interdepartmental
Committee for Sciehtific Research and Development (ICSRD), which had
been established by executive order but some thought should be incorpo-
rated in the Science foundation, drew "a cry of dismay from Kingsley,"
who considered it a hopeless failure.5° Condon dehounced federal "fat
cats"the military establishment and the Atomic Energy Commission
and, in Carey's paraphrase, "sees NSF as another rival for research
appropriations, and visualizes educators crowding into Washington with
their briefcases to lobby for NSF grants and raising a rumpus if money is
granted to old line Government-operated laborgtories like his own. He
predicts increasing tension and rivalry among Federal research' agencies if
NSF is set up." But a foundation having only policy-making functions
not grant-making authority, which would make it another "fat cat"did
meet Condon's approval. He wanted better management and coordina-
tion of federal science programs but believed that any agency charged with
these functions would require "the protection and prestige of the Execu-,
tive Office." Like Kingsley, he'considered the ICSRD "a total failure"
owing to lack of leadership and of White House support." Smithsonian
Institution officials suggested that the Administration seek only minor
changes in the bill passed by the Senate in May since they wanted quick
enactment. Agreeing with Condon on the danger of the "withering away of
activity in Federal laboratories," they feared that the foundation would
overemphasize support of university research. They opposed vesting
coordinating authority in the agency.52

1
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In a meeting arranged at Day's request, he and Don Price told the
Bureau that "nothing should be done at this time to rock the boat"there
should be no attempt "to get an ideal bill." Day cautioned that a change in
the board's role from policy-making to a more advisory one would raise a
protest from Bush's followers. Although 01-ofthosse inthe meeting agreed
on the desirability of keeping mandated sPecial comn-issions, as for cancer
and polio, out of the bill, Day and Wolfle reported that there was strong
feeling in the House committee that they should be restored. Day said that
the land-grant institutions' effort to achieve a formula for distribution of
research funds had been designed not to dole out "potk" but as "a
safeguard against Federal domination of research in the state universi-

'ties." Carey concluded, however, that Day would advise against reviving
this divisive issue. Day opposed saddling the new agency with a coordination
function, and he thought that "stronger language requiring the Founda-
tion to formulate a national research policy," as advocated by the Federa-
tion of American Scientists (FAS), "would inevitably arouse suspicions'
as to the real purposes of the Government."53

The Washington Study Group of the FAS advocated quite different
ideas in their meeting with Budget Bureau officials:

The basic charter of the Foundation should be broadened to give it the power
actually to implement a national policy for the promotion of research rathex than
merely to develop and encourage the pursuit of such a policy. FAS feels very
strongly that the NSF should be the top Federal scientific agency rather than merely
another agency for the distribution of hinds for the support of research and
training in the scidnces. The Foundation's charter should require it to survey
continuously world science and continuously to adjust our own policy to the total
situation.

While the foundation's grants should be restricted to basic research, its
policy role should extend to applied research as well."

Grobstein and his associates thought that the recent Democratic elec-
toral victory made the time "opportune for the Administration's,pushing
an ideal bill rather than picking up where the Congress left off last spring."
They presented detailed suggestions for improvement of the bill (S. 247)
which Senator Elbert Thomas had recently introduced. These included:
specific extension to the social sciences; a policy-making director with "a
fairly long statutory term"; enfphasis on development of centers of scien-
tific strength and ':wide geographic distribution of scholarships and fel-
lowships"; stronger "public interest language" in the patent'provisions;
more freedom from State Department restrictions on international coop-
eration; and transfer of classified research to the Defense Department. To
get away from the confusing identification of the presidentially appointed
board as the "Foundation," the FAS representatives proposed that the
bill's first sentence- read: "The Foundation shall consist of a 24-member
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board and an Executive Director." The board should be strictly advisory.
In sum, the group proposed a return to Kilgore principles and provisions
similar to those of the compromise bill (S. 1850) of early 1946."

The FAS study group's effort to rally the Administration from weari-
ness persuaded Carey that "we . . . canand should put a little more muscle
into the Foundation. As it now shapes up, our Foundation is a rather puny
creature." He recommended giving it genuine responsibility for policy
formulation and for "broadening the research base of the Nation instead
of feeding the 'fat.cats,' " though quality and efficiency of research
should also be sought. Other proposed changes in Thomas's bill would
strengthen the director's role. Thus, in accepting the FAS suggestion that
the foundation be defined as consisting of "a National Science Board of
24 members, and a Director," Carey said that this "would 'serve to
clarify . . . internal relationships" and "make the Director a partner in
the formulation of policies." Some of Carey's colleagues strongly dis-
sented from his view that the foundation shoulsl formulate policy. They
thought that the most important change to propose to Senator Thomas
was "specific inclusion of the social sciences.""

Carey lost the argument on a strong policy responsibility for the
foundation. The Bureau suggested several drafting revisions to Senator
Thomas, largely directed toward administrative tidiness, and proposed
dropping names of divisions since the board could disestablish them
anyway and determine the agency's internal organization. To clear up the
confusion of the word "Foundation," the Btireau adopted the idea of
defining the agency as a board and a director, but said that this was not
intended to reduce the board's authority nor to increase the director's."

After a month with no response from Senator Thomas, persons at the
Bureau began to wonder why nothing was happening. Carey inquired and
learned that while Thomas's committee had not taken exception to any of
the Bureau's points, it had made a strategic decision to make no changes in
S. 247. The committee wanted to avoid hearings and floor debate; by
"passing the buck to the House of Representatives" it hoped to shift fights
with special-interest groups to that body. If the House passed a bill, the
Senate could try to make changes desired by both the committee and the
Bureau through negotiations in conference." Consequently, the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare reported S. 247 without amend-
ment, and it passed the Senate without discussion on March

* * *

During the five days of hearings bat,* J. Percy Priest's House sub-
committee in March and April most of the witnesses followed well-worn
paths. Never before, however, had the far Right been so zealous in throw-
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ing suspicion on the motives of foiandation backersespecially Shapley
and members of the FASand raising the specter of government dictation
or research policy. Fritz Lanham went far beyond Jewett's orthodox
rugged individualisnj. Quoting the Chicago Tribune and the House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activities on Shapley's links to Communist
causes, Lanham argued that

even the disclosed facts [concerning Shapley's advocacy of the foundation] are
enough to arouse suspicions and put us on notice that in the original conception of
the suggestion may have lurked a desire of other than American origin to lead us to
abandon our time-honored principles and systems

Of one thing we may be very sure. The American pre-eminence we have
attained has not been based upon the centralization of arbitrary power in govern-
ment. That's a doctrine of certain foreign regimes, and it is becoming increasingly
evident :that they wish us to adopt it to their own totalitarian advantage. Our
progress has come from that rugged individual upotrwhose freedom of action our
governmental philosophy has been predicated, an individual.laboring under the
incentives of our Constitution and laws to give full expression to his God-given
ingenuity in creative accomplishments for our progress. And, oh, how well the
achievements of that unhampered individual have proved the wisdom ot our
policy. From the cellars and garrets of these humble, but independent, folk have
emanated the forces of American greatness. Let us be sure to remember that. Surely
no such legislation as this is necessary to, inspire loyal American scientists to do -
their duty, and isn't it equally clear that no step should be taken which could
diminish the ardor or the effort of those who have taken us to the fOrefront?

Lanham 'ended by quoting first Scripture and then Kipling: "Lord, God
of Hosts, be-with us yet; lest we forget! Lest we forget!""

John W. Anderson, president of the National Patent Council, saidthat
his organization was "much alarmed by persistent efforts of . . . coldly
fanatical men, alien-inspired, believed to have as their objective the stifling
of that incentive to invent and produce which has given to America its
phenomenal industrial growth." He reminded Priqt's subcommittee of
the alniost daily shocks of "new revelations of the depth of penetration by
this vast fifth column of underground operatives set upon us by the
.Kremlin." These exposures seemed "to warn that the proposed legislation
for a National Science Foundation dovetails significantly into this general
subversive pattern." Anderson suggested that Kilgore's first bill may
"have been spawned somewhere within the long leftist shadow of Henry

,Wallace," elaborated on Shapley's suspicious activities, and gave an
account of a visit to the office of the Federation of American Scientists (on
the second floor above a cigar store) that made it seem like a dingy
conspiratorial den. ". . . should we not make certain," Anderson asked,
"that we have proved our ability-to identify and clear all subversives out of
other agencies of government before we set up this one, so skillfully
tailored to subversive purposes?""

Although rejecting these jeremiads and the notion that private fortunes
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and lonely inventors in cellars could provide the research needed for
industrial progress, Priest and his colleagues and then their karent com-
mittee proceeded with great deliberation. The five days of hearings stretched
out over alinost four weeks, and nearly another month passed before Priest
introduced a "clean bill" (H.R. 4846) on May 24. Meantime the Bureau
and the President had encouraged the committee and the House kaders to
make a few modifications in the legislation and move it along." Finally, on
June 14, the Commerce Committee favorably reported a bill which
reflected some of the Bureau's suggestions but also, in one respect, the
growing fear of communism. Every recipient of a scholarship or fellowship
was to file a'tt affidavit "that he does not believe in, and is not a member of
and does nat support any organization that believes in or teaches, the
overthrow of the United States GoVernment by force or violence or by any
illegal or unconstitutional metliods."63 Another important committee amend-
ment directed the foundation "to evaluate scientific research programs,"
both public and private.

Despite the delays, which some attributed to the lobbying of the
National Patent Council, there was still ample time for the House to pass a
science bill and to reach ag'reement with the Senate before the end of the
session. But once more the walition of Republicans and southern Demo-
crats on the House Rules Committee blocked action. Wadsworth, who
some believed was influenced by Jewett, did not want to create a new drain
on the treasury. Nor did the chairman of Rules, Adolph J. Sabath (D.,
Illinois), who was presumably subject to pressure from the President and
the House leadership.

Beginning in June and throughout the summer the White House, the
Budget Bureau, and Bush's cohorts all tried unsuccessfully to budge the
committee. Charles Murphy wrote Sabath that' the President considered
H.R. 4846 "an important part of the Administration program, and he will
appreciate it if you can get a rule reported so that the bill may be consid-
ered in the House." Bush wrote Wadsworth that the bill was "much
needed" and ','should not increase expenditures in fiscal 1950." Day and
Conant also urged Wadsworth to get the bill passed. Charles Brown
enlisted another of Bush's Washington lawyer friends, Lloyd N. Cutler, to
try his hand. Cutler learned that' Wadsworth had shaken even Christian
Herter by producing/ twa letters, one from Conant and one from Bush,
which "were contradictory as to,the basic purposes of the Bill." Unless
Bush could persuade Wadsworth or Herter, or I7?oth, the bill would probably
stay in Miles until Congress adjourned." Carey suggested that either the
President or Steelman make another effort with Sabath. In a phone con-
versation Sabath reportedly told Steelman that he hoped to arrange a
trade which would clear "a rivers and harbors bill on condition that the
science bill also be cleared." Besides pressing the Democratic chairman,
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the President invited Wadsworth to the Oval Office and tried to persuade
him that the foundation was needed."

Since the chief objection to the foundation seemed to be its possible
expense, Priest suggested that this might be overcome if the Administra-
tion submitted a budget estimate. The President agreed to this procedure
and said that Sabath had indicated that Rules would release the bill."
Nevertheless, the New York Times reported on September 29 that the
Administration "suffered a major setbacjc two days before when the
Rules Committee, by a one-vote margin, refused to clear the bill. Only one
chance remained, Sabath told the reporter: new House rules provided that
after twenty-onep days in Rules a bill might be called up by the chairman of
a standing committeein this instance, Robert Crosser (D., Ohio)on
either the second or fourth Monday of the month. This meant either
October 10 or 24, but Crosser was in Europe and not expected to return for
four weeks. The bill remained buried in Rules when the first session of the
Eighty-First Congress came to an end.

Still, the setback might not mean final failure. The Senate-passed bill
continued on thHouse agenda and the twenty-one day rule could still be
used in the second session beginning in January 1950. Perhaps Wadsworth
had this in mind when he suggested to Bush, shortly before the first session
ended, including in the bill a statement denying any intent to increase the
amount of federal expenditures for research. If Bush would draft such a
provision, Wadsworth would discuss it with members of Crosser's com-
mittee and his own colleagues on Rules, with a view to proceeding with the
legislation when Congress reassembled. Bush said he agreed that the
federal budget should not continue to grow, but he thought the science
foundation ,would enable the Budget Bureau to give Congress a better
understanding of research expenditures and actually help reduce them.11e
told Wadsworth he would discuss the matter with the Bureau."

In transmitting Wadsworth's proposal to the Bureau, Bush wondered
whether it might not be appropriate to say in the:0in preamble "that this
is not merely a drive for further funds." The substantial increase in
government support of science suite the war.bad led him to conclude that
federal money for research in universities had reached "just about the
right amorint . . . I feel that the danger of wasting funds or encouraging
mediocre work by over-support is just as great as failure to support
worthwhile things . . . ."" Later Bush had lunch with Director of the
Budget Fbnk Pace, and they decided that the Bureau should reply directly
to the New York congressman."

The issue troubled Bureau officials. Carey feared that acceptance of the
suggestion Would "Ile buying a cat in a bag." Recallihg the estimates of the
foundation's budget in SetenceThe Endless Frontier, Careyfound it
puzzling that Bush now thought basic research.experrditures were about
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right. To atlopt this view would change the idea of the foundation from one
to promote basic research and education to a management agency concerned

with the re-ordering of existing basic research programs and the redefining of
emphasis according to concepts of balance of program.... there would be no room
for Focial science research if we should now set our brakes on basic research. A
fundamental query, I think, is whether the President could find 24 men, good and
true, to come to Washington even on a part-time basis to guide a Foundation
whose frontiers have suddenly become not endless but abruptly finite, and preside
oveethe dreary task of preparing a cold snack out of everybody's leftovers.

Other government agencies, some of them already leery about the foun-
dation, would "make powerful medicine"if they concluded that the new
agency "is to become a holding company for all Federal bMic research
and training."'"

Carey admitted that Bush was "probably right" that federal subsidies
for basic research had reached proper litnits. Yet National Research
Council panels had been "recommending sky-high expenditures in various
fields of basic research. Who, then," Carey wondered, "is to speak with
authority on the question of whether we ought to shut off the. spigot'?"
Wadsworth would not be satisfied by a reminder that the Bureau and

(...rCongres controlled expenditures; but a promise of frugality written into
the founda lon's charter would cause "a 'very bad reaction both from the
highbrow press and from the scientific organizations." d

Another Bureau official, perhaps too concerned about getting Rules to
release the science qill voluntarily, argued for a counterproposal that
would require the foundation to spend a year or two in deciding what it
should do and how to do it. He suggested withholding programifunds from
the agency until it had appraised and evaluated the nation's research
activities and, using thio background information, formulated for itself a
policy, program, and standards acceptable to the President. Only then
would the President be authorized to transfer other agencies' research
programs to the foundation or recommend a budget for its support of
research and education.'

Pace's response to Wadsworth rejected the idea of pledging a limit on
spending but tried to assure the congressman that he need not worry:
Several months earlier the Bureau had estimated that the foundation
would add only about $15 million to the federal budget in 1950, perhaps
add another $10 million the ,next year, and then level off. The Bureau
believed th'at the foundation should provide direct support of basic
resea'rch on iniportani matters. "Equally important," however, was its
responsibility to evaluate the national research effort and to assist the
President and the Bureau "in improving the management of research and
development programs." The Bureau had attempted to analyze and coor-
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din ate these programs, but the task required 4, range of specialized knowl-
edge that only an agency like the foundation could provide."

Wadsworth called the Bureau's response "most disappointing." He
told Bush that the science bill went further than Pace realized, "not only in
the field of expenditure but in theexercise ofpower." Perhaps the question
could be taken up again whertCongress returned.74

In the past Bush had taken a long-range, serene attitude toward con-
gressional delays. The trend had been in the right direction. But he decided
that the endeavor had now reached "a critical state." He had written
Wadsworth earlier of their similar worry about "the trend toward the
welfare state." In' seeking to explain the Bureau's position to the con-
gressman, Bush reaffirmed his own conservative views, but he artfully
turned them into an argument bolstering Pace's."

The trouble with thenumerous existing programs of federal support of
university research, Bush said, was that they were

being administered by individual bureaucrats. There is nothing opprobrious the
term bureaucrat; they have their place; but when they are handing out arge
amounts of federal money essentially as gifts the effect on the bureaucrat and also
on the recipients is such as to make one pause and wonder what may comC in
another decade. The recipients of these grants arequite happy, theY have several
sources of funds and can trade about, but they are likely to become adept at that
sort of political maneuvering at the sacrifice of more virile characteristics.

This interesting forecast refurbished Bush's old argument for a respon
sibleppolicy-making board and against unchecked decisions by singl
persons."

The establishment of the foundation would not, Bush said, immedi-
ately lead to the shifting of other agencies' basic research to the new
agency, and =thus create "a unitary program" enabling the President and
Congress to see a single sum for fundamental science. The Public Health
Service would resist transferring its medical research, but AEC and ONR
would gladly give up some of their functions. Evert if the foundation had
no new money but simply assumed other federal programs, its 6oard-

, supervised administration "would set an example" which would spread to
other agencies or, if they failed to profit by it, cause transfers of their
funds."

Bush's final argument sought to force Wadsworth to recontider his
consistent opposition to federal aid to higher education:

We are at a time when federal money in rather large amounts has got to berused
for scientific research in this country if the universities are to maintain iheir
position in comparison with industrial research and research in the government
laboratories, and it is very much to our interest, from the national security angle
and from the standpoint of the general prosperity of the country, that the universi-
ties should be thus maintained with a strong program of pure research. If the
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matter is handled wisely it can be of enormous benefit. But the system now being
used ... is a dangerous situation for the longpull. I trust that the Congress with the
full matter before it will have the wisdom to correct that system before it is too
late."

Wadsworth remained unconvinced, and others in the conservative
coalition on the Rules Committee also continued their opposition to
discharging the bill. Some of them tried to repeal the twenty-one day rule,
and thus block Truman's Fair Deal program, but this effort failed. Late in
February Crosser resorted to the rule to get the science bill to the House
floor." Meanwhile, in his State of the Union and budget messages the
President had again asked Congress to establish the foundation." The
Budget Bureau and the White House kept closely in touch with the
legislation and expected the bill to pass, but as Staats told Steelman, "it
would be unwise to relax our efforts.""

Dael Wolfle, who was taking an increasingly important role in working
with Bureau officials and members of Congress and their committee staffs,
informed the readers of Science of the precise status of the legislation and
suggested that individual scientists let their representatives know how
important it was. Through the columns of that journal too, the Inter-
Society Committee answered a pamphlet published by the National Patent
Council which ranted that the foundation would be "empowered to
invade all research and development activities of industry and individ-
uals, and to confiscate and pool patents, for purposes of hara§sment of
industry in perpetuation of political power." Since the council asserted
that the legislation was "so adroitly drafted" that it had deceived even
'such persons as Bush, the Inter-Society Committee reply showed the
absurdity of the indictment by listing hundreds of eminent spokesmen for
the agency who scarcely fitted the council's description, "naive and non-
legalistic.""

The House debate revealed the strength of the budget-cutting mood,
exemplified in Wadsworth's arguments, and the fear, stimulated in part
by the National Patent Council but much more by the public anxiety
which followed Senator Joseph R. McCarthy's accusations, that Com-
munists and fellow travelers would subvert American free enterprise and
give away scientific secrets vital to national security.

An amendment offered by Oren Harris (D., Arkansas) showed the
tight fiscal temper. He proposed a ceiling of $15 million on the founda-
tion's annual appropriation. This need not be permanent, Harris said;
after a few years the foundation might persuade Congress to remove it. A
Budget Bureau observer of the debate concluded that the bill would not

, passwithout some kind of dollar limitation. Priest, who handled the bill on
the floor, accepted Harris's amendment and so did the House."

To,the committee amendment calling for a loyalty oath (affidavit) by
_44
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holders of fellowships and scholarships, Dwight L. Rogers (D:, Florida)
proposed to attach additional requirements. The affidavit should be
,raccompanied by such supporting evidence as the foundation may by
regulations require," and the director and a majority of the executive com-
mittee must be satisfied as to the truth of the affidavit. Priest objected
that these requirements were unnecessary and burdensome. Rogers's
amendment was defeated, 73-63, and the committee amendment was
accepted." But this was only_ a preliminary skirmish. The power of the
drive for security would become manifest the following day.

Before that denouement the House approved a substitute for another
committee amendmenton the foundation's evaluation functionand a
substantial "legislative history" was written into the record to keep the
agency from poaching on the research programs of the National Institutes
of Health (NI H) .

The change in the committee's provision on evaluation was offered by
John W. Heselton (R., Massachusetts). It dropped the requirement that
the foundation evaluate private researt but retained evaluation of federal
science programs. The committee ve'rsMn was obviously vulnerable to the
old arguments about government invasion of private activities, and Priest
accepted Heselton's substitute without comment."

Some representatives were disturbed that the committee had excised a
provision that the foundation's activities would supplement but not super-
sede those of other federal research agencies. Frank B. Keefe (R., Wisconsin)
asked whether the deletion meant that the foundation would take over
other federal programs, specifically those of NI H. Priest answered that the
committee had considered the provision unnecessary; it had no intention .
of transferring NIH research to the foundation. Carl Hinshaw (R., Cali-
fornia) opposed restoration of the language since it might "rob this agency\
of any right to criticize or to point out that there is duplication going on in
the various Government agencies." The committee's deletion stood, but
Keefe, in his long colloquy with Priest, had established a "record" that
might be cited later by defenders orNI H or other preserves."

On the second day of debate, after seeing the orderly progress of the bill
toward enactment, proponents who had been keeping their fingers crossed
must have begun to relax. Then came a shock. Howard W. Smith, a
conservative Virginia Democrat, offered an amendment to add a paragraph to
the bill:

No person shall be employed by the Foundation and no scholarship shall be
awarded to any person by the Foundation unless and until the Federal Bureau of
Investigation shall have investigated the loyalty of such person and reported to the -
Foundation such person is loyal to the United States, believes in our system of
government, and is not and has not at any time been a member of any organization
considered subversive by the Attorney General or any organization that teaches or
advocates the overthrow of our Government by force and violence.
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Since persons in the foundation, according to Smith, "will have access
to the most vital secrets of this Government," he wanted "to lock the door
against Communists, against fellow-travelers, and against foreign agents,
and against anybody who does not believe in our form of government
before the horse emuets a chance to be stolen." He could not imagine any
"possible objection anybody can have to this amendment." James G.
Fulton (R., Pennsylvania) and John E. Rankin (D., Mississippi) supported
the amendment, and Fulton thought it should be extended to include
"all . organizations and institutions and individuals in the United
States or foreign countries" who participated in the foundation's
research program."

Priest went into a quick huddle with Speaker Sam Rayburn, Majority
Leader McCormack, and Wolverton. They "concluded that in view of the
lateness of the h?nr ,the Efthith amendment would be overwhelmingly
approved by the Rouse." The best strategy, therefore, was to accept it and
"water it clown in conference."

Despite Priest's acceptance of the Smith amendment, Chet Holifield
(D., California) assailed the addition to the bill. He pointed out that never
before had the FBI been charged with going beyond its investigative
function to certify an individual's loyalty or disloyalty. By giving the FBI
this "function of Hitler's Gestapo and Stalin's OGPU and MKVD," his
"jittery" colleagues were embracing the kind of totalitarian practices they
professed to deplore. Holifield warned that if the amendment remained in
the bill after conference with the Senate, he would vote against the legisla-
tion. Barratt O'Hara (D., Illinois) endorsed Holifield's remarks and said
that the "amendment would go further in the establishment of a police
state than anything that has been suggested up to this time by the most
rabid advocate of police statism. "Is

Nonetheless, the House quickly tacked on another security amend-
ment, offered by Daniel J. Flood (D., Pennsylvania), which stipulated that
no foreign national could be associated with the foundation unless he had
been cleared by the FBI. Flood reminded the House that Klaus Fuchs, a
British scientist recently arrested for espionage, had been cleared by his
government to work at Los Alamos but not by the FBI. Tht amendment
was adopted without debate."

On March 1, following an unsuccessful effort to recommit H.R. 4846,
it was passed by the House, 247-126. The Senate number %vas then attached
to the bill, paving the way for a conference to resolve the differences
between the two versions of S. 247."

* * *

The Smith and Flood amendments angered and dismayed scientists.
The Budget Bureau heard that Wolfle thought he had "a mandate from his
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group to attempt to kill the bill rather than accept the Smith amendment."
Carey counseled patience and concentration on the conferees, but he
thought Wolfie was "afraid to poll his membership lest he get an instruc-
tion td fight the bill rather than seek to compromise it."12 Samuel A.
Goudsmit, a physicist at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, asked
Bush what scientists could do to kill the amendment. "Pretty soon bach-
elor's degrees will be awarded by the F.B.I.," Goudsmit predicted. Bush
thought letters to members of the conference committee would be the
best form of pressure, but they had not been appointed, and Bush seenied
worried "that the Senate may accept the House version without con-
ference.7, The council of the National Academy of Sciences told pie
President and members of Congress that the Smith amendment wbuld
"work serious damage to thdevelopment of science in the United States
and to those persons upon whom that development depends." The foUn-
dation did not need FBI investigations to determine the "character, lpy-
alty and competence" ,of applicants for its assistance. Indeed, FBI inVes-
tigations and reports would lead to, 4n, excess of caution inimical to the
advancement of science and start a "deplorable trend ta conformitfand
a deterioration in the intellectual climate."" All sixteen senior members
of the Harvard physics department signed a telegram to Priest and Sena-
tor Thomaa attacking the amendment, and the department chairman
wrote Bush that they)elieved "there can and should be no compromise
on the basic issue, the requirement of loyalty clearance for non-secret
work in educational institutions. It will be tragic if such a procedure,
hOwever administered, becomes established as a national policy.""

The Harvard telegram reflected the alarm of academic scholars about
the hysterical anti-intellectualism welling up from McCarthy's accusa-
tions. The cries of outrage from the nation's campuses were echoed in
government offices, but at lower decibels of panic. At the White House,
Steelman' suggested that Smith's "vicious provision," which "lets the
police determine loyalty" anti "covers past as well as present membership
in proscribed organizations however innocent," called for a talk with
Priest or McCormack to get it out of the bill. "This would leave regular
loyalty procedures for employees of the Foundation and a loyalty affidavit
requirement for the scholarshiptecipientsa sensible arrangement," Steelman
believed." Carey advised that Wolfle "hold his fire" and that Charles
Brown draft substitute language which the President might suggest to
Democratic leaders irrCongress. Carey thought the Justice Department
could deliver a knockout blow by "repudiating the extraordinary power
given . . . to the FBI," and Brown arranged for a conference between the
general counsel of the Research and Development Board and FBI officials,
who it turned out were "very unhappy" about Smith's mandate to them.97

McCormack asked Bush for a letter giving reasons for eliminating the
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unfortunate amendments, and Bri5wn and Lloyd Cutler furnished argu-
ments and substitute provisions. The majority leader found the letter
"splendid," gave a copy to Priest, and urged Bush to send copies to all the
conferees. Bush did a similar service for Alexander Smith at his request."
Perhaps more important in influencing the conference committee was a
strong letter, stimulated by Brown, from the Justice Department. Peyton

1,- Ford, assistant to the Attorney General, told the committee that giving the
FBI the job of determining loyalty would "lay a foundation for criticism of
the Bureau as a state police organization"; with respect to Flood's amendment,
the FBI did not have the capability of carrying out investigations in other
countries. Furthermore, the Defense Department endorsed a draft substi-
tute for the two amendments, eliminating their most objectionable fea-
tures but retaining the requirement of a loyalty affidavit by scholarship
and fellqwship holders.

The new security provitions, worked out in conference with the assis-
tance of the Budget Bureau, stipulated that the AEC would have to
approve foundation support of research on nuclear energy, and the pro-
visions of the Atomic Energy Act would apply to the control of "re-

, stricted data" under that act and security clearance of individuals having
access to the data; the Secretary of Defense should establish security
requirements for national defense research supported -by funds trans-
ferred from Defense, and on other defense-related research the founda-
tion should establish necessary safeguards; and no foundation employee
should have access to restricted information until the agency, had given
him clearance after investigation under the regular government loyalty
program." .

Only in the irrational political climate of 1950 could anyone claim that
these security requirements were in any respect loose. Indeed, they
revealed the effect of Cold War anxieties on the minds of moderate men.
Probably any attempt to eliminate a loyalty oath for fellowship holders, if
one had been made, would have been rejected in conference. As Bush
wrote to a Harvard physicist: "We have to realize . . . that the bill as it
comes out of conference has to pass the House, and there is a lot of
immature sentiment there in regard to security which takes strange
forms.',100

Nearly two months after the House passage of the science bill the
conference committee reported out an amended S. 247. The House
accepted the report and passed the amended bill on April 27 and the Senate
on April 28.'°' As the Budget Bureau had hoped they would, the conL
ferees mainly followed the House version. Only one provision really dis-
turbed Bureau officials: the board had to approve every award of a grant,

,

contract, scholarship, or fellowship. But the Bureau staff members
thought that ways might be found to get around detailed review of every
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action, perhaps through later amendment of the agenv's charter. Some-
what bothersome to them too was the language of the conference report
erecting no-trespassing signs around other agencies' research programs,
especially those of NIH. "Our flash reaction to this," two Budget offi-
cials commented, "is that the Division of Medical Research probably
should not be activated and that biological research should perhaps not
be emphasized." In general, though, they found the bill satisfactory.
A few days later the Bureau recommended that the President sign the
bill.102

At six in the morning on May 10, early-rising Harry Truman
announced from the rear platform of a train in Pocatello, Idaho that he
had just signed the National Science Foundation Act of 1950. In a state-
ment issued the same day he recalled the report he had received from
Vannevar Bush five years before, Science-,The Endless Frontier.103 It
was somehow fitting that the man from Independence, Missouri, once a
jumping-off place for the Far West, should make the announcement at the
spot where a century before the trails to Oregon farni lands and California
gold fields diverged. The new frontiers represented by the foundation had
been conceived by men concerned about opening new opportunities to
replace those lost by the closing of the frontier of western land. Would the
foundation open endless "new frontiers of the mind . . . and a fuller and
more fruitful life" as its originators had hoped, or had five years of change
drawn finite limits?
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Looking Backward,
1950-1945

though the National Science Foundation was an outgrowth of aA !
new relationship between government and science established

in World War II, it also had origins in the Great Depression and in
America's dominant myththe frontier. These origins may be detected
in the title of Bush's report, ScienceThe Endless Frontier, and a sen-
tence from Roosevelt's letter which appears as an epigraph to the pub-
lished document: "New frontiers' of the mind are before us, and if they
are pioneered with the same vision, boldness, and drive with which we
have waged this war we can create a fuller and more fruitful employment
and a fuller and more fruitful life."

To a natural scientist "The Endless Frontier" may connote the mysteries
of an expanding universe, or the continual revelation of new questions
as research knowledge unfolds. But to government officials in 1944, like
those outside OSRD who suggested the preparation of the report, the
word "frontier" was more likely to stir memories of New Deal efforts to
fight the depression. By the 1930s Frederick Jackson Turner's "frontier
thesis," announced by the young Wisconsin historian in 1893, had become
a pervasive idea in American thought and a persuasive explanation of the
nation's economic and social ills. It was a popular doctrine that the end of
the frontier of cheap western land had shut off a safety valve for industrial
America and helped bring on at last the financial collapse of 1929 and the
years of desperation that followed. Thus the depression-ridden nation
needed, in a cliché of the times, "new frontiers." The use of those words
in FDR's letter, and especially in the original draft with its emphasis on
the creation of new industries and new jobs, suggests that the seminaI
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"frontier" was Turner's, not Einstein's, though transmuted of .course
wheii it became a part of the- title of BUsh's report. During the closing
stages of World War H government leaders and American intellectuals
generally expected a postwar depression. Its failure to occur was an
important non-event.

Animated by similar worries and by a belief in the efficacy of science
and technology, properly directed; to solve national social and economic
problems, Senator Kilgore developed plans for a science foundation and
won increasing support for the idea. But to leaders of business and indus-
try the prospect of a revived New Deal was abhorrent, and to conservative
scientists government planning of science was rank Jacobinism.

Bush's report represented a conservative reaction to Kilgore's chal-
lenge. The teport proposed a new federal agency founded on quite differ-
ent principles. In oversimplified terms: The new agency should be con-
trolled and directed by scientists; it should emphasize basic research, not
applied, and the natural sciences, not the social; it should protect the
gOifernment's interest but allow the patenting of discoveries by private
individuals; and its support should flow to a small group of strong institu-
tions. This last feature was implicit in Bush's plan, despite his expressed
wish to encourage the growth of new science centers. He did not envision a
large budget for basic research, which woUld have been necessary to
develop other institutions, and he could not accept the notion that his
opponents in the Inter-Society Committee, the Federation of American
Scientists, or the associations of public universities might also represent
the interest of science.

These ideas, especially when espoused by men more doctrinaire than
Bush, provoked vigorous dissent from some government officials and
from scientists who believed that the agency must be under public control,
should help solve national problems (and hence include the social sciences
as well as the natural), should ensure that discoveries resulting from
federal support became public property, and should encourage research
and education in a large number of universities and colleges throughout
the nation.

Although the necessity of compromising these opposing views was
soon recognized, agreement took an inordinately long time. Real fears and
convictions hindered efforts to achieve compromise, and so did changing
political circumstances that sometimes seemed to give one group or the
other the upper hand. Yet differences over issues and party electoral
victories may have been less consequential than differences in personalities
and individual rivalries. Some persons automatically touched off hostility
in others, and they were slow to- learn the political skills of working
together for a broad purpose that most of them shared. Ultimately scien-
tists from both camps and congressional and Administration backers of
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the foundation gained success through teamwork, but only aftei some of
the most abrasive individuals were on the sidelines.

Perhaps the most substantial reason for the long delay in creating the
foundation was the agency's restriction to basic research. Kilgore's bills
aroused interest in Congress because they 'promised to 'mobilize science
and technology to solve recognized national problems. But basic research
was an act of faith which practical, cost-conscious congressmen found
both difficult to understand and a dubious investment for scarce federal
dollars. Twenty years later Bush still marveled that the scientists' cam-
paign had succeeded: "To persuade the Congress of these pragmatically
inclined United States to establish a strong organization to support fun,-
damental research would seem to be one of the minor miracles."'

The act signed by President Truman in 1950 was recognizably related
to Magnuson's 1945 bill, but the legislation picked up a good deal of
clutter in five years as various groups succeeded in insertnig provisions to
protect or advance their interests. Important features of Bush's plan were
lost. Thus the Division of National Defense, which would have provided
for civilian control of military research, wa& lopped off, though it was
probably true that many congressmen voted for the bill anyway because
they thought its main benefit would be the strengthening of national
security. Another loss, not in the act itself but in the legislative history
accompanying its passage, was a viableDivision of Medical Research. The
rise of the NIH research empire forestalled an opportunity for the science
foundation to cultivate a field that many congressmen considered second
only to national defelise in importance. The most significant change of all
was the provision for a presidentially appointed director of the foundationa
provision that Bush had briefly accepted during the drafting of his report.

In matters relating to national science' policy the act of 1950 showed
both accretions and losses since Magnuson's bill. Instead of Bush's charge,
to the foundation "to develop and promote a national policy for scientific
research and scientific education," the act limited this authority to basic
research and science educationpotentially a serious limitation, or in
another sense, a protection from powerful departments with large applied
research and development programs. The act, unlike the 1945 bill, directed
the agency "to appraise the impact of research upon industrial develop-
ment and upon the general welfare" and "to evaluate scientific research
programs undertaken by agencies of,the Federal Government"possibly
a significant coordinating role, or a source of trouble with the agencies
whose programs were being evaluated.

The need to coordinate federal science programs was becoming
increasingly evident by 1950. During the five-year debate other science
agencies came into being and grevi apace. Not only did they sponsor basic
research projects originally contemplated for the science foundation, but
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their missions to develop atomic energy, devise new weapons, and conquer
dread diseases drew strength and dollars from the nation's anxieties. As
their budjets grew, so did congressional concern about the national debt.
Little wonder, then, that when Congress finally created a basic research
agency with no specially popular mission it also imposed a low ceiling on
annual appropriations. In short, prove that fundamental science is worth
while.
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Part II:
Beginning 1950-54
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"Things are always best in their beginning."

Pascal



6
Board and Direcior

The long-drawn-thtt effort to reconcile the freedom of science with
responsibility to its public patron resulted in a compromise em-

bodied in the stAtor, definition of the new independent agency: "The
Poundation shall consist of a National Science Board .. , and a Director."
Before the Foundation \ could begin the work set out at the heakof its
charter"To promote the progress of science; to advance the national
health, prosperity, and Nyelfare; to secure the national'defense; and for
other purposes"n twenty-four member board and a director had to be
nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate.

The board had to come first. Those fearful of political or bureaucratic
domination of the agency liad not succeeded in arranging for the director's
appointment by the policy-making group, nor in requiring that the direc-
tor meet the qualifications for board nominees, but they did get written
into the act tlie,board's right to recommend to the President persons for his
consideration for director. Just as important, the act forbade the appoint- .

ment of a director before the board "had an opportunity to make such
recommendations." After his appointment the director would become a
nonvoting ek officio- board member.

Old fears and suspicions similarly shaped the statement of qualifica-
tions of board members. The nominees, the act provided, "(1) 'shall be
eminent in the fields of the basic sciences, medical science,'engineering,
agriculture, education, or public affairs; (2) shall' be selected solely on the
basis oPestablished records of distinguished service; and (3) shall be so
selected as to provide representation of the views of scientific leader's in all
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areas of the Nation."' These Criteria were intended to ensure representation
of diverse fields of science, including the utilitarian, of generalists as wetl as
specialists, and of all regions of the country. A further attempt to balai?ce
the often conflieting ideas of laboratory scientists and,uhiversity adminis-
trators, and of public and private institutions of higher education, was
incorporated in the request that the President consider recommendations
from the Natkinal Academy of Sciences, the associations representi4
land-grant institutions, state universities, and liberal arts colleges, and
"other scientific or educational institutions."

Board members were to serve for six years, although the terms of the
first group were to be staggered so tliat one-third of the members would be \ 14

appointed every two years. A member could serve two consecutive full
terms but would then become ineligible for reappointment until two years
later. The director's term was also six years, but he was subject to removal
by the President before his term expired. As a full-time employee he was to
receive an annual salary of $15,000; the part-time board members were to
be compensated only for the days when they were engaged in the agency's
business. The act left unclear whether federal officeholders illightbe board
mem bers though it did provide that executive branch officials might serve
as members of divisional committees and special commissions.

* * *

Long before passage of the act interested groups began to compile lists
of names for the President's consideration. In 1947, when the chances for
passage of Alexander Smith's bill looked good, Bush and Oscar Ruebhausen
urged the president of the National Academy of Sciencesfirst Frank
Jewett and then A. Newton Richardsto prepare to submit nominations.
Bush warned Jewett that the land-grant college people would "act vigor-
ously" and quickly. As effective lobbyists, they might cause an unbalanced
board which scientists would resent. Jewett, in his last month as Academy
president, still found the whole idea of the new agency distasteful, and a
land-grant slate, he thought, would make "advice from the Academy or
any other scientific organization largely pleasant window dressing ... since
they are the only group in position to exert real political pressure. It would
take a stronger more ardent supporter of science than Truman to disregard
advice from that source." Jewett told Ruebhausen, "I have no present
reason to think that the President is particUlarly solicitous to have advice

'on this matter from the Academyhe has not sought its advice in connec-
tion with the formulation of science legislation." Still, Jewett would talk
with his successor, Richards, and Detlev W. Bronk, chairman of the
National Research Council. Perhaps the Academy might be able "to
present a panel of names so distinguished, with such unanimity of backing
and with such publicity that [the President] would have to takeVognizance
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of it even though the sponsors had no direct political power he need
respect." Jewett continued to grumble, but he did begin the process by
which the Academy solicited and screened names.'

Bush also prepared to make a canvass of his own, and while he thought
Truman would probably call on someone at hand, John Steelman or Clark
Clifford perhaps, he sent his travel schedule to the White House in case the
President should want him to assemble a list of candidates. Receiving no
indication that his advice would be asked, Bush wrote Richards that "it
will be rather up to the Academy, whether called on or not, to be sure that
the President has some sound suggestions in his hands." Most of the two
hundred names first submitted to the Academy were, naturally, those of
scientists, though Bush believed those "of non-scieOsts with particular
interest in science and great public understanding are fully as important."2

Truman's 'veto removed the scion-lived sense of urgency, and the
Academy and other groups could proceed to winnow nominees in careful
fashion. By April 1949 the council of the Academy had agreed on thirty-
one men, five eminent in "public affairs," the others in science. Reviewing
this list, Bush suggested the deletion of his name and those of Karl
Compton, Richards, and Reuben G. Gustayson, a chemist who was
chancellor of the University of Nebraska and an advocate of geographic
distribution of research funds; he proposed the addition of eight other
scientists, four engineers, six educational administrators, and six men of
public affairs.3

Early in 1950 when signs appeared of a break in the long legislative
deadlock, the nominating game began to attract new attention. Still trying
to influence selections where they would finally be made, in the Oval
Office, Bush told the President that while he did not want an appoint-
ment and thought there should be "new faces" on the Washington
science scene,

When you come to consider appointments on the Foundation I would be
gratified if you allowed me to aid you in selection. You will have many nominations
before you. Since I wish you to leave me out personally I could comment on these
without embarrassment, and of course quite confidentially. I do know many of the
scientists and quite a lot about some of them, and my comments added to those of
others might/conceivably help. Or I will be happy to aid on the matter of selection
in any other way you might prefer.'

The President replied that he hoped "the people on the Board will have
a scientific slant instead of a political one" and said he would be glad to
talk to Bush about the matter.'

The White House requested sbggestions for board and director even
before the passage nf the NSF act. At .the Budget Bureau, Elmer Staats
advised staff members to concentrate on "finding the best possible per;on" for
diredtor since the Bureau expected to rely heavily on his advice about
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federal science ptograms." Theydid focus on this position, but the compo-
sition of the board was a more interesting intellectual puzzle. As William
Carey viewed die problem: "It should not be an all-malevast; recognition
should be given to women where possible. We should make an effort to
have one or mare Catholics included. One or more Negroes should also 13-6-`---7
included. In the area of public affairs, we should recognize labor's interests
as well as industry's. One or more Federal research men should be includ-
ed. Geographic dispersion is,of course, necessary." On distribution by
Profession; Carey allocated two members to "public affairs," three each to
education, the social sciences, engineering, and medicine and biology, and
ten to the physical sciences and mathematics. Of his forty-one suggestions,
five were apPointed to the first board?

Another Bureau official, C. Spencer Platt, advised selecting only a few ,

representatijves of private eastern universities, institutions that were likely
to be princi al applicants for research funds; and unlike Carey he opposed
haviniariy embers from federal agencies. Edward Condon of the Bureau
of Standar4ls, on the other hand, thought it "extremely important" that the
governme t be adequately represented on the board to ease the. job of
coordinat ng federal programs. But an inquiry by the BudgetBureau into
the legali y of appointing federal officials to the board raised enough
doubt to uggest a caveat to the White House.°

Condbn's colleagues on the Interdepartmental Committee on Scien-
, tific Research arid Development (ICSRD) also thought there should be

several federal scientists on the boaid, although they refrained from listing
any because of the legal question. Otherwise their paneluf twenty-four
nominees and an equal number of alternates was carefully constructed to
provide about a third of the membership*to the natural sciences and
engineering; another third (including an economist and three or four
university presidents) to eddcation and public affairs; and several mem-
bers having first-hand understanding of induitry, military research, and
the relations of science and government. The interagency committee con-
sidered a "diversity of viewpoints and , . . the breadth and maturity of the
individuals" more important than full representation of the fields of
science. Six of the ICSRD nominees and alternates were appointed to the
first board, and one other, a black industrial chemist, was offered but
declined an appointment.'

Most federal agency recommendations reached the, White House before
the end of April." The Budget Bureau sent a preliminary list on May 8 but
continued pork on the project, and as late as June a White House staff
member noted that Staats intended to make. some personal recommenda-
tions." Outsiders who worried that political appointees or the wrong sort
of scientists or educators might dominate the board goi reassurance from
Bush, even thaugh his frequent offers of advice were disregarded, for
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which he blamed "the group immediately about the President." When
Alexander Smith expressed a hope that Truman would rely on Bush's
advice, Bush replied that the lists before the President were good ones.
Similarly he wrote Bethuel Webster that.the "excellent men" in the Budget
Bureau, in whom he*had "great confidence," were "making a careful stticly
of the whole affair" and he expected good results. Webster was glad to
learn that there seemed to be slight "basis for my fear that the Inter Society
Committee, the Federation of [American] Scientists, et al., would be
overly influential."12

Recommendations from individuals and from professional societies
and groups continued to stream into the White House during the spring
mnd summer.13 Before long Bush's confidence that the "excellent men" in
the Bureau were in control' began to wane. "I do hope that you have been
guiding the matter," Warren Weaver of the Rockefeller Foundation
wrote Bush. "To see, as I did yesterday in a paper, that Congressmen are
backing certain candidates makes me apprehensive." Bush replied that he
would not worry if the men at the Bureffu "are allowed to make the sug-
gestions to the President," but "all 'sorts of things can happen." By
October Bush showed signs of alarm.`He asked,a Budget officer what was
happening about the board appointments. "Much to my dismay; I found
that the list had gotten out of their hands and is now being handled some-
where in the White House. . . I am a little apprehensive that it may not
be as good a list as I had hoped. Apparently the appointments are to be
made rather soon.""

Members of the White House staff:scrutinized the array of dandiclates
with an attention to political and personal considerations that had been
overlooked or slighted in most recommendations, even from the Budget,
Bureau. Lists submitted by the Bureau and the Civil Service Commission
together contained the names of 75 persons, of whom 1.6 were offered
appointments and 14 accepted. Ten of the 14 were on the Bureau's panel,
10 on the Commission's; 6 of the 14 had been rec9mmended by both
agencies. Yet a surprising aspect of the selection process is that 10 of the
first board appointments appeared on neither. the Bureau's list nor the
Commi§sion'sindeed, were seldom recomMended by other groups either."

A White House assistant who had been assigned the task of reviewing
,the Bureau and Commission lists thought that both were "too tightly
draWn to rigid specifications, and ... someone is going to have to open up
the nominations to get representation from the public." An anthropologist
himself, he suggested the addition of several sodal scientists with an
nterest in solving public problems, such as those affecting the status of
women'and minority groups." This kind of internal White House advice,
supplemented by casual puffs for personal acquaintances, probably con-
tributed to the choice of several persons not frequently mentioned on lists
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sent to Donald S. Dawson, the presidential assistant who coordinated the
selection activity."

* *

Scientists and engineers may have been intensely interested in the
nomination of board members, but the matter could hardly have COM-

manded sustained, high-level attention in the White House during the
summer of 1950. On June 25, halfway around the world from Washington,
North Korean forCes invaded the Republic of Korea, and the resulting
crisis raised a question as to whether the activation of NSF might not be
put off indefinitely.

To get the Foundation started the President had sent Congress a
request for an appropriation of $475,000 for fiscal year 1951. But the
House Conimittee on Appropriations, believing "that new programs Which
will not provide early aid to our defense effort should not be initiated at
this time," struck out the entire amount. The Presidea'said to be "keenly
disappointed," instructed Steelman to appeal to the Senate to restore the
fufias, and Truman approved the Budget Bureau's idea of arranging for
Defense Department testimony before the Senate Appropriations Coin-
mittee "to emphasize the iinportadee of the NSF from the standpoint of
national security." -

If the President was disappointed, some scientists were dismayed. Lee
A. DuBridge, the physicist president of the galifornia Institute of Tech-
nology, wrote to Steelman that he hoped "the failure to establish the
Foundation is not due to any feeling in Washington that the present
emergency has made the creation of a Science Foundation less important
or less agent." DuBridge thought that national defense considerations
made the Foundation even more necessary, and he had sent telegrams to
the members of the Senate committee asking for?estoration Of the funds.
DuBridge asked Steelman, "Would the possibility of reinstatementlof
NSF funds] be increased if the President should promptly announce the
creation of the National Science Foundation BOard and the activation of

-this important new agency?"
Instead of restoring the full amount of theyequest the Senate voted an

appropriation of $225,000. Although °Albert Thomas, the chairman of
the House subcommittee handling appropriations for independent agen-
cies, gave infoimal assurance that he would not` oppose the Senate action
in conference, Budget Bureau officials fearedthat a common conference
practice of splitting the difference would resultin an "exceedingly restric-,
tive" figure for organizing the new agency. Lawrence R. Hafstad of the
Atomic Energy Commission, and chairman of ICSRD, volunteered to
speak to Thomas before the conference, bat decicied that this might
backfire if the Texas Democrat felt that he vvas being harassed. In any
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event the Conference committee agreed to keep the Senate figure, and the
Foundation's fiist budget, of $225,000, was approved by the President on
September 27, 1950.25.

By that time most of the board members had been decided on, follow-
ing checks for their' political acceptability, and on September 30 the
President signed letters asking.if they would agree to appointment.21 Some
late switches in choice seem to have been caused by such matters as
connection with a public or private institution, recommendation by a
member of Congress, or party affiliation. On a next-to-final list a few typed
names were marked through and others, to whom apiiointments were
offered, inserted in longhand. Instead of Charles S. Johnson, a blaak
sociologist and president of Fisk University in Nashville, an appointment
went to John W. Davis, the black president of West Virginia State College;
probably on Senator Kilgore's recommendation.22 Instead of Ernest W.
Goodpasture of Vanderbilt University's medical school (like Fisk, a Nashville
institution), an appointment went to O. W. Hyman, dean of the University
of Tennessee medical school in Memphis. William V. Houston, the phySiost
president of Rice University in Texas,was replaced by Joseph C. Morris,
another physicist and a vice-president of Tulane University in New Orleans.
Houston's name had appeared ',on the Bureau and Commission lists;
Morris's had not. It may have mattered that Houston was a Republican,
Morris a Democrat.23

Two men declined the offer of appointmentHenry Ford II, president
of the Ford Motor Company, and Percy L. Julian, a black chemist who
was director of research of the Glidden Company.° As replacements, the
President nominated Charles E. Wilson, president of the General Electric
Company, and Robert P. Barnes, a black chemist at Howard University in
Washington.

On November 2 the President announcedlis appointments:25

Sophie D. Aberle, Special Research DireCtor, University of New
Mexico

Chester I. Barnard, President, Rockefeller Foundation
Robert P. Barnes, Head, Department of Chemistry, Howard Uni-

versity
Detlev W. Bronk, President, Johns Hopkins University, and Presi-

dent, National Academy of Sciences
Gerty T. Cori, Professor of Biological Chemistryl`School of Medi-

cine, Washington University
James B. Conant, President, Harvard Upiversity
John W. Davis, President, West Virginia State College
Charles Dollard, President, Carnegie Corporation of New York

-Lee A. DuBridge, President, California Institute of Technology
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Edwin B. Fred, President, University of Wisconsin
Paul M. Gross, Vice President and Dean of the Graduate School of

Arts and Sciences, Duke University
George D. Humphrey, President, University of Wyoming
O. W. Hyman, Dean of Medical School and Vice President, Uni-

versity ofJennessee
Robert F. Loeb. Bard Professor of Medicine, College of Physiciaris

and SurgeOns, Columbia University "

Donald H. McLaughlin, President, Homestake Mining Company
Freerick A. Middlebusii, President, University of Missouri
Edward L. Moreland, Executive Vice President, Massachusetts

°Institute of Technology
Joseph C. Morris, Head of Physics Department and Vice President,

Tulane Unimersity
Harold Marston Morse, Professor of Mathematics, Institute for

Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey
Andrey A. Potter, Dean of Engineering, Purdue University

, James A. Reyniers, Director, LOBUND Institute, University of
Noire -"Dame

Elvin C. Stakman, Chief, Division of Plant Pathology and Botany,
University of- Minnesota

-Charles Edward Wilson, President, General Electric Company
Patrick H. Yancey, S.J., Professor of Biology, Spring Hill College40

The heavy reprsentation of university administrators indicated that
the Foundation would develop close ties to higher education. Six members
were university presidents, and a seventh had been for morc than thirty
years the president of a Negro land-grant college. Four of the university
presidents had earned their doctorates in the natural sciences, and one,
Middlebush, in political science. Only four of the twenty-four did not hold
college or university appointments. Private institutions had a few more
representatives than did public. Only the Catholic Spring Hill College on
the Gulf Coast of Alabama and the black West Virginia State College did
not grant graduate degrees.

Fields of science, except for the social, were remarkably well balanced.
Mathematical, physical, and engineering sciences accounted for nine members,
and so did the biological and medical sciences. A majority of the members
gave their primary allegiance to basic research, though for the most part
their own work in the laboratory had ended. Applied fields of science
might succeed in gaining a voice through the engineers, physicians, and
agricultural scientists, biut industry would have little direct representation.
There were no government officials, but Chkarles E. Wilson would soon be
Opointed Qirector of Defense Mobilization and then resign from the
board.
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Two blacks, two women: this slightly more than token representation..
set a pattern often followed in future board appointments. So too did
Catholic membership. The University of Notre Dame would be repre-
sented on the hoard continuously for sixteen years. One, of the women,
Gerty Cori, born and educated in Europe, had together with her husband
won a Nobel prize in medicine and physiology three years before her
appointment. Sophie Aber le also held an M.D. 'degree, and she added a
social science viewpoint because of her anthropological and personal
interest in the Indians of the American Southwest.

Many people had worried that a few well-known East and West Coast
private institutions would dominate the board. There were members from
Harvard, MIT, Columbia, Johns Hopkins, and Caltech, but the geo-
graphic distribution of members was reasonably good. By region of resi-
dence when appointed, seven were from northeastern states, six from
north central, seven from southern, and four from western.

The board was mature in experience and also in years. Only four
DuBridge, Dollard, Morris, and Reyniershad been born in the twentieth
century. The average age was fifty-six, and one-third of the members had
passed their sixtieth birthday."

* * *

Perhaps it was only a clerical slip rather than White House preoccupa-
tion with Korea or congressional elections, but eleven days after the board
nominations were announced Lee DuBridge still did not know the names
of his colleagues. West Coast newspapers had paid little attention to the
story. So he wrote to Steelman asking for a complete list of nominees and
information on plans for the first board meeting. A few days later Donald
Dawson wrote all the members that their first meeting was scheduled for
Tuesday, December 12, in the West Wing of the White House, starting at
len o'clock. The President planned to meet with them at noon."

Before they received Dawson's letter some members had heard disturb-
ing rumors that the President might make a political appointment to the
directorship of the Foundation. Charles Dollard, after talking with Bronk,
Barnard, Fred, and Middlebush, said he had "hope, but not confidence,
that we can avert a bad appointment without hurting anyone's feelings.""

The rumors were well founded. On November 7 Frank P. Graham had
written Truman expressing gratitude that an attempt to assassinate the
President a .few days before had failed. "The next thing I wish to say,"
Graham continued, "is that I will take the post which you have in mind for
me if it still holds after you consider the advice which the Board is to give
you under the law setting up the Foundation." Truman replied: "I am
highly pleased with your decision. I thinleit is a good one and I also think it
will be good for the Country."29
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Graham was serving out the tag end of an interim appointment as a
United States senator from North Carolina after being defeated for nomi-
nation to continue in the seat. A former history professor and president of
the University of North Carolina, he had served as an adviser to New Deal
and Fair Deal agencies and become identified with internationalist, labor,
and civil rights causes. A leading spirit of Chapel Hill liberalism, which
came to characterize the university he presided over from 1930 to 1949, he
had fought for better opportunities for black and white sharecroppers and
textile workers. The President wanted Graham to continue in national
service and evidently offered the directorship orally.30 When the news
leaked.to reporters they asked Graham as he came out of a meeting with
Truman whether he was to be named director. Avoiding a direct reply, he
pointed ourthat the board had to meet first and make recommendations.31

Most board members were bound to resist Graham's appointment.
They wanted someone trained in science and committed to basic research.
William T. Golden, an investment banker who had become familiar with
wartime and postwar government science programs and their administra-
tors and who now was ini,estigating the relationships of science and
defense for the President, learned in a conversation with Bronk "that he
would resept the imposition of such an appointment over the contrary
recommendations of the Board."32 Bronk and other members agreed with
the views DuBridge sent them several days before their meeting:

I have just returned from Washington where I was disturbed by persistent
rumors that there are political pressures undey way to influence the President to
name a political appointee as Director. .... Theie rumors may be wholly without
foundation and I hope they are. But in any case they emphasize the fact that the
Science Foundation Board must be prepared at its first meeting to consider the
matter of the appointment of a Director.... Presumably the President wilLnot or
cannot make an appointment until the Board has submitted its recommendations.
Consequently, the members of the Board should come to the first meeting prepared
o propose candidates for this most important position. I need not stress how the e"),

whole success of the Foundation may depend upon the ,character, hrestige and
ability of the man selected as its first Director.

In order to get the ball rolling, I am herewith listing the names of a few
individuals who have occurred to me or'who have been suggested to me as possible
candidates.

DuBridge suggested: Alan Waterman, who had led ONR's work of
supporting basic research in universities; F. Wheeler Loomis, a. University
of Illinois physicist who had been associate director under DuBridge at the
MIT Radiation Laboratory during the war; and Warren Weaver, a math:,
ematician who had long guided the Rockefeller Foundation's division of
natural sciences.33

The day before the board meeting Dawson told the President: "There
may be .substantial objection to Graham on the part of the scientists

1 42.'
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although we have done as much ground work as is possible in behalf of
Graham."" Evidently the board cjid manage to convey its objection to the
President. Before its second meeting White House officials had explored
several other possible appointments for the lame-duck senator. If Graham
did not object, the President's special counsel wrote, "we will quietly, pass
the,word along to members of the Science Board that the President has in
mind another position thit he wants Senator Graham to take and that
therefore he would prefer for the Board not to consider him in connection
with the Science Foundation."35 Thus was averted an embarrassing con-
flict between the board and the President, and the prospect of conserva-
tive, basic scientists prescribing policies to be carried out by an activist
eager to solvehuman problems.

* * *

Only Charles E. Wilson failed to appear when the board met in the
White House on December 12apparently in the Fish Room though the
minutes prepared by Barnard and Dollard say "The Cabinet koom."
Steelman welcomed the members, and Staats presided until the board
elected Conant as chairman. After Fred's selection as vice chairman, the
board turned 'at once to the matter of recommending candidates for
directorclearly the most important business facing it, and the most
Urgent in view of the prospect of an unwanted political appointment.
Conant appointed a special committee of seven members, under Barnard's
chairmanship, to specify the qualifications the director should meet and to
suggest candidates for the position, though they were not to function as a
nominating committee." Any member could submit names to Barnard's
group. The board agreed to keep the suggested names confidential until
after it had made its recommendation to the President.

The President met with the board for a few minutes at noon:One of the
group recalled that he greeted each member and then asked what they had
been discussing. He smiled when told that the topic was possible directors,
and said, "That should be easy, someone who can get along with me." He
then talked informally about his hopes for the Foundation and offered to
help get an appropriation from Congress.

In the afternoon session Staats, assisted by Carey and Frederick C.
Schuldt, Jr., briefed the board on the FoundatioWs legislative history, its
statutory tasks, fts relation to other federal agencies, and its budgetary
situation and outlook. Other principal matters of business were the elec-
tion of a nine-member executive committee and discussion of qualifica-
tions for the director. The board endorsed the qualifications suggested by
Barnard's committee and asked for a more detailed statement before their
second meeting on January 3.31 The statement circulated by Barnard set
forth three "desirable"and two "indispensable" ilualifications. The direc-
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tor should "be or have been a practicing scientist of recognized agility, or
at least should have had experience in administering scientific enterprises
or personnel"; should understand how the national government works;
and should understand institutions of higher education and American
research. He must be able to organize and manage "an institution of

oderate size but of high class personnel" and must "be adept in the
an agement of 'public relations.' "3"

When the board met again Barnard reported that his committee had
eceived about forty names and had decided that eleven of these deserved
onsideration. The full board cut three names from the list but restored
wo others that had been eliminated by the committee. After deciding that
was not impolitic to recommend one of their own number, since Bronk's
ame was one of the remaining ten, the twenty-two members present listed

t eir preferences, with the following result:

I . Detlev W. Bronk, chairman of the board's executive committee
2. A. Baird Hastings, Harvard Medical School
3. Lloyd V. Berkner, Carnegie Institution of Washington
4. Lowell T. Coggeshall, University of Chicago
5. Clyde E. Wain's, Battelle Memorial Institute
6. Roger Adams, University of Illinois
7. Alan T. Waterman, Office of Naval Research
8. John R. Dunning, Columbia University
9. Jesse E. Hobson, Stanford Research Institute

10. Everette L. De Golyer, geologist and oil producer

Only two members did not place Bronk at the top of the list, and they
ranked him second and fourth.39

The board instructed Conant "to name Messrs. Bronk, Hastings and
Be;rkner, in that order, as the candidates deemed by the Board to be most
qualified for the position of director; and further, that he should inform
the President that Mr. Bronk was, in the unanimous judgment of the
Board, the outstanding candidate for the position. It was also agreed that,
should the Chairman [Conant] be satisfied upon inquiry that any one of
theSe three was clearly not available, he should proceed in -order as far
dovim the list of the ten men named above as necessary to produce a panel-
of three names to be recommended to the President. +940

Either Bronk did not suit someone in authority at the White House, or
h wanted larger responsibtlities for the Foundation than were contem-

lated by the Administration. In fact, both reasons seem to have blocked
his nomination. The democratic President thought Bronk's Academy a
snobbish outfit, and he was"probably piqued that the board had opposed

/ Graham, Although he was said to have "nodded approvingly" when
Conant presented Bronk's name,'" nods can be misinterpreted.
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A few days after Conant's mission to the White House, Donald Dawson,
who occupied a key position with respect to the appointment, got a note
that did not advance Bronk's chances. The writer, Florence Mahoney, an
influential lobbyist for medical research, had heard Bronk give what
seemed to her a dismal, long-winded speech, and she characterized his
views as "unsympathetic to the administration and what should be done."
Baird Hastings, she had heard, "would be better."42

John Teeter, clever as always in ferreting out confidential information,
also learned whom the board had proposed. Despite his record of opposing the
Truman Administration, he did not hesitate to offer it his advice. "Bronk
is good, but overworked," Teeter wrote Dawson, "and would be accused
of the 'old school tie' affiliation as regards the National Academy of
Sciences." Teeter described Berkner, a phyiicist who had been closely
associated with Bush, as "a good administrator who enjoys the confidence
of the scientific world." Without mentioning Hastings, Teeter made a
general comment that seems to have been designed to eliminate him:
"Personally I would avoid any M.D., even though he also had a Ph.D.,
because the M D.'s are controversial at this time. If the man now held an
M.D. post, he would be labeled as one, even though he also held a Ph.D.""

Dawson may have paid little attention to Teeter's advice, but the
comment that Bronk was "overworked" came from others too. Golden, in
his talent search for the best candidses for science adviser to the President
and for NSF director, several times heard statements to the effect that
"Bronk just could not say no to things he was asked to do, and then in
consequence he would try to do too much and always be behind, over-
worked and more or less out of breath.""

Golden also learned that Bronk laid down the condition that "he
would take the job only if the military stuff were included"apparently
meaning that NSF should have a substantial role in supporting defense
research in response to requests from the Secretary of Defense." If he did
make this stipulation he had sharply changed his views of the Founda-
tion's role, since he, like' nearly every, other scientist to whom Golden
talked, was "crystal clear . . . that the NSF should confine its activities
entirely to non-military matters" and not try to get a large budget until it
had carefully planned a program." Similarly he and several other board
members changed their earlier favorable attitude toward the appointment
of a presidential science adviser when they concluded that the Founda-
tion's policy role would thereby be diminished. As Conant explained the
switch of members' views, though not his own, in a discussion with Golden
and Budget Bureau officials, NSF needed "a National Defense label to get
appropriations and manpower (and hold off General [Lewis R.] Hershey
[director of Selective Service]) and keep its Board happy."41 But Golden,
on the basis of !ilk intensive investigation, recommended strongly against
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NSF involvement in military research. His choiceprobabiy the decisive
.onefor the Foundation's director was not Bronk." When the board met
again, in F'dbruary, Bronk asked that his name be withdrawn because, as
the minutes expressed it, "he was unavailable clue to the fact that he had
other duties in which he believed he could more effectively serve the
national interest."4'

Meanwhile Golden had been discussing the appointment, first with
Budget Bureau officials and then with Dawson in the White House.-His
first choice was Berkner. If he declined the offer, Golden suggested going
beyond the list of three and picking No. 7, Alan Waterman. When
Berknpr dropped out of the running by accepting the presidency of
Associated UniversitieS, Incorporated, the way was opened for Water-
man's selection."

Many persons had long thought that Waterman should head the
Foundation because of the solid record he had established as chief scientist
in the Office of Naval Research. He had be6n Bush's choice since 1948 at
least, and on this one matter, if on few others, Condon and Harlow
Shapley agreed with Bush. Writing to Steelman, Condon said that Water-
man `stands head and shoulders above any other person I have heard
mentioned for this appointment."5" And at least two board members
worrying about a political appointment sounded out *aterman as to his
interest in the director's position. He rePlied that he had only one doubt.
Since the national emergency had brought proposals to reestablish OSRD,
there was a question as to whether NSF would be excluded from researth
relating to national defense.

If that is to be the case, then I cannot help wondering whether I ought to leave
associatIon with the Department of Defense, after having spent nine years in
scientific work with military bearing, at a time when people with this type of
experience will be badly needed. If the Boaid should decide that, in, addition to the
basic functions of the Science Foundation, it would welcome requests from the
Department of Defense for assistance, as authorized in the Foundation's charter,
then this doubt in my mind would disappear.52

This question remained Waterman's "principal obstacle" when he
talked with Staats about the position around the first of March 1951. Since
the Bureau also objected to barring the Foundation from defense research,
Staats may have given assurance that Waterman wanted. By this time the
appointment was, rumored to be "imminent." At the end of February
Golden penned a note at the bottom of a letter to Waterman: "You will be
interested to know that the matter of selecting a Director for N.S.F. is now
in the active stage." 53

Certainly Waterman was a logical choice. Few other persons suggested
kir the 1:rosition came close to matching his understanding df university
research and administration, federal science programs, and bureaucratic
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o procedures. Also, he was generally acceptable. Hardly anyone would have-
quarreled with Bush's estimate: "He is a quiet individual, a real scholsar,
and decidedly effective in his quiet way, for everyone likes him and trusts
him.""

Yet it is indicative of the temper of the times that someone distrusted
even this careful, conservative puhlic servant. Conant thought the nomina-
tion of Waterman had definitely been decided on, but learned otherwise
after being hastily summoned to the White House, where he was told that
the navy's chief scientist could not be appointed because investigators had
found that his Wife had twice attended teas at the Russian embassy. The
"flabbergasted" Conant said this seemed a "ridiculous" reason for block-
ing a fine appointment "'So it may to you,' President Truman's spokes-
man said, `blit with the atmosphere what it is on the Hills we cannot
proceed with this appointment unless you can personally guarantee the
man and stand ready hi give full public endorsement.' I gave the assurance,
and the matter proceeded as scheduled.."55

Thus a piece of ticker tape carrying an announcement from Key
West, where the President was on vacatibn, came as no startling surprise
when Conant read it to his fellow board members the afternoon of
Friday; Match 9..It told of the President's intention to nomiiiate Alan
Waterman as the Foundation's .first director.:Dollard, acting as secre-.
tary, recorded in the minutes:' "The Board expressed nnanirnous ap-
proval of the choice." Fred Schuldt. who had brought the dispatch to
Conant, saw and heard something more than the approval expressed in
thp formal minutes: "This news was received by the Board with audible
relief and enthusiam, and Dr. Conant immediately undertook to reach
Dr. Waterman to attend the remainder of the Board's meeting.""



0 nce it was.announced the appal tment of the navy's chief scientist.

as director of the National Sci nce Foundation seemed inevitable
from the beginning. "You were my firs choice from the' start," National
Science^ Board member Edward L.N- oreland wrote 4Ian Waterman.
Other MIT officials joined in a chorus o conratulations., he chairman of
the Institute's corporation, Karl T. C mpton, Waterm n's friend since
graduate school days and his Wartime oss, called the a pointment "the
best news which I have seen iii tlie pa er foi a long time; Without any
exception every ,one of the many people whom I have heard eXpressing
themselves as to the bestchoice for this pOsihas'put your name at the head
of the list." Julius A. Stratton, director of MIT's eleiitronics research,

- laboratory, wrote; "No one in this country has your experience and depth
of understanding of the delicate issues involved in the a4ministration of
public funds for the suppdrt of fundamental research; ncir is there anyone
who is held in such universal esteem and who enjoys the complete confi-
dence of his colleaguefas you do." Engineering dean Thomas K. Sherwood
said he had "argued all along that you were the logical man," and Vice
President James R. Killian, Jr. commented similarly, "You seemed to me
always to be the ideal candidate for this post."'

The praise from Cambridge surely pleased the former Yale physicist,
but probably no more than did a letter from a young woman in ONR's
London office:

If you have seen Dr. [Charles Eugenel Sunderlin, who should arrive in Washington
today, you will have heard with what jubilation we greeted the New York Times
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announcement of your nomiriation as Director of the NSF. YOn were toasted With
sherry here in the office by a few of usstrictly against regulations I'm sure,and
later, more appropriately, with chainpagne at Di. [Maurice E.] Bell's. If by any
chance your ears were burning between noon and early evening, WhAington time,
on 12 March, you'll noW know whys

...I think it's Wonderful.2

Both the author of the letter, VirPinia Sides, and Sunderlin, the head
scientist of the London office, would ioon join NSF, becdming "plank
owners," as the first year's recruits proudly called themselves, of the newly
commissioned ship. Navy ways and language, brought by the first director

_ and other ONR staff members, characterized the new agency and left
traces that long remained discernible.."Aye," Waterman would pencil in
answer to secretary Doris McCarn's handwritten queries. And in, the.
middle 1960s riew staff mernbers were sometimes puzzled by the invarOble
greeting, "Welcome aboard!"

Waterman had 'regarded the Office of Naval Research as aninterim''
surrogate for a national science foundation. It would pioneer new relation- '
ships of science and government and then turn over to its successor a told
of its basic research proiects.3 His stewardship of ON,R won reSpect from

, academic, indUstrial, and government scientists alike: "You have made it
clear not only, to theservices but to scientists altover the worici, a Purduc
physicist wrote, "that basic science can and should be adminiitered by a
government agency without curtailing either the freedom of scientistSor
the freedom of inquiry." Mervin J. Kelly of Bell Telephonetaboratories
and C. Guy Suits of General Electric agreed that Waterman wascuniquely
qualified for' the NSF directorship because of his succeSs at ONR. William
T. Golden in his visits with Waterman's federal colleagues hearcrmamy
similar appraisals:4

Alan .Tower Waterman had won respect as an organizer and adin
trator of scientific research more than through personal contributions to
knowledge. Born at Cornwall-on-Hudson, New York, he grew up mainly
in western Massachusetts, where his father taught physics at Sthith Col-
lege. He completed his graduate studies in 1916 at Princeton, where he had
also earned his bachelor's degree. While holding his firSt teachihgposition
at the University of Cincinnati he met Mary Mallon, an assistant in
economics there, and they were married in August.1917. Following 4wo
years with the Army Signal Corps' Science and Research Division?
Waterman became an instructor in physics at Yale. Promoted to assistant
professor in 1923 and associate in '1931, he was still not a full professor
when World War H brought him back into national service, first with
NDRC and then ai deputy chief, and finally chief, of OSiiD's Office of-
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Field Service. Continuing his leave from Yale after the war, he helped the
Navy Department's new Office of Research and Inventions plan and
activate a progragi oforesearch support to universities. In August 1946 this
offide Created by the Secretary of the Navy achieved statutory existence as
the Office of Naval Research, and Waterman becameAts deputy chief and
chief scientist. .

During the long debate Over the establishment of a science foundoion
Waterman Jemained ih the background, attending to his duties in the
Navy Department but quietly supporting the Bush group. It seems clear
that he cameto look on his ONR position as preparation for directing the
foundation when it finally materialized. Nonetheless, when legislation at
Past seemed certain in early 1950 he joined other federal science officials in
an attempt to guard their provinces against invasion. He chaired an
ICSRD subcommittee which sought to get a presidential statement
restricting the foundation's authority to evaluate federal science programs
or to take over or limit their research support. Specifically, ICSRD wanted;
the President to say that NSFs main advisofy role would Ile "to render
judgment on the niajor lines of national scientific strate6"not pass
judgment on agency budgets; its principal administrative flinction Would
be to support "undertakings which are inappropriate for sponsdrship by
existing government agencies"; and it "should administer research grant
and fellowship programs in thos'e areas where siatutory authority, funds
and competence for administration do not exist in other executive agencies."5

The restricted NSF role proposed by Waterman's subcommittee
unanimously approved by the whole groupdid not accord with the
conception held by the Budget Bureau, which persuaded John Steelman to
tell ICSRD that it would be premature to settle these issues before the
foundation had an opportunity Co consider its tasks.° Still, the arguments
Waterman mustered to deny an evaluation role to the foundation con-
vinced him; and the unanimity of his colleagues posted a caution sign to
the administrator of the foundafibn, whoever he might be. Before accept-
ing appointment as director Waterman made it clear that he did riot intend
to perform the function that Budget Bureau officers and some membersof
Congress thought to be NSF's central mission.'

The tenacity with which Waterman would clingfto the idea 'that NSF
should not attempt to evaluate other federal science progrants shows one
of his °strongest characteristics. It was not an unreasoning stubbornness,
but firmness and persistence. Detlev Bronk, who spent fourteen years on.
the National Science Board, most of them as chairnian, described thro
qualities he had, come to knoy, so.well that he found in Lloyd Embry's
"first-rate likeness," painted alter Waterman's retirement: "a man obviously
kind and gentle, obviously firmand exacting, obviously a Scotsman persistent
in the fulfillment of his duties:-and a damned good looking guy as well."
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Polite and gentle in manner, a usually clear speaker and a good listener,
honest and dependable, Waterman was respected and liked by nearly all of
his staff, including those who would have preferred more venturesome and
more aggressive leadership. He enjoyed playing softball at NSF picnics
and bowling on one of the staff's teams. Once a month Mary Waterman
entertained the wives of staff memheis"Alap's Wives,", she called themin
their home in Westmoreland Hills, a beautiful wooded area just outside
the District line in Maryland, Her husband was a talented musician who
possessed perfect Pitch. He played the piano at NSF holiday parties and,

za'6er the Foundation finally found a commodious home on Constitution
- Avenue, would make a grand entrance in Scottish kilts and skirling his

bagpipes before the asseinbled staff in the auditorium. His musical tastes
and repertoire were broad. Invited to Swardunore College to make a
speech, he was also asked tO participate in a chamber music group. "I had
better play the viola," he replied. As to the choice of music, he would leave
thatp his host, a formei NSF program director, but "Mozart and Beethoven
are always fine, and I know and like the Brahms quartets, piano and
other. As for the standard quintets, Schumann and Franck are fine if
people haven't had too much of them."' .

Nearly fifty-nine years old when he beCame director, Waterman
enjoyed good health and the ability to relax. He knew the value of vaca-
tions. While at Yale before the war he and his friends and their sons would

s spend a month in the summer canoeing and fishing in the Allagash country
of northern Maine. To gain the freedom of traveling without hiring a
guide, he obtained a guide's license, which he continued to use even into his
seventies. He paddled through the wild countryfrom Moosehead Lake to
Fort Kent, a two-hundred mile watercouse, seventeen limes, and after
retiring as director he sought the help of Justice William 0. Douglas to
prevent the building of a power dam on the Allagash or the incursion of
too many tourists into the area.1° ,

For canoeists and licensed guides forethought and caution rank- high
on the scale of vallies. So did they for Waterman in his public roles as
ON R's chief scientist and NSF's first director. Fortunately for this prudent
builder, NSF's guardians in the Budget Bureau restrained the eagerness
of National Science Board members who wanted to employ staff to start
a fellowship program immediately, even before a director was named."

". Thus Waterman came to his post without the encumbrance of a staff,
already in -place and, vvith the freedom to construct the agency from the
ground up. .

* * *

To no one's surprise Waterman looked to ONR for help in organizing
and staffing the Foundation. After his confirmation by the Senate in
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March and swearing-in by Justice Douglas .on AprV, he promptly
recruited several key officials. All of them had an ONk connection. To
Fred Schuldt,, who hoped that the Foundation could help the Budget
Bureau impose order on proliferating federal science programs and was
watching for missteps, this seenTed reasonable "since ONR has been in
large meAsure an NSF under another name, and we have pometimes in the
past considered even the possibility of wholesale transfer of ONR staff to
NSF."12

For his deputy Waterman picked thirty-nine yeai-old Gene Sunderlin,
.who had expressed a wish to return to America from London and decided
that he preferred the No. 2 position in NSF to being No. 2 in the new
science advisory office of the State Department. A Rhodes Scholar who
had taught at the U.S. Naval Academy before joining ONR's London
office in 1946, Sunderlin had earned his doctorate in organic chemistry.
This field would counterbalance his own physics specialty, Waterman
told the pudget Bureau, though Schuldt thought a biochemist would
have been better fur this purpose. In discussing the apriointment with
Conant, Bronk, DuBridge, and Bush, Waterman acknowledged that the
obvious choice would be a biologist, but he rationalized that "in the field
of biology and medicine it is likely that any appointee might find himself
in one faction and be opposed by another . . .-FrOm the standpoint of
working relationships especially and ability, the most logical tpan would
be Sunderlin . . . ." His administrative skill, knowledge of government,
and wide acquaintance with American and British scientists gave
Sunderlin added strength, Waterman argued.13

A Bush protege, John T. Connor, who had sTed as general counsel
for OSRD and ONR, gave legal advice to Waternan and the board during
NSF's formative period. He recommended that the Foundation employ
William A. W. Krebs, Jr., a thirty-four year-old Yale law graduate who
had alSO been ONR's counsel." Krebs's appointment as general counsel
was announced on May 4, along with Sunderlin's and that of Lloyd M.
Ttefethen to the post of technical aide to the director and executive
secretary of the National Science Board. Trefethen, thirty-two years of
age, wae an engineer, a doctoral graduate of Cambridge University, a
former consultant to the London ONR office, and most recently Water-
man's technical aide in ONR.13

The heads of three of the four statutory divisions were named later in
the year. Soon after learning of his numination Waterman had sounded
out Harry C. Kelly, head ofThe scientific section of the ONR branch office
in Chicago, on his interest in NSF. The State Department science adviser,
having lost Sunderlin to the Foundation, now told Waterman thOhe was
staking a claim on Kelly." But he would lose again, as Kelly accepted the
NSF offer. to be assistant director for scientific personnel and education

. .
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(SPE). A forty-three year-old physicist with an MIT doctoral degree, Kelly
had worked in the MIT Radiation Laboratory during the war. From 1945
to 1950, as the chief scientist on General Douglas MacArthur's staff, he
aided in the restoration of Japan's scientific anA technological programs
and won the grateful friendship of many Japanese scientists. When
Waterman diwussed with the board's SPE committee his wish to recroit
Kelly, they cautioned him "about having too many physicists' around."
Edwin B. Fred iaid that some other members shared his "feeling ... that
biological sciences should receive due attention" in top staff appoint-
ments. Waterman assured him that selections of assistant directors for the
biological and medical research divisions would meet-the need. Kelly's
appointment could not wait because the State.Department was insisting on
an immediate answer to its offer. Besides, Waterman told the board, "the ,
scope of his work for the entire past five years has been over all fields of
science and, in fact, in Japan much of it was related to.biology and
physiology.""

Waterman moved quickly to counter the concern abdut physical scien-
tists' dontinance of the Foundation staff. Two days after getting-Kelly's
acceptance the director talked with John Field II, who Would be leaving .

ONR's biology division in the fall to become.' head of the physiology
department of the medical school of the UniversityOrtaeornia at Los
Angeles. Field, who had received his doctorate at Stanford and taught
there for several years, arranged for a temporary leave from UCLA to
help organize and staff the Foundation's division of biological sciences."

It took longer to fill the position of assiitant director for mathemat-
ical, physical, and engineering sciences (MPE). Although Waterman
wanted a physicist to lead what he seems to have considered the most
important of the Foundation's research divisions, many capable mem-
bers of his profession were tied up in the booming programs of military .
research. In view of this he agreed with Robert Oppenheimer that "there
would be merit in getting a broad-gauge mathematician or engineer,"
but he seems to have made no effort to recruit one. In May he urged

. physicist Robert B. Brode of the University of California at Berkeley to
, take the job "for a year. There is much to be done and the initial year

is especially critical of course in that it will set the tone of the program
of the Foundation." Brode declined but did join the staff several years
Jater." In August Waterman offered the post to, a former associate iirthe
Office of Field Service, Paul E. Klopsteg, who accepted and began work
in November. The only prinCipal early appointee who had not been
eablo -Yed by ONR, the sixty-two year-old Klopsteg was a professor of
applied science and director of research in Northwestern University's
Institute of Technology. A former chairman of the Argonne National
Laboratory's board of governors and a member of AEC's security panel,
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he also had close ties to industry in Chicago and Detroit. He was the.
author of several books and articles on the physics of archery, and he was
especially well known for his postwar work in the development of arti-
ficiaHimbs. A little more than a year after joining NSF Klopsteg was
appointed to a new position of associate director, with broader responsi-
bilities, and the search for an M PE assistant director began again."

An assistant director for the fourth statutory divisionmedical research
was never appointed. The Budget Bureau's conclusion, even before NSF's
establishment, that the division probably should not be activated
undoubtedly affected this decision. The Bureau continued to encourage
Waterman to consolidate the biological and medical sciences, and its
budget examiners indicated their intention to eliminate medical research
funds from NSF's fiscal 1952 budget request. Neither the director nor the
board wanted to be blocked off from supporting bask research in the
medical sciences, and the board protested strongly and successfully against
this exclusion." The board established a divisional committee for medical
research, and in July 1951 Waterman told board member Robert Loeb
that he was "giving active thought to the formation of the division ... and
particularly the selection of its head." He sounded out Lowell T. Coggeshall of
the University of Chicago and R. Keith Cannan of New York University's
medical school, but neither was interested. He also explored the possibility
of arranging a transfer for a year or two of an NIH official to head the
division; Surgeon General Leonard Scheele thought th'ere might be advan-
tages in such an arrangement, but no transfer occurred. Next Waterman .
tried to persuade Ernest W. Goodpasture of Vanderbilt University's medical
school to accept appointment as a consultant to advise the Foundation
on its support of medical research. After Goodpasture turned doivn the
offer the board decided to combine, at least for a while, biological and
medical research programs in a single division, and finally the separate
divisional committees were also merged.2'

While scrupulous in asking the advice of appropriate bbard members
on possible choices and in confirming the board's approval before making
a final offer, Waterman otherwise made the firstand laterdecisions on
the chief staff appointments on his own. Legally a nonvoting member of
the board, he dealt with its members respectfully but not subserviently,
and he quickly established a good working relationship iiith them. Within
a few months Charles Dollard was telling Vannevar Bush that "Alan
Waterman is doing a bang up job as director and has recruited a number of
able and energetic' young fellows to help him carry the load."22 The board,
relieved that Waterman had been named director and soon generally
confident of his judgment, readily accepted his definition of organization
and staff functions.

Waterman outlined his views outhese matters immediately after tar
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the oath of office: The heads of scientific programsthat is, the assistant
directors for the research and educational divisionswould report to him
and the deputy director. The general counsel would report to the director
but would also be "directly available to the Board." An administrative
officer,responsible of course to the director arid his deputy, would look
after fiscal, personnel, and housekeeping services. Civil Service regulations
and the 1949 Classification Act would apply to most NSF employees, but
not, Waterman proposed, to the deputy director, the division heads, and
the general counsel. He advised the board that he intended to fix the salary
of the deputy director at $14,000 a year ($1,000 less than his own), the
division heads at $13,000, and the general counsel at abouf$12,500.23

* .*

To oversee the many administrative details of creating a new govern-
ment agency Waterman relied on Wilson F. Harw'ood. Well-educated and
experienced in public administration and, management, Harwood had
worked as a Budget Bureau analyst and as adininistrative officer of ONR,
where he had been detailed to the office of the Secretary ofpefense to
direct analyses of the department's research and development activities.
Late in 1950 he transferred from ONR to the Bureau of Standards, and he
was working there as Edward U. CondOn's executive assistant when
Waterman arranged for his part-time help in developing the Foundation's
administrative organization and staff. Harwood was obviously a leading
candidate for the permanent,position of assistant director for administra-
tion, except for the recency of his transfer to the Bureau of Standards and
his resulting sense of obligation to Condon.For several months he divided
his time about equally between the two agencies, but in July the Founda-
tion announced his appointment as the full-time administrative officer."

- The firseneed was office space, and neither purchase nor construction
was feasible. Here board sensibilities had to be considered as well as
working conditions for the staff. For yeari Brook cherished a hoPe of

. developing a national selence centerof which the Foundation would form
a part, clustering around the Academy building on Constitution Avenue.
A Budget Bureau staff member, George Viault, assigned to midwifery
tasks for the Foundation, told the board at its second meeting that space
had been "tentatively reserved for it in the YMCA annex at 18th and G
Streets, bt :.. the Board reacted unfavorably to it, expressing a preference -
for a location nearer to the National Academy of Sciences, in order to uge
its library." Later; when Viault suggested,that NSF might find suitable
quarters in a houSe across from the Naval Hospital in Bethesda, Mary-
land, Waterman said that offices convenientto visitors near the National
Research Council (N RC) and other agenci6es would be better. Conant
similarly expressed a wish for a location near NRC and the COSMO Club
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(then a little more than a block from the White House) where several board
members stayed when they came to Washington.25

The Foundation's first headquarters, occupied early in April, met
Conant's preference for location, but it. certainly lacked style. A three-
story brick residential building on the' northeast corner of 16th and I
streets, Northwest, the building was, as Waterman described it, "not quite
old enough to be antique and not quite young enough to boast any modern
appurtenances"unless an abandoned high colonic irrigation device could be
considered one.26 From the start the space was regarded as temporary, and
Harwood at once began a search for more comfortable offices. In May he
asked the General Services Administration for 20-25,000 square feet of
space to accommodate the growing staff, instead of the 6,000 square feet in
the seventeen rooms at 901 16th Street.

It is difficult to use this space effectively [he wrote]. In two cases access to one
roim can only be had by walking through two others. Three small rooms, one
with tile floor and walls, one with tile floor and a sink, and one with steps to a fire
escape, have limited use. The three basement rooms are isolated from the balance
of the building because they may only be entered from the street. Under the
circumstances, it is estimated that the maximum number of employees that may
be housed at this location, even under crowded conditions, is forty.27

Bronk might dream of a science center but Waterman reconciled'
himself to frequent shifts in location. He talked about the problem with
Bush, who agreenhat "we are bound to look forward to a series of
temporary moves as we grow." If NSF tried to stake "a claim for a
permanent home' at this fledgling stage, Waterman reasoned, the agency
would face a tough fight guarding it against powerful competitors. In
addition, the attempt might look like "empire building," and "the changes
in personnel around Washington make it difficult to adhere to any long
range plan for a matter qf this kind." One possibility, which he broached to
Conant, was the Devitt School, just off upper Connecticut Avenue and
acroas the street from the National Bureau of Standards. The Bureau
controlled the property but might release it to NSF if the Foundation
supported Condon's attempt to get other space from the General Services
Administration (GSA). One danger of locating next to the Bureau was that
NSF might lose its identity, but Conant did not believe this would be a
serious problem."

The Devitt School would suit until about one hundred persons were on
board. During the first month the Foundation employed fifteen people,
and it planned to continue that rate of nowth until the staff numbered 145.
Larger quarters would be needed before July 1, the director told GSA.
Among several other possibilities the Foundation learned of the availa-
bility of the Potomac School at 2144 California Street, N.W.29 Although
the California Street building was farther from the heart of the city than
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desirable,' staff members whoWsited it came back convinced that the
Foundation should acquire it, and the director asked GSA's Public Build-
ings Service to try to arrange for a lease that would permit occupancy by
July 1: A lease was soon signed, but modifications of the str4cturea
patchwork of houses oddly joined to form a schooldelayed a wove until
August. Until then the staff at 16th and Eye had to work in rather cramped
offices."

The projected rate of staff growth represented hope rnore than fact and .
was exaggerated in NSF's pleas for space. GSA was told in June 1951 that
the Foundation expected to rhave 70 employees by Septernber"far beyond
the capacity of our present stSace"yet there.were only 56 at the end of the
year, occupying nearly twice as much room as in the first headquarters. To
make its needs seem more credible NSF's later requests sometimes men-
tioned not only full-time staff members but a large number of part-time
employees and consultants also. Thus in May 1952 the director wrote that
NSF was "in immhient need of more space. . . . We now employ 76 full-
time and 61 part-time persons." The California Street offices would be
overcrowded by the end of June, Waterman wrote, and the estimated
growth in staff and consultants for fiscal year 1953 called for a doubling
of,the present space'

A few months later Waterman informed the board that the Foundation .

expected to be assigned four building's on H Street and Madison Place,
close to the White House. One of these (1520.H Street), an early nineteenth,
century structure (c. 1818-213),was known as the Dolley Madison House, as
the fourth President's widow had resided there during the last years of her
life. Two other buildings adjoined this on Madison Place and faced
Lafayette Parka five-story building erected by the Cosmos Club in 1909
and the three-storyDgle Tayloe House, built in 1828. An alley between the
Tayloe House and the Belasco Theatre gave access to a parking area, and
behind this a fourth building, once the site of Benjamin Ogle Tayloe's
stables, provided an auditorium. All of the buildings required a good deal
of renovation after the Cosmos Club movedput, but when the Foundation
occupied them at the end of May 1953 they made available more than
thirty thousand square feet of usable space for the 120 regular employees
and a "handsome conference room" for board meetings. The director was
pleased to acquire the auditorium, which he anticipated would be used for
lectures by distinguished visitors and meetings of local scientific societies.32

Late in 1955 NSF began to occupy space in another historic nineteenth-
century structurethe Winder Building, located on 17th Street across
from the Executive Office Building. Additional offices 'on Lafayette Square
(726 Jackson Place) were occupied by about thirty persons late in 1957,
when the total number of regular staff members had passed 250." The
grbwth stimulated by the reaction to Soviet sputniks soon led to new
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requests to the Public Buildings Service, and in August 1958 the Founda-
tion occupied its fourth headquarters, at 1951 Consitution Avenue, at last
moving near the National Academy of Sciences as Bronk had long wished."

The early headquarters buildings left pleasant.memories, especially of
friendly association, in the minds of many NSF staff members. The
California Street building was "not efficient from an office point of view,"
Virginia Sides recalled, "but rather nice to work in." The staff had "fun" in
their early, temporary hothes; "working in less than ideal quarters," she
continued, "is on the one hand inefficient; On the other hand it adds a
something sort of special if you're just not walking down a big government
corridor with lots of ir&n walls. . . . our environment in some senses
helped to shape us in those early years.... It somehow was more intimate
than federal bureaucracy normally is."35 Such memories of course reveal
more of the excitement of youthful beginnings, recollected in tranquillity,
than they do of physical surroundings.

* * *

On the Foundation's first anniversary, Waterman thanked ONR's
fiscal officer for his help in getting NSF started. "I have learned in the last
few weeks that there are a multitude of things which must be taken care of-
in establishing a new agency," the director wrote." April 1951.must have
been the busiest month in Waterman's life. Although aided in the
organizational chores during the formative period by experienced civil
servants in the Bureau of the Budget, the Navy Department, and the
Bureau of Standards,37 the director had to attend personally to many small
matters while dealing with large onesrecruiting his chief assistants,
planning a program, and preparing a budget.

Writing many routine letters himself and meticulously documenting
his telephilme conversations and meetings in diary notes, Waterman created
a full record of the agency's creation. His ON R experience in government
procedures helped get him through this trying period unruffled, as did
his ability to delegate tasks to others. Delegation did ridt mean license.
Waterman remained attentive to the work of his staff and did not sign
papers placed before.him unless he was satisfied with their form and style
as well as substance. Documents "signed off on" by several NSF officials
often bounced back from the ilirector's office because he had caught a
"typo" unnoticed by all other readers. He wrote in a plain, clear style,
unmarked by rhetorical flourishes or jargon. While this virtue did not
prevail throughout the agency as its paperwork expanded, it did have a
wholesome influence in some offices. In time most NSF prose became
indistinguishable from the abstract wordiness of other government agen-
cies, but Waterman probably delayed the onset of normal bureaucratic
language.
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Awareperhaps overly soof dangers that might lie ahead, Water-
man was careful to avoid unnecessary trouble for the Foundation. But it
seems that this did not result in an excess of caution among his lieutenants.
They generally remember the early years as a time of zestful creativity,
guided by a shared sense of purpose and encouraged by the director.
Waterman was scrupulous but not fussy. One long-time associate praises
his ...tolerance of ambiguity," which permitted some experimentation in
the development of programs and a measure of flexibility, in their
administration.3'

Fortunately for Waterman and his first division and program direc-
tors, choices for program and procedural planning remained fairly open. ,

The Foundation's first budget had not allowed the board to follow its
impulse to launch a fellowship program, and the newly appointed director
and his principal assistants thus had an opportunity to form their own
ideas and recommend them to the board. In this sense too it may have been
fOrtunate that anticipated transfers of Defense Department research con-
tracfS did not-Materialize, since the requirements of administering pro-
grams can offer a ready escape from the bothersome job of planning.
Poverty is not a happy condition but it can spur creative thought. In
planning programs to carry out the Foundation's statutory functions the
staff recruited in 1951-52' had time both.to draw on their ONR experience
and their desire to transcend it.
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Defining a Program
'the 952 Budget

The Foundation's charter listed eight functions that the agency was
"authorized and directed" to pe orm. The first decisions on the

relative emphasis to be placed on these diverse activities were apt to be
critical. It would not be easy to iiouble back and take another road. The
choices would determine whether the Foundation would give primary
allegiance to its public constituency, especially the President, or to its
private one, scientists themselves.

For five years the Bureati of the Budget bad worked to establish an
agency capable of serving the Executive Office of the President. BY persuasion
and budgetary controls the Bureau continued to try to mold the Founda-
tion into a policy-forming and evaluative instrument. The independent -

National Science Board, dominated by university scientists and adminis-
trators, emphasized- instead the support of academic research and educa-
tion. 'The director and staff, generally agreeing with the board's aims,
devised specific programifand procedures to foster the primary functions
of basic research and advanced scientific training, while carefully avoiding .

conflicts with large and entrenched agencies.
The emergency created by the Korean war, as well as deepening fears of

communist aggression and subversion, strongly affected the early thinking
about NSF's program. In October 1950 President Truman approved the
undertaking of a review by William T. Golden of the rapidly growing
military research and development activities and bow they related to other
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federal science programs. Golden spent several Months in an intensive
investigation which led to his recommendation that the President promptly
appoint a science adviser.' His studies also resulted in a suggested program
for the National Science Foundation.2

The Foundation's highest purpose, Golden began, was to advance
fundamental scientific knowledge. But the emergency facing the country
had brought swift and large increases in Defense Department research
budgets and consequent demands on the nation's scientific manpower.
The "near-term needs for applied military research" would preveni early
expansion of basic. research, but it was

important that current basic research be continued, despite the heavy pre'ssures
which will be put on manpower and facilities to shift their emphasis to scientific
activities having greater promise of prompt resntts. And as soon as our expanding
military research and development programs'afe inoie clearly defined and stabi-
lized it should be possible to divert some effort to ilicrease the attention paid to
basic research. This is vital to broaden the foundation of knowledge for our
military and industrial strength and the public welfare/over the onger term.

Meantime a gradual shift of ON R and AEC basic research projects to NSF
would help the Foundation Prepare to perforin its ev a Liationlunction.

One function assigned tO NSF by its act was the s pport of specific
research activitiesnot necessarily basicrequeS ed t1y the Secretary of
Defense. Golden advisedas did nearly all the p rsons he consulted\ Iagainst the support by NSF sof any applied military relearch. Other agen-
cies were Vetter equipped to do such work. The Foundation should con-
centrate on fundamental science. The board should think first not of
appropriations but of program, immediate and longiterm. As soon as a
director and staff were appointed they should undOtake, under board
guidance, comprehensive surveys of basic research being done by govern-
ment, universities, and industry, of the support of graduate and under-
graduate education in the sciences, and of the nation's scientific and
technical manpower. A review of basic research in fe0eral agencies should
assist the transfer of "appropriate portions" to NSF. One important
programpredoctoral and postdoctoral fellowshi sshould be started
as soon as funds could be obtained, and this activi y could be expanded
and refined after analysis of the iniormation obtained in the survey of
science education. Such studies, Golden said, would lay thb groundwork
for the Foundation's future program and furnish ;invaluable information
for the investment of public and private funds in 'esearch and education.

Although the National Science Board took/no action on Golden's
memorandum, which had been sent to the members at Conant's sugges-
tion, it did influence their thinking and WaterMan's. A majority of the
board opposed Golden's earlier recommendation that the President
appoint a science adviser, one of whose main taSks would be to "plan for

,
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an'a stand ready promptly to initiate a civilian Scientific Research Agency,
roughly comparable to the Office of Scientific Research and Development
(OSRD) of World War II."3 Just as Waterman's, chief worry about
taking the director:s position was the possible ex lusion of NSF from
defense research, so did the board's majority object at first to exclusion.*

These stands surprised Golden. They displayed aj "abrupt turnabout"
from views given him earlier, by Bronk and DuBr1igè at least, both of
whom had favored the appointment of a`science ad iser, though Conant
had preferred an advisory committee instead. Especially startling was the
board's desire to undertake defense research, sifice nearly everyone Golden had
consulted agreed-that NSF should eschew military connections. Arfpar-
ently Conant did not hold a tiglit rein on the board's deliberatiorts=4
"things jast snowballed(" according to DuBridge:5 But while Conant may
have dissented from the majority on the question of military research, as
chairman he reported the bgard's vieWs to the Administration. He told
Budget, Bureau officials thafan OSRD would not be needed even "in the
event of aa actual _Outbreak of war," and that limitation or NSF to
nondefense research would seriously handicap its'opportunities for
recruiting good people and arousing real enthusicasm."6 The board had
concluded that support of militaiy research requested by the Secretary of
Defense "migbt Well be one of the most important concerns of the Founda-
tion for some time to.come." The board deferred action, however, on a
suggestion by Elmei Staats of the Budget Bureau that it establish a
Divisionof befense Research, as the NSF director, who had not yet been
named, should have a chance to say what he thought on this matter. In
proposing the establishment of the division Staats was pushing the
Bureau's idea of enlisting the Foundation as an ally to monitor'expensive
military research programs and halt their needless proliferation; in addi-
tion, of course, the division would handle defense research conducted at
the request of the Secretary of Defense.'

The eagerness of some board members to hitch the Foundation to
defense rtsearch had moderated by the time Waterman's appointment was
announced. When he met with Conant and Bronk following the boaird
meeting on March 9, he heard that the members were looking to him for
leadership on. the question of military research and how it would fit into
"the normal functions of the Foundation from a long4ange point of
view." The lure of quick money had faded when members had second
thoughts about the Foundation's real purpose and the danger of subser-
vience to the military and short-term requirements. While the board
"would be willing to undertake defense research," Conant told Waterman,
it "unanimously agreed that the Natkinal Science Foundation should not
be put in position of becoming another OSRD."

While Waterman and the board continued to hope for the transfer of
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research (and funds) from defense agencies, they agreed that it should be
basic, uncommitted research. For two different but reated reasons, it
seems,olhe board never established a defense-research division; fear that
standards of free research and open publication would be endangered by
military requirements, and fear that Budget Bureau designs would diva
the agency from the support of research and education into the dangerous
chore of judging Defense Department and other federal science programs.

Though avoiding entanglement with the military services, Foundation
officials won what looked like a chance to influence defense:research
poliCies by another means. Golden?s recommendation that the President
appoint a science adviser led to the creation of a Science Advisory Com-
niittee (SAC), headed by Oliver E Buckley, a recently retired president of
Bell Telephone Laboratories, .that was placed in the Office of Defense
Mobilization (ODM). Among its first members were Bronk, as president
of the National Academy of Sciences, Waterman, as NSF director, and
Conant, Lee DuBridge, and Robert F. Loeb, members of the Nati6nal
Science Board. In 1952 DuBridge became chairman of SAC, on. a part-
time basisi and the Caltech president asked Waterman, on the scene in
Washington, to be his deputy.'

* * *

The Foundation's first budget provided funds adequate only for
organization and program planning. But the National Science Board
earnestly sought ways of alleviating what nearly everyone agreed was a
scientific' manpower crisis resulting froth the Korean conflict, t draft,
and diversion of scientists and engineers into defense' work. Dipjointed
to learn that the meager first-year funds could not be used for fe wships,
Conant urged the Budget Bureau to see if there were not some of r,
underwriting a fellowship program by getting a loan from a private foun-
dation which could be repaid from the fiscal 1952 appropriation. Golden
agreed on the importance of awarding feilewships immediately, along with
the "war mobilization program or we wine weaker 5 years from rew and
thereafter." Under this 'sort of pressure Staats decided that the Dureau
shojild explore the feaiibility of transferring $2 million fromithe DefenSe
Department to NSF for the support of fellowships," Schuldt effectively ,

quashed.the idea. Not only were there legal difficulties, but it was already
time for receipt of fellowship applications for the coming academic year.
"In view of the fact that the Foundation has no Director, much less a staff,
to give continuitY to the planningi" he wrote, "I cannot help but feel that a
determination on the part of NSF' to launch a program now willy-nilly,
may well result in a 'half-baked' program which would haunt the Founda-
tion in the future."

The board surrendered on an immediate program after Staats

1 I
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explained the difficulties, but it created a femporary committee to come up
with a proposal for fellowships beginning in 1952: At the March meeting
Charles Dollard recommended a program of pre- and postdoctoral fellow-
ships costing $5 million the first year, $8. millibn the second, and $10
million the third. The board increased Dollard's estimates to provide for
more postdoctoral fellows and to include allowances to universities in
addition to tuition stipends. The program wai to be admihistered by the
National Research Council, since it would be "foolish for the National
Science Foundation to try andcluplicate machinery.that already exists and
is working at a high level of competence.""

Although board members unanimously agreed on-fhe desirability of a
fellow§hip program, they obviously needed, guidance on its" size and its
relation to a research" program within a budget of no more than $15
million. The Budget Bureau wanted figures quickly'for review and submis-
sion to Congress, and at the March meeting The board gave Schuldt a
rough estimate of a $15 million budget in which research was allocated
$7.5 milliOn and fellowships $6.5 million. Waterman had the chore of
refining and justifying these estimates before formal submission to the
Bureau.'3

Waterman promptly discussed with M. H. Trytten of the National
Research Council details of aPpropriate stipends, and with AEC officials
the possibility of NSF's assuming that agency's fellowship program. The
Budget Bureau did not want two agencies awarding general sciencefellow-
ships concurrently, and it encouraged the assumption of AEC's program
by the Foundation, as it would later encourage NSF's assumption of
NIH's predoctoral fellowships." The Bureau advised a reduction in the
Foundation's fellowshipTestimate, however, in part because of a belief
that studies like thosepproposed by Golden were needed first to furnish
firm data for an extensive program. Waterman did cut the estimate by
$1 million and tolcl ,Conant that the reduction would allow more money
for research support; furthermore, the fellowships item would be more
defensible and "could pave the way to [anj increase in the budget ceiling
by announcing inthntion of the Foundation to take over the AEC fellow-
ship program" in fiscal 1953." Conant and other board .members with
whom Waterman discussed this revision did not object and, Schuldt
heard; "authorized him to use his best judgment as regards the submission
to the Bureau of the Budget." .

Since Harry Kelly had not yet reported as head of the SPE division,
which would handle the fellowship program, Waterman had to master the
details needed to "satisfy the board and the Bureau. Schuldt asked why NSF
requested funds for only 2,100 fellows when Waierman's data showed that
9,800 graduate science students needed financial assistance. The director
replied that net all 9,800 were ."fully Competent," and die Foundation
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wanted its fellowships to win prestige by being awarded only to "the most
gifted individuals." Bureau examiners who questioned reliance on the
National Research Council to administer the program got his assurance
that NSF "would be responsibte for the Council's administration, and the

. final appointment of fellows will rest with the Foundation."7
The board discussed the director's fellowships plan 'extensively but

inconclusively at its May meeting. Still wanting to start a program,
quickly, it asked Waterman to study ,* possibility of awarding some
followships effeCtive January 1, 1952. The figures of 2,100 fellowships and
$1,400 for stipends came in for more' serious questioning than the
Bureau's. Why not give $500 stipends and support a much larger number

. of graduate students? But most members seemid to believe that the
director had struck a reasonable balance between quality and quantity.

ould stipends be uniform? Although the NSF act required that fellow-
ships be awarded. "solely on the basis of ability," a means test might be
used to adjust stipends on tfie basis of financial need oncefellows had
been chosen. The director was asked to study this matter. Should univer-
sities receive full costs of education, which might run as high as $3,000 a
year, instead of merely a $500 tuition allowance and about $100 addi-
tional for such items as labotatory materials? Waterman explained that
government policy largely determined these figures. Besides, most fellows
would choose to attend well-known graduate schools, already the recip-
ients of the bulk of federal research support, and other institutions would
complain that full-cost subsidies were helping the rich universities et
richer."

Waterman was as eager as any board member to get the progra
started. As late as July 5 he was hoping to award two hiilldred fellowshi s
in September 1951, but lack of a budget and,time forced him to drop t is

notion. At the board meeting in midsummer -he proposed to use 10- 5

percent of the fellowship budgetstill pending in Congressto Make
awards effective January 1, 1952. After hearing the director's report on' a
means test, the board abandoned the idea of.adjusting stipends accordi g

. to individuals' needs. Conant was in Australia, but Waterthn used t e
chairman's arguments "that the fellowships weke nonors in the democrat c
sense and made no distinction regarding personal income, [and] th t
graduate students were over 21 and therefore, in general, would not have
private means and should not call on their parents." A discussion of
subject-matter fields of science which fellows might study reachid no
conclusion, and it was understood that later discussion of this question
would be based on a staff paper furnished by the director." Fortunately lie
now had a small staff to do this kind of legwork. Kelly had reported, and
he-recryited another physicist, Bovn C. Dees, with whom he had worked
in po fwar Japan, to head the fellowship program.

A
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In addition to graduate fellowships the NSF act authvorized the award-
ing of undergraduate scholarships, an idea pushed by Conant since the
issuance of the Bush report. But much had'happened since 1945 to raise
questions about the estimates and the rationale of the Moe committee's
section of ScienceThe Endless Frontier. Billions of federal tax dollars
had helped war veterans go to college and graduate school; and a program

h

of scholarships to be administered by the Federal Security Agency, not
limited to science and engineering, was being considered. Conant still
"strongly approved" an NSF scholarship program but advised Waterman
to "proceed very slowly." The Budget Bureau did not demur when Water-
man mentioned the possibility of including a request for scholarship
funds in the 1953 budget, and a board cominittee was asked to make
recommendations."

The committee, headed by Dollard, recommended a limited 'program
"to dramatize science and to subsidize a small group of men and women of
topflight capacity." NSF should include about $1 million in its 1953

budget request for one thousandscholarships to be awarded on the basis of
ability in science and not restricting the holders to anY special course of
study. The Foundation should also endorse the general scholarship pro-
gram proposed by the Federal Security Agency, and should study the
needs and supply of scientific personnel "with particular reference to
secondary schools and colleges, in order to develop a satisfactory scholar-
ship plan."21,

* * *

Important as a fellowship program was to Waterman and the board,
they conceived the FOundation's main function to be the support of basic
research. And while Waterman as ONR's chief scientist had joined his
colleagues in other federal offices in stating a standard bureaucratic view
that the new agency's rescarch support should extend only to gaps that
they could not legally or appropriately, f111,22 in his new position he insisted,
with the board's full backing, on the Foundation's right and responsibility
to mount programs in all the natural sciences.

The issue arose first with respect to medical research. The Founda-,
tion's fiscal 1952 budget submission in April requested $8.6 million for
research support: $1.2 for medical, $2.9 for biological, $4.0 for mathe-
matical, physical, and engineering, and $0.5 for operating costs." .The
Bureau proposed to eliminate the medical item entirelythough not
necessarily in later year's"in view of the large amounts of money now
supporting that field." Waterman, knowing the Bureau's design for NSF,
replied that "The Foundation could not establish national policy in basic
research if it is excluded from operating in any areas." He also resisted
Schuldt's suggestion that NSF at least defer support of medical research."
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Backing the director, the board reminded the Bureau of the congres-
sional intent that NSF support "basic research and education in medicjne"
and maintained that there was an "urgent need" for more basic research in
the medical sciences. The elimination from.NSF's program of "any field of
basic science would create a precedent which might, at any time, be made
applicable to fields in which there is current support of basic research from
other governmental sources." Finally the board used Waterman's clinclr-
ing argument that elimination "would sharply limit the effectiveness of the
Foundation in evaluating and guiding the future of scientific activity in the
country because of the intimate relation of medical science to many other
fields of science."25

At first the Bureau stood by its proposed reductions$2.7 Million in
allfrom the Foundation's request. Schuldt argued that NSF might become
so absorbed in the administration of its research program, which might be
enlarged by the transfer of $5-16 million of Defense Department funds,
that it would fail to perform its more important evaluation task. Because,
of the rapid growth of applied research, the scientific community would
have trouble absorbing a large amount of new money for basic research. In
addition, a Foundation request nearly reaching its $1 5 million ceiling
might anger congressional appropriations committees, who would want to
see specific evidence in support of higher research levels."

Waterman made a successful appeal to the Bureau, however, and $2
million for rdsearch was restored, including nearly all of the amount for
medical research. In the budget submitted to Congress in May the ratio of
funds for the three research programs (medical; biological; and mathemat-
ical, physical, and engineering) was 1:2:3.27 The point had been made, to
the Bureau at least, that NSF insisted on "a comprehensiveprogram of
support for basic research," not simply one of "filling gaps." On the other
hand, the Foundation would not attempt to wrest basic research programs
from other agencies. Transfers of programs would occur only "in consul-
tation with the agencies concerned." An aim of the Foundation was to
enlarge the opportunities for basic research, not to whittle away the
support extended by other federal science offices."

* * *

The Bureau backed down on NSF sponsorship of medical research, in
part because of the Foundation's argument and perhaps too because it
foresaw the need of authoritative scientific support to curb a resurgence of
NIH's budgetary growth, temporarily halted during the nation'al emer-
gency. But the Foundation's principal functions in the Bureau's view
remained "the, development of a national policy for the promotion of basic
research and education in the sciences, the evaluation of Federal research
programs, and the correlation of NSF's programs with these." Schuldt

64'
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proposed "to take the line quite strongly" that the Foundation must
acknowledge these planning activities as "its first responsibility." He
would, however, make one temporary concession. Since "the Foundation
has been sonnewhat awed and overwhelmed by its statutory directive to
'evaluate scientific research programs undertaken by the agencies of the
Federal Government,' " it might at first limit its evaluation to federal
programs of basic research. The new Science Advisory Committee of
ODM was supposed to assess military scientific development:Relieved of
this much greater chore, NSF should be able to evaluate basic programs
"within a reasonable period of time." The Bureau intended to hold the
Foundation to these policy duties."

Waterman had said before accepting the directorship that he would not
evaluate other federal science programs. The board agreed with his stand.
Yet the Foundation could hardly declare one of its statutory functions null
and void or ignore Congress's first' mandate: "to develop and encourage
the pursuit of a national policy for the promotion of basic research and
education in the sciences." The hard line that the Bureau proposed to
follow in examihing the.Foundation's first budget request posed a danger
of an immediate confrontation.

It turned out that the Foundation's position was strong enough to
resist the pressure. Not only did the unity of director and board frustrate
the Bureau, but so did the uncertainties about the meaning of national
science policy and the obvious difficulties of a small, new staff attempting
to evaluate the varied programs of several large agencies. As a result,
although the Bureau tried to follow the line suggested by Schuldt, it ended
by accepting the Foundation's less direct approach to its policy and
evaluation functions, putting off the encounter until another day.

The means of avoiding direct efforts to develop policy and evaluate
other programs were suggested in Golden's memorandum on the Founda-
tion's programthough Waterman and the board would have thought of
them anyway. Sound policy had to be built on dependable information
obtained by comprehensive surveys, and assessment of diverse research
programs required operating experience in similar fields.

The emergence of NSF's strategy appears in the evolution of the
agency's 1952 budget estimates, which from the start included a line item
for surveys of research needs. A press release in April announced the
board's plans "for a broad survey of the facilities and personnel available
for scientific research in all parts of the country and the needs for develop-
ing scientific teaching and research on a broader geographical basis.""

At the May board meeting the director reported on the Budget
Burou's criticisms of "the lack of emphasis on policy formulation in the
budget proposal," to which he replied "that the Foundation could be an
effective policy-forming agency for the sciences only after it had matured
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in the light of operation of research piograms in those sciences," Surveys
of the state of research ire various fields of science and by various performers,
including "weiping the opinions of scientists and examining the needs of
Government:agencies," would enable the Foundation to add special
encouragement "along promising and neglected avenues" to its compre-
hensive program' of research support.3' By this time the Bureau was suc-
ceeding in giving some greater prominence to the functions it considered
primary by making "Research Policy Development and Services" the first
rather than the last of NSF's several budget categories. The Foundation, in
turn, in its budget justification to Congress termed policy deveripment for
basic research and education its "most important and fundamental func-
tion."32 The Bureau acquiesced, for the moment, in the Foundation's
roundabout approach to policy-making and evaluation.

Within a few months the Foundation publicly announced its ideas on
the making of science policyomitting any mention of evaluation of
federal pr.bgramsin its first annual report. The statement, which accu-
rately reflects Waterman's views and those of a majority of the board, left
ample room for maneuver and deliberation in the performance of the
Foundation's first statutory function:

The development and formulation of a national science policy will take time.
At the outset it must be approached with care and thoroughness.

Among the questions which need to be answered in developing a national
policy in basic research and education in the sciences are the following:

What is the total financial support now being provided for scientific research?
What is the distribution of this support among the three major sources

Government, industry, and educational institutions?
What 'amount of financial support can and should be provided and what is the

most desirable distribution from among the available sources of support?
What is the division of research effort among the various natural sciences?
What areas need greater emphasis and what less?
What means can be developed to shorten the period between discovery and

practical application?
What are the present and future needs for trained scientific manpower?
What is the impact of Government support of research programs on the edu-

cational process in universities and colleges?
What is the effect oF Federal research programs on the financial stability of

universities?
A national science policy will stem from many sources and embrace the ideas of

diverse groups and individuals. A sound policy, however, must rest on a sound
foundation of fact. Developing such a body of fact is one,of the chief tasks of the
Foundation."

* * *

Two other Foundation functiOns authorized by Congress gained recog-c.,
nition in the agency's first budget submissiondissemination of scientific
information, and maintenance of a register and information clearinghouse
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on scientific and technical personnelboth under the heading of Research
Policy Development and Services. There was never any serious question
either in the board or the Budget Bureau about the need to perform these
services, though there were some poblems associated with the transfer of
the National Scientific Register from the U.S. Office of Education to NSF.'

The Foundation was directed by its charter "to foster the interchange
of scientific information among scientists in the United States and foreign
countries." Wholly in accord with the canon that science knows no
national boundaries, this function early received the board's endorsement.
The budget, the bOard decided, should include funds for travel to scientific
meetings in other countries and for a study of the financial problems of
scientific publications, including "consideration of a program of transla-
tion of scientific articles published in the Russian language." In fact, the
first tentative bUdget estimates suggested $1 million for publication and
translations.35 Greatly reduced later, the publications item was combined
with travel to international conferences in the congressional budget sub-
mission. The budget also provided for maintaining the National Register,
and the director indicated his intention of assuming responsibility for the
Register sometime before June 30, 1952.35

One other research service included in the budget, apparently at the
request of the Budget Bureau, was the provision of salaries of the secretariat
of the Interdepartmental Committee on Scientific Research and Deverop-
ment. The ICSRD, whose establishment had once been provided for in
science foundation legislation, had come into existence instead by execu-
tive order in 1947. It was assumed that NSF, once organized, would
become a member, as it did in June 1951, with the director as the official
representative.37 It was also thought that NSF, because of its general
science mission and policy responsibilities, might provide a home for the
secretariat.

As the navy's representative on ICSRD Waterman had participated in
its cooperative activities and become well aware ofihis associates' protec-
tive feelings for their domainslike his own of course. His experience in
that "coordinating" body undoubtedly contributed to his renunciation of
an evaluative role for NSF. Thus he was leery of bringing the ICSRD
physically under the Foundation's roof, since, as he told Schuldt, such a
wove "might be viewed with mingled feeling .by the other agencies .... If
after seeing the Foundation in operation, the other agencies would like to
have the Committee operate under the Foundation then the move would
be a spontaneous one and not instigated by the NSF." The Bureau agreed
that the secretariat might continue to be housed in the agency whose
representative served as chairman, and that NSF should transfer the
committee's salary-expense funds to that agency. Waterman discussed
the matter with Hugh L. Dryden of the National Advisory Committee for
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Aeronautics, the current chairman of ICSRD, who also agreed to the
arrangement."

The one remaining statutory function not incorporated in the budget
was permissive: "to establish such special commissions as the Board may
from time to, time deem necessary for the purposes of this Act." This
provision was a vestige of the foundation bills which provided for various
named commissions intended to guide the conquest of awesome diseases.
Although the specific commissions were dropped, the power io establish
such bodies-seemed an appropriate one and was retained. The device
would later prove useful, but the board saw no need for any special
commission when it formulated its first program in the 1952 budget.

* *

The NSF budget that went to Congress in May had survived tough
questioning by the Bureau." Schuldt still considered its supporting detail
inadequate, and he wanted "to bring sharply to the attention of theBoard
that general plans are not ordinarily sufficient to receive favorable action
by the Budget Bureau," if this could be done without causing the board to
lose confidence in Waterman. As Schuldt knew, "Waterman had practi-
cally no time and no staff to do a real budgetjob.""

Prepared in haste, the justifications for the Foundation's proposed
activities varied considerably in specific descriptions. The largest program
research supporthad the scantiest programmatic detail, and-its credibility
rested on a prefatory essay about the importance of basic research to
national defense and public welfare. A fundamental premise of the statement
one that Waterman would use again and again to justify support of basic
researchwas that knowledge is a depletable resource, and hence must be
replenished.

By and large . : . it is only recently that the country has come to recognize that
technological advances are made possible only through the application of funda-
mental scientific knowledge already known. This fundamental knowledge has been
a heritage available to us from the accumulated findings of science all over the
world. We drew heavily upon this stockpile during the war, very seriously depleting
it. Since research has very nearly come to a standstill in most other countries, the
replenishment of this stockpile now rests chiefly in our own hands. Certainly,
among the Western nations the responsibility is ours, and it is indeed a grave one.'1

Despite Schuldt's misgivings, Albert Thomas (D., Texas) told Water-
man that he "really enjoyed reading" the NSF budget justifications"a
very scholarly job and well done." At the hearing before a House Appro-
priations subcommittee on June 6 Chairman Thomas began his long,
fatherly guidance of the Foundation's program, always with an eye to
possible benefits for friends and institutions in East Texas. He listened
with seeming patience to what he called "a very learned and scholarly
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presentation" by the director on the nature of basic research and the way it
may ultimately eventuate in practical applications. In his friendly ques-
tioning of Waterman and Bronk, Thomas's only disturbing query was:
"What do you think about cutting this budget down about 50 percent and
taking it very slowly?"42 On the other hand Thomas struck a responsive
chord with them when he said, in what was also a lecture to his colleague
Sidney R. Yates (D., Illinois): " . . . you ought to make it crystal clear that
you have no authority under the act, and you have no intention, to tell any
governmental agency what to do, how to do it, and how much money to
spend. Also, it is not your intention and not your authority .. . to tell any
university or any private research institution what to do and how they can
do it, or how much money they can spend." Waterman's response that
"research is no field where master-minding is proper" amounted to a
hearty amen.43

Yates was confused about the Foundation's purpose, and John Phillips
(R., California) was much more so. As Waterman interpreted his ques-
tions, Phillips seemed "unaware that the Federal Government was already
in the business of supporting research in universities," thought it inap-
propriate for NSF to undertake this "novel approach," and had trouble
distinguishing the fellowship program from that of research gupport." In
his remarks on basic research Waterman had mentioned Jenner, Pasteur,
Koch, and Lister. Since they were opposed by their peers or derided as
cranks, Phillips said, "you would not have dared give those men a scholar-
ship." Support for research should come from private foundations and
industries, in Phillips's view."

Over two months of anxious waiting followed the House hearing.
Thomas's question prepared Waterman for "a fairly serious cut," but he
thought "our chances are good of getting a fair operating budget. Cer-
tainly Congress gives us every indication of treating us cordially and with
respect," he told Robert Brode. After all, Thomas had assured the NSF
witnesses that "you will certainly make a success of this, and this com-
mittee is going to do its best to cooperate with you and help you make a
success of it.""

Waterman's hopeful estimate of congressiona' respect for NSF was
shattered in mid-August. The House Appropriations Committee report
recommended a cut in NSF's budget from $14 million to $300,000a 98
percent reduction. The committee could not see that the research and
fellowship programs offered much chance of "early aid in the present
emergency." The recommended appropriation would permit a staff of
about thirty persons to continue to plan for future programs.'" A few days
later the House approved the committee's recommendkion over the objections
voiced by Percy Priest, Brooks Hays (D., Arkansas), and John W. Heselton
(R., Massachusetts)."
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Shocked by the House report, Waterman immediately sought to
counter it by convincing the Senate Appropriations Committee of the
important cennection between the proposed research and fellowship pro-
grams and the national emergencya connection that the House cm-

- mittee had called "not very tangible." Conant was in New Zealand, but
the board's vice chairman, Edwin B. Fred, and the chairman of the execu-
tive committee, Bronk, approved Warerman's .plans to muster support
for the Foundation's case."

The first step was the issuance of a public statement. In this press
release Waterman said that the House committee had "misunderstood the
desperately critical situation . with respect to scientific manpower and its
bearing upon the present emergency." A sharp decline in engineering
graduates and a similar shortage of scientists were especially alarming
because of the needs produced 15y a more than threefold increase in
military research and development activities. The Foundation's fellow-
ships would directly attack the critical manpower problem. "Research
support has equal bearing on the emergency," Waterman said. Here again
he emphasized the link to defense. "In field after fieldaircraft design, jet
engine metallurgy, guided missile development, liquid fuel production,
military medicine, atomic powertechnical progress is seriously delayed
by lack of basic knowledge." Unlike his description before Thomas's
subcommittee of the often slow transit of knowledge to application, now
Waterman said that "Today, the time-lag between the discovery of a basic
scientific principle and its exploitation and application has all but disap-
peared in great technological areas"a fair comment perhaps on OSRD's
wartime directed research but hardly on the uncommitted research that
NSF planned to support. "In 1940," he said, "the Nazis stopped their
research" because they believed they could win with weapons already
developed. If the United States remembered that lesson, "the full amount
of the budget requests for these essential programs will be restored.""

It looked like a return of NSF's budget battle the year before. Because
of the congressional and public clamor about defense needs Waterman
reasoned that it would be a good tactic to gain the backing of the Defense
Department end the Office of Defense Mobilization. ODM presented no
special problem. Through Oliver Buckley, chairman of the Science Advi-
sory Committee, and Arthur S. Flemming, head of ODM and chairman of
the recently established Manpower Policy Conimittee, he got the help of
the White House agericy. And support again came, as it had, in 1950, in a
letter from John Steelman to Senator Kenneth McKellar, who headed the
Senate Appropriations Comm ittee.51

The Defense Department's assistance seemed to Waterman to be cru-
cial, and here he met difficulties. Robert A. Lovett, Deputy Secretary of
Defense, offered sympathetic advice but said his staff all agreed that except
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for the department's own appropriation, it was improper for the secre-
tary to recommend that one house of Congress correct action 13V the other;
in addition, the congressional emphasis on defense had caused the depart-
ment to be plagued by agency requests for comments on their budgets.
Waterman pointed out that the Senate committee would ask, " 'What
does the [Department of Defense] think of the program?' If we answer we
have not inquired we are in the doghouse. If we answer [that] the DOD

° refuses to make a statement or otherwise endorse our program, our pro-
gram may be thrown out, obviously." In the end Lovett decided that the
department could make a supporting statement through its Research and
Development Board. To forestall any foot-dragging by this group ,

Waterman gave it positive assurances that NSF would not try to take
over any basic research that the board wanted to keep under its wing; but
the Foundation could provide valuable assistance by doing research the
department would have trouble defending and by increasing the supply
of scientists and engineers for military projects. Even so, he was unable
to elicit a letter to McKellar's committee and had to settle for one ad-
dressed to himself which asserted that an operational NSF capable of per-
forming research at the'request of the Secretary of Defense and of award-
ing fellowships was "imperative." The defense board also agreed to take
"appropriate steps," such as sending a representative to the Senate hear-
ing, if Waterman could stimulate a question from the committee about the
department's position.52

Though the Defense Department's response to Waterman's entreaties
fell short of his desires, the letter which he got inserted in the hearing
record probably had some influence.53 The whole episode must have made
the NSF director even more wary of taking on an evaluation function, as
well as giving him a feeling of relief that his and the National Science
Board's careful actions had not raised powerful enemies in the Pentagon.

Other federal agencies were less niggling in offering to help the Foun-
dation in its time of trouble. Waterman sent his statement, with an
accompanying letter, to numerous government officials and educational
and industrial leaders who might influence legislative action. Many of
them responded generously." Among them was Vannevar Bush, one of
the first persons Waterman called after he heard of the House committee's
action. Though Bush was no longer in the government, his advice still
carried much weight in the Senate, especially on the relevance of science to
defense. Giving counsel to Waterman by long-distance phone from Cape
Cod, Bush arranged for a letter over his name to go that very day to
McKellar asking for correction of the House's "grave error," which would
"be a crippling blow to the defense program of the nation," and another to
his old antagonist Harley Kilgore, now appealed to as a former comrade-
in-arms in the battle for a science foundation.55 Waterman himself talked

61.A.i
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with at least two members of the committe, Guy Cordon (R., Oregon) and
Joseph C. O'Mahoney (D., Wyoming). Cordon, one of the founding
fathers of NSF, inserted in the hearing record letters he had receiVed
urging Senate reversal of the House action. O'Mahoney told Waterman
that he had been particularly impressed by a letter pleading the Founda-
tion's case from his friend George D. Humphrey, a member of the
National Science Board and president of the University of Wyoming."

O'Mahoney pointed out to Waterman an important reason for the
Foundation's failure to build the public support that might have brought a
different outcome in the House: NSF had not told the public what its
program would be. The director replied that he wanted to have a full staff
before opening the door for business, and it had seemed improper to
discuss the program while the House committee still had it under review."
But there was no question now of the need for Publicity, and Waterman's
public statement did create a wider awareness of the Foundation's planned
activities and their possibly indefinite deferral. Some major newspapers
and news. magazines brought the Foundation's plight to the attention of
their readers, and science and education journals alerted the people most
directly concerned.

The quickest response came in the Sunday "News of the Week in
Review" section of the New York Times, two days after the committee
report. A story by Robert X. Plumb led off with an account of the 98
percent reduction and then described the Foundation's program as outlined in
the budget justifications.56 Apart from news items, however, there was no
statement of editorial opinion in the Times until September 2,, when a tepid
endorsement of NSF said that its officials were partly to blame for their
troubles, even though "Their inertia is excusable because they wanted to
feel their way and to let policies evolve with experience." The Times agreed
on the desirability of an education program "to overcome a critical short-
age of men and women trained in science, engineering, and medicine," but
what was most needed, the editors thought, was an agency to study the
state of American science and formulate national science policy.

The more friendly Washington Post found it "astonishing in this day of
56-billion-dollar defense budgets that the House Appropriations Committee
should boggle over a 14-million-dollar fund designed to replenish the
armory of scientific ideas from which defense draws its strength."" The
Post's editorial was called "scholarly and overly-conservative" in an Inter-
national Latex Corporation advertisement. The House action -was "a
wind-fall victory for Stalin and his mob" who were "waiting only for the
right moment to strike at us," according to this "public service" adver-
tisement." Senator Margaret Chase Smith (R., Maine) showed that she
too read Post editorials when in her syndicated column she altered only
slightly the sentence terming NSF an "armory of scientific ideas."" Ap-

fi
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pearing also in the Post wa's a letter from William Golden, who-warned
that while meeting immediate defense requirements the nation should not
forget its long-term needs for more knowledge and more scientists, The
Ftundation's functions, he said, "are important in peacetime, vital for
wartime."" For those who preferred the breezy gossip of Walter
Winchell's column, the budget slash was likened to the attack on Pearl
narbor. "On the very day that Congress voted down the scientists it voted

,
to, continue its barbershop at the taxpayers' expense. . . . Proving the
heaviest :thing on a Congressman's mind is a free haircut.""

; Once again, as during the effort to establish the agency, scientists and
educational administrators were encouraged to come to the aid of the
beleaguered Foundation. Because NSF had not publicized itS plans these
pleas were spmetinies accompanied by explanations of its functions as
outlinecyn the budget request. Thus Howard Meyerhoff described for the
AAAS council the Foundation's projected programs, and he hoped that
the members would communicate with their senators, especially those on
the Appropriations Committee." The American Council on Education
newsiotter told educators that they had "both the right and the obligation
to speak" dn this "matter. ... of graveimportance to the national welfare."
The newsletter quoted Waterman's public statement in full." Waterman
also explained the Foundation's plans in Science, and since his paper had
been written before the House action, the editors added a footnote telling
of the cut and of the danger that it might stand." Chemical & Engineering
News, which had many readers in industry as well as on campuses, called.
the House reduction a "completely incomprehensible" piece of "short-'
sightedness" and hoped that the Senate would restore the requested funds."

In "The Labors of Sisyphus," an editorial in the Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, Eugene Rabinowitch reviewed the frustrations of the effort to
create the Foundation, and now to get it started. Analyzing the dilemma
that produced Waterrban's present strategy of tying NSF to national
defense, Rabinowitch said that since World War II military research had
played the role of "foster-mother to American science." Science, he con-
tinued, "has been treated as if it were deserving of national support only to
the extent the military think they need itand the military was therefore
considered the proper agent to support it," Scientists finally convinced
Congress that an independent science agency should take over this sus-
tenance, but now, like Sisyphus, "they may have to start from the bottom
again."

The root of the problem, Rabinowitch thought, was "not merely an
indifference to science, but a sub-conscious hostility to it. This hostility has
existed ever since science became an independent agent of progress and
change in society; it has not diminished, but rather increased in times when
science has produced its most spectacular achievements." Just as an anti-
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-scientific mood had helped Hitler's rise and was now evident in Stalin's
Russia, "Here, too, science is a magic bird whose golden eggs everybody
wants but whose free flight into regions inaccessible to most makes it a

r

suspect creature."p
* * *

A week after the House committee made its report, Waterman
appealed to the Senate Appropriations Committee for a restoration of
$12.3 million of the deleted funds and asked for a hearing,,Hisinew budget
justifications revealed that the small NSF staff had been hard at work
preparing specific plans for programs in the biological and physical sciences,
and describing for each program the possible applications of the findings
resulting from its research support to health, welfare, agriculture, industry,
or (especially) defense. (Thus studies of protein structure and synthesis
might lead to plasma substitutes "of vital importance in an atomic bomb
blast," and those in upper atmosphere physics would furnish data,"vitally
needed by the armed forces in developing guided missiles.")"

The revised request for a total appropriation of $12.6 million lopped
off $1.4 million from the budget submitted to the House in May, since a
quarter of the year would have passed by the time Congress took final
action. Nearly all of the reduction came out of the estimate for research
support. The programs outlined in the biological and MPE divisions
would provide funds "through specific grants," evidently to individual
investigators. Support of medical research, on the other hand, would be
"general" in nature, mainly block grants to preclinical departments in
medical schools (half of the departmental-grant money going to "well
established departments" and half "on the basis of potential . . . in giO-
graphical areas where the need for medical research and education is
greatest"); a lesser amount would provide genefal research support to a
few "outstanding investigators..""

When board member A. A. Potter, an engineer, saw the new budget
justifications, he protested that "Engineering was practically left out,"
while mathematics, physics, and chemistry were "taking by far the lion's
share" of the MPE allocation. Half of the funds for mathematics,'Potter
said, should go to applied mathematics instead of all for "pure." In view of
the AEC support of nuclear studies he proposed shifting all the funds for
elementary paittle physics and radiation chemistry to engineering fields
not mentioned in the budget and deleting the lawe $300,000 item for solar
energy, a "limited area" which MIT was already supporting. Waterman
phoned Potter and told him about the necessity of preparing the budget "
material "literally over night" and assured the, Purdue dean that the
Foundation would not be bound by the estimates."

The wanderings of board members during the summer and uncertainty
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about the date of the hearing complicated preparations for it. But the long
delay before. the hearing was finally scheduled for the afternoon of Sep-
tember 19 not only allowed Conant to return from New Zealand and
Bronk to complete a sail along the New England coast with his sons, but
also gave time for protests against the House action to gather force.
Waterman conferred frequently with board members by telephone, and
when they met early in September received their general endorsement of
his actions and plans. He had time too to get advice on the strongest
witnesses from Staats and Carey in the Budget Bureau and from thein and
other federal officials on ways of getting the desired kinds of response from
McKellar's committee." Yet it was not until the day before the hearing
that the witness list was completed: Conant, Bronjc, and Potter from the
board, Waterman, Harwood; afid Krebs from the staff, Buckley as chair-
man of the Science Advisory Committee, and J. Robert Oppenheimer,
director of the Institute for Advanced Study, representing the National
Academy of Sciences." In addition, AlexanderSilnith would appear before
the committee to speak in the Foundations's behalf.

The hearing got off to a bad start. The eighty-two year-old McKellar
had trouble understanding that the request was for an annual appropria.,'
tion rather than a deficiency one. Since the House had turned NSF down,
he suggested that the appeal be withdrawn. After this confusion was finally
cleared uP, McKellar commented on the heavy Mail he had received urging
hini to vote for the Foundation's request, and he wondered "if anybody
connected with your organization has asked that such letters be written.""
Sthuldt, who was in the audience, thought Conant "demolished ... pretty
effectively" this implication of improper lobbying. More confusion arose
because of a typographical error in the budget document's request for_
authority to employ German and Japanese scientists, And the Foundation
agreed to Saltonstall's suggestion that the request be dropped." Fortu-
nately for NSF, O'Mahoney joined Saltonstall in helping Conant and
other witnesses over the rough spots, and the other senators generally
displayed a friendly attitude. Buckley and Oppenheimer especially stressed, as
the Foundation wanted them to, the importance of basic research and
fellowships to the nation's defense effort. So what had started as an ordeal
ended in satisfaction. "The Foundation representatives," Schuldt learned
from Sunderlin, "came out of the hearing with the hope and belief that
funds in the order of $7-10 million would be restored by the Senate.""

The estimate was a little too optimistic. On October 6 the committee
recommended an appropriation of $6.3 million,"*and the Senate voted
this amount a few days later. Apparently McKellar had swung around to a
favorable position, since he told an old Tennessee friend that he thought
NSF "had an able office" and should have some of its original reqUest
restored."
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Novithe matter was up to a conference committee, and Bronk seems to
have discussed with Congressman Pfiest the possibility of getting friends
of the Foundation n-amed to the House group. Priest-told him this was not
feasible; when Conant heard about Bronk's-effort he commented,Pthat we
were not well enough aware of congressional procedures etc. to try to enter!
Alto the picture unless. asked." Probably NSF benefited when 'the ailing .

Kenneth S. Wherry (R., Nebraska) was replaced as a Senile conferee by
SaltonstalLand by the inclusion of O'Mahbney and Cordon among the
managers. Of the House group only Thomas was an identifiable friend.
Waterman wrote to conferees from both chambers peilicting out that the
House hearing had occurred only two months after his appointment; by
the time of the Senate hearing over three months later, he said, "it was
possible to present a complete and detailed statement of the Foundation's
program." The implication was that if the House committee had posiessed
this fuller information it would have acted differently!'

A few days after,the Senate hearing Priest had told Bronk that he "felt
that the House would hold the position taken by the Senate."" Bat
Foundation officials knew enough about conference committees to expect
a compromise somewhere close to the middle of the extremes, which was
w,tiat resulted. The codfereace report recommending $3.5 million; nearly
split the difference, and this was the NSF appropriation for fiscal year 1952
passed by both houses on October 20.*'

Earlier, in the month Waterman had presented to the board break-
downs for budieth of $6.3 million and $3 million. One member wanted
to drop the fellowship program if the appropriation was only $3 million,
but this was the only dissent.from the view that both fellowships and basic
research should be supported, ey_en on a much reduced scale from that
planned. The board granted discretion tO the director in deciding alloca-
tions for an approp'riation.between the twOligures."

Talking to Conant a few days after final approval of the appropriation,
Waterman reported that "there were no strings attached" to it. The act had
restored language deleted by the,' House so that the appropriated funds
would be available for use after the end of the fiscal yea4rthat is, they were
"no year" funds. And a worrisome tsaimicality that had threatened. a
serio limitation onialaries would not apply. Conant agreed with Water-
man's allocations. What was important, they concurred, "was that this
woul permit us to get,into operation with a complete stiff and . . . would
get us off the ground.""
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9
'Way, and Means
of Administration

Nearly a third of fiscal year 1952 had-passed before the Foundation
received its first operating budget. But the small staffnow

numbering about sixty and settled in at the former Potomac Schoolhad
been busy deciding on means of transforming the generalities of budget
justifications into operational programs. Soon approved by the board,
these administrative policies and procedures reveal, as much as dollar
allocations to particular programs, the values the FoUndation attached to
scientific research and education. The nature of the federal system and the
variety of American higher education would prevent NSF from following
the practices of the British University Grants Committee, which some
hoped it might use as a patronage model, but both board and staff
intended for their organization to stand for simplicity and quality as much
as any private foundation. If it was possible for a government agency to
avoid bureaucratic fussiness, the Foundation meant to.

While the director was discussing the intricacies of fellowships with
officials of the National Research Council, the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, and the Public Health Service, his staff was investigating techniques
of fostering research. limy looked into the practices of public patrons and
into those of the Rockefeller Foundation, Carnegie Corporation of New
York, and the Research Corporation. Their investigations resulted in an
argument for grants rather than contracts to support the research of
individual investigators. This choice of the project-grant system as the
typical form of NSF research support received the hoard's approval and
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was ready for use when the fiscal 1952 appropriation became available.
The choice of the project-grant system also entailed a variety of subsid-

iary decisions. For help on these matters an elaborate machinery Of advice
had to be devejoped, both to enstre the quality of thAresearch receiving
support and to protect the Foundation's integrity. But these prudential
aims sometimes ran counter to the desire for simplicity. Pattern
ior characteristic of government bureaucracy were bound to set in event ally.

In July 1951 the NSF Comptroller, Chailes G. Gant, drafted a
presenting his, Krebs's, and Harwood's views on the varied means of
supporting research that were available to the Foundation under the wide
discretionary authority extended by Congress"contracts or other
arrangements (including grants, loans, and other forms of assistance)."
Intended to provoke board discussion, the paper set out the three-man
committee's preliminary conclusions. Among these were: "As between the
contract and the grant, the grant should be used by the Foundation
wherever possible because of its simplicity, ease of administration, and
greater acceptability among research personnel"; and ". . . the typical
grant will be made to an institution for use by an individual for specified
work and covering a definite time period."' The board expressed general
approval of the staff paper at a meeting a few days later, though it
suggested changing "specified work" to a broader term and making the
grant available either to an individual or a group of individuals, but took
no formal action since Waterman was simply seeking advice.2

In fact, the director wanted the board to refrain from setting 'a policy
that might limit the staffs flexibility in supporting research. When the
board returned to the subject in October he again emphasized that the
procedures outlined in an expanded version of the staff paper should be
considered tentative. The staff recommendations applied "to the usual or 6

o

typical case of research support," and Waterman asked the 13r,d to
approve them as "a general and interim basis of operation."3 In giving its
unanimous approva1,4 the board endorsed the project grant as ,the usual
form of research support and agreed to the staffs list of characteristics of
the "typical grant"e.g., it "should be as simple as possible," alk/W for
the payment of indirect costs at a uniforit rate and travel and publication
expenses, and permit the grantee institution to retain equipment obtained
with grant funds.5

Of all these mattersoone was more troublesome, and more threatening
to the wish for simplicity, than indirect coststhat is, overhead expenses
such as library services, utilities (light, water, heat, etc.), and administra-
tive services not attributable to a particular project but essential to an
institution's total program. Gant's draft suggests the intensity of staff

1, Z6
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debate on the question better than the'higher level of abstraction of the .
tater paper.

The committee's inquiry about whether indirect costs should be paid,
and if so how much, turned up "equally weighty arguments on both sides
of the question." Private foundations' grants usually did not include
indirect costs; government contracts normally paid then', in full; NI H and
AEC allowed their inclusion at a uniform rate of 8 percent of total direct
costs. Administrators of universities and other research institutions argued
strongly for reimbursement of indirect costs; individual researchers usu-
ally opposed.

Some contended that while indirect costs were indeed part of the
expense of doing research, a distinction should be made between research
being done for the goverriment and research initiated by an institufion. In
the latter case the Foundation might claim that it had-no moral obligation
to pay overhead'and "that,a contribution on the part of the recipient is at
least an indication of its own interest and faith in the proposal and a kind
of surety for its successful performance." But if the institution had to
furnish the funds, they woutd have to come from money intended for other
purposes, and this diversion would mean special favoritism for the natural
sciences to the harm of the humanities and social sciences. Some said that
this effecrwould put NSF into "a position which it should seek to avoid at
all costs"; others responded that the unfortunate result was "beyond the
Foundation's cognizance." Inclusion of indirect costs in NSF grants would
reduce the amount of research the agency could support., In addition, the
equipment acquired by institutions with grant funds constituted a subsidy
they did not get through most forms of gbvernment support. "While true,"
the other side answered, "the argument does not meet the central question
of who pays the additional cost."

Those who appealed to0e private foundation example held that NSF
intended to allow its grant recipients eqUal freedom in the use of its money;
hence, like the private patrons it should omit overhead payments. But NSF
grants would ultimately overshadow the limited research support clf the
private sector, and as Foundation support grew the indirect costs to be
borne by the universities Would become more angl more burdensome.

On balance, the staff concluded, NSF should pay at least Art of the °

indirect costs. But the practical question still remained of whether to pay
the full amount, which would require detailed inquiries into the varying
accounting practices of institutions, or to pay at some uniform rate which
might or might not approximate the full overhead costs. For "simplicity
and ease of administration," the staff chose a uniform rate, later fixed at 15
percent of the total direct costs.6

In choosing to use grants instead of contracts NSEfollowed the pattern
of private foundations and, alone of federal science agencies, the Public

Ifn
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Health Service. (The departure °from ONR's cost-type contracts might
have' seemed surprising except that ONR had not been empowered to
make research grants.) Although simplicity and verbarconnotations largely
determined the choice .of the grant, the staff mustered several other argu-
ments against following the normal contractual procedure. A pontract
implied that somelhing definite and describable was to be "de1iVer0" to
the purchasing agency, which would have control over the mirk' being
done for its use. The object of basic research support on the contrary was
to benefit the nation, not to get delivery of a product or service to the
government, and its outcome could not be defined or described in advance..
Control over research might be just as restrictive unsler a grant as under a
contract, but "the difference lies inthe mfinner of exercising control rather
than in its intensity, in one case the manner being formal and overt, in the
other informal and subtle." Bat geherally scientists believed that the grant
offered them more freedom and was simpler, cheaper to administer, and .
less cluttered by requirements for' auditing and formal evaluation of results?

A seconaaly choice_ Was the project grant instead of the broader
institutional or block grant. Although the latter should be used when
appropriate, the staff paper concluded, the project grant seemed better
suited to two of NSF's main objectives in sponsoring researchensuring a
comprehensive national research program, and encouraging outstandingly
important basic research. These objectives required a rather precise
assessment Of work that needed doing. Through use of the project grant
NSF could review the comprehetsiveness of the cbtintry's research effort
and select "the most competent grid promising investigators" for work of
special importance. A third objective of the Foundation's research Oro-
gram"strengthening research organizatioits as a basis for future
achievement"might occasionally require 'judicious use of the institu-
tional or block grant," since for this purpose institutions needed flexibility
in deciding how to develop their research potential. Institutional grants
had hazards, however, for a government agency which musl assure the

4 Bureau of the Budget and Congress that its funds were being spent only for
science, not for general educational purposes, and that its programs did
not overlap those of ether federal research agencies. Finally there was the
very practical point that NSF's research budget for some time would be so
small as to force it "to determine rather narrowly the particular areas
in which the Foundation will sponsor research." Grants for general
research support and institutional development wopuld have to wait.'

The Foundation expected unsolicited pioposals from talented scien-
tists to deterrnine the flow of its 'research support. Rut though,unsolicited
anti shaped by the interests of the individual researchers, all proposals
would at some stage have to yield certain items of information on which a
grant could be based. And as a government agency aware of the sensitivi-
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ties of congressmen and of "have-not" colleges and universities, NSF had
to let all who might be interested know that it was ready to do business and
on what terms. Early in December 1951, using mailing lists of the AAAS
and the Ameriean Council on Education, the Foundation distributed a
brief.mimeographed guide for the submission of research proposals.°

The statement, announcing that NSF was now prepared to evaluate
proposals and make grants for basic research in the mathematical, phys-
ical, medical, biological, and engineering sciences, encouraged prospective
applicants to discuss their projects informally with appropriate NSF.pro-
gram directors before submitting regular proposals, When a,proposal was
received its reviewers would especially seek to determine "the s'cientific
merit of the suggested research, including the competence of the investiga-
tor," The principal investigator's institution might prefer to pay his salary,
but the grant would "normally provide sufficient funds ... for such items
as the salaries of personnel, materials, equipment, necessary travel, publi-
cation, and other direct costs" and "indirect costs up to 15% of the total
direct costs."

The guide suggested that the proposal describe the intended research,
the general procedure to be followed, and the facilities and equipment
available. Biographical and bibliographical information on theoprincipal
investigator and other professional persons participating in the project
should be included. The budget shoUld estimate the total cost and duration
of the project and itemize amounts for salaries, permanent equipment,
expendable equipmeht and supplies, travel, other direct costs, and indirect
costs. To assure the Foundation that the proposal had the approval of the
institution originaiing it, one copy "should be signed by the principal
investigator, by the department head, and by an official authorized to sign
for the institution." An attached samplegrant letter explained the condi-
tions that would gove1e,tQation of the grant, the return of unused
funds, and applications f9r pate ts.,

In listing the policies dp'plicable to the edministratio.n of a grant, the
guide added one to those previously discussed with t board as character-
istic features of a tyPical granta safeguard for nat I security. Reflect-
ing the anxieties of the time, this provision stated: "In cases where there is a
reasonable ghance that information may be developed that should be
classified in the interest of the national security, clearance may be required
for investigators on the' project. When, in the judgment of the principal
investigator, information is developed that should be classified, he should
notify° the Foundation immediately."

How the Foundation would evaluate proposals was not explained, but ,.
no doubt everyone understood that theie would be some sort of peer
review. The board had already learned tharafter the program staff had
first evaluated a proposal it would then be considered by advisory groups
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or, consultants and by the appropriate divisional codmittee, after which
would come a broad NSF staff review and a decision by the director about
a recommendation to the board. The NSF actrequired boisr I approval of
all awards, and a large number of grant recommendations would obviously
impose a detailed chore on that policy-making body. To ease the task as
much as possible, the staff intended to present for each proposed grant a
brief summary of the project and its evaluation."

* * *

The first research grantstwenty-eight in biological and medical
sciencesreceived board approval on Februaiy 1,-1952, less than tivo
Months after the mailing of the guide for submission df proposals, Even
though a goV many proposals had been received before the mailing, this-
timing shoWctemarkable expedition by John Field's group of staff scien-
tists in procesS:ing-praposals through the network for advice, review, and
approvalY Ns the board'ininutes summarized the processs:

' The sequence of events was: an independent evaluation of each of fifty-eight
proposals by at least three expert reviewers; a two-day meeting of a screening panel
of eleven consultants expert in the fields represented; a meeting of the newly-
formed Divisional Committee regarding general policy and progrpm within the
field of the Division; and consideration by the full staff of the Director. .

In short, the recommendations had "necessitated considerable effort and
accurate timing on the part of all concerned."" Actually, the biologists
had got off to a flying start by simply shifting their ONR programs to
NSF.

All but two of the 'grants were awarded to colleges and universities.
(The exceptions were the Institute for Cancer Research and the National
Academy of Sciences.) Private a'nd public institutions shared nearly equal& in
the number of grants and the amount of funds. Yale University and the
California Institute of Technology each received four grants: California
institutions had the largest number of grants (7), folthwed by Indiana (6).
'Nearly half of the awards went to midwestern colleges and universities., but
only two, to southern (Johns.Hopkins University 'and the University of
Mississippi) and, except for a $780 grabt'tO the University of Minnesota,
only one (the Oniversity of Kansas) in th'e vast area between the Missis-
sippi River and California. °Three grants were made to undergraduate
institutions, two of them to Wabash Collegein Indiaria. The largest award
($50,000) was also the one of longest duration, five years, ro support'
research in genetics by I. Michael Lerner and Everett R. Pempster of the '

University of Califdrnia at Berkeley."
Theboard readily apprOved twenty-seven of the grants but had qualms

about the recommenation of an award of $24,000 to the National
Academy of Sciences for operating expenses of th Pacific Sciece Board.
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Some members were uneasy about the terms of the proposal and 'its
differences from the other straightforward research projects. The Pacific
Science Board, a woup of eleven scientists with an executive office in
Washington and a fielsj office in Honolulu, provided various kinds of
assistance to scientistMoing research -in the Pacific Ocean area. It had
requested funds, to be administered by the Academy, for such operating
expenses as staff salaries and travel, supplies, and publications. The NSF
advisory panel took note of the "block grant" nature of the proposal but
recorranended it as worth)/ of support. National Science Board members
raised several policy questions: "Should funds be granted to a body which
then makes independent decisions as to how it will grant these funds to
other individuals or institutions? Should financialiassistance to the Pacific
Science Board be charged to the Division of Biological Sciences? Is general
support for scientific studies for a geographic area such as Micionesia a
proper function of the Foundation?"3 Some board members may also
have been disturbed about the Academy conneetiOn. Bronk, president of
the Academy Ad ;thairman of the board's executive cominittee, and
Marston Morse had left the room while the proposal was under discussion,
and they abstained from voting on it later. Earlier in the day the board had
discussed Krebs's memorandum on conflicts of interest and a suggested
guide for board members' actions on grants and contracts, compensation,
political activity, and public statements. The three negative votes on the
Academy proposal and the nine abstentions in addition to those of Bronk
and Morse may have indicated concern, heightened by the general coun-
sel's paper, about procedure as well as substance."

The lateness and size of the 1952 appropriation forced the Found*on
to make drastic changes in its fellowship plans. It abandoned the idea of a
pilot program starting January 1 and scaled down the estimated number of
fellowships from more than two thousand to a few hundred. Adjustments
in program. plans were further complicated by the resurgence of sharp
differences of opinion among board members on such matters as appro-
priate stipenas and allowances, whether fellows should be permitted to
supplement their incomes by working, and whether some means should be
adopted to prevent concentration of fellows in a small number of graduate
schools. Degpite the board's arguments, however, the Foundation man-
aged to announce the program in November and, with the assistance of the
experienced panels of the National Research Council, to make its first
awards of predoctoral and postdocioral fellowships in April 1952.

The fellowship program was predicated on a need to attract bright
young persons to scientific careers.in order to overcome a severe shortage
in skills of critical importance to the nation's security and welfare. But a
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fellowship program large enough t%increase significantly the amount and
quality of the nation's scientific ma?I'power could seriously disrupt univer-
sity arrangements-for the suPport of graduate students and rob talent from
other fields of learning or the professions. Careful adjustments had to be

yuide to win for NSF feHowships a mark of special distinction while at the
same time they kept in line generally with institutfonal policies and those of
other federal,agencies.

Charles Dollard's seminal paper first brought these complicated issues
before the board in March 1951.15 The paper sought to 'answer the queS-
dons of how many fellowships NSF should offer, how to allocate them
among three years of graduate study, what stipends and allowances were
appropriate, and how the Foundatiodshould administer thellrogram. On
all of these matters later discussions by Waterman and staff with officials
of NRC, AEC, and PHS resulted in substantial modifications of the
program outlined by Dollard's committee, but some conflicts of values
continued, especially on stipends and allowances. Dollard's committee
thought that NSF shad offer enough money "to attract the best student"
and enable him to give full time to his studies but should not tiy to compete
with industrial salaries or so exceed normal fellowship stipends as to play
hob with other programs. It might be too bad if high salaries lured
top-notch students into industry, hut this loss could,not be avoided. "The
life of the scholar will never be as remunerative as other professions," the
paper said, "and perhaps graduate school is the first place to learn this
lesson." .

The board accepted the committee's' v.iew that NSF should award
subsamtially more first-year fellowships than those for the second and
third years of graduate study. The aim was to attract college seniors into
graduate school; toil) often they chose careers other than scholarship'
because universities re'served most of their fellowships for advanced stu-
dents. The botird agreed too that stipends should be higher in the secdnd
and third years but "decided, over the objection of some members, to raise
rather than lower the committee's recommended figure for begirining
graduate students."

The board accepted the staff's proposal that family allowances be
provided for married graduate students who were beyond the first year but
continued to debate whether to impose an upper limit on the amount of an
individerd's fellowship. Some members W' anted a uniform amount for all
reciPients in a particular year of study, out of which they would pay tuition
and travel expenses. This arrangement would encourage fellows to enroll
in low-tuitidh institutions close to their homesthat is, state universities
especially. The majority, however, favored payment of full tuition and
travel in addition to a uniform living allowance, though this policy would
surely lead to criticism from advocates of geographic distribution who
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wanted to encourage the growth of new centers of graduate work. While
most members seemed to believe that fellows, particularly those with
families, would have a hard time living on their stipends and allowances,
the board accepted the policy proposed by the staff that full-time study
would be the general rule, "with the proviso that work which demonstrably
contributes to their scientific education may be undertaken subsequent
to approval in each case by the Foundation." And though NSF could not
dictate to the Internal Revenue Service, the board wanted publicity about
fellowships to make it clear that they were only for educational Vurposes,
not payment for services, and thus presumably not taxable as income,"

The announcement of predoctoral fellowships said that applicants
would have to take a fellowship examination (the Graduate Record Exam-
ination administered by the Educational Testing Service) and that NRC
panelists would use the test scores along with college records and letters of
recommendation in evaluating their'. qualifications. An appointment would be
for one year but might be renewed. Both pre- and postdoctoral applicants,
who must be U.S. citizens, would have"to submit the affidavit and loyalty
oathrequired by the NSF act. The fellowships. would support advanced
work in the mathematical, physical, medical, biological, and engineering
sciences, and interdisciplinary fields of the natural sciences.;

* * *

Nearly 2,700 persons applied for the first ptedoctoral fellowships and
took the required eZamination. NRC panelists recommended 932 of these
as having superior qualifications, Snd the Foundation staff, after making
analyses of fields of science, years of study, and geographical distribution;
proposed 569 awards to the board. Well above an earlier estimate of 400
fellowships, the increase was made possible by a shift of some funds
allocated to research sUpport and by an estimate that about 15 percent of
those offered fellowships would decline them. The use of the declination
estimate enabled NSF to avoid establishing a list of alternates and the
complications that would entail.2°

For a while Waterman had hopes of further increasing the number of
fellowships by a transfer of $100,000 from the air force, which broached
the idea of using the NSF machinery to award fellowships to persons
interested in research careers in aviation. Waterman rejected the idea of
selection of individuals by the air force, both because of administrative
difficulties and a wish to avoid close ties to the.military, but said that the
Foundation might tell the service the names of fellowS doing research on

'.subjects related to aviation and allow its representatives to talk with them
if neither the fellows nor their institutions .objected. The air force
responded that it wanted "more explicit recognition and contact with fel-
lows" than this arrangement-would permit. Waterman then suggested that
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the Foundation might, in its selection, take special account oftdields of
science of particular interest to the service. Despite die efforts to work out
the problem, however, the air force Office of Scientific Research was told
that the plan did not accord with air force policy.21

All along, the Foundation had intended to award far more first-year
fellowships than those for the other two years combined. Dollard's com-
mittee had suggested 2,500 first-year awards, 175 second-year, and 60
third-year, though renewals in later years would reduce these differences,
Later, when planning for 400 predoctoral fellowships, the staff proposed a
distribution of 320, 1::1-, and 30 for the three years of graduate study. But an
unexpectedly small number of applications fbr first-year awmcls as com-
pared to those for continuing graduate study greatly chatted the final
pattern of awards-170 first-year, 169 second, and 230 advanced. None-
theless, NSF emphasized that the 30 percent of the awards to beginning
graduate students represented "a sharp departure from previous Federal
fellowship programs" and reflected the Foundation's -aim to attract a
greater number of competent persons into science and engineering.22

The departure was much less sharp than NSF had intended. In fact, the
whole selection process looks as if it were designed to achieve an 4nexcep-
tionable balance, particularly among fields of science and geographic
distribution of fellows. (If there had been an active feminist movement,
exception would have been taken to the fact that fewer than 50 of the
pre- and postdoctoral fellowships were offered to women, though the
proportion may have reflected the relative numbers of applications.) Only
two states (Rhode gland and Nevada) had no fellowship winners, and
NSF pointed out to possible critics that "the applications and award's were
roughly proportional to the total population and the population attending
colleges of the various regions." By field of science, 158 fellowships went to
biologic 1 sciences graduates, 140 chemistry, 137 physics, 75 engineering,
62 math matics, 36 earth sciences, 7 agriculture, 6 astronomy, and 3
anthropology.23

The nature of applications for postdoctoral fellowships also altered the
Foundation's plans for that program. When NRC panelists began to
examine the nearly three hundred applications, they found that much the
larger number came from recent recipients of the doctorate, and it was
almost impossible to compare these with the scientists who had earned the
degree some years before. NRC therefore recommended two kinds of
fellowships and furnished the Foundation with separate lists of five highly
qualified senior scientists and 113 recent doctoral graduates. The board
accepted the staffs recommendation to offer fellowships to all five of the
senior group and to fifty of the younger scientists.24

Just as the program of research support aimed at comprehensiveness of
coverage of the fields of science and responsiveness to unsolicited proposals,
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so too in its first fellowship program the Foundation-showed no inclina-
tion to tamper with the general directions, of graduate study. Dollard's
paper had stressed the opportunities afforded by a program of fellowships
to avoid duplicating existing patterns and to "encourage the devejopment
of new fields that show great promise." Through exercising "judgments of
the wery highest order" in deciding how many fellowships to award in each
field, NSF could make "its largest contribution in the direction of the
whole fellowship program."25 But in the event, the Foundation chose the
laissez-faire course of relying on the wisdom of the marketplace.

* * *

The existence of the National Research Council relieved the Founda-
tion of a complicated administrative chore in awarding fellowships b
of creating other advisory machinery for that and other programs. or
each division of the Foundation, the agency's charter provided, there
should be a committee to "make recommendations to, and advise and
consult with, the Board and the Director with respect to matters relating to
the program of its division." The board was to appoint the divisional
committees and might decide whether its own members should serve on
them. To carry out this mandate the board decided that each divisional
committee should contain at least two of its own members and that every
board member should serve on at least one divisional committee. A poll of
the members' interests determined their assignment to temporary commit-
tees, corresponding to the four statutory divisions, consisting only of
board members. These temporary committees were later reconstituted as
committees of the board."

The board's decision that its members should serVe on divisional
committees came before Waterman's appointment as director. He obviously
did not like the idea, and his temporary general counsel, John Connor, also
opposed it. Congress had intended the divisional committees to advise the
Foundation on its actual operations, Connor told the board, and for board
members to participate hi actions at that level and then to review and
approve programs recommended 'by the director on the advice of divi-
sional committees would confound their policy-making responsibility.
While some members argued that sitting on the committees was desirable
because it would help the board make informed decisions, the majority
concluded that they might become advocates of particular programs and
lose the broad view necessary for wise policy. Rescinding its earlier action,
the board left the matter open for later determination.22

Some board members 'continued to believe that they should serve on
divisional committees, along with other eminent scientists in their fields .
and they did not give up that view readily. But the director, sure that they
were wrong, pleaded for a clear distinction between committee, advice to
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his assistant directors and tht to the board. A committee's effectiveness,
. he said, depended on "equality of authority and responsibility among the
mei0ers": a mixture of board and nonboard members would negate that
principle. An assistant director's independence of judgment would suffer if
his committee contained persons whose authority in the organization was
superior to his, and his value to the director would be lessened. The board's
judgment would also suffer since policy review should not occur until after
executive decisions and recommendations by the director. "If members
become immersed in operational activities," Waterman argued, "their
preoccupation with these is almost certain to diminish their effectiveness
as policy makers in the broad sense." After laying out six objections he
applied an emollient. Naturally scientists on the board wanted close
association with NSF programs in their special fields, but there were
various ways to promote a sense of participation and he mentioned sev-
eral." Some of the board's biologists remained unconvinced, but a.majority
of the members finally accepted their divorce from operations, agreeing to
their exclusion from divisional committees advisory to the Foundation's
assistant directors. Committees advisory to the boaid, on the other hand,
would be composed of board members."

The hazy fringe between policy and operations would continue to
cause the board to stray occasionally onto boggy ground, but on the issue
of divisional committees the members at least forswore their intention to
do so. TINY soon appointed committees to advise NSF divisions on their
programs and to appraise their procedures, but appointment of a committee
on medical research was delayed. The staff bioldgists thought a separate
medical committee would be pointless, and the divisional committee for
the biological sciences agreed that it would be "a poor administrative
arrangement" to have two committees advising the same staff. The board
nevertheless carried through its plan to establish. a medical committee,
which met in May 1953 and discussed inconclusively whether the merger of
biological and medical sciences should continue and, if so, whether there
should be two advisory groups. Later in the year the medical and biological
committees met jointly and decided to tell the board that while they
were "not unwilling to serve on the committees as designated," they
thought a combined committee would tie better. The board then merged
the two groups, as it did its own corresponding committees."

Like the board, divisional committees sometimes showed a human
tendency to wander beyond what others considered their proper bounds.

-Giving advice on proposed programs often impinged on the board's
policy-making sesponsibility, just as evaluation of the peer review of
proposals might veer into criticismof a program panel's scientific judg-
ment of a particular project rather than-of the soundness of the stafrs,
procedures. Staff notes on divisional committee meetings, which normally
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occurred from two to four times a year, give the impression that assistant
directors and program officers usually managed to enlist committee mem-
bers as allieOn advocating new activities and bigger budgets. It soon
became cust8Thary for one or more board members to attend divisional
committee meetings, which for the board was a way of keeping watch on
the staff and committee as well as a means of vicarious participation in
operational activities, and for the staff and committee a way of influencing
the board. Similarly the board occasionally invited divisional committee
chairmen to its sessions.

Divisional committee members tended to be somewhat younger than
board membersaveraging fifty years of age in I952and most of those
on the research committees were still active scientists. On the committee
for scientific personnel and education, however, all but one of the aca-
demic members were high-ranking administrators; thi& group also coli-
tained the only woman divisional committee member, Katharine McBride, the
president of Bryn Mawr College. Except that none of the thirty-four
persons came from a state collegenot surprisingly since the faculties of
these teacher-training schools contained few well-known scientistsand
only a few from liberal arts colleges, institutional representation on the
divisional committees seems reasonably well balanced, as does geographi-
cal. There was less spread among the institutions where members had done
their gradaate study; four had earned their doctorates at Harvard, and
three each at Yale, Columbia, and the University of Pennsylvania.31

To review the merit of research proposals the Foundation from the
start relied on individual consultants and program panelists. Nearly all of
the 101 panel members listed in NSF's second annual report were active
researchers, though some were primarily administrators. It was a com-
pletely male cast, averaging 48 years of age, and mainly from universities (7
each from Harvard and the University of Illinois', 6 from Yale, and 5 each
from Princeton, the University of Chicago, and the University of California
at Berkeley). Seventeen had completed their graduate study in foreign
universities, 15 at Harvard., 10 at Princeton, 8 at Berkeley, and 5 each at
Stanford, MIT, and the University of Illinois.

Through the referee system of consultants (mail reviewers) and panelists
the Foundation intended to secure high quality in its sponsored research
and a safeguard against bureaucratic rigidity. As Waterman explained the
purpose of the reviewing system as it .had developed during NSF's first
year of operations, "The general aim is to ensure that not only the selection
of research for grant award, bdt alv the conduct of the research and its
relation to the educational program of the institution, coriform to the best
traditions of freedom of inquiry and integrity in research." Because of the
staff's concern about preserving flexibility, no uniform rules had been laid
down, and programs in the two research divisions used somewhat different
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ways of judging proposajs, though both sought to answer the same kinds
of questions about scientific merit, the ability and resources of the principal
investigator and his associates, the institution's interest in the project,
and the reasonableness of the budget. The reviewing process sought to
assess not only the intrinsic merit of a proposal but also its standing with
respect to other proposals in the same field.32

Geographical distribution was an important factor in the making of
choices on proposals of substantially equal quality, Waterman told the
board, both because NSF's charter forbade "undue concentration" and

--because the agency wanted to develop new research centers. Of the pro-
posals received, he estimated that about 40 percent deserved support,
though nearly all of them asked for more money than seemed reasonable,
especially in view of the Foundation's small budget. During fiscal 1952
NSF granted only one dollar of research support for every fourteen
requested; but no proposals were turned down for budgetary reasons
alone. In every instance so far, Waterman said, negotiations between the
agency's staff and the scientist investigator had succeeded in adjusting the
budget to their mutual satisfaction. (Here of course lay a possibility for
trouble if agreements between NSF program managers and faculty scien-
tists to scale down budgets should put the onus of rejecting grants on
campus administrators.) The staff did reject a few proposals without
submitting them to review by consultants or panels if they proposed
applied research or research in clinical medicine or if they came from
persons obviously incompetent to do the work proposed.33

Through this advisory apparatus and board approval of the director's
recommendations, by the end of fiscal year 1952 the Foundation had
awarded $1.1 million in research grants, nearly three-fourths of this
amount in the fields first staffed in NSF, the biological and medical
sciences. The grants averaged about $11,000 in amount and a little lesS
than twb years in duration. Slightly over half of the grant funds was
budgeted for stipends and salaries of graduate students and other research
assistants, and about one-fourth for such other direct costs as equipment
and suOplies, travel, and publication costs; faculty salaries constituted
only a small part of the average grant dollar.34 -

Distribution of the awards among the country's four geographic
regions (Northeast, North Central, South, and West) corresponded fairly
closely to the distribution of graduate students, though on this score the
northeastern states were shortchanged. Institutions in the North Central
regionextending from Ohio through the second tier of states beyond the
Mississippigot a third of the funds, while the shares of the other three
regions were nearly equal-21 percent for the Northeast, 23 for the South,
and 22 for the West. California institutions, led by Caltech, which got six
grants, received the laygest share among the states ($163,500); of the other
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states, only Indiana and Illinois institutions tallied above $100,000. Fifty-
five of the 60,grant recipients were colleges and universities, and at least 10
of these did not grant dpctoral degrees. Two of these were black colleges.
All of the largest amounts, however, went to Ph.D.-granting institutions:
Ca !tech ($73,700), Indiana ($55,400), Yale ($47,700), Purdue ($44,600),
Jphns Hopkins ($41,400), Pennsylvania ($41,400), and Illinois ($40,400).
Surprisingly, Harvard does not appear in the listfor the simple reason
that the university, whose president chaired the National Science Board,
had decided not to endorse proposals to NSF."

In September 1951 Waterman introduced to the board Robert C.
Tumbleson, the chief of the Foundation's new Scientific Information
Office. More than NSF's public relations arm, Tumbleson's office would
be responsible for much of the task required by the charter of fostering
"the interchange of scientific information among scientists in the United
States and foreign countries." This function, as the Foundation conceived
it, encompassed such activities as the encOuragement of publication of
research results, improvement of abstracting and clearinghouse services,
translations of foreign-language reports and the easing of restrictions on
international exchange of scientific and technical information, and provi-
sion of travel funds for scientists to attend international conferences.

Editor'S and business managers of scientific journals in the early 1950s
were struggling to stay afloat in a flood of reports meriting publication
while trying to cope too with rising printing costs. Authors whose articles
had been accepted had to endure interminable delays before publication,
and the printing of abstracts and indexes fell further and further behind.
As the bulk and subscription prices of periodicals grew, so did individual
and library cancellations. Several journals appealed to NSF for help.
Physical Review, S. A. Goudsmit and George a Pegram told Waterman,
was running in the red about $35,000 a year, and they hoped to get
enough money "to cover the deficit for two years" while they searched for
longer-term answers to the problem. The Foundation responded with a
grant of $50,000. Similarly NSF joined with six other agencies in extend-
ing emergency aid for Biological Abstracts.36

Both the director and the board, worried about such direct subsidies
and agreed that they should be giveh only temporarily and-to jpurnals that .
seemed,likely to survive. Payment of page costs on the other hand could
appropriately be tendered in research grants since "researclt is not com-
plete until it is published."37 In order to learn what, problems scientific
periodicals and their spobsors.faced, one of the first undertakings of the
Scientific Information Office was the mailing of a questionnaire to about
two hundred journals. Various other surveys and reviews soon followed,
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by which the office sought to acquire a factual basis for its program and to
assist the Foundation in developing information policies both for itself '

and other federal agenci6."
Waterman viewed these studies as one way of meeting the Founda-

tion's responsibility for national science policy. Collaboration with other
federal agencies, whose rules on such matters as page costs differed, was
essential, particularly because federal research support and Cold War
regulations had aggravated many of the' difficulties. Fortunately Water-,
man's ONR experience acquainted him with the problems, and he nov
served on a special committee which superyised the Defense Department's
technical information agency. One thing needed, Waterman believed", was
a central clearinghouse to handle information generated.by federal
research support. Technical reports were piling up in the offices of spon-
soring agencies but stayed there, unknown to possible users. The Library
of Congress, which had assisted' ONR, should be the clearinghouse,
Waterman suggested, and he and Sunderlin conferred with Luther Evans,
the Librarian of Congresi, ansl his chief assistant, Verner Clapp, to move
toward the creation of a central information service. The library promptly
began to help, but the necessary surveys and interagency discussions
clogged progress toward the goal. A full year later Waterman told Don
Price: "Our view here is that there would be advantage in pooling informa-
tion as to present handling of cientific information, the adoption of
somewhat standard ,procedures t the extent possible and the use of the
Library of Congress as the centra [ibrary for material beyond the working
needs of each agency. At least this would do as a starter.""

Apprehensions about communism,Iforeign or domestic, also hindered
the publicatiorr and exchange of information. While to many American
scientists the early Soviet success in develMng ,a nuclear weapon proved
the futility of secrecy requirements, the ac&ievement created riublic alarm,
which was whipped up further by accusations of disloyalty, and.contrib-
uted to excessive classification of research related to defense and the
raising of barriers to distribution of .its results. Waterman joined his
colleagues on ICSRD in deploring restrictions on the mailing of technical
data to Iron Curtain countries; the members argued that the USSR could,
obtain any information it wanted except that classified at the source, but
the flow of material from eastern Europe was limited because of the U.S.
requirements. The executive secretary of the group "was instructed to
present a strong case to appropriate authorities",to change the undesirable
rules." And when asked by an interdepartmental committee on internal

' security to recommend means of strengthening government security pro-
grams, Waterman urged the widest possible dissemination of in formation.
NSF would cooperate in safeguarding the relatively small amount of
scientific, information which should remain secret; butihe added:
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1 believe we may safely say . that where there is genuine uncertainty as to the
strategic intelligence value, we should be least apt to err.... in deciding to release
the information. Any slight possible advantages which might accrue to a potential
enemy in the release of such information would undoubtedly be offset by the
disadvantages to ourselves arising out of official limitations upon the normal flow
of scientific information, and probable retaliation, resulting in curtailing of highly
desirable incoming information."

NSF early showed a lively interest in Soviet science. The Foundation
assembled information on current Russian scientific literature, made a
grant to the AAAS for the publication of several papers on Soviet science,
and with funds transferred confidentially from the Central Intelligence
Agency encouraged the preparation of a new Russian-English scientific
and technical dictionary.1.2 Expanslon of these and similar activities during
the next few years would help prepare the American scientific community
though certainly not the public at largefor the shocks of Russian H-bombs
and sputniks.

Finally, as parts of its diverse science-information tasks, NST in its first
year of operations made twenty-three international travel grants, enabling
American biochemists and mathematicians to attend conferences in Paris -

and lkome, and awarded $8,400 to the librarian of the John Crerar
Library in Chicago to st"udy the functions and organization of information,
services in scientific libraries."

* * *

In requiring that ,NSF .``maintain a register of scientific and technical
personnel arid in other ways provide a Central clearinghouse for forma-
tion covering all scientific and technical personnel inty,..-Unit States,
including its Territories and possessions," Congress app?Aciiii3 intended
to ensure quick mobilization of scientists and engineers in a national
emergency. But the legislation left the Faundatio. a good dtal of latitude
to decide how and for what purposes to carryout the mandate. An obvimis
first step was to .take over the operation of the Office of Education'S-
National Scientific Register,. and Waterman began negotiations for this
transfer soon afterhis appointment as director. These disCussions leckotn
agreement that the Office of Education wOuld continue to maintain the
Register, with NSF footing the bill, until January j, 1953, when the shift
would occur." .

For expert advice on appropriate.uses orthe Register the Foundation
turned to Dael Wolfle, director of a recently established CommIssion on
Human Resource's and Advanced Training. His report on the registration
and clearinghouse function laid' ,out clearly the kinds of activities the
Foundation might engage in, depending on which of several purposes it
chose to emphasize: employment and placement services,- the publication
of biographical directories suchas American Men of Science, a tool for the

t.191 u:-
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administration of manpower controls, or a resource for statistical studies
on scientific and technical manpower. Wolf le concluded that professional
scientific and engineering societies were better suited than NSF for the
placement-service function but that the NSF staff could assist the societies
in developing uniform records and, by coordinating their work, prOvide a
basis for a quick transitiOn to, a more comprehensive register to meet
mbbilization requirements. So long as private means remained adequate

.for the publication of biographical directories, NSF need not take on this
role.; otherwise it would be a suitable activity. 'Although some other agency
than the Voundation would have responsibility for manpower controls in

,

ttie event' of national mobilization,-the science agency in planning its
'Register funCtions should consider how they could be useful in the adm
istration of such controls. Finally Wolfle suggested a function that fitted in
with Waterman.% ideas on the Foundation's policy-development role:

The most generally useful clearinghouse of information service whichthe
Foundation can offer lies in the field of statisticgl studies of America's scientific
and specialized populations. There% is great demand for such inforthation. A'
number of agencies are partially satisfying' that, demand, but coordination of

4available data is necessary and leadership in planning for continuing.studies is
highly desirable. The Foundation has an opportunity to play an important role
one consistent with its responsibility for developing national scientific policYby
taking the lead in conducting an integrated and continubus series of supply and
demand studies of America's scientific and specialized personnel."

Wolfle estimated that the Register activities he recommended would
cost NSF only $ 100-150,000 a year. Not drily would these functions
furnish valuable services to manpower planners and colleges and uniiiersi-
tie`i, but they would also provide insnrance for the meeting of mobilization
demands:Waterman accepted the recommendations, and the board added
its note of approval." .

As Wolfle had said, there was "great demand" for the kinds of services-.
- the Register might provide. The Office of Defense Mobilization hoped

that NSF could extend the Register's coverage to inclUde economists ando
rare-language and area specialists. A member of the SPE divisional com-
mittee, whichscussed the Register repeatedly and atgreat length, pointed out
that cartographers would be especially needed in wartime and urged their
inclusion. Requests came for support of a new edition of American Men of
Science. And the possible availability of data stimulated program planners
to conceive of multtfornr ways of aggregating information that might be
usefttl for their special purposes. Memories of World War II and fears of a
thirdsrowing out of the "present emergency" pervaded manpower planning; if
there should be univgrsal military training, a call-up of scientists inreserve
units, and an emptying of science classrooms:the Register must help meet
the n atiorr's need: It was fortunate that NSF had adopted clear policies ror

;
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the Register since clients suggested so many different roads it might take.
As a consultant employed to assist in starting the function said, the
Foundation had "a bear by the tail.""

Nevertheless NSF managed to stick fairly closely to the policies rec-
ommended in the Wolf le report. Scientific societies, aided by NSF grants
and technical advice, cooperated in the registration activity and moved
toward uniformity in their personnel records. Registration of engineers
posed some special problems, in part because many of them did not belong
to professional societies and did not engage in research; a "finders list"
instead of complete registration was suggested for them and for certain
other groups outside the natural sciences. The Foundation itself, as its new
Program Analysis Office began to plan surveys of American science
ambitious enough in the conception of some of the planners to bear
comparison to the Conqueror's Domesday Bookeagerly looked to the
Register to furnish much of the reqiiisite manpower data.

Waterman, as ever, held more moderate ideas, but he too saw in the
Register an important element in what he had called, at the Budget
Bureau's insistence, NSF's"most important and fundamental function"
the development of national policy for basic research and science educa-
tion. But that is a much bigger topic than the maintenance of a regiSter
and clearinghouse. The Bureau's and the Foundation's differing views on
policy development and the ways and means NSF devised to perform the
function are the burden of the following chapter.

a
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Evaluation and Policy

Immediately after the board meeting where his nomination is director
was announced, Alan Waterman had ajong discussion with James

Conant and Detlev Bronk, the chairmen respectively of the board and its
executive committee. One subject "of primary interest" to them was the
mandate to NSF to evaluate federal scientific research programs. Water-
man summarized their views: "This is a matter which must be handled with
extreme care in order to avoid (a) actual evaluation of research programs
because of the difficulty and danger of doing so, and (b) failure to provide
the President, the Bureau of the Budget and Congress with information
which is evidently called for by this clause. If the Board's effort in this
direction should at any.time be regarded as inadequate the Foundation
would be in trouble."' This minute gave an accurate forecast of rough
weather ahead and a hint of the maneuvers The Foundation would use in
skirting it. Somehow, information must be passed off as evaluation, and
given an added gloss to cover the other troublesome charge of developing
national science policy.

The Budget Bureau pointedly raised the policy and evaluation issues
two months later when its examiners quizzed NSF officials on their
proposed 1952 budget. "What relative priorities does NSF give," they
asked, "to ( I) the development of a national policy for the promotion of
basic research arid education in the scienees, and (2) the actual initiation of

, research and education programs? ... What are the plans for exercising the
'evaluation' ftinction?"2 Although the Bureau reluctantly acquiesced in
the Foundation's first temporizing response to these questions, it soon
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renewed the effort to use the agency to rationalize federal science activities.
Given the Foundation's diffidence and other agencies' resistance, a clear
solution of the problem of bringing coordination and control over diverse
and competing programs was impossible to achieve. But an accommoda-
tion of sorts came in March 1954 with the issuance of Executive Order
10521. This vague definition of policy permitted the Foundation to aspire
to become the principal federal patron of basic research and a protector of
academic virtue, while relieving the agency of dreaded policing duties.

,The first moves toward that policy statement had begun nearly three
0 yearsoearlier, when Willis Shdpley set down the Bureau's expectation that

NSF "would make some sort of evaluation and coordination" of federal
basic research programs and "take nver the sponsorship of some basic
research now supported by other agencies." Shapley suggested that agen-
cies supporting basic research by grant or contractthat is, external or
extramural researchbe told promptly that the Administration expected
these developments to occur. Not that all such basic research would come
under the wing of NSF, which in any event wouldhave to acquire staff and
competence to handle the transfers. And there must first be an accurate
inventory of current and planned programs, accompanied by agency
indications of those that might be shifted. Since simple requests to desig-
nate appropriate transfers would "draw a complete blank" from the
Defense Department, it shothd be given "a target figure" and asked to
earmark projects for transfer totaling this amount.3

While Bureau staff members deliberated the best way of carrying out
Shapley's suggestions, some agency officials showed a willingness to trans-
fer certain basic research projects and even a desire for program evaluation
and policy leadership by the Foundation. Three days after his nomination
Waterman had visitors from the Army Ordnance Department who said
that they Would welcome an evaluation of their new research program and
"would be glad to transfer funds" for any projects on their list that NSF
wanted to support. "In short," 'Waterman recorded, "they expressed
themselves as very willing to cooperate with the Foundation in every
way."4 The National Research Council, to which these research officials
also turned for advice, was in a better position.than an unstaffed NSF to
assist in arranging for review of proposals in their new program, and there
seems to have been no sequel to their visit nor any transfer of projects to
the Foundation.5

There was nothing remarkable about Army Ordnance research officials
(one of whom had worked in ON R) turning to Waterman for assistance in
starting their program, but for those from the Public Health Service to do
so may have seemed a little startling. Nevertheless senior PHS officials in a
meeting with Waterman and Sunderlin sought to suggest how NSF could
provide guidance to them by collecting "the kind of basic information and
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[formulating] the kind of policy judgments which an operating agency in
the research grant field needs if its activities are to be most productive in
the national interest." They agreed that NSF should support medical
research, but primarily to gain the experience needed for informed answers
to policy questions. Charles V. Kidd, the head of research planning at
NI H, found Waterman's attitude disappointing. "I believe as a citizen as
well as an employee of the Public Health Service," Kidd told Fred Schuldt
of the Budget Bureau, "that if the Science Foundation pays only .cursory
attention tO the basic factors underlying the place of science and research
in our culture and our economy and to the basic factors affecting the
productivity of research, a great opportunity will have been missed and the
potentialities of the Science Foundation will have been lost." "Amen!"
added Bill Carey.°

People in the Bureau recognized that if NSF was to perform such feats,
it needed help as "well as a push. To provide both, Schuldt and Shapley
elaborated on the latter's earlier suggestion and drafted a presidential
policy statement to inform the heads of executive departments and agen-
cies of NSF's responsibilities and of their duty to cooperate. Shapley had
followed with increasing alarm the expansion of "general purpose basic
research" in the military departments, occasioned in part by a Research
and Development Board policy statement intended to keep basic research
in balance with applied research and development. Although some Defense
Department officials acknowledged that general-purpose basic research
belonged in NSF, Shapley wrote, "in the absence of any formal guidance
as to the role of the NSF they are not in a position to block the expan-
sion of basic research support by the military agencies."'

The congressional debates leading to the Foundation's establishment
caused a dilemma for the Bureau's draftsmen. Although the Bureau had
succeeded in knocking out of the legislation a provision that NSF's activi;
ties were not to take over or limit those of other agencies, a good deal of
legislative history to the same effect had been made on the floor of the
House...It seemed essential, then, to try to block the initiation of any new
general-purpose basic research programs, to resist the increase of those
already in being, and to encourage "the gradual and partial transfer of
existing support programs" to NSF.°

The draft presidential statement called on science agencies to furnish
information that NSF would need in its evaluation of basic research
programs, a function that would be of value both to the agencies and to the
Executive Office of the President "in planning and improving the organization
and management of the Federal scientific research program as a whole."
In its first research support the Foundation would emphasize "significant
problems now receiving inadequate attention." (Here, as in its examina-
tion of NSF's 1952 budget estimates, the Bureau evidently conceived the
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agency's main research role as one of filling ga s.) This selective support
would demand "close coordination" of the Foundation's program with
those of other agencies and determination of their "proper scope" and
"arealof responsibility." Ultimately the Foundation should "become the
principal agency of the Federal Government for the support by grant or
contract of basic research," probably in part through its assumption of
support currently extended by other agencies. There might be instances in
which other agencies should continue to sponsor general:purpose basic
research, just as NSF might support projects in which they had "a very
direct interest." But all parties should be assured that careful consider-
ation would precede any changes in the pattern of basic research support,
and there would be no disruption of existing programs.°

Schuldt and Shapley argued that the Bureau had to take the lead in
defining NSF's and other agencies' duties on basic research policies. The
assistant director of the Bareau, Elmer Staats, preferred instead to allow
NSF "to assume the initiatjve in getting such policies worked out and
adopted," though Carey warned him of the meed for a quick resolution
since Defense Department science 'officials were planning "to more than
double their su'pport of basic research in I 953."'0

Staats's desire to persuade rather than compel the Foundation led to a
meeting between Bureau and NSF officials and a follow-up letter from the
Bureau indicating the desirability of "an authoritative statement, possibly
a Presidential letter," along the lines of Shapley's earlier suggestion. The
statement should be issued quickly while time remained to alter Defense's
1953 research plans. (Indeed, early issuance might permit transfers of some
programs to NSF in fiscal 1952, and at this time the Foundation still did
not have an appropriation.) Staats said that the Bureau looked forward to
getting advice from the Foundation on other agencies' 1953 research
budget requests. "The benefits to the Bureau resulting from this coopera-
'five relationship would probably take the form of securing, both now and
in the future, some general judgments from the Foundation as to the
ability of the Nation's research facilities and scientific personneLto absorb
further expansions of the Federal program in major basic fields and
disciplines, rather than specific judgments or recommendations concern-
ing the programs of particular agencies." In other words NSF need not be
afraid of gagging on the bitter pill of evaluation."

The Bureau's plan offered a possibility of funds for a still penniless
agency, and the National Science Board decided that "evaluation" might
not be so hazardous after all. Discussion of Staats's letter "showed strong
feeling throughout the Board" that NSF should assume a role of leader-
ship for science. Without a dissenting vote the members indicated their
willingness "to consider transfers of funds from other agencies for support
of research" and to cooperate with the Bureau in reviewing 1953 research
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budget requests. Forswearing any intention to monopolize basic research
support, the board nevertheless held that "uncommitted, as opposed to
programmatic, research is more appropriately handled by the National
Science Foundation." The board's resolution made no reference to a
presidential policy statement and left it up to the director and the executive
committee to carry on discussions with the Bureau and with other science
agencies.'2

If the board action suggested that the Foundation was indeed ready to
grasp a leadership role, appearances were deceiving. Waterman's chief
concern was to increase the Foundation's appropriation to the statutory
ceiling of $15 million as soon as possible, and then to persuade Congress
to remove the limitation. While the hope of direct transfers of funds faded,
the Bureau's design to make "comparative transfers"accretions to NSF's
budget through cuts in other agencies' requestsoffered another route
toward the goal of making the Foundation the "principal agency" for
federal support of basic research, if the ceiling could be lifted. Waterman
asked for its removal, but he thought it might be best to delay the legisla-
tive move "to permit full development of the Presidential policy concern-
ing the role of the Foundation."' Yet he did not push this development.
Following the board's seemingly favorable consideration of Staats's letter
in October, Waterman gave only desultory attention to the issuance of a
presidential Policy statement until the Bureau renewed its prodding in the
spring of 1952.

* *

In the early months of 1952 Budget Bureau staff members showed signs
of irritation with NSF and growing skepticism about its ability to evaluate
federal science programs. When the Foundation's first annual report
arrived at the Executive Office Building in January, Carey said that the
document reminded him "of the Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius. It
takes its place with the advocates of sound money, peace, ethics, and
American motherhood." Since NSF had neglected to furnish a transmittal
statement for the President's signature, Carey suggested that Schuldt try
his hand at writing one that would "bring us back down to earth" from the
lofty prose about Thales of Miletus, Hans Christian Oersted, and Louis
Pasteur.'4 Schuldt, who had talked earlier about taking a strong line with
NSF about evaluation and policy development, now had only faint hopes
that the agency would ever "be very effective in these respects," though it
'should still have "sufficient opportunity to demonstrate its presumed
inadequacies."5

A full year after Shapley's suggestion of an Executive Office policy
statement on basic research, Carey resumed the effort to force the Founda-
tion into action. Taking with him a draft letter from the Budget Bureau's
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director, Carey visited Waterman in his California Street office, where he
found a leisurely, genteel environment. "It is an excellent residence for the
dean of studies. And this is how the Foundation is being run," he
decided." The draft letter reminded Waterman of the government's "need
for a thorough and objective evaluatiqn of basiceresearch activities, and
the eventual establishment of goals toward which future efforts can be
guided." NSF should be ready by October 15 to give the Bureau policy
guidance in its consideration of basic research budget requests; further,
the Bureau would like to have "specific advice" which might lead to
economies in research expenditures:- These services would require NSF
"at a very early date" to make an inventory of federal basic research
activities, as a first step toward appraising their adequacy and the estab-
lishment of goals, and in addition, the draft continued, "it will be desirable
for the Foundation to keep itself informed" on government-supported
applied research and development. Finally NSF could do government
planners a great service by identifying research areas "where a start should
now be made toward filling gaps in basic science and training manpower

, for future needs.-"
Carey waited three weeks for Waterman's considered reaction and

then "went after" him on the telephone. "In brief," Carey told Staats,

it seems that he checked around with "key" members of the Board, and found a
"general feeling of apprehension." They all want to do everytIting we proposed to
ask, but they are afraid the existence of the Bureau's tter would become known
and would drive basic research underground in the ag9klcies. The major concern is
that the Foundation may come to be regarded as a ecinct station of the Budget
Bureau. They do pot wish to let the impression get a out that NSF is policing the
research agencieg at the behest of the Bureau.

Only Chester Barnard, Conant's successor as chairman of the board,
thought that the Bureau letter was a good idea. Carey agreed to let
Waterman "takea crack at softening the letter so as to make it less specific
just as long as he didn't make it so vague that any letter would be
pointless."

Waterman's redraft eliminated the October 15 date, but Carey took the
director's word that NSF would be ready by then to advise the Bureau on
research budgets. And the Foundation would formulate definitions to get
started on an inventory of federal bisic research activities. The two men
discussed bringing the Defense Department's "wholly unrealistic" basic
research estimate s. under control, a problem compounded by the depart-
ment's policy requiring that 6 rercent of its research and development
expenditures, averaged over five years, be for basic studies. Waterman had
succeeded in getting a recommendation to the Secretary of Defe,pse to
remove this floor and substitute for it a special committee, of which he
would be a member, to decide on an amount for basic research. Carey
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agreed that this was "a major achievement." On another matter, Water-
man liked Carey's suggestion that NSF bring up to date the Steelman
report of 1947 as a way of restating "long-term goals for basic research."
Carey in turn endorsed the directpr's idea of an NSF study of the effect on
colleges and universities of the "easy money" flowing from federal
research offices, but warned Waterman "to avoid an open break with the
Office of Education."19

While Carey was willing to accept the softer version of the proposed
letter, Waterman's board was not. In a long discussion of NSF's evalua-
tion function the board agreed with the director that research could not be
validly appraised "except in the light of history," and that scientists
themselves had to decide what needed doing in their particular fields. NSF
had recently arranged for a comprehensive study of the status of the
physiological sciences by the American Physiological Society. Out of such
surveys of fields of science or from studies of special topics within the
disciplines, conducted by those most acquainted with the subjects, there
would gradually accumulate a body of soundly based knowledge which the
Foundation could use to plan its program and to assist other agencies "in a
cooperative manner" as they assessed their basic research support. Thus
while NSF should be wary of sitting down with Budget Bureau examiners
to review the requests of other agencies, it should take over the Bureau's
chore of gathering figures on federal expenditures for research and devel-
opment in nonprofit institutions and refine the information and make it
more precise. In contrast to the urgency felt in the Budget Bureau, the
board's minutes reveal an insistence on gradualism, deliberation, and the
lodging of policy planning in science rather than government.

Members of the Board expressed the general feeling that this evaluation func-
tion should be approached carefully and agreed that it could only be successfully
done in collaboration with the scientific fraternity, with constant awareness of the
dangers involved. Under no circumstances should the Foundation attempt to
direct the course of research for the programs of other institutions or agencies. Any
solution of this problem must inevitably recognize the freedom, independence,
and integrity of those engaged in basic research. The members of theboard,
the Director and staff are in full agreement on this point."

Waterman explained the board's views, which were also his own, to
Staats a few days later. Staats agreed to drop the letter from the Bureau but
asked that NSF send one explaining its evaluation plans, whickas Water-
man saw them encompassed, in addition to collecting information on
federal research activities:

a. A continuous long-ringe survey of research across all the fields of science,
and

b. Study of basic research underlying specific important areas, which should be
of special interest in the emergency.

2
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The Foundation would aim for an analysis of American scientific research
updating the Steelman report. The idea of NSF eventually 4coming the
"principal agency" for the support of basic research, which had been
announced in the President's 1953 budget message,21 might be included in
the letter to the Bureau along with an-assurance that the Found$tion did
not intend to monopolize federal sponsorship of basic research. Signifiz
cant of ale different values attached to evaluation was the omission from
Waterman's diary note on ihe conference of a topic recorded by Staats:
"Waterman indicated that they would be quite willing, to advise with the
Bureau informally with respect to programs submitted by the agencies for
fiscal year I 954." 22

e,

NSF did not delay in carrying out the activities agreed on by the board
and explained to the Bureau. A new Program AnalYsis Office was sOon
established to plan and schedule studies on research and development and
to serve as the "focal point" for their coordination. Waterman and Bronk
agreed tentatively on a few intensive studies that might be started quickly
"on topics of importance in dgfense, general welfare or in scientific prog-
ress." And the director promptly talked with top officials of AEC, PHS,
and Defense's Research and Development Board to explain the Founda-
tion's approach to evaluation and to calm their apprehensions.23 But not
until October did he send the promised letter to the Bureau, and then only
after the Budget Director asked hini for it. There seems to be no ready
explanation for this delay except the persistent edginess about encounters
with sister agencies, as regected in the minutes of a summer board session:

Dr. Bronk ... stated that the Execlitive Committee had considered the problem
of the effect upon inter-agency relationships that might result from the evaluation
of the research programs of Government agencies. The evaluation responsibility
cannot be evaded, but the evaluation should be conducted in such a way as to
strengthen the relations between each agency and the Foundation. The Committee
recommended that this be achieved throughfrank discussions with other agencies,
encouraging them to remedy weaknesses by their own initiative, rather than by
compulsion. An essentially constructive evaluation procedure will assist other
agencies, be appreciated by them, and will, therefore, be best in the long run for
science and for the nation.'

An affirmation of Waterman's earlier commitments to Staats, the
letter offered the Foundation's services "in w consulting capacity" to the
Bureau or other agencies on questions of research policy. While ready "to
take the 'lead" in supporting basic research, NSF believed that other
agyncies should also sponsor fundamental studies when they were
"directly related to their statutory ftdietions." The Rureau evidently con-
cluded that these assurances were all it could hope for from NSF for the
time being. A few dayg later Waterman wrote Barnard: "I had a very good
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talk with Elmer Staats today. I believe we have a good understanding with
the top administration there."25

While Waterman was expressing his satisfaction with the understand-
ing he had reached with the Bureau's top administrators, those working in
the vineyard of Carey's Labor and Welfare Division were seeking better
answers than those NSF had come up with to the problems of organizing
and managing federal science programs. Under Carey's direction they
wrote a 53-page paper which they hoped would provoke discussion and
decisions once the budget seasoh in the closing months of 1952 was out of
the way. Carey confessed his and his colleagues' unhappiness with the
paper, sirice there had been lit& opportunity for staff in other divisions
to contribute and especially because Willis Shapley, the resident expert on
Defense Department research and development, had not even had time to
comment on it.' The paper suggests a somewhat desperate feeling that
government science and technology were getting out of control, that the
center could not hold unless NSF coulli be transformed not simply into the
principal agenCy for the support of basic research but the sole federal
sponsor of "nonprogrammatic" scientific research..

The paper cast the problem in historical terms. Three comprehensive
reports on federal research activitiesby the National Resources Com-
mittee (1938-41), Bush (1945), and Steelman (1947)had emphasized the
need for "high-level coordination" and "direction" of research conducted
in government laboratories and the inadequate organization of the Budget
Bureau for dealing with research programs and budgets on a government-
wide basis. Since 'the issuance of these reports the problems of coordina-
tion and direction had grown enormously, especially as new military
offices made contracts for extramural research, often with universities and
technical institutes, Efforts to bring a measure of unified coordination and
direction had availed little. ICSRD had "restricted itself pretty much to
problems of research administration and ... steered away from attempting
to deal with 'policy and coordination of policy problems." NSF was
"barely beginning" its evaluation and policy development, and the harvest
was apt to be "along time off." The Science Advisory Committee of ODM
had produced "little noticeable effect" on federal science activities. And
competing military programs had flourished despite the effort to achieve
central control through the Research and -Development Board, which
could not force "a new concept of policy upon unreceptive service depart-
ments" without the backing of the Secretary of Defense.22

Of the big unsOlved problems facing the government, 4u h as confused
and overlapping agency assign mbIlits and inadequate excha ge of in for a-

tion on research thro ughout the country, the most se iotis from the
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Bureau's vitwpoint was "the lack of a clearly defined Federal research
policy which can guide the development and e aluation, of research pro-
grams." This lack hindered progress toward se eral Bureau aims, among
them the achievement of an overview of the tot I national research effort
"as a framework for a sound Federal research rogram," a rational divi-
sion of government research activities, adequat coverage of all important
areas and elimination of unproductive researc ; a good balance between
basic and applied research, and thrifty administ ation."

Welling federal funds for science confront d colleges and universities
with equally serious difficulties: copihg with " ig business" problems of
organization and management; subtle forms f control and distortion of
academic programs owing to concentration of federal support in the
natural sciences; the loss of talented faculty nembers from ijberal arts
collegestraditionally prolific in graduating fiiture scientiststo federal-
contract universities; and divisiveness in th se "favored" institutions
because.of salary differentials, the establishm nt of autonomous research
institutes, and the proliferation of administral rs insulated from faculties..
Besides:' these dilemmas, government money flowing to universities too
often purchased applied and developmental re earch rather than supported
fundamental studies, caused shifts of emph sis by private foundations,
and created confusion and irritation' becaus of widely varying require-

,
ments on such matters as accounting and r porting and allowances for
overhead.29 c

Searching for ways to answer these problems Carey's logicians found
a formula in a distinction between programthalit and,nonprogrammatic
research. This distinction differed from the conventional one between
basic and applied, sinee occasionally progrannmatic research w4s basic
e.g., "research in nuclear cross sections which is essential to the devel-
opment of improved nuclear reactors"whi e some applied research was
not essentially related to the programs of spo soring agenciese.g., much:
medical research. "In general," the paper said, "programmatic research
is the kind of research which an agency can justify as being an integral
part of a program to solve an immediate agency problem. It is charac-
teristic of such research that it can be planned in some detail and_that
the _desired results of such a project can be related Closely to a previously
agreed upon goal." It followed that the Defense Department in con-
tracting with universities for basic studies that promiged "ultimate military
application" was operating in the nonprogrammAic area, as was PHS
when it undertook to stimulate research in small colleges."

The Bureau group proposed to use this distinction and Ockham's razor
to achieve better administration of governMent research. The assignment
of all nonprogrammatic research to NSF wOuld cancel the need for inter-
agency coordination of currently overlapping jurisdictional zones. Each
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agency would remain responsible for planning and evaluatin'g the research
necessary to tarry out its assigned tasks. When more than one ageficy had -
an important programmatic interest in a research topice.g., nutrition,
with which Agriculture, Defense, and PHS were all cqncernedthe Bureau
should designate one as having responsibility for ldadership. The feCleral
research program as a whole should be evaluated by NSF "in terms
sufficiently detailed to allow analysis of its general direction and its impact
on the Nation and on the scientific community." If this comprehensive
assessment revealed a need for adjustments, the need should be brought to
the attention of the President or the Bureau."

But apart from supporting programmatic research necessary to, carry 0
out agencies' statutory missions, why should the government engage in
research at all? In dealing with this question the Bureau group went
beyond the customary justifications that new knowledge was needed as a
base for the structure of applied research and development:, and,for the
solution of social problems. The writers emphasized insteal thelfilpor-
tance of strong colleges and universities as the home of science. ". . . it
seems clear that the Federal Government's interest, in thc case of non-
programmatic research, is in subsidizing colleges and universities in the
performance of one of their two traditional functions"thC advancement
of knowledge.32

Instead of individual project grants the paper suggested "'general pur-
pose research grants" to institutions. The arguments that support of
individual projects ensured balance, prevented gaps and duplication, and
ruled out inferior research, all of which had been strongly advanced by
NSF, seemed unconvincing to the authors. Rather than having govern-
ment agencies review proposals from individual investigators, ''\we should
have one Federal agency handle all non-programmatic research hy making
general purpose research grants to a large number of colleges, universities,
and other non-profit research institutions." This policy would require the
use of some Wind of formula and financial participation by, the instltutions
to guarantee "adequate project review at that level and . to iorevent
indkect subsidization of university functions unrelated to research." The
cost-sharing formula could be used to resolve questions-of indirect\ costs,
and institutions could decide such matters as whether to pay page c sts to
scientific journals or use the graiit funds to support additional resear

The shifting of research decision-making from the capital to the catipus
would not relieve NSF of making studies of balance and gaps in resea ch,
but these studies "woUld be only for the information and guidanc of
colleges and universities and would not be directives to them." E en '-
though based on the opinions of eminent scientists, NSF's studies wo Id
still be "only guesses," and a guess on the campus, where a perso 's
colleagues were in position to judge his quality, might be as productive s
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peer review conducted from afar. The social sciences should be eligible for
support under the broad institutional grants, and NSF's evaluation studies
should include the social sciences as well as the natural."

Government fellowship and training programs should be governed by
similar principles, with one agencyperhaps NSF, the Office of Educa-
tion, or the Department of Laborbeing responsible for manpower stud-
ies. These studies might occasionally reveal deficiencies in Certain fields
that NSF should take into account in selecting fellows, but normally
awards should be made "irrespective of the applicant's field of special
interest."35

One can understand Catey's unhappiness with the paper. Some of its
questionable judgments probably came from hasty composition to meet a
deadline, while others may have originated in annoyance, either at bureau-
cratic empire-building or at Olympian dicta emanating from the scientific
community. A final, brief section on the Bureau's internal problem of
organizing to deal with government research suggests the authors' uneasi-
ness about finding satisfactory solutions. While some people might argue
that the federal research dilemmas fell in NSF's province because of its
responsibility far science policy, "NSF will not be able to operate effec-
tively in implementing policies on a government-wide basis without back-
up from the Bdreau."35 But whatever the inadequacies of the analysis and
the suggested solutions, the paper showed the Bureau's conviction that the
problems were important and urgent. Thus Watermares "good under-
standing" with Staats did not signify an indefinite remission of, the
Bureau's pressure on the Foundation to become an evaluating and policy-
making agency.

* * *

"I am currently recruiting a well-trained individual to serve as a special
assistant to me to head up a Program Analysis Office," Waterman told
John T. Wilson in June 1952. Meanwhile Wilson, a psychologist who had
recently transferred foal ONR to NSF's biological sciences division, was
to direct the new office, assisted by Charles Gant, who would relinquish his
position as comptroller.31 Wilson was probably amused by the reference to
"a well-trained individual." Only a short time before, when the position of
assistant director of his division became vacant, Waterman had said to
him, "John, would you do this until we get someone who is qualified?"
Wilson replied, "Well, if you put it that way, I can't resist.""

Waterman had trouble recruiting a head of program analysis. His first
choice, Dael Wolfle, was unavailable, and his second, S. Douglas Cornell,
a physicist with the Research and Development Board, took a position
with the National Academy of Sciences instead. After prolonged negotia-
tions Raymond H. Ewell, a chemist and economist with the Stanford
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'Research Institute, came to head the office well over a year after its
creation.39 A great deal had happened in the interim as Wilson and Gant
elaborated plans for studies that would pass muster with the Bureau of the
Budget and at the same time dispel the suspicions of science administrators
in other agencies.

Agreeing with Waterman that NSF would be "clobbered" if it tried to
sit in judgment on federal science programs and budget justifications,
Wilson proposed a carefully staged progress toward the goals of policy and
evaluation. The Foundation had cho.sen "deliberately to move extremely
slowly" in performing these functions because their importance and rami-
fications demanded prior experience in operating research and fellowship
programs. Among the concerns of nationalscience policy, as he saw them,
were such matters as

the total effort to be expended by the nation in the support of science; the areas of
science to be supported; the division of responsibility among various agencies,
particularly agencies of the Federal Government, in the execution of this support;
the recommended methods and means in the execution of the support; the best
manner and means of modifying, with changing conditions, the policies which
guide such support, and so on.

Answers to these questions could come only from comprehensive factual
knowledge of the needs and opportunities of science and of the nation's
scientific resources, including research facilities and manpower. As for
evaluation, that could be done only in accordance with standards and
criteria developed through broad surveys of fields of science and intensive
probing of specific areas. These studies would arouse the interest and enlist
the services of scientists, who best knew the problems of their fields. While
the studies were under way NSF could help improve the organization and
management of government science by collecting factual information on
federal programs and, by raising relevant questions on agencies' missions
and objeCtives, stimulate them into greater "self-criticism and self-evaluation."
Wilson suggested as a "minimum goal" in fiscal 1953 that every NSF
program director get at least one study started bearing on his area of
responsibility.40

The office took over from the Budget Bureau the compilation of
statistical information on federal science activities, and within a year the
Foundation published the first two parts of its continuing series on Federal
Funds for Science, covering funds for scientific research and development
in nonprofit institutions and R&D budgets of federal agencies. In addition
to the study of physiology already in progress, the Foundation soon
supported surveys of psychology and of research and training needs in
applied mathematics. Conferences and symposia, usually jointly spon-
sored wit1i other agencies and institutions, on such topics as photosynthesis and
solar energy, low-temperature physics and chemistry, and high-energy
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particles constituted the third element of NSF's fact-finding and policy-
development activity. A related service grew out of the recommendation of
a presidential commission that NSF appoint a special committee to pro-
pose a program of basic research and technical development for the
exploration and discovery of minerals.°

These undertakings might lead eventually to recommended policies
and criteria for evaluation, but by no means did they provide the coordina-
tion of government science programs that some Budget officials and
members of Congress wanted. In NSF's House appropriation hearing in
January 1952 Albert Thomas wondered whether the several programs
could not "be consolidated under one head," or at least better coordinated.
"Instead of having everybody working all over the lot and throwing
balls in every direction, let us have somebody calling the signals," he
chided. Republican committee members John Phillips and Norris Cotton
pressed harder. One of the main reasons for creating the Foundation,
Cotton claimed, was to get an agency to "coordinate, clarify, organize, and
prevent waste and duplication" in government research."

A year later Phillips was sitting in the chairman's seat when the
Foundation presented its case for an appropriation. The November elec-
tions had brought to power an economy-minded Republican Congress
and Administration. Truman's request for a $15 million budget 'for NSF,
still the legal maximum, was cut back to $12,250,000, and the new Budget
Director, Joseph M. Dodge, told Watermg that he expected the Founda-
tion to "initiate, at the earliest possible date, a comprehensive study of the
Nation's present effort and needs in t.search and development, with
particular emphasis upon the extent of the Federal Government's respon-
sibilities during and after the current emergency.""

Dodge's peremptory summons to action, followed by an oral indica-
tion that the Bureau expected the "comprehensive study" to be substan-
tially completed in a little more than a year, forced NSF to shift into a
higher gear. "To date, we have been developing the policy study and the
program analysis effort . . . on a very slow and deliberate basis," Wilson
wrote the director, but now there must be "more vigorous action" if the
Foundation was to meet the deadline with a report comparable to Steel-
man's. The agency might use the authority given in its charter to establish a
special commission to prepare the comprehensive study, though Wilson
did not favor that tack. He thought that the organization and plans he and
Gant had formulated would serve the purpose if "an all-out attempt to
recruit a full-time Head" and additional staff for the office were made and
if the staff in other divisions changed their insouciant attitude toward the
policy role. The new head should have the rank and responsibility of an
assistant director, Wilson thought, and further, "it 41 be necessary to
create a feeling throughout the Foundation 'that the policy function . .. is
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from this time on, just as important in the Foundation's efforts as the
grant-making and fellowship-granting functions. I do not believe that such
a feeling now exists.""

It turned oui that time was not as short as Wilson feared. Bureau
officials gave NSF another year for the completion of the first, major part
of the study, and other portions might appear in continuing reports.
Nonetheless Dodge's letter put an end to leisurely cud-chewing about
science policy, and for the next few months the Foundation staff, even in
the research and educational divisions, gave unwonted attention to a
program of studies relating to the neglected function. In May the board
received a general outline of the activities planned by the Program Analy-
sis Officestudies covering research and development by government,
ind.ustry, and educational and other nonprofit institutions; studies on the
status and progress of science; and studies of special scientific problems
(e.g., manpower, information programs, and international activities) and
areas (social, medical, and agfieultural sciences). In July the board
received a refined version of this program of studies, estimated to cost
$800,000 in fiscal 1954.45

In presenting the plan to the board Waterman reinterpreted the Foun-
dation's policy and evaluation functions by quoting language, which he
liked better than that in the founding act, from the Hoover Commission
Report of l948." He then derived the following statement of NSF objectives
which the program of studies would help achieve:

(a) to develop and maintain the maximum potential of the nation in scientific
research; (b) to assure that the research undertaken and supported by the Federal
Government is soundly conceived and administered; (c) to assure, in the national
interest, the effective utilization of the results of research; and (d) to determine the
relative responsibilities of the Government and other public and private agencies in
bringirig about these results!'

Congressman Thomas might have found it difficult to discern his single
signal-caller in this abstract statement of objectives; but for Waterman it
conveniently dropped the charter's unpleasant words "evaluate," "ap-
praise," and "correlate," though their replacements might be just as
troublesome if taken literally.

Dodge had called for a study of research and development. The board
took the stand that "The NSF should confine its major attention to science
and matters related directly to science. This means that the Foundation
should not assume leadership with respect to developmental matters, since
they involve considerations other than science." Responsibility for evalu-
ating development and related applications belonged solely to the sponsoring
agency. NSF's proper role was to assist other agencies by advising them on
the basic research needed for development, the kind and supply of scien-
tists required, and perhaps on the necessary organizational arrangements.
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'Finally, a qualified affirmation: "The NSF should bp ready to accept a
position of leaders* with respect to the basic research programs of the
Federal Government, in the sense of leading a cooperative enterprise
within the policies already stated by the NSF and by the Administration."'

By this time the Budget Bureau had again picked up the idea of a
presidential definition of the Foundation's policy responsibilities and the
reciprocal obligations of other federal agencies. The board statement laid
down the terms which NSF would be willing to accept gracefully. While
during the months ahead the Bureau tried to persuade the other suspicious
parties to agree to an executive order, the Foundation proceeded with its
program of studies, generally as they had been presented to the director
and by him to the board, though under new direction in the Program
Analysis Office the plans became more elaborate and the procedures more
formal than those outlined by Wilson. There were angry charges of reneg-
ing on solemn agreements, of gathering information that could serve no
useful purpose, and of upsetting informal cooperative arrangements be-
tween NSF program directors and their counterparts in other government
bureaus. Bickering continued throughout the autumn, but by the end of
the year the chores of gathering and interpreting data were reasonably well
understood and, however unsatisfactorily in the view of some, were going
forward."

The new Administration's alarm about budget deficits sparked revived
interest in a presidential statement on research policy. After three months
in office President Eisenhower, Budget Director Dodge, and Secretary of
the Treasury George Humphrey admitted to Republican congressional
leaders that they had not been able even to halve Truman's projected 1954
deficit of nearly ten billion dollars, let aldne- wipe it out as they had hoped.
Senator Robert Taft angrily.warned Eisedhower: "With a program like
this, we'll never elect a Republican Congress in 1954. You're taking us
down the same road Truman traveled. It's a repudiation of everything we
promised in the campaign!"" Soon after that outburst Dodgp wrote to
Waterman about the congressional and executive branch ceincern that too
much money was being spent on research and development and the
consequent need to evaluate science programs and eliminate unnecessary
duplication. NSF had not made much progress in its policy-development
duty, and Dodge wanted to discuss this matter with Waterman as soon as
possible."

When they met, Dodge asked whether NSF or ICSRD could carryout
the review of research budgets necessary for economy and efficiency.
Neither could, Waterman-replied; ICSRD representatives were all parties
at interest, and he had concluded before accepting the directorship that it
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would be improper for NSF to attempt the task. The Foundation's respon-
-sibility was only for basic research, and the way "to increase efficiency and
economy" in this tiny portion of the total R&D budget "was to center

/ more of this support in the NSF . . . while leaving to the other agencies
/ basic research in fields directly related to their statutory missions." In time

NSF might be able to comment helpfully on other agencies' applied
research, but not on proposed developmental activities except in general
on the adequacy of research and manpower to support them. The critical
requirement was that each agency have "a strong set-up for planning its
research and development operations." The heaviest expenditures of course
were for defense, and since the question of science advice on security
matters had become active again with the change of Administration,
Waterman suggested the desirability of having a young scientist available
to the National Security Council "to answer or get answers to spot
questions and make available the most competent scientific advisers on
call as needed." Perhaps because the discussion veered in this direction,
Dodge said he would like to pursue the topic in a later meeting with White
House officials."

In June Waterman and Barnard, representing NSF, and Hugh L.
Dryden, ICSRD, attended a meeting which ranged over the same subjects
but served the purpose of educating the President's Special Assistant for
National Security Affairs, Robert Cutler, other presidential assistants
Gabriel Hauge and Emmet J. Hughes, and ODM director Arthur S.
Flemming on the problems of controlling federal research expenditures
and providing science advice to the White House. Dodge raised the ques-
tion foremost in his mind, Who would assist the Bureau in evaluating
research and development? All agreed with Dryden that ICSRD was not
up to the job, and Waterman argued that no part-time committee could do
it effectively. He claimed that the existing system of informal coordination
of basic research was working samothly; all the important research agen-
cies received good scientific advice, and the main concern was the preven-
tion of undesirable duplication Or competition. When Dodge asked if NSF
would take responsibility for basic research, Waterman replied that it
would but with his usual qualification "that NSF exercises no control but
only leadership." NSF would not make "detailed budget examinations of
other agencies' programs," but it would answer specific questions raised
by the Bureau if it had the competence to answer them. Dodge then said he
would draft an Administration paper on NSF's responsibility, and he
dismissed Barnard's view that the board did not like the idea and rejected
Cutler's proposal that NSF prepare the statement. Both Waterman and
Dryden warned against the issuance of "any order which required the
other agencies to report to NSF in evaluation of programs."53

While the Bureau was drafting executive ordersoriginally two in-
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stead of the final onealarm began to spread among scientists, in and out
of government, about shrinking support for basic research and disasters
that would result if NSF should be designated as its sole federal patron.
Wisecracks by Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson to the effect that
basic research was the kind that provided no returns to those who paid for
it, and that he was not interested in learning why potatoes turned brown
when frying, bothered E. R. Piore, Waterman's successor in ONR, as
much as they did scientists in academia. Piore saw little enthusiasm for
fundamental research in AEC, and he feared that makers of military
research policy, faced with cuts in R&D bultets, would drop the R in
favor of the D. The result, he warned Lee DuBridge, would be that "our
first team will suffer the bruises of this retrenchment"that is,."Harvard,
MIT, Caltech, Chicago, etc."54 DuBridge, after talking with Deputy Sec-
retary of Defense Roger M. Kyes and AEC Commissioner Lewis Strauss,
concluded that research cuts in those agencies would "be much less than
Piore fears," but the Caltech president had equally weighty worries of his
own. He had read Senator Alexander Smith's argument for removing
NSF's $15 million appropriation ceilinga charter amendment that
became law in A gust I953and was disturbed by Smith's repeated
emphasis that the amendment would result in bringing all basic research
sponsorship und r NSF. DuBridge told Waterman that he "would be
bitterly opposed to such a consolidation. By contrast with the "short-
sighted policies" of NSFthat is, failure to pay full overhead coststhose
of Defense and other agencies were "more considerate of the welfare of
universities." ince Budget Director Dodge seemed to want NSF-to
monopolize fe eral support of basic research, it might be wise to tell him
and the Presid nt that the National Science Board did not agree."

DuBridg was mistaken about Administration policy, Waterman
replied. Ther had been no change from the stand announced by Truman
that the Fo ndation should become the principal, but not sole, federal
sponsor of asic research. Obviously the economizing mood would pre-
vent any im ediate increase in government support, but the aim should be
to maintai the level for basic research through additions to NSF's budget
while cuts were applied to development. Waterman did not agree with
DuBridge on the benefits of military links to university campuses. "I
believe o e cannot escape the conclusion that in the long run a civilian
agency sh uld carry forward the bulk of general basic research support in
the unive sities," he wrote. And grants were preferable to complicated
contracts for the support of academic science. Some government agencies
allowed o participation by their scientific staffs in negotiating and admin-
istering esearch contracts. "As for the indirect costs difficulty, which I
know lo ms large in your thinking, I have hopes that if we plug away at
this mat er, we can reach a satisfactory settlement; I certainly hope so."
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Waterman ended with a barb. He had thought Du Bridge was clear on NSF
policy. Could he have been absent when the board discussed these matters?'

Senator $mith's remarks and rumors about Budget Bureau intentions
also brought disquiet to government agencies. Waterman knew that the
proposed executive orders would add to the uneasiness of his fellow
research administrators, and he set out to prove the Foundation's friend-
ship. Meeting with top officials of research offices in AEC, Agriculture,
and all the military services, he explained NSF's stand and encouraged
them to continue their support of basic research. But the missionary work
did not lay the fears to rest, and the Budget Bureau's drafts of two
orders"Pertaining to Coordination of Research and Development" and
"Pertaining to the Functions and Responsibilities of the National Science
Foundation"tended to confirm suspicions. Even Waterman's good friends
in ON R thought the orders "would be interpreted as a move to have all
basic research go to the Foundation" and would cause agencies with no
real interest in fundamental science abruptly to drop support of university
research. The acting assistant secretary of defense for research and devel-
opment, a newly established office, also saw a probability of "top-level
decision being too precipitate."57

The concern about sudden disruption of university research arose from
related sections of the two orders. The draft NSF order provided:

In cooperation with educational institutions the National Science Foundation
shall appraise the impact of Federal research programs and their administration on
such institutions and shall . . . recommend to the President policies to guide
agencies in relieving such institutions of responsibility for research and develop-
ment deemed more appropriate to industrial or Government-operated facilities or
which, in the judgment of the institutions concerned, tend to disturb the proper
relationship between education and research.

Other agencies in turn, according to a section of the companion order,
were to use the NSF-formulated policies in appraising their grants and
contracts with universities and discontinue those that were inappropriate
to an academic setting."

Comments he heard on his good-will missions led Waterman to rec-
ommend to Carey that the troublesome section be dropped from the order
pertaining to other agencies. Carey, knowing that "universities have night-
mares at the thought of losing Federal money which has been generously
available up to now," alerted Dodge to the opposition the Bureau would
face from such academic officials as DuBridge and M1T's James R.
Killian, Jr. Both were members of the Science Advisory Committee, and
Hemming had turned over copies of the first, limited-circulation drafts to
DuBridge who, to Carey's dismay, quickly placed them on the committee's
agenda.59 In fact, even before the committee met, DuBridge, writing as_its
chairman, fired off a seven-page denunciation of the orders to Flemming.
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To put the matter very bluntly, I would be strongly opposed to issuing these
orders in their present form. I believe that science would suffer and that the
agencies engaged in scientific work would be burdened and confused to ap,,extent
which would reduce their scientific effectiveness. I also believe that these orders
would place upon the National Science Foundation responsibilities for which it is
not prepared and for which its basic composition makes it unfitted.

NSF, DuBridge continued, "is not charged with making general research
policies for the Government and is not suitable for this task." ("Read the
Act," Carey jotted in the margin.) Caltech "would go broke very promptly
if all of its basic research support were suddenly transferred to the
National Science Foundation." (Carey: "Heart of the matter.')60

The.moderate NSF director, trying to reason with DuBridge, pointed
out justifications for the orders: (1) the need for "increased efficiency and
economy" in federal R&D programs (appropriations had more than
doubled between 1949 and 1952, and tripled in Defensefroni $500
million to $1.6 billion); (2) the need to correct the imbalance between
applied research and development and basic research in universities (the
ratio was four to one, even excluding nonacademic university research
centers); and (3) the need "to clarify or assign responsibilities for dealing
with these matters."" Waterman had come to believe that a presidential
statement was desirable, though characteristically he wanted to guard
every important interest. Thus he told Hauge that he welcomed the consid-
eration of the orders by the Science Advisor.), Committee, and he suggested
that after the Bureau had analyzed agencies' comments, a group of univer-
sity officials be called together to advise Dodge. Hauge recoRmended this
step to the Bureau and said that he too wanted to proceed "very deliber-
ately on this project."62

As expected, the Science Advisory Committee did strongly oppose the
orders but drafted a substitute single order, because, as Waterman noted,
"the general attitude was that since matters had gone thus far some form of
order had best be put out."" NSF's official view, drafted by Waterman
and the Foundation's new general coynsel, William J. Hoff, suggested that
the Bureau consider, as an alternative to their issuance, "a statement --

covering the same ground but permitting less formal and fuller discussion
of the policies involved." Otherwise NSF suggested several textual changes
based on the criticisms 'Waterman had heard in his conversations with
officials of other agencies and in the recent meeting of the Science Advi-
sory Committee."

The strongest opposition to the ordersand to the later single form7--
came from AEC and Defense. Lewis Strauss thought they would tend to
centralize direction and control over federal research activities and "make
far reaching changes . . . which we believe would not be in the public
interest."65 Defense asked for a conference to discuss the fundamental
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questions raised by the orders, and after this meeting Donald A. Quarles,
the new head of the department's research office, thought that because of
his "fairly strong position . . . the executive order idea may have been
slowed up and may be modified."66

To Carey the changes later proposed by Defense "would make the
order useless." He was about ready for a showdown. The department's
views, Carey thought, "reflect a deep antagonism toward the NSF in all
particulars. I believe that the Bureau cannot alter the proposed order
according to the wishes of the Defense Department without surrendering
coinpletely to the prevailing attitudes of that agency, which are not com-
patible with the motivations of the order." He proposed to discuss the
Defense letter informally with Waterman and David Z. Beck ler, a science
aide to Cutler and Flemming. If they agreed with Carey, he suggested that
the Bureau "tell Quarles we can't go along, and that we will make one final
circularization of the current unofficial draft before delivering an order to
the White House."" Waterman, in the role of mediator, dealt directly with
Quarles and worked out some mutually acceptable changes, though Quarles
continued to object to a designation of NSF as the principal agency for
basic research support, and in the long run Waterman had to give up on his
effort to insert "primary agency" in the order."

Agency comments on the latest version of the order arrived in the
Bureau in its busiest season, and Carey turned them over for review by
Beckler, who was "subjected to all kinds of pressures by the private
scientists who make up the ODM Science Advisory Committee, and by the
Defense people." Besides Defenseessentially the separate services more
than Quarles's officeAEC gave the most trouble, but Waterman worked
out satisfactory arrangements with that agency. By mid-January Carey
thought the order was about ready to send to the White House, and on
February 10, 1954 Dodge sent the order to the Attorney General and the
President.69

After opening his press conference on March 17 with an allusion to St.
Patrick's Day and an announcement that an investigation of coffee prices
was nearing completion, President Eisenhower mentioned "one Other little
item"an executive order to be published that afternoon on research and
development. A statement accompanying the Order pointed out that less
than one-tenth of the federal expenditures for science went for basic
research, too small a fraction in the President's opinion."

The first five sections of the order set out NSF's duties: (I) to recom-
mend to the President federal policies to "strengthen the national scientific
effort" and help define the government's proper role in research: (2) to
continue studies of research and resources in science, giving particular
attention to federal activities; (3) to review federal research programs to
assist in strengthening their administration, to determine gaps or undesir-
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able duplication in basic research, and to make recommendations on basic
research to agency heads; (4) to become "increasingly responsible" for
providing the federal government's support of general-purpose basic re-
search, although other agencies should continue to conduct or sponsor
basic studies "closely related to their missions"; and (5) to study the effects
of federal support of research and development on educational institutions
and recommend ways of guarding their strength and freedom*. The other
sections were intended to ensure that other agencies managed their science
programs efficiently and economically, shared research equipment and
facilities, consulted with NSF on their basic research policies, and cooper-
ated in improving the classification add reporting of scientific activities.
(The text of the executive order appears in Appendix I .)

"I believe that the introductory statement by the President is quite
helpful," Waterman wrote DuBridge, "especially in its emphasis uponthe
need for more support of basic research.

A

"Now that all of the tumult is over, I trust that this will be properly
interpreted and on the whole be beneficial. I believe it should certainly be
so with respect to Congress. At any rate, we in the Foundation will try to
uphold the proper interpretation."
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The issuance of Executive Order 10521 had little effect on federal sci-
ehce, but it provides a convenient halting place to look back

over the Foundation's beginning as an operating agency. The order, by
defining NSF's role in policy development and evaluation as a cooperative
rather than a regulatory one, eased the danger of conflict with other
agencies while it left the Bureau of the Budget still saddled wit4 the diffi-
cult job of coordination. With a strong sense of relief, the board and the
director concludedsomewhat too readilythat they could now con-
centrate on what they and most of the staff thought to be NSF's main
functionthe support of basic scientific research and closely related
educational activities in universities and colleges.

Waterman rdgretted that the order did not name NSF as the principal
federal sponsor of basic research, but at the time that could only have been
a millennial hope anyway. Though Congress had removed the $15 million
appropriation ceiling, NSF's budget for fiscal 1954 was onljr $8 million,
half of which would be obligated for research grants. The Foundation's
allocation for research was less than 3.5 percent of the government's total'
for basic science and only 0.2 percent of the budget for federatresearch and
development.

By the end of fiscal 1954 the Foundation had awarded $6.7 million in
643 research grants.' Although the policy was to divide the research budget
equally between the two research divisions (BMS and MPE), the life
sciences group had got a substantial headstart in the first year, and their
grants fOr the three-year period aggregated somewhat more than those for
the MPE programs. Regulatory biology led all other programs with
approximately $950,000 in grants, followed in order ,by physics, chem-
istry, mOlecillar biology, and engineering. Lagging far behind all other
programs in fourteenth position was environmental biology with thirteen
grants for $76,760.

I
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With so little wealth to spread and so many worthy supplicants, the
Foundation was in a good position to answer critics of the geographical
and institutional distribution of its research awards. Besides pleading
poverty, NSF soon developed another response that would becdtne cus-
tomary: research grants corresponded closely ..to the institutional and
geographical concentrations of graduate students. (Of course the Founda-
tion by its research awards and especially by permitting fellows to choose
their graduate schools helped to reinforce the patterns of concentratidn.)
Not that NSF's policy makers and administrators were unconcerned
Waterman and some of the staff worried particularly about the decline of
science in undergraduate collegesbut their overriding interest wa's the
aduancement of science through support of its ablest practitioners.

Only two states (Arkansas and Nevada) had no recipients of research
grants during the first three years: The largest winner among the states was
Illinois ($600,500), followed by California ($5/7,900), Massachusetts
($518,400), and New York ($492,700). No other stte received as much
as $300,000.

By geographic region, the 9 states of the Northeast received 32 percent
of the funds; the 12 Mirth Central states 32 percent; the 16 of the South and
the District of Columbia 19 percent; add the 11 of the West 16 percent.
Grants to tioie territories of Alaska and Hawaii and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico and to a few American researchers in other countries
accounted for the remainder of the funds.

SPuthern institutions and those of the Great Plains and Rocky Moun-
tains lagged considerably behind those of the Northeast, East North
Central, and Pacific Coast in the receipt of research grants. Eighteen
universities had grants amounting to more than $100,000:

University of California, Berkeley $292,400
Yale University 245,750
Harvard University 231,000
University of Wisconsin 218,920
University of Illinois 211,600
University of Chicago 189,000.
University of Pennsylvania 173,100
Princeton Univertity 131,300
University of Minnesota 129,680
Washington University 127,200
Purdue University 125,000,
Indiana University 122,900
Columbia(University 119,900
Pennsylvania State University 116,400
Johns Hopkins University 112,400
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California Institute of Technology 106,500
University of Washington -,. 106,500
Northwestern University , 103,500

Their $2.9 niillion in research grants made fip 43 percent of the total.
Although the bulk of the funds was concentrated in graduate-tlevel

universities, the concern shown in Waterman's correspondence, and in
several NSF-sponsored conferences, for the maintenance of high-quality
science in free-standing liberal arts colleges was evidently shared by pro-
gram directors and their consultants and panels. Such highly regarded
colleges as Antioch, Bryn MawrOlaverford, Mount Holyoke, Oberlin,
Reed, Smith, and Wabash all received at least two research awards, and
many similar colleges received one. Predominantly Negro colleges fared-
less wellonly five managing to get a total of six awardsand state
colleges whose main function was the training of public sehool teachers
were not even that successful.

NSF's fellowships showed similar patterns. The Northeast led all other
regions in the number of successful applicants. Of the 1,866 pre- and
postdoctoral fellows by June 30, 1954, 36 percent resided in states of the
Northeast, 31 percent North Central, 18 percent West, and 15 percent
South. Except for the North Central region, which had a high success rate,
these percentages corresponded closely with applications: 37 percent North-
east, 26 percent North Central, 20 percent West, and 17 percent South.

Although more NSF funds for research went to the life sciences than to
the MPE disciplines, this was not so of fellowships. Students in the life
sciences received only '29 percent of the fellowships, a little below their
percentage (32) of applications; those in chemistry received 23 percent,
physics and astronomy 22 percent, engineering 12 percent, mathematics
10 percent, and earth sciences 5 percent.

Harvard and MIT easily led all other universities and colleges in the
number of baccalaureate graduates winning NSF fellowships. Their 200
fellows were more than 10 percent of the total group. As the following list
shows, four liberal arts colleges (CCNY, Swarthmore, Oberlin, Brooklyn)
ranked in the top twenty institutions where NSF fellows earned their first
degrees; several others (Amherst, Poinona, Reed, Wesleyan, and College
of Wooster) graduated from 11 to 17 fellows each. Institutions graduating
more than 20 fellows were:

Harvard University 103

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 97,
University of Chicago 68

Cornell University 53

California Institute of Technology 48
City College of New York 40
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University of Illinois . 40
Swarthmo4re College . 39
University of California, Berkeley 39*

Columbia University 36
Carnegie Institute of Technology 33
Stanford University 33
University of Wisconsin
UniverSity of Michigan

,
30
29

University of Minnesota 29
Oberlin College- 29
Ohio State University 24
Brooklyn College. .. ... . ...... . . . . ............. . . 23
Northwestern University 22
New York University 21

University of Pennsylvania 21

UniVersity of Washington 21

(*Estimated; the fiscal 1952 figures combine all campuses of the
Universiiy of California.)

Fellows naturally tended to choose graduate schools with outstanding
reputations in teir fields of science. Again Harvard and MIT ranked at
the top. The twenty institutions attracting the largest numbers of NSF
fellows were:

Harvard University. 171

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 163

Un iversity of Chicago 146

California Institute of Technology 110

Princeton University 103

University of Illinois 102 <,

University of Wisconsin 102

University of California, Berkeley 96 (est.)

Columbia University 78

Yale University 74

Stanford University 67

Cornell University 58

University of Michigan 48
Johns Hopkins University 45
University of Minnesota 40
Universityr of California, Los Angeles 35 (est.
Ohio State University . 32

Purdue University 30

Iowa State College 27

University of Pennsylvania . 27
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These twenty institutions enrolled 83 percent of the fellows, and the top ten
accounted for 61 percent.

Southern institutions, except the marginally regional one of Johns
Hopkins, and those of the Plains and Mountains attracted few fellows.
Thus of the first group of fellows only 8 percentchose to attend southern ,

universities, and of the 16 percent in western institutions nearly all studied
in graduate schools in California.

The Foundation's plan to award undergraduate scholarships, with-
drawn when it seemed that Congress might establish a general program ;

under the Office of Education, was under consideration again by 1954. But
while a scholarship program would remain in limbo, other designs to
expand NSF's educational activitiesnotably institutes for science teacher0-
in schools and colleges and the preparation of new, up-to-date science
courseswere in the take-off stage. Also bubbling up from eager staff
members were ideas for new ventures in research. By 1953 the Founda-
tion's annual report listed in its life science programs one entitled Anthro-
pological and Related Sciences, and a year later a wary board began to
debate the director's recommendation that the limited research support
for the social sciences be publicly acknowledged as a full-fledged program.
From the conferences and symposia organized by research program direc-
tors came other ideas, such as the construction of large-scale facilities for
radio astronomy, marine biology, and high-energy. physics, that would
move NSF into national programs of "big science" in the coming years.
Already in preparation was a worldwide research program, in which NSF
would coordinate the funding of United States activities, the International
Geophysical Year of 1957-58.

The executive order may have freed NSF from somepolicy responsibil-
ides it did not want, but it also recognized the Foundation's special interest
in the health of academic science. It encouraged studies of the effects of
federal programs on universities and colleges and recommendations on
government science policy toward higher education. NSF's board and
director welcomed this opportunity and were getting ready to eiploit it.
Still another need for the development of federal policyone which the
Foundation grasped unhesitatinglycame from the ominous growth of
loyalty and security requirements for government-supported research.

The President's order scarcely marked a historical watershed, but it
came at a tiMe when the Foundation was showing a growing interest in
new endeavors and in developing means to undertake them. In tHis sense
the order and the clpsing of the third year of operations may be taken to
signify the- end of the Foundation's beginning.
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Part III:
Cold War Growth, 1954-57

"Growth is the only evidence of life."

Cardinal Newman
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Men and Means

easured by size of staff and budget the National Science Founda-
tion was an insignificant agency when the Soviets launched

Sputnik I on October 4, 1957. The staff, numbering a little over 250,

had grown by only about one hundred during the three and a half years
since the issuance of Executive Order 10521, The director, general counsel,
administrative staff, and members of the Office of Special Studies occu-
pied the Dolley Madison House and other former Cosmos Club buildings
on the northeast side of Lafayette Parks along witfi the research program
staffsexcept for the tiny social science program (two professionals and a
secretary) which shared lodging with the Office pf Scientific Information
across the park on Jackson Place. Somewvhat isolated, but still only two
blocks farther away, in the Winder Building on 171h Street, were some sixty
persons whb administered NSF's eslucation and manpower programs and
served the President's Committee on Scientists and Engineers.

The budget had grown somewhat-more impressively. Only $8 million
in fiscal year 1954, it doubled that figure two years later (finally exceeding
the onetime statutory ceiling), and then quintupled it the next year, when
Congress appropriated $40 millien for fiscal 1957. An economy mood
held the fiscal 1958 budget at the same level, until alarm over successful
Russian satellites and American fizzles resulted in a supplementary
appropriation of close to $10 million. Besides these basic appropriations
NSF received other funds io administer the United States sharp of the
International Geophysical Year .(IGY), and these totaled $43 million
between 1954 and 1958. But this kind of relative affluence needs to be,.
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Viewed in terms of the huge expenditares for defense research, which
finally evoked President Eisenhower's warning against a "military-industrial
complex"to which adjectives some critics would have added "academic.'

If against this background NSF was still aklwarf among giants, its own
expansion, even before Sputnik I, was owing largely to fears and needs of
" he national security state."' Cold War concerns during the years 1954-57
fostered growth in the Foundation's first researth and educaSional activi-
ties and the rise of neW ones. NSF both' capitalized on the desire for, .
security and helped halt the stifling effects of seeurity requirements. Draw-

, ing bn the ideas and services of scientists in the nation's leading research
institutions, the Foundation's staff pushed, often successfully, for greater
scope for their programs and for new departures.,These achievements, co
which will be detailed irt the foltowing chapters, gave NSF a more conse-
quential role in nationaland insternational-Tscience than its small staff
and meager appropriations might imply.

* * *

Following a policy of rotation in office for assistant directors, Water-
- man in March 1954 asked Marston Bates of the. University of Michigan if

he would succeed H. Burr Steinbach, about toreturn to the University of
Minnesota, as head of NSF's, biological arid medical sciences division.
Steinbach had filled the position for a year, following a similar short tenure
by Fernandus Payne of Indiana University. Bates, a member of the BMS
divisional committee, knew the offer was coming-and had already made up
his mind. He wrote: "The Foundation has had a most reassuring beginning
under your leadership; but obviously you canhot keep this up without
complete and understanding coopefation from your colleagues in science.
The sort of cooperation that isnIt hedged by personal- convenience or
personal ambition. Believe me, it is with the utmost reluctance that I beg to
be excused." Bates had joined the zoology department at Ann Arbor only
two years before and, despite his belief in NSF's importance, said that he
was "scared even to try another move when . . . only beginning to feel
adjusted here." He wished Steinbach could stay on for another year but
sympathized with his desire to return to research.2

"The sort of cooperation that isn't hedged by personal convenience or
personal ambition"here Baies touched on matters that strongly affect
academic scientists, causing dilemmas for them and adding to Waterman's
recruitment difficulties. Professional obligationslin this instance to a
struggling federal ageney devoted to basic scienceoften conflicted with
personal loyalties to students, colleagues, and institution and with the
fascinations of research. The next person Waterman sought for the position
this time successfullywell revealed in his replies the conflict of duty and
desire.
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Lawrence R. Bhnks, director of Stanford University's Hopkins Mine
Station, was abo t to mail an application for a Fulbright research
appointment in A stralia when Waterman's offer came. Hel had to weigh
"the chance for a year of undisturbed research, against a year of very
busy administrati ." Like Bates, he thought his decision involved more
than "personal preference: I honestly believe there is a real duty on the
scientists of the colintry to join in the wOrk df the Foundation, to keep it
in close toifch wit1 many aspects of their science." He considered Water-
man's rotation p4licy "an admirable one. The more working biologists
who understand t e problems and the opportunities of the Foundation,
the better it will bein forging it as a strong instrument of American science.
Of this I have no cibubt"but then the lament of the dedicated scientist
"and of the inexdrable march of time cutting ever shorter the time for
active research. Ais longa."3

A week later, riting from Boston just before taking off for a month in
England, Blinks stated his willingness to come to Washington for a year. A
visit with some ofTSF's "permanent staff" the day before had convinced
him that they hadyttatters "well in hand." Steinbach had told him "that he
does have time to thInk, a little above the melee," and Blinks-hoped that he
too, like his predegssor, would be able to meet his "obligations to students
and research assistants .... It would be unfortunate if connection with the
Science Foundatiop meant divorcement from Science itself." He had not
caught Potomac fei,er, and he worried about scientists seduced by bureau-
cratic gamesmans*.

I think I shall never understand tile ramifications of the Washington labyrinth,
the interdepartmentali inter-agency relations. I am more than a, little appalled at
the mixture of science 'with these but I suppose it must be. Scienee seems so much
simpler than its Machi,nery! I wonder, from the outside, whether the enginfiers of
that machinery do not become fascinated with the turning wheels for their own
sake. For this reasonj think it highly important that there do enter in sceptical,
simple minded people from the outside each year, who query the "Operations". I
hope this will always remain the policy of the Foundation. It is with the feeling that
someone must do thig, jhat I am willing to try, though the endeavor is really far from
my experience or a41ions.4

The practice mporting omstanding scientists as assistant directors
for terms of a year or less no doubt had merits, but also inherent handi-
caps. A new divisio head administered a program shaped by someone
else, and in turn placed is stamp on that of his successor.5 If inexperienced
in federal budget-maki4 and administrative procedures, he often suffered
bafflement and frustration, especially if he hoped to achieve quick changes
during his brief stay: Persons skilled in university politics and administra-
tion perhaps adjusted mote easily to the ways of government than those
who had spent most of theit time in the lecture room and laboratory.
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Waterman abandoned the rotation system for BMS assistant directors
aftei, 11 links's return to StanforcL John Wilson, who headed the psychobi-
ologY research program and had acted as the division director once before,
was qamed assistant director in 1955 and continued in the position until
1961;ovhen he left NSF to join the University of Chicago as special
assistant to the president.

But the search continued to find somecine to head the MPE division.
RaymOnd J. Seeger, who had been employed to be the program director
for pl4sics research, long held the assistant director's positiob in an acting
capacity while Waterman tried to recruit eminent physical scientists to
accepti a year's appointment. Early in 1954 Waterman thought that Har-
vard physicist J. Curry Street might be interested, but, Street's active
reseat'sh program at the Brookhaven National Laboratory made him
rettletiftnt to take on an administrative chore. Besides, Street had becbme
alarmed by rumors about an impending shift to NSF of ONR and AEC
support of university basic researcha mistaken policy, he thought.
Waterman, who was in the middle of the negotiations for the executive
order daling with this problem, was acutely conscious of such fears, and
he tried to assure Street that "an internal staff paper from the Bureau of
the Budget which seems to have had wide circulation . . . has no official
status"; NSF hoped to expand federal support of basic research, not con-
solidate it. Unable to get Street, Waterman made renewed efforts to recruit
physicists Frederick Seitz of the University of Illinois and Robert Brode of
the University of California at Berkeley" Failing again, he continued
Seeger in'the acting position Until 1957, when eone-year appointmebt was
accepted by,E. A. Eckhardt, a retired georitlysicist who had long directed
research for the Gulf Research and Development Company and had recently
headed an NSF.committee investigating the desirability of establishing a
geophysical institute in Hawaii. Finally, in the summer of 1958, Randal M.
Robertson, a physicist and scientific director in ONR, accepted an
appointment on a permanent rather than a rotating basis.'

In contrast to the transitory or. "acting' leadership of the research
divisions, theFoundation's education programs remained under the con-
tinuous direction of Harry Kelly. Two others of Waterman's principal
early appcdntments, however, left NSF in the middle 1950sSunderlin,
the deputy director, for a position in Belgium, and Harwood, the assistant
director for administration, for one in Iran. The director decided not to
appoint another deputy, in part perhaps because he had by this time
established a second associate directorship'

Research and educational program directors were also recruited
occasionally as "rotators" for terms of one or two years, but generally the
persons holding these operating-level positions qualified for Blinks's des-
ignation of "permanent staff." Thus in the life sciences division the pro-
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grams of environmental, molecular, regulatory, systematic, and psycho-
logical biology had the same directors throughout the period 1954-57, as
did those of chemistry, mathematics, and physics in the physical sciences
division. Although some research program staffs consisted only of a
scientist head and a secretary, normally there was also a professional
assistant and occasionally a clerk-typist. With the help of a few administra-
tive persons .in the assistant director's office, the specialized programs
maintained considerable autonomy and offered unusual opportunity
unusual in government service at leastfor their heads to acquire feelings
of importance and leadership.

"Everyone wants to be a program directoi" was repeated so often in
staff meetings that it became an adage. While usually aimed at top officials
who were "interfering" in operations, the saying reflected the satisfactions
of independence and status enjoyed by the key program administrators.
" . . . it is really the program director's decision that counts," one of them
commented on his experience in NSF. -qf course, officially he only
recommends, but if his recommended deciSiOn is not illegal, itnmoral, or
fattening it's going to stick. And we tfgettlii fight to establish this right in
the old days."° Through reviewing proposals the program director kept
abreast _of new developments and ideas across the whole range of his
discipline and throughout the nation. In panel meetings and conferences
he formed friendships with the leaders of his profession. As a patron of
research he could bask hi reflected glory when one of the scientists in his
"stable" won election to the National Academy or the ultimate distinc-
tion, the Nobel prize. There were dangers of ego inflation of coursehe
might be dubbed "Mr. Chemistry" or "..Mr. Molecular Biology" by intro-
ducers at science conventionsbut he did occupy a central position in his
discipline and had a chance to influence its directions, not Only through his
recommendations on proposals but more importantly through budgeting
for his program. Since budget-making was a long-term process, permanent
program directors had a decided advantage over rotators; often it took two
or three years to formulate a rationale and justification for a "new thrust"

.0
and to persuade one's superiors of its desirability.'°

Nearly all of the program directOrs were men, but in the life sciences
division and in the offices which gathered, studied, and disseminated
science information women filled many positions as professional assis-
tants and research analysts. In his public speeches Waterman several times
emphasized the need to attract Women inth scientific careersa need
heightened by the concern during the 1950s dver. severe "manpower"
shortages in science and engineering." These statements might have been
less frequent had hiseeech wiiter been a man rather than the talented Lee
Anna Embrey, but there is no reason to question their sincerity. Virginia
Sides, looking backward from the days of the women's liberation move-
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ment, thought "it quite remarkable that [Waterman] was as unsex-b ased
as almost anybody you could think of at the time... . I think he pro ably
always had. a feeling that women in science were perfectly acce table
people."" Certainly, however, the membership of NSF's divisiona com-
mittees and advisory panels showed the dominance o'f science by m n. The
Foundation's annual report for fiscal 1954 showed that Katharine McBde
was still the only woman member of a divisional committee, and al of the
112 members of advisory panels were men. Four years later ary I.
Buntihg, dean of Douglass College of Rutgers University, had ,joined
McBride on the SPE divisional committee (as some years later sh would

Q join her on the National Science Board), and foar women sat with 151 men
on advisory panels."

Jack Teeter, who had an unshakable conceit that it wtii "his political
magic that had caused the creation of the National Science Foundation,
stopped by Vannevar Bush's office in the spring of 1954 to complain about
Alan Waterman. Teeter reported that people on Capitol Hill "seem to
think that the NSF needs a good 'goose.' " Under Waierman's "too
passive" direction NSF had -"fallen into the 'old school tie' control"Teeter's
shorthand for the National Academy of Sciences"and has no one who
understands political maneuver or the approach to Congress, The time is
ripe now for the N.S.F. to take the lead but there must be stronger men
at the helm. If they do not accept the leadership now Congress will
assume them incapable and the other agencies will :keep the N.B.F. in
wraps." Bush answered that he was "just as troubled about it as you
are"; it seemed clear to him "that the Science Foundation now has to
do a job or else disappear from the scene as far as any strong influence
is concerned.""

Aside from engaging in a favorite pastime of stirring up trouble,Teeter
may have been reflecting accurately congressional unhappiness abotit the
Foundation:In the recent House budget hearings Republican committee
members had _let Waterman know that they considered coordination of
federal research NSF's most irnportantjob, and they deplored the agency's
failure to perform it." Still, in its action on NSF's budget request for fiscal
1955 the House treated the agency better than usual. Heretofore the #ouse
had votedas it would agaih the following yearto keep the appropria-
tion at about die' current level, which was always substantially below the
request in the Piesident's budget. Partial rectification came in ihe §enate
and in the compromise figure agreed to in conference. The' tahli sum-
marizes NSF's appropriation history, 1951-58, excluding tifeltfpple-
mental appropriation for fiscal 1958 and IGY appropriations.
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President's Approved Approved Final

FY budget by House by Senate appropriation

.1951 $ 475 $ 0 $ 225 $ 225

1952 14,000 300 6,300 3,500

1953 15,000 3,500 6,000 4,750

1954 12,250 5,724 10,000 8,000

1955 14,000 11,000 14,000 12,250

1956 20,000 12,250 20,000 16,000

1957 41,300 35,915 .41,300 40,000

1958 65,000 40,000 40,000 40,000

The table does not show the reductions, often substantial, in NSF's
requests to the Bureau of the Budget. In the fiscal 1956 submission, for
example, the Foundation asked for $23.6 million, despite the President's
call for bare-bones estimates. Challenged in the Bureau's hearing,-Water-
man argued that greater suppori-of basic research was an essential "anti-
dote" to the overwhelming federal emphasis on applied research and, in
addition, a good way of increasing the supply of highly trained scientists
and engineers. When the Bureau nevertheless set a figure of $15.9 million,
the NSF director and his senior staff mustered eight "cogent reasons" why
the Foundation's research request should be restored, and cited in defense
of its science education budget the draft report of a special interdepart-
mental committee which pointed out the threat to "our way of life"in the
growing numbers and quality of' Russian scientists and engineers.

In justification of the fiscal 1956and laterestimates Waterman
referred to Executive Order 10521 and statements of Presidents Truman
and Eisenhower that NSF should become "increasingly responsible" for

government sponsorship of general-purpose basic research. Yet the agen-
cy's fraction of the total was "ridiculously small." So too was basic

research itself in comparison to applied.-only about $130 million out of a

total federal R&D budget of $2 billion in 1954and this gross imbalance
deflected universities from their traditional and proper function ofadvancing

.fundamental knowledge. Proposal§ from academic scientists showed that
inany highly qualified scipntists wanted to undeitake important investiga-

tions but were stymied because the'Foundation's budgetcould fund only a
fraction of their projects. Research support increased the number and
enriched the education of graduate students who found employment as
research' assistantsa :better kind of training, some thought, than that
furnished by fellowships, and like fellowships "vital in improving or
indeed maintaining our position in scientific manpower relative to the
U.S.S.R."15
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These arguments, varied and amplified in later years and tied together
with a national security ribbon, were insufficiently persuasive in the White
House and Congress to yield nfassive budget increases -before the first
Sputnik launchings, but they did result in growth that seethed fairly
impressive at the time.

NSF's appeal to the Bureau in 1954 (on the fiscal 1956 budget) man-
aged to get much of the original request restored, though the Budget
Director thought "it was a risk in going to Congress with as high an
amount" as $20 million." Twd years later a deep cut in the agency's*
preliminary estimate for fiscal 1958from $104 million to $55
caused Waterman to consider a direct appeal to the President. The Foun-
dation had predicated its estimate on a national emergency in science, one
which required p-rovision of the "raw material" of new knowledge for
military and industrial development; protection of colleges and universi-
ties against loss of their science faculty members to industry; "identifica-
tion, motivation and training pf boys and girls with aptitude for science,
beginning in secondary schools"; and support of such costly research
facilities as radio and optical astronomical observatories, nuclear reactors
and accelerators, university computers, and specfalized biological labora-
tories."

These -ambitious plans failed to sway Budget Director Percival F.
Brundage, whose, hold-the-line policy was reinforced by a letter from
Albert Thomas. Congress had allowed a big increase (from $16 million to
$40 million) in NSF's budget the year before, and Thomas let the Admin-
istration know that he would not approve a further rise "'until some
tangible results can be appraised." Brundage first told Waterman that the
Bureau would allow a request of $60 million, but when the NSF director
protested, Brundage slashed another $5 million." Angered by this bully-
ing technique, Waterman discussed with Gabriel Hauge in the White
House a personal appeal to Eisenhower, but held it in abeyance when ,
Brundage said he did not really object to a $60 million figure. Earlier
Waterman and Bronk, who was iow chairman of the National Science
Board, had agreed that NSF shoul1 presenfthe matter to the President if
the Bureau cut the estimate beld $75 million,' but Brundage finally
persuaded them not to "press th matter further." As it turned out,
another $5 million was added when he President submitted his budget to
Congress." This time the Senate iled to follow its usual practice. It
agreed with the House in holding SF's budget at the current level. But
soon national alarm over Russian t chnological feats and a crumbling of
faith in American public schools an primacy in science prepared the way
for crash programs tin education an resedrch and big budgets irc the years
ahead.

* * *
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When budget hearings moved from the Executive Office Building to
Capitol Hill, Waterman and his colleagues entered a very difrerent world.
Here bureaucratic and scientific abstractions had to be explained to laymen
who spoke the language of Main Street. Congress Men, addressing the
witnesses as "Doctor"often, one suspects, with mock deferenceand
betraying a profound ignorance of differences between science and tech-
nology and between basic and applied research, almost invited patronizing
lectures from their scientist supplicants. Question and answer sometimes
sailed by like ships in the night just barely in hailing distance.

In the pre-Sputnik years hearings on NSF's regular appropriation
never lasted more than two daysone before the House appropriations
subcommittee and one before the Senate. The Senate hearings were usually
perfunctory but not those before the House subcommittee. There NSF
witnesses were often subjected to detailed section-by-section quizzing and

°homilies on what the agency could and should' do.
Except for two years (1953-54) when Republicans controlled Congress,

Albert Thomas presided over the annual House hearings like a benevolent
despot. When in the minority he answered Republican carping about the
Foundation's failure to coordinate federal science by arguing that Con-
gress had given the agency "a lot of pleasant words" but no real authority.
After his return to the chair, however, he discovered in NSF's basic act an
"artfully drawn" array of implied powers. "I think you can do anything on
earth under its" he told Waterman; "Do not ever change it, because if you
do, you might cut off some of your authority. 1121

Some of NSF's activities Thomas considered a waste of time and
money. He aerided the gathering of data on research expenditures as
"chasing rabbits." These "science policy" studies would cause NSF to
"bog down in statistics and paperwork" and divert it from its Main work of
educating enough scientists to meet the Soviet challenge. Thomas's Worries
about Russiiand about Texaslargely determined his views on the

a
programs the Foundation should emphasize. He knew that most academics
disliked loyalty oaths but Warned that Congress would not "tolerate
your spending money to send some of these Communist boys to school."
For a while he shared some of his colleagues' skepticism about Russian
scientific capabilities; but then he read Nicholas DeWitt's Soviet Profes-
sional Manpower (1955), a heavily dOcumented book sponsored and pub-
lished by NSF, which completely reversed his ideas and fed his fear that
nuclear physicist Edward Teller's dark portrayal of Russia's scientific
progress and-America's inadequacies might be accurate after all."

To Waterman and the National Science Board the support of basic
research in university labOratories was NSF's paramount mission. 'Thomas
had a higher priority. To him the fundamental problem was the shortage of
scientists "that is created by a lack of high-school teachers!' He thought
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DeWitt's book bught to be placed in the hands of every high school
superintendent in the country, and he startled Waterman at a hearing in
1956 by asking if NSF could not use $9-10 million instead of the $3
million it requested to modernize science and mathematics instruction in
secondary schools through a program of institutes for their teachers.
Thomas and others on the committee evidently saw the hew program as a
way not only of strengthening American science but also of providing
federal aid for education without accompanying federal control"

Besides helping to reach these goals the institutes program could
benefit many colleges and universities that failed to win NSF's research
fundsteachers colleges in East Texas,, for instance. Stephen tF, Austin
State College in Thomas's home:town aPPlied for supporf of a summer
instituie, and the congressman wrote the Foundation in its behalf. Water-
man, fearful that the college might accept only white teachers and thus not
qualify -for a grant, Liked with White House officialsfirst Hauge. and
then Maxwell Rabb', secretary to the Cabinet-4or suggestions Of ways to
avoid offending the powerful chairman. Rabb.advised Waterman to let
Thomas know of NSF's integration policy "to avoid having a burnlhg
issue arise." It turned odthat there Was no obsiacle, and soon Naterman
happily in formed Thomas that the Nacogdoches institution had been
selected, and that Baylor University, Southern Methodist UniVersity, and
the University ofTexas Would also serve as hosts to summe; institutes."

Thomas's frequent iinportuning bolhered the NSF director, who earnestli
tried to keep his agency above politics. But Thomas obviously considered
his entreaties nonnal 'and appropriate for a congressman in a position td
exert influence. In a sense, NSF belonged to hirn. He enjoyed his co llequies
with the distinguished board members who testified at NSF's hearings,
and he urged Waterman to bring the entire board with him, or if not all 24 '

at once, at least FO dr 12.25 He encouraged NSF support for the research of
an Iowa doctor friend and for several medical researchers in Houston, for
joint funding by NSF and AEC of a nuclear reactor in Texas, for the estab-
lishment of a center in Houston to evaluate American and foreign scientlfie
Work, and evehasked for the drafting of a baccalaureate address he was to
give at East Texas State Teachers College." The comMencement address
breached none of Waterman's cunons, but NSF may have bent its rules on
the selection of research projects. Internal NSF communications show
Waterman's and Klopsteg's sensitiveness to Thennas's pressure but also
the firmness of some NSF program staff in adhering to regular procedures
and standards of quality.27

Thomas's interventions on behalf of his friends and congressional
district may have produced little except headaches for the Foundation, but
Ms dominance of the Independent Offices subcommittee certainly helped
shape the agency's program. Though sure that his Republican colleagues'
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attempt to require NSF to "coordinate" federal sciencethat is, reduce
government spendingwould result in nothing more than windmill-jOusting,
he did, when he returned to the chair.,, continue their opposition tc5 an
increase in the Foundation's staff and budget. The subcomthittee thought
as he did that many of the science policy studies weret"of doubtful value
and should be curtailed."" But if he and his fellows were niggardiy in
approving appropriations, he tried to break the Foundation's prudent
behavior patterns. In shifting from a narrow to a broad interpretation of
NSF's charter he stopped scoffing at the f oundation's impotence and led
Waterman and the board members who accompanied him to a vista of
ample opportunities in science education, including subsidy of educa---
tional institutions."

Thomas was unpredictable and therefore unsettling to NSF officials..
In the 1955 hearing he took them by surprise by accusing the agency of
controlling academic science: NSF's consultants and panels werebired to
do its bidding. This charge especially disturbed Waterman, who believed
that individual researchers not only should but did determine the course of
science." While Thomas in later years occasionally expressed concern
about federal sapping Of institutiOnal autonomy, he seems to have worried
less as his vision of national need and of NSF's possibilities broadened
along with his power to guide the Foundation.

The Senate kCired much more generous than the House in furnishing
the means by which NSF financed its gradually expanding programs in the

.1950s. No senator, however, ever played a part approaching Thomas's in
importance to the Foundation or loomed so large and constantly in the
thoughts of Waterman and his associates.

* * *

Thomas's allegation that NSF's consultants simply ratified agency
decisions may have contained some trutbbut not much. Of course staff
members did not meretNansmit suggestions gleaned from their scientific
communities; their own interests, ambitions, and sense of what needed
doing naturally affected their recommendations on program budgets and
grant awards. Yet their unceasing contacts with proposers of research or
educational projects, participants in specialized conferences, and members
of ad hoc committees, advisory and review panels, and divisional commit-
tees exposed them to a wide range of ideas from the "Republic of Sci,
ence."3' They filtered these ideas and came to judgments on priorities; but
these judgments were still subject to review, modification, and reversal.
Waterman bad good reason for believing that NSF did not "mastermind"
the direction of science but reflected instead its autonomous decisions.

The diverse influences 'of the outside scientific world on particular,
t, 232
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programs and budgefary decisions are evident n the advice given the
Foundation in the meetings of its divisional committees.32 In these sessions
heads of NSF divisions and program4 won strong b cking for well-conceived
experiments, but often got temporizing requests f r further study of risky
projects and half-baked notions. As partisans of t e programs they coun-
seled, -members of a research divisional committ e usually managed to
gain not.the preponderant budgets they'rnight wa t,but_a_rough equiva-
lence-with the other research division, since Wat rman and a few chief
advisers, on the staff and on-the board, discreetly aintained enough of a
balance to avert internecine warfare.

In fact, for most athe pre-SPutnik period the Foundation held to its
policy of equal budgets for BMS and MPE resear h projects, though a
reduction in the Defense Department's basic researcI budget in fiscal 1955
resulted in a temporary larger allocation (but by nc means equaling the
$3 million Defense cut) to MPE programs." But wlien the Foundation
began to support such costly research fabilities as astronomical observa-
tories, nuclear reactors, and university computers the scale tipped heavily
on the MPE side. The education and manpower programs administered
by the SPE division failed to grow proportionately wit11 those of research,
until the House subcommittee gave NSF its big, unwanted boost for
institutes for high school teachers. The following table 'shows obligations

- for research and education programs through fiscal year 1958.

NSF Obligations, FY 1952-58
(dollara in millions)

1952 1953. 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958

Basic research grants
_

BMS $0.8 $0,8 $2.0 $3.6 $443 $7.4 $8.5
MPE ' 0.3 1.0 2M 4.4 4.7 7.6 9.4
Socialscience - - - ..- 0.3 0.6
Antarctic - - - 0.9

Research facilities ,
BMS - - - 0.1\ 0.9 1.0

MPE - - - (0.4 4.5 5.0
Education t

Fellowships 1.5 1.4 1.9 1.8 2.1 3.4 5.6

Other education
programs , * 0.2 0.3 1.4 10.9 13.7

`Less than $100,000.
Source: NSF annual reports, 1952-58.

While marshaling arguments for more favorable iteatinent of their
division as a whole, members of a research divisional etiinmittee alsch
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wrestled with the problem of allocations of funds to its specialized pro-
grams. Here the heterogeneity of MPE programs (astronomy, chernistry,
eartksciences, engineering, mathematics, and physics) and their organization
along traditional departmental lines caused difficulties that the close kin-
ship and functional organization of the biological programs did not present.
Proposal pressure,that is, the number and dollar amount of meritorious
proposalswas generally considered the principal element in determining
a rational distribution Of funds% MPE divisional committee members, who
threshed over the allocation dilemma at nearly every meeting, hoped that
better information on the numbers of researchers in each discipline and on
available research funds might make it possible to construct a sophisticated
formula for long-term budget planning. But for the short term, they
agreed, data on meritorious proposals received by each program would
have to seGveat least for 90 percent of the research grant funds available
to the division; the other 10 percent should be reserved for flexible use by
the div,isiOn director."

The "meritorious proposal" formula method of allocation soon had its
critics. Divisional committee members representing engineering became
"perturbed at the apparent relative low ratings of engineering sciences
proposals and the possible restriction on program funds," and Seeger soon
told the committee that it was "highly desirable to eliminate a noncooperative
spirit of competition that is incipient within the Division, and at the same
time to put the matter of fund distribution on a more stable basis."35 By
March 1956 the committee recognized that a rigid formula based on
meritorious proposals had not worked well and threatened to "lead to an
inflation of ratings" which could undermine the peer review system.
instead, budget allocations (which must not be made without the NSF
director's approval) should take'several factors into account: the previous
year's budget; the number and dollar amount of program proposals over a
period of several years; support from sources other than the Foundation;
measures of research potential such as numbers of doctorates and graduate
students; and such special considerations as the need to develop new
research fields and encOurage young Ph.D.'s." Even so, proposal pressure
continued to be the main justification both for requests to Congress for an
overall increase in NSF's research budget and for allocations of this
increase among the disciplines.

The MPE divisional committee spent much more time reviewing the
detailed operations of the several disciplinary programs and recom-
mendations of their advisory panels than did the members of the BMS
committee. The two research committees not onlyfunctioned differently,
but quite separately. Information on activities in the otherand rival
research division came mainly through comments by the director.

Well-wrought minutes whioeneralize rather than proceed methodi-
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cally through a committee's agenda usually give all impression of coherent,
germane debate ending in clear decisions. So it I'S with the summaries
of the BMS advisory group's sessions in the 1950s. Obviously the biolo-
gists' counselors must have indulged in a good deal of rambling, off-the-
point talk, but the record shows purpose and coherence. Rather in contrast
to their MPE counterparts, they seem to have had nearly complete confi-
dence in the good sense of the BMS staff and gladjy joined their efforts to
explore innovaive ways of advancing biological research and research
,training. Witile the MPE committee listened to detailed, quantitative
analyses of program operations, argued over self-serving recommenda-
tions from disciplinary panels (whose- chairmen sornetimes met with the
committee), and warily tried to ensure that proposals to support large-:
scale physical facilities would not cut into the budget for individual
research projects, the ISMS advisers quickly dispatched the review of past
activities, acted on suggestions of staff-named ad hoc cOmmittees rather
than program panels, and puslied the director and board to experiment
with broader, more flexible forms of research support than the project
grant.

Yet the committees had common concerns, ranging from the relatively
minor but remarkably irritating,matter of insufficient travel moneyfor
themselves, staff, panel members, and American delegates to international
conferencesto budgetary provision for expensive research equipment
and facilities. (These two concerns, in fact, were constants.) Consensus on
plans and proposals for large facilities was of course an essential element in
building NSF's case for larger appropriations, and long before a facilities
"line item" appeared in the budget it had been argued at length in committee.

In the MPE group, disciplinary rivalries hampered the reaching of
agreement on large facilities, but by January 195'7 the committee had
settled on several general principles. Although NSF should continue to put
most emphasis on research projects, the comMittee recognized that "in
many areas the large facilities are essential if science is to progress on a
broad front." The job of setting priorities was one for the staff and board.
In view of the enormous need for facilities$350 mipion over a five-year
period in the physical sciences alone, according to NSF staff studiesand
the inadequacy of money to build them, evenhanded treatment of all fields
of science was out of the question. The committee hoped that the director
and board would "have the courage to support many which are not
popular choices in that they help only one area of science, though they doo
this at a critical stage. The best guide is the enthusiastic endorsement of the
working scientistsnot the promoter\sof the discipline in question."37

The BMS committee, consciousof its handicaps in competing for equal
funding against costly but salable physical science' facilities and against
popular medical research laboratories which were becoming available
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through-NIFI's spreading programs, endeavored to stake elaims in NSF's
budget to meet a variety of needs in biological research. Relying on
suggestions of inventive staff members and ad floc -groups of specialists,
the committee ericouraged support for biblogical field stations, labora-
,toriesfor germ-free animal research, controlled environment chambers for
plant experintents (phytotrons, or "goldplated greenhouses""), equip-

-ment for general use or too expensive to include in an ordinary research
_grant, and graduate laboratories in universities: Constituting themselves
as- a review panel, the divisional committee assayed the findings of "site- -
visit teams" in order to recommend thesupport or declination of proposals
of these kinds. Through these actions the committee helped establish a
program of basic research facilitieS in the biological sciences, set policy and
precedents on a case-by-Case method, extended the coverage of project
awards to expensive equipment, and prepared the :vay for an autonomous
graduate-laboratories program by the end of the decade.

Considerably more than either of the research divisional committees,
that for SPE actively participated in the planning of the programs under its
jurisdiction. Meeting four times a yearmore frequently than the research
advisersthe SPE group developed rapport both with the NSF staffand
with the board SPE committee, with which it regularly held a joint annual
meeting. Besides giving advice on programsat first only fellowships and-
the National Registerand their budgets, the divisional committee dealt
with broader questions of NSF's relation to the U.S. Office of Education
and to a presidential committee created in response to a growing worry
about 'shortages of scientists and engineers. But most important, the
divisional committee stimulated the SPE staff to think of ways to extend
NSF's educational activities beyond the apparently narrow range author-
ized by the agency's charter.

Finding no authority for educational support except through scholar-
ships and fellowships and the exchange of scientific information, NSF's
director and general counsel long thought that amendments to the act
would be required before the Foundation could yield to pressure from staff
and committee for new programs, exce0 "experimental" ones of limitef
duration under the mandate to develop riational science policy for educa-
tion in the sciences. Checkreined by this limitation, the staff nonetheless
displayed ingenuity in suggesting idehifor experiments in education in the
sciences, and the divisional committee subjected them to rigorous but
sympathetic -criticism. In time, as Albert Thomas told Waterman that the
Foundation could "do anything on earth" it wanted to, and as Congress
earmarked- about a quarter of NSF's budget for heretofore "expeiirnen-
tal" insfitutes for high school teachers, the agency's strict interpretation of
its charter began to appear much too conservative.

New departures began slowly, but even before the orbiting of Soviet
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sputniks opened the floodgates, NSF had undertaken a variety of educa-
,

tional activities that capitalized on the rising concern about national
secarity. ffie following chapter describes the roundation's broadening
eduCational mission.

<II
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Quality and- Quantity, in

4" Science Education

. 0

In the tug of War between elitists and levelers the National Science
Foundation has nearly always pulled for the quality side. Moit of

its research grants have gone to the best scientists who, quite naturally,
happened to be at the best universities.. Its fellows, whose right to choose
their graduate schools was one of NSF's firmest principles, have flocked to
an embarrassingly small number of these same institutions. At the start the
Foundation committed itself to excellence. James B. Conant, echoing his _.

earlier wOrds in ScienceThe Endless Frontier, wrote in NSF's flrst annual
report: "In the advance of science and its appliction to many practical
problems, there is no substitute for first-class men:Ten second-rate scien-
tists cannOt do 'the work of one who is in the fiest rank." He charitably
omitted his earlier slight that ",ecOnd-class men often do more harm than
good."'

iret egalitarian pressureS and regional demands have brought change.
Though mainly coming from the outside, as when Congress required a
huge increase in the teachers' institutes program, the impulses for broadening
and diversifying the Foundation's activities have often originated in, the
staff or its advisory groups. 0

In the 1950s external and internal forces combined to break down some
, of the walls around NSPs education programs. Well before Sputnik raised

general alarm about the quality of American education, thoughtful observers
of the nation's schools had begun to focus on the inadequacies of -their
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teachers and cuuicula as a central problem. Better pay, the critics
believed, would attract and retain a larger numbtr of competent teachers.
Better textbooks and visual aids would stimulate students' interest in
fundamental subjects, inspire more of those who were talented to enter
college, and give them a firmer founciation for college-level study. Instruc-
tional deficiencies were not only in science arid mathematics of course
the high school coach was More apt to teach social studies than physics

. bin. Cold War fears made Science and mathematics seem crucial, and More
and more critics of "progressive" education concluded that "Life-adjustment
educators would do anything in the name of science.',except encourage
children to study it."2

Alarm over Soviet scientific progress spurred not onlY. Congress but
also the Cabinet and red tothe istablishment of first an interdepartmental
and later a presidentially appOinted natiOnal committee to awaken the

°country to a dangerous shortage of scientists and engineers. The Founda-
tion resisted this intrusion into what it considered its business and worried
that the Cabinet-inspired move might cause panicky.- crasti programs.
linable to prevent the appointment of the national committee, NSF
nonetheless urged that it give primacy to quality, not numbers.

The Foundation's advice boiled down essentially lc this: Improve
science and mathematics instruction in schools and colleges. Motivate
more bright students to go to college. Sift choice grain frem the baccalau-
reate chaff for graduate training in science and. engineering. Furnish
greater opportunity and more money for basic research, Through such an
interrelated program NSF would brush tip the old Jeffersonian design for
providing the nation with an aristocracy of talent.

But the proposed school reforms required either amendment or looser
interpretation of the Foundation's charter. When Harry Kelly's SPE staff
members advocated new prograrns that did not clearly fall underone of the
statute's few authorizations for science education, the director on advice of
_counsel suggested the necessity of charter amendments. kepeatedly con-
sidered, charter revisions kept being deferred, largely because they might
threaten local control of schools or open troublesome conflicts with the
U.S. Office of Education. In the long run Congress helped resolve the
dilemma by ignoring the statutory limitations that bothered Waterman
anclohis general counsel. And after Sputnik even the Bureau of the Budget
acknowledged that NSF had ample authority for its program of education
in the sciences.

No question of legality affected the awarding of fellowships, but the
NSF act did contain restrictions on the selection of recipients. A provision
that a fellow should be selected only because of his ability suited the
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Foundation's policy makers, as did the fellow's right to choose where he
wanted to study. Still, these statutory terms caused difficulties for the staff
in picking fellows and in answering charges Of elitism. The further stipula-
tion that wide geographic distriliution should influence choice among
applicants of substantially equal ability added another complication.

A ;ketch of the procedures followed in selecting a single class of
graduate fellows may help to clarify-Some of the complications and give a
basis 'kr understanding the criticisms\ of NSF'S principal'fellowship pro-
gram in the pre-Sputnik years. . \

In March 1954 the National Science Board approved Waterman's
recommendation to award 657 predoctoral fellowships and honorable
mention to 1,355 other finalists in the competition. The awards resulted
from 2,865 applications-sent to the National Research Council, which
under its contract with NSF established screening panels consisting of 122
scientists (selected for field of science and geographic distribution). The
screening, costing the Foundation $135,000, resOlted in lists of the appli-
cants in six quality groups, those in each group being considered as of
approximately equal ability. The SPE staff decided that the program had
enough money to recommend all the applicants in the top quality group
and 52 pefcent of those in the second. All other finalists in the second,
third, and,fourth quality groupsrere proposed for honorable mentiona
category intended to help_graduate(schools recruit teaching assistants. A,
slightly higher percentage (28,5) of life science finalist's were.recommended
for fellowships than those in the mathematical, physical', and engineering
sciences (26.3), but there were nearly three times as many finalists in the
latter group. Distribution by subject-matter field was similar to doctoral
degrees awarded in the years 1949-53, but p rcentages of fellowship
awards were somewhat loWer in the life science nd quite a bit higher in
physics and astronomy. Only four states were un resented among the
successful applicants; but once again instit dons c .for graduate .
study showed a heavy concentration, though twenty schools had not been
on the list the year before.3

The Foundation's arrangements with. NRC provided that the top
quality group would contain substantially fewer candidates than the number of
projected awards. While this disposition meant that the SPE staff would
have to fill many slots (255 in 1954) from about equally able persons in the
second quality group, it allowed leeway for balancing years of graduate
study, fields of science, and states and regions of residence. The choices
were not easy but they were impersonal; they did not involve rescreening of
applicants' papers or ad honiinem arguments. Much as if they were
manipulating a complicated formula, the staff.of the fellowship program
shuffled cards so that the selectiOns would first meet the statutory
requirement of wide geographical distribution and then fit NSF's policy
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emphasizing the first year of graduate study and ensur,e 'a defensible spread
among science fields.4

The Foundation's fellowship policies did not suit everyone. Sharply
differing views of spokesmen for particular disciplines or graduate.schools
generated several suggestions for changes. A chemist on the MPE divi-
sional committee argued that NSF's awards for beginning graduate study
did not really increase graduate enrollment; the first-year fellows would
have entered graduate school anyway. (But while most of the exceptionally
capable and ambitious NSF fellows Would have found-other sponsors,
graduate enrollments could expand if univasities maintained their own
fellowships and teaching assistantships.)5 Some persons wanted to discon-
tinue awards to second-year fellows, both to reduce the shortage of quali-
fied teaching assistants and to ensure that good students gained valuable
teaching experience. Others favored nearly utomatic renewals or making
the original awards two-year fellowships4' (Though acknowledging the
benefits of teaching experience, NSF raised a barrier against it by normally
prohibiting additional compensation during a fellow's tenure)4. The achieve-
ment of balance among fields of science, with applications and awards
nearly in proportion, failed to attack personnel shortages in critical areas
(e.g., nuclear engineering and aeronautical engineering); some persons
wanted special fellowships established for this purpose. (But the fragility
of information on critical areas made it difficult to set priorities and devise
a special program. Perhaps for this purpose institutes would be preferable
to fellowships.)7

The concentration of fellows in a few institutions caused the strongest
complaints. Waterman and most members of the board, like the SPE
divisional committee, thought that the critics were unfair, and he argued
against changing the law giving fellows freedom of choice.. It was wise
policy, he wrote a board member,

that in the best interest of progress in science ... the top candidates for awards for
graduate study , . . be permitted to select the institutions at which they wish to
study. This is a small group, after all, less than two per cent of the whole graduate
school population. Such a highly selected youp presumably will make their
selection with the best advice and in general exercise good judgment. This policy
was explained clearly to the Congress and was not questioned. After all, it is a good
American custom. Any alternative whereby they are allocated to certain schools
would certainly, in my opinion, bring out much stronger reactions in opposition.
Among these would be government control of science, directly or indirectly. I do
not mean to imply that we do not understand the criticisms which have been
voiced: We are well aware of these. However, it seems to me tliat the situation will
tend to correct itself automatically.'

Explaining the policy to the president of the American Council on Educa-
tion, Waterman said that NSF considered a fellowship to be support for an
individual, not an institution, "and should be administered with the wel-
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fare of the individual pre-eminent." He did not see anything critical in the
concentration.°

Yet the concentration of fellows did not automatically correct itself,
and the only obvious curelimiting freedom of choiceremained unac-
ceptable to the Foundation, 'which took some comfort in the fact that

.each year some fellows chose schools that had not been selected before.
Just one NSF fellow at an undistinguished universitY, Kelly argued,
"exerts a disproportionately large salutary effect on the department and
school. His presehce . .. evokes a local sense of pride, renewed effort, and
higher standards on the part' of both staff and other students." In addi-
tion, 'the SPE divisional committee believed, competition for the best
students provided a valuable challenge to lesser known schools to gain on
the leaders.'°

The Micawberish attitude that things would get better ignored steady
evidence to the contrary. Of the 1957-58 pre- and postdoctoral fellows, 129
chose to study at Harvard, the same number as the year before. The
University of,Califprnia at Berkeley and MIT were each selected by:66,
Caltech and the University of Chicago by 51 each. Below these top five
institutions were Princeton (43),.. Wisconsin (41), Stanfdrd (38), Illinois
(31), Columbia (30), Michigan (30), Cornell (29), and Yale (28). Only five
other institutions were selected by as many as 10 fellows, While the 1957-58
fellows chose to attend 80 different U.S. institutions, four-fifths of the class
gathered at only 18 graduate schools. Generally the leaders had held or
increased their drawing power during the six years since the start of the
program."

Despite continued sniping from critics, NSF held its ground on fellows'
free choiCe. The promise of a larger budget in the aftermath of Sputnik,
however, opened a way for new forms of support for graduate training. At
the end of 1957 Waterman responded to an Indiana professor's complaint
about the piling up of NSF fellows with his standard defense that they had
every right to attend the schools where they could get the best possible
education. But he added: "While this is true of our regular predoetoral
program, we feel that we now have 'a-fellowship plan which will take care
of the point that you mention."2 Before long the Foundation would add
to its roster of educational programs one for "cooperative graduate fel-
lowships," which fostered much wider institutional participation in NSF-
supported graduate study.

Meanwhile NSF had added two other fellowship programs and
rejected ideas for several others. From the outset of the postdoctoral pro-

° gram the incongruous mixing of applications from mature scientists with
those from new Ph.D.'s had caused difficulties, and in fiscal 1956 the
Foundation began to award senior postdoctoral fellowships, intended to
give opportunities to advanced scientists to study and do research in their
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special fields, gain interdisciplinary research skills, or revitalize their teaching
by spending a year at centers where they could associate with productive
scientists. Teachers who were-eligible for sabbaticals but unable to take
them on the usual half-s`alary basis tended to sink into a rut, repeating the
same lectures and demon stratiOns year after year.'3 -

The other new program aimed to improve science teaching in under-
graduate colleges. Predictions of huge enrollments within a few years and
doubts about the competence of college teachers, -many of whom had
dropped out of graduate school before earning the doctorateor had long
been on the job without much chance to keep pace with advances in their
subject, furnished juslifications for college faculty fellowships. Obvious
advantages of the program to NSF, which awa,rded 100 of the new fellow-
ships in the first year (1957), were that it manifested an interest in under-
graduate instruction und helped cOunter charges of elitism."

Few substantial objections were raised to the inadguration of the
senior postdoctOral and college'faculty programs, but several other sug-
gested kinds of fellowships failed to win approval. The divisional committee
turned down a proposal of fellowships for government scientists and
showed little enthusiasm forsummer fellowships for high school teachers
or for fellowships in critical areas of science and engineering. (NSF never-
theless requested funds for special or critical-areas fellowships for fiscal
1958. The committee after all was simply advisory.) Nor did the codimittee
like the idea of awarding ten'. "distinguished service fellowships" a year to
outstanding American scientists. Katharine McBride "qUestioned Whether
prizes are a meaningful way to build up prestige and suggested that the
funds iiiight be spent better for bona fide fellowships."

The Foundation moved slowly toward awarding fellowships in the
social sciences. Psychology (except clinical), physical anthropology, and
physical geography were first to join the natural sciences, mathematics,
and engineering. Later the defining adjective "physical" befOrd anthro-
pology and geography was dropped. In 1954, under the tutelage of Harry
Alpert, asociologist on the staff, NSF began to support basic research "in
the areas of convergence of the natural sciences and social sciefr and
the fellowship program, following suit, cited mathematical economics,
demography, information and communication theory, and the history and
philosophy of science as eligible "convergent" fields, along with interdis-
ciplinary fields of the natural sciences and mathematics (e.g., biochemis-
try, biophysics, geochemistry, statistics and statistical design, and
oceanography).'3 Three years later a cautious National Science Board
sanctioned research support in particular social science areas that did not
necessarily meet the convergence rule, and Alpert recommended that the
felloWship program be similarly extended?' But Harry Kelly, the division
head, opposed the inclusion of any named social sciences. He lost the
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argum nt and the fellowship announcement issued in the fall of 1958
finally et into the fold both the convergent fields and econometrics and
sociolo yapparently a dread word for some even thongh it was modified
by "exp rimental and quantitative." Like "convergent areas" before, the

, 'newly el gible social sciences had to meet standards of "objectivity, verifi-
ability a d generality" that governed in tlfe natural sciences."

The RC continued tO handle the administrative chores of the pre-
and post octoral fellowships, but Bowen Dees, who headed the programs,
thought t at the Foundation should take over most of these details though
ctmtinuin to use the Educational Testing Service to administer examina-
tions-and RC to select the screening panels and administer the review
process. SF control over fellowship administration, he argued, would
eliminate onfusion over responsibility for the programs, result in better
managemehit, ensure proper intergretation of Foundation policies, pro-
mote staff interest, and save money. Watermancalled Dees's presentation
of these argnments "an important paper to keep in mind," but he took no
steps to carry out its recommendations. Bronk's presidency of the
National Academy of Sciences may have kept the director from pursuing
the idea. Later, when Kelly recommended that in the college faculty pro-
gram NSF should ask the Association of American Colleges to evaluate
applicants, he cleared the matter with Bronk, who "indicated that he
would go along" but hoped the association would ched with NAS-NRC
for advice from scientists."

NSF staff members also wanted,to bring under Foundation control all
federal general-purpose science fellowships, &plan fostered by the Bureau
of the Budget. For a while there was movement toward this goal. AEC
gave up its predoctoral awards and NIH soon followed, as the Founda-
tion's fellowship budget was raised by an ainount approximating that
which NIH had been spending on its predoctoral program. But postdoctoral
fellowships were another matter. For these NIH had a much larger budget
than NSF, and while the two agencies discusserrthe feasibility of shifting
"general purpose" or "non-disease-oriented" postdoctorals, the health
agency decided to define practically all of its fellowships in "disease-
oriented" or "special purpose" categories. It encouraged NSF to expand
its own postdoctoral programs, but not at NIH's expense."

More than that, in 1954 NI H decided to revive its bredoctoral program
at its former level. The agency's special relationship with Congress aided
this move. When Waterman heard that NIH had asked its appropriations
subcommittee for funds to restore the program, he assumed that the
Budget Bureau must have approved the request, But NSF's fiscal officer,
Franklin C. Sheppard, learned that the Bureau had received no advance
information of plan?' There was nothing NSF could do to block
the restoration. The NIH director told Waterman that his agency was "in
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full agreement with the NSF on the conditions under which this [is]
undertaken, namely special training to rodnd out the training of indi-
viduals who are expected to go into publiclealth or related fields."22

By 1956 AEC concluded that NSF's fel1owsl4 programs were.too
puny to meet the needs for nuclear scientists and engineers:The Founda-
tion had agreed that NIH had a right to award fellowships related to its.
mission, and it could hardly take a different stand with AEC. But Water-,
man pointed out to Willard F. Libby and Lewis Strauss of AEC that the
stipends they proposed to offer were out of line with NSF's and those
generally available in universities. He hoped the Commission's training
grants would not be called fellowships, which properly meant afrards
based on merit and gave the recipients maximum freedOm to decide Where
and how to study.23

Libby told Waterman that undergraduate scholarships were needed as
well as graduate fellowships in "an all-out effort to train scientists and
engineers in general and for nuclear engineering in particular." When
Waterman said that other agencies should limit their training programs to
their particular fields of interest, Libby

disclaimed any intent on the part of AEC to cover tiaining in education in the
sciences in general. He did remark, however, that AEC's position in all these
matters was that they, hoped the NSF would be' able to take general resPonsibility'
for education and training in the sciences, but that if NSF was not successful in
securing adequate funds they felt that they could broaden their activities to fill the
gap. This is exactly typical of the AEC philosophy."

NSF objected to proposed amendments to The AEC act that would give
the Commission "additional general authority in connection with educa-
tion and training Of scientists, duplicating that already possessed by the
National Science Foundation," though specific authority for "specialized
training activities in fields directly related to the programs of the Commis-
sion" would be appropriate.25 Responding to AEC suggestions of pro-
grams to speed the training of scientists and engineers, Waterman said that
NSF did not favor undergraduate schola.rships limited to science and
doubted that loans would do much to stimulate college attendance, ;The
improvement of high school and college science teaching was a general
problem, not one suitable for specialized agencies. NSF should do more
about the problem, but the entry of AEC or other mission agencies into the
activity "could not help but lead to serious problems of coordination and
duplication." Similarly Waterman tried to dampen AEC interest in other
ideas for improving school and college education in science, though natu-
rally he thought it "extremely important for the AEC to engage in pro-
grams within their specialized competence and responsibility directed
toward training of persons in fields peculiary related to atomic energy."22

The proliferation of fellowship programs alarmed Bowen Dees. Not
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only did AEC intend to make awards to first-year graduate students-in
nuclear erigineerg, but there was "a strong possibility" that -the agency
would try to start a scholarship program for college seniors too. Plans were
being made elsewhere for specialized fellowships in vocational rehabilita-
tion and water-pollution control. The Defense Department was thinking
aboutsponsorthg fellowships in particular areas of the physical sciences.
Congress was giving NIH even more money than it had asked for,,and its.
fellowships might be expanded three or four times." Any hope of the
Foundation's controlling federal science fellowships faded, and even though
varioud agency proems promised greater total support, the resulting
competition compounded the problems of coordination of standards and
stipends."

Competition came from inside NSF too. Early in 1957 Waterman
aske,c1 the board tis approve two proposals recommended hy the research
divisions, one for thesis support of graduate biology students at Caltech,
the other to aid graduate students in mathematics at Yale. To Dees and
Kelly these grants would simply establish locally.administered fellowship
programs:Besides raising policy questions, the proposals carried "juris-
dictional overtones" disturbing to domestic tranquillity within NSF. But
on the ground that the grants were experiThental means of supporting
researdh, the board approved them." The awards exemplified the wish of
some staff members for broader forms of research support than simply the
individual research project and for fIekibility both for the Foundation and
for the institutions winning its funds."

* * *

Although Waterman, tolld AEC that the Foundation opposed under-
graduate scholarships limited to science students, this was hardly a firm .
conviction. For years NSF talked about, and sometimes halfheartedly
proposed, starting a scholarship program. Ultimately die national anxiety
about American education following Sputnik brought the simmering dis-
cussion to the boiling point and forced a resolution.

& decision to push for scholarships would have been easier if the
difficulties of adMinistering thel program had not loomed so large. The
same statutory requirements governing fellowships applied to scholar-
ships. Ways of selecting scholars solely on the basis of ability, but widely
distributed geographically, who could choose their colleges freely, chal-
lenged the ingenuity of scholarship proponents. While SPE staff members
thought up ways around these obstacles, and even of taking students'
financial means into consideration, they still faced the dilemma of whether
it was right to single out science students for favored treatment. At the
undergraduate level, nearly everyone agreed, a scholarship program
should be 4eross the board for all fields of sturily Yet some held the prag-

I A'
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matic attitude "that there is often virtue in 'taking what one can get,' "
and science scholarships might be justified as a pilot operation that
would chart a course for a later general program,'

The Budget Bureau had rejected NSF's .first request for $1 million
for scholarships because of the possibility of a general program under
the Federal Security Agency.32 In 1953 Kelly again suggested asking for
SP million, for scholarships (for fiscal 1955) even though the Bureau. was
still skeptical about such a program33 In August the Foundation called a
two-day conference of representatives of several national associations of
higher education tb get their Advice. While the educators held widely dif-
ferent views and o fered .many qualifieations, an observer discerned a
consensus that "th Foundation 'should support a nation-wide scholar-
ship program of s _rne type, and that such a program would not have
adverse effects upon other fields of intellectual activity." Nevertheless
NFi decided to put off requesting funds because of "the need for further
stdi of the pidre basic problem of how to identify competence among
our young people and to stimulate ihem to continue their training."34-

Again the'next year an SPE staff study'recommended that the Founda-
tion request $1 million for scholarships and outlined a plan for the testing
and screening of high school seniors and the awarding of 1,200 to (AO
schblarships, with stipend ranging from a norainal amount of $50 up to
$1,000. (While ability would be the basis for selection, a scholar's finan-
cial need would determine the amount of the stipend.) UnsucceiSful final-,
ists ,would get certificates of meritcomParable to honorable mention in
the predoctoral fellowship programand a list of these meritoridus stu-
dents would be sent to all the nation's colleges for use2in their recruiting
efforts.35 NSF senior staff members differed sharply on,initiating the pro-
gram, but a joint meeting of the board and divisional SPE committees gave
it a qUalified endorsement. After all, one board member observed, at the
level of only $1 million the.program,would scarcely deflect large numbers
of students away from other fields into science.35

To study the feasibility of a scholarship program and to develop plans
for it, the Foundation turned to the College Entrance Examination Board.
While dwaiting the outcome of this study NSF again put off a request for
funds.37 Meanwhile a number Of bills in Congress showed a rising puhlic
interest- in federal loans or scholarships to encourage talented young
people to enter college. The Foundation, when giving its views on these
bills, showed its preference for scholarsfiips over loans, and unfailingly
dropped reminders that it had statutory authority to award Chem. But, as
Waterman commented on one of these bills, "In general we feel that more
staff work is needed before a Federal !oat) or §cholarship program is
ifiaugurated."3*

Although the College Entrance ExaminOon Board developed Erstandby

'!.
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program for NSF, the plan remained on the shelf. By the spring of 1955 the
SPE divisional etdmittee had concluded that scholarships were.not the
best means available to the Foundation to increase the number of qualified
scientists. Any federal program should he general rather than limited to
the sciences, but the committee "was not at all sure that it would enthusias-
tically endorse any scholarship program." In recommending that NSF not
ask for scholarship funds for fiscal 1957, Kelly pointed to the increasing
percentage of young people going to college and adopted the committee's
view that improving the competence of high schoolleachers would better
serve to interest students in science careers.39 A year later NSF's prelimi-
nary budget estimates for fiscal 1958 included $12 million for an experi-
mental program of four-year scholarships to test the validity of the argu-
ment that many able high school graduates who did not go to college
would if they had the means, but there was not much steam behind the
request. Tile-divisional committee endorsed the experiment but urged that
the request ndt exceed $4 million." Even this amount got knocked out Of
the Presiilent's budget.

Until Sputnik NSF continued to show a disinclination to push for
science scholarships. An editorial by Dael Wolfle in Science pointed
out some of the reasons why, after long study, the agency had resisted the
temptation "to be stampeded into adopting measures designed to strengthen
science at the expense of other areas of human endeavor," and con-
cluded: "In the long run it seems likely that science will profit at least
as much from increasing the over-all number of students of high ability as
it would fronf i more narrowly conceived effort, and that society as a
whole will profit more."4' A scholarship program was lumped with "Pri-
ority 11 Questions" by the SPE division near the end of 1956. Similarly
Waterman told an insurance company vice-president who had written
President Eisenhower about the need for federal science scholarships that
the Foundation believed the first priority should be the improvement of
instruction through the strengthening of high school and college teachers
of science."

Not even Sputnik"a scientific Pearl Harbor" as Waterman called the
Soviet satellite launch in speaking to the SPE divisional committee
resulted in NSF scholarships, though it did bring reconsideration of a
'program. Knowing that there would be enormous congressional pressure
for the Fotrndatioh to "do something," Kelly's staff worked long hours
and weekends from Thanksgiving to Christmas arguing over and revising
budgets. One of these called for^ the astronomical sum of $248,3 million
for SPE programs, including undergraduate scholarships despite "still
serious reservations" about them. Although the divisional committee
continued to take "a dim view of scholarships," the members did show
alarm when they heard that the U.S. Office of Education (OE) might start
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a program limited to science and mathematics. They believed "it would be
infinitely better to have the Foundation operate it by virtue of its statute,
experience and trained personnel.""

Kelly never expected the quarter-billion dollar budget to be taken
seriously, and at the same time he presented a mach more modest firoposal
asking,for $90 million. In still 'another revision he proposed NSF scholar-
ships and a Ipan program, without requiring a means test, though "political
and emotional reactions might force" one."

Scholarships were only one of ten possible new education programs
that Waterman discussed with James R. Killian, Jr., the newly appointed
(and first) Special Assistant to the President for Science and Technology.
And at the insistence of the Budget Bureau, which was Showing concern
about overlap in the science education plans of NSF and the Office of
Education, discussions also occurred with 05 officials. "Dr. Killian has
played a key role in arriving at the final decision," Waterman told the
National Science Boarda decision which followed conferences in the
White House involving the Director of the Budget. The resulting delinea-
tion of the roles of NSF and OE reserved activities limited to science to
NSF but provided that OE would propose a program of general scholar-
ships for high school graduates." The eventual outcome would be a pro-
gram of student loans, not scholarships, and the effective end of NSF'
sporadic, hesitant efforts to award them.

* * *

The Foundation also showed much hesitance in its early years about
undertaking support of high school science. Doubtful authority was one
reason, but more fundamental was the disparity between resources and
problem: The chance that NSF's lithited funds could make a significant
change in the nation's schools seemed slim; better to spend the money on
research and fellowships where it could make a difference. Apart from the
lack of statutory obligation, some questioned whether the Foundation had
even a right to engage in matters traditionally under state and local
control. Whatever role the federal government had in schooling belonged
to the Office bf Education, and while NSF scientists sometimes looked
down on OE's "educationists," they avoided provoking conflict with
them. Still another reason for the hesitance 1,0as a feeling that the Founda-
tion would demean itself by involvement with schools." Small colleges,
perhaps, since they had been remarkably productive of scientists and were
widely regarded with sentimental affection. (Daniel Webster's plea for
Dartmouth"It is, sir, as I have said, a small ccillege, and yet there are
those who love it"still struck a nostalgic chord.)

College teachers were, in fact, the beneficiaries of NSF's first two
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institute grants. In the summer of 1953 eighty-one college. teachers, most
of them without NSF stipends but attracted by the mountain setting and
climate of Boulder, Colorado, assembled for eight weeks of lectures by
distinguished mathematicians. The institute, or "conference," though spon-
sored by the University of Colorado at the Foundation's suggestion, had
been planned and organized largely bythe Committee on Regional-Devel-
opment of Mathematics of the Mathematical Association of America.
Harry Kelly's practice, in this instance and later, of turning to a profes-
sional society to plan a program avoided the appearance of federal mas-
terminding and fitted Waterman's philosophy of science policy-making by
scieniists themselves. The other 1953 institute was held at the University of
Minnesota, where twenty-one physics teachers from small colleges in the
Midwest and upper South attended a five-week summer session, along
with a group of high school physics teachers in a companion institute
supported by the Fund for the Advancement of Education.°

J. W. Buchta of the Minnesota physics department, who had promoted
the latter institutes, had been pressing ideas for the improvement of science
teaching on the Foundation almost from the beginning of the agency. His
main interest was in gaining support for "summer institutes for selected
high school teachers in various sciences and in different parts of the
country," including one he proposed to NSF for his own campus. Unsuc-
cessful at first in persuading the National Science Board to back the high
school venture, he advanced the cause by getting help from a private
foundation. Reports on the successful mixing of college and secondary
sqhool teachers in the 1953 Minnesota institutes eased NSF's tentative step
down to the high school level the following year.",

Encouraged by his divisional committee, Kelly submitted a fairly
ambitious plan for the 1954 summer program of Research Education in
the Sciences. (This title, which almost invited incursions on SPE's domain
by the two research divisions, was soon changed to Education in the
Sciences.) Kelly propokd eleven college teachers ifiltitutes, eight Of them
in biology, chemistry, mathematics, and physics and three interdisciplin-
ary; a program to bring outstanding scientists to small-college campuses
for short periods to lecture, advise on research and curricula, and confer
with students on career opportunities; and summer grants to college
teachers to allow them to visit research centers. In addition, he suggested
the awarding of one or two grants, comparable to one already made to
Science Clubs of America, "to inform and encourage the qualified and
interested youth of the nation who wish to consider science as a career."4'

'Associate Director Paul Klopsteg coosidered Kelly's plan too expan-
sive," and it was Cut sharply. Three college teachers institutes Were sup-
ported from-the SPE budge none of them interdisciplinary, and a fourth,

emphasiling research, for college biology teachers by the BMS division at
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the University of Minnesota's summer station on Lake Itasca (again in
conjunction with an institute for° high school teachers supported by the
Fund for the Advancement of EducatiOn). And NSF also decided to
support a proposal from the University of Washington for a four-week
conference for high school mathematics teachecs. "The Office of Educa-
tion was not entirely enthusiastic about the Foundation's supporting the
Washington Conference," Kelly reported to his divisional committee,
"but raised no objectiops."51

The "experimental" grant to the University of Washington, intended
to help NSF decide whether it should have a program.for high school
science teachers, followed various successful, institutes sponsored by
.
industry, universities, and private foundations. These demonstrations
encouraged NSF to make its first sortie into what it regarded as a dangerous
area, but also one that was arqusing more and more concern. Cold War
worries about shortages of scienfists and engineers were intensified by
trenchant criticisms, like thoie of Arthur E. Bestor in Educational Waste-
lands (1953), of the failure of American schools to teach basic subjects. Tile
scholarship conference held by NSF' in the summer of 1953 often drifted
into discussions of the importance of. high school teachers as identifiers
and motivators of talent and of the consequent need to increase their
competence and interest.52 Often Aintrained in the disciplines they were
charged with teaching, they needed subject-matter instruction that might
not be available to them in universities' regular summer,sessions; if teachers
were able to stretch their poor salaries to pay for summer school, they
usually.studied teaching methods or school administration instead of
mathematics or chemistry.

NSF wanted the institutes to emphasize subject matter and keep courses in
educational methods L. a minimum. There were differences of opinion on
the offering of academic'credit, b'ut since gypaduate triining, and especially
a master's degree, nearlk always brought a better salary, most high school
teachers preferred to receive credit. In time, among various forms, some
"Sequential" institutes permitted teachers to attend for several summers
and earn a master's. "Unitary" institutes by contrast were one-shot affairs.
Some institutes offered no credit, some only underyaduate, and some an
option. Besides shaping institutes to meet diverse needs, NSF hoped to
induce universities to change their normal-academic-year and summer-
session patterns to that they would regularly provide discipline-centered
programs for schoolteachersa hope that largely failedY

Especially influential in promoting the institutes program was a Uni-
versity of Chicago mathematics professor who advised the SPE division in
1954-55. Eugene P. Northrop chose the title of "consultant" rather than
program director"a vacuous title in the absence of a program"--a-in part
because it allowed him tp serve concurrently as an adviser to the Fund for
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the Advancement of Education and to speak but freely on NSF's short-
comings, -Northrop soon saw thaeinstead of. initiating educational activi-
ties NSF mainly reacted to occasional, unsolicited proposals. He set out to
develop a coherent program to-attract more bright young persons into
scientific careers and to improve their education. While many factors that
would affect the program were unknown, he argued that Prudence should
not stand in the way of action. Continuing study of means of identifying,
stimulating, and educating scientifically talented youth could help sharpen
the program later."

Northrop chided NSF for spending so little money on education, apart
from fellowships. The proposed 1956 budget called for $500,000 for
education in the sciences{ or only 2 percent of the total request, despite the
division's recommendation of twice that amount and the approval by the
SPE divisional and board committees of $750,000. Fortunately for his
case, a draft report of an interdepartmental committee forced the Founda-
tion to look again at its budget estimates and resulted in an increased
allocation for fiscal 1955 and a reviseil request for as much as $1.5 million
more, or a total of $2 million, for fiscal 1956.55

The increased request came to Albert Thomas while he still worried
about federal bureaucratic controls over education and before he had read
Nicholas DeWitt's Soviet Professional Manpower. Even so, thanks espe-
cially to the Senate, NSF's education in the sciences program ended up
with an allocation of 51.3 million for fiscal 1956. The number of institutes
grew from eleven in the summer of 1955 to twenty-seven the next year (two
of them for a full academic year). The Foundation still regarded the
teachers' program as experimental, but reports on the institutes and efforts
to evaluate them showed that they were popular and helping to mitigate a
big problem."

Some members of NSF's board and staff, however, saw a trend that
bothered them. William J. Hoff, the general counsel, believed that the
continuaiion of institutes and some other educational activities "on an
expanded and more or less permanent basis" would require changes in the
NSF act. Valid as pilot projects under the Foundation's authority to
develop national policy for education in the sciences, these activities
ceased to be legitimate when they became "support of the actual teaching
of science."51 But the kind of amendments Hoff thought necessary dis-
turbed the board's chairman, Chester I. Barnard. He did not want a broad
extension of authority, he told Waterman.

I see no objection, and much merit in the pilot type of training study, but I would
raise a good deal of a question as to whether we should get into the training or
educational functions as a substantial or permanent operating matter. I believewe
shall soon reach the stage where to protect our main functions we shall have to
resist pressure from within or outside the organization for expansion of activities.5'

2 5 2
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The Bureau of the Budget also questioned the expansion of the insti-
tutes program Winn the Foundation proposed a large budget increase for
fiscal 1957. Rather than provide diiect financial support, NSF might
better encourage the growing interest of private industry in sponsoring
refresher sessions for teachers. Hugh F. Loweth of the Bureau; expressing
a-widely held view, thought "that more pay for teachers is the real answer
to the problem," and obviously that solution required a public awakening
beyond the Foundation's influence. Special emphasis on science education
seemed questionable to Bureau staff members. And while OE had failed to
seize opportuntties, NSF "should have a formal agreement with the Office
of Education as to what each will do.""

But as shown by a White House Conference on Education at the end of
November 1955,0' the national mood was swinging strongly behind
increased federal aid for public schools. A month later, in a speech to the
AAAS on "The Crisis'in Science Education," Waterman traced the long
growth of federal participation in education. Playing on the ominotis
contrast between schooling in science and mathematics in Russia and the
United States, he built a case fox expanding NSF's programs of institutes -
for teachers, visiting lecturers, traveling high school libraries; and curricular
reform."

The Administration's budget decisions reflected the rising demand to
help the schools: The fiscal 1957 estimate for NSF's program of education
in the sciences was increased by more than $4 million over the year before,
to $5.4 million, of which $3,850,000 would be for the strengthening of
science teachers ($3 million for academic-year institutes for high school
teachers, $850,000 for summer institutes for high sehool and college
teachers), $910,000 for the improvement of science curricula, and $615,000
for studies and activities on motivation of able students to consider careers
in science and science teaching."

By the time this budget reached Congress Albert Thomas had experi-
enced his conversion. Instead of $3 million for "refresher" courses for
high school teachers, he told Waterman, the Foundation should be asking
for $9-10 million. Getting ambiguous answers from Waterman, Kelly,
and Paul M. Gross, the board's vice chairman, as to whether the Founda-
tion could use that much money in fiscal 1957, Thomas said: "Dr. Watei-
man, when you and your group get back to_the office, send us a little note in
the mail tomorrow on this, please."62

Since some of the committee's comments had indicated that any
increase in the institutes budget would come at the expense of other pro-
grams, Waterman and some board members became alarmed. Kelly rec-
ommended an enthusiastic expression of NSF's ability te use the funds
effectively, coupled with a plea for flexibility in deciding on the number of
summer institutes .and .in arranging for three-year grants for some of
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them." But Kelly's letter, drafted in time to meet Thomas'sharra-aring,
was not the one sent three days later.

Although the Budget Director warned Waterman against a response
that would endanger the "narrow margin" of balance in the total federal
budget, NSF's coMptroller pointed out that the President's policy called
for honest answers to congressional questions, even if they miOt lead to
breaking the budget." But Waterman was more concerned ribout safe-
guarding the research program than in multiplying institutes. He even
grasped at the chance that AEC's interest in science education might offer
a way of protecting the research budget. He hoped to conVince Lewis
Strauss that any AEC plans for large expenditures for training might be
dropped in view of NSF's increase. Thus there need not be offsetting cuts
in the Foundation's research appropriations, and AEC poachers on NSF's
educational preserves would be warded off too."

Detlev Bronk, Barnard's successor as chairman of the National Sci-
ence Board, at first advised Waterman to take a hard line and tell Thomas
that it "would be unwise and difficult" to expand the education program
more rapidly than planned. But after hearing Gross's advice that NSF
"might compromise a bit by suggesting some compensating reductions
elsewhere," Bronk conceded the possibility of a slight readjustment, though he
feared that"such a move might encourage the Committee to make similar
suggestions in future years"a well-justified fear."

So instead of Kelly's proposed enthusiastic response, Waterman's
reply to Thomas emphasized the "balanced approach" of the Founda-

, tion's budget request, designed to promote "progress in the numerous
problem areas confronting us in science today."

Therefore, after consideration of the matter, I do not believe that the Founda-
tion should increase its Education in the Sciences program at the expense of other
Foundation activities. The gravity of the long-range problem confronting the
Nation in the area of scientific manpower cannot be exaggerated. However, the
Foundation's activities providing support for several other areas of science con-
tribute equally as much to our national strength."

Thomas's subcommittee held to its priority, however, and the House
stipulated that at least $9.5 million be spent for supplementary training
for high school teachers, leaving only $500,000 for all other activities in
the program of education in the sciences. Still more disturbing to NSF was
the halving of the requested increases for basic research and research
facilities."

Waterman appealed to the Senate to correct the House mistakes. The
cut in the basic research request, he said, would wipe out approximately
five hundred projects giving advanced training to about twelve hundred

,
graduate students. The Senate need not return to the eiact figure for each
item in the President's budget, but if it would restore the full amount of the
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request and eliminate the stipulation on training for high school teachers,
NSF could then "conform to the spirit of the House action" and."provide
the balance and flexibility necessary for the development and conduct of
well-balanced programs in all areas important to the national scientific
effort."

The Senate did what Waterman asked, but that was not the end of the
affair. Knowing that Thomas would probably stick to the House position
in conference, Waterman tried an indirect approach to the chairman of the
House Appropriations Committee, Clarence Cannon, a Missouri Demo-
crat, through Frederick A. Middlebush, president emeritus of the Univer-
sity of Missouri and a member of the National Science Board." The House
members of the conference did not back down, however, on the require-
ment on training high school teachers, though they did agree to ease some
of the other stringencies in a final appropriation of $40 million.

The fiscal 1957 approtiriation transformed the institutes program into
a truly national one. Its funds grew in a single year from 7 percent of the
NSF budget to 25 percent. The number of summer institutes jumped from
25 in 1956 to 96 in 1957, academic-year institutes from 2 to 16, and
in-service institutes (evening and Saturday training courses) from 2 in the
spring of 1957 to 21 in 1957-58. From 309 teachers receiving instruction in
the summer of 1955, the number rose by about one thousand in all
institutes in fiscal 1956, and then grew fivefold (to 6,565) the next year."

The rapid growth caused changes in standards and in NSF administra-
tive procedures. At first the practice of institute directors Was to enlist
eminent scientists as lecturers. An institute was normally limited to a single
field of natural science or mathematics, and its purpose was to present
recent developments in the discipline to teachers who had been selected for
their ability and promise. Yet the Foundation had always been concerned
about schools in rural areas or small towns where bright students had
almost no chance to Study science. Bowen Dees reported to the SPE
divisional committee that when the 1953 school year began, 268 high
schools in North Carolina had no science teachers, and many of the
schools had to employ persons who had received no.college science
instruction." Graduates of such schools were often so deficient in mathe-
matics that they avoided college science or engineering courses. Unfortu-
nately, teachers in small high schools, perhaps because they feared rejection,
seemed less inclined to apply for institute training than their city counter-
parts, and thus the gap in quality may have widened."

The desire to improve the least qualified teachers ran counter to the
original purpose of informing the best qualified 'about recent develop-
ments in their subjects. Soon NSF added to the roster of single-discipline
institutes presenting advanced knowltdge others in general science or
multiple fields, sometimes for teachers who needed to learn the elementary
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matter of the courses they would have to teach. While these low-level
institutes, taught not by eminent scientists imported from leading universi-
ties but increasingly '63, faculty of the host institutions, served a high
purpose, they caused qualms for some NSF board and staff members who
cherished the idea of a federal agency devoted only to the best science.

But if not qerving the best science, the rapidly growing institutes at least
helped NSF answer charges of elitism and maldistribution of grant funds.
In 1957 there were summer institutes in all but five states and in three
tecritories. Many state colleges whose main function was teacher training
and small liberal arts colleges received NSF grants for the first time. So too
did several predominantly black colleges, nearly all in southern states
where segregation still prevailed in most institutions of higher education
and where public officials often proclaimed their undying resistance to
integration. 74

Racial segregation posed a difficult problem for NSF:75 The Founda-
tion earnestly wanted to improve education in the South, where it lagged
behind the rest of the nation. Though Waterman and most board members
(with the decided exception of the Reverend Theodore M. Hesburgh,
president of Notr8042ame) were hardly crusaders for §ocial justice, they
were men of conscience who opposed subsidizing segregation in either
all-white or all-black institutions. Anxious both to avoid publicity and to
support institutes in the South, NSF in the early years of the program tried
to achieve as much integration as possible. The provision of shared
accommodations for living and eating was then unacceptable to nearly all
southern institutions, and even though NSF preferred such arrangements,
a black member of the board, Robert P. Barnes, told Kelly that he would
settle for less in the interest of better science schooling in the South. And
while the first summer institute in the regionfor college teachers of
mathematics at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in
1954offered fully integrated facilities, NSF refrained from announcing a
policy against segregation until 1955. Then, in a form letter to institute
directors, Kelly stated the Foundation's "understanding" .t.hat no one
would be barred from participating or unfavorably discriminated against
because of race, color; or religion. The policy kept some institutions from
applying for institute grants and caused others to be turned down.

he statement of policy seems to have helped some institutions eager to
qualify for grants to move toward complete integration. The policy may
also have been effective in getting the support of liberals in Congress for
the large fiscal 1957 appropriation for institutes. If so, there was an ironic
result.

NSF had to spend the flood of new money quickly, and it would be
most unwise to anger powerful southern congressmen by awarding insti-
tute grants only to other regions. The Foundation had to reach a quick
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decision whether to hold to or to ease its nondiscrimination policy. Black
colleges, probably willing to accept and accdmmodate white applicants
though unlikely to attract them, had submitted proposals for'1957 summer
institutes. Should NSF make grants to these colleges but not to all-white
institutions that, following the defiant inood of "massive resistance" in
most of the region, would probably find ways to exclude blacks and
certainly wouldoot furnish integrated living and eating arrangements for
them?

Waterman called Gabriel Hauge in the White House for advice. The
director's note on the conversation shows the Eisenhower Administra-
tion's passive attitude toward enforcement of the integration policy laid
down in the Brown decision of 1954:

Dr. Hauge emphasized the fact that the Supreme Court decision was not the
sole factor in this situation, but the President had made this a part of his policy. He,
therefore, endorsed the position of the National Science Foundation that in our
dealings with colleges and universities we conform with this policy. . . .

Dr. Hauge's analysis indicated that a satisfactory policy would be to insure
that any institution or agency granted funds by the Foundation for this purpose
should spend these funds in accordance with the President's policy position.
Arrangements made by individuals or otherwise, outside the agency dispensing
the funds, would then not be a concern of the Foundation. For 'example, if the
agency arranging for an institute makes no arrangements for living quarters for
participants but leaves this tct the individuals,'then the program would be satis-
factory provided the actual planning of the institute conformed to the President's
policy."

This counsel tolerated ambiguity. Official policy called for nondiscrim-,
ination in the selection of institute participants but did not require the host
institution to furnish integrated living quarters and dining rooms. The
White House advice may have helped NSF accommodate Albert Thomas's
interest in getting an institute for Stephen F. Austin State College without
"having a burning issue arise."77 The Foundation soon dropped the
-earlier statement of "understanding" and gave the following guidance
to directors of 1957 summer institutes: "Each institute will establish its
own criteria for admission within the general FoundatiorLpolicy that .
candidates should be considered primarily on the basis of professional
competence and promise as teachers of science and/or mathematics." But
lest the test of merit block the selection of poorly trained teachersperhaps
especially blacksone's "capacity to develop as a teacher" was to be a
principal criterion along with "professional competence." While NSF
guarded against any clear violation of federal law, the agency supported
institutes whose participants were either all black or all white; in other
cases both blacks and whites were accepted but lived and ate apart.
Although the Foundation looked with favor on proposals that promised
integration, and thus encouraged the breakdown of racial barriersan
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achievement in which southerners on the SPE staff took just pridemany
of its grants went to segregated institutions until the practice was sharply
attacked by a report of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission in 1961 and at
the same time a more vigorous White House policy of enforcement
replaced Eisenhower's."

The rapid growth of institutes also entailed procedural changes.
Instead of relying on professional societies to evaluate proposals by mail
review, NSF shifted to the use of advisory panels which assembled in
Washington. As a consequence of bigness, informal and varying practices
that had prevailed before were supplanted by system and uniformity in
stipends for participants, guidebooks for directors, and 'checklists for
visiting observers. Naturally the greater work load required solne growth
in NSF staff as well, so that by 1957 there were directors for separate
programs of education in the sciences, academic-year institutes, and summer
institutes."

After the big jump in 1957, however, the prospect for further expansion
the next year seemed unlikely. NSF did not ask for an increase in the
budget for institutes, and the fiscal 1958 appropriation was the same as the
year before, with $9.5 million again earmarked for the training of high
school teachers. By the spring of 1957, when planning was under way for
fiscal 1959, Waterman expected little if any increase in NSF's appropria-
tion. He showed some interest in increasing the number of institutes for
college teachers, but he and the board began to consider phasing out the
"experimental" programs for high school teachers. The academic-year
prograniattie under special question because it aggravated the shortage
of teachers by removing some of the best ones from the classroom for a full
year."

There was some disillusion too as results fell short of expectations.
Universities and colleges showed little inclination to incorporate institute
"reforms" into their regular teacher-training programs. Private industries
and foundations that had pioneered the institute idea now withdrew their
support when the government moved in. And what was especially discour-
aging, many high school teachers who most needed the refreshment of new
knowledge and skills showed no interest in applying for admission to
institutes." A large mass of unreachable teachers preferred, often for quite
sensible reasons, to spend their summers more profitably or more pleasurably
elsewhere than in college classrooms."

By the early fall of 1957 the Foundation was moving toward a no-
growth policy for summer and academic-year institutes, though the SPE
staff was eager to start other experithents to improve science education.
Then the launching of Sputnik changed the outlook dramatically. It
brought another,big boost in the institutes budget and a chance to try out a
variety of other educational projects, some of them reaching down into the
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elementary school. Some schemes were hastily concocted because of pro-
spective bounty from a Congress suddenly aroused by public alarm.
Others had been in preparation for several years. Among the latter were
designs to bring into the schools up-to-date, relatively rigorous, and
entirely new science textbooks, accompanied by coordinated teachers'
manuals, demonstration experiments and apparatus, and film strips.

Sputnik created an intellectual climate that encouiaged the early adop-
tion of these new courses of study. NSF institutes 'furnished a tested means
of preparing teachers to teach the new courses in physics, chemistry,
biology, and mathematics and of speeding their transit into the schools."

* * *

In the sprinrof 1954 American anxiety often bordered on hysteria. It
was tpe time of the Supreme Court decision outlawing segregation in the
nation's schools, of the televised Army-McCarthy hearings, of proclama-
tions'' of "massive resistance" to racial mixing at home and "massive
retaliation" against communist aggression abroad. Many Americans of
norally placid temperament became convinced that Moscow was direct-
ing a conspiracy, reaching around the globe, to bury western democracy,
and their fears were intensified by the speed of the Russian development of
nuclear weapons. Belief in a substantial margin of American superiority
began to crumble.

A sense of impending, perhaps imminent, danger moved Eisenhower's
Cabinet to act. The Cabinet's concern about the relative scientific and
technological strength of the United States and the Soviet Union led to the
establishment in May. 1954 of a special interdepartmental committee to
re'view the trends in American education of scientists and engineers and to
explore "the possible steps which might be taken to increase the supply of
fully-trained persons in these and urelated fields." Arthur S. Flemming,
director of the Office of Defense Mobilization, asked Waterman to serve
on the committee, along with the secretaries of Delense, Labor, Com-
merce, and Health, Education, and Welfare, and the chairman of the
Atomic Energy Commission."

Much of the atmosphere of crisis was generated by ODM, which had
submitted the reports that had alarmed the Cabinet and was of course
concerned about the natian's readiness to mobilize essential scientific
manpower quickly if-an emergency occurred. In outlining the work- to be
undertaken by the committee, ODM said that "we are experiencing for the
first time a serious shortage of scientific and engineering talent." Since the
Russians were speeding up their training programs, "the security of the
nation is at stake." But the. ODM *paper moved beyond the question of
possibly immediate mobilization requirement.; and raised issues about the
long-term development of scientific manpower, a matter that NSF under-
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stood to be one of its special responsibilities. America's spacialized man-
power was not growing nearly fast enough to ,meet rising military and
civilian needs, the paper said. Not only were enrollments of grnuate
s ience students declining, but far too many able youth did not even enter
,co :According to OD wrs figures, "Of the top 2 percent of high school
,graduates, in terms of both intelligence and high grades, only two-thirds
graduate from college. Of the top quarter of high school graduates ... only
42 percent-graduate from college." Although the ODM paper said that the
committee should "consider quality as well as quantity," the main emphasis
was on increasing the "supply" ol trainedscieutists and engineers.'5

At least NSF saw the top priority being given to numbers and reacted
defensively. At the committee's first meeting Waterman "heartily endorsed" a
statement by another participant mentioning "the importance of high
quality scientiSts rather than just numbers."'" Throughout the life of the
committee and its successors, NSF representatives sought to counter what
they thought was undue emphasis on quantity. And in response to Flemming's
pressure to complete and publish a report quickly, NSF members of the
task faice created by the interdepartmental committee stressed the com-
plexity of supply-demand relationships and argued for 'careful accumula-

Vn and scholarly assessment of data. They wanted to ensure against a
slapdaSri, impassioned public appeal. In their view, the report should take
account and encourage government support of the solid work alfeady
being done under private auspices to understand and improve the man-
power situation. Further, the report

should almost totally,avoid making recommendations as to specific approaches to
the solutions of these problems. It should explicitly state that the problem of
training more and better scientists and engineers is one which involves all levels of
our educational system. Through some means, it should demonstrate that the
problems existing in other-professional fields have not been ignored. The report
should make clear the reasorm for Federal interest in these problems while demon-
strating an understanding of the fact that these problems are neither susceptible to
solution by the Federal Government nor such t.lat. the Federal Government
should, because of its interest, attempt to gain any measure of contrbl over
education in the United States. It should not attempt to create or inspire the
creation of a Federal organ to coordinate the various activities,in this field, and
finally, it should recognize the current programs of Federal agencies, in particular,
the Office of Education, the Foundation, and possibly the Atomic Energy Com-
mission, the Office of Naval Research, etc,'

rib

By contrast to NSF's Characteristically studious aPproack to the problem,
James H. Taylor of ODM asked each committle member to produce a
"single best" suggested solution. The Foundatioh instead listed its several
educational and related programs.'"

The SPE divisional committee shared the staffs irritation at ODM's
haste and its interference in the "Foundation's buSiness. The task force,
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headed by Taylor, intended to recommend the appointment by the Presi-
dent of a national committee on the training of scientists and engineers,
,and Kelly asked his advisers' opinion on an appropriate stand by the
Foundation. While deploring the failure to recognize NSF's "constant and
quiet 'study" of the problems of scientific manpower and fearing that the
citizens' group to be appointed by the President "would produce only

vious platitudes and publicity," the SPE divisional committee nonetheless
counseled cooperation so that the Foundation's judgments would not be
ignored. Kelly was also disturbed because the task force expected NSF to
serve as the staff for the proposed citizens' committee. But rather than let
OE provide such staff services, burdensome as they might be, an SPE
adviser argued that if there was "to be distortion and emphasis on particular
fields" (that is, science and inkikering), the Foundation was the better
choice. Thus the logic of self-protection pulled NSF intdServing a distaste-
nil cause."

But worse was yet to come. A few days after the divisional committee
reluctantly advised cooperation, Kelly received an ODM working paPer
tINt proposed recommending to the Presidentnot only that he appoint a
national citizens' committee but also "issue an executive order creating an

-interdepartmental committee on the training of scientists and engineers,to
be chaired bY the Office of Defense Mobilization." Kelly and the Founda-
tiorr's general counsel, William Hoff, believed that the duties of the tWo
cominittees would largely duplicate the statutory responsibilities of NSF
and those defined in the recent Executive Order 10521. Hoff told the
director that the kind of representation suggested for the national committee
paralleled that of the National Science Board, and the committee's pro-
posed objectives seriously overlapped those of the board. As for 'the
interdepartmental committee, its duties would be the Same as NSF's
except that it could start any new prograniS it thought desirable, and
"without any reference to needed funds." Was the interdepartmental.
committee intended to study mobilization needs? If so, NSF would be glad
to cooperate. But if it were intended to solve tong-range Problems of
scientific manpower,the committee would be assuming responsibilities
belonging to the Foundation. Hoff advised the director to discuss ,the
matter "candidly with TaylOr and if necessary, Flemming, with a view to
ascertaining wfiat objectives they seek to accomptish.""

ODM dropped the explicit recommenflation Tor an inlerdepaitmental
committee and made several other revisions requested by NSF.- But the
Foundation failed to cvry its most important point. ThetNational Science
Board and the staff 4posed the formation of a national committee, but
held that if one were.to be appointed, it should be named by NSF and
report to the President through the science agency.°'

The argument carried little weight, however, in the absence of strong .
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support from other federal agencies. At a meeting of the special committee
Waterman contended that manpower shortages were uncertain, confined

., to.. a few fields, and likely to improve. Too much dramatic sfimulation
might lead to a glut that would be difficult to absorb. The government's
main coficern should be the long-term problem of developing highly
qualified scientists. A Defense Department representative also questioned
whether a presidential committee was needed, b'ut Flemming assumed that
there was a consensus favoring a recommendation for its appointment. He
said that the plan was to assign administrative responsibility for the
committee to NSF "except for matters of the use of manpower for national

,
security."92

The SPE divisional committee then, tried its powers of persuasion on
Taylor and his deputy, John Hilliard. The ODM officials did not back
down. They refused to worry that their efforts might result in an oversupply of
scientists and engineers or shortages and second-fiddle feelings in other
impeirtant fields of knowledge. Hilliard told the committee that ODM had
watched NSF's development "occasionally with impatience, hope and
pessimism." Those "bitter-sweet words," a committee member observed
after the ODM officials had left, may have represented an effort "to get
steam behind the FOundatjon."93 That surmise was undoubtedly accurate.
The OD M officials' draft report had in fact already prompted NSF to put
in a request for more money for education in the sciences.

At length Waterman agreed to accept a somewhat modified draft
report." After a great deal of fretting, NSF had concluded that the
appointment of a presidential committee would not seriously disrupt the
Foundation's activities or undermine its authority. Kelly's note on a
telephone conversation with Carey of the Budget Bureau probably reflects

..

accurately a weary, what-does-it-matter attitude:

. Mr. Carey asked if we had any objections to the report. I told him nothat at
first we had some misgivings as to possible duplication with the Foundation's
activities, but that these possible difficulties had been removed. I stated that the
National Committee was a kind of citizens' committee with whom it would be
possible to have a kind of self-help in mutual exchange of activities and views. The
Foundation's role would be to vt as liaison with the Federal Government . . . .

The conver tion was very brief indeed, and I gather that Mr. Carey was
interested solely n collecting gripes."

Later developments indicate Chat nearly everyone had been overwrought.
ODM had tried to whip out a quick report designed to arouse the public
about a dangeioul manpower shortage and topromote far-reaching changes in
Oucation. To ODM the obje tions raised by the._ Foundation must have
crseemed self-serving and, in vi w of the assumed peril to national security,
fussily academic. But by+ the time_the draft ippon ,was coMpleted and
approved by the Cabinet in 1955, the mood of crisis which had
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ingpiredit had noticeably relaxed. A revulsion against McCarthyism had
dissolved many of the popular fears of domestic subversion, and deign-
policy spokesmr were now talking less about "massive retaliation" and
more about "coexistence."

The sense of urgency was gone. The draft report, scheduled for Cabinet
consideration in January 1955, was at length approved on April 29. In
Septembei., on a trip to California, Waterman sounded out Robert G.
Oroul, president of the University of California, on his interest in heading
thenational committee. In December, following Sproul's declination,
Waterman received other suggestions for chairman from one of his board
members, and finally, in February 1956, the director heard from Flemming
that Howard L. Bevis, president of Ohio State University, had agreed to
takethe position."

Not until April 3, 1956 did President Eisenhower announce the estab-
lishment of the National Committee for the Development of Scientists and
Engineers add Bevis's appointment. Although calling attention to the
challenge to America's technological primady 'by those who use science
for aggression and.conquest," the generally temperate presidential state-
mentAaid that the new committee's work for science and technology "will
not distract us from continuing our efforts on behalf of all the other
important fields of education." While "the Government has a responsibility
for increasinethe supply and improving the quality of our technological
personnel, the basic responsibility for solution of the problem lies in the
concerted action of citizens and citizens' groups organized to act effectively."
Hence he was appointing a national committee, composed of well-known
scientists, engineers, educators, scholars, and spokesmen for slate and
local government, business, and labor, for which NSF would provide
staff services and enlist the cooperation of other federal agencies. Neither
the establishment of the committee nor the naming of its chairman seemed
newsworthy enough to draw a question from the press corps at the Presi7
dent's news conference the following day.'"

Waterman's statement on the Foundation's support of the committee
dwelt on the development of "highly-trained and creative scientists and
engineers.". "For thg race ahead, we must emphasize excellence," it said."
The national committee's executive secretary, NSF announced, would be
Robert L. Clark, an authority on manpower resources who had been a
consultant to ODM." Clark served on the Foundation staff until the
committee wound up its business at the end of 1958. By that time, thanks to
the Russians, the public had been more than enough alerted to the threat
to American technological supremacy.

Meanwhile a flood of contradictory testimony had inundaled the
national forum. The emotions of a presidential election year contributed
to the making of pronouncements, .and strong denials, about dire short-
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ages of skilled technicians. The respected science writer Waldemar Kaempffert
warned that unless there was a strenuous national effort the USSR would
equal America's scientific strength in five years and surpass it in 'ten
a prediction picked up by many others, including the President's national
committee in a post-Sputnik report.'°°

But the best-known spokesmen for scien.ce and engineering tried, as did
the Foundation, both to take advantage of the growing interest in science
and to quiet popular alarm. All five speakers at a symposium held at the
National Academy of Sciences soon after the appointment of the Presi-
dent's committee agreed that the United States should not get into a
manpower-production race with Russia but "should concentrate on raising
the quality of scientific ethication.- Emphasis only on numbers, they said,
would weaken American science by endangering profetsional standards.
Similarly, Lee DuBridge, speaking at a conference held in connection
with a meeting of the national coemittee, urged an end to the hystelia
about Russia's forging ahead of America. True, more science and technology
degrees had been awarded in the USSR/than in the United States the
year before, but DuBridge said "So what?" Perhaps the massive Soviet
effort was due to a century of Russian neglect of fechnology. Rather than
trying to match the number of Russian engineering degrees, America's
concern should be the informed building of strength in particular scientific
disciplines according to their needs.'°' But while people differed on whether
quantity or quality should have top priority, nearly all seemed to agree that
the central problem was the failure of the public high school to teach
science and mathematics.'°2

* * *

The public babel made all the mlire important the acquisition of
reliable information on scientific personnel. The Foundation's commit-
ment to that task, which i4 viewed as the continuous, progressive refine-
ment of exacting techniques of data collection and interpretation, caused
resentment of ODM's pressure for the creation of a citizens' committeea
public-relations crusade as NSF tended to see it. To some,.the Foundation
shoWed an excess of caution on a vital matter, and an occasional study
under its auspices, done for the best of purposes, might even prove harmful
to the effort to change national attitudes. Jusl as NSF's attempts to
prevent the establishment of a national committee seemed to soft-pedal
manpower shortages, so did one of the studies it supportedon methods
to explain movements in the supply and demand for scientific manpower
cause consternation yvhen it cast doubt on the reality of a shortage.'°3

Amid the general clamor the Foundation's manpower program con-
tinued on course. Under the guidance of Thomas J. Mills,.program director
for scientific manpower, the National Register of Scientific and Tech-

.
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nical Personnel extended its coverage to include 140,000 scientists and
12,000 engineers by the summer of 1957. Removal of the Register's records
center from Washington to the "non-target area': of Raleigh, North
Carolina showed the roster's primary purpose of ensuring readiness for
mobilization in a national emergency, and several tests of its adaptability
for mobilization requirements were performed. But NSF also regarded the
Register as an essential source for its manpower studies, and the agency
resisted some ODM efforts to extend coverage beyond natural scientists,
mathematicians, engineers, and demographers to other specialists who
might be needed in an emergency. The SPE divisional committee spent
much of its time, for example, debating an ODM request for the addition
of persons with unusual skills"rare birds" they were usually calledand
the best means of identifying them quickly.'"

By the late 1950s more and more graphs, charts, and tables in books
and articles carried the notation "Source: National Science Foundation,"

, a designation that was becomipg a stamp of authenticity. However shaky
NSF's figures on scientific personnel and on research and development
might be, and they were largely estimates, they were far more accurate than
those available before and were becoming steadily better. Thus when the
Foundation published its first "fact book" (Scientific Personnel Resources)
late in 1955, Dael Wolfle, a leading authority on the subject, called it "the
best half-dollar bargain on the current book market." NSF's "fact book,"
Wolfle said, "is now the place to look if one wants to know the percentage
of physicists with Ph.D. degrees, the age distribution of mathematicians,
the expected number of engineering graduates in 1960, the number of high
I.Q. high-school graduates who do not go to college, or if one wants
information on any of quite a large number of similar questions concern-
ing scientists and engineers in general or those in a particular field."'"
For a society -becoming increasingly dependent on information, the
Foundation's work in ga.thering and disseminating reliable data was
indispensable.
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telephone call in March 1954 from Man Waterman inviting AEC's
director of reactor development to a panel meeting on ultra-

high-energy accelerators illustratedthe NSF director's intention not to be
blocked out of any important area of the natural sciences.' For an agency
whose research budget was then only $4 million to try to stake a claim on
the research frontier of high-energy physics may have seemed preposterous
to custodians of "big science," but this step was only one of several that
NSF took early in 1954 to develop what in its jargon Were termed "large-
scale facilities." Although the Foundation failed, within !he next four
years, tci gain a foothold in accelerator construction, a grow* b dget
and careful selection of targets enabled NSF to share in sponsorin the
development of nuclear reactors, university computing centers, radio
optical astronomical observatories, biological field stations, and controlled-
environment laboratories. Though still chiefly a patron of individual
research projects at universities and collegeslittle scienceNSF had
also gained a role in larger and sometimes collaborative programsH*11ot
quite big science yet, at least much bigger.

The guardians of traditional little 'science, the subject of this chapter,
worried that the larger efforts would cut into the budgets for individual
projects andjeopardize academic research. But since university adminis-
trators dominated the National Science Board, and university scientists
most of NSF's other advisory bodies, the advancement of academic sci-
ence through the research-project system remained, along with education
and the study of scienCe resources, a central Foundation mission. The
staff's values too were more professorial than bureaucratic.

25;
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The Foundation's custodians also worried about extendin
beyond the natural sciences and engineering. While NSF
right to support research in nuclear physics, it had to b
"uneasy partnership" with the social sciences.2 Starting a
program for anthropology and related sciences in the lif /
the social sciences next managed to plapt a base in
division as "socia-physical sciences," and at length e
omous program (but not yet an office or division) i
activity and not touching all principal subject-m ter fieldspolitical
science was still excludedthe Foundation's gra ts for social science
research nevertheless constituted an important p t of the total federal
support of basic work in the social disciplines.

Although the extension to the social science,
growing latitudinarian spirit among the Found
did not seem so to some program officers. By
trespassing signs were going up where they
Several factors contributed to a mood of frustr
growth; the stopping of experimental program
actively stimulate research in certain science
out of the confines of narrow project grants.
board, hindered change by insisting that
"Mastermind" the course of science. But th
came tumbling down.

its patronage
insisted on its

coaxed into an
a small research
ciences division,
e other research

erged as an auton-
1957. Still a minor

* * *

may have indicated a
tion's policy makers, it

the summer of 1957 no-
ad been roaming freely.
tion: the end of budgetary

; a feeling that NSF should
reas; and a desire to break

The director, backed by the
he Foundation sltould not

n came Spublik and the walls

Research-grant procedures continued g nerally in the pattern set during
NFS's beginning years. The wish to keep matters simplefor 'the scientist,
the college or university, and the Foundationremained strong. Still,
comparison of an April 1955 edition of NSF's most important occasional
publication, Grants for Scientific Researchl, with the brief mimeographed
guide issued in 1951 shows a bureaucratic creep toward greater specificity.
and tighter regulationas well as overuse of the pdssive voice and mina-
tory shalls and wills. The slender, fifteen-page handbook, which clearly
described procedures for submitting research proposals and administering
research grants, aimed at achieving "some uniformity" among proposals
to assist their consideration, but rather than setting up a formidable array
of precise stipulations to be met, the brochure read like an invitation to
seek support. And if successful in their applications, researchers need not
feel bound Le a "strict adherence to the original budget estimates" so long
as they informed NSF of "contemplated major deviations . . . and the
reasons,therefor."3 (In fact, research-grant budget estimates tallied closely
with actual expenditures. An analysis of completed grants in 1955 revealed
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"a very tight relationship" between estimated and actual costs of salaries,
permanent equipment, expendable equipment and supplies, and other
items of expense in the "average research grant."4)

Although budget allocations in Walter R. Kirner's chemistry program
may have differed considerably from those, say, in Leon W. Cohen's
mathematics program, the "average research grant" provides a convenient,
way of looking at the totality of NSF's research programs. Overall, research-
project budgets allocated the bulk of grant funds to salaries, though the
fraction gradually became smallerfrom three-fourths (74.6 percent) of
the total direct costs in fiscal 1955 to two-thirds (67.1 percent) in fiscal
1958. Less than one-fifth of the salary payMents went to principal investi-
gators, and that mostly for research during the summer months rather
than the academic year. Postdoctoral research associates accounted for
about one-fourth of the salary budgets and graduate student research
assistants for about one-third. Other salary and direct labor charges
usually ran between a ri i d a fourth of the total. While the salaries
por ion o t e average research gra 'ned, the share for equipment
rose somewhat. By fiscal 1958 permanent and ex e e uipment and
supplies together amounted to nearly one-fourth of the budget r
other costs remained fairly constant at 4-5 percent each. Budgets for
indirect costs, which throughout the period were limited to 15 percent of
direct costs, gradually rose from 12.5 percent in fiscal 1955 to 13.6 percent
in fiscal 1958.5

By 1958 the dollar amount of research grants in the mathematical,
physical, and engineering sciences was beginning to run ahead of that fOr
grants in the biological and medical sciences, but the two divisions' totals
for the seven years since ihe first awards in 1952 were quite close$28.1
million for- BMS, $29.6 million for MPE. Grants in the social sciences
accounted for another $1.3 million, or a total in all research programs of
$59 million!'

NSF's research programs were indeed "little science." The average
amount of the 4,053 reseatch grants awarded during the seven years was
$14,558. In fiscal 1952, grants of both divisions averaged about $11,000,
and the figures remained around $9-11,000 until fiscal 1955, when an
upward trend began. By the end of fiscal year 1958 the.average grant in
the BMS division had reached $14,680, in MPE $20,403, and in the new
social sciences program $14,815. In the life sciences programs the
averages for the entire seven years ranged from $8,515 for systematic
biology to $17,909 for molecular. In the MPE group, engineering had the

"4 lowest seven-year average ($13,218) and physics the highest ($20,580).
For fiscal 1958 alone, the average sizes of grants in physics ($31,003) and
astronomy ($30,843) considerably exceeded those of the other four pro-
grams, all of which fell in the $17-18,000 range.'
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NSF rosaarch grants, FY1952-58

% &total

Biological and Medical Sciences
Development& biology
Environmental biology
Genetic biology
Metabolic biology ..

Molecular biology
Psychobiology
Regulatory biology ,,e'

Systematic biology
General

$28026,312
1,573,232
2,477,660
2,365,100
1,482,350
6,142,780
3,411,450
5,866,825
3,142,105
1,664,810

47.7
2.7
4.2
4.0
.2.5
10.4
6.8
9.9
5.3
2.8

Mathematical, Physical, and .
Engineering Sciences $29553,300 50.1

Astronomy 2,733,530 4.7
Chemistry 8,083,800 13.7
Earth sciences 3,334,820 5.7
Engin eering sciences sl 4,917,050 8.3
Mathematics 3,834,200 6.5
Physics 6,523,900 11.1

General 126,000 02

Social Sciences $1,323,450 2.2
Anthropology and related sciences 722,400 1.2
Economics 't 93,300 0.2
History and philosophy of science 66,450 0.1

Sociology 182,100 0.3
Socio-physical sciences 259,200 0.4

Total, $59,003,062 100.0

The early patterns of geographic and institutional distribution clf NSF
research funds underwent little change in fiscal years 1952-58.' The
Northeast and the West gained a little; the North Central region and the
South lost a little. Percentages of NSF research dollars going to these
regions for the entire seven-year period 1952-58 were:

Northeast 35
North Central 30
West 18

South 16

Territories and possessions 1

Regional percentages of research grant dollars corresponded fairly closely
to dollar amounts in proposals submitted to NSF and to numbe s of
graduate students, but less so to total population; here t o agged
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well behind the other regions, and the West and Northeast ran well
ahead.9

But regional aggregates hide significant particulars and variations.
The South would have trailed even more except for substantial NSF
grants to such governmental and semipublic institutions in the District of
Columbia as the National Bureau of Standards, the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, and the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council.
Mississippi institutions received only $62,700 dtfring the seven years.
The University of California (whose particular campuses were not usually
identified) received $1.4 million in fiscal 1957 alone, nearly three-foorths
of the funds awarded that year to all eleven western statesmore, indeed,
than the total dollars to the twenty-seven lowest ranking states of the
whole country.

Over the seven-year period the University of California received more
than $4 million in NSF research grants. Though attribution of some
grants to particular components of that prototypical multiversity is ques-
tionable, the Berkeley campus seems to have led all other U.S. institu-
tions in winning NSF research funds. The following universities had
received more than $1 million each in NSF research grants by the end of
fiscal 1958:

I. University of California, Berkeley $2,595,295*
2. University of Chicago 2,239,500
3. Harvard University 2,158,240
4. Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2,005,150
5. University of Michigan 1,872,800
6. University of Wisconsin I ,805,92Q
7. Columbia University 1,749,000
8. Yale University 1,638,600
9. University of Illinois 1,531,000

10. California Institute of Technology 1,235,650
1 I . University of Pennsylvania 1,154,600
12. Johns Hopkins University 1,113,350
13. University of Minnesota 1,111,630
14. Purdue University 1,073400
15. Cornell University 1,062,550
16. Indiana University 1,016,700

*Some grants attri,buted to the Berkeley campus may
gone instead to other components of the University of Cali-
fornia. The total of research grants to the University of
California, 1952-58, was,$4,009,645.

have

The $25.4 million awarded to these sixteen universities amounted to
43 percent of the Foundation's grants for basic research. The other 57 per-
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4.. 0

cent was divided among several hundred institutionsapproiimately 250
in 1958.10 Besides universities and colleges, which made up much the
largest number, the recipients included a yariety Of other organivtions
(museums, botanical gardens, academies of science, hospitals, nonprofit
research laboratories) and several individual scientists without institu-
tional affiliations. Some funds went to each of the forty-eight states, the
territories of Alaska and Hawaii, the commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and a
few foreign countries.

Only one readily identifiable junior college appears in the long annual
lists of recipients of research grants, but, in contrast to the first three
yearS, the names of state colleges once specializing in teacher education
recur fairly often. Evidently they were in transition toward a general edu-
cation program and were aided in this course by NSF research support.
While doctoral universities were the big money-winners, a large number
of independent liberal arts colleges received research awards. Not all of the
following institutions offered only undergraduate degrees, but their awards
during the years 1952-58 show the continuing ability of these generally elite
colleges to compete effectivefy for research funds:

I. Swarthmore College $145,800
2. Reed College 120,600
3. Carleton College 97,200
4. Smith College 97,000
5. Haverford College 89,600
6. B n Mawr College 89,100
5. Am st College 81,100
8. Grin 11 College 76,200
9. Barnard College 71,900

10. Earlham College 71,500
I I . Bowdoin College . 60,000
12. Wesleyan University 56,200
13. Pomona College 52,700
14. . Mount Holyoke College 50,300
15. Oberlin Colleg 49,250
16. Antioch Co ge 46,150

Dozens of other undergraduate institutions received grants of smaller
totals.

Only eleven of the nation's approximately 120 historically black col-
leges received NSF research awards. Howard University ($86,200) easily
led the othersin rank order, Tuskegee Institute, Morgan StateCollege,
Texas Southern University, Fisk University, Central State College (Ohio),
Meharry Medical College, Philander Smith College, Navier University of

-
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Louisiana, Tennessee Agricultural and Industrial State University, and
Atlanta University:

Any grant&to Radcliffe College were attributedto Harvard University,
but all the other six oilthe "seven sisterr (Barnard, Bryn Mawr, Mount
Holyoke, Smith, Vatsar, and Wellesley) received funds, ranging from
Smith's high of $97,000 to Wellesley's $8,200. A number of other
women's colleges'', and not confined to the Northeast, also won awards
e.g., Gouchet, Hunter, Sarah Lawrence, Randolph-Macon Woman's Col-
lege, and Mundelein.

The diversity of the Foundation's research clientele perhaps indicates
some sensitivity of program directors and their advisers and reviewers to
accusations of elitism. Nonetheless, the heavy flow of funds to 15-20
doctoral universities and to a similar number of well-known private col-
leges shows NSF's dedication to the best science. The breadth and natnre
of a few of the grants to liberal arts colleges indicate not only a concern for
maintaining the fertility of these seedbed§ of excellence but also an effort
by some NSF,staff members to move beyond the individual-project grant
to more flexible forms of institutional support.

* * *

The-preceding section generalized about the "average research grant."
This one particularizes about a single research program, regulatory biology,
in the mid-1950s. That is not to say that this program was typical (none
was), nor was its program director, but.. his annual reports deal with
problems common to all research programs, especially how to stretch
program funds to support as many"orthy proposals as possible. His
reports also illustrate the range of abtivities related to an NSF program
director's main function of evaluating proposals."

First, this program director's professed canons: His "guiding philosophy"
was "to provide as much assistance as possible to basic research and to
activities ancillary to research." He did not solicit proposals, nor did
favor any special areas of biology, since all needed investigation and he
saw none that clearly lagged behind the others. "There seems little doubt,"
he wrote, "that.'masterminding' research by allocating money to specific
areas, whether they be called programmatic work, the filling of gap areas, °
or by other names, results in work of lower quality than if the problem is
chosen by the investigator only because he has- an interest in it and has
ideas about how to attack it.... the over-ridingcriterion is that of scientific
merit."

The program director and his assistants must have felt at times that
trhey were on an,accelerating treadmill: they ran faster and still lost ground.
The flow of gdod proposals kept increasing, and so did the backlog of
those approved for funding which had to be carried over to the following
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year. With a blidget of about $430,000 for fiscal 1954, only $74,000
reMained at the end of the third quarter (when the report was written).
Funds had been obligated for 29 projects (12 of them carried forward from
the year before), but Other proposals approved at the fall panel meeting
remained unfunded and 47 others would be up for evaluation at the spring
meeting. The program head expected that there would be an unmet
requirement of $525,000 by June 30 and a carryover of about k) approved
projects. He estimated that the program should have at least $1s250,006

scal 1955 to meet the need for the most worthy projects if proposals
coIitinued to Come in only at the current rate; if the rate grew the require-.%
merit would be $2 million in 1955 and $3 million in 19567iThe rate-did
grow. On May 15, 1955 the program had 44 approved prOposals needing
$790,000 to activate, but only $150,000 left in its budgetnow the \unmet_2.
requirement was $640,000. A year later it would.l: $7371000, and by the
end of fiscal 1957 nearly $1 million. -t

The work load also grew. The addition of, a professional assfstant
helped ease routine program chores, but file nine-member a4visory panel
had to read more proposals every year and rate them in, their fall arid gpring
meetings as highly meritorious, meritorious, acceptablg doubtful, or
unacceptable. The formidable task led to three panel meetings a year
beginning in fiscal 1957, since the nurstter of proposals requiring evalua-
tion had grown from 114 three years' before to 2 al: Besides the panel,
whose membership changed somewhat each year, a large number of mail
consultants assisted in the evaluation, and the number of these referees
reading one or more proposals rose from 110 in 1954 to 228 two years later.

0(From the start, BMS programs tetkled to follow the NIH pattern of
relying mainly on the collective judgment of panels in deciding the merit of
proposals; most MPE program directors based their deciSions mainly on
their reading of mail reviews. For one MPE program director's experience
with peer revjew which relied both on nitil reyiews and panel advice, see
Appendix 2.)

Although the dollar requests in proposals were usually pared down in
negotiations following panel approval, die program sought to fund all
proposals rated highly meritorious or meritorious. Any, hope of support-.
ing those rated acceptable soon evaporated. But a large proportion fell in
the two meritorious categories-133 out of 151 in fiscal 1955, 89 out of
184 in 1956, 122 out of 218 in 1957. In a "new" program of metabolic
biology in fiscal 1958, created to reduce the load on the regulatory and
molecular programs, 64 percent of the proposals were rated highly
meritorious or meritorious and 21 percent atceptable.

One reason for ,the litany high ratings, according to the program
director, was "self-selection" among scientists owing to a spreading awareness .

that NSF supported only work of high quality. Another was that as grants
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expired the investigators applied for continuation of support and were
nearly always successful. The program director expected that eventually
about 30 percent of the grants would be renewals. Nearly half of the
approved proposals in metabolic biology in fiscal 1958 -were renewal
requestshence the high percentage falling in the two meritorious groups.

The high percentage of good proposals and the tight program budget
had the unhappy effect of limiting the duration of grants. Longer-term
grants would not only have given investigators a sense of security and relief
from frequent renewal applications but would also have reduced adminis-
trative costs and lightened the burden on the program and its ,reviewers.
The growing pile of approved unfunded proposals, however, frustrated the
program director's wish. He regretted that only one grant made in fiscal
1956 would-run for five years and that forty-two would last two years or
less. The average duration of the year's awards was 2.4 years, slightly,
better than the year before and better than the Foundation-wide average of
2.1 yeais.

The program supported research in several ways in addition to subsi-
dizing individual projects. One of these was the sponsoring of conferences,
or symposia, usually in cooperation with private foundations, other fed-
eral agencies, professional societies, or universities. Dealing with special
topics-that often crossed disciplinary boundaries, the research conferences
provided a good means of exchanging the latest information ormatters of
rapidly developing interest and, since the proceedings were usuaHy soon ,
published, of disseminating new knowledge to other interested scientists.
The regulatory biology program normally.sponsored tfiree or four con-
ferences a year on such specific substantive areas of science as The Mam-
malian FetusPhysiological Aspects of Developmenit, Comparative-
Endocrinology of Vertebrates, and Neurophysiology of the, Synapse.

Similarly the program supported the travel of scientists to interna-
tional congresses and meetings. Here again NSF often collaborated with
other organizations and enlisted the advice,of specialized groups. For
example, the program joined with the American Society of .Biological
Chemists and the American Chemical Society in paying for scientists ?
travel to the Third International Congress for Biochemistry in Brussels in
1955. The three sponsors decided on joint announcements, application
forms, and rules, and the NSF program managed the, operation. A corn,
mittee representing the two professional-societies and a national committee
for biochemistry, with the NSI program director serving eic officio, chose
27 grantees frohi the 188 aglicants. Nineteen of the grants came from
NSF funds. Although such grants consumed only a small,part of the
NSF b klget, this form of research support was highly valued by the
Found tion,And qf course by the scientist hose proficiency and prestige
were en anced by attendance at interna tonal congresses. It was a cause
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for dismay when the House of Representatives, fearful of letting Ahe
Russians learniany more American scientific "secrets," excised a request
for travel funds to international conferences from NSF's fiscal 1956 budget.

Some "research" conferences actually dealt with undergraduate edu-
cation, a matter of much interest to the program director. He and a
colleague who headed the molecular biology program had earlier arranged
for a survey of the status of physiological science by the American -
Physiological Society, and that study led to a number of related coopera-
tive undertakings tiy NSF and the society, among them a series of summer
workshops on the teaching of physiology in undergraduate colleges.

Not only the college teacher but ptudents too benefited from the
program's interest in introducing them to the challenges of research and
possible careers as biologists. Grants to Harvard University and Reed
College in 1955 to support research by juniors and senioys were followed
the next year by similar awards to Carleton College and Johns 1-I?pkins
University. The grant to Hopkins even extended to high school students,
giving them an opportunity to discuss their research or science fair projects
with members of the university's biology department:12 Since it seemed
infeasible to make such awards direck to a large number of colleges, the
program head attempted td develop a plan to deal with state or regional
groups of institutions. At his encouragement a group of Indiana colleges,
and universities submitted a proposal through the Indiana Academy of
Sciences. Referees endorsed the proposal, but its approval hinged on a
policy decision favorable to this kind of extended activity by a research
program. The National Science Board, however, in discussing NSF's
responsibilies in education turned thumbs down on support of students ip
secondary schools or colleges, choosing instead to emphasize the im-
provement of teachers'ttouztence."

Although balked in his l'f'set to extend the program's support of
undergraduate research through cooperative state or regiOnal arrange-
ments,-. or even to make any more grants for that purpose to individual
institutions, the program director did manage to continue another type of
student research support. A former medical school professor hiinself,
thought that there,was a serious shortage of medical investigators trained
in research methcids The activity began with a single three-year grant of
$6,900 to Washington University in fiscal 1954 to give selected medical '
students a firsthand research experience during the summer moPths.
Encouraged by the BMS divisional committee, the program director pre-
par'ed a program plan which won endorsement by the committee and the
board. The Upiversities ofMinnesota a d Wisconsin received grants in
fiscal 1955, arid then six more medical 4olleges the following Year. But
since the "program" had never been offiCally announced, it had a sub rosa

'quality that bothered the,regulatory bio ogy director. He proposed send-
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ing an announcement of the program to /all medical school deans and
establishing an advisory panel to evaluate applicationsif, that is, he
could get a budget big enough to meet a reasonable number of the
requests.

-The announcement resulted in applications from sixty medical schools
requesting $1.8 million. Originally allocated $150,000three-fourths
of the amount asked forthe program received a supplemental alloca-
tion which permitted it to offer 18 awards, though two schools declined
them since no funds were. allowed for indirect costs. The response to the
announcement furnished adequate justification for a continuation of the
program and for a request (unsuccessful) for a bigger budget.

An important part of the program director's work may be defined as
"coordination" with his counterparts in other federal agencies. In fiscal
1954 when draft executive orders stirred apprehension about Budget Bureau
plans to centralize basic research in NSF, the Foundation's director, it will
be recalled, visited other science agency heads and let them knoW that he
had no imperial ambitions. Similarly the regulatory biology director organized
a meeting, attended by seventy-five representatives of seven agencies sup-
porting extramural research in the life sciences, which he believed helped
dissipate "vague antagonisms previously, held toward the Foundation."
Although he intended to hold more such meetings, the exchange of infor-
mation and plans normally occurred more casually, often in telephone
conversations.

Not all interagency sessions were harmonious. Serving as an NSF
representative on the governing board of the Bio Sciences Information
Exchange, the program director soon learned that the impingement of
BSIE's information-gathering functions on those of his NSF divisiOn
created a "rather delicate" problem that had to "be handled_ with skill and
tact." BSIE's- growing cost and its efforts to solicit information and to
satisfy subject-matter requests from individual investigators seemed to
him to.".go far beyond" the organization's main purpose of "providing an
exchange among the participating agencies Of information concerning
projects supported or being considered." But since a majority of agency
representatives thoughteotlferwise, he suggested that NSF rethink its con-
tinued participation in BSIE.

,Both time-consuming routine chdres and matters of policy for biologi-
cal science fell to the program director because of NSF's special respOnsi-
bility for basic research. He served as, a member of a staff committee
attempting to write a comprehensive general report on national science
policy; inc, cooperation with N1H and congressional staff members he
helped prepare a summary report on House hearings emphasizing the need
to support basic research in order to advance medical practice; with fellow
BMS program directors he sought to develop "a functioning flexible
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system" of categorizing information derived from life science research so
that it could be readily stored and retrieved; he acted as secretary for an ad
hoc committee, appointed at the request of NSF by the Federation of
American Societies forgrxperimental Biology and Medicine, on facilities
for research on germ-ffle anirnals; to keep abreast of his field and in touch
with working scientists, he traveled 60-80 days a year visiting colleges and
universities and attending professional meetings; and in addition to his
program duties .he served as deputy division director.

Like his fellows in other progranis, the regulatory biology head
occasionally found reasons to complain to his superiors. He wanted a
bigger budget of course; but though he made a strong case for more
money, he, evidently 'recognized that his program was not unique. He
sought more help in the office and more funds for travel. These were
conventional complaints, common to nearly all programs. The one really
bitter note sounded in his annual reports concerned the policy decisions,
cutting off the BMS division's grants for undergraduate research and
cam pug-controlled graduate student research unconnected with NSF
research projects. These "unorthodox" grants, he said, had responded to
needs expressed by scientists. The egding of some of these pioneering
activities and the assignment of others to a division (SPE) that had shown
little interest in them meal* that BMS would "become essentially
restricted to the routine business of considering 'research proposals.' " He
pleaded for a reversal of the decisions stifling the kinds of "itaginative
and constructive action" on which scientific peogress and the Founda-
tion's "role of leadership in the advancement of science" depended. The
vehemence of the indictment shows a degree of frustration that less strong-
willed program directors must also have felt sometimes under the Founda-
tion's cautious leadership; but.it displays too how important a resjarch
program director considered Ins work to be.

* * *

The social sciences gained admission to the NSF canon through con-
stant citation of authority, step-by-step diplomacy, and pressure from a
few members of Congress. With little support (and a good deal of opposition)
from the communities of natural scientists and engineers, the National
Science Board, and much, of the NSF staff, those seeking a share of the
Foundation's small budget for the social sciences had an uphill strUggle.
But by astute exegesis of the gospel of Vannevar Bush and by thoughtful
studies and recommendations, a study director who joined the staff early
in 1953 succeeded in winning eligibility of Most areas of the social sciences
for support through NSF's'research and fellowship programs."

A sociologist who had analyzed public opinion and statistics for the
Office or War Information, the Office of Price Administration, and the
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Budget Bureau, Harry Alpert came to NSF as a member ofJohn Wilson's
Program Analysis Office. With Wilson's backing, he promptly began a
systematic survey not only- of the possible role of NSF in social science

,A.}research but also of the cientific status of the social disciplines.'5 In this
wide-ranging activity lpert and his professional assistiant, Bertha W.
Rubinstein; conducted the kind of study that Buil had avoided but said
social scientists should make to establish the validity of federal suPport for
their subjects. Despite his doubts about some of the social sciences, based
in part on his loathing of New Deal social planning, Bush had concluded
that tile congressional decision to permit but not require their support was
sensible.'6 In testifying on the legislation he had said: "The proposed
foundation should allow an opportunity far effective integration and
partnership between the natural and social sciences and I believe that this
pattern should be the result of careful study hy the fOundation aher its
establishment." Alpert,quoted those words time and again as a basis for
his studies and for the formulatign of a program based on the convergence
of the natural sciences and the social.'8

To win friends on the board was critical. Alpert, accompanied by
Wilson, started with the chairman, Chester Barnard, who urged them-to
limit NSF's role strictly to the "hard science core" of the social sci-
ences.'9 Alpert added Barnard's "hard science core" to BtMi's "effec-
tive integration and partnership" as a shibboleth Co rally support for his
cause. There would be no hint of sOftness. or of association with contro-
versial subjects that could give openings to attack, by "pure", scientists
or cOnservative members of Congress.°

After a year of intensive study Alpert presented recommendations for a
social science researCh program, whose'aim of "effective integration and
partnership between the natural and sociial sciences" should be pursued
cautiously and experimentally for three years.2' Research supported through
the program should be Methodologically r.gorous, important for national
welfare and defense, cdnvergent with the atural sciences, and character-
ized by "objectivity, verifiability, and gen rality. 9922

Many natural scientists insisted that the social sciences were applied
studies rather than basic, aiming to find solutions to social, economic, and
political probleMs, and, thus did not qualify for NSF support. Much of
Alpert's effort waj, necessarily devoted to showing the, need for' basic
research in thesocial sciences. His rationale was not unlike the one natural
scientists used in justifying their own basic research programs. Instead of
talking about Vie cultural value of new knoAledge, they often spoke of its
practical social utilityusually unanticipated, sometimes long deferred,
but nonetheless certain. With somewhat greater expectation of a quicker
use for knowledge, Alpert could cite evidence that dealing With such
problems 1,,is unemPloyment and inflation required more "understanding

i,
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cif the determinants of the economic behavior of the basic decision-making
units of ihe economy. Intelligent policy-making ... has more to gain in the
long run from this kind.ofbasic research than from direct attempts to enlist
-present knowledge in the solution of policy problems."23

Alpert and Rubinstein's stud; of the status of the social disciplines and
of their public and private support showed a need for both greater emphasis
on basic research and a larger supply of highly qualified sOcial scien-
tists.Federal social science research programs had recently been sharply
cut. Private- foundations had heavily supported the social sciencesthe
receqtly established Ford Foundation most notablybut mainly in "problem-
oriented rather than research-oriented" abtivities. The Ford Foundation's
behavioral sciences division was attempting to overcome the relative
neglect of fundathental studies, but the bulk of its social science support
went into action programs related to peace, education, democracy, and
economic welfare.24

In contrast to Waterman's stand,that NSF should support research in
all'important areas of the nattrral sciences, Alpert proposed a limited social
science research program, sharply defined irf relation to work sponsored
by public and private organizations. "Risi capital" for chancy and unor-
thodox ventures would have to continue to come 'from private founda-
tions; and so would support for evaluative studies and thoseon sex and
politics, for examplewhich might cause public controversy.25

Because, the program in its experimental phase would be based on the
idea of convergence with the natural sciences, it should have a home in
both research divisions. And since the quality of NSE's own work of
gathering and interpreting data on scientific manpowei' and research
depended on precise application of social science techniques, the Founda-
tion's "policy" arm.also needed the guidance of a social scientist. Thus
Alpert proposed a three-hat position for NSF's chief social scientist, who
would divide his time between being program director for anthropological
and related sciences (BMS), program director for statistical and related
sciences (M PE), and study director for social science research (Program
A nalysis,Office) .26

Although social science research supported throuilt the research divi-
sions wag' sharply defined, Alpert conceived the program analysis task as
much broader than simply collecting and publishing reliable statistics
about scientific resources and manpower. The study director should be
concerned "with science as a human social activity," incompassing studies
of such, matters as scientists' motivation and creativity and the functions of
scientific organizations in the advancement'of science. Similarli studies in
the sociology of science would be valuable in showing the effects of science
and technology on society and the economy, public attitudes toward
science, the role of science in international relations, and other impacts of
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science on the social order. A related contribution to the understanding of
science and a stimulus to its theoretical development would come through
studies in the history and philosophy of science.27

..

Other recommendations for the social sciences dealt with fellowships,
extension of the National Register to cover special skills, a budget of
$258,000 for fiscal 1956, and consideration, after two years of program
experience, of combining the research activities into a division of anthro-
pological, sociological, and economic sciences." After slight modification
of some of Alpert's recommendations in a senior staff meeting," Water-
man submitted the paper and proposals to the board in May 19543q

Several newly nominated board members were present for their Mt
session. Perhaps their unfamiliarity with the touchy issue caused it to be
put off until a later meeting.3' Before that came, Alpert discussed the staff
paper with board member Charles Dollard, president of Carnegie Corpo-
ration of New york, who invited two fellow Carnegie executives, James A.
Perkins and John W. Gardner, both social scientists, and the president of
the Social Science Research Council, Pendleton Herring, to join them.
"Mr. Dollard," A,Ipert informed Waterman, "stated that he thought the
approach of the Staff Paper was very reasonable and basically sound." To
furnish the director with an additional argument should it be needed,
Alpert quoted a recent statement by Vannevar Bush pointing out that
differences between the tatural and social sciences were often exaggerated
and commending the progress of the social sciences toward precision.32
When the board members next met, in Berkeley, California id the confer-
ence room of the state university's board of regents, they unanimously
approved "the implementation of a limited program in the social sci-
ences."33 In effect, the board sanctioned a program that was already in
being on a small scale. ,

The board ap royal was soon followed by the establishment of a
program of socio- hysical sciences in the M PE division (a counterpart to
anthropological and related sciences in BMS), but in addition to such
"convergent areas" as mathematical social science, human geography,
econ omic engineering, and statistical design, the program supported
research in the history, philosophy, and sociology of science. Raymond
Seeger, the acting MPE division director, had a special interest in the
history and philosophy of science, and though proposarsrin these subjects
might fall within the scope of any research program or cut across divisional
lines, his interest evidently made it politic to lump them with socio-physical
sciences. In February 1955 NSF and tiie American Philosophical Society
jointly sponsored a conference on the history, philosophy, and sociology
of science, and at length an advisory panel was formed to give guidance to
the program and help evaluate proposals in those disciplines."

In carrying the good news of NSF's social science program to associa-
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tions of Nychologists, sociologists, geographersland members of related
professions, Alpert always mentioned its cautious, exploratory charac-
ter.33 Waterman too continued to emphasize how gingerly the Foundation
was stepping intodangerous waters. "As you know, the Congress expects
us to move cautiously and carefully in the direction of the social sciences,"-
he replied to one inquiry. "It is anticipated that as a result of our exper-
ience and study over the next few years, we shall be ikasound position to
consider appropriate next -steps in the development of our sOcial science

research program."36
Waterman struck the same prudent note even when answering con-

gressional.entreaties to give more emphasis to the social sciences. Alpert
may have taken heart from signs of a congressional shift from hostility to
encouragement of the social sciences," but the director worried about
being pushed into applied research. ("Applied research drives out basic"
ran his proverb.) So too dia the National Science Board. Senator Estes
Kefauver (D., l'ennessee), wrote to all board members urging NSF to
undertake fundamental research on the underlying ,,causes of juvenile
delinquency. A strong contender for the Democratic party's nomination
for the presidency, Kefauver could not be treated lightly. Waterman said
he shared the senator's concern, but he was sure Kefauver would "agree
that it has been necessary for the Foundation to proceed calitiously in the
area of the social sciences'and only after serious study." The board worried
also about NSF being dragooned into studies bearing on juvenile delin-
quency, even if the senator's call was for basic research."

Alpert at least seized the opportunity presented by Kefauver's letter to
suggest, most discreetly, that NSF might do more to "fill this gap" i,n basic

social science research and move beyond the experimental phase of his
program.39 He had alieady recomMended that the fiscal 1958 budget
provide some funds for .research support "in social science disciplines
'proper," and Waterman agreed to add to his half million dollar request for
the program $100,000 more "for basic scientific research not covered by
the criterion of Convergence.74° The board approved the extension, appar-
ently without question, and it did nut even come to the attention of
congressional appropriations tommittees.41

the expanded research program included economics, experimental
sociology, social statistics, and experimental social psychology. While
requesting more money for these "non-convergent" fields in fiscal I959and
extension of the fellowship program to make its Coverage congruent with
that of researchAlpert assured the director that "We have followed, and
will continue to follow, the Congressional mandate to proceed cautiousli
in the social sciences." There would be no support of research on applied
or mission-related subjects which felLin the seope of other agencie . But
NSF was the only federal patron of basic research in, anthrs sology,
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economics, demography, and the history and philosophy of science. Their
support biNSF was all the more irriporta'nt, Alpert suggested, because the
Ford Foundatiod in 1956 had decided io shift all of its behavioral science
efforts into action programs."

While promising to heed the warninglrom Congress nearly a decade
earlier to go slowly, Alpert exploited opposite advice now coming from the
Hill. A report from the .Senate subcommittee on julienne delinquency
reemphasized Kefauver's plea to NSF to support the social sciences "on a
reasonable scale," and both Alpert and the Foundation's public informa-
tion officer, Clyde C. Hall, brolught the report's strong recommendations
to Waterman's attention.." In the spring and summer of 1957 Senators
Wayne L. Morse (D., Oregon) and Hubert H. Humphrey (D., Minnesotay
spoke for the social sciences during consideration of NSF's fiscal 1958
budget, and Morse said that Warren Magnuson, the chairman of the
subcommittee handling the appropriation bill, agreed with him that the
,Foundation should spend $1 million of the $40 million appropriation
for social science research and fellowships." Soon after Sputnik Vice
President Richard M. Nixon began to become interested in the Founda-
tion's social science activities as well as those of other federal agencies."

The social sciences did not get as much money as Morse urged, but the
separate research programs were unified in August 1957 and removed
from their obscurity as "anthropological and related sciences" and "socio-
physical sciences." Now designated as a program for social science research
not an office or divisionAlpert's combined functions came under the
general directiOn of the associate director for reSearch." A Consolidated
advisory panel was established which was broadly representative of the
four main program areas (anthropological, economic, and sociological
sciences, and the history and philosoph37 of science)." The unified pro:
gram, clearly labeled as social science and no longer requiring that pro-
posals meet the convergence criterion, quickly attracted a large number of
research proposalsmore than one hundred in fiscal 1958, requesting
about $4 million, of which 49 were approved and $725,950 granted."

As described in the preceding chapter, Harry Kelly resisted Alpert's
move to name specific additional social science disciplines as eligible for
NSF fellowships. This battle had also been won by the spring of 1958,
though quarreling continued bver whether any certain amount of the
fellowship budget was to be committed to awards for the social sciences."

By thisJime Alpert was preparing to leave NSF to become graduate
dean of the University of OregOn. At their last meeting before his depar-
ture the members of his 'advisory panel signed a letter to Waterman
expressing their appreciation of Alpert's accomplishinents. They hoped
that the 'steady advances he and Rubinstein had made could be ensured b
the establishment of a division dedicated to "basic, hard-core social
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ence."5° Still, the war was not over. In the Senate Morse joined in the call
for divisional status, a bigger budget, and better representation for the
social sciences on the National Science Board. In the House Morse's fellow
townsmanand soon Alpert's tooCharles 0. Porter (D., Oregon)
added bis plea for a larger budget. Later Porter, like Morse, criticized
President Eisenhower for failing to nominate a single eminent social sci-
entist to the board; since Dollard's and Sophie Aberle's terms expired in
1958, the only one of the twenty-four members educated a's a sooial sci-
entist was Frederick Middlebush, the University of Missouri president
emeritus, and his fielq (political science) was not among those eligible for
NSF support. "I cannot escipe the conclusia," Porter said, "that the
President's action will be a blow to the small but promising social science
research program of the National Science Foundation."5'

Meanwhile the National Science Board was trying to decide whe&ho
continue Alpert's expanding by inchmeal or return to the rule of "conver-
gence." Early in 1958 the growing clamor from Capitol Hill and the Vice
President's interesi in behavioral research contributed to the appointment
of a board committee to coftsider NSF's future role in the social sciences.52
It was a distasteful subject for some board members, among them the
recently appointed Kevin McCann, president of Defiance College and a
speech writer and friend of President Eisenhower's. "... one of these days
soon, I feel," McCann wrote Middlebush, "we have to fac6 up to the fact
that the social sciencesexcept for a few extremely limited' areasare a
source of trouble beyond anything released by Pandora." So much needed
doing for the natural sciences, quickly and with too little money, that "the
Foundation should not be fragmentized by a vain effort to comprehen-d
the entire universe of human search."53

At the suggestion of the Reverend Theodore M. Hesburgh, chairman
or the four-member board committee, Alper( prepared a staff paper on the
main "problems, issues and suggested resolutions" that needed to be
considered. Alpert's comments on these matters naturally defended the
policies and course hehad followed:"

After itormy arguments the four board members, evenly split, settled
on a report saying that the program so far had been "safe" and "conserva-
tive." The two "more liberal members" questioned its "restricted parameters."
The 'committee's division prevented any forthright recommendations except
making the "program" into an "office," which 'should follow "the same
general philosophy as in the past, with the possible listing of special areas
in the social sciences to be suppqrted." If the activities of the office reached
a level like that of the existing divisions, then the board should consider
elevating it to divisional status. Finally, advisory committees should be
expanded somewhat to ensure representation of the several social science
disciplines. Father Hesburgh's conclusion sounds rather discouraged:
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It perhaps should be noted that what is reported here would be a minimal
statement of the various and conflictindpoints of view that were expressed on the
part of members of the committee. It would be possible to report opinions far to,
each side of this minimal statement. Some members of the Committee take d dim
view of the social science activity generally, unless very tightly restricted to its
"scientific" aspects. and other members of the Committee feel that the area should
be considerably broadened beyond the present safe policy statement. However, the
above report may be taken as a reasonably accurate lowest common denominator
of the various opinions expressed and, as such, should certainly be exposed to a
inuch broader discussion on the part of the whole Board.55

Even this "minimal statement- was nearly thrown out by the board.
But since Hesburgh was on a trip to Africa, Bronk asked the board to wait
until the committee chairman was present to defend the report. Bronk told
Hesburgh privately that he would probably have to modify the report to
get it through. Hesburgh thought it ridiculous to draw what little blood
stiH remained from the anemic statement and, at a board meeting near the
end of 1958. presented the repoit essentially as originally written. Perhaps,
as he recalls, the members this time were in a good mood or perhaps they
hesitated to challenge his obvious conviction. In any event, they approved
the report."

* * *

The summer of 1957 was a season of discontent in some NSF offices.
John Wilson, writing his division's annual report to the director, saw
disturbing signs that the Foundation might be entering "a static phase,"
which in the normal course of organizational change would be "rapidly,
displaced by movement in a backward direction, accompanied by a marked
deterioration of staff morale and heightened interest in individual and unit
welfare," sharply contrasting with "the cohesiveness and singleness of
purpose" of the agency's early years. Then program directors had "en-
joyed a great deal of-latitude in initiating ways and means of assisting the
country's scientific enterprise' and had shown "imagination and admin-
istrative skills" in iolving difficult problems. But Row governmentre-
trenchment." in which NSF sharedfor the first time its budget was
show ing no gainalong with ndrrow interpretations of the Foundation's
statutory authority, seemed to foreshadow the end of exciting change.
With program directors limited essentiaHy to "routine processing of research-

' support ap'blications," NSF would have trouble recruiting and holding
first-rate people. To prevept drift toward mediocrity and dreary routine,
the Foundation shotild perhaps review its programs and mode of operation. If
budgetary growth had come to an end, it might be best for NSF to modify
its traditional system of research support to an expetimental one whose
successes could In adopted by other government agencies.57
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Wilson avoided a direct challenge to the conservatism of the board and
director by casting this "prospectus" in a speculative tone as if his fears
might be completely illusory: Yet thereis no mistaking the restlessness he
and his colleagues in BMS felt abtt restraints that increasingly hindered
their attempts to foster research in ways other than through individual
projects. A. year later, as mentioned above, the program director for
regulatory biology expressed his frustration much more bluntly.

These BMS officials spoke of the "routine processing" of research
proposals as if this highly professional work were dull and undemanding.
Obviously it did not alone offer a sufficiently stimulating challenge to
them. The complaint discloses a desire to influence the course of science
that is not quite in keeping with the customary disavowal of "mastermind-
ing." In fact, NSF scientists and their advisers often expressed ambiguous
attitudes about the agency's appropriate role in the support of research.

The ambiguity shows in recurring debates in advisory committee meet-
ings over the desirability of giving special emphasis to "gaps" and slovb-7-
moving areas of science or of relying instead on "random" proposals to
reflect the wisdom of the scientific marketplace. Although there was broad
agreement on supporting the best science, differences, multiplied over the
ways to pursue excellence.

Wilson kept pushing for grants broader and more flexible than those
for individual projects, though he knew Waterman's mind 'better than to
advocate departmental or institutionalgrants. Thus, shortly after Sputnik
resulted in the prospect of supplementary apprOpriations, Wilson wrote
for his division:

. we would not recommend a departure in the direction of institutional grants,
but rather hold to a concept of a grant covering an area of science, but with
considerably decreased specificity over that which is now commonly regarded
within the Foundation as a satisfactory project proposal. We would go so far as to
recommend that the extension include the searching out of highly qualified indi-
viduals for the purpose of granting funds to support their activities, in contrast to
the more passive practice of stimulation through program director visits, and then
awaiting proposals."

Ten days before, Waterman had told the BMS 'divisional committee
that he and the board agreed that research grants might be broadened, but
not by providing departmental support. It was possible to assess the merit
of individual scientists, but efforts to judge the quality of an organizational
unit made up of persons of varying competence would put NSF in an
untenable position." .

While the like-minded program Vectors in BMS and their advisers
tended to speak with one voice on the desirability of greater breadth and
freedom in NSF's research-support policy, this was less true of the MPE
group, mainly perhaps because of differences among the several disciplines
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and their felt needs, though' the "considerable amount of internal dissen-
sion and discord" within the division observed by one MPE panel chair-
man may have prevented unity too.°° Spokesmen for mathematics urged
government agencies to "move in the directiOn of group grants," but the.
MPE divisional committee thought that while "block grants" might ap-
propriately cover the research programs of three or four professors, they
should not encompass whole departments.°' Engineering groups, unhappy
that their success rate in winning NSF grants was so lowand no doubt
because they resented the snobbery of many academic scientistssometimes
urged special programs of research and education aimed at improving the
quality of persons entering their profession and at achieving parity with
the natural sciences. A retired board member who had considered.himself
a representative of industry regretted that NSF had not made "a especial
case" of engineering research, "or at least relaxied] the policy that first and
overriding consideration be given to the scientific merit of a proposal.""
There were occasional pleas from advisory committees for favoritism for
young scientists, and surely some program directors and their panelists did
give them an advantage; yet, others may have agreed with a ,diifision
director who advocated "supportirig preferentially and predominantly the
mature scientisti who are probing at the frontiers of knowledge.""

Most board members accepted Waterman's research-support ideas
without serious question. In June 1957 the board spedt most of a two-day
session at MIT's Endicott House discuss g the Foundation's policies,
especially those on the criteria for selecting a eas of research to receive the
greatest support and the methods that shou d be employed to appraise
proposals. Waternian enumerated three considerations that Jie thought
most important: first, the progres of science; second, the health of science
departments in colleges and universities; and third, the development of the
individual scientist. Of this triad, only departmental well-being did-not
receive direct emphasis in NSF's research policy, he said, though the
Foundation did take care not to harm the growth of institutions of higher
education. Warren Weaver, speaking out of long,experience in the Rocke-
feller Foundation, urged a more active role by NSF's professional staff in
seeking out lesser-known scientists who were working on "the frontiers of
science" in specified areas; and the board agreed th t the agency was now
mature enough to "exert leadership in certain avçihues of research pro-
vided this is done judiciously." The Foundation' "highest, ideal," to
which otheraims were incidental, should be "to stimu1te the furtherance
of research as a vital part of the intellectual, moral, and culiural strength of
America." This lofty aim required a highly competent NSF staff, and the
board conceived its duty to be to help the director recruit such a staff, to
provide it with'ample travel funds to becdme familiar with pidneering
research, and to educate Congress on the Foundation's objectives."
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Reflecting on)the board meeting in a letter to a member who had
missed the sesiLon, Waterman expressed some reservations about Weaver's
suggestion. Admittedly, the director wrote, "we cannot avoid 'managing'
national research" io long as NSirs budget remained small, Btit the
Foundation should try to avoid "putting pressure on scientists to conduct
research on 'special topics and certain areas.'' Although Weaver ITO
described his method of encouraging research as "suction" rather dian .

a;

"pressure," Waterinan evidently thought tiny amounted to the satve
thing, "I pointed out," he wrote, "that a Federal agency should do'this
with great caution and not by trying to persdade scientists to do research'
against their inclination but rather to stimulate special fields by confer-
ences and informal contacts to make certain that individuals competent in
such areas have thefunds and equipment they need. I have had quiten Coit
of experience with this method and it works quite well."65

Most differences wer'eover means, noterfds: Nearly everyone, on the
..staff and on theboard, agreed that' NSF silt:Add support the best science,

which meant the best scientists, If onasked aresearch program director to atz

state his guiding philosophy, his ready response in this prefeminist time
Was apt to be: "Support the mail, not the project." Those he considered his
clientele would have answered die sameWay:When William V:Consolazio,

;
program director for molecular biology, asked several leading biologists
about the kinds of help they needed from NSF, Lawrence Pinks ended his
thoughtful reply witha brief summary: "It works out to this: people rather
than projects; fair support for rilanwithout undue coneentration in .
'researeh factories': time for thought. Good luck inproviding it!"66'

But an NSF program director did not have Warren Weaver's free range
in discovering and encouraging talented persons. WV leircrnsolazio tried

..to promote a long-term grant for the riuclesq physicist Leo Szilard to
continue his new studies in theoretical biôlogy`on a roving assignment at
five universities, the BMS divisional.,committee, after A tiring debate, "6

"regretfully rewmmended" declination, in part because they thought "a
firm and responsible connection with a single institution" better than-;
"multiple weak iligtitutional connections." The propdial did, however,
lead the committee to suggest the possibility of a competiae "career
intvestigatorship program."67 When a board member reported to Water-
man that a group of Berkeley physical scientists thought NSF should
award an investigator support on the basis of a more or less specific
proposal, [but] telling him off the record to use his own judgntent in how
he spends the grant while keeping reasonably within the boUnds of his
original propopl," Raymond Seeger commented that the Foundation
could hardly "allow people to ask funds op one basis and then allow them
indiscriminately to use these on another basis." Waterman or
agreed. NSF favored freedom, but not that much."
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1.

Altlidugh not as free as they wanted to be to influence the directions'
and conditions of research, NSk program directors sought to use the
hands=off, essentially reactive system of reviewing unsolicited individual
proposals to supporrscience'of highoquality. In his annual report for fiscal'
year' 1958 the assistant director of the MPE division wrote that "the
Foundation's aim should be to malCe the peaks higher and to leaye the
Tilling of the valleys largely to others."69 But by that time SPhtnik had
ended the "retrenchment" that So discouraged John Wilson a year before.
Instead of "a static phase"' and then retrogression, an era of flush times
was about to begin that would pen permit NSF to raise the level of
scientific valleys. A
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Bigger Science

On a trip to the West Coast in February 1954 Alan Waterman talked
with physicists at Stanford and Caltech about how NSF might

help meet their research needs. While in Pasadena he also talked With
two of the nation's leading astronomers, both observatory directors, about
requirements in astronomy.' These conversations dealt with matters of
"big science"high-energy physics research on the one hand, and photo-
electric, solar, and radio telescopes on the otherthat would command
an increasing portion of the Foundation's attention and money auring
the next four years.

The larger ventures brought larger problemfor NSF's advisory groups,
research program officers, and management. Program directors, unaccus-
tomed to the new scale of scientific entrepreneurship, regional and institu-
tional competition, and accusations of monopoly and power bids, some-
times concluded that they were now engaged in politics or big business, not
science. Those administering predominantly 'little scienCe programs
feared that they would lose some of their "share" of the Foundation's
budget, and even those getting increases for large projects worried about
taking on long-term commitments for maintenance and operation of the
new research centers that might steadily grow and drain the resources for
individual investigators. .

Other developments warped administrative tidiness and simplicity.
Emerging scientific fields such as oceanography, geophysics, and atmo-
spheric sciences cut across traditional disciplinary lines, requiring adjust-
ments in NSF's patterns of evaluation and support. Some of these new
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interests demanded expensive equipment and facilities and the coopera-
tion of many widely dispersed investigators and data collectors; thus they
increase&the pull toward big science. Occasionally they carried an element
of applied research, as whtn cloud physies verged into weather modifica-
tion, that might divert NSF from its exclusively basic-science role.

The Foundation's financial administration of U.S. activities in the
International Geophysical Year (IGY) especially expanded the agency's
scientific horizons. In this cooperative endeavor, rhetoric about the inter-
national character 'n f science became concrete reality. But so too did
national rivalry. If NSF's interest in,putting satellites into space sprang
from desire for new knowledge of nature, the Russian success in getting
there first had an enormous public impact that lifted the Cold War and the
Foundation to a new stage of development.

* * *

The trouble with the many small astronomical observatories that
dotted the American landscape, Otto Struve wrote in 1940, was that they
had to search for something they were "able to do instead of what is
scientifically important and interesting.'! He suggested an extension of the
kind of cooperation represented by the two observatories he headed
Yerkes in Wisconsin and McDonald in Texas. Five or six uniyersities
should join in asking a private foundation to help them organize a new and
more powerful observatory in. the good-seeing area of the West Texas
mountains.2

Not a private, but a public foundation seemed a more promising source
of aid with the establishment of NSF a decade later. The American
Astronomical Society lost little time in publishing its hoped-for support
from the new agency. And almost as soon as NSF was open for business,
three state universitiesArizona, Indiana, and Ohio Statesubmitted a
joint proposal for locating in the Southwest a new observatory for
photoelectric research.in astronomy. The proposalunsuccessful in itself
had consequences. It was one factor leading to the meeting of an atl hoc
group of astronomical consultants, soon to become a formal NSF advi-
sory panel, who favored the creation of a photoelectric observatory which
would represent a larger numberof cooperating institutions and be open
to astronomers throughout the country.3

Following the advice of another ad hoc group, the Foundation
arranged a conference in the summer of 1953 at the Lowell Observatory
in Flagstaff, Arizona to discuss Photoelectric astronomical problems,
techniques, and instrumentation. Near the end of the two-day session
Leo Goldberg of ,the University of Michigan, a member of the Founda-
tion's MPE divisional committee, proposed that the participants think
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more., broadly than about a photoelectric telescope and seek instead an
observing center for all branches of optical astronomy. His,,s gestion
of a cqoperative interuniversity observatory changed small thtking to
big and resulted in a conference recommendation that NSF appoint a
committee to study the technical requirements and a desirable location
for a new observatbry,4

A few months later Waterman appointed an advisory panel for a
"national astronomical observatory." Its chairman was an experienced
and forceful administrator, Robert R. McMath, an industrialist, codonor
and director of the McMath-Hulbert Observatory, anda colleague of
Goldberg's irf Michigan's astronomy department. During the next four
years McMath -guided the complex investigations by astronomers arid
worked hai'moniously with NSF officials. Though he and the Founda-,
tion's astronomy program directOrs had trouble in prying a letter of intent
through the NSF director's office, the agency gradually made a firm
commitment to establish a national observatory for optical astronomy.°

Meanwhile scientists interestedin a new way of probing the universe
one where the United States lagged behind several other countrieshad

sirnilar sacess in getting NSF to support the development of a national
observatory for radio astronomy. In contrast to the optical astronomers'
smooth and businesslike progress toward their goal, however, the course

- ^of the radio group was rough and stormy.
Both observato'ries had similar origins and fur a while followed parallel

paths. Like the optical astronomers who collaborated in the Arizona-
Indiana-Ohio State proposal, a group.of scientists at Harvard and MIT
wanting to build a large "dish" for radio astronomy soon concluded that
their need exceeded their resources. They turned not directly to the
Foundation but to Associated Universities, Incorporated (A UI), an
organization sponsored by 'nine private northeastern universities which
operated the Brookhaven' National Laboratory on Long Island urisaer
contract with the Atomic Energy CornmiSsion. AUI, headed by Lloyd V.
Berkner, whose expansive imagination inspired several "big science"
enterprises, was deeply involved in most of the later negotiations with the
Foundation. Just as the photoelectric conference at Flagstaff led to the
appointment of McMath's panel, an advisory panel for radio astronomy,
headed by Merle A. Tuve of the Carnegie Institution of Washington,
resulted from a conference in January 1954 sponsored by NSF, Caltech;
and the Carnegie Institution. Another conference, in May, called by A UI
and cbaired by Berkner, recommended that AUI ask NSF to support
planning and feasibility studies for a large radio astronomy facility.°

In reviewing AUI's request NSF's radio astronomy panel recommended
that the search for a site be limited to_the area within three hundred miles of
Washington, in part because most scientists and engineers interested in the
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technique lived in the East and a radio facility there would Offset the West's
advantages for optical observing. The panel's recommendation of a grant
was approved but without being referred to the National Science Board,
since at the time the NSF staff assumed that planning and feasibility
studies did not require board approval. This omisOon, coupled with the
exclusive control of AUI by elite priva e institutions of the Northeast,
may have contributed to the dissatisfactio ifljrhat organization's plans
soon to be shown by some southern membe s of the board.' '_-------

The simultaneous development of plans for optical pd-ra-diO-astronomy
observatoriesand for NSF support of universitynuclear accelerators,
reactors, and computersforced decisions,o-ii what conditions tshould
govern the agency's investment in these expensive undertakings and how
they cOuld be fitted into the Foundation's budget. In May 1955 the
National Science Board adop ed the following recommendations of its
M PE committee:

I. The NSF should recomme41 as a national policy the desirability of govern-
ment support of large-scale basic cientific facilities when the need is clear and it is
in the national interest, when the erit.is endorsed by panels of experts, and when
funds are not readily available qrom other sources.

2. A national astronomical o servatory, a major radio astronomy facility, and
university research installations of computers, accelerators and reactors are examples
of snch desirable activities for/NSF.

3. Funds for such large-se* projects should be handled under special budgets.

/The "special-4,dgets' , provision was meant to prevent any encroachment
"upon the regutar-established programs of the Foundation." Moreover,
the board wanted "an appraisal of future commitments or require-
ments,. . . prior to being required to approve specific projects." In-
forming Gabriel Hauge in the White House of the board's action and.of
NSF'? intention to ask for tunas for large projects in its fiscal 1957 bud-
get, Waterman yid that the recommended national policy would extend
to fundamental science the kind of government support given to applied-
science facilities for defense.'

While the board was recommending policy, AUI was:proceeding with
its feasibility study. The choice of Green Bank, West Virginia as the best
available location got the approval of Tuve's advisory panel, but his and
some board members' opposition to AUI as a possible manager of the
observatory began to build during the early months of 1956. Tuve dis-
trusted Berkner, but most of the avowed objections rose from the regional,
character of A Ul; the panel held that the managing organization should be
more broadly national in its makeup, and so did three southern scientists=
Paul Gross, Joseph Morris, and William Houston--ontthe National Sci-
ence Board. Raymond Seeger'Imay have been imagining a bit who.' he
suggested that the location of the obseryatory in West Virginia made the
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southern board members feel that Yankees were "mice more invading
their sacred territory without an invitation," but undoubtedly sectional
pride influenced their stand.'° Besides the criticism of AU l's narrowly
r gional constituency, opposition was based on the organizatiorOs primary
r spoilsibility to the Atomic Energy Commission. An observatory in,the

est Virginia hills with a paraboloid dish 140 feet wide, budgeted to cost
, $ .5 million in fiscal 1957, might loom large in NSF's thinking but seem
only an ,inconsequential sideline to the managers of the Brookhaven
National Laboratory."

Berkner's reluctance to allow other ?nstitutiorts than the AUI nine to
share in the direction of the ,proposed observatory continued to be the
main obstacle. In response to Waterm,an's urging of wider representation,
Berkner suggested alternativesa "visiting committee," for example-4hat did
not satisfy the objectors on the board or Tuve, who chaired a deeply
divided panel, three of whose seyen members favored management by
A Ul. Tuve and Bart J. Bok, a Harvard astronpmer on his panel, at an
informal meeting in Berkner's office "kept pointing out ... that he should
not take an inflexible attitude toward having the AUI Trustees controlling
the facility." Helen S. Hogg, NSF's program director for astronoiciy in
1955-56, recorded that "Dr. Berkner's attitude softened noticeably with
time, and the next day he said that A Ul, albeit with regreL would accept a
different trustee setup."12 Still, the National Science Board's MPE com-,
mittee, hearing of A Ul's cOntinuing "reservations" about extendifig its
membership, concluded that a decision on managenlent of the observatory
should be put off until after NSF had called, a conference to discuss'the
feasibility study "and the whole question of a pattern for a truly national
organization to further radio astronomy research."13

If Tuve's objections to the A Ul plan had been only technical, they
might have been resolved Itmicably. But other matters greatly disturbed
him, among them the driving ambition and strong-mindedness of Berkner,
his onetime colleague in the Carnegie Institution. Tuve called the. feasibility
study's provision for a separate NSF advisory board for°the radio obser-
vatory "poisonous," the proposed visiting committee a "whitewash," and
the ultimate goal of a vastly expensive 600-foot dish an A Ul "power bid."
Tuve said he disliked leading an effort to replace A Ul by a more represen-
tative organization because he had become persona non grata to Berkner,
and AUI might discriminate against him or his younger colleagues when
they sought to do research at the iiew observatory. Nonetheless he did win
assurance that the forthcoming conference would give a hearing to alterna-
tive marThgement gchemes and he took steps to see that one would be
presented.'

Nearly fifty people attended the conference on radio astronomy in
Washington on July I 1, 1956, proposed and presided over by Detlev

Urn.
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Bronk. Representatives of AUL of the Tuve and Mc Math panels, of the
National Science Board's M PE committee, of a score of research institu-
tions, and members of the NSF staff and invited observers from the Naval
Research Laboratory and the Office of Naval Research sat through a
day-long session that one experienced government hand said was unlike
anything he had ever seen before. Joe Morris, descri4ing the diversity of
opposing views to fellow board member Julius A. Stratton, provost of
MIT, paraphrased Winston Churchill: "Never have so many thought so
differently on so few matters!" "Oh, it was a dramatic day!" a then-brand-
new program director remembered many years later.'s

The amenities Were quickly forgotten. Tuve, next on the agenda after
Waterman's statement of the purpose of the conference, attacked what he
called the scheme of "a very small group of men" as grandiose, opportunistic,
and self-serving. The, AUI plan, he said, would develop a specialized
technology of electronics and split the discipline of astronomy. There was
nothing wrcing with Green'Bank as a site for radio observations, but NSF
should at least ponder keeping astronomy intact by constructing a single
optical-radio observatory in Arizona. Reminding his audience that this
was the Foundation's first venture in developing a large facility for a basic
sciencea matter that weighed on Waterman's and board members'

cc? minds tooTuve urged deliberate efforts to integrate a pronlising new
technique with traditional astronomy, to guard against a commitment to
huge expenditures later, and to choose a form of control and operation
that vuld keep science tied to its university base rather than entrust it to
peripheral "self-approving grotips of 'experts'." NSF'should get its policies
clear first, not have to repent later.

Berkner tried to cool the air. fo those who feared that the Green Bank
observatory wider AUI's direction would be an independent laboratory,
he said that insteSd it would, like Brookhaven, be "national in every sense,

. . open to qualified Members of everyscollege, university, and institu-
tion." Supported by Donald H. Menzel of Harvard and Jerome B. Wiesner of
MIT, he urged NSF to decide quickly on the management organization,
which should then select a director and staff.

Goldberg made the issue more explicit when he insisted that in a
national 6bseryatory "there should be something more than a liaison
between the facility and the universities. Its operation should, in fact, be
contrdlled chiefly by the universities." While only a few institutions were
then engaged in l'adio astronomy, the number would grow, and the
organization operating the observatory "should be sufficiently flexible to
permit both the addition of new members and the subtraction of older ones
in order to insure that at all times the policies of the facility are controlled
by those universities that have a vital stake in it."

An alteinative to A UI, inspired by Tuve, Vas proposed by Williarri G.
r*
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Pollard, executive director of the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies
(ORINS). He described that organization and offered it as a model for a
corporation of national scope, made up of "a sizable group of universities"
including all that had "a valid interest in this facility" and permitting the
election of new members. The members would elect a board of directors
which would manage the corporation's affairs. Pollard had already dis-
cussed the proposed corporation with President Irvin Stewart of West
Virginia University, who was willing to start the necessary action promptly.
Naturally some delays -would occur, but "in the long haul," Pollard
argued, "one would end up with a corporate body of universities who felt
that in a real sense this facility belonged to them." Brief comments from
National Science Board members Houston and Morris showed their
approvikf Pollard's idea.

The ar ument grew more heated in midafternoon. Wiesner accused
Tuve of tnfairly putting an "onus on AUI" as "pe4le that loved to
manage ings." Perhaps the Cambridge group who had sought Berkner's
help had made a mistake in dropping their original idea of an eastern
regional facility for a "national" one, but Berkner could make it work. "I
don't think you could find a man Of equal stature," Wiesner said.

Tuve warned again that the kW plan' would split optical from radio
astronomy. "We have-got a limited divorce," he said; "if you are going to
confirm it, today is when it happens." Bart Bok disagreed, arguing that
"the tensions in the family are lessening." Other speakers thought division
would be a disaster and, while willing to allow separate panels to guide the
development of optical and radio observatories, they insisted that ulti-
mately there should be a single astronomy panel."

The sharp conflict of views left little ground for consensus. At length
Edward Reynolds, administrative vice-president of Harvard and an AUI
trustee, rose to say how disturbed he was by the "atmosphere" of the
conference. Extending his arm,. full length and pointing toward Tuve,
Reynolds looked to an observer like Jove hurling thunderbolts from
Olympus. "I have no fear of contradiction from my colleagues as Trustees
of AUI," Reynolds said; "we don't want this contract under this atmo-
sphere. You are going to have to want us enthusiastically if we are to take
it. Then we can do a good job for you."

Since so much of the day's argument had revolved aittuztt'he "regional"
versus "national" question, Bronk, in bringing the conference to a close,
reminded the antagonists that "great universities are neither regional nor
national, they are interngtional." Though a consummate chairman, Bronk
could perform no miracle of synthesizing points of agreementexcept
one that he 'and Waterman had come to during the debate: McMath's
and Tuve's panels would have to meet together to consider their relationship.

Too many advisers were planning menus for the NSF astronomy
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kitchen. Obviously "depaneling" would make life simpler fo,r the Founda-
tion. If that desire was not immediately achievable,,then at least the
different groups should keep in close touch. NSF arranged that not only
the two observatory panels should meet jointly but that the regular. astronomy
program panel should attend the conference too. Held at Ann Arbor with
McMath presiding, the joint session on July 23 reached agreement that
NSF "should proceed toward 'unity' in all aspects of both the optical
and radio facility plans and operation." While the separate panels would
presumably continue in existence until the observatories had begun operations,
the Foundation's regular panel would then become the responsible advi-
sory body. "In he meantime, to assure the promotion and preservation of
unity in astronomy, close liaison or alternatively partial or complete,
Merger of the panels would be indicated."

Waterman and his legal office moved promptly to arrange for the
acquisition of the Green Bank site and for zoning regulations that would
ensure its fitness for radio observations. Although a West Virginia con-
gressman up for re-election accused NSF of tippingoff his opponent of the
site selection before its announcement, the agency seems to have managed
rather well to keep rumors under control and the state's officials satisfied
and cooperative."

But the problem of construction and management of the observatory
remained. Following the July I I conference in Washington, Pollard quickly
revised his proposed agreement for an interuniversity association and
asked a dozen astronomers and university presidents if they would serve as
original incorporators. Tuve, the prime mover in this effort to block AUI,
wanted an immediate response to the invitation so that the first meeting of
the trustees of the new ,corporation would take place within a month,
thanks to the cooperation of administrators in West Virginia University.9

Menzel, director of the Harvard College Observatory, was one of those
invited to be an original incorporator. Still seething over Tuve's accusa-
tions at the Washington conference gnd angry at the request for an
immediate answer, Menzel asked Waterman to try to postpone a decision
on Pollard's proposal. ?Flatvard definitely will not be stampeded," he
said; it favored AUI instead of a new corporation. In telephone conversa-
tions with Seeger,and Frank K. Edmondson, NSF's program director for
astronomy, Menzel blasted this gun-to-the-head demand, suggested that
Tuve be rotated off .the radio astronomy panel, and blamed a scinthern
"pork barrel interest" and "selfish motives on the part of the Carnegie-Cal
Tech axis" for the attempt to discredit AUL" Menzel also wrote directly ,
to Tuve and castigated him for stirring up sectional emotions in letters to
southern educators and for the "false" statement that AUI was too busy
directing the big operation at Brookhaven to ensure "full and unbiased
attention" to Green Bank. Menzel understood that Tuve had made this
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statement in the name of his panel without consulting its members. At the
"stormy" Washington conference, Menzel wrote, the only questioning of
AUI's competence had come from Tuve and his Carnegie-Caltech allies.
While the Pollard proposal was "offered in the best of faith," it would
delay the radio observatory by at least two years. AUI could move ahead
immediately. "I have good reason to believe," Menzel said, "that AUI will
broaden the representation on its board of trustees to include astronomers
on a basis that will strengthen the national character of the program." To
Waterman this point was crucial."

Waterman did ask Tuve not to proceed hastily, yet a letter from
Berkner offering to make a proposal for the construction and operation of
the observatory made no mention of enlarging the AUI board. Waterman
invited AUI to submit a preliminary proposal, which NSF would consider
along with any others it might receive;22 but because of the vehement
opposition to AUI he talked with several board members about a possible
way out of the dilemma. As Berkner was sure to hear of these conversa-
tions, they would serve to put pressure on him to expand his board.

One of those whom Waterman telephoned was Stratton, who had first
suggested to his Cambridge colleagues wanting a radio telescope that they
get the help of AUI. Morris had already appealed to Stratton to persuade
AUI to broaden its geographical base, and he replied that the"intemperate"
opposition to Berkner's group, even if ill-founded, was a convincing
reason not to select AUI to manage the facility. But to organize a new
interuniversity group would consume valuable time and hardly seemed
justifiable. He preferred a contract with "a specific university with demon-
strable experience and interest," or perhaps with an industrial corpora-
tion. Waterman's suggestion was for NSF to make a contract with \Kest

. Virginia University. Stratton and the other board members with whom he
discussed the idea-had a high regard for Irvin Stewat t, who had effectively
assisted Bush and Conant throughout World War II, but some of them
questioned the engineering and managerial strengths of his institution.
And what if he should leave the presidency? Waterman agreed that the
competence of the university needed investigation, but he continued to
cling to the idea even after Stewart expressed his hesitance to take on the
responsibility alone. Stewart was interested, however, in jointly adminis-
tering the observatory with other institutions through representation in a
new corporation or an expanded AUI.23

Closer to Green Bank than the campus of West Virginia University was
Charlottesville, and Waterman next explored the chance of management
by the University of Virginia. President Colgate Darden said his institu-
tion would be willing to serve, perhaps in association with Stewart's, but
his polite reply, relayed through a member of the university's physics
department, showed no eagerness for the job."
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Several other institutions were mentioned as candidates for sole man-
ager, and Waterman continued to cast in hope of a strike almost until his
board met on August 24. Owing to some members' insistence, which he.
evidently ghared, that AUI should be ruled out unless it added trustees, he
mentioned receiving word that the organization would agree at its annual
meeting in October to admit "three satisfactory outside representatives to
its Board from the rest of the country'at large." Since Waterman had failed
to find an institution eager to be the sole contractor and since the forma-
tion of a new corporation on the ORINS model would probably entail
long delays and might set a bad precedent for other large-scale facility
projects, the prospects for selection of AUI improved greatly when it gave
in to demands for broader representation. Bronk's advice to the director
may have tipped the balance decisively. The National Science Board
chairman still believed, as he obviously had at the July conference, that "it
would be more satisfactory to have management in the hands of an existing
organization." Watermah thought so too. He shared some of Tuve's
mistrust of the AUI president and, though he never really liked the
Tuve-Pollard scheme, wanted to throw Berkner off balancety encourag-
ing the offering of alternative forms of management. All along Water-
man's strategy had been to put pressor& on Berkner to "keep AUI in
bounds" and force him "to develop a national plan."25

At the August board meeting Waterman presented the AUI plan,
Pollard's proposal, and a letter from the University of Virginia expressing
its willingness to manage the observatory. He reported that options to
purchase the land had been obtained and zoning restrictions passed by a
special session of the West Virginia legislature. Now the board had to
decide on management. Bronk, emphasizing the importance of this first
NSF experience on a big project of this sort, hoped that the board would
manifest "the unanimity which has characterized its actions in the past."
Morris submitted a resolution from his MPE committee authorizing the
director to negotiate a five-year contract with AUI to establish and operate
a radio astronomy observatory, with the understanding that at the end of
that period NSF would consider establishing a common management for
both the radio and the optical observatories; in.selecting the director and
an advisory committee for the observatory, AUI should consult with the
Foundation's director. To pay for land at the site, additional studies, and
beginning operations, the resolution authorized expenditures up to $800,000.
Although the resolution got unanimous approval, a residue of mistrust of
AUI prompted a board request that AUI should always emphasize "that
they were acting under arrangement with the National Science Founda-
tion to provide a Radio Astronomy Observatory for the use of the
Nation's astronomers." Finally, at the board's October meeting Water-
man should present the proposed arrangements with AUI., If AUI did not
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agree with, the board's terms, then Waterman should offer other plans for
developing the facility."

AUI did accept the terms, and Berkner's assistant, Richard M. Emberson,
worked agreeably with NSF officials in deciding on contractual arrange-
ments. Three trustees-at-large were added to the.AUI board, and a con-
tract for $4 million for the establishment, construction, and operation of
the observatory was signed in November 19507;

From the outset the Foundation had considered the prompt appoint-
ment of the observatory director critical for the demelopment of the facility.
So too, apparently, had Berkner and his associates. Even before com-
pleting the agreement with NSF he bad picked a nominating committee,
headed by Menzel, and got the Foundation's concurrence on the intended
appointment procedures. The committee members were not likely to be
candidates themselves, but most of them, in Edmondson's view, probably
did not know who the best radio astronomers were. In mid-November the
position, sweetened by the tender of a professorship in any of the nine
associated universities, was offered to Goldberg, but he chose not to-
abandon his research in optical solar physics in the stimulating academic
environment of Ann Arbor for "the relative isolation of G reenban k.""

Perhaps others responded similarly. In any event the directorship long
s ayed vacant, to the unhappiness of NSF officials. Many months after the
igning of the contract, when the Foundation's MPE division director

complained about the delay Berkner is reported to have dismissed the
grievance bluntly, saying "I'm the director." Fortunately Emberson was
well qualified to oversee the development and got along well with members
of the NSF staff. Still, the failure to name a director quickly seems
symptomatic of some of Green Bank's growing pains and may have been
partly responsible for them. Not until July 1959, nearly two years after
ground-breaking ceremonies had occurred at Green Bank, did Otto Struve
become the observatory's first director. Ironically, Struve, as a member of
Menzel's nominating committee, had originally been ruled out of consid-
eration.

Serious technical and managerial problems delayed the building of the
140-foot equatorially mounted dish that was planned to be the principal
instrument of the radio ob.servatory." Several years later a member of the
National Science Board, reflecting on the difficulties that had plagued the
first of NSF's large-scale undertakings, wondered whether there had "been
adequate engineering analysis at the feasibility stage or was the project
simply swept along enthusiastically on its scientific merits? . . . He felt it
was important for the natural enthusiasm of the sponsoring scientific
group to be rationalized with the engineering possibilities." Another member
wondered to what extent the review panels on such project "were com-
posed of the people who were primarily interested in the proposals."31
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Such hindsight observations might seem to call into question the
wisdom of Waterman's principle that there should be no "mastermind-
ing" from Washington, that NSF should simply respond to the needs of
science as expressed by the scientific community. But in this instance there
was no unified community. Few optical astronomers understood the
electronics of radio 'astronomy, though the original division between the
two groups was being narrowed, largely through the agency of the Ameri-
can Astronomical Society. This lack of understanding may have hindered
the rationalization of scientific enthusiasm and engineering possibilities,
but certainly the problems of Green Bank's early development were also
due to personal, regional, and institutional antagonisms.

*`* *

The more prolonged but less troubled development of a national
observatory for optical astronomy was in the main a successful example of
NSF behaving as its director said it should. Leading astronothers largely
controlled events, with NSF's blessing. This is not to say that there were no
misgivings. Waterman and some of his staff had doubts about the term
"national observatory," since the Foundation was forbidden to operite
laboratories, and thought about giving the facility a less conspicuous
name. The deputy director, Gene Sunder lin, reminded the senior staff that
a substantial grant tosupport the Mc Math panel's studies might constitute
a moral obligation to pay for something quite expensive later. Similarly the
M PE divisional committee and the board worried about continuini main-
tenance and operating costs and about diverting money from the regular
program of research grants. Mc Math himself, it is said, would have
quickly abandoned the grand design if it seemed likely to reduce the
Foundation's budget for individuals' astronomical research.32

Despite such apprehensions NSF steadily supported the panel's delib-
erations, culminating in an intensive survey and testing of possible observatory
sites in the Southwest and then delicate negotiations with the Papago
Indians for permission to place the astronomers' "long eyes" on their
sacred mountain Kitt Peak, about fifty miles from Tucson, Arizona.
Initially the observatory was to have two major reflecting telescopesone
80-inch, the other 36-inchand auxiliary photoelectric and spectroscopic
equirtment.33

To build and operate this national center under contract with NSF,
seven universities formed a corporation with the felicitous acronym AURA
(Association of Universities for Research in Astronomythe name chosen
earlier for Pollard's aborted organization). Negotiations between NSF
and the organizers of AURA proceeded more calmly than those with AUI,
though hurt feelings and 4nstitutional pride sometimes threatened to crack
the smooth surface. No on dissented from the principle that the observatory
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should be available to all qualified scientists. There were, however, differ-
ences over admission to membership in AURA.

Paul Gross, vice chairman of the National Science Board, wanted
AURA to be open-ended, allowing easy admission for interested institu-
tions. Mc Math insisted on the principle set forth by Goldberg in the
conference on radio astronomy: control should be held by universities
having "a vital stake" in astronomical research. While NSF staff members
supported McMath and Goldberg's stand against an open-door policy,
the astronomy program director did urge the Michigan astronomers to
admit to membership in the proposed association all three of the universi-
ties that had started the ball rolling in the first place. There was no question
about including Indiana, but Goldberg at first omitted Ohio State from his
organizational-meeting invitation list, saying that the Midwest would be
too heavily represented, and he excluded Arizona because it did not offer
the doctorate in astronomy. A protest from Geoffrey Keller of Ohio State,
soon to become NSF's program director for astronomy, supported 11 the
Indiana incumbent in the position, managed to change Goldberg's 'mind
about Ohio State. Eight institutions, all having Ph.D. programs in astron-
omy and at least three departmental faculty members, received invitations
to the organizational meeting in Ann Arbor in March 1957, and all but
Caltech chose to become original incorporators of AU RA.34

While holding to standards of demonstrated competence and Gold-
berg's "vital stake" idea, the AURA organizing group showed none of
A UI's.reluctance to expand its board by the election of directors-ai-large.
Edmondson's personal diplomacy, in which he suggested to Goldberg the
desirability of broader geographic and small-institution representation,
helped gain at-large seats on the AURA board for Edwin F. Carpenter of
Arizona and Peter van de Kamp of Swarthmore, the latter NSF's first
program director for astronomy. The seven original university members of
AURA (California, Chicago, Harvard, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio State,
and Wisconsin) and twdothers that soon joined (Princeton and Yale) were
represented by two directors each, an astronomer and an administrative
officer; in addition, directors-at-large represented nonmember institutions
(Arizona, Swarthmore, and Vanderbilt), and two other at-large positions
were filled by a treasurer and an assistant secretary.35

Although A URA was not incorporated until October 1957, the
National Science Board in May of that year authorized Waterman to begin
negotiations with the proposed association and instructed him to explore
the possibility of arranging for "user participation" fees to help pay the
observatory's operating costsa matter of concern to the House Appro-
priations Committee as well as to the board. During the summer NSF's
assistant director for M PE sciences and the general counsel's office worked out
contract terms with Goldberg, using the A UI contract as a model, and in
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December the board authorized making a contract with AURA for $3.1
million to build and operate the observatory."

As the new year opened the first NSF-AURA contract was signed;
Aden B. Meinel, who had conducted the meticulous and sometimes dan-
gerous search for an ideal site, had been named director of the observatory;
the McMath panel had gone out of existence, and McMath himself had
resigned from the Foundation's MPE divisional committee and been
chosen president of AURA; and Edmondson, the program-director
responsible for explaining the astronomical community and NSF to one
another, was now AURA's vice-president and, in the words of Geoffrey
Keller, his replacement at NSF and recently a member of Goldberg's
organizing committee, the "contact man between AURA and the Foun-
dation."37 If such shifts looked like a game of musical chairs, they illus-.
trated perfectly how a small, well-organized scientific communitY, some
of whose members held strategic positions on NSF's staff and advisory
bodies, could win its goals in Washington.

* * *

In the fall of 1953 a phone call from Wisconsin began a long and
frustpting chapter in NSF's effort to share in sponsoring the construction
of high-energy nuclear accelerators. Ragnar Rollefson, calling on behalf of
hiS'associates in fifteen universities banded in the Midwestern Universities
Research Association (MURA), asked Seeger if the Foundation would
consider supporting preliminary design studies on a new type of accelera-
tor that the group hoped to build. AEC and the Ford Foundation had
turned down their proposal. In any event MURA would rather not be
supported solely by AEC, whose aims, Rollefson said, were unlike those of
universities; nor did the midwestern physicists want to be restricted to the
machines available to them at the AEC's Argonne National Laboratory,
operated under contract by the University of Chicago, which concentrated
on reactor research. Seeger thought that the Foundation could "perform a
useful function, at least in helping in the national planning of such facili-
ties, even though NSF itself might not be responsible in the long run for
their actual funding." Since MIT and Harvardphysicists, nearly through
with their accelerator-design studies, also expressed an interest in getting
NSF support, he arranged a conference attended by representatives of the
MURA and Cambridge groups and the chairman of the Foundation's
advisory panel for physics."

The conference favored NSF support of the MURA design studies,
provided AEC and the managers of Argonne were "sympathetic" to the
idea. In addition, NSF should use its authority to develop national science
policy to establish an advisory committee on ultrahigh-energy acceleratorsat
that time those with an energy level greater than one billion electron volts
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(then called bev, later GeV)which should discuss how many such accel-
erators were needed, how much money would be required over the next
decade to build and maintain them, and what policies should govern those
outside federal laboratories. AEC's Brookhaven and Argonne labora-
tories came in for some strictures from conference participants, who
claimed that the government facilities could not replace university-based
research and fell short of meeting the needs of university staff members
and graduate students. "Students are found .to stagnate, there were not
sufficient classes and the environment was in no way equivalent to that of a
university," wrote J. Howard McMillen, NSF's physics program direCtor,
in summarizing the criticisms.39 Academic values linking basic research
and education would furnish a principal argument durinithe.next,several
years for NSF to enter into accelerator development and, along with the
Defense Department, to break AEC's virtual monopoly of a frontier field
of science.

Although managing to win AEC's assistance in securing ail appropria-
tion for nuclear research reactors at universities," NSF had serious handi-
caps in trying to edge into accelerator development. In the first place, the
Foundation's charter forbade the agency to sponsor nuclear energy
research without AEC's concurrence. Another big obstacle of course was
the expense of accelerator construction and operation. As Waterman told
Donald Quarles of the Defense Departnient, who asked if NSF ever
expected to finance some accelerators instead of AEC, it seemed "not
likely as long as the costs represent such a large portion of our budiet for
research."'" Congress would not consider providing NSF with funds to
undertake an accelerator project unless both the Budget Bureau and AEC
gave their blessing. And both the Bureau and AEC could rightly question
whether a large, earmarked addition .to NSF's tiny- budget would not
distort the agency's general program and whether the Foundation would
be able to keep-paying the unknown but certainly heavy operating costs of
an accelerator after its completion.

But at least the Foundation could try to help MURA. Believing in the
skill and the ideas of the midwestern scientists, and in the desirability of
locating a major accelerator in their region under the control of an aca-' demic dbmmunity, NSF officials became more and more committed to
MURA, while AEC's antagonism grew correspondingly.

The MURA physicists, backed by their university presidents, felt
acutely that AEC was favoring their professional rivals on the east and
west coasts; even if the agency decided to build a powerful accelerator in
their region, they feared that it would probably be located near Argonne
rather than their preferred site near Madison, Wisconsin, and not built
accoraing to the promising design they were trying to perfect. (As it turned
out they were right On both counts.) Adding to their dilemma were new
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competitors for federal funds, not only the physicists in Cambridge but
others at Princeton and Stanford. On a trip to California in February 1954
Waterman was asked about the possibility of NSF support for stepping up
the power of Ole Stanford accelerator."

While on the west coast Waterman made arrangements for an NSF-
' sponsored panel to consider questions about accelerators like those raised
in the meeting convened earlier by Seeger, and he persuaded Robert F.
Bacher of Caltech to serve as the panel's chairman. This ad hoc committee
later became a formal advisory panel on high-energy accelerators, under
the chairmanship of Leland J. Haworth, director of the Brookhaven
laboratory and vice-president of AUI. By 1956 this group was recommending
that NSF and the Defense Department, as well as AEC, "engage directly in
the support of high-energy, physics" and "extend their support in this field
to maintain important positions." The Foundation's physics program's
regular advisory panel followed up by recommending that NSF plan to
budget $15-20 million a year by 1962 for accelerator research, and the
MPE divisional committee endorsed this advice. By mid-1957 estimates of
the rate of expenditure for the support of high-energy accelerators were
running at $70-100 million a year by 1962 instead of the current $40
million."

The National Science Board not only concurred in the recommenda-
tion of the high-energy panel but referred specifically to MURA as an
appropriate regional organization to manage one of the machines. After
all, the board had approved several large grants for the MURA group's
design studies, though always recording that NSF was not committing
itself to finance an accelerator. Indeed, NSF's strong financial and moral
support, along with backing from the Office of Naval Research, helped
keep the MURA team, from disintegrating in the face of discouragement
and even hostility from AEC."

Waterman kept pegging away at AEC, especially with Commissioner
Willard F. Libby and Thomas H. Johnson, director of research, on behalf
of M URA and for aid in getting Budget Bureau and congressfonal
approval for NSF to help build research reactors and accelerators. He
always insisted that the Foundation had no interest in competing with the
Commission and would not fund MORA proposals Without AEC's sanc-
tion. But, he argued, NSF must support basic research across the board,
and a comprehensive program "could not afford to have gaps as important
as research with large nuclear accelerators." While AEC had an interest in
basic research, its primary concern was the practical one of developing
nuclear energy; the overall accelerator program would be "healthier" with
NSF participation, and so would university research and education."

In negotiations with MURA and AEC, Waterman relied increasingly
on his associate director for research, Paul Klopsteg, who had close. ties
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with both groups; he had been an AEC adviser, chairman of Argonne's
board of governors, and an administrator in Northwestern University, one
of the MURA institutions. By March 1957 Klopsteg concluded that AEC
was so "fed up" with the MURA physicists that it would probably cut off
their funding when their current contract expired. Then, AEC officials
thought, -"the less emotional" of the MURA scientists would be willing to
join in designing and constructing an accelerator at the Argdnne site.
Klopstegtaw little that NSF could do "to rescue MURA" except to make
a grant to help the group finish its design studies."

The following month Klopsteg met in Madison with MURA adminis-
trators and scientists and the Wisconsin governor, Vernon WiThomson,
who had recently written about AEC's treatment of MURA to Sherman
Adams, President Eisenhower's Chief assistant. Klopsteg pondered over
some possible solution to what seemed an irreconcilable conflict: AEC
wanted MURA liquidated; MURA refused to become an Argonne satel-
lite. ."Somehow," Klopsteg told Waterman, "the way must be found of
preserving and increasing the potential of such a devoted group as exists in
MURA." Perhaps Governor Thomson's letter to Adams offered a way
out of the dilemma. Klopsteg advised Thomson to hold off a while before
talking to his fellow midwestern governors. A conference called by the
White House might open a way for MURA to be supported without AEC
funds and without AEC oppo'sition.47

Lacking AEC's approval there was nothing NSF could do to help the
MURA physicists, whose chances of getting an accelerator of their own
became even slimmer when Stanford came in with a completed proposal
to AEC, Defense, and NSFfor a multibev machine estimated to cost
$78 million. Expensive as this was, the price was lower than the $100
million accelerator MURA wanted to build, and the depleted midwestern
group still had to do more studies to test the feasibility of dieir design. And
money was not the only factor. Since the accelerators would do different
kinds of science, the kind of scientific findings they miiht yield weighed
heavily on the decision-makers. The Foundation, wanting to keep at least
part of the MURA group together, got encouragement from 'Admiral
Rawson Bennett in the Office of Naval Research, who thought that
MURA's plight offered a good opportunity to expose AEC's "monopolistic"
attitude. Although a rumor circulated that AEC would object to the
Foundation's granting any more money to MURA, arrangements were

' made by the end of 1957 for a seventh NSF award to the group; altogether
NSF support to MURA since fiscal 1954 amounted to nearly half a million
dollars. While continuing to fund MURA's accelerator-design work
despite threats of a cutoff, AEC did not retreat from its decision not to
build an a.cceleratpr at a midwestern location othehhan Argonne."

Stanford was a different matter. Russian satellite launchings caused
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increased anxiety about losing the "race" in high-energy research as well as
in space and missiles; and since the scientific promise of the Stanford plan
met with general favor in Washington, the likelihood of its early develop-
ment seemed strong by the close of 1957. The only question was, what
federal, agency or agencies should pay for the accelerator? The Budget
Bureau wanted support to come from only one agency, and if AEC was
unwilling to undertake the task, Defense seemed to have the inside track.
As,William Carey told Foundationofficers, the Stanford project might ix
tocr big for NSF to digest. Waterman solicited the help of the President's
new science adviser, James R. Killian, Jr., for a share in the funding,
arguing that "since accelerator research is frankly so basic, it seems to me a
bad precedent to have the project depend entirely on military funds."
Killian and the Science Advisory Committee agreed, and Defense too
favored tripartite funding, hut AEC continued to stall. In mid-January
1958 a discouraged ONR physicist, Randal M. Robertson, told Seeger
that the project was "still on dead center," and more than four months
later Klopsteg assessed the situation the same way: "I believe We are on
dead center and see little hope of getting off."49

Early in 1958 E. A. Eckhardt, assistant director of the Foundation's
M PE division, accurately expressed the agency's consistent view _and
thwarted hope: ".. co-equal funding would insure equal voices and avoid
domination by any one agency.. .. Scientists feel strongly that there should
be more than one government agency to which they can g9 to solicit
support for their projects. Monopolies are just as bad in scienci as they are
in other areas where they are forbidden by law." And as for MURA, that
group "represents an extremely valuable scientific resource which should
not be permitted to go sour through frustration."5°

M URA's fight was not finished; nor was the Foundation's effort to
help the group and to share in accelerator development. Yet, NSF's
commendable desire to help a talented scientifi eam in a neglected region
and quickly to forgefor itself a prominent r in high-energy physics may
have been overeager. In January 1956 oundation's advisory panel for
physics debated the wisdom of the agency's move to take over the financing
of the Princeton and Cambridge accelerators after their construction with
AEC money. To the Stanford physicist Wolfgang K. H. Pariofsky, a
member pf the panel, that procedure was "completely unrealistic," given
the Foundation's meager budget and the great and unpredictable fluctua-
tions in costs of accelerator modification in the early stages of operation.
And, Panofsky charged, the way government agencies had planne'd the
kinds of machines and the level of their support would "inevitably lead to
'master:minding' of the high-energy research program from Washing-
ton"that is, to commit what Waterman considered a grievous sin. It
would "be very much healthiei," the Stanford physicist said, if NSF
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followed its normal practice of responding tc1 proposals from university
scientists and supporting meritorious project if funds were available.
Instead' of trailing in AEC's wake, the Foun ation should start from
scratch "by supporting both the construction of and research with a
machine at a given installation." If a muhibev *chine was out of NSF's
budgetary bounds, then the agency should start in' a lower-energy range."

Similar counsel of moderation came to the Foundation's physics pro-
gram nearly two years later from Frederick Seitz of the University of
Illinois, a member of the Haworth panel. He considered NSF's and ONR's
concern for, powerful machines in the 100-bev range, like those proposed
by Stanford and MURA, "entirely proper"; but others in the "triore '

modest" 5-10:bev range, operated by universities, either siregly or in pairs,
would "probably give us very rich information during the next ten or
fifteen years." Here, Seitz thought, was a good opportunity for NSF and
Defense to take a responsible role in supporting high-energy research.52

'Accustomed to moderation as NSF was, such cautionary advice needed to
be heard. The ambitions of high-energy physicists and the costs of big
accelerators would soar to even greater heights in the post-Sputnik years.

* * *

In the fall of 1953 the National Research Council asked NSF to take
responsibility for obtaining and administering government funds for U.S.
participation in the Third International GeoPhysical Year, a worldwide
scientific research program that would extend from July 1, 1957 through
December 31, 1958. The lapse of a half-century between the First Inter-
national Polar Year (1882-83) and the Second (1932-33) suggested a

renewal in 1982-83; but the need for more knowledge of the earth, its
oceans, and its atmosphere and the development of technology capable of
yielding that knowledge made geophysicists restive about waiting so long,
Besides, if the interval were halved,- the third "year" woula occur during
a peak period of solar activity, a phenomenon of intense scientific interest.
Thus when a group of scientists gathered in James A. Van Allen's living
room in April 1950 to talk with a British- visitor, the distinguished geo-
physicist Sydney Chapman, they retponded eagerly to,Lloyd Berkner's
suggestion that the time was at hand for a 'new effort.53

The' idea won the approval of the International Council of SeientiTIC
Unions, which established a Special Committee for the IGY with Chapman
as president and Berkner as vice-president. This committee guided, coordi-
nated, and interrelated the research activities planned by the many national
IGY committees. Eventually 67 nations participated in what Berkner later
described as "perhafis the most ambitious and at the same time the most
successful cooperative enterprise ever undertaken by man.'" 54

I
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In recommending acceptance of the National Research Council's
request, Waterman told the National Science Board that "the broad Pro-
gram of research envisaged invol;ing both public and private institutions
and requiring flexibility in administration" made NSF the logical federal
banker. The board agreed, and it.saw the program as a potentially bounti-
ful supplement to the Foundation's small budget for basic research. But a
congressional appropriation for the IGY must be clearly separate and
distinct from the Foundation's regular budget.55

In any event it was already too late to submit an IGY budget along with
NSF's request for ,fiscal 1955. Although Waterman expected to seek a
single, nonrecurring IGY appropriation, fhe Budget Bureau thought it
univik to ask immediately for the full amountestimated at $13 million,
exclusive of logistic support to be provided by the Defense DepartMent.
Instead, the Bureau recommended $2.5 million for fiscal I955probably
enough to cover obligations that must be made immediatelywith the
balance of $10.5 million to be requested the following year. Watermaii
worried that the later big request might adversely affect NSF's regular
1956 budget, and though William Carey conbeded that possible danger, he
said that the Bureau would do everything it could to keep the two budgets
separate. To get the baCking iff the Bureau, and of Congress later, the
Foundation solicited letters endorsing the IGY plans from the Office of
Defense Mobilization, the departments of Defense, State; and Commerce,
and the AEC. A letter from President,Eisenhower to the board chairman,
Chester Barnard, hailing the IGY aS. a contribution both to science and
technology and to international cooperation, further supported the
request to Congress."

The witnesses-Waterman headed before NSF's House appropriations
subcommittee on July 1, 1954 became well-known viiitors on Capitol Hill
during the next few years. They included Bronk, Berkner, Joseph Kaplan,
chairman of the U.S. national committee for the IGY, Hugh Odishaw,jts
administrative secretary, and Laurence M: Gould, a member of the
nafional committee, chairman of its Antarctic committee, and a member
of the National Sciente Board. The hearingsespecially before the House
subcommittee after Albert Thomas resumed the chair 'in 1955increas-,
ingly resembled love feasts, as attentive members of Congress learned
about the researches of thousands of investigators around the world on
such matters as auroia, cosmic rays, geomagnetism, glaciology, ionospheric
physics, meteorology, oceanography, seismology, and solar actiVity. And
after a White House announcement in July 1955 that the United States
would launch an unmanned earth-orbiting saiellitet representatiVes and
senators alike often displayed a childlike curiosity in questioning the IGY
wizards."

Of course the adversary relationship customary in NSF's regular
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appropriations hearings did appear occasionallyas when Thomas told
Waterman "Now I am going to jump on you in a nice way," because the
Administration had ennounced an expensive satellite program without
consulting Congress." In the first House hearing the subcommittee chair-
man, John:Phillips (R., California), and Charles R. Jonas (R., North
Carolina) thought that the Foundation might be exceeding its authority by
entering the international arena, but Waterman was prepared for that
challenge and responded by reading the clear ostatatory sanction. Phillips
and his colleagues showed some concern, as senators did too, as to whether
other nations would contribute their fair share to research whose findings
would flow into world data centers and be available to all scientists and
engineers. For a while it was not known whether the USSR would join in
the effort, but when it did, the NSF witnesses could cite the Russians' full
participation as an argument against scrimping; the success of the carefully
articulated plan depended on the United 'States meeting all the expenses of
its part of the total program. Thus IGY proponents enjoyed an unusually
advantageous position in their approach to Congress."

Still, the House, which habitually cut NSF's regular request deeply,
could hardly let the IGY estimates get through scot-free. It trimmed
$1 million from the first request of $2.5 million. Senate restoratiOn of
the full estimate resulted in an appropriation of $2- million, and NSF,.
managed with this amount to pay all the fiscal 1955 bills without dipping
into its regular fundsan anguishing possibility for a fei, months."

congress cut another million from the next year's request ($11 mil- -
lion), but then NSF asked for a supplemental appropriation of $28

million to pay for the satellite program and other newly planned activities
which had been approved by the international committee. Another modest
cut of $1 million resulted in total IGY appropriations for fiscal 1956 of
$37 million."

The Defense Department, headed by a secretary unsympathetic- to
basic research, was less cooperative, especially after the U.S. IGY plans
were extended to include earth-orbiting 'satellites, to be launched by the
navy. Nongovernmental scientists, whose anxieties NSF shared, worried
about military aims and secretiveness; and when the Defense Department
tried to acquire nearly all of the 1956 IGY supplemental appropriation to
cover deficit financing of the satellite program, Waterman had to appeal to
the Budget Director and presidential aides to safeguard the budget for the
scientific program."

Early in 1954 when Waterman talked wifh Donald Quarles and Earl G.
`Droessler in Defense about logistic, assistance to the IGY program, in
particular to an Antarctic expedition, he was told that any Defense expen-
ditures should have a relationship to the department's functions. Since the
planned &search contained obviously defense-related matters, the department
. .

4
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would be "in the boat," but owing- to the international nature of the
program, Defense would not want to put in a claim for 'any of the IGY
budget. Waterman explained that the plan necessitated financial adminis-
tration by a single agency (NSF), which would transfer ftinds or make°
grants to the various other-agencies and institutions engaged in the pro-
gram. "If each agency insists upon using its own funds," Waterman told
Droessler, "then the plan could hardly be properly unified and effectively
run. To all of this Droessler agreed."13

1 Despite Defense's interest in the planned Antarctic research, the
department estimated that its costs in handling an expedition to the conti-
nent would amount to at least $8 million for an "austere effort" and
might run above $25 million; since "there was no current military require-
ment for such an expedition," the department argued that it should not be
asked to foot the bill. Waterman told Carey be had expected such a
response and that the estimate was much too high. To meet this objection
both Carey and Gabriel Hauge encouraged NSF to get the State Depart-
ment and the President to endorse the expedition as a matter of national
interest." The State Department offered proper encouragement, and in
March 1955 the White House announced that an' Antarctic expedition
would get under way in November."

The satellite program, announced by the White House on July 29,
1955," caused serious *oblems for NSF.. The Defense Department tried
to shift to the Foundation responsibility for meeting some of the enoTious
and constantly rising costs of developing, launching, and tracking a series
of orbiting satellites.,NSF conceived its,role to be paymaster only for the
instrumentation of the satellites to carry out the scientific program devised
by the national IGY committee, with its headquarters in the Natioi41
Academy of Sciences. The scientists at the Academy became uneasy and
angry when Defense tried to get NSF to transfer to it $20 million of tho,"--
supplemental IGY appropriation; after difficult negotiations the Founda-
tion did transfer $5.8 million to the Naval Research Laboratory for
launching vehicles, but the Budget Director turned down a Defense
request for an additional transfer of $7.4 million."

By the spring of 1957 the problem of -Satellite funding became critical,
and Defense, under orders not to let the scientists' plans interfere with the
development of guided missiles, threatened to halt the program altogether.
Whether or not there was a real danger of ending an activity that had
aroused great '6ublic excitement, at home and abroad, Waterman and
BEonk seemed gloomy about the prospect. They mustered all the support
they could at the White House and in the National Security Council, which
reached a decision that, Waterman told Carey, "seemed quite agreeable"
to all participants. The responsibility for requesting additional funds via's
left to thc Defense Department."

3 1
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More' important than money to the IGY national committee was
private control of the scientific-program. Suspicious that national military
interests would result in the subversion of an internationally recommended
plan, the committee nagged at Waterman to keep the' program pure and
Defense in a cooperating role, Joseph Kaplan told the NSF-director that
he foresaw,"grave danger if the Committee, or any scientist involved in the
program, permits any discipline to besome cloaked in governmental
authority or even the appearance of governmental authority." To help

, guard against any tendency toward "the nationalization of science,"
Kaplan asked for a "full disqlosure" and documentation of governmental
policies and decisions .relating to the satellite program since its inception.
Waterman replied that he shared the committee's concern about some
aspects of the program, but he curtly dismissed the request for written
documentation. The already discussed the matter orally, and Kaplan
knew what had occurre f'

The IGY national committee's uneasiness continued. When the Soviets
announced their intention to put a satellite in orbit, the worries about
the floundering U.S. program grew, asdid the pressure to win the "race,"
for there was an effort to be first despite the post-Sputnik disavowals. In
July 1957, shortly after the official beginning of the year, Waterman
compared rumors with Odishaw at the Academy that "the military is going
into a 'crash' program and . . . that corners will be cut." Odishaw saw
unfortunate "international implications" in a hurried effort to put up a
"ball," not for the purpose of scientific experimentation but to "get one up
first." Waterman tried to reassure Odishaw that the scientists' original
purpose would be uphe14. While it was too bad that they lacked full
information, Waterrnan said, "we should not jump to conclusions until we
have the facts.""

Waterman and Bronk also tried to dispel the apprehension of National
Science Board members about military control of the satellite program
and its diversion into military applications. Both told the board that
"every precaution was being taken to make the true scientific purpose
clear." But as one board member, Warren Weaver, commented twO weeks
after the launching of Sputnik, "we.obviously had Very little to say about
what was happening, and it was still more obvious that we were involved in

, an enterprise, various features of which were tied up with security and the
military." What especially irritated Weaver was a newspaper story quoting
Charles E. Wilson, Secretary. of Defense in Eisenhower's,first term, blam-
ing scientists rather than his own department for the failures of the

'
American satellite effort. Another board member, Father Hesburgh, writ-
ing from Vienna four days after Sputnik, offered Waterman one bit of wry

.---;4---consolation. Admittedly the " 'Red Star' in the sky" was "really a home
- run" for the Soviets, but one person had remarked sympathetically, "Well,
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the Americans shoUldn't feel too badly, because the Russians have had a
lot more experience with satellites."

At least one board member expressed concern about the nature of
NSF's connection with other aspects of the IGY program. Just as Weaver
complained that money for instrumentation of satellites "was flowing
through, or at least flowing past, the NSF" without any real board control,
Earl P. Stevenson worried about, similar departures from normal board
procedures on other matters. Although Waterman and Laurence GOuld
were able to give him some reassurance, Stevenson ,still wondered about
delegating to an Academy committee respOnsibility regularly exercised by
the board. He had no quarrel with a policy statement from board chairman
Barnard as it applied to the regular grants program:

All we ask is that the recipient of4he funds honestly carry out what he undertakes
to do. If it produces no result of interest from any point of view whatever, that is
absolutely all right. Never should the recipient be regarded as, performing a
function for the National Science Foundation.

But Stevenson thought this policy inapplicable to IGY grants. Here be
evidently conceived that the delegation of authoritywhich he doubted
the bpard could legally makerequired the perfdrmanceof some specific
activity."

Partly in response to Stevenson's questions, Waterman arranged a full
discussion before the board of the Academy-Foundation re'sponsibilities
and procedures on IGY projects. Although NSF could not delegate to the
national committee responsibility for the 'expenditure of public funds, he
said, the Foundation did regard the committee and its technical panels as
the architect of IGY programs, responsible for their "planning and execu-
tion . . . and for certifying to their scieritific merit." TJeEoundation and
the Academy, he and others explained, had to coo erate closelrand use
"the simplest of procedures consistent with fis al integrity as well as
flexibility" to meet tight schedules."

Continuing to mull over the differpices in administering IOY grants to
universities and regular research grants, Waterman noted that while NSF's
normal policy was to support an individual or a group of investigators, the
policy, with reSpect to IGY grants was to assist in the accomplishment of a
program whose individual parts had been designed to fit into an overall
plan. Thus, in the latter instance "the alms of the individual or the group -
are subordinate to that of the contribution to the IGY program." Since
-IGY projects had definite goals and deadlines, proposed departures from
the research plan or schedule had to receive immediate attention to prevent ,
jeopardizing the program as a whole.Th

* * *
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Great as was the popular excitement aroused by the announcement of
the American intention to put a satellite intoorbit around the earth, NSF's
first and most enduring interest in the IGY was scientific discovery of the
unknown continent of Antarctica. To scientists of earth, oceans, and
weather, Antarctica was, as Roger Revelle, drrector of the Scripps Institu-
tion of Oceanography, told Albert, Thomasin one of his subcommittee's
reviews of the IGY program, "a kind of library of wharhas happened in
the past locked up and frozen," or "a big icebox," preserving millennia of
geophysical events."

a

In the early stages of IGY planning Berkner told Waterntan that
Laurence Gould would he the "outstanding choice", to head the U.S.
Antarctic committee. Waterman and Bronk agreed that "it was particulasrly
important to have someone in this spot to avoid trouble with other people
moving into the area" and thal Gould would do well."

A member of the National,Science Soard and president of Carleton
College, Gould had served as second in command and chief scientist on
Adntiral Richard E. Byrd's Antarctic expedition of 1928-30. (Berkner had
been a radio engineer on the expedition.) Gould was a friend of both
Minnesota senatorsEdward J. Thye (R.) and Hubert H. kumphrey
(D.)and had access to Eisenhower's White House, and he obviously
enjoyed using his 'considerable influence in behalf of Antarctic research
and of NSF. "I have the deep feeling that if the IGY is exploited properly,"
he wrote Waierman, "it may be one of our most effective tools in securing
adequate appropriations from Congress." With some apparent reluc-
tance he accepted a chore of shepherding members of the House Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on a trip to the Antarctic; he
feared that members of NSF's House appropriations subcommittee would
take offense at not being invited, and besides he would much rather
associate with scientists and the navaesupport force than congressmen on
a "junket." But once he reached McMurdo Sound he changed his mind.
He wrote in longhand to Waterman:

This has been a very good idea. The congressmen are being genuinely
impressed. The Chairman Oren Harris [D., Arkansas] is an intelligent and per-
ceptive man and he is seeing things right!!! The committee is very proild of the
fact that they sponsored the NSF and that it is playing such an important role
in this program. As for post 1GY Harris said "1 believe this committee is the
only one that can sponsor the right kind of legislation."

Although Gould later"became bitter at the closing of the Little America
station and disappointed at what he considered NSF'S' laggard effort to
promote the post-IGY Antarctic program, he had an influential part in
popularizing a wide-ranging research effort on the frozen continent and in
ensuring its continuance."
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With support provided by the navy; the Unite States established six
scientific stations on the conthrent before the fficial opening of the
International Geophysical Year. By its close, rrangements had been
made for a continuing program of Antarctic res arch under the Founda-
tion's direction, and in 1959The United States and the eleven other nations
engaged in Antarctic operations during the IGy signed a treaty reserving
the continent for peacefql and scientific purposes. International coopera-
tion in science, especially as shown in Antarctica, was an important
political legacy of:the IGY."

The Antarctic Treaty helped confirm scientists' belief in the interna-
tionalism of science. During the IGY, and perhaps especially amid the
perils to life in Antarctica, the many instances of cooperation and growing
friendship among scientists of different countries increased their impa-
tience with Cold War regalations that stifled their efforts to advance
science through personal association and easy exchange of information.
One of the objects of their irritation was the U.S. State Department. State
had followed through on a Berkner recommendation of 1950 to createa
science advisory office but, after a hopeful start, had let it dwindle into
virtual extinction."

In 1955 Nelson A. Rockefeller, then a presidential assistant heading a
committee on government organization, asked NSF to prepare a report on
the federal government's role in international science. This report, written
under Sunderlin's direction and labeled "preliminary," was delivered to
the White House in December. Two years later Waterman was still trying
to find out from Rockefeller what comments he had and if anyone could
give NSF a "green light" to go further." The dragging pace shows the
difficulty of winning official encouragement of international scientific
cooperation during the Cold War and the general indifference of the
Administration's chief foreign-poiicy makers toward science as an instru-
ment to achieve their goals. Nonethelesi the report is a valuable summary
of the Foundation's Aaiun international science.

Obviously intending to ward off criticism that the report was self-
servingthat is, how can foreiin policy help science?its authors sought
to prove the usefulness Of sciebcelor foreign-policy objectives: the build-
ing of "free world" strength and the easing of international tensions. But
the report asserted that an aim of foreign policy should also be to further
the progress of science 4t home and in friendly and neutral countrid,
including less-developed nations where the United States could .demon-
strate its peaceful purpo:ses by helping,them bolster their self-esteem and
prestige and improve their standard of living ,

Surveying the curreni U.S. activities in international science (exchange'
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of scientists and scientific and technical information, scientific representa-
tion and liaison abroad, and participation in scientific programs of inter-
national organizations}, the report characterized them as "diffuse and
ill-defined," nearly all "specifically oriented toward identifiable military,
economic, intelligence, or political objectives and . .. not directed toward
the support of science as an activity important in its own right as a
contriMiting factor to national and international welfare." Moreover,
there were many gaps in existing programs, especially in. basic research,
and few programs dealing with science in its "increasingly global" nature.
(Here the writers were surely thinking of the plans being developed for the
IGY.) Some activitiek, such as the enforcement of visa requirements and
controls oyer the flow of information, even undermined U.S. leadership in
science and aroused hostility among foreign scientists.

The report recommended,a variety of ways to overcome these deficien-
cies, some of the proposed sfeps clearly showing the speciai interests and
emphases of NSF. First of all, the government should increase its supgort
of international science actiyities and proviae for their consideration "at a
level which will ensure complete and effective coordination." The support,
need not be related to specifie economic, political, or military goalsindeed,
support of basic research abroad should come from nonmilitary sources
but should encourage "foreign, or cooperative U.S.-foreign, endeavors of
outstanding scientific merit as an immediate scientific objective of U.S.
foreign policy." Naturally we would not build up Soviet scientific strength,
but through fostering comMunication among scientists of the East and
West we could help "break down artificial barriers erected by totalitarian
countries."

The bulk of the report's specific recommendations dealt with six topics:
"(a) widespread interchange cif scientific information with other countries;
(b) increased interchange of sdientific personnel; (c) fundamental research,
including facilities for such reiearch; (dj applied research and develop-
ment; (el a build-up in the scientific manpower potential of friendly ind
neutral nations; and (f) scientibc representation and liaison." While most
recommendations could be classified as "good for science," others, such as
the proposed establishment of 'a new scientific attaché program backed
by a civilian agency of the government, related as well to clear foreign-
policy objectives.

Among the criteria suggested to guide US. international science activi-
ties, the report discussed the advantage of using

multilateral channels, such as international organizations, where feasible. It is
especially important that activities of the US. Government in the area of science
not be tagged internationally as- anothir weapon in our cold war arsenal (al-
though in fact, the activities proposed herein, ostensibly divorced from cold war
objectives, would constitute effective weapons indeed.) The use of multi-
lateral channels would minimize such a possibility.
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In general, the collaboration of scientiAs from several countries
would yield larger returns than a single country's efforts. While gov-
ernmental roles in science should be held to a minimum, in some in-
stances formal bilateral agreements would be necessary because most
couniries Were so "sovereignty-conscious" that they would reject attempts
to bypass their governing institutioni.

Rather than increase the science components of existing programs of
economic and military aid, despite the ease of channeling more money into
foreign science in this way, the report suggested the screening put of
science projects that were incidentat to the missions of the supporting
agencies and their placement "under the aegis of a general international
science program?' Support for science "as an end in itself" should be
experimental at first and "never more than 'Modest.' "

Before anything could be done to implement "an expanded and niore
unified Federal program in international science," Waterman told the
board, he would have to discuss the report's recommendation5Azith the
heads of other agencies. But in his and Sunderlin's talks with the State
Department, where their efforts focused on "the appointment of science
attaches in American embassies, movement was discouragingly slow. In
October 195,6 Waterman reported to the board that although there was
general agreement that science attaches shoutd be appointed to the prin-.
cipal foreign capitals, with one to Tokyo being most urgently needed,
progress had been delayed because of Under Secretary Herbert Hoover,
Jr.'s preoccupation with the Suez crisis. Bronk and Stratton warned against
allowing science attachés- to become identified in any way with American
military or intelligence activities. Waterman said that NSF-would staff the
attaché offices, thus ensuring their scientific integrity, and ,he gave the
encouraging news that State would add a new top staff official, having
direct access to the Secretary and Under Secretary, with responsibility for
the department's activities in research and development." But three months
later he had no progress to report on the attache !natter. By May 1957
consideration was "being given to the appointment of a limited number of
attaches on an area rather than a country basis," with State handling the
administrative arrangement, NSF the scientific program." -

The board spent a good deal of time discussing international science at
its June 1957 meeting. Bronk's summary reveals the members' unhappi-
ness over the low priority given to science by the State Department:

Responsible officials who guide the destiny of America at times fail to recog-
nize the contribution in international relations which scientists and scholars can
rn'ake. America frequently sends ambassadors abroad who are concerned chiefly
with the matt-nal aspects of our culture.

The Foundation has as one of its highest objectives the interpretation of the
advantages of science to a better way of fife, not only to America but to the peoples
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of the entire world. It is hoped that the Foundation can move toward playing a
more active role in such matters. It cannot be done quickly and simply. . . .

The Board recognized the great importance of the military aspects of science.
But our present apparent superiority is giving America time only. We must work,
much more vigorously and far-sightedly during this time we have been given. More
than that, we must develop and present to the world ideological and spiritual
objectives which are more challenging than those of competing civilizations."

Meantime, RoCkefeller's committeesstill had the aging NSF report on
its "list of subjects," though "it was not up for immediate consideration"
since the Budget Bureau did notpbelieve that international science matters
"were particularly urgent" with respect to government organization. This
was essentially the same answer that Rockefeller gave Waterman at the
end of the year, though by then the Interdepartmental Committee on
Scientific Research and Development had at least endorsed the report's
recommendations and the shock of Sputnik was causing some unwonted
attention to be given to international science."

* * *

It would be tedious to examine all of NSF's starts in bigger science
during the mid-1950s, among them support for university computing
centers, reactors for nuclear research, controlled-environment laboratories,
and marine biological stations. Yet, one more example of the way 'the
Foundation received and acted on ideas welling up from the scientific
community may be in order. At least it will illustrate how an outside
forcein this instance, congressional interventioncould affect the course
through wfiich a suggestion deemed by NSF staff members to have merit
moved toward realization, discard, or temporary shelving.

The establishment by congressional action of a geophysical institute in
Alaska, which proved to be a boon both to science and to the quality and
reputation of theterritory's public university, inspired a plea for a sister

c( institute in the territory of Hawaii, where there were equally strong geo-
graphic advantages for the observation of geophysical phenomena. At
length this move resulted in a mandste from Congress in 1956 for NSF to
study "the need for and the feasibility and usefulness of a geophysical
institute" in Hawaii and to report its recommendations within nine
months."

Meantime, Lloyd Berkner, always quick to grasp opportunities Tor
from ising new ventures in his fields of science, ha$ suggested the need for a
national geophysical institute to analyze the torrents of raw data that
would flow in during the International Geophysical Year. Meeting one
night with Waterman, Kaplan, Seeger, J. Wallace Joyce, the head of the
Foundation's IGY office, and H. Kirk Stephenson, direct& of _NSF's
earth sciences program, Berkner outlined his concept and named Princeton
University as an appropriate location where qualified scientists would
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have the computer facilities required to interrelate geophysical problems
and develop a theoretical framework for understanding "the unity of the
earth." Following up the group's suggestion of a conference to discuss the
idea and a committee to steer the deliberations, Waterman soon met with
John von Neumann, a brilliant Hungarian-born mathematician who had
recently been appointed to the Atomic Energy Commission, and persuaded
him to chair the committee."

Several months later NSF and the Carnegie Institution of Washington
sponsored the proposed conference, whose 70-80 participants emphasized
the need for more theoretical work in geophysics and recommended the.
establishment of "at least one major institute Which may devote its pri-
mary attention to the theoretical and mathematical aspects of geophys-
ics." The conference's committee on sites listed eleven universities and
technical institutes that had expressed 'an interest in being chosen as the
location of the center."

The Foundation rejected the conference's recommendation that a new
advisory panel be created for geophysics reseatch-but did think about
establishing an ad hoc group to consider- whether a new institute was
feasible and desirable. Stephenson and his assiStant, William E. Benson,
asked the advice of their program's advisory panel and then recommended
against creating a special committee." Harry H. Hess, in a ,vigorous
unofficial reply, said he feared that any likely representative from his
university, Princeton, would be ill-matched "as a geopolitician" with
certain prominent geophysicists from other insthutions. If they were on
the committee, Hess vanted to be on it too. He expected that the committee
would be "political" in nature and that "some gimmicks" that had been
inserted into the conference recommendations would favor state. universi-
ties over private ones like his own. And he had serious reservations about
establishing independent institutes within universities; those responsible
for this proposal did not understand what "highly complex social institu-

° tions" universities were.9'
This robust reminder of institutional rivalries and of differing values of

scientists in academic settings and those in independent laboratories posted
,a warning of the hazards inherent in selecting an institution to embody
Berkner's idea. And, in fact, his notion was quickly brushed aside by the
committee aPpointed to consider the desirability of an institute in Hawaii
in the light of thegeneral needs and opportunities for geophysical research
and training. In assessing national needs the hard-working committee
concluded that there were serious inadequacies in the educational.pro-
grams of post existing centerslocated mainly in Atlantic and Pacific
coastal statesand that there was overemphasis ou applied research.
Those handicaps would hinder the expansion of the small number of
doctorates in the field, and any sudden increase in the number of ceilteis ,
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would cause pirating of existing staffs and a loss of their effectiveness. The
needs could be best met, the committee believed, by establishing, not a
theoretical institute, but four "centers of fundamental inquiry and in-
struction":Pne each in the East, the Midwest, the South, and the West
affiltated with Universities of the first rank. The manpower shortage
,dictated that serial rather than simultaneous establishment of the centers
might be sensible.92

With respect to the congressional mandate, the committee found,
app rently somewhat to its surprise, that conditions were remarkably
favo able for the creation of a geophysical institute in the University of
Haw ii. Excellent leaders, active research interest and support, good
coop ration with local industry and fedesal installations, and important
geophysical problems in the insular environment were among the several
arguments for a positive recommendation. Although some physical and
mathematicaL science departments were weak and the legislature had
shown little interest in providing research money, the'visiting conimittee
thought these shortcOmings wefe being remedied. In addition to four
continental centers, therefore, the committee recommended the estab-
lishment Of a geophysical institute under the control of the University of
Hawaii and suggested an appropriation to NSF of about $2 million far its
construction and equipment.93

The Foundation's earth sciences advisory panel endorsed the report,
and all nine Members favored establishing a geophysical institute in the
University of Hawaii. But the M PE divisional committee, voicing the same
doubts originally held but then resolved by the visitors to Hawaii, gave the
recommendation a cool responsetwo for, three neutral, three against.
Nonetheless Waterman followed Benson's advice by proposing to the
board a recommendation to Congress to establish the Hawaiian institute.,
though its funding of Course shOuld come from a special appropriation. In
the board, however, doubters again swayed the outcome of the debate.

insisted that the report to Congress, while acknowledging the reasons
lizr establishing the institute, should recommend that there first be assur-
ane that local funds would guarantee its continuing support and that' .
several physical and mathematical science departments be strengthened."
Hpwever, the scientists who had visited Hawaii had made a strong case for .
the establishment of an institute there, and Waterman' took Sunderlin's
advice to convey that favorable attitude in the report to Congress. ,

Although the board's stipulations weri included in the Foundation's
report to Congress, they were muted, as some board members complained
at their next session. The general tone of the report, Warren Weaver
lectured Waterman, was "one of out-and-out endorsement.'D5

Robert W. Hiatt, dean of the graduate school and director of ieseareh
at the University of Hawaii, with the backing of his president and territorial:

3 25.e,
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and later, stateofficials, kept trying to get NSF support for the institute.
Waterman and his staff continued to show sympathy and eventually
managed to obtain $300,009 in the Foundation's fiscal 1961 appropria-
tion specifically for the institute, essentially as a facilities planning grant.
A grant for construction followed later."

The Hawaiian episode suggests the new kinds of institutional needs
growing out of the increasingly .global and interdisciplinary character of
science in the International Geophysical Year. It is also inslructive in that
it foreshadows the'rise of the Foundation's institutional programs of the
1960s. It seems clear that.the special committee's visitors to the University
of Hawaii caught the infectious enthusiasm of the institution's planners,
administrators, and research-minded faculty. TIcey saw a promise of
development that would spread through several departments and inspire a
general rise in standards of quality in research and instruction. The Foun-
dation's director, who had always resisted pressure from some of his staff
to move toward broader forms of research support than grants for indi-
vidual projects, bad begun to respond favorably to their arguments,



C.7

T,. he National Science Foundation hoped that President,Eisenhower's
executive order. of March 170954 would make the agency the

principal faleral_sponsor of basic research. Instead, in encouraging other
agencies to sponsor basic research that Was ."closely'related to their mis-
sions," the order sanetioned a pluralistic system of federal support in
which NSF was not even first among equals.-Thd_oraer neither embold-
ened the 'Foundation to develop a national sciende policy nor gave the
Bureau of the Budget the control it wanted over federal science programs.

Pluralism in federal research support, coupled with a relative decline in
. support from other sources, carried several hazards to themaintenance of

good relations between the government and higher education. Cutoffs in
the flow of funds, when mission agencies chose to interpret narrowly the

° order's words "closely related," sometimes disrupted university research
programs. Varying goVernment policies on the payment -of indirect costt
and faculty salaries led to disPutes between faculty members and their
business offices, between the business offices and federal agencies, and
between the agericies themselves., While the executive order was intended
to safeguard universities' independence and integrityvalues especially
important to NSFthe opportunity to shop around for support encour-
aged the growth of "grantsmanship" practices that endangered the tradi-
tional academic ethos. As a self-appointed guardian of university autonomy,
the National Science Board established an advisory committee bn govern-
merit-university relationships, which argued foi' several yearS about appar-
ently insoluble problems, Finally the koundation picked up what pieces

15
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it could from the rubble and recommended some general principles and
practices for federally sponiored research.

Althugh the Foundation took on Most policy chores reluctdritly when
they threatened to agitate its rivals-7-for example, an examination of the
medical-research programs of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (HEW)it moved quickly and decisively to forestall a govern-
mental threat to scientific' freedom. The Foundation's stand against the
denial of support for unclassified research on the basis of unsubstantiated
charges of an individual's disloyalty challenged and helped bring to an end
a practice that might have spread throughout a security-conscious-federal
establishment.

The Foundation continued to resist the Budget Bureau's efforts to
enlist its help in evaluating and coordinatirik federal research. NSF sought
to satisfy the Bureau's demand by expandink.its series of valuable but
relatively innocuous fact-finding studies of research funds and manpower.
Using this mass of information as'its source material, NSF also undertook
to make a comprehensive study of the government's role in the support of
science, which was intended to update the Bush and Steelman reports of a
decade before; in the long run this ambitious project culminated in some-
thing quite different from the prospe,ctusa relatively short, clear defense ,

of basic research, which was pirblished just after the,first Soviet Sputnik
guaranteektifil- it would have attentive readers.

NSF may have shown too little concern about bringing science to bear
on the government's problems, but it earnestly ,,worked to ensure that
federal policies and practiceeserved the best interests of science.

* * *

The government's desire to use universities' resources for national
purposes and the universities' eagerness to cooperate if they suffered no
loss of either money or control over their research and instructional
programs led to a troubled partnership: Late in 1953 NSF established an
advisory commitNk,to define the mutual responsibilities of the federal
agencies and the universities and thus perform an increasingly needed
service, one that became a formal charge with the issuance of Executive
Order 10521. Section 5 of the order instructed the Foundation to

study the effects upon educational institutions of Federal policies and administra-
tion of contracts and grants for scientific research and development, and . . .

recommend policies and procedures which will promote ihe attainment of general
national research objectives and realization of the research nepds of Federal
agencies while safeguarding the strengtfi and independence of the Nation's institu-
tions of learning.'

Fey+, tasks were ever started with less hope of success or with more
belief that they had to be tried. One of the participants, Vannevar Bush,
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well shoWs the conflict between a sense of duty to serve and a feeling that
the effort was bound to fail.

Paul Klopsteg complainedoto Bush that an American Council on
Education (ACE) committee'S preliminary report on sponsored research
policy showed university presidents acting like moneygrubbers rather than
intellectual custodians. Klopsteg thought the presidents' concern to get
full payment for Ofernment-sponsored basic researchone of a university's
normal functionsas -well as for applied research and "procured devel-
opment services" was "degrading to the scholarly and intellectual activity
of the faculty member" and potentially destructive of university inde-
pehdence. Bush responded that "if the federal government wishes to
subsidize the universities of the country"an idea abhorrent to Klopsteg"it
should do so directly and not by some strange method of bookkeeping. I
fear the latter," he wrote, "for it would inevitably lead to.hureaucratic
control of our university policies, in the field of researeh and pos-sibly more
generally." In addition to suggesting that NSF set up a more representa-
tive group than ACE's to study government-university relations, Bush
encouraged Klopsteg to publish his plan to change tax laws to stimulate
personal contributions to higher education and thus "keep government
bureaucracy out of the picture." 2

Although Bush urged NSF to establish a committee, he worried that
it would bog down in arguments over indirect costs and other "Minutiae."
A compromise report avoiiling the real issues "might do far more harm
than good," he wrote the board chairiban, Chester Barnard, in accepting
committee membership, which he did "with great reluctance and the dis-
tinct feeling that I may regret having gotten into- the matter at all." To
other correspondents Bush lamented that his "bright remarks" in favor
of an NSF study left him little excuse for declining to serve.3

The advisory committee's membership increased Bush's qualms, as it
did those of his fellow member and former MIT colleague J. A. Stratton.
Like the ACE committee under .the chairManship of Virgil M. Hancher,
president of the State University of Iowaa member of the NSF committee
toothe group consisted almost entirely of educational administrators.
Their university bias would make their report suspect to Congress, Stratton
commented, and would likely lead to duplication of the ACE Committee's
work "unless we set -our sights higher and attack problems of more
fundamental difficulty." To Stratton, as to Bush, "the root of this matter
is the question of the true purpose of Federal support for research in
universities. Is the object to broaden the bade and to improve the quality
of research, or are Federal funds to be viewed primarily as a disguised
subsidy of uhiversities and higher education?" Rather than "convert our
universities into research factories," Stratton believed, the government
should foster "a variety of patterns of basic research"national labora-

,z,
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tories like Brookhaven and independent rekarch institutiOns, on the one
hand, for organized. "power attacks" on unsolved problems, "and the
academic community dedicated to the cultivation of creative and imagina-
tive powers of men and women as individuals on the other:' Such variety
ought to be a main aim of theoommittee since it would.help preserve the
cha acter of universities while encouraging research growth.4

he exchange of views between Bush and Stratton was intended to .

clarify the committee's goals so that it would not become preoccupied with
proCedural details about government grants and contracts. Bush liked
Stratton's ideas so much that he wanted them sentqo all the committee.
And lit happened that Bush was also reading the draft lectures of another
conintittee member, Don Price, °soon to be published under the title
Govenment and Science. Although sharply critical of Price's "New Dealer" o

attittide in defending President Truman's stand on organization and con-
trol Of NSF and the Atomic Energy Commission, Bush knew that Priee's
"good thinking" in his following chapter, "Federalism by Contract,"
would help the committee get started right and he hoped that at least
Stration and Barnard could read the manuscript.4

B rnard's fellow board members subjected him to "an almosfindecent
amou t of heat" to head the committee. Since the board was convinced
that t e job ,Was of great importance, Barnard took on "this rather intan-
gible and uncertain" task, though he knew that the committeemen would
not bq able to "write q.e.d. at the end and go home with specific accom-
plishMent5 very much in mind." But even if they could not answer some
questiOns, he thought that "the mere framing of the problems in the right
tefms and the statement of the pros and cons ought tO be of influence in
preventing half-baked and extremely political and emotional treatments."
He realized that the committee was pushing into an unknown area, but it
had to he explored,

Waterman wanted the committee to begin work quickly, even before
selecting an executive director, and Barnard decided that "a little flounder-
ing" wOuld do no harm. But Bush thought the first meeting was a disaster.
Instead. of looking at fundamental questions, the university-dominated
group seemed likely simply to repeat the ACE committee's work, and
largely from the same point of view. He had "become so highly pessimistic"
about the committee's performing a useful service that he saw no "way out
of the morass in which we are now embedded." Hig negativism grevy with
the issuance of Executive Order 10521, since the committee's limited
assignment was insignificant in the light of the board's broad new respon-
sibility. Although Bush continued on the committee until 1955, when his
,retirenant from the presidency of the Carnegie Institution of Washington
and Ifs return to Massachusttts gave him an excuse to resign, he seems to
have I t interest in its work?

1-
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Barnardgetting 17(1d, suffering from a lame badk and dimming sight,
and discouraged by poor attendance at committee meetings and by what
he considered members' inability "to divorce themselves fronitheir official
achdemic positions"conscientiously stuck to a disagreeable chore, even-
after resigning from the National Science Board. Only once in a series of
meetings stretthing over two and a half years did a simple majority of the
fourteen committeemen convene, and one or twoas Barnard remem-
bered, neyen came at all.*

he-mairrburderrfeti on the committee's executive setretary,
Buchta, the University of Minnesota physicist who Was active in promot-
ing NSF's support of teachers' institutes. Buchta's.task, as outlined by
Waterman, was tolssist the committee "to make an intensive study of the '

current situation/Oh respect to support furnished by the Federal Gov-
ernment to science in our colleges and universities, having due regard for
the mutual interests involved. The study should include considerifion of
the justificationOf fecicrat support tor these purposes, the effects of present
modes of support of science and what role the Federal Government should
play in this type of support."

Besides attending all committee meetings and trying to derive a con-
sensus from tape Fecordings of the discussions, Buchta interviewed more
than five hundregi faculty members and administrators in colleges and
universities. He gained his information on government activities largely
from studies by NSF staff members. Although Buchta asked questions
suggested by the committee, his heavy reliance on the information he had
gathered gave the report he wrote the appearance of a personal more than
a committee statement. Answering committee members' complaints that
the report was his rather than theirs, Buchta said that a document agree-
able to all would have been meaningless. It was not even possible to
append a minority report because of the differing views of the several
dissenters. So, at length, Buchta's draft was simply thrown in the board's
lap with various letters of comment, including his own.1°

Far from a sparkling piece of writing, as Princeton president Harold
W. Dodds remarked, Buchta's draft nevertheless deait with important
questions and clarified issues." It thus served one purpose that Barnard
had hoped it would. But it bared irreconcilable beliefs and provoked rather
than staved off emotional arguments. These are shown in committee
members' comments transmitted to the board along with the draft report.
First, some, objected to the "gratuitous" statement in Barnard's draft
transmittal memorandum that they could not view problems apart from
their academic positions, and the offending sentence was deleted. But the
bulk of the dissents related to "Buchta's" report, and especially to what
Stratton described as the "judgMent as to how far an agency of the Federal
Government should go in airendeavor to protect a university from the
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effects of its own bad management." While a few members readily
endorsed and even praised Buchta's draft, otheis, upholding the complete
independence of colleges and universities, saw in it an implication that the
government was presuming to give advice and recommend policies to
institutions. As Arthur S. Adams, president of the American Council on
Education, phitsed the fundamental objection: "If the policies for the

, management of [gqiirnment-spOnsored] research are established by the
Government for itMurposes or even recommended by Governmentally
sponsored committees, the university's right and responsibility to manage
its own affairs are then invaded. This is the issue which lies at the root of
all of the debates our Cominittee hal had ....'1,2

The center of the critics' target was a section entitled "Independence of
Schools-L-Relevant Policies:: HereBuchta had highlighted dangers aris-
ing from federal research support. "The old adage, 'He who pays the
fiddler calls the tune', has not become obsolete and its warning cannot be
ignored," he wrote. While alluding to committee members'Aiffering views
as to whether federal sponsors should pay, all research costs, direct and
indirect, the report held that cost-sharing of some kind by the institution
would enable, it to "retain an equity" in a sponsored project. "When
Federal agencies, in seeking their own objectives, .take over the entire
support of projects or programs within a school, including the salaries of
all staff members involVed, the independence of the institutions, the free-
dom ihey have in carrying out their tiaditional fdnctions, may be lost."
'The section suggested, not as a general prescription but "as an ideal," that
agencies, acting in concert, begin to stop paying any part of the academic-
year salaries of tenured faculty members doing research on federal grants
or contracts. (The suggestion did not apply to research during the summer
months.) The senior faculty membeekallegiance would thus remain with
his institution, not shift to an ontside sponsor, nor would he be selling his
services and the use of his university's facilities to the government. The
salaries of untenured faculty and technical staff, however, could be borne
completely by the sponsoring agency, and indirect costs should "be paid
when the institution requested such payments."13

In small college's and universities where instruction overshadowed
research, the report suggested that federal grants or contracts might allow
for the payment of salaries of substitute teachers for senior faculty mem-
bers engaged in sponsored research; senior professors should, concanue to
get their salaries solely from the institution."

The.committee had not found an increase in tenured faculty owing to
federal grants and contracts, but the report nevertheless warned of athreat
to institutional solvency if government research support should be with-
drawn. "A ten percent cut in budget for the Department of Defense," the
draft report said, "could result in a ninety percent cut in funds going to
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universities." Hence, Buchta implied, institutions should bewarerof shift-
ing salaries of tenured faculty members to "soft" government money." To
Dodds these Suggestions consthuted "an ill-informed and gratuitous injec-
tion of a personal point of view into the philosophy of administration
which the universities have developed over the centuries." To him and
some other committee members the making .of a distinction between
tenured and untenured faculty with respect to payment of salaries made no
sense and "would hobble" university administrators. President Hancher,
recovering from a heart Mtack and restricted by his doctor from expressing
his disagreements fully, took aim at the recommendation that agencies
"pay essentially all accountable indirect costs of thc sponsored research,"
and he was especially irritated by the words "when requested by the
educational institutions." Hancher saw no reason why the government
should nOt pay full costs, and a university should not have to grovel by
asking for them. Here and elsewhere, he said, the report recommended on
matte's that were internal concerns of universities. Although many.of the"
report's recommendations were sound, Hancher wrote, "I do not agree
that it is the 'function of the National Science Foundation to make such
recommendations to the educational institutions."1°

Other committeemen were less querulous than Dodds and Hancher,
even when agreeing with them. T. Keith Glennan, president of Case
Institute of Technology, endorsed Hancher's views but complimented
Buchta for his diligent work. Don Price did not think that eliminating
salaries of tenured faculty members as a direct charge against goverhment
contracts was a necessary or particularly useful step toward securing
university independence. He subscribed to most of Buchta's diagnosis but
regretted the report's failureto deal with two broad subjects; "first, the

/issues involved in developing a national policy for the support of science,
from the point of view of the total national interest and of federal agencies
as well as that of universities; .and second, the positive benefits that
American universities have received from the performance of research
with federal aid." Price thought it would have been unfortunate, both for
the universities and for the country, if the greatly increased flow of federal
research money since 1940 had been channeled only to government labora-
tories and industry."'

Clark Kerr, chancellor of ihe University of California at Berkeley,
liked the "report's general attitude regarding governmental control of
universities," but he pointed out some "hidden controls" that posted
warning signs to higher education. Trouble could come from allowing
academic-year salaries of even junior (untenured) faculty to be charged
against federal contracts; and he thought that too many scientists were
allowing their research interests to be swayed by the availability or
unavailability of government money. Ke r r and Berkeley's graduate dean,
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;
M. A. Stewart, enttusiastically endorsed a "proposed departure from

c. 'projects' for fundainental research in favor of `block' grants,"" ^

In a ternperateland generOus letter, Stratton commented that Buchta
had "been saddlect . . . with an almost impossible task: that of attempting
to reconcile the cdnflicting views of a rather articulate and strong-,thinded
group of committee memberS on matters that go very deep in principle and
that in practice could have a grave import on the conduct of university
research infthis country for years to come Stratton said that he and'
Buchta ha4 the same purpose, the avoidance of "a slow growth of govern-
mental meektling in university affairs?' But while Buohta sought to avert
bureaucratic incursion by establishing "a set of official federal practices,"
Stratton believed that "universities, like individuals, will grow in strength
only as they are allowed to exercise judgment and take responsibility."
Perhaps the committee should have foreseen the impossibility of reaching
a consensus, but it had performed an important function; Stratton assured
Barnard, in opening the discussion of what would continue to be vital
mattdrs."

It was Stratton who suggested a way out ofthe committee's dilemma:
simply declare its work done and turn Buchta's diaft and members'
comments over to the board. Unchanged from the document completed
eight months before except fox' "Somewhat less abrupt': concluding rec-
ommendations, the draft report was referred to an ad hoc board committee
chaired by Frederick A. Middlebush. Encouraged by Waterman "to find
a core of agreement which would constitute a report," Middlebush found
how difficult this assignment was when he delved into the problem.'

William G. Colman, a special assistant to Waterman who had guided
the work of an NSF special commission on rubber research, skillfully
,helped bring the board conimittee's work to an early and satisfactory
conclifsion. He perceived that a report acceptable to the board was feasible
if it.discussed but avoided a recommendation on the issue of charging
salaries of tenured faculty against federal grants ortontracts. Andsince he
'knew that it was impossible to get fullquick concurrence froin all other
interested agencies on any controversial document, he proposed to touch
base informally with key people in Defense, AEC, NIH, and the Office of
Education to see if they had any strong objections to the draft he offered
to write.21

The board committee gladly accepted Colman's advice. He drew freely
on Buchta's draft,, and what he saved was clear and flowing. He also
incorporated material, prepared by NSF staff member Harold Orlans,
which gave a succinct account of the evolution of federal research support
since 1940 and provided a context for the discussion of issues in government-
university relations. In his conversations with other agencies' representa-
tives Colman met few objections, and he readily handled these and agency
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suggestions by making slight modifications in his draft and without having
to submit it for formal clearance. Within less than three months he had
completed his draft, and the board gratefully approved the. report in
January 1958.22

nO

Government-University Relationships in Federally Sponsored Scientific
Research and Development, published by NSF in April 1958, recommended to
government agencies several principles and practices for their future deal-
ings with universities. First came a fundamental distinction. In a statement
remindful of the Bush-Stratton discussion of the advisory committee's
purpose, the report told both partners, agency and institntion, that the
government's goals in supporting research in universities "should be
explicitly and completely dissociated from the budgetary need; and crises
of the institutions and from the general issue of Federal aid to higher
education. . . . there should be no implication that Federal sponsorship of
research is a convenient subterfuge for Federal financial aid to institutions
of higher learning." Agencies should continue to use the unique resources
of universities but not divert them from their primary functions. As stated
in Executive Order 10521, basic research support should come from vari-
ous sources, not be channeled through one agency in the interest of
simplification. Simplicity was desirable, however, in grant and contract
protedures, as were promptness in negotiations and payments and avoid-
ance of harmful unilateral actions; federal procurement officers sbould
not irritate a delicate relationship by treating academic institutions as
ordinary suppliers of "hardware." Since continuity of support was essen-
tial for effective basic research, agencies should be permitted to make
grants or contracts of more than a year's duration."

The report mentioned the differing views about using federal funds for
faculty salary payments but omitted the recOMmendation in Buchta's draft
which had drawn a heavy barrage. Instead, the board report tecofnmended
against tlie use of government money for payment of "incremental salary
rates"that is, bonuses or higher rates than an institution's regular
schedulesunless to facujty members on leave at research centers. Luckily
the Middlebush committee was able to bypass the related emotional
issueindirect coststhat had upset §ome of Barnard's committee, since
NSF Sad already made a recommendation to the Budget Bureau on the
subject.2:1

Reflecting NSF's protective attitude toward the university as the ideal
environment for basic research, the report warned against establishing
large applied research and development erojects on campus'. And because
secrecy was "incompatible with educational and research pursuits tradi-
tional to the universities," federal agencies should not ask educational
institutions to do classified work except "in cases of acute need or unusual
circumstances." More suitable for such work would be a separately organized
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qesearch center, but when located on campus it.might result in a "two-
headed monster"; the report suggested 'criteria that federal agencies and
universities should consider before creaiing centers not linked to academic
departments.25

Although legally a research contract might have the same effept as a
research grant, the report said, the two wOrds had different overtones and
made a difference psychologically in the government-university partnership; in
addition, the grant mechanism might make it easier to transfer title of
research equipment to the university. The report recommended extending
grant-making authoritylike that enjoyed by NSF and NIH-7-to other
government agencies and also giving them the rVit to vest in the institu-
tion ownership of research equipment purchased with government money."

The Buchta draft had cautiously suggested some broadening of the
typical project grant, and even the allocation of a small fraction of the
research funds as block or departmental grants when the institution so
requeited.21 The board report, however, simply described the various
forms research sponsorship might take, ranging from narrowly defined
projects to institutional grants for general research support. Agencies
should use whatever forms seemed-appropriate to their needs." The board
and director were not quite ready to adopt, or to recommend, the more
flexible kind of institutional support advocated by some NSF staff members.

In sum, the report aimed at achieving greater understanding by goy-
ernment business and research-program Officers of the need to uphold
university autonomy and integrity. Caref011y avoiding the appearance of
telling universities how to manage their affairsin fact, not even discuss-
ing their responsibility to account for the use of federal moneythe report
sought to prevent, or stop, what were evidently regarded as growing
federal abuses. The Tecommendations as summarized here, stripped of
their explanatory remarks, ma appear erely to be powerless pleas to be,
good. Certainly they did not lye a problem that Chester Barnard,
looking back on his committee's erience, concluded "will be a per-
petual one."2' But the report's advice was cogent and it was necessary.

* * *

In its continuing battle to instill order into goyernment research pro-
grams, the Budget Bureau in September 1954 asked NSF to recommend a .
uniform policy on allowances for indirect costs in federal research grants.
The report was to be submitted by June 30, 1955.2° Since the subject was
on the agenda of the advisory committee on government-university rela-
tionships, NSF expected that Barnard's group would provide the answer
to the Bureau's request. Despite the committee's wrangling over the
complicated issue of institutional cost-sharing, it seemed after a meeting
on April 27, 1955 that there was substantial agreement on the indirect-
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costs question, and Bychta drafted an interim report for submission to
the National Science Board.31

NSF staff members felt as intensely about the matter as did the advi-
sory committee, and somewhat differently. Though more knowledgeable
than the thpical faculty member about the reality.of indirect costs, an NSF
program director was apt to resent just as keenly the diversion of research
money to the payment of university utility bills or administrators' salaries.
Too many good proposals had to be 'turned down already, and any
increase in overhead payments would tighten the pinch on his budget.
When Waterman got staff reactions to Buchta'S draft, he decided it would
be impossible to give the Bureau anything more than a recommendation of
broad principles. He asked the board to allow him to submit to the Bureau
an endorsement of the committee's "basic policy" along with such proce-
dures as seemed appropriate after consultation with other agencies.32

The committee's "basic policy" was that federal agencies should, if
requested by educational institutions, "pay essentially all accountable
indirect costs." But only half of the members had attended the April
meeting' which had reached this agreement. It dissolved in the acid of
critical letters and the "intense feelings" shown three weeks later in a
session the evening before the board assembled.33

Adding to Waterman's problem were objectionsincluding a threat of
resignationfrom his associate director. Klopsteg protested the advisory
committee's "capitulation to the philosophy': of the ACE committee
headed by Hancher, the Budget Bureau's forcing NSF to propose a
uniform federal policy, and the wiping-out of "the clear distinction
between basic research and applied and developmental research" that
would result from a uniform policy. If the final recommendation to the
Bureau should be to "pay essentially all accountable indirect costs,"
Klopsteg told Waterman, "I shall feel compelled to take up a one-man
campaign of protest," though not of course as a Foundation employee."

Klopsteg did not resign, but he *eakened Waterman's presentation to
the board by writing out his views and giving them to like-minded Willian
Houston, who in turn proposed them "as guidance to the Director."
Klopsteg's first suggestion was that federal agencies should pay "full
accountable costs" in development contracts. The second, dealing with
large facilities such as national centers, said that agencies should "be
prepared to pay up to full accountable costs," though institutional
participation would be welcomed. The third, intended to cover basic
research of the kind universities "are supposed to do anyway," did not
mention overhead but gave agencies leeway to provide research support
"within their statutory authority.r35

Klopsteg's ideas would have permitted the continuance of widely
divergent practices, ranging from full payment of overhead by the
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Department of Defense to as little as 8 percent of tbe total direct costs by
the Publie Health Service, including its principal component, the National
Institutes of Health. Since the Bureau wanted to end this,muddle, NSF
could not get away with recommending Klopsteg's hands-off principle.
And-the deadline was near. The board, after hearing Waterman's assur-
ance that lie would take its suggestions into account, resolved its dilemma
by approving the advisory committee's'policythough deleting the words
"essentially all" and authorizing the director to recommend it and any -
appropriate prOcedures he decided on in consultation with the board
chairman and the advisory committee."

Waterman had to come up with an expedient policy quickly, but he
feared that it would compromise the principles that should be embodied in
a long-term policy. "The fundamental question," Waterman believed, "is
whether in the long run our universities, both State and private, should
continue to remain as independent as possible of the Federal Government,
or whether we should modify our traditional policy and admit that direct-
Federal support is necessary." He was evidently groping toward some
system _like the British University Grants Committee to p1reserve the
strength of institutions through federal subsidies. The vexations of indirect
costs would become "a trivial detail" under either his or Klopsteg's
solution.37

It was fruitless to try for unanimity of the advisory_ committee, and
though Waterman polled the members, he took Barnard's advice not to
worry about their inability to agree. He and Sunderlin met with AEC
representatives to learn about that agency's practices, but then decided
that the easiest ilay to get agreement within the government was to discuss
general principles informally in a meeting of the Interdepartmental Com-
mittee for Scientific Research and Development. Thus NSF completed its
report to the Bureau approximately on time."

The main recommendatiOn to the Bureau was theone approved by the
board. To implement it Waterman recommended, in general, that all
federal agencies be prepared to pay, at an institution's request, indirect
costs at a rate determined by government "Blue Book" principles_criM the
institution's option, a flat rate of 25 percent of the salariesinauded in a
grant's budget." Only NSF and the Public Health Servia would have to
pay significantly larger amountsabout $6 million-for PHS and under
$1 million for NSF on the basis of fiscal 1956 appropriations. Naturally
Waterman said that the increased costs should be covered 13y larger
appropriations, not met by cutting the volume of supported research."

Both in his covering letter to the Bureau and in the attached report,
Waterman alluded to his "fundamental question." The demands of
national security had "merged" government and university interests, and
the maintenance of national scientific strength depended on the mainte-
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-. .,
nance of rong universities. But the huge exyenaitures for research and
develop ent threatened to destroy the tradional government-university
relat nship and to damage the academic enivironment. Funds earmarked

...fe science increased administrative probleiis on the campus and resulted
in strains on other fields Of knowledge. Institutions could get money for
special purposes but not general operating funds. Perhaps the long-term
answer to the growing problem could be fouhd by "indirect subsidy"
through changes in taA laws (Klopsteg's idea) or by "over-all grants in aid
of research and education incolleges and universities."41 .

NSF's chore did not end with the submission of the reportthe Budget
Bureau called for supplementary information on the payment of overhead
by private foundations and industriesbut the onus now shifted to the
Bureau . agged by an influential person to put the recommendations into
effect ickly, Bureau officials learned how difficult it was to win accep-
tance Of uniform practices on reimbursement of indirect costs.

Robert Cutler, a Boston lawyer, banker, and president of a private
teaching hospital (Peter Bent Brigham) affiliated with Harvard's medical
school, had recently left his position as special assistant to the President for
national security affairs, though he would return to it in 1957. Even before
his departure in 1955 he had begun to mediate with federal sponsors of
medical research for larger overhead allowances." As soon as the Founda-

/ tion's report had been delivered, Cutler wrote the Budget Director,
Rowland Hughes, that the recommendations would help private teaching
hospitals to do a griater public service; and he added in a postscript: "I
told Sherm [Sherman Adams, assistant to the President] about these
recommendations while we were driving up to Gettysburg (driving and,
frying in an open car) last Friday." Soon Cutler, accompanied by the
assistant dean of the Harvard medical school, visited Hughes, Carey, and
Waterman, and then wrote Hughes that he "was glad to report to Sherm
Friday of the good progress" they were making. Cutler eased off while the
Bureau was getting agency reactions to the NSF proposals, but before the
end of 1955 he renewed his pressure, reporting to Hughes on a Sunday
lunch with President Eisenhower during which his explanation of the need
for "a more realistic policy for reimbursing research expenditures" of
medical teaching institutions drew a sympathetic response."

As a way "to get General Cutler Off our back" and to give Sherman
Adams "the "conclusive answers" he expected from the Bureau, Hugh F.
Loweth and Carey proposed accepting the Foundation's general poli ,

with the addition of some emphasis on institutional cost-sharing. Agen y
reactions to the NSF recommendations had been generally favorable, but
because questions had been raised about the soundness of the Blue Book
method of determining overhead, the matter was to be studied by an
accounting group from the Bureau, the Treasury, and the General
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.
Accounting Office (GAO) before the issuance of specific regulations.
Hughes told Adams that Cutler, Waterman, and a representative of
Marion B. Folsom, Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, had . .,

agreed to this procedure." '

Adams, who had asked the Bureau for a progress report by May 1,
1956, got one from Cutler, who said that his understanding of the slow
movement of government machinery had enabled him to keep his compo-
sure; but now the Bureau needed "a warm-hearted, encouraging shove or

tit/nudge" from the Pr sident's chief assistant. September 1 Would be argood
target date for put mg the new policy into effect." Bureau officials woUld
have liked to dispose of the issue quickly too, but they had trouble with
GAO, -which took, in Loweth's view, "a rather narrow and legalistic
approach to the solution of the problem." While concuriing in NSF's
policy and agreeing with the Bureau's wish to .stress cost-participation,
GAO suggested ways of determining reimbursable indirect costs which
would'rule out a simple.system. And NSF, no doubt mindful of the strong
views of some of Barnard's committee members, seemed unwilling to
emphasize cost-sharing." .

Cutler's particular concern was the indirect-cost rate on PHS research
grants. Though by now raised froin 8 percent of direct costs to match
NSF's 15 percent, it was still less desirable than the optional flat rate of 25
percent of salaries recommended by the Foundation. To the Bureau's
surprise Secretary Folsom told Cutlerwho immediately told Adams
that the time" had come for the Department of Health, Education, and

\Welfare to move to full reimbursement of overhead costs. Carey inter-
keted the switch as an effort by NIH to use tip the annual congressional
bounty "by larding it into research grants for overhead.""

But once again there were roadblocks. GAO objected to predeter-
mined flat rates. Adams said that Folsom could increase his department's
allowance on his own authority but should consult other agencies first.
And most important, Congressman John Fogarty, who regarded NIH as
his barony, blocked efforts to remove the 15 percent ceiling."

And so the complicated business drag* on and on. In April 1957 the
Bureau sent out for comment a draft of pfinciples and practices prepared
by a special interagency committee. The National Science lioard wanted to
put its earlier recommendations into effect, but it hesitated because it did
not want to anger NIH or Congress by taking unilateral action. A year
later Waterman reported to the board that there had been "little progress"
and the congressional limitation on NIH still stood in the way of NSF.
Stratton argued that the Foundation should "assume its proper leadership
in this matter" without regard to NIH, but Waterman held that NSF could
not change its policy until revisions of the Blue Book were agreed to and
until Congress removed the limitation on NIH. An ad hoc board commit-
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tee was appointed, did one of its tasks was to analyze Bureau Of the Budget

Circular No. A-2I, giving instructions ondetermining indirect,costs, The

Bureau's proposals started another long series of discussions. By October

1959 the board saw "aglimmer of hope that the end rnighr be near." It was

a falie glimmer."
* * *

"There seems to be a good deal of enthusiasm for making the maxi-

mum utilization of the National Science Foundation: Robert Cutler

wrote Vannevar Bush in the earl); days of the Eisenhower Adrninistrá-

tion.5° Certainly during the next few years NSF was asked to take on/

several Policy chores that many staff members considered peripheral to the
o f agency's "real" work of supporting scientific research and education and

keeping tails on changes in manpower and funds for the various fields of

4 science. -

'Some a the extra duties were mandated by Congress, some by the

Bureau of- the Budget; one resulted from a report to the President. As

discussed in the preceding chapter, Congress assigned to NSF an investiga-

tion of the establiihment ofa'geophysical institute in Hawaii. By legislative

requirement too, NSF wound up the government's war-inspired program

of synthetic rubber research, using for the first time the authority con-

tained in the charter to establish special commissions." A recommenda-

tion in the 1952 report of the President's Materials PolicyCommission (the

Paley Commission) led to the creation by the National Scienve Board of an

advisory committee on minerali research which, after several years of

activity, proposed the establishment of a minerals research institute, to be

supported by the nation's mining industrya proposal the industry

ignored.52 Of greater import to the NSF staff as a whole was the agency's

report in June 1957, responding to a Budget Bureau request, on Federal

Financial Support of PhysicalFacilities and Major Equipmentfor the Con-

duct of Scientific Research.53
Much more than these, another policy responsibility worried the board, the

director, and staff members in the Foundation's life sciences programs.

The request this time came from a Cabinet member, Oveta Culp Hobby,

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, but apparently at the insti-

gation and certainly with the strong support of Budget Director Hughes.

The Foundation's task was to study and make recommendations on the

department's medical research programs. The HEW secretary's aimor

more likely that of Under Secretary Nelson A. Rockefellerwas to gain

control over the medical research arm of her department, which was

becoming increasingly autonomous, thanks to influential lobbyists and

congressional champions. Besides establishing prmer departmental disci-

pline, Hughes wanted to stop the annual breaking of the President's
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.r.budget by,appropriations committees and the readinessoof NIH witnesses
before tfieni to admit that they could use more money than the'President
had reqneisted. The Bureau was alarmed too about ,imbalances in the

ediat'iesearch program resulting from emphasis, amongMterest groups
,and in Congress, on particular categoriesof disease." ,

Hughes and Hobby first telephoned the- chairman of the National
Science Board. In his conversation with Mrs. Hobby, Barnard said that
NSV."could not be a policeman of other departments of the government,"
no matter what the Bureau and some congressional committees might
want, "I take it that she is not a bit dumb about it," Barnard wrote
Waterman, adding in a vNid farmyard simile that Mrs. Hobby was "like a
chicken running up and down the wire trying to find a hole in the fence,""

Before long Waterman and Detlev gronk, penned in by Hughes, were
also trying to find a hole in the fence. Bronk was named chairman of a
special board committee to consider what was still an informal, confiden-,
tial proposal, and like other members was uneasy about NSF's accepting
the assignment. Robert F. Loeb, forexample, whose Columbia University
medical school professorship made him especially sensitive to the dangers
of the proposed investigation, warned that it might teduce research sup-
port for medical scientists and caae bitterness toward NSF. Bronk and
Waterman suggCsted that Secretary Hobby appoint a special commission
to make the review, but Rockefeller would not let them off the hook. A
"captive committee" would have little'etedibility, he said, and the probletn
was much broader than they conceived it. An HEW-appointed group
might help with the Bureau's immediate problem of budget recommenda-
tions, but the Foundation's advice was needed for "the larger question of
ths extent to which the Federal Government should enter into direct or
indirect support of medical research." NeNtertheless, Rockefeller Was unableto
sway the board committee to go beyond agreeingto advise on the member-
ship and consult with an HEW-appointed commission."

Hughes was, if not more persuasive, more convincing. Though Mrs.
Hobby might appoint a committee whose members were suggested by the
Foundation, he Aid, "the case would be stronger and would appear more
objective if this review and appraisal were made by the NSF." Barnard,
Bronk, and Waterman atgued in vain that any adequateevaluation would
have to wait until NSF completed its comprehensive study updating the
Steelman report; that it was the secretary's job to put her house in order,
perhaps by establishing a top-level body to review Ole reOommendations of
advisory councils pleading for their respective areas; and that since the
problem involved not only basic research but such applied matters as
clinical medicine and hospital care it would be improper for NSF to
consider it. To all of which, Waterman recorded, "Carey said that in
essence . . . [the Buaget Bureau's] positWi was that the Foundation had a
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responsibility for evaluation of programs and authority for creating com-
missions, and that the President in turning to a solution for this adminis-
trative problem naturally turned to the NSF." Would NSF rather have the
President ask it to do the job or have the request home from the HEW
secretary? The Foundation representatives preferred that the letter came
from HEW, and Hughes asked Watermah to draft a letter to himself from
Mrs. Hobby:57

Some members of the board committee continhed to complain. Loeb
thought the request for NSF to-perform the distasteful job ought to come
from the'Budget Director "if he is the one who really wantkit." But when
Waterman said he did not want "to allow a precedent, to start" which
would cause more evaluation chores to emanate from the Bureau, Loeb
shifted to favoring a presidential request. George W. Merck, however,
thought a letter from the President would focus too much attention on a
single department; any NSF study hf niedical research should encompass
all agencies' activities, not just those of HEW. There would be a board
hearing of these and other objections later, but meantime Waterman sent
his draft letter to HEW.5'

Secretary Hobby's letter, little changed from the draft, asked for a
"critical review" of the medical research program of her department,

,-
,"particularly with regard to its scope sand the distribution of support"
among the-seven categorical-disease institutes of NIH. Recognizing that
NSF's comprehensive studies of research by the government, universities,

. and industry would in the long run furnish a much sounder basis for
recomMendations, she said that HEW was "most desirous of receiving an
early interim appraisal from the Foundation." She suggested that it include:'

consideration of the rate of growth of the programs of the Institutes of Health and
other research units of the PAblic Health Service in the light of the responsibilities
of the Federal Government with respect to health, medical and related research; a
general appraisal of the present level of support of medical research by this
Department; careful consideration of the proper balancc of effort with respect to
the support of baSic research and research aimed more directly at the prevention,
diagnosis, care and cure of diseases, and the relative distribution of effort among
the major special fields of health research."

It was really the Budget Bureau that wanted "an early interim appraisal,"
one completed by the summer of 1955, in time to be useful in determining
NIH's budget allowance for fiscal 1957. Hughes was pleased to hear
from Waterman, after the board's acceptance of the evaluation task, that
NSF could probably "present some satisfactory preliminary conclusions
in three to six months." Presumably to preserve good relations between
NSF and NIH program offibers, Hughes "agreed.that the Foundation
staff should stay aloof from the study and the formulation of recommen-
dations.""
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Th NSF staff was isolateAfrom the task but would have had to do the
work i Waterman's "three to six months" schedule had been met. Summer
had al eady arrived before the appointment of an eight-member special
committee, headed by C. N. H. Long of the Yale University School of
Medicine, and its executive secretary, Joseph W. Pisani of the State Uni-
malty of New York College of Medicine in New York City. But once
appoined the committee did its work quickly and, in the Natidnai Science
Board's opinion, exceptionally well. The board on December 5, 1955
unanimously accepted the committee's report and directed Waterman to

isubmit t to the secretary of HEW."
The report may have been of little use to the Budget Bureau, especially.

given t e contempt for that office shown by NII-rs paladins on.Capitol
Hill." lt4evertheless the document hit hard at the runaway growth of
"catego ical" research and its ill effects on university medical schools. The
-schools had about reached the limit of their capacity for effective use of
funds to attack major diseases, the committee said, but they badly needed
institutional grants for flexible use and money for fundamental research
and for construction of laboratories. If such arguments seemed to be
special pleading by medical school administrators, they were balanced by

%recommendations aimed at improving the lotand qualityof researchers
in NIH's intramural programs, through the offering of good salaries
and other benefits that would make employment on the Bethesda, Mary-
land "campus" as attraciive as in the best universities."
, "An entirely new approach" to federally supported medical research,
the New York Times said of the report after its release by HEW T
reference was to the recommendatiiiii that a new agency be created
department, an Office of Medical Research and Training, to take o
support of extramural research and education and enter such close "liaison
with the National Science Foundation . . . that it can act with full
knowledge of pertinent NSF policies and activities.""

Secretary Folsom, Mrs. Hobby's successor, to whom the report was
delivered, said that it would be studied intensively. No doubt it was, but so
far as the National Science Board was concerned, the report was buried.
Lowell T. Coggeshall, special assistant to the HEW secretary, told Water-
man that the report raised some apprehensions and that the department
wanted to establish a committee to cdnsider its organizational and admin-
istrative implications; Yet nothing seemed to happen. A year and a half
after. HEW released the report Bronk told Waterman thakNelson Rocke-
feller, now out of government, and members of the N1H Health Council
had hever seen it. The report had been "released" but not distributed.
Bronk and other board members expressed irritation that the hard work of
the distinguished committee had we unnoticed and unrewarded. Finally,
in October 1957, Waterman told flie board that the HEW secretary had
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appointed still another committee, under the chairmanship of Stanhope
Bayne-Jones, former medical dean at Yale, to advise him on medical
research and education." * * *

In Febrhary 1954 Robert C. Cowen of the Christian Science Monitor
asked a number of science administrators about the effects of the Eisen-
hower Administration's security regulations. Were they undermining sci-

'entists' morale or hindering freedom of research? Waterman delayed his
reply more than a month, not from negligence, it seems, but because of
uncertainty about how to answer. A loyal servant'of the Administration,
he was also a scientist. He and the staff discussed Cowen's query at length. -
Their ambivalence is reflected in the qualificatiohs which followed nearly
every definite statement in Waterman's response. A tendency to oscillate
appears too in a letter from Waterman to Barnard transmitting the pro-
posed reply: "It is clear that we must support the President's policy. Atthe-
same time it would seem to be important that the facts are brought out....;'"--- s

The spring of 1954 was an anxious time. McCarthyism was at its peak,
and the televised spectacle of the Wisconsin senator's war with the U.S.
Arrny dominated the news and editorial columns, though the considerable
attention given to J. Robert Oppenheimer's hearing before an AEC personnel
security board showed that not only foreign service officers and military
personnel were being labeled as suspect. Scientists were deeply disturbed
by the Qppenheimer hearing, and by accusations made against other
scientists based on the`guilt by association" doctrine and on their failure
to conform to official views on such matters is building superbombs or
testing of nuclear weapons.

Once again Vannevar Bush furnishes a forceful expression of the
prevailing opinion in the science establishment on the security issue. His
delight in at last having a Republican President had soon turned sour. The
Oppenheimer hearing especially troubled him. Writing to AEC Commis-
sioner Lewis L. Strauss, a key figure in deciding Oppenheimer's future and
the Administration's security policy, Bush said that ',`the hunt for subver-
sives" was causing disregard of "the basic principles of our democracy."

o Only the President could "speak the words which will put the attitude ()fib
government in the proper light," and Bush obviously wanted Strauss to
carry that message to Eisenhower. A little over a week later, shortly after
defending Oppenheimer before the AEC board, Bush wrote Strauss again.
"We must not have a situation where the President becomes accused of
thought control," he said. Fear was causing the American people to forget
the principles ,of liberty. The President must exert strong leadership in
making "it crystal clear that, while he insists on great care on security, he
will not tolerate thought control, or the appearance of it, under any guise,
throughout his organization."'
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Almost buried by the massive coverage of the Army-McCarthy hear-
ing, two brief stories in the Washington Post and Times Herald !Mein April
referred to matters of greater concern to NSF. An account of Bronk's
report to the annual meeting of the National Academy of Sciences alluded
to blacklisting of scientists whose loyalty had been questioned. Scientists
should fight back against their detractors, Bronk reportedly told his
audience. The following day's issue reportid on the denial by the Public
Health Service of research grants to about thirty scientists." Mrs. Hobby's
press release, only briefly quoted in the news story, said that Pf-IS's policY
since June 192 had been as follows:

We do not require security or loyalty investigations in connection with the
award of research grants. When, however, information of a substantial nature
reflecting on the loyalty of an individual is brought to our attention, it be'comes our
duty to give it most serious consideration. In those instnces where kis established
to the satisfaction of this Department that the individual has engaged or is
engaging in subversive activjties or tharthere is a serious question of his loyalty to
the United States, it is the practice of the Department to deny support.

If the subject is an applicant the grant is not awarded. If the subject is an
investigator responsible for a grant-supported project or is the recipient of salary
from the grant, the grant is terminated unless the sponsoring institution desires to
appoint an acceptable substitute."

Waterman, who had already talked about the issue with Surgeon
General Leonard Scheele, called a special meeting of his senior staff to get
their views, to agree on a response to press queries about NSF's policies,
and "to avoid any further Government science split." Rough notes on the
meeting show the stafrs worries. Sunderlin wondered whether the Foun-.
dation should look beyond a researcher's scientific ability to his character.
Hoff, the general counsel, suggested that NSF would be "in an awkward
position" if it made grants without checking to see Whether the recipients
were on Mrs. Hobby's "list of 30." Was Linus Pauling on the PHS list? A
proposed NSF grant to Pauling was to to come before the BMS divisional
coMmittee next week." But, Hoff pointed out, Congress when it estab-
lished the ,Foundation had decided against tequiring loyalty checks for
research support.

The director said "that the current atmosphere is a poor one to take
steps toward rectifying the loyalty and security situation. After the McCarthy
and Oppenheimer Hearings have been completed we may be in a good
position to do so; in the meantime 'we should work toward the right po,licy,
but avoid carefully ?flaking the situation worse." The "right policy," as
Waterman outlined it, was that NSF did not make security checks on its
grantees and did not need to worry about security risks since its grants
supported unclassified research. As to an investigator's loyalty, NSF
grants went to institutions, "which implicitly are responsible for the
backgrounds of the members of their staffs." Peer teview of proposals
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ensured a researcher's scientific integrity, a basis for deciding on an
award. NSF would be concerrked only if an aPplicant had been "officially
'determined to be disloyal to the country."11

If the PHS policy was nearly two years old, as Mrs. Hobby said, not
many life scientists knew of it before the spring of 1954. Then rumors
began to fly. In mid-April Bronk, as president of the Academy, received a
letter "from a distinguished scientist of undoubted wisdom and loyalty"
who said that several persons had bald him that PHS was requiring security
clearances and had canceled grants to investigators doing entirely unclassi-
fied work. He had to undergo clearance himself as an NSF panelist, and
since he was an adviser to the government, he thought the requirement
justified, though not necessarily wige. But the only considerations in the
award of basic research grants should be the investigator's competence
and the importance of his research problem. Bronk's correspondent called
on the Academy, of which he was a member, to resist this grave threat to
the freedom of science." -

About the same time Bronk received a telegram from Philip Handler of
ijuke University, secretary of the American Society of Biological Chem-
ists, transmitting a resolution that had just been unanimously adopted at
the society's annual meeting. The biochemists asked the Academy to
investigate reports that "certain government agencies" were denying or
revoking grants for unclassified research for reasons other than the inves-
tigators' "competence or integrity.' If the reports were true, the Academy
should "take strong and appropriate action." Bronk's request for infor-
mation from Mis. 'Hobby elicited her press release explaining the depart-,-

mental policy."
A few days after Mrs. Hobby's announcement NSF's new divisional

committee combining the formerly separate biological and .medical sci-
ences committees unanimously adopted a statement, drafted by members
George Wald of Harvard University and Jackson W. Foster of the Univer-
sity of Texas, approving the °Foundation's practice and opposing that of
PHS." Later in the month the National Science Board reviewed the issue,

° the legal aspects of which had been detailed in a memorandum front
Hoff." Waterman warned the board of the danger that though only AEC
had announced a policy similar to that of Mrs. Hobby's department,
HEW",9 unilateral action might "be regarded as a precedent for general
Government policy." He said that he had emphasized to Gabriel Hauge
and Arthur Flemming "that if there should be any attempt to generalize
this policy so that it should become common to all Federal agencies

-dealing with basic research, then it is the function of the National Science
Foundation to take the lead in the determination of what the proper policy
should be." If the Foundation's policy proved unacceptable to the Admin-
istration, Waterman said, an alternative might be to require applicants for
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research grants, like fellowship applicants, to sign loyalty affidavits. This
distasteful compromise would at least be better than the HEW practice
and would relieve both the federal sponsor and the scientist's institution of
responsibility.

The board, cautioned to keep quiet about the matter, omitted from its
-open-session minut6 all reference to the issue eiicept that the members had
unanimously agreed in executive session "on a statement of Foundation
policy yith respect to proposals for grants." That policy was the one
proposed in Hoff's memorandum:

The policy of the National Science Foundation with respect to proposals for
unclassified research, not involving considerations of security, is as follows:

In appraising the merit ofe proposal for unclassified research submitted by or
on behalf of a scientiA, his experience, competence and integrity are always taken
carefully into account by scientists having a working knowledge of his qualifica-
tions. The Foundation does not knowingly give nor continue a grant in support of
research for one who is:

I. An avowed Communist or anyone established as being a Communist by a
judicial proceeding, or by an unappealed determination ,by the Attorney
General or the Subversive Activities Control Board pursuant to the Subver-
sive Activities Control Act of 1950, or

2. An individual who has been convicted of sabotage, espionage, sedition,
subversive activity under the Smith Act, or a similar crime involving ihe
Nation's security."

Waterman's unusual assertiveness on the loyalty issue showed how
seriously he regarded it as a danger to NSF and to science in general. So
too did many members of his staff. The "excited" director asked Carey to
let him know if the Bureau learned of any formalization of the HEW
policy. Waterman was afraid, Carey said, "that if this thing is pushed to
the limit we will one day be withholding funds from entire institutions on
the grounds that somewhere in their faculty they have a nut"that is,
since NSF grants were made to institutions `rather than individuals, a
charge of disloyalty against an art instructor might automatically bar a
federal award for research in chemistry. Carey, less perturbed about "Mrs.
Hobby's cautious policy," thought that if the matter threatened to become
critical, an executive order might "agree with the notion of keeping Fed-
eral money out of the hands of subversives, but . . . provide for a fair
hearing and examination and appeal before withdrawing or denying funds.""

General Cutler also got into the act, since Mrs. Hobby asked the
National Security Council °about the applicability of loyalty criteria, and
he could not "fail to help a beautiful woman in distress." Cutler told
Sherman Adams that the withholding of grants on the basis of derogatory
information had "inflamed the professional and scientific world." To stop
criticism of the Administration, Cutler believed there "should be a Gov-
ernment-wide policy, clearly and aplicitly established, and the scientific
and professional world should be asked to advise about and agree to the

3 4
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final decision." But since the controversy involved unclassified research,
it fell outside the National Security Council's jurisdiction, and Rowland
Hughes had suggested to Cutler that the Sub-Cabinet, chaired by Adams,
would be an appropriate body to consider it."

HEW followed the suggestion and asked Adams to place the prdblem
on the Sub-Cabinet's agenda. Discounting the attacks of "a few individual
scientists and a few scientific societies" on a practice that by August 1954
had caused the ending or denial of support in only thirty-nine cases, the
department had nevertheless concluded that there should be a common
government policy. The Sub-Cabinet accepted the job and asked the

\Justice Department to establish an ad hoc interagency group to study the
problem and make recommendations. Hoff was the NSF representative,
Carey the Budget Bpreau's."

Meanwhile Nelson Rockefeller of HEW tried to shift the onus on his
department to NSF. He suggested informally to Wate'rman and Barnard
that the Foundation might create a panel of scientists to decide on the
troublesome accusations against applicants to NI H. The NationaNcience
Board rejected the idea because it would be unacceptable to the scientific
community and was inconsistent with NSF's policy; besides, the matter
was now under review by the Sub-Cabinet. Bronk and some other board
members thought the time had come fo,r the Foundation to make its policy
known, but Waterman said that a public announcement would embarrass
him as a member of the Administration. However, the board, unhappy
about continuing,to rpmain silent, at least authorized Bronk to state NSF's
position at a meeting of the Academy and suggested that the policy be
announced to NSF's divisional committees and advisory panels. The
hoard reaffirmed ifs earlier statement of policythough now called
"practice"and adged to the list of persons barred from support "any-
one who avowedly advocates change in the U.S. Government by other
than constitutional means." Though the Foundation still did not pro-
claim its views, they were given in the board's open-session minutes."

Hoff had supporters on the interagency task force. Carey was surprised
to find at the group's first meeting "a strong disr;osition" to oppose
HEW's practice and to agree with NSF's view "that the Government is
interested only in the integrity and ability of the scientist, rather than his
thoughts or associations' While adinitting that name checks in FBI
records might turn up derogatory information based simply on "malicious
or crackpot" notions, Carey nonetheless thought it "incongruotwfor the
Federal Government to wage war on subversion" on the one hand, and on
the other to have no standards of loyalty for the granting of Government
support of individual scientists." To NSF's list of excluded applicants,
Carey suggested adding, "an individual against whom substantial deroga-
tory information has been filed and who, after being affprded a statement

3 4 9
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of the charges against him, has failed to overcome the weight of those
charges."

The referral of the issue to the Sub-Cabinet, to be advised by an
interagency group organized by the Justice Department, indicated that the
decision would likely be a purely governmental one. A further indication
of a closed decisional process was that the matter came under the consider-
ation of "a top-level administration group"an advisdry committee on
government organization--under Rockefeller's chairmanship.0 Yet Wa-
terman', true to 'his doctrine that science policy should not be "master-
minded" from Washington;wanted to enlist "a few distinguished scien-

fists and university representatives to assist the Government in arriving at
a general policy," and he thought that Rockefeller's rejected proposal
might, if followed up, offer a means to that end. Cutler had early suggested
to Sherman Adams that the Administration get the advice and consent of
scientists, and his argument was now being reinforced by Gordon Gray,
the University of North Carolina president who had chaired the Oppenheimer
hearing. Gray and Bush had differed about Oppenheimer, but they agreed
on the ne-cd for a counterpart to a British royal commission to study the
whole question of security and advise the President: Gray strongly rec-
ommended their idea to Cutler, and he also told Bronk about the effort.'3

Especially influential probably was Cutler's advice, backed by a rec-
ommendation from Rockefeller's committee, that an extragovernmental
scientific organization be consulted. On January 11, 1955 Adams wrote
Bronk: "It seems to us that these questions relating to loyalty can best be
resolved if scientists, thrqugh a representative group such as the National
Academy of Sciences, can counsel with the Government on its policy in
this matter. . The President asked me to express to you his strong

' personal interest in this matter." Bronk replied that the AdAdemy would
be glad to help settle "these troublesome issues," and in March he
reported to the National Science Board the appointment of a committee,
under Julius Stratton's chairmanship, on loyalty in relation -to govern-
ment support of unclassified research. Board member Robert Loeb was
one of the seven committeemen."

Not only had the kind of committee Waterman wanted been appointed,
but in other ways too, conditions now seemed more favorable for the
success of NSF's argument. McCarthy had been condemned by his Senate
colleagues in December 1954, and the Eisenhower Administration had
begun to breathe a little easier. Later in that month the AAAS recom-
mended adoption by all government agencies of the Foundation's policy
on unclassified research. "The tide is turning without doubt," Bush wrote
to the president of Tufts College. Hoff, in his contacts with other federal
general counsels, found a strong concern for the protection of government
employees against unsubstantiated charges.'5
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The Stratton committee began its work in April, and in August
Waterman informed the board that its report was finished and awaiting
Bronk's return from Europe for approval and submission to Adams.
Waterman related confidentially that the report recommended "adoption
of virtually the same principles as those under which the Foundation has
been operating.""

It was not until fall that the report was sent to Adams, and then a
long, anxious wait 6egan. In January Waterman heard good but unoffi-
cial news that HEW had approved the report, and the same month NSF
did at last publishwith Rockefeller's approvalwhat everyone already
knew, the agency's stand on "loyalty and security considerations in
making grants for nonclassified research." Early in February Bronk told
Waterman that Adams had returned the report "for slight revision." The
director also heard definitely that Secretary Folsom had told Adams that
"HEW would interpose no objection" to the policy recommended by the
Stratton report."

In the absence of any public announcement of a change in PHS
practices, Dael Wolfle, executive officer of the AAAS, reminded the U.S.
Surgeon General that "another year has gone by" and "scientists of the
country would be interested in knowing the present policies." Scheele at
length replied that PHS was following the Foundation's practice. Soon
thereafter the Academy committee's report was released. In the issue of
Science in which it appeared, a Wolfle editorial quoted Scheele's reply and
saw "encouraging evidence" that the Stratton report would result in
government-wide adoption of the sound principles now being followed by
PHS as well as NSF."

Still, there was no announcement of a new, uniform policy, and it was
reported that some members of Stratton's committee had expected prompt
action and were "openly dismayed at the perfunctory way the White
House handled the report."" Although representatives of government
agencies quickly agreed to follow practices similar to NSF's, a letter to that
effect from Adams to Bronk required more than three months to clear. The
problem was to ensure credit and avoid blame. NSF wanted public recog-
nition of the acceptance of its long-standing policy; HEW wanted an
acknowledgement that it was following a similar practice but without any
indication that it did so under pressure; and Bronk and Stratton wanted it
clearly stated that HEW had fallen into line only after the Academy's
report. Negotiations on wording between Waterman for NSF, Bronk for
the Academy, Coggeshall for HEW, and Hauge for the White House
finally culminated in a letter from Adams to Bronk saying that the ,
principles embodied iii the committee's recommendation'S "have generally
been found satisfactory as a basis for actions regarding grants or contracts
for unclassified research" and that "these principles are essentially those

351
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which support the policy of the National Science Foundation." The squabble
over language pertaining to HEW's policy resulted in omission of any
reference to eat department. The general agreement, Adams said, meant
that government departments and agencies would "follow practices con-
sistent with the recommendations contained in the report of the Academy's
Committee.""

Those recommendations did not simply confirm Foundation policy,
Stratton irritatedly pointed out when he received for the third time the
same back-patting memo from NSF. He believed that the report's state-
ment of principles and recommeed action went beyond the Founda-
tion's published policy, and that thimemo emanating from NSF's public-
relations office failed to give the credit owed to the Academy, and Bronk
especially, for petsuading Adams to take administrative action."

Stratton made a valid point, as can be seen by comparing his commit-
tee's recommendations with the Foundation's stated policy. The recom-
mendations were:

I. The test in the award of (Government) grants and contracts for unclassified
research should be the scientific integrity and competence of the individuals
responsible for carrying out the research, and the scientific merits of their
program.

2. When an official of the Government comes into possession of evidence which
in his opinion indicates the possible existence of disloyalty in violation of law,
he should promptly refer that information to the Federal agencies of law
enforcement established to deal with such matters.

3. An allegation ordisloyalty should not by itself, be grounds for adverse admin-
istrative action on a grant or contract for unclassified research by scientifically
competent investigators; if the indications of disloyalty appear sufficiently
serious to warrant any action at all, the Government in the opinion of the
Committee has no other course than to bring formal charges and to produce
the evidence in open hearing before legally constituted authority.

The National Science Board's statement of guiding principles for NSF
awards closely resembled the first of the Stratton committee's recommen-
datione. The Foundation's excluded personsavowed tommunists, persons
convicted of sabotage, espionage, etc.had not, as Stratton said, "practi-
cally, . . . ever given us much trouble," and though they were not listed in
his committee's recommendations, they were certainly covered. The second of
the committee recommendations corresponded to an addition to the original
NSF policy statement: "Furthermore, if substantial information coming
to the attention of the Foundation indicates that a potential or actual
researcher might be guilty of violation of any Such law, the information
will be forwarded to the Department ofJustice for its consideration."93 It
was hardly in the province of NSF to say what kind of consideration the
Department of Justice should give to the information referred to it. The
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Academy committee could give such advice, as it did in its third recom-
mendation for a general government policy, one which was designed both
to ensure "due process" to persons charged with disloyalty and to'encl the
practice of denial or termination of awards on the basis of unsubstantiated
allegations of disloyalty.

His complaints aside, Stratton said that he and his fellows "greatly
admired the integrity, and courage of the Director and the Board in the
establishment of such a policy in very difficult times." The times had been
difficult indeed, justifying the concern, described in the Stratton commit-
tee's report, that "Administrative practices that were developed for the
handling of sensitive projects might gradually prevail over a larger domain
and by slow diffusion from one department or agency to another ulti-
mately affect the activities of all men and women engaged in scientific
investigations under Government sponsorship."" This deep worry had
called forth the Foundation's effort, which was instrumental in freeing
government science agencies from the fear of ignoring unsubstantiated
allegations and from assuming law-enforcement responsibilities that
belonged elsewhere. It was a contribution that staff members of the time
rightly remember as their agency's most important policy achievement, for
science and for government.

* * *

If NSF expected Executive Order 10521 to stop the cries for it to
develop national science policy, it was quickly disappointed. Clifford
Grobstein, commenting on Eisenhower's fiscal 1955 research budget,
argued as he had for years that the Foundation should furnish policy
guidance and leadership. Whatever of policy the research budget con-
tained, Grobstein said, had "arisen without benefit of conscious over-all
consideration or public appraisil . . . . In the absence of specific policy
formulation to suggest new directions scientific progress in the U.S.
apparently will remain more dependent on international developments,
and their reflection in military appropriations, than on our own evalua-
tion of the national importance of scientific research." 95

Grobstein expressed a liberal view, but conservatives similarly longed
for a guiding policy that would help bring research and development
expenditures under control. The Cold War mentality, which saw a conspir-
atorial monolithic communism aiming at world domination, spurred
those expenditures, creating inflationary pressures that worried budget
balancers fearful of another Great Depressionwhich of course would
furnish the ideal conditions for a resurgence of radicalism.

The Budget Bureiu continued to want Waterman's assistance in
reviewing agencies' requests, and he continued to resist giving the service
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it sought. Quarrels over NSF's policy responsibilities resulted in a meeting
of the antagonists with the President in 1956 and before the Cabinet a year
later. The launching of the first Soviet Sputnik at last brought a resolution
of the problem with the installation of a science adviser in the-White House
td provide the kind of guidance the Foundation had chosen not to attempt.

Waterman went through the motions required by the executive order
of consulting with top executives of other agencies, but he made almost
none of the effort desired by the Bureau to review their budget requests and
to shape NSF's budget to fill their gaps or to stimulate special areas. He
insisted that "formal clearance or review was undesirable."" In the
absence of critical budget review by NSF, Carey hoped that at least the
Foundation's studies of science support would analyze problem areas
"frankly and imaginatively" and fill the policy vacuum. It would be
desirable, he thought, to have a special assistant in the White House to
supervise NSF's studies and "to strengthen Presidential leadership in the
research area of public policy."1 But the Foundation's deliberate
approach to the task and emphasis on the long-term utility of its studies
provided no immediate guidelines for the Bureau's own use in reviewing
agencies' science budgets.

In March 1956 Carey complained to Waterman about his failure to
object strongly to a House Appropriations Committee's cut , in the
request for NSF's policy studies and its stated intention to make deeper
cuts in later years. The Bureau considered thestudies important, Carey
said, and NSF could expect an inquiry into its actions under the eXecutive
order. Waterman was told that this examination resulted from a presi-
dential request for a report on NSF's "coordinating activity."" To
meet a March 30 deadline Bureau staff members promptly submitted
analyses of the Foundation's role in "Programing and Coordinating
Basic Research.""

A Budget Bureau examiner noted NSF's "passive"even "submissive"
approach to the coordination of .basic research, the only segment of
research and development for which the agency accepted responsibility.
Occasionally NSF acted as a catalyst by sponsoring conferences in special-
ized fields, and it made some claim of steering the work of other agencies
and of active intervention when it detected "gap areas," though the NSF
staff believed that proposal pressure gave the best measure of needs in
different fields of science. Basic research, in NSF's view, was self-coordinating;
good scientists knew the work of other investigators and did not auplicate
it. Nor did NSF believe it "possible or practical", to try, to determine how
much money should go to specific disciplines. Insofar as the Foundation
had a coordinating role it was

-

really the bringing together of all those interested in and directly 'involved in the
support of research to create an improYed environment for the condOr of research,
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providing sufficient data on the extent and nature of current support and the status
of research In this country and facilitating the exchange of information so that
scientists engaged in basic research can be led through their own efforts and that of
their fellow scientists to engage in the most productive areas of basic research. It is
withillkhis context that the Foundation approaches not only its-day to day contacts
with other agencies but also ... its implementation of Executive Order1052l

Yet if science was self-coordinating, as NSF argued, government sci-
ence agencies were not. Although Foundation staff members held that
their "healthy rivalry" with other agencies was really a harmonious
relationship, they admitted that some jurisdictional problems existed, such
as NIH's effort to keep the Founaation from dealing with medical schools
as distinct institutions as the NSF program providing summer research
opportunities for medical students did.'°'

The Bureau's report accurately summarized NSF's position , and
Hughes toia the President he was "very doubtful if anything like the type
of supervision that I believe you had in mind can be effected" by the
Foundation. But the new Budget Director, Pertival Brundage, and Watell
man, meeting with Sherman Adams and Gabriel Hauge, agreed.to put the
Bureau'vecommendations into effeet with the exception of one, con-
sidered `'not in order at this time," suggesting that Rockefeller's cofn-
mittee on government organization explore the question of installing a sci-
ence adviser in the Executive Office of the President.102 The other five
recommendations were:

(a) The Foundation, through its Director, should assume more leadership within
the Federal Government in brin ing into focus the Federalkerograms for
basic research support.

(b) The Foundation should clarify r lay officials of the Executive Branch and
the Congress the important feasible goals for the support of basic research.

(c) The Foundation should not be asked to assume formal coordinating respon-
sibilitiesiwhich it does not believe in and is not prepared to handle, and which
would be strongly resisted by Federal agencies and scientists generally.

(d) The Bureau of the Budget should assure that other agencies show evidence
of prior consultation with the Foundation in their proposed basic research
programs, before funds are recommended to the President.

(e) The Bureau of the Budget, in consultation with the Foundation, should peri-
odically review the adequacy of actions taken by agency heads to strengthen
their management of internal research support programs As directed by Sec-
tion 6 of the Executive Order.'"

The recommendations ibcused on basic research, which was hardly the
Bureau's main problem. But Hugh Loweth and Carey suggested several
specific ways of implementation that would remove some of the uncertain-
ties with which they had to deal and make NSF, if not a control arm of the
Bureau, at least an active counselor. These suggestions, made to Brundage

Qr to help him argue the Bureau's case in a meeting with Waterman and the
President, would have forced the Foundation to abandon its passive role.
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For example, the NSF director should each spring pall a meeting of the
heads of research-support agencies to agree on !their budget requests and
areas of responsibility for basic science; and NSF should subthit annually
to the President an4heads of science agencies an assessment of the'needs,
priorities, and imbalances of research support and manpower for each
principal field of science. Waterman rejected these suggestions.'"

The President seems to have been less concerned than the Bureau about
coordination. When Waterman and Brundage met with Eisenhower and
explained their views, the President was "fairly noncommital," and since
he gave no directive at the end of the session, Hauge told the NSF director
that he "could therefore assume that our preient method of operation was
satisfactory." It was hardly satisfactory to the Bureau. Carey, after hearing
Waterman's impressions of the meeting, concluded: "On the Whole, the ,
meeting with the President did not add anything particular to the whole
situation.""5

But something of possible importance had occurred in the earlier
meeting with Sherman Adams.. Waterman had been told to take the
initiative in bringing scientific matters to the President's attention and
invited to attend White Houk meetings where they wer iscussed, In
other words, as Carey interpreted Adaths's invitation, Wtèrman was to
"be available as the administration's general advisoroi matters scien-
tific." In fact, Waterman did attend several meetings of tfi Cabinet and
the National Security Council as an 5dviser.1" Obviously pleased by
this recognition and by what he interpreted as "warm approval" of the
Foundation's policies, he told his senior staff that the Budget Bureau
had "confirmed the opinion that the present coordination of basic
research in the Goverhment is good." The maintenance of good com-
munications with otler agencies through informal contacts of program
directors and division directors would enable NSF to meet its responsi-
bility for coordination.'"

Frustrated Bureau officials, seeing their moves stalemated, looked for
some other solution. Loweth told Colman "that the only course left to the
Bureau was to undertake the appraisal job itself," and this effort would
require NSF to furnish staff hoth to collect essential information and to
interpret it critically; but he supposedcertainly correctlythat Water-
man would decline to participate in the critical analysis.10'

Perhaps it wek such persistent pressure on a matter that Waterman
regarded as settled that led him to draw up a policy statement based on his
previous "understanding" with the Bureau and th ask the board to con-
firm it. The statement contained three general policy positions:

I . The Foundation is responsible for facilitating the coordination of programs
of basic research among the agencies of the Federal Government.
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(This facilitation,came through the exchange of information, both infor-
mally and systematically, between NSF and other agencies; the sharing oF
knowledge about pending research proposals and the sponsoring of spe-
cialized conferences served to prevent duplication and to stimulate needed
research.)

2. The National Science Foundation does notoattempl to exercise formal coor-
dinaang controls over Federal agencies in the planning or administration of basic
research programs.

(Each federal science agency should support basic research related to its
mission, and since each was the best judge of its needs it "would be
inappropriate[,] . . . impractical and unrealistic" to make NSF a central
coordinator.)

1 The Foundation is guided by the principle that there should not be cen-
tralization of Federal support or direction of basic research in a single agency.

("Centralized responsibility for the administration or direction of
Government-supported basic research' would impede progress through
restriction of freedom of inquiry by scientists and would impose avoidable
difficulties on, the agencies that must conduct or support research related
to their respective missions.") 109

Since the board wanted to announce these principles publicly, Water-
man asked Brundage if he thought the statement could "be improved to
conform to our agreement." Brundage did think Sq. Conceding that the
description of NSF's practices was consistent with their understanding in
March, he was afraid that the statement might cause a reader to infer "that
there is no overall executivebranch judgment applied tO individual agency
programs." Besides, the statement omitted several major policy responsi-
bilities imposed oR, NSF by its charter and the executive order. Waterman
responded that the statement applied only to coordination, and he agreed
that any public announcement should mention NSF's other.policy func-
tions. He also told Brundage's deputy, A. R. Jones, that questions raised
in a recent NSF budget hearing indicated that some Bureau officials still
did not understand the agency's "desirable policy" for dealing with "a
delicate subject among scientists.""°

If the Bureau did not understand the wisdom of NS,F's vi,ews on
coordination, in Waterman's opinion, neither did he think it properly
appreciated the need for more money for basic research. Conflicting
demands for military security and for economythreatened by 1957 to clap
a lid on government spending for uncommitted research. At thc samtiniC
Cold War budget requests fOr military applications and development
intensified the Administration's longing for guidance on ,ycientific and
technical matters. Waterman had agteed to "assume more leadership" on

35 7
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basic research policy and been inviteckto advise the President on scientific
matters. Giifen these circumstances Waterman should not have been
surprisedthough he had reason to be alarmedby the science section of
the Saturday Review of Fe,bruary 2, 1957. .

Vot quite everything in the section was repugnant to Waterman. The
science editor, John Lear, at least emphasized- the enormous disparity
between expenditures for military research and.those for basic science. But

° the thrust of the argumentin Lear's editorial, in his account of Water-
man's views on science policy as given in an interview, and particularly in
an article by Sidney Hymanwas that the President desperately needed
clear directions from a flew, high-level source to meet the "impending
crisis in the relationships between. science and American society.""' Lear
and Hyman had learned the substance of the Budget Director's memoran-
dum to the President recommending NSF leadership and also of Sherman
Adams's standing invitation to., Waterman to advise the President on
scientific matters. Yet tl.,;- dation, Hyman said, had done nothing to
fulfill its statutory duties Ortchase under the executive order to appraise the
impact of science on society or to develop national Science policy."2

Carey may have smiled to see the accusing finger pointed at Waterman,
but the leak of the Budget Director's memo and the reprinting, without
Carey's foreknowledge, of an article he had written Seven years before "
were not amusing. And it Must have stung to read a quedion that he and
his associates had long tried to ansWer: ". . . why hasn't the power of the
Bureau of the Budget been sternly invoked to require otheragencies
involved in science to consult with theNSF in the formulation of policy?';
Maybe,- Hyman concluded, a stronger hand was neededa Secretary of
Science in the Cabinet, or at least a Science Commission on the level of the
Budget Bureau, the Council of Economic Advisers, and the National
Security Council, and for Congress, a Joint Committee on Science.'"

Of more immediate concern to Waterman than the threat of centraliza-
tion of science policy or the creation of a department of science was the
danger to NSF's budget owing to tge costs of applied researcfi and devel-
opment. While- disclaiming any -NSF sesponsibility for bringing these
Mounting expendituresaunder control, he tried to safeguard federal bud-,

1))gets for agic research, and the Foundation's in particular, by urging the
use of o erations research and systems analysis methods in making budget
decisions on development and production, especially as they related to
defense hardware. In the spring of 4957 Waterman sought to convince
Hauge, Cutler, and Maxwell M. Rabb (secretary to the Cabinet) in the

\ White House, Brundage in the Budget Bureau, Donald Quarles in the
Defense Department, and H. Alexander Smith in the Senate of the possibility
of making large savings and preventing waste through modern techniques
made possible by digital computers. He told Cutler that these new methods

T"'"'
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would enable the government "to provide in mohey and effort for the
increasingly costly technological developmentsl that appear necessary kr
national security without endangering the natidn's economy." The solu-
tion of this problem, he insisted, did not lie in cutting back on basic
research, which "should be regarded as an investment, the precise spots
where high returns occur being unkrqiwn in advance.""

Pressure td hold the line on federal research support especially threat-
ened to squeeze basic research out of the defense program. The issue came

,

before the Cabinet early in August 1957 in a discussion, in wliich Water-
man participated, of a paper prepared by ,the Budget Bureau with the
Foundation's collaboration. Waterman had tried, not completely success-
fully, to influence Brundage to make a strong case for basic research, and
he got backing from the Science Advisory Cimmittee. Pleased by modifi-
cations of Brundage's recommendations as a result of the Cabinet discus-
sion, Waterman reported to Bronk that the result was "completely -satis-
factory," and Brolik agreed "that our position vis-a-vis the BOB had been
strengthened.""5

While the Cabinet paper-retained Brundage'S emphasis on the need for
deraftiffents and agencies to exercise greater selectivity ih their research
and development projects, and thus curtail further expansion, it did
emphasize that basic research was important "to our national security as
well as to our national welfare." Government support of basic research
should remain at least at existing levels; increases should be offset when
possible by reductions in applied research and development. As NSF
wished, the paper held that "Federal support of basic research, outside
Government laboratories, should continue to be concentrated in thd col-
leges and universities," and industries and private foundations should "be
encouraged to increase their support of basic research, especially in the

1"universities."6
Cabinet approval did not necessarily mean implementation. Soon after

the August 2 Cabinet meeting an air force cutback in basic research
support caused hardships in several universities, including the one, Johns
Hopkins, headed by a brother of the President. Waterman promptly
reported these clepartures from the Cabinet-approved reconimendations.
His intervention perhaps helped to repair some of thedamige j,aused by
the sudden termination of Research contracts."? At least it showed his and
the Foundation's continuing championing of the cause of basic science-
and of its nurturing universities?

* * *

Eleven days after the launching of Sputnik I Waterman submitted a
report to President Eisenhower entitled Basic ResearchA National
Resource. This statement of NSF's views on science policy had been long
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in the making, having its origin in Iludget DirectorJoseph Dodge's request
in 1953 for "a comprehensive study of the Nation's present effort and
needs in research and development."'

The Foundation had assumed from the outset that the report Nould
draw on the planned studies of research and research.support by govern-
ment, industry, and universities and other nonprofit institutions. The
gathering of this basic information provoked some quarreling within NSF
over the methods and responsibility for direction of the .studies. and
between NSF and the suppliers of inforAtion over reasons for the ques-
tions and the work required to answer them. To stop the domestic squab-
bles Waterman early in 1955 recruited a new assistant, James M. Mitchell,
an official for manpbwer and personnel in the Defense Department, and
gave him general oversight of the studies program. Some bending in
response to yigorous objections from a few universities and the Defense
Department and assurance okonfidentiality to industries enabled NSF to
gain substantial cooperation from the principal research performers and
supporters.119

Some early NSF conceptions of the "general report" tended to be
monumental, envisioning a publication running to at least 100,000 words,
perhaps to 'a million.'" In the event, the 64-page report, attractively
printed with large type and ample leading between the lines, was about
one-fifth the length of the early minimal estimate. It owed its factual base to
the thoughtful collection and arrangement of data by NSF's study direc-
tors, its attitudes especially to Waterman, and its clarity 6nd readability to
a talented science writer, John E. Pfeiffer.

Throughout most of 1956 confidential drafts of a report, prepared
within the Foundation, underwent staff criticism. Late in the year Water-
man and Mitchell decided to get Outside help and arranged with Pfeiffer to
put the material into more suitable form. Pfeiffer essentially finished his
assignment the following spring, and the manuscript moved unhurriedly
toward publication. While its printing before the launching of the Soviet
satellite forestalled, an even stronger plea for federal funds for tiasic
research, its delayed publication was otherwise fortunate in allowing NSF
to profit from,Lhat shocking event.121

Although 'a-terman had earlier conceived a fairly limited audience for
the reportheads of government agencies primarily, members of Con-
gress secondarilyhe was delighted to see the obviously broader appeal of
Pfeiffer's product.122 The main emphasis was on the federal government's
unavoidable responsibility to encourage and support basic research, but
the report also stressed the need for greater state support of academic
science, the desirability of stimulating private patronage thrOugh tax
incentives, and the importance of larger contributions from industry as
unrestricted research funds for universities.'" TheInundation's concern
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for traditional academic values was apparent too in a recommendation
urging "a minimum of restrictions on the freedom of the scientist and the
administration of his institution" and in another calling for a reduction in-
government contracts with universities for development projects and a
corresponding increase in government sponsorship of basic research."'

The report's title was well chosen. Basic ResearchA National
Resource Vas "designed to donvey in nontechnical language the meaning
of basic research in science and how important it is to the Nation in its
concern for its economy, the health of its citizens, and its defense." It
recalled, for example, Bush's argunient in ScienceThe Endless Frontier
that the nation.had to develop its own scientific knowledge if its industrial
products were to be competitive in wodd markets. And the report dwelt at
length on the formidable challenge to ArnericarLsecurity posed by Russia's
progress in science and technology. The development of new American
products and new American weapons alike depended on the establishment
of favorabletonditions and more founds for the growth of basic research in
the United States.125

The report did not discuss science education directly or shortages of
scientists and engineers; in fact, it insisted that many competent scientists
were unable to obtain backing for their good proposals. Still, as a New
York Times editorial pointed out, the report's objectives implied increased
national"emphasis on science at all levels of education, both to ensure an
adequate supply of trained scientists and engineers and to give laymen an
understanding of science as a cultural activity. As a Times news story also
mentioned, the report seemed likely to serve as a guide to the Administra-
tion in drawing up an action program to meet the Soviet challenge.'"
Certainly the report summed up well the views on policy for science the
Foundation had accumulated during its formative years and provided a
reasoned argumenk for the agency's rapid growth in the years ahead.
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In the summer of 1957 a close studenj of the Foundation's history
referred to the agency's early years as a period of "lusty growth."'

To anyone familiar with the flush times that began a,few months later
and lasted for a decade, "lusty" surely seems excessive. But while hind-
sight corrects, it also distorts. Viewed from the perspective of August
1957a tithe of government emphasis on economy and practicalitythe
grom/th of NSF, dedicated as it waslo the suppoit of pure science, had
been substantial. .

That growth had occurred under conservative leadership. If either
Frank Graham (Harry.Truman's first bhoice) or Lloyd Berkner (William
Golden's) had been NSF's,first director, the agency would have been
quite different from the one formed under Alan Waterman's guidance.
For despite the part-time National Science Board's authority to deter.:
mine NSF policy, the founding legislation had endowed the full-t e
director with substantial power: Graham would have tried to app
knowledge from the social sciences as well as the natural to the nation's,t-
problems, and Beikner would have emphasized interdisciplinary "big
science" efforts rather than small projects housed in traditional academic
settings. Perhaps under such direction the Foundation would not have
endured for sern years as an independent agency, but it would have
caused some excitement while it lasted.

Waterman lacked their venturesomeness and zeal. He watched for
trouble around the corner. His fear of coriuption of basic research by
applied probably had much to do with the Foundatio0 exceeding caution
in extending support to the social sciences and perhaps to some neglect of
engineering relative to the physical and life sciences. He insisted, however,
that NSF must have its hand in all important areas of the natural sciences.
As a general-purpose science agency it had a duty to support able scientists
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in all fields even if their research needs were being met rather well by such
mission agencies as the Atomic Energy Commission and the National
Institutes of Health. Converselyand this belief did not spring simply
from worry about NSF's giving offense lo powerful rivalshe held that
mission agencies should support fundamental research that seemed to
have relevance to their functions.

But while the Foundation championed a plural system of federal
research suppont, the huge growth of expenditures for military science and
technology and for the conquest of disease intensified the need for central-
ized oversight and coordination of that system. NSF might have done
more than it did to help the Budget Bureau perform this function; yet it
probably could not have done what the Bureau called for without actually
being made an arm of-the Bureau and being placed in the Executive Office
of the President. In any event, someone other than Waterman would have
been required for the purpose. Convinced that science policy must come
from the scientific community, not from Washington, he was really a
spokesman for basic science and its protector in the government, not an
instrument serving the short-term goals of a political Administration.

Waterman was determined to keep the Foundation out of partisan
politics. While he encouraged board members td influence their friends on
Capitol Hill in NSF's behalf, he avoided building close ties with Congress.
Not wanting to make enemies, he did not make many powerful congres-
sional friends either, or at least new ones. He likewise avoided partisan
entanglements with the White House, though he established direa lines of
communication there which helped him deflect Budget Bureau aims for his
agency. President EisenhoWer showed his satisfaction with Waterman's
performance by reappointing him in 1957 for a second six-year term as
director.

NSF's two-headed structure was an unusual one for a federal agency,
but the director and board worked harmoniously during the Foundation's
formative years. Occasionally a board member complained that the so-
called policy-making body merely ratified the recommendations of the
director and his staff; perhaps the board could do more to develop national
science policynot simply Foundation policyif it had a staff of its
own.2 But the board remained generally content to follow Waterman's
advice and agreed with hiin that its main functions were to advocate
more support of basic research, to ensure an adequate supply of scientific
'manpower, and to guard the independence and health of colleges and
universities,

NSF program directorsthe key persons in the agency's operations
often haleacademic values different from those of university presidents on
the boardprofessorial rather than institutional and administrativeand
they were even more ardent advocates of support for basic research in their
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disciplines. Science policy to a program director meant most of all more
money for his field of science. Even if he were a permanent member of the
staff rather than a "rotator" on a year's leave from a university, a research
program director maintained close association with working scientists
throughout the country and regarded them as his colleagues. He might be
inclined to push the development of a particular area of his,discipline,
rather than react evenhandedly to proposal pressure from all areas, and he°
might foster a promising interdisciplinary connection with another field;
but like Waterman he believed that science policy should respond to
scientists' needs.

The professional scientific staff emphasized high-quality science, that
which the peer-review system judged most worthy of support. The limited
amount of money available for research support during NSF's early
years reinforced the emphasis on quality. Although small budgets par-

C'celled out in individual project grants added a seemingly insignificant
amount to research money available through other sources, NSF pro-
gram directors believed tlidt their funds made a large difference through
supporting the best science and the best scientists. Unashamed of being
called elitists, the program officers cultivated their agency'g growing
reputation as a foundation dedicated to excellence, not unlike such coun-

. terparts in the private realm as Ford and Rockefeller.
Respect for academic values and for the scientist's freedom from

restraints other than those required by his discipline underlay another
Foundation characteristicbelief in simplicity of research adniinistra-
tion. There was even some thought at first that NSF scientific program
directors could handle the administration of their grants. But the wish to
be simple, to give the best scientists the means to work unhampered by
outside rules, was of course impossible for a federal agency disbursing
taxpayers' money tp support research that had no clearly practical use.
The spending of the money had to be accounted far, and while noncon-
forming bureaucrats on NSF's staff resisted the trend, they could only
slow the growth of uniform regulatory procedures. The principles that
NSF was supporting science rather than the institutions where science was
done, and that basic research was a normal function of universities and
that they should share in its costs, ruined hopes for simplicity.

Some modifications in the Foundation's dominating ideas and its ways
of operating came along- with larger budgets and more confidence in the
agency's survival. Program officers in the biological sciences group began
to advocate broader and more flexible kinds of support than grants for

"IPL
individual projects. The requirements of some areas of science for expen-
sive instruments and facilities brought significant departures from the first
patterns of research support, causing worry among partisans of academic
little science and among scientists fearful of 9_entralized planning and
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control. The Foundation's coordinating responsibilities for U.S. participation
in the International Geophysical Year gave NSF a strong push into big
science and toward greater participation in international cooperative
activities. And a force external to sciencecongressional pressure
impFlledVie Foundation into a new and much larger role than it wanted in
the imProvement of precollege science education.

The issues that had dominated the long debate over the Foundation's
creation had largely subsided by the end of 1957 or lay dormant. The
question of ownership of patents developed through NSF research sup-
port had proved to be negligible for an agency sponsoring only basic
rekarch. The social sciences had won a recognized place in the Founda-
tion's research and fellowship programs, though still a small and some-
what limited one. The digtribution of research funds remained an issue,
thougli more institutional than regional or demographic. The issue of
basic research versus applied had been settled by the act of 1950 and by
Waterman's determination to restrict NSF support to uncommitted
research; support for "engineering sciences" and for social sciences that
met rigorous standards of "objectivity, verifiability, and generality"
exemplified the dedication to scientific purity.

The main issue of the legislative debate, control of the Foundation, had
resufted in a compromise which had proved workable. It functioned
smoothly because the first director had the confidence and support of his
part-time board. Although he served two mastersthe Administration of
which he was a part and the scientific communityhis principal loyalty
was to science, especially academic science. Waterman spent long years in
government service, but the values that set the course of his direction of the
Foundation grew mainly out of his academic life.

NSF's academic connection can hardly be overemphasizied. A staff
member who knew the Foundation well wrote that "there is something of
the scholarly aura of the campus about it; and the chief fear of its friends
and supporters is that as the Foundation becomes larger and more

° influential, it may slip into the bureaucratic mold."3 Yet, of Waterman's
"three goals for NSFthe advancement of science, the development of
the individual scientist, and the strengthening of institutions where sci-
ence is done and taughtonly the first two got much attention during
the agency's formative years. One need not suspect .that the onetime
associate professor distrusted university department heads, deans, and
presidents; rather, he believed that sound judgments of scientific merit
could be made only for individuals, not groups, and that no more than
federal officials should campus administrators "mastermind" the erea-
tive work on which the progress of science depended. But after seven
years as director he was beginning to acknowledge that individual project
grants, no matter how effective for supporting the best s nce, were not
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a means of securing the health of institutions and in fact sometimes
sapped it. In'the years just ahead he would accept arguments from the
staff and from spokesmen for higher education for new programs of insti-
tutional support.

Characteristically, however, Waterman would approve the idea of
institutional support with deliberate caution. He would continue, as in his
first years at NSF and earlier at ON R, to build slowly and surely. He was
content with small gains because his ambition was to establish a permanent
federal agency for fundamental science. That, more than personal renown,
would be his legacy.

As a patron of pure science, NSF had gained valuable experience in its
formative years. Its championing of excellence had won the praise of
university scientists and administrators, of their professional societies, and
of studerets in training for scientific careers. It had gained a secure place as
the only general-purpose federal science agency. Its avoidance of responsi-
bility to develop policy for the application of science to government's
problems meant that the Administration would have to look elsewhere for
policy guidance after the Soviets stunned the nation and intensified those
problems by putting Sputnik I in orbit on October 4, 1957. Otherwise, the
Foundation was well prepared to undertake the large tasks of fostering
scientific research and education that loomed ahead.
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Appendix 1
Executive Order (10521) Concerning

Government Scientific Research

Whereas the security and welfare of the United States depend increasingly
upon the advancement of knowledge in the sciences; and

Whereas useful applications of science to defense, humanitarian, and other
purposes in the Nation require a strong foundation in basic scientific knowledge
and trained scientific manpower; and

Whereas the admi istration of Federal scientific rrearch programs affecting
institutions of learnin must be consistent with the preservation of the strength,
vitality, and independen f higher education in the United States; and

Whereas, in order to conserve fiscal and manpower resources, it is necessary
that Federal scientific research programs be administered with all practicable
efficiency and economy; and

Whereas the National Science Foundation has been established by law for the
purpose, among others, of developing and encouraging the pursuit of an appro-
priate and effective national policy for the promotion of basic research and educa-
tion in the sciences:

Now, thereiore, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the
United States, it is hereby ordered as follows:

SECTION 1. The National Science Foundation (hereinafter referred to as the
Foundation) shall from time to time recommend to the President policies for.
the Federal Government which will strengthen the national scientific effort and
furnish guidance toward defining the responsibilities of the Federal Government
in the conduct and support of scientific research.

SEC. 2. The Foundation shall continue to make comprehensive studies and
recommendations regarding the Nation's scientific research effort and its resources
for scientific activities, including facilities and scientific personnel, and its fore-
seeable scientific needs, with particular attention to the extent of the Federal
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Government's activities and the resulting effects upon trained scientific personnel.
In making such studies, the Foundation shall make full use of existing sources
of information and research facilities within the Federal Government.

SEC. 3. The Foundation, in conce°rt with each Federal agency concerned, shall
review the scientific research programs and activities of the Federal Government
in order, among other purposei, to formulate methods for strengthening the
administration of such programs and activities by the responsible agencies, and
to study areas of basic research where gaps or undesirable overlapping oc sup-
port may exist, and shall recommend to the heads of agencies concdning the
support given to basic research.

SEC. 4. As now or hereafter authorized or permitted by law, the Foundation .
shall be increasingly responsible for providing support by the Federal Govern-
ment for general-purpose basic research through contracts and grants. The con-
duct and support by other Federal agencies of basic research in areas which are
closely related to their missions is recognized as important and desirable, especially
in response to current national needs, and shall continue.

SEC. 5. Thq Foundation, in consultation with educational institutions, the
heads of Federal agencies, and the Commissioner of Education of the Department
of Health', Education, and Welfare, shall study the effects upon educational insti-
tutions of Federal policies and admihistration of contracts and grants for scientific
research and development, and shall recommend policies and procedures which
will promote the attainment of general national research objectives and realization
of the research needs of Federal agencies while safeguarding thc strength and
independence of the Nation's institutions of learning.

SEC. 6. The head of each Federal agency engaged in scientific research shall
make certain that effective executive, organizational, and fiscal practices exist to
ensure (a) that the Foundation.is consulted on policies concerning the support
of basic research, (b) that approved scientific research programs conducted by the
agency are reviewed continuously in order to preserve priorities in research efforts
and to adjust programs to nieet changing conditions without imposing unnecessary
added burdeiis on budgetary and other resources, (c) that applied research and

ldevelopment shall be undertaken with sufficient consideration of the under ying
basic research and such other factors as relative urgency, project costs, and aila-
bility of manpower and facilities, and (d) that, subject to considerations of security
and applicable law, adequate dissemination shall be made within the Federal
Government of reports on the nature and progress of research projects as an aid
to the efOciency and economy of the overall Federal scientifie research program.
t SEC. 7, Federal agencies supporting or engaging in scientific research stall,
3/ith the assistance of the Foundation, cooperate in an effort to improve the
methods of classification and reporting of scientific research projects and activi-
ties, subject to the requirements of security information.

SEC. 8. To facilitate the efficient use of scientific research equipment and facili-
ties held by Federal agencies: -

(a) the head of each such agency engaged in scientific research shall, to the
extent practicable, encourage and facilitate the sharing with other Federal agencies
of major equipment and facilities;

(b) a Federal agencyy1 shall procure new major equipment or facilities for
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scientific research purposes only after taking suitable steps to ascertain that the
need cannot be met adequately from existing inventories or facilities of its own or
of other agencies; and

(e) the Interdepartmental Committee on Scientific Research and Devel-
opment shall take necessary steps to ensure that each Federal agency engaged
directly in scientific research is kept informed of selected major equipment and
facilities which could serve the needs of more than one agency. Each 'Federal
agency possessing such equipment and facilities shall maintain appropriate records
to assist other agencies in-arranging for their joint use or exchange.

SEC. 9. The heads of the respective Federal agencies shall make such reports
concerning activities within the purview a this order as may be required Ey the
President.

DWIGH-T D. EISENHOWER.
THE WHITE HOUSE,
March 17,1954.
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Peer 1?eviw in the Earth
Sciences Program*

BENSON: . .. When I came in '56, Earth Sciences included the whole shebang
from the core to the top of the ionosphere, solid, liquid, and gaseous, in what are
now the three sections of DES [Division of Environmental Sciences].And we had
about $450,000 for the year. And, incidentally, we had about $1.7 million worth
of proposals at that time. So we had roughly about one dollar in four requested,
just about the same ratio as today. In FY 1975 we will have spent approximately
$13 million on solid earth alone (with, roughly the same amount for the other
two sections). We had between $40 and $45 million worth of proposals-Hn other
words, about one dollar out of every four requested!

JME: The more things change, the more they stay the same in some respgcts.
BENSON: That fluctuation has not been large. We have never had less than

one dollar out of five or more than one dollar out of three. Most of the time in
the 19 and a half years I've been here we . . . have given out somewhere between
25 and 30 percent of the dollars requested.

JME: Peer review, of course, is one of the big topics of conversation around
NSF, and has always been. I'd like to find out a little bit about your experience
with the peer review system, how it's opetated in your piograms, and bow you
think it has operated in some other research programs in the Foundation.

BENSON; O.K. I guess in many respects I'm one of the le4ding exponents of
the peer review system around here; and believe in it, but "peer review" is a term
that is used to cover a multitude of actual processes. All it means, of coursejs

*Excerpts from an interview with William E.*In June 12, 1975.
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opinion by ones equals or peers.And the peer review system of NIH, for example,
is not the same as the peer review system of NSF, not only in details but,in one
very important aspect in that NIH peer review is not just peer judgment but almost
peer decision. The study sections can be overruled but not easily, whereas here in
NSF the system is peer advice. Now peer advice in NSF is actually given in four
or five ways. We tend to forget that. The two most important are probably the ad
lioc mail reviews and the panels. And different programs use a different mix. Whiph
is a long introduction to discussing how do we do it and how did we grow up.

When I came, procedures were still very fluid, and I sat down with King Hubbert,"
who was chairman of the Earth Sciences Advisory Patent thattime, I did this
during the six-month, period that I was assistant program director, and Kirk
Stephenson [the program director) wasn't involved. Kirk actually was in poor
health _when I came (although how poor none of us realized). Anyway, King and
I sat down and decided that the Only way to approach my job was to assume that
I was totally incompetent to do it. This was a perfectly reasonable assumption,
because t,emember I told you that Earth Sciences in those days inclutled solid,
liquid, and gaseous earthfrom the core to the top of the ionosphere. And there
wasn't Or isn't anybody who could cover all that by himself. And in NSF it is
really the program director's decision that counts. Of course, officially he only
recommends, but If his recommended decision is not illegal, immoral, or fattening
it's going to stick. And we used to fight to establish this right in the old days.
Every once in a while somebody from the old Grants Office would say, "Hey,
you know, these reviews don't look very good ofi that proposal," and we'd say,
"It's nonq of your business. It's the professional judgment of the scientist in charge
that this grant should be made, and if it has three poor reviews, you don't know
whether the 'others are any good or not." °So it was really up to the program
director, and to do his job properly he damn well needed the best advice possible.
We (King and I) .decided there are two primary ways of getting it: the ad hoc
mail review and the advisory panel, and we elected Co go both routes. Some
programs already were leaning to the ad hoc mail review as the main review,
and some programs were leaning toward the panel as the primary. But we decided
that both were valuable, ai4a t a combination would be the best. Ad hoc mail
reviews are Very good in getting tached expert opinion', but a mail reviewer
is looking only, at one propbsal. He doesn't know what the total budget is;
he doesn't know what it's in competition with; he doesn't know a lot of Otlier
factors; and therefore all he can do is give an isolatecfopinion of that proposal.
Also, since we are all htiman, his rating of that proposal can vary from day to day,
unless he is a super-objective guy. (If his breakfast didn't agree with him, or he had
a fight with'his wife, he's apt to be more critical than if it's a beautiful day, and
the birds are singing, and everythMg else is going line.) So it's not so mticii what;
box they checkgood, very goad, or excellenfbut the actual comments that
are the most valuable parts of the mail review. Then we have the panel, and if
we're wise in choosing a good, brbad-gauged pailel that covers all of the discipline,
it add a dimension to the mail reviews. These are available at the panel meeting,
and the pros and cons are discussed. That's when the mail reviews reach their
maximum utility, and everybody who has an input Makes it at that time and shame
on him if he doesn't! That includes the staff (in the early 'days Itist me). For
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example, one of us may have just made a site visit to that particular university
and may say, "Look, the reviewers have raised points that sound rather critical,
but I happen to know the guy has already taken care of this objection." Crank
that and all other information in and finally the panel takes a quality vote and we
establish a relative order of priority, which is their final advice, on,the matter.
Do we differ from that priority? Sometimes, but Only with very good reason.
Because I have always figured that if I think that something is good or bad,
but that after a complete discussion (including the mail reviews) the panel is still
against my opinion, then I'd better re-evaluate that opinion. So it's a gray day in
September when we go against that priorkty order, becauge it really has been
evolved not just by an independent panel vote; but by a vote that has taken into
account all of the discussion and all of the mail reviews too. On the other hand,
when we do go against it, we always tell the panel at the next meetingthat's
one thing that I have always done right from the very beginning.

Some programs have used their panels largely for policy advice, but we con-
cluded early in the game that the Supreme Court has been very wige in refusing
to decide an issue in vacuo bat glways demanding a test case. In our experience,
the best advice that the panel has provided, other than screening proposals, has
been because they have screened the proposals. Either the principle came up and
was raised in somebody's mind as a result of a particular proposal, or, if a ques-
tion was raised to the panel by staff, rating the proposals had provided a better
baseline for the discussion. In other words, they saw'what the bread-and-butter
operation of the program actually was.

JME: But at the same time did not try to be program directors themselves.
BENSON: That's right, but they had been involved in the input to the decision-

making; they had a more intimate knowledge of what we in Earth Sciences were
doing, and therefore we felt that there was a better baseline for giving policy
advice, as well as for the screening. That is the way we have operated the peer
review system in Earth Sciences, essentiVIly from the time I mite. There have,
of course, been minor modifications because of increase in volume. We tried,
for a while, going to the system that some programs or sectiont have used,
namely,' referring only the "middle" group of proposals to the panel, but the
panel preferred to see the whole spectrum. Instead, wethave split into sub-panels
so that all members don't see all proposals, but each sees the entire range within
a'sub-digcipline. Again, this was largely the panel's own choiceto' provide a
proper kind of a baseline.

To go back to, the one dollar granted out of four requested, not only has
it stayed pi-btty conkant4ut so has the quality. If you had a quality graph
a graph of the quality of propbsalsyowwould get a Gaussian curve with a peak
near the middle and tapering on eitheofind. About 10 or 15 percent of the pro-
posals are gold-platedyou would almost steal the money to fund themand
about 10 or 15 percent are dogs, and you woutdn't fund them no matter how
much money you had; and the rest sort of peak in' the middle. If you had about
two-thirds Of the dollars requested you wouldn't be ashamed at anything you'.
would support. More than about two-thirds of the dollars requested you'd start
getting into things that intellectually you'd feel pretty leery about defending. Now
I said only 10 or 15 percent are "dogs".; the difference betimen that and the
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"two-thirds" we'd like to support is involved in budget fat and a kAL things like
that, and proposals that might be all right but that you;d really hite toefend on
a real quality basis.

ME; Did geographic distribution play much part in your decisions on those
borderline cases?

BENSON:.0h, yes. On borderline cases, certainly. But of course we were
never very low in the quality 'scale. But to go back for a moment to the panel
operations. It turned out that it-doesn't waste the panel's time yery much to
see all the proposals as opposed to just the "middle" ones, Because you don't
spend rntich.time at the meetings discassing either extreme. If a prdposal-comes
through with all very good to excellent reviews and the budget looks all right
i.e., the "gold-plated" proposalswe often don't even bother reading the mail
reviews.

JME: But at least they have seen the first-rate proposals. \
BENSON: They have seen the 'spectrum; they havea much, better basis for

judgment: and it doesn't waste that much time to do the whole thing. It's the
same way with the very bad ones. As a matter of fact, some of the very bad
onev are kind of fun to read. Especially the very fewand it's surprisingly fe*
crackpot proposals that do come in. Randal Robertson* used to like to ft.e e the

crackpots. I think secretly he enjoyed writing letters to them and sparring with
them, and we always used to encourage him to so we wOuldn't have to. But every
once in a while a real oddball would come in because the fellow had sent it through
his.Congressman. It would usually come over with the "Hey, what'll I tell this
guy?" type of letterthe Congressman's office knew it was crackpot, too. But
Sometimes it was a proposal as well as just a letter. I remember one that came
in and Randal said, "What are we going to do with this?': And I said, "Look,
Randal, you have already replied to this and said we will evaluate it in the normal
manner of the Science Foundation." He said, "Well, can't we just decline it by'
staff review?" I said, "Your letter went back through Congressman so-and-so's
office, saying we were going to'review it,co we're going to review it." "Oh, they'll
think we're 'crazy sending theyroposal out." I said, "No, Randal, I'llAend it
out." "Who are you going to send it to?" Well, I named four people, such as
Bob Sharp and Harry Hess, all ex-chairmen of our advisory panel. Randal said,
"But those people! They'll think you're crazy!" I said, "No, they. won't. They'll
get a big bang out of it." So we always used to do that. The only hazard was
that every once in a while, just for the hell of it, one of them would take a
crackpot proposal and give it an "excellent" rating and write a humorous review.

BENSON: : But, back to the geographic distributionI'm sure that in
delving into the burrows of the past you have found Alan Waterman's stated
policy on this, namely, that quality comes first, and then other things being equal,
geographic distribution would come in. Certainly that played a significant role
when we were in the cut-off area, and, remember, the cut-af area was still high
quality. The cut-off area in the early dayS was around 40-45 percent of thp pro-

*Assistant Director for Mathematical, Physical, and Engineering ScienceS, 1958-61;
Associate Director for ReseAch, 1961-70.
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posals by number. (That is not inconsistent with my one dollar out of four ratio,
because you can fund more smalrprOP-Osals than you can large proposals.) So we
Were funding Maybe 40 percent of the proposals by number that came in. And
wherrthere- was money eno gh, say, for one more proposal and there was a choice
of proposals of equal lity, one was from M.I.T. and one from Jonesboro

ui
Teachers College, tocoin a name, wil always gave it to Jonesboro:Teachers College.

JME: I guppose there probably is a somewhat betterrgeographic distribution
:of strength in earth sciences than there is in some other fields.

BENSON: Yes, and also quite a diffewce from *gram to program. For
example, there's a much wider geographic distribution in straight geology than
there is in geophysics. There are good -reasons for this. Modern geophysics is
newer, is not taught in as many schools. It's spreading out more, but it7s never
going to spread as far as geology, because it's 'mire expensive, and the small
schools aren't going to be able to afford a lot of the sophisticated types of gear
that are needed. But there's 'a lot of good geofogy that can pe done relatively
cheaply. So we get more geology proposals from small schools. You know, some
of the critics of the peer °review system _are really criticizing in vacuo. They've
never,seen the system in operation 'and the accusations that they throw are about
180 degrees out of, phase with reality. For example, from the very first we have
always had someone,on Our advisory panel who is the defender of the young guy
getting a start, and he doesn't Usually have to fight very hard. A decent proposal
from a young investigator starting out in an obscure or small school has a better
than average chance of getting funded. lt always happens that way. lit the geology
program (where it's easiest to have that kind of a distribution) about 15 percent
of our proposals by number come from small,sclrools, small colleges, and, about
30 percent' a our grants go there. , 0

J ME: I think there's an enormous amount of sympathY for the young unsup-
ported investigator.

BENSON,: That's sight! Far from being self-congratulatory and back-slapping
the panel is always harder on the top people, in the profession. "Why, this is
from so-and-so who"

e JME: "He ought to do better than that!" .
BENSON: "He ougiit lo do much better than that,- and by God if he can't

do better than that you -better send it back to him and tell him to rewrite it!".
It's just the reverse of what some of the critics are saying.

JME: How have you gone about picking members of your advisory panel?
BENSON: That was another thing that King Hubbert and I discussed early in

the game. We felt that there should be two things that the panel ought to have:
lt ought to have an independent mind (i.e. not be a "captive committee), and
it ought to have continuity without being a self-perpetuLing bOdy. So we evolved'
a system whereby the continuity was provided by rotating a third of the members
off each year. Then at the fall meeting, the second meeting of each year, we
would pick a nominating committee from peopte who know khe Foundation
either panel alumni or divisional committee alumni. And either the chairman
or I would write to them and say, "O.K., the following people are going off
rthe panel. Here's a list of all people who've been on the panel, and here's the

' current panel. Keeping in mind such things as geographic distribution, repre-

. 3
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sentation from industry, small schools, etc., give us a slate of nominees of three
guys for each vacancy." Then at the spring panel meeting the.panel and the'
staff would establigh a priority order of these nominations for new members.
After about six or seven years we finally had to abandon the tlominating com-
mittee business, because it was getting a little too complicated. So we short-
cut it to a discussion.by both panel and staff as to who should replace "grad-
uating" members. In other words, the panel does not choose its own successors
but they do have a strong voice in recommending who those successors will be.
And, conversely, I couldn't put somebody on the panel that everybody else
thought was a dog. In other words, it can't be a captive committee nor can it
be self-perpetuating. We thipk those two things are very important.

Now, over thears,'épeeiafl io the.earlier days, the Earth Sciences panel
had a reputation of being one'of the hardest working, most obstreperous, most
annoying panels around, and undoubtedly the one that had the highest esprit
de corps. And I'm sure it's because they have always felt they were doing a real
job.

7
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3 Paul Scherer to Bush, n.d. (about Aug. 30, 1947); John H. Teeter to Bush, Sept. 18,

1947, Bush MSS, Box 110, fik 2617.
4 E.g., John T. Connor to Bush, Aug. 7, 1947, Bush M$S, Box 27, file 620; Bethuel M.

Webster to Bush, Sept. 12, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 117, file 2806.
'Howard A. Meyerhoff, "The Truman Veto," Science, Vol. 10,6 (Sept. 12, 1947),.p. 237.
'Webster to Editor, New York Times, Aug. 7, 1947, clipping; Webster to Bush, Sept. 12,

1947, Bush MSS, Box 117, file 2806. Webster's letter was published in the Times on Aug. I I,
1947.

7 Science, Vol. 106 (Nov. 7, 1947), pp. 444-45.
Meyerhoff to Webster (copy), Dec. 2, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 117, file 2806. This file also

contains correspondence between Bush and Webster on the Science statement and copies of
letters Webster received from a number of its readers.
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Webster to Bush, Nov. 10, 1947; Case to Webster (copy), Nov. 18, 1947, Bush MSS,
Box 117, file 2806.

'° Memorandum of Conference with the President on Sept. 24, 1947, Bush MSS, Box
119, file 2856.

" Dael Wolfle, "The Inter-Society Committee for a National Science Foundation:
Report for 1947," Science, Vol. 106 (Dec 5, 1947), p.51.2.

"Shapley to Bush, Nov. 5, 12, 25, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 102, file 2403; Shapley to H.
Alexander Smith, Nov. 12, 20, 1947, Smith MSS, Box 132; Shapley to Willis H. Shapley
Nov. 5, 1947; W. H. Shapley to [Miner B.] Staats, Nov. 7, 1947; Charles B. Stauffacher to
Director, Nov. 21, 1947; Harlow Shapley to James E. Webb, Nov. 25, 1947; Staats to
Director, Nov. 28, 1947; Harlow Shapley to Staats, Dec. 7, 1947, BOB, Series 47.I-NSF
Act of 1948; Science and Public Policy: A Report to the President,V ol. I, A Program for the
Nation (Washington, Aug. 27, 1947), p. 35.

" St au ffache r to Director, Nov. 21, 1947; Harlow Shapley to Staats, bec. 7, 1947, BOB,
Series 47.I-NSF Act of 1948; Shapley to Bush, Dec. 7, 1947; Shapley, Memorandum on
Morse Amendment to S. 526, Dec. 7, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1912.

" Harlow Shapley, Through Rugged Ways to the Stars (New York, 1969).
" Dad Wolflq, "Inter-Society Committee for a National Science Foundatiqn: Report of

the Meeting of December 28, 1947," Science, Vol. 107 (March 5, 1948), pp. 235-36.
"Bush to Shapley, Dec. 10, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 102, file 2403.
"Teeter to Bush, Sept. 18, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 110, file 2617; Charles F. Brown to

Bush, Nov. 18, Dec. 17, 23, 1947, Bush MSS, Box k6, file 358; Shapley to Bush, Nov. 25,
1947, Bush MSS, Box 102, file 2403; Stauffacher to Brown, Dec. 15, 1947, Bush MSS,
Box 16, file 358; Stauffacher to Donald C. Stone and Staats, Dec. 17, 1947; Stone to Direc-
tor, Dec. 17, 1947, BOB, Series 47.I-NSF Act of 1948.

"Shapley to Bush, Dec. 7, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 102, file 2403; Stauffacher to Director,
Nov. 21, 1947; Harlow Shapley to Staats, Dec. 7, 1947; Stauffacher to Stone and Staats,
Dec. 18, 1947; Staats to Director, Dec. 19, 1947, BOB, Series 47.I-NSF Act of 1948.

"Clipping, BOB, Series 47.I-NSF Act of 1947; Bush to Conant, Sept. 5, 1947, Bush
MSS, Box 27, file 614.

20 Bush, Memorandum of Conference with the President on Sept. 24, 1947, Bush MSS,
Box 119, file 2856; Truman to Bush, Oct. 1, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 112, file 2675; Bush to
James Forrestal, Sept. 10, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 59, file 1403; Bush to Webster, Nov. 13,
1947, Bush ,11.4 SS, Box 117, file 2806; P[aul] S[cherer] to Bush, Aug. 28, 1947, Bush MSS,
Box 93, file 2144; Teeter to Bush, Aifg. 29, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 110, file 2611.

2' "Controversial Points, Science Foundation Bills," Nov. 25, 1947; Carey to Staats,
Oct. 31, 1947, BOB, Series 47.I-NSF Act of 1948; Teeter to Bush et al., Dec. 24, 1947,
quoting Washington Report on the Medical Sciences, Dec. 15, 1947, p. 4, Bush MSS, Box
110, file 2617g

22 Staats to Director, Nov. 28, 1947, BOB, Series 47.I-NSF Act of 1948.
"Science, Vol. 106 (Oct. 24, 1942), pp. 385-87; Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. 3

(Dec. 1947), pp. 357 ff.
24 Teeter to Bush, Nov. 12, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 110, file 261.7.
25 Conant to Harriman (photostat), Nov. 5, 1947, BOB, Series 47.1-NSF Act of 1948.
"Teeter to Bush, Aug. 29, Sept. 18, Nov. 12, Dec. 29, 1947, Jan. 21, 1948; [Samuel

Callaway to Bush], Nov. 28, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 110, file 2617; Teeter to [Thomas P.]
Cooper, Nov. 5, 1947, NASULGC, NSF 1947 file; Teeter to A. B. Herman, Nov. 26, 1947,
Smith MSS, Box 131.

2' Webster to Bush, Dec. 3, 1947; Meyerhoff to Webster, Dec. 2, 1947, Bush MSS,
Box 117, file 2806.

2a Homer Smith to Bush, Dec. 4, 1947; Bush to Smith, Dec. 8, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 104,
file 2465.

"Teeter to Bush, Dec. 29, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 110, file 2617.
300n Teeter and land-grant officials, see Thackrey to Day, May 3, 12, 1948; Day tp

Thackrey, May 10, 1948, NASULGC, NSF 1948 file.
a' On negotiations between executive and legislative branches, see Smith to Charles'A.

Wolverton, Dec. 5, 1947; Wolverton to Smith, Dec. 9, 20, 1947; A. B. Herman to Smith,
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Dec. 22, 23, 1947, Smith MSS, Box 132; Stone to Director, Dec. 17, 1947; Carey to Staats,
Jan. 22, 1948; Staats to Director, Dec. 19, 1947, Jan. 27, 1948; Webb to Smith, March 15,

1948; Smith to Webb, March 24, 1948, BOB, Series 47.I-NSF Act of 1948; Teeter to Bush,
Dec. 24, 1947, Jark 21, March 17, 1948, Bush MSS, Box 110, file 2617; David H. Stowe to
Steelman, Jan. 6, March 8, 1948; Staats to Steelman, Jan. 27, 1948; Webb to Steelman, n.d.
(Jan. 29, 1948 stamp on memorandum, but it was written earlier), Truman Papers, Official
File, 192-E (1948), Box 681.

32 Cong. Record, 80th Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 5176-81 IMay 3, 1948), 5301-03 (May5, 1948);
Webb to Smith, May 5, 1948, ibid., p. 5434.

33 Day to Thackrey, Dec. II, 1947, Feb. 14, March 29, 1948; Thackrey to Day, Feb. 18,
April 5, 1948; H. P. Hammond to Day, Feb. 19, 1948; Hammond to Thackrey, Feb. 24,
1948; Thackrey to Hammond, Feb. 25, 1948; Thackrey to Thomas Cooper, March 3, 1948;
Day to Morse, March 29 (telegram), March 31, 1948; Morse to Day (telegram), March 30,
1948; Day to Smith, March 31, May 3, 1948; Day to Shapley, April 13, 1948; J. L. Morrill
to Thackrey, May 4, 1948, NASULGC, NSF 1948 file.

"Hearing before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Repre-
; sentatives, Eightieth Congress, Second Session on H. R. 6007 and S. 2385 (Washington,

1948), pp. 35-37; Carey to Staats, June I, 1948, BOB, Series 47.1-NSF Act of 1948.
'Condon to Solicitor, Department of Commerce, May 25, 1948, BOB, Series 47.1-

-NSF Act of 1948.
"Carey to Elmer [Swats], June 1, 1948, BOB, Series 47.1-NSF Act of 1948.
"Carey to Virgil [L. Almond], Jutte 8, 1948, BOB, Series 47.1-NSF Act of 1948.
" House Report No. 2233,80th Cong., 2d Sess., June 4, 1948.
32 Day to Morrill (telegram), June 3, 1948, NASULGC, NSF 1948 file.
'Charles A. MacQuigg to Day, June 5, 1948, NASULGC, NSF 1948 file.
" Carey to Staats, June 8, 1948,80B, Series 47.1-NSF Act of 1948.

W.D.C[areyb brief statement of information from Wolfle, June 17, 1948, and attached
papers on National Science Foundation Legislative Status, June 14, 1948, and Notes on
Current Developments, June 15, 1948, BOB, Series 47.I-NSF Act of 1948; Thackrey to
National Science Foundation Committee, June 9, 1948, NAS'ULGC, NSF 1948 file.

43 Carey statement and attachments cited in n. 42.
" Memorandum of phone call to Bush, June 17, 1948, Bush MSS, Box 85,Me 1912.

"Carey to Staats, Jan. 12, 1949, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.
" Day to Smith (copy), Aug. 24, 1948, NASULGC, NSF 1948 file.
" Day to Steelman, Nov. 13, 1948; Steelman to Day, Dec. 16, 1948, Truman Papers,

Official File, 192-E (1948), Box 681.
"Public Papers of the Presidents . . Harry S. Truman . . . 1949 (Washington, 1964),

p. 78.
"Staats to Director, Dec. 3, 1948, BOB, Seriet 47.16-NSF Act of 1949.
"Carey to Staats, Jan. 10, 1949, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.
3' Carey to Staats, Jan. I I, 1949, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.
32 Frederick C. Schuldt, J r. to Carey, Jan . 12, 1949, BOB,Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.
"Carey to Staats, Jan. 12, 1949, BOB, Series 47. It -NSF Act of 1949.
" Schuldt to files, Jan. 25, 1949, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.
"Ibid.
"Carey to Staats, Jan. 26, 1949; Rufus Miles and E. E. Ferebee to Staats, Jan. 27, 1949,

BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949. In using Condon's term "fat cats," Carey was
apparently referring to a few institutions of higher education, not federal science agencies.

" Frank Pace, Jr. to Elbert Thomas, Feb. 7, 1949oand attached "Suggested Drafting
Revisions in S. 247," Feb. 4, 1949, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.

"Carey to Staats, March 7, 1949, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.
" Sena te Report No. 90, 8Ist Cong., Ist Sess., March 3, 1949; Cong. Record, 8Ist Cong.,

1st Sess., p. 2767 (March 18, 1949).
"Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com-

merce . . . Eighty-first Congress, First Session on H. R. 12, S. 247, and H. R. 359 (Wash-

ington, 1949), pp. 151-55.
"Ibid., pp. 170, 171, 175-79, 188.
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"Carey to Staats (route slip), March 25, 1949; Paee to Priest, arch 29, 1949, BOB,
Series 47.1b-NSF,Act of 1949; Charles S. Murphy to John W. WC rmack, April S, 1949;
McCormack to Murphy, April 9, 1949, Murphy Files, Box 24, Truhian Library.

" House Report No. 796,8Ist Cong., 1st Sess., June 14, 1949. -

The Senate concurrently wrote into an appropriation bill a requirement that all appli-
cants for AEC fellowships be investigated by the FBI. Jewett wrote Bush that he did not
object to loyalty oaths for fellowship recipients but he did oppose clearante of applicants.
"If Congress sets such a pattern it will also inevitably crop up in Science Foundation fellow-
ship hwards if such a Foundation as you favor is established and then we will be in tbe race
started by the Nazis .and Moscow." Jewett to Bush, June '3, 1949, Bush MSS, Box 56,
file 1377.

"Teeter to Bush, June 3, 1949, Bush MSS, Box 110, file 417; Scherer to Bush, June 24,
1949Bush MSS, Box 21, file 475; Bush to Wadsworth, June 27, 1949, Bush MSS, Box 116,
file 2752; Lloyd N. Culler to Bush, July 29, 1949, Bush MSS, Box 30, file 677; Sisals to
MurphypJuly 13, 1949; Murphy to Sabath, July 23, 1949; LD to Murphy, Aug. 3, 1949,
Murphy Files, Box 24.

"Carey to Murphy, Aug 8, 1949, Murphy Files, Box 24; RPA to Steelman, Aug. 8,
1949, Truman Papers, Official File, I92-E, Box 682; Carey to files, Aug. 10, 1949, BOB,
Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949; Martin L. Fausold, James W. Wadsworth, Jr.: -The
Gentleman from New York (Syracuse, N.Y., 1975), pp. 377-78. a

"Staats to William F. McCandless, Sept. 6, 1949, Murphy Files, Box 24.
"Wadsworth to Bush, Oct. 12, 1949; Bush to Wadsworth, Oct. 13, 1949, Bush MSS,

Box 116, file 2752.
" Bush to Pace, Oct. 13, 1949, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.
" Pace to Bush, Nov. 21, 1949, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.
"Carey to Staats, Oct. 20, 1949, BOB, Series 47.lb-NSF Act of 1949.

Ibid.
"C. Spencer Platt to Ralph J. Burton, Oct. 24, 1949, BOB,Series 47.1b-NSF Act of

1949.

1949, and enclosure, Pace 10 Priest, May 24, 1949, BOB,"Pace to Wadsworth, Nov. 21,
Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.

"Wadsworth to Bugb, Dec
"Bush to Wadswort t. 7,
"Bush to Wadsworth,"Dec. 28,
" Ibid.
"Ibid.

1949, Bush MSS, Box 116, rile 2752.
28, 1949, Bush MSS, Bo 116, file 2752.

19 , Bush MSS, Box 116, file 2752.

"Fausold, Wadsworth, p. 394; Cong. Record, 81st Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 2406, 2410
(Feb. 27, 1950).

" Public Papers of the Presidents ... Truman... 1950, pp. 9, 84.
Staats to Steelman, Jan. 25, 1950, Truman Papers, Official File, 192-E, Box 682;

Cutler to Murphy, Feb. 6, 1950; Charles &Nylon to Murphy, Feb. 8, 1950, Murphy Files,
Box 24.

A delegation from the Engineers' Joint Council, after consultation with members of the
Rules Committee and other congressmen, told Staats that Crosser seemed to be waiting for
the White House to give him a signal to get the bill to the floor, and they urged prompt
action. A. A. Potter to Steelman,"Feb. 13., 1950; Schuldt to Staats, Feb. 15, 1950, BOB,
Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949. , r.

"Dael Wolfle, "A National Science Foundation: 1950 Prospects," Science, Vol. III
(Jan. 27, 19501, pp. 79-81; ibid., Vol. III (Feb. 24,49501, pp. 208-10. Charles Brown sug-
gested to Priest that the Inter-Society Committee's statement might be helpful in the
House debate, and Lloyd Cutler sent Priest several reprints. Cutler to Priest (copy), Feb. 24,
1950, Murphy Files, Box 24.

"Cong. Record, 8 1st Cong., 2d Sess. pp. 2516-25 (Feb. 28, 1950); Schuldt to Carey,
March 1, 1950, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.

"Cong. Record, 8 I st Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 2444-49 (Feb. 27, 1950).-
"Ibid., pp. 2442-44.
"Ibid., pp. 2426, 2428, 2436-40. Hinshaw's quoted remak appears on p.2439.
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" Ibid., p. 2529 (Feb. 28, 1950).
"Carey to Staats, March 3, 1950, BOB, Series 47.1 b-NSF.Act of 1949.
"Cong. Record, 8Ist Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 2578, 2581 (March I, 1950).
"Ibid., p. 2598.
" Ibid., pp. 2602-03.
92 Schuldt to Staats, March 1, 1950; Carey to Staats, March 2, 1950, BOB, Series 47.1 b-

NSF Act of 1949.
g3Goudsmit to Bush, March 2, 1950; Bu;li to Goudsmit, March 3, 1950, Bush MSS, Box

85, file 1913.
"Alfred N. Richards to the President, March 9, 1950, Truman Papers, Official File,

192-E, Box 682. Richards's letter and the council statement were published in Science, Vol.

I l I (March 24, 1950), p. 315.
"O. Openberg to Bush, April 3, 1950, and attached copy of telegram to Thomas and

Priest, March 28, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1913. Alexander Smith said he had "had
blasts from a number of different people on this subject, including President [Harold W.)
Dodds of Princeton, who feels that the House bill has gone muCh too far in requiring F.B.I.
loyalty checks." He asked Bush for specific language to correct the flaws. Smith to Bush,
March 13, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1913.

" Penciled note, J.T.S[teelman] [to Murphy?), March I; 1950, Murphy Files, Box 24.

s" Carey to Staats, March 2, 3, 1950, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.

"Brown to Bush, March 2, 1950; Cutler to Bush, March 3, 1950; Bush to McCormack, '
MarcW3, 1950; McCormack to Bush, March 6, 1950; Priest to Bush, March 8, 1950; Smith to
Bush, March 13, 1950; Bush to Smith, March 14, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1913; Smith to

Bush, April 1, 1950; Bush to Smith, April 3, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 104, file 2462.
"Brown to Bu.sh, March 2, 1950, and attached copy of Brown's memo to Felix Larkin,

March 2, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1913; Caro/ to Staats, March 3, 1950, BOB, Series
47.1b-NSF Act of 1949. Ford's letter to the conference committee, dated March 6, 1950,

appears in the conference report on S. 247, Cong. Record, 8Ist Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 5903-04;
the Defense Department's comments on the draft security provisigns, ibid., p. 5904
(April 27, 1950). The security provisions agreed on in conference appear ibid., p. 5901.

'Bush to O. Oldenberg, April 5, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1913.

'°' House Report No. 1958, and statement by House managers, published in C'ong.
Record, 8Ist Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 5899-5906 (April 2r7,. J950). The House acceptance appears

ibid., p. 5908, and the Senate, p. 5968.
Schuldt and James L. Grahl to Carey, April 27, 1959; Roger W. Jones to William J.

Hopkins, May 5, 1950, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949.

'°3Pub/ic Papers ...Truman ... 1950, pp. 338-39, 340.

Looking Backward, 1950-1945

Vannevar Bush, Pieces of the Action (New York, 1970), p. 65.

Chapter 6

' Bush to Jewett, May 20, 1947; Jewett to Bush, May 25, June 5, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 56,

file 1377; Ruebhausen to Richards (copy), May 20, 1947; Bush to Ruebhausen, May 23, 1947;

Ruebhausen to Bush, May 26, June 5, 1947; Jewett to Ruebhausen (copy), June 2, 1947;
Ruebhatisen to Jewett (copy), June 5,1947, Bush MSS, Box 100, file 2309; Bush to Richards,

May 23, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 97, file 2225; HomerV. Smith to Bush, June 9, 1947, Bush

MSS, Box 104, file it f15.
.

2 Bush to Paul Scherer and Fred Fassett, July 2, 1947, Bush MSSlox 85, file 1912; Bush

to Richards, July 7, 1947; RichaYds to Bush, July 14, 1947, Bust MSS, Box 97, file 2225.
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'Mimeographed sheet dated Nov. 18, 1945, showing nominees agreed on by the f(lAS
council on June 10, 1948, and April 24, 1949, which the counqil, on Oct. 23, 1949, agreed
to review. (Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1912.) All of the nominees were men, as were Bush's
suggested additions. Six on the Academy list were later among the first appointees to the .
National Science Board as was one of Bush's "public affairs" additions, Despite Bush's
suggestions, the Academy list submitted to the President in April 1950 contained the names
of all twenty-six scientists agreed on by the council the year before and no other persons.
The council decided to drop its "public affairs" nominees but offered to make them avail-
able if the President desired. Richards to President (copy), April 4, 1950, Truman Papers,
Official File, I92-E, Box 682.

Bush to President, March 3, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 119, file 2856. Bush had made a
similar proposal in 1947. (Bush to James E. Webb, April I, 1947, BOB, Series 47.I-NSF
Act of 1947.) This brought a laugh from J. Donald Kingsley who told visitors from the
Budget Bureau "that the President had already said he wouldn't appoint anybody recom-
mended by Bush. Kingsley added, however, that the President probably wouldn't stick
to that position." (WDC[arey], "Science Foundation Bill," April 10, 1947, BOB, Series
39.33, file unit 93-NSF Preliminary Planning,)

5 Truman to Bush, March 6, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 119, file 2856. In his autobiography
Bush tells of a dinner-table conversation with Truman shortly after the passage of the NSF
act. "The subject of the science board came up, and I said, 'Mr. President, I wish you would
leave me off that board. I know my name is on tl3e list, but I wish you would leave me off.'
He said, 'Why?' and I said, 'Well, l`have been running about everything scientific during
the war, and somewhat since, and I think people are getting tired of seeing this guy Bush
run things around here. I think this outfit would do better if it had some, new leadership.
If you put me on the board, they will elect me chairman, and I do not think that body of
scientists are going to like this continuation of one man in the top post. So I think you
Would do better to let somebody else.do it.' Well, after a bit more talk, he agreed to
leave me off the board. Then he said, 'Well; Van, you are not looking for a job, are you?'
And I said, 'No, Mr. President, I am not looking for a job.' He said, 'You cannot say I
went looking for this job that.l am in.' And I said, 'No, Mr. President, ntit the first time,'
which tickled him a bit. He poked me in the ribs and said, 'Van, you should be a politician.
You have some of the instincts.' I said, Mr. President, what the hell do you think I was
doing around this town for five or six years?' " Bush, Pieces of the Action, p. 302.

°Staats to McCandless, J. Weldon Jones, and Stauffacher, March 27, 1950, BOB, Series
39.33, file unit 95-NSF Personnel.

'Carey to S. R. Broadbent, April 3, 1950, BOB, Series 39.33, file Unit 95-NSF Per-
sonnel. A month later Carey endorsed a suggestion from Mary Switzer of the, Federal
Security Agency -that t4e Board be leavened with some young people, and not loaded with
eminent greybeards." Carey to Staats. May 10, 1950, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 95-NSF
'Person nel.

' Platt to Stauffacher, April 25, 1950; James L. Grahl to Carey; April 7, 1950, BOB,'
Series 39.33, file unit 95-NSF Personnel; Condon to Steelman, May 9, 1950, Truman
Papers, Official File, 192-E, Box 682.

'Lawrence R. Hafstad to Steelman, May 16, 1950, Martin L. Friedman Papers, Box 42,
NSF Multiple Endorsements File, fruman Library'. The black scientist was Percy L. Julian.

'° Friedman Papers, Box 42, NSF Multiple Endorsements File.
' Staats to Donald Dawson, May 8, 1950, Friedman Papers, Box 42, Multiple Endorse-

ments File.
'2 Bush to John A. Dienner, May 23, 1950, Bush rvisq, Box 33, file 748; Smith to Bush,

May 1, 8, 1950; Bush to Smith, May 3, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 104, file 2462; Bush to
Webster, rylay 15, 1950; Webster to Bush, May 16, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 117, file 2806.
Some of the names on the FAS list probably would have disturbed Webster-Howard
Nreyerhoffs, for example-but none of the fifteen persons suggested received an appoint-
ment. Three of the fifteen nominees of the Inter-Sociqy Committee, however, were chosen.
The FAS and Inter-Society nominees are fisted on: 'William D. Hassett to W. A. Higin-
botham (copy), June 6, 1950, Truman Papers, Official File, 192-E, Box 683; Truman to
Dael Wolfle (copy), May 16, 1950, Official File, I92-E, Box 682.
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"See especially Truman Papers, Official File, 192-E-Endorsements, Boxes 682 and
683, and Friedman Papers, Box 42, Multiple Endorsements File.

'4Weaver to Bush, June 16, 1950; Bush to Weaver, July 1'0, 1950, Bush MSS;'' Box 117,
file 2801; Bush to Guy Martin, Oct. 2, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 69, file 1705.

'5The names of Budget Bureau and Civil Service Commission candidates are listed
under the following headings: Physical Sciences and Mathematics; Engineering; Mcdicine
and Biology; Social Science; Agriculture; Education; Public Affairs and Industry; Negro;
Women; Labor; Catholic; Jewish; South; Farwest; Midwest; East. Friedman Papers;
Box 42, NSF (Misc., etc.).

"Phil leo Nash to Charles May Ion, June 22, July 6, 1950, Files of Phi Ileo Nash, General
Correspondence, Box 10, Truman Library; interview with Nash, March 9, 1977.

" For example, Frederick A. Middlebush, president of the University of Missouri, wrote
President ;Truman on May 31, 1950, urging him to "make certain that public institutions,
especially Land-Grant Colleges and State Universities, receive representation [on the
board) in accordance with their importance. If this is not done, I have little doubt that the
usual inequitable distribution of Tunds will result." He enclosed a copy of this letter to
his friend Charles Ross, Truman's press secretary, who in turn passed it along to Donald
Dawson. If Middlebosh's own name appeared on any of the voluminous recommenda-
tions of board possibilities, I failed to spot it (though it could easily have been overlooked).
R seems highly probable that he was appointed to the board because the President and
others on the White House staff knew him. (Both Ross and Dawson were Missourians with
ties to the university.) Although Middlebush was not a nominee of the land-grant associa-
tion, two of the five persons agreed on by that cirganization as early as May 1949 were
appointed to the first board, A. A. P.otter and Elvin C. Stakman. Summary of Actions of
the A LGCU Executive Committee Meeting. in Washington, D.C., May 2-3, 1949, May 27,

1949, NASULGC files.
"Steelman to Kenneth McKellgr, Aug. 29, 1950; McKellar to Steelman, Aug. 29, 1950,

Truman Papers, Official File, I92-E, Box 682; Stoats, memorandum for the record, Sept. 6,

1950, Papers of Frederick J. Lawton, Box 6, Truman Library; House Rept. No. 2987, 81st

Cong., 2d Sess. (Aug. 24, 1950), p. 28.
" DuBridge to Steelman, Sept. 5, 1950, Truman Papers, Official File, I 92-E, Box 682.
"Senate Rept. No. 2567, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. (Sept. 13, 1950), p. 16; Schuldt to Staats,

Sept. 15, 1950; Schuldt to Carey, Sept. 14, 1950, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 97-NSF
Supplementals; House Rept. No. 3096 (Conference Report), 8 Ist Cong., 2d Sess. (Sept. 18,

1950), p. 8; P.L. 81-843, Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1951 (approved Sept. 27, 1950).
" Copies of the presidential letters dated Sept. 30, 1950, to those who were later

noininated are in the files of the National Science Board.
22 Harley M. Kilgore to John W. Davis, May 8, 1950, Kilgore Papers, Franklin D.

Roosevelt Library. (I am indebted to Robert F. Maddox for a copy of this letter.)
23 Morris had campaigned for the appointment of one of his colleagues, Fred C. Cole, a

Tulane historiait and dean, and probably, stimulated some of the many other recommenda-
tions for Cole, including one from the Rice president, Houston, whose name was replaced
by Morris's. (These recommendations-from presidents of several southern universities
and of historical associations-are in Truman Papers, Official File, I92-E, Box 682. See
also, Morris to Bush, May 24, 1950, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 95-NSF Personnel.)

24 F o rd to President, Oct. 17, 1950; Julian to President, Oct. 20, 1950, Truman Papers,
Official File, I92-E, Box 682. Letters indicating willingness to accept appointment are also

in this file.
25T.he positions of the nominees are in nearly all instances those shown in NSF's First

Annual Report, 1950-51, pp. 23-24, rather than in the White House listing.
26 Fix a pimilar analysis, see Science, Vol. 112 (Nov. 17, 1950), p. 607.
27 DuBridge to Steelman, Nov. 13, 1950; Steelman to DuBridge, Nov 17, 1950; Dawson

to DuBridge et al., Nov. 18, 1950, Truman Papers, Official File, 192-E, Box 682.
" Dol lard to Bush, Nov. 17, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 33, file 767.
"Graham to Truman, Nov. 7, 1950; Truman to Graham, Nov. 13, 1950, Truman

Papers, Official File, I92-E, Box 682. ,

"A longhand note on Graham's letter to Truman of Nov. 7 says "Nothing prev[ious] in

Yo
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file offering this post."
" New York Times, Nov. 25, 1950, p. 8.
"Golden, memorandum for the file, Nov. 20, 1950, in Golden's possession.
"Du Bridge to Members of the National Science Fouhdation Board, Dec. 1, 1950,

Truman Papers, Officiid File, I 92-E, Box 682.
"Dawson to President, Dec I I, 1950, Truman Papers, Official File, I 92-E, Box 682.
35,Charles S. Murphy to James E. Webb, Dec. 29, 1950, Webb Papers, alphabetical

nard6fi1e, Box 50, Truman Library.
-"This procedure, rather than moving directly to nominations at the first meeting, seems

to have been agreed on in advance. Golden suggested it to Bronk, who conferred with
several other Members on the best way of conducting business at the first session. Golden,

kmemorandums for the file, Dec. 4, 8; 1950.
31 Minutes of Organizational Meeting of The National Science Board, Dec. 12, 1950;

Detlev W. Bronk; "Science Advice in the White House," Science, Vol. 186 (Oct. I I, 1974),
p. 117; Schuldt to files, Dec. 18, 1950, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 94-NSF General
Administration, National Science Board Minute.4 (hereafter cited NSB Minutes) are on file
in the board office in the Foundation and in the NSF Library. veY"

"-The 'Pattern' of Qualifications for the Job," appended tdASB Minutes, 2d Meeting,
Jan. 3, 1951.

"NSB Minutes, 2d Meeting, Jan. 3, 1951w, 2-4.
p. 5. According to a Budget Bureau staff member, Conanktook the names to the

White House during the meeting. Schuldt to files, Jan. 9, 1951, BOB; Series 39.33, file unit
94-NSF General AdministFation.-

" Golden, memorandum for the file, Jan. 8, 1951.
"F. M. [Florence Mahoney] to Donald [Dawson], Pan. 10, 1951], Truman Papers,

Official File, I 92-E, Box 682; telephone conversaiimi with Mrs. Mahoney, Nov. 18, 1977.
For her work in behalf of medical research see Stephen P. Strickland, Politics, Science, and
Dread Disease: A Short History of United States Medical Research Policy (Cambridge,
M ass., 1972), pp. 33-34 and passim.

43 Teeter to Dawson, Feb. 19, 1951, Truman Papers, Official File, I 92-E, Box 682.
"Golden, memorandums for the file, Nov. 8, 14, 21, 1950.
"Golden, memorandums for the file, Jan. 5, 8, 1951.
"Golden, memorandum for the file, Nov. 22, 1950..
"Golden, memorandums for the file, Jan. 4, 5, 1951. Later Bronk made the "interesting

comment" to Golden "that he was glad that it had been possible to bring the Board around
to recognizing that it should stay out of defense or other applied research matters and stick
to basic research interests." Golden, memorandum for the file, Feb. 27, 1951.

4Golden, Memorandum on Program for the National Spience Foundation, Feb. 13,
1951, attached to F. J. Lawton to Chairman of the National Science Foundation, Feb. 15,
1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 94; Golden, memorandums for the file, Jan. 26, 30, 1951.

"NSB Minutes, 3d Meeting, Feb. 13-14, 1951, p. 2.
"Golden, memorandumSfor the file, Jan. 26, 30, Feb. 6, 1951.
" Busli to Charles S. Garland, April 1, 1948, Bush MSS, Box 57, file 1382; Bush to

William Webster, May 25, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 117, file 2809; Condon to Steelman,
May 9, 1950, Truman Papers, Official File, I 92-E, Box 682; Harlow Shapley, Through
Rugged Ways to the Stars (New York, 1969), p. 146.

52 Edward L. Moreland to Waterman, Dec. 5, 1950; Waterman to Mordand, Dec. 8,
1950, Alan T. Waterman Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress (hereaftet
ATidV MSS), Box 22. Waterman gave a similar reply to DuBridge, Dec. 7, 1950, ATW MSS,
Box 17.

Schuldt to Carey, March 8, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 94-NSF Getieral
Administration; Golden to Waterman, Feb. 27, 1951, ATW MSS, Box 24.

54 Bush,to Garland, April 1, 1948, Bush MSS, Bbx 57, file 1382.
"James B. Conant, My Several Lives: MempIrs of aSocial Inventor (New York, 1970),

p. 562.
"NSB Minutes, 4th Meeting, March 8-9, 1951, p. 5; Schuldt to Carey, March 12, 1951,

BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 97-NSF Supplementals.
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' Moreland to Waterman (hereafter ATW), March 13, 1951; Compton to ATW,
March 12, 1951; Stratton to AT*, March 12, 1951; Sherwood to ATW, March 12, 1951;
Killian to ATW, March 12, 19$1, ATW MSS, Box 24. Cqmpton also,wrote John Steelman
praising the appointment of the man "almost unanimously mentioned' as.,first choice."
Compton to Steelman, March 12, 1951, Truman Papers, Official File, 192E, Box 682.

2 Ginny (Virginia) Sides to ATW, March 14, 1951, ATW MSS, Box 24.
3ATW and Robert D. Conrad, "The Office of Naval Research," American Scholar,

Vol. 15 (Summer 1947), pp. 354-56.
4K. Lark-Horovitz top, ATW, March 19, 1951; Kelly to ATW, March 14, 1951; Suits to

ATW, March 21, 1951, ATW MSS, Box 24; Golden, memorandums for the file, 1950-51,
passim. The weekly news magazine Time (March 19, 1951), p. 73, said that "Dr. Waterman
was largely responsible for the extraordinary respect which non-Government scientists felt
toward ONR."

'Lawrence R. Hafstad to Steelman, March I, 1950, Truman Papers, Official File,
192-D, Box 681.

'Carey to Staats, March 2, 1950, BOB, Series 47.1b-NSF Act of 1949; Staats to
Steelman, April 1 1, 1950; Steelman to Hafstad, April 17, 1950, Truman Papers, Official
File, I92-D, Box 681. .

'Undated paper evidently prepared by Waterman in March 1951 for his Senate con-
firmation hearing, ATW MSS, Box 24; ATW, Notes on Harold Orlans MS., Nov. 1965;
ATW MSS, Box 30.

Bronk to ATW, Dec. 22, 1963, ATW MSS, Box 29. Waterman said he did "not feel at
all competent to judge the painting as a likeness, but Mary really likes it and that is enough
from my standpoint. My impression is that the portrait looks like a real person but wheper
he is the one I have been living with all this time is a puzzle. I could not help a feeling of
confusion at the 'ceremony' as to whether he was supposed to look like me or I like him."
ATW to Bronk, Nov. I I, 1963, ATW MSS, Box 29.

'Sophie D. Aberle to ATW, Dec. 29; 1952, NSB files; ATW to Peter van de Kamp,
April 5, 1956, in Waterman Daily File (hereafter icTW DF), NSF files; interview with
Dorothy Lang, Dec. 17, 1975; Milton Lomask, A Minor Miracle: An Informal History of
the National Science Foundation (Washington, 1976), pp. 71-72, 77-78.

In 1949 George W. Carr saw Waterman's picture in a magazine, and though about
thirty years had passed, he recalled his pleasure in hearing Waterman play Irish melodies
from a book checked out of the District's public library. "The thing I recall most distinctly
is your playing the piano in the technique of the harp, sweeping chords, the beauty of which
remains in my memory to this day." He wanted the name of the music book, and Waterman
informed him that it was " 'A Cycle of Old Irish Melodies,' arranged by Arthur Whititig and
published by G. Schirmer." Carr to ATW, Feb. 14, 1949; ATW to Carr, March 25, 1949,
ATW MSS, Box 17.

'°ATW to Douglas, July 9, 1965, ATW MSS, Box 17; Compton to Steelnian, March 12,
1951, Truman Papers, Official File, 192-E, Box 682.

" Schuldt to Staats, Feb. 12, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 98; Schuldt to files,
Feb. 16, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 94.

Sehuldt to Carey, April 24, 1951, BOB, Seties 39.33, file unit 94.
"Ibid.; ATW to Sunderlin, Dec. 13, 1950; Sunderlin to ATW, Feb. 7, 1951, ATW MSS,

Box 36; ATW, Diary Note, March 23, 1951, ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW to P. D. Lohmann,
April 9, 1951, ATW OF; NSF Press Release (hereafter cited PR) No. 3, May 4, 1951.

'4 ATW, Diary Note, March 26, 1951, ATW DF; ATW, Diary Note, March 27, 1951,
ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW to Connor, April 19, 1951, ATW DF; NSB Minutes, 5th Meeting,
April 6, 1951, pp. 2, 3.

"NSF PR-3, May 4, 1951. .

"ATW, Diary Notes, April 12, 13, 1951; ATW to NSB,April 14, 1951; ATW to Kelly,
April 17, 1951, `ATW DF; NSF PR-6, July 19, 1951.

;..
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"ATW, Diary Note, April 16, 1951, ATW DF; NSF PR-4, June 19, 1951.
ATW, Diary Note, April 23, 1951, ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW to Brode, July 13, 19531,

ATW MSS, Box 1; ATW to Brode, May 28, 1951, ATW DF. Brode was an associate director
of NSF in 1958-59.

"ATW, Diary Note, July 30, 1951, ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW to E.B. Fred, Aug. 14,
1951, ATW Dr; NSF PR-10, Oct. 10, 1951; NSF PR-43, Dec. 31, 1952.

Kloptsteg's diary (in his possession) contains interesting personal information on his
joining NSF and his off-duty socializing With the Watermans and other NSF families.

ScImuldt to Carey, April 24, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 94; NSB Minutes, 6th
Meeting, May 11, 1951, pp. 5-6; 7th Meeting, July 27, 1951, p. 2.

?' NSB Minutes, 2d Meeting, Jan. 3, 1951, pp. 3-4; 15th Meeting, Aug. 8, 1952, p. 12;
24th Meeting, Dec. 7, 1953, p. 8; 25th Meeting, Jan. 29, 1954, p. 6; ATW, Diary Notes,
July 30, Dec. 4, 13, 1951, ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW to Loeb, July 13, 1951; ATW, Diary
Notes, Jan. 15, 16, March 10, June 24, Aug. 4, 1952; ATW to Goodpasture, June 30,
July rs, 18, Aug. 4, 1952; ATW to Sunderlin et a/., July 16, 1952; ATW to senior staff,
July 22, 1952, ATW DF.

" Dollard to Bush, Aug. 6, 1951, Bush MSS, Box 33, file 767.
"NH Minutes, 5th Meeting, April 6, 1951, pp. 3-4. Sehuldt cautioned Waterman

against overuse of the authority to make appointments without regard to Civil Service and
Classification Act regulations. Schuldt pointed out that the AEC's liberal use of a similar
authority had resulted in an appropriation act rider. Schuldt to Carey, April 24, 1951, BOB,
Series 39.33, file unit 94.

"ATW, Diary Note, March 28, 1951, A,Ty MSS, Box 2; ATW to Condon, April 4,
1951; ATW to Sunderlin, April 17, 1951, ATVDF; Schuldt to Carey, April 24, 1951, BOB,
Series 39.33, file unit 94; NSF PR-5, July 5, 1951; Harwood interview (1968), Columbia
University Oral History Collection.

"MB Minutes, 6th Meeting, May 11, 1951, p. 3; Schuldt to files, Jan. 9, 1951, BOB,
Series 39.33, file unit 94; ATW, Diary Notes, March 26, 28, 1951, ATW MSS, Box 2.
Waterman mentioned to Conant the possibility of a large Georgetown house, possibly
Dumbarton Oaks. Conant said that the space in Dumbarton Oaks "was fully occupied."

21 ATW, "The Beginnings of the National Science Foundation," Speeches of the Direc-
tor (1951), p. 8, NSF Library; Lomask, A Minor Miracle, p. 78.

21ATW to William E. Reynolds, May 18, 1951, ATW,DF.
21 ATW, Diary Note, April 10, 1951, ATW DF.
21 ATW to Reynolds, May 18, 1951, ATW DF.
"ATW to Reynolds, May 19, 1951; Sunderlin to Ferdinand Kaufholz, Jr., June 26,

1951, ATW DF.
Sunderlin to Kaufholz, June 26, 1951; ATW to Reynolds, May 2, 1952; Sunderlin to

F. Moran McConihe, Sept. 27, 1956, ATW DF.
32ATW to NSB, Aug. 5, 1952; ATW to L. A. Ziernicki, Sept. 17, 1952; ATW, Diary

Note, Sept. 24, 1952; ATW to Ruth E. Jenkins, May 30, 1953; ATW to Mrs. Edward L.
Mordand, Nov. 5, 1953, ATW DF. The Dolley Madison and Ogle Tayloe houses are
described and their histories discussed in Harold D. Eberlein and Courtlandt Van Dyke
Hubbard, Historic Houses of George-Town & Washington City (Richmond, 1958), pp.
275-91. The Ogle Tayloe House came to be referred to as the "Little White House" during
William McKinley's presidency because of his many visits to consult his political mentor,
Senator Mark Hanna, who lived there. Ibid., p. 291.

33 Sunderlin to McConihe, Sept. 27, 1956, ATW DF; NSF Organizational Directory:
Dec. 2, 1957, NSF HF.

"ATW to Assistant Director for Administration, Aug. S. 1958, ATW DF,
35 Interview with Dorothy Lang, Dec. 17, 1975; interview with Virginia Sides by Milton

Lomask, May 7, 1973.
"ATW to William W. Edwards, May 10, 1951, ATW DF.
"ATW, Diary Notes, March 14, April 2, 1951; ATW to Condon, May 7, 1951, ATW

DF; ATW, Diary Note, March 26, 1951, ATW MSS, Box 2.
38 Interview with John T. Wilson, May 21, 1974.

399
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' F. J. Lawton to the President, Oct. 19, 1950; Golden to the President, Dec. 18, 1950,
NSF HF. For a good account of Golden's review and its aftermath, see Detlev W. Monk,
"Science Advice in the White House," Science, Vol. 186 (Oct. 11, 1974), pp. 116-21; also,
Golden, "What Can You Scientists and Engineers Do for Me: or, Why Should the Presi-
dent Want a Science Adviser?" a lecture given at Duke University, April 2, 1975, NSF HF.

2Golden, Memorandum on Program for the National Scienct Foundation, Feb. 13,
1951, attached to Lawton to Chairman of tfie National Science Foundation, Feb. 15, 1951,
BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 94. An earlier draft version of this memorandum, in the same
file, was dated Dec. 12, 1950, the date of the board's first meeting.

3 Golden to the President, Dec. 18, 1950; Bronk, "Science Advicein the White Hou-se,"
p. 117; Schuldt to files, Jan. 9, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 94. A Defense Department
committee chaired by Irvin Stewart had recommenaed the prompt reestablishment of
OSRD, a proposal which Golden opposed.

Schuldt to files, Jan. 9, 1951.
5Golden, memorandums to the file, Nov. 22, Dec. 13, J.950, Jan. 2, 4, 5, 8, 1951.
o Schuldt to files, Jan..9, 1951.
NSB Minutes, ld Meeting, Jan. 3, 1951, pp. 10-11; ld Meeting, Feb. 13;14, 1951, p. 3;

Schuldt to files, Feb. 16, 1951, BOB, Series 39i3, file unit 94.
o ATW, Diary Note, March 9, 1951, ATW DF. In a telephone conversation a mond)

later, board thember Charles Dollard told Waterman "that there was some fear Or domina-
tion of the NSF by military interests and others outside, and it would be.well for
[Waterman] to uphold its independence." ATW, Diaryjslote, April 9 (?), 1951, ATW DF.

'Bronk "Science Advice in the White House," pp. 118-19; Golden, "What Can Scien-
tists and Engineers Do for Me ...?"; ATW, Diary Note, May 22, 1952, ATW MSS, Box 2.

'°NSB Minutes, 2d Meeting, Jan. 3, 1951, pp. 6-7; Schuldt to files, Jan. 9, 1951; Golden
to Staats. Carey, and Schuldt, Feb. 8, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 98.

" Schuldt to Staats, Fcb. 12, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, tile unit 98.
NSB Minutes, 3d Meeting, Feb. 13-14, 1951, pp. 2, 3; 4th Meeting, March 8-9, 1951,

p. 2, and appendix.
"NSB Minutes, 4th Meeting, March 8-9, 1951, p. Schuldt to Staats, March 9, 1951,

BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 94.
"One possible problem was a legislative requirement of FBI investigation of applicants

for the AEC awards, as opposed to the less stringent requirement of an affidavit of loyalty
for recipients of NSF fellowships, but the Bureau thought that this could be solved.

"ATW, Diary Notes, March 27, April 3, 10, 19, 1951; ATW to Harry C. Kelly,
April 17, 1951, ATW DF; E. C. Wine to Schuldt, April 30, 1951; Schuldt to Carey, May 1,
1951, B013, Series 39.33, file unit 97; Golden to Schuldt, May 15, 1951; Schuldt to Staats,
May 16, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33; file unit 98.

"ATW, Diary Note, Apfif 25, 1951, ATW DF; Schuldt to Carey, April 24, 1951, BOB,
Series 39.33, file unit 94.

"ATW, Diary Note, May 9, 1951, ATW DF; NSB Minutes, 6th Meeting, May 11, 1951.
p. 7.

"NSB Minutes, 6th Meeting, May II, 1951, pp. 7-8.
"ATW, Diary Notes, June 18, July 5, 1951, ATW DF; NSB Minutes, 7th Meeting,

July 27-28, 1951, pp. 11-12.
20ATW, Diary Notes, June 25, July 5, 1951, ATW DF; NSB Minutes, 6th Meeting,

May I I, 1951, pp. 10-H.
21. NSB Minutes, 7th Meeting, July 27-28, 1951. pp. 8-9.
22§ee ch. 7, p. 131.
23 ATW to NSB, May 25, 1951, ATW DF.
24 ATW, Diary Note, May 10, 1951, ATW DF; Schuldt to BOB Director, May 15, 1951,

BOB, Series 47.3, 'file G1-143.
25N5B Minutes, 6th Meeting, May 11, 1951, pp. 5-6.
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"Schuldt to BOB Director, May 15, 1951; Schuldt to Staats, May 16, 1951, BOB,Series
47.3, file G

"Schuldt to files, May 17, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 97; ATW to Lawton,
May 15, 1951; ATW to NSB, May 25, 1951, ATW DF. The budget submitted to Congress
on May 23 requested $1.3 million for medical research, $2.6 for biological, and $3.9 for
mathematical, physical, and engineering.

"NSB Minutes, 6th Meeting, May I I, 1951, p. 9. For fuller discussions of these ideas,
see memos by C. E. S[underlin] in Waterman's Board Book, 6th NSB Meeting, NSB
Records, Record Group 307; Federal Records Center, Suitland, Maryland, Box I (here-
after NSB Records).

"Schuldt to Carey, May 1, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 97. This memorandum
set forth policies for the Bureau's review of NSF's 1952 budget estimates. Carey and Staats
indicated their approval.

"NSB Minutes, 3d Meeting, Feb. 13-14, 1951, p. 5; 4th Meeting, March 8-9, 1951, p. 5;
5th Meeting, April 6, 1951, p. 10; NSF PR-2, April 7, 1951.

3' N513 Minutes, 6th Meeting, May 11, 1951, pp. 8, 9.
"ATW to NSB, May 25, 1951, ATW DF; NSF, Justification of Estimates on Appro-

priations, Fiscal Year 1952, p? 4, Office of the NSF Director Subject Files (hereafter OD
SF), Record Group 307, National Archives, 1952 Budget file. -

" First Annual Report of the National Science Foundation, 1950-51, p. 13.
"A national roster of scientific personnel had been established during World War II

as an aid for locatin& persons with special skills, and it was continued after the war by the.
National Research Council with financial support from several federal agencies. A recom-
mendation in 1949 by the National Security Resources Board for a broadly based roster as
an element of mobilization readiness led to the incorporation of the Register in the science
foundation legislation, but pending passage of the NSF act the Register was transferred to
the Office of Education. NSF, Justification of Estimates . .. Fiscal Year 1952, p. 15, OD SF,
1952 Budget file.

"NSB Minutes, 3d Meeting, Feb. 13- i4, 1951, pp. 4-5.
"NSB Minutes, 4th Meeting, March 8-9, 1951, p 5; 5th Meeting, April 6, 1951, pp. 9,

10; Justification of Estimates . . . Fiscal (Year 1952, p. 15.
"Justification of Estimates . . . Fiscal Year 1952, pp. 16-17; Harry S. Truman to

James B. Conant, June 5, 1951; Conant to the President, June 12, 1951, Truman Papers,
Official File, I 92-D, Box 81.

"ATW, Diary Notes, April 24, 27, 1951, ATW DF.
"Questions raised during an informal budget hearing on May 1 and NSF answers are

in OD SF, 1952 Budget file.
"Schuldt to BOB Director, May 29, 1951, BOB, Series 47.3, file G1-143.
0Justification of Estimates ... Fiscal Year 1952, p. 18. Compare Waterman's view with

that expressed by William D. Nordhaus of the Council of Economic Advisers in a speech of
June 15, 1977 before a AAAS colloquium on Research and Development in the Federal
Budget: "In this age of scarcity, it is comforting to know that, unlike other scarce goods,
knowledge is not a depletable resource. No matter how many times the second la of
thermodynamics is used or abused, it will remain for future generations to use and abuse."

Waterman was, however, stating a view held by many scientists. As Don Price says,
"They were inclined to look on the.startling technical achievements of World War II not as
a kind of progress that could bc carried on indefinitely, but as the rapid consumption of a
stock pile of basic knowledge. To them our scientific resources had been depleted just as we
had depleted our basic reserves of iron ore and oil." Price, Government and Science:
Their Dynamic Relation in American Democracy (New York, 1954), p. 32.

A better analysis than Waterman's of what occurred in World War II is I. I. Rabi's:
". . . let me attempt to distinguish two aspects of physics. There is, first, the creative
intellectual activity which constantly pushes back the boundaries of our understanding of
natural phenomena; second, there is an industrial activity which applies the results of
scientific knowledge and understanding to satisfy material human needs and whimsies.
Only the first is what I call the 'science of physics' proper; the second is only the side of
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physics which has been called 'the inheritance of technology.' If the science of physics lags,

the inheritance of technology is soon spent. In the war years, our inheritance of technology

was exploited to the point where further substantial progress could come only from a new
advance in the science of physics." I. I. Rabi, Science: The Center of Culture (New York,

1970), p. 5.
42 House of Representatives, Hearings . . . on the Supplemental Appropriation Bill for

1952, Pt. 2, 82d Cong., Ist Sess., pp. 543-49, 557. Schuldt was surprised to learn "that
Thomas went out of the way to compliment the Foundation on the quality of its written
budget justification." Schuldt to Carey, June 8, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33,, file unit 97.

43 Hearings, p. 562.
"Schuldt to Carey, June 8, 1951, relaying Waterman's impressions of the hearing.

" Hearings, pp. 567-70.
"Schuldt to Carey, June 8, 1951; ATW to Brode, July 13, 1951, ATW MSS, Box I;

Hearings, p. 571.
"House Report No. 890, 82d Cong., I st Sess., Aug. 17, 1951, p. 28.
"Cong. Record, 82d Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 10379-80, 10396-97 (Aug. 20, 1951).

"ATW to NSB, Aug. 18, 1951, ATW DF. Bronk advised against calling the board into

an emergency meeting, since it could do nothing but pass an ineffective resolution. Individ-
ual members, however, should get in touch with their senators. ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 20,

1951, ATW DF.
"NSF PR-7, Aug. 19,1951.
"ATW, Diary Notes, Aug. 18, 20, 1951; ATW, memo'for files, Aug. 28, 1951, ATW

DF; Steelman to McKellar, Aug. 22, 1951, Truman Papers, Official File, I 92-E, Box 682;
Senate, Hearings before the Committee on Appropriations . . . on H. R. 2215, 82d Cong.,

1st 'Sess., pp. 1118-19, 1152-55.
"ATW, Diary Notes, Aug. 28, 29, 1951, ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 29,

1951, ATW DF. At a strategy-mapping conference at the Budget Bureau, "Staats felt that
the strongest case would be trade if the DOD called the committee and asked to produce

a statement or testify. Failing this, the Committee might ask the DOD and then [RDB
Chairman Walter G.] Whitman either to produce a statement or testify. Both these cases

would be weaker if the NSF requested the witnesses." ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 29, 1951,

ATW MSS, Box 2.
"Hearings, pp. 1166-67. Waterman also sent a copy of the RDB letter to Senator

Alexander Smith, at his request, and Smith testified for NSF at the Senate hearing. ATW to

Miss Wherry, Aug. 29, 1951, ATW DF; Hearings, pp. 1145-50.

"See, for example, the lists of persons to whom Waterman wrote on Aug. 18, in ATW

DF, and of those who wrote supporting NSF's request, in OD SF, 1952 Budget file.
"ATW to NSB, Aug. 18, 1951; ATW, Diary Note, Aug. '31, 1951, ATW OF; Bush to

McKellar, Aug. 31, 1951; Bush to Kilgore, Aug. 31, 1951, Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1913. A

copy of Bush's letter to McKellar went to Leverett Saltonstall, like Kilgore a member of

McKellar's committee.
"ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 29, 1951, ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 30,

1951, OD SF, 1952 Budget file; ATW to Cordon, Sept. 28, 1951, ATW, OF; Hearings,

pp. 1094-1104.
Other board members also wrote their senators. For example, Dollard wrote to his two

New York senators, and one of them, Herbert H. Lehman, wrote astrong letter to Kilgore

which became a part of the hearing record. Joseph Morris of Tulane wrote Allen Ellender
(D., Louisiana), a member of the committee, E. B. Fred wrote the senators from Wisconsin,

and John W. Davis wrote Kilgore. ATW to Dollard, Nov. 5, 1951; ATW to Morris, Nov. 5,
1951; ATW to Fred, Nov. 6, 1951; ATW to Davis, Nov. 6, 1951, ATW OF; Hearings,

p. 1119.
"ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 30, 1951, OD SF, 1952 Budget file.
"New York Times, Aug. 19, 1951, Sec. 4, p. 9. Copies of this and other newspaper

stories and editorials are filed in OD SF, 1952 Budget file.
"Washington Post, Aug. 22, 1951.
"Ibid., Aug. 24, 1951.
" Philadelphia Bulletin, Aug. 27, 1951. The Washington Star, which on August 21

2
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commented on the Foundation's "modest" budget request, suggested that the National
Science Board needed to master "what is becoming the basic science in America today-the
science of obtaining money from'Congress." Similarly a brief story in Newsweek, Aug. 27,
1951, was headed "Pin Money for NSF.",

'2 Washington Post, Aug. 22, 1951.
"The quotations from Winchell's column of Sept. 23, 1951, appear in a memorandum

by John H. Teeter, Sept. 28, 1951, Bush MSS, Box 110, file 2617. Teeter probably supplied
the item for Winchell's column. In a letter to Teeter on Oct. 8, 1951 (ATW DF), Waterman
wrote: "I am sure it has been helpful to us to have this problem brought to the attention
of so wide an audience as Mr. Winchell enjoys."

"Meyerhoff to members of AAAS Council, Aug. 24, 1951, copy, OD SF, 1952 Budget

55 Higher Education and National Affairs, Aug. 23, 1951.
"ATW, "The National Science Foundation Program," Science, Vol. 114 (Aug. 31,

1951), pp. 251-52.
" Chemical & Engineering News, Aug. 27, 1951.
" Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. 7, No. 10 (Oct. 1951), pp. 290-91.
"ATW to McKellar, Aug. 24, 1951, and enclosure, Salaries and Expenses, National

Science Foundation, OD SF, 1952 Budget file.
"Salaries and Expenses, passim. The program of general research support for medicine

is much like that suggested in 1945 by Bush's Medical Advisory Committee. See above,
ch. 1, p. 18. Robert Loeb, chairman of the Natinal kience Board's medical research
committee, strongly suggested the use of this form in the budget docupent as "the only
way a quick presentation could be given without the danger of running into conflict with
other agencies operating in the same field"-that is, to avoid an appearance of duplicating
NMI research support. ATW to NSB, Aug. 27, 1951, ATW DF.

7' Potter to ATW, Aug. 30, 1951, NSB fil6; ATW, Diary Note, Sept. 5, 1951, ATW DF.
The board endorsed Waterman's budget document at its meeting in September but agreed
that the proposed program "might be modified as further study indicates desirable." NSB
Minutes, 8th Meeting, Sept. 7, 1951, p. 4.

"ATW DF, Aug. 24-Sept. 19, 1951, contains numerous diary notes detailing the prep-
aration for the hearings.

73 ATW to Everard H. Spith, Sept. 18, 1951, ATW DF.
'Senate, Hearings, pp. 1104-09, 1 I 14.

75 Schuldt to Staats, Sept. 20, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 97; Hearings, pp.
1114-15, 1144-45, 1150.

"Hearings. passim; Schuldt to Staats, Sept. 20, 1951. Sunderlin had not been present
at the hearing since, according to Schuldt, "Waterman had made it a point to minimize staff
representation."

77Senate Report No. 891 (Oct. 6, 195 I), 82d Cong., 1st Sess., p. 17.
"ATW, Diary Note, Oct. 2, 1951, ATW DF.
"ATW, Diary Note, Sept. 25, 1951; ATW to Saltonstall, Oct. 15, 1951; ATW to

Kenneth McKellar et al., Qct. 12, 1951, ATW DF.
"ATW, Diary Note, Sept. 24, 1951, ATW DF.
"Cong. Record, 82d Cong.,1 st Sess., pp. 13706-07, 13755-58 (Oct. 20, 1951).
'2NSB Minutes, 9th Meeting, Oct. B, 1951, p. 3.

ATW, Diary Note, Oct. 23, 1951, ATW DF.

Chapter 9

' Working Paper on Techniques of Fostering Research, July 23, 1951; NSF Staff Meet-
ing Notes, July 5, 10, 16, 20, 1951, NSF HF.

2ATW's notes on Working Paper on Techniques of Fostering Research, in ATW's
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Boasd Book, 7th NSB Meeting, NSB Records, Box I; NSB Minutes, 7th Meeting, July 27-
28, 1951, p. 10.

3ATW to NSB, Oct. 3, 1951, and attached staff paper, Administrative Aspects of
Research Support, Sept. 28, 1951, in ATW's Board Book, 9th NSB Meeting, NSB Records,
Box I.

4NSB Minutes, 9th Meeting, Oct. 13, 1951, p. 5.
5 In addition, the "typical grant" should cover a 2-5 year period; be payable in advance

on an installment basis; allow the grantee to obtain a patent but require a royalty-free
license for the government; provide for progress reports; be administered, both in substan-
tive and business aspects, by a single NSF staff member; contain a termination clause;
and require the return of unused funds unless the grant should be renewed. The paper pre-
sented in some detail the reasons for each of these characteristics. Administrative Aspects
of Research Support, pp. 7-22.

Working Paper on Techniques of Fostering Research, pp. 13-16. Lee DuBridge, per-
haps the strongest advocate on the board for full payment of indirect costs, told Waterman
that NSF should find means of "defraying the actual total cost of the project to the institu-
tions." Disliking the uniform 8 percent rate, he hoped "that the interminable arguments
on overhead can be eliminated." (ATW, Diary Note, June 30 (?), 1951, ATW DF.) During
the board discussion of the question in July, someone pointed out the danger of setting a
rate "which would prejudice the attitude" of AEC and the military services. (A. A. Potter
to ATW, Aug. 1, 1951, NSB files.) In October Waterman informed AEC and PHS offi6
cials of NSF's intention of paying indirect costs on research grants at the rate of 15 percent,
which was perhaps "on the low side" judging from ON R experience. The AEC officials said
they thought this was a good policy, and NIH administrators told NSF staff members
that they had been considering a substantial increase in their allowance, possibly to 20
percent. (ATW, Diary Note, Oct. 22, 1951; ATW to Leonard A. Scheele, Oct. 30, 1951;
ATW to Gordon Dean, Nov. 13, 1951, ATW DF.)

Although the Budget Bureau did not stop NSF from instituting the 15 percent rate,
Schuldt told Sunderlin that the board should not have acted without first consulting the
Bureau and the other agencies concerned. "Sunderlin was very contrite about the whole
affair, saying that NSF was simply not aware of the implications for other agencies of its
decisions and assuring me that NSF would be careful in the future to avoid any repetition of
this incident." Schuldt to files, April 7, 1952, and attached draft memo, 10/18/51, BOB,
Series 51.10, Box 21, NSF Indirect Costs, 1953-56 file.

7A number of university business officers promptly challenged some of these ideas and
met with Waterman and NSF staff members on Feb. 2, 1952 to discuss their differing views.
See ATW to NSB, Feb. 22, 1952, and attachments, NSB Records, Box 1, Book 3.

'Administrative Aspects of Research Support, pp. 7-I 1 .
ATW to Howard A. Meyerhoff, Dec. I I , 1951, ATW DF; Grants for Scientific

Research: A Guide far the Submission of Research Proposals (Dec. 1951), NSF HF. The
guide, without an attached sample grant letter, is printed in Second Annual Report of the
National Science Foundation, Fiscal Year 1952, pp. 50-52.

'° Grants for Scientific Research: Administrative Aspects of Research Support, pp. 23-24.
" NSB Minutes, Ilth Meeting, Feb. 1, 1952, pp. 4-5, and Appendix II.
' NS B Minutes, Ilth Meeting, Feb. 1, 1952, Appendix II.
"NSB Minutes, Ilth Meeting, Feb. 1, 1952, pp. 6-7; ATW's Board Book, 1 1 th Meeting,

Tab 4, p. 28, NSB Records, Box I.
"MB Minutes, I I th Meeting, Feb. I, 1952, pp. 4, 6-7; ATW's Board Book, I 1th

Meeting', Tab 3.
""A Proposed Fellowship Program," attached to NSB Minutes, 4th Meeting, March

8-9, 1951.
" Ibid., p. 6.
"Ibid., pp. 4, 5; NSB Minutes, 8th Meeting, Sept. 7, 1951, p. 6; Plans for the Founda-

tion's Fellowship Program (as of 5 September 1951), ATW's Board Book, 8th Meeting,
NSB Records, Box I. Another unsuccessful effort to reduce fellowship stipends was made
at the October board meeting. NSB Minutes, 9th Meeting, Oct. 13, 1951, p. 6.
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'a Plans for the Foundation's Fellowship Program; NSB Minutes, 8th Meeting, Sept. 7,
1951, p. 6; 9th Meeting, Oct. 13, 1951, pp. 6-7.

"Copies of the pre- and postdoctoral announcements are in Book 2, Tab 48, NSB
Records, Box I.

"The elaborate review and selection processes are described in NSB Minutes, 12th
Meeting, Feb. 29, 1952, pp. 9-10; 13th Meeting, April 4-5, 1952, pp. 4-7.

21ATW, Diary Notes, Dec. 17, 1951, Jan. 5, Feb. 6, 1952; ATW to Commanding Gen-
eral, Air Research and Development Command, April 1, 102; ATW to 0. G. Haywood,
Jr., May 15, 1952, ATW DF; Nick A. Komons, Science and the Air Force: A History of
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (Arlington, Va., 1966), pp. 41-42.

Proposed Fellowship Program," p. 3; NSB Minutes, 12th Meeting, Feb. 29, 1952,
p. 9; NSF PR-20, April 9, 1952.

23 NSF PR-20, April 9, 1952; NSF, Second Annual Report (FY 1952), pp. 22, 55.
"NSB Minutes, 13th Meeting, April 4-5, 1952, pp. 5, 6.
25 "A Proposed Fellowship Program," p. 7.
"NSB Minutes, 2d Meeting, Jan. 3, 1951, pp. 3-4; 3d Meeting, Feb. 13-14, 1951, pp. 3-4;

I I th Meeting, Feb. 1, 1952, pp. 5-6.
" NSB Minutes, 5th Meeting, April 6, 1951, pp. 6-7.
" ATW to NSB, Sept. 6, 1951, in ATW's Board Book, 8th Meeting, NSB Records, Box I.
" NSB Minutes, 8th Meeting, Sept. 7, 101, pii,a7-8.

NSB Minutes, 10th Meeting, Dec. 3, 1951, p. 74,41 2th Meeting, Feb. 29, 1952,
p. 2; 15th Meeting, Aug. 7-8, 1952, pp. 11-12; 16th Meeting, Oct. 3, 1952, pp. 8, 9; 24th
Meeting, Dec. 7, 1953, p. 8; Staff Notes, Fourth Meeting of the Biological Sciences
Divisional Committee, Oct. 1, 1952; Minutes, First Meeting of the Divisional Committee
for Medical Research, May 23, 1953; Minutes of the Meetings of the Divisional Committees
for Biological Sciences and Medical Research, Nov. 19-20, 1953, NSF HF.

31 The members of the first four divisional committees are listed in NSF, Second Annual
Report (FY 1952), pp. 37-39. One person, Douglas M. Whitaker, provost of Stanford
University, was a member of two committees.

32ATW to NSB, July 29, 1952, in ATW's Board Book, 15th Meeting, NSB Records,
Box I.

"Mid.
"NSF, Second Annual Report (FY 1952), pp. 13, 16, 44. The following analysis is based

on the list of grants in ibid., pp. 44-50.
35A Harvard professor asked Waterman whether he could file a proposal tbrough

,another agency with which he had a connection, "since Harvard's policy is to endorse
no proposals to the Foundation. He says he understands the reason for this but is con-
cerned that this policy decision on Harvard's part is very much misunderstood. He hopes
that it will not remain a permanent policy. I assured him," Waterman recorded, "that while
I could not speak for Harvard's policy, it did not seem likely that Harvard would continue
in this." The reason for the policy was Conant's reluctance "to have projects from Harvard
appear prominently in the first award of grants" because of his chairmanship of the
National Science Board. ATW, Diary Note, Jan. 24, I952,ATW DF; ATW, Diary Note,
Jan. 5, 1952, ATW MSS, Box 2.

"ATW to Goudsmit, Dec. 19, 1951, Jan. 21, 1952; ATW, Diary Note, Jan. 31, 1952,
ATW DF; NSF, Second Annual Report (FY 1952), pp. 32, 53; NSB Minutes, 1 1 th Meeting,
Feb. I, 1952, pp. 7-8.

31 NM Minutes, II th Meeting, Feb. I, 1952, p. 8; 15th Meeting, Aug. 7:8, 1952, p. 5;
ATW to Sunderlin, Aug. 8, 1951, ATW DF.

"Progress Report on Program for Dissemination of Scientific Infordation, Jan. 30,
1952, in ATW's Board Book, 1 1 th Meeting, NSB Records, Box I.

35 ATW, Diary Notes, Oct. 9, Nov. 1, 1951, March 4, Oct. 30, 1952, ATW DF.
"ATW, memo to files, June 13, 1951, ATW DF.
" ATW to Raymond P. Whearty, Aug. 15, 1951, ATW DF.
"Progress Report on Program for Dissemination of Scientific Informatibii, Jan. 30,

1952; NSF, Second Annual Report (FY 1952), pp. 33-34.
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The Central Intelligence Agency connection was disclosed in the Columbia [University]
Daily Spectator, April 17, 1980, on the basis of CIA documents obtained under the Free-
dom of Information Act.

43 ATW to Ric ard H. Barnes, May 13, 1952, ATW DF; NSF, Second Annual Report
(FY 1952), pp. 34, 5 4.

"ATW to Earl J. Mc rath, May 31, July 13, Nov. 6, 1951, July 15, 1952, ATW DF.
45 ATW to NSB, June 1952, and attached report by Dad Wolfle, Responsibility of

the National Science Fou sation for a Scientific Register and Clearinghouse of Infórma-
tion on Scientific Personnel, ay 5, 1952, in ATW's Board Book, 14th Meeting, NSB
Records, Box I.

"Ibid.; NSB Minutes, 14th Meeting, June 13, 1952, pp. 14-15.
47 For the matters treated summarily in this and the following paragraph, see ATW,

Diary Notes, July 9, 10, I I, 15, 1952; William J. Hoff to ATW, June 28, 1956; ATW to
Arthur S. Flemming, June 29, 1956, ATW DF; Minutes of Divisional Committee for SPE,
195?(-53, passim, NSF HF. The consultant referred to was Philip N. Powers.

Chapter 10

' ATW, Diary Note, March 9, 1951, ATW DF.
2National Science Foundation, Agenda-1952 Budget, May 1, 1951, OD SF, 1952

Budget file.
'Draft memo, May I I, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 98. At the bottom of the memo

someone penciled three tasget figures: Defense $4 million, AEC $3 million, and PHS $1
million.

ATW, Diary Note, March 12, 1951, ATW DF.
ATW, Diary Note, July 18, 1951, ATW DF; conversation with Emanuel Haynes,

Aug. 26, 1977.
Kidd to Schuldt, May 29, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 98. Kidd enclosed a number

of questions which PHS thought NSF should try to answer.
Several months earlier Kidd had told William Golden that NSF "should not undertake

to supervise specific research projects by operating agencies but should rather consider and
recommend broad research policies for the national interest and, particularly, study and
recommend the weights or proportions of funds to be spent in each of the several major
areas." Golden, memorandum for the file, Oct. 20, 1950.

Schuldt and Shapley to Director, Aug. 3, 1951, BOB, Series 47.3, file E6-2.
' Ibid.
'Draft statement, Aug. 9, 1951, BOB, Series 47.3, file E6-2.
"Carey to Staats, Sept. 27, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 94.
" ATW, Diary Note, Oct. 5, 1951, ATW DF; Agenda-Meeting with Dr. Waterman,

Oct. 9, 1951; Staats to ATW, Oct. 12, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 94.
12 NSB Minutes, 9th Meeting, Oct. 13, 1951, p. 7.
13 ATW to Frederick J. Lawton,.Nov. 30, 1951, ATW DF.
"Carey to Schuldt, Jan. 4. 1952, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 94. The resulting trans-

mittal message reflected the Bureau's effort to mold NSF into an evaluative and policy-
developing agency and said that it "will ultimately assume major responsibility for the
Federal Government's support of basic research through grant or contract." Public Papers
of the Presidents . . . Harry S. TruMan . . . 1952-53 (Washington, 1966), p. 34.

Schuldt to S.,R. Broadbent, March 14, 1952, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 98.
" Milton Lomask, A Minor Miracle: An Informal History of the National Science

Foundation (Washington, 1976), p. 91.
'7Draft, Director, BOB to ATW, May 14, 1952, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 98.
"Carey to Staats, June 5, 1952, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 98. Lee DuBridge was one

board member with whom Waterman talked. DuBridge thought the letter should say that
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NSF "would proceed on this matter immediately but with the exception that a thorough job
could be done only after consolidation of the office and some years of experience." ATW,
Diary Note, May 22, 1952, ATW DF.

'Carey to Staats, June 11, 1952, BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 98. There had already been
some friction between NSF and the Office of Education over a Foundation contract with the
National Research Council to collect information on college enrollments in science courses.
James Grahl to Carey, Oct. 2, 1951; Schuldt to Swats, Oct. 5, 1951, BOB, Series 39.33, file
unit 98.

"NSB Minutes, 14th Meeting, June 13, 1952, pp. 6-8.
"Public Papers of . . . Harry S. Truman . . . 1952-53, p. 103.
22 ATW, Diary Note, June 20, 1952, ATW MSS, Box 2; Staats to Carey, June 23, 1952,

BOB, Series 39.33, file unit 98.
23ATW to John T. Wilson and Charles G. Gant, June 25, 1952; ATW, Diary Notes,

June 26, July 2, 7, 10, 19, 1952; ATW to NSB, July 30, 1952, ATW DF.
24ATW to Lawton, Oct. 2, 1952, AT* DF; NSB Minutes,35th Meeting, Aug. 7-8, 1952,

p. 13. At the August board meeting Waterman distributed a draft of his letter to Lawton
which did not differ in essential matters from the one finally sent two months later. Draft
letter dated Aug. 4, 1952, Tab 124, Book 5, NSB Records, Box 2.

25 ATW to Lawton, Oct. 2, 1952; ATW to Barnard, Oct:7, 1952, ATW DF.
"Carey to William F. Finan, Oct. l6, 1952, and attached paper, "Organization and

Management of Federal Scientific Research and Development," Sept. 29, 1952, BOB, Series
52.6, file E8-20/52. 1 .

22"Organization and Management of Federal Scientific Research and Development,"
pp. 1-21, passim, especially pp. 13, 15, 16, 18, 20.

"Ibid., pp. 22-25.
"Ibid., pp. 25-32.
"Ibid., pp. 33-34.
31Ibid., pp. 34-40.
32Ibid pp. 33-40. a

33Ibid., pp. 41-43.
"Ibid., pp. 43-44, 46-48.
33 Ibid., pp. 48-50.
"Ibid., pp. 52-53,
37ATW to Wilson and Gant, June 25, 1952, ATW DF.
"Interview with Wilson, May 21, 1974.
"ATW to Ewell, July 25, Sept. 26, 1952, April 9, 10, June 16, 23, 1953; ATW to

Sunderlin, Aug. I I, 1952, ATW DF; NSF PR-67, Aug. 10, 1953.
"Interview with Wilson; Wilson "National Science Policy and the Evaluation of the

Federal Government's Research Programs," July I, 1952, Program Analysis file, NSF HF.
41These activities are discussed in NSF's Third Annual Report, FY 1953, pp. 1-10.

Waterman described the Foundation's plans for studies to Bush and received his approval.
Bush, he said, "was particularly enthusiastic about photosynthesis and solar energy, this
being an area in which he has always been interested and in which the.Carnegie Institution
has carried on active work." ATW, Diary Note, July 8, ATW .MSS, Box 2.

42 House, Hearings, Independent Offices Appropriations for 1953, Pt. 1, 82d Cong., 2d
Sess., pp. 177, 204-05, 208-09.

43 Dodge to ATW, March 19, 1953, in Senate, Hearings . . . on H. R. 4663, First
Independent Offices Appropriations, 1954, 83d Cong., Ist Sess., p. 317. A few days before
receiving Dodge's letter Waterman had been told by Phillips that NSF "was not yet furnish-
ing the answers to the questions which the [Independent Offices subcommittee] desired."
The government was spending $2.4 billion a year on research, Phillips said, and he wanted
to know "how can the Foundation assist them in reducing this." (ATW, Diary Note,
March 1 I , 1953, ATW MSS, Box 2.) It seemed to NSF's associate director that the "enig-
matic" Phillips meant "weH but I suspect that his ability to comprehend is limited and his
desire to comprehend is not notable. He labors under the illusion that NSF is supposed to
'coordinate' all research supported by the government and he confuses development with
research." (Klopsteg to Bush, July 30, 1953, Bush MSS, Box 63, file 1489.).
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"Acting Head, PAO to Director, March 24, 1953, Program Analysis file, NSF H F.
"ATW to NSB, May 22, 1953; ATW to NSB, July 2, 1953, ATW's Board Book; 21st

Meeting, NSB Records, Box 3.
""The major functions of such a Foundation should be (a) to examine the total scien-

tific research effort of the Nation, (b) to assess the proper role of the Federal Government
in this effort, (c) to evaluate the division of research effort among the scientific disciplines
and among 'fields of applied research, and (d) to evaluate the key factors that impede the
development of an effective national research effort." ATW to NSB, July 9, 1953, ATW's
Board Book, 2 1st Meeting, NSB Records, Box 3. Soon after the change of Administration,
Waterman had quoted these words to President Eisenhower's National Security Adviser as
the clearest statement of NSF's "policy-making function." ATW to Robert Cutler, Feb, 4,
1953, ATW DF.

47ATWto NSB, July 9, 1953. .

"Ibid.; NSB Minutes, 21st Meeting, July 10, 1953, pp. 4-5.
"See Program Analysis file, NSF HF, especially Wilson to H. Burr Steinbach, Oct. 21,

1953; William V. Consolazio to Steinbach, Oct. 21, 1953; Louis Levin to Steinbach, Oct. 27,
1953; John C. Honey to Gant, Oct. 29, 1953; Steinbach to Direcior, Nov. 19, 1953; R. H.
Ewell to Director, Dec. 7, 1953.

r Sherman Adams, Firsthand Report: The Story of the Eisenhower Administration (New
York, 1961), pp. 20-21.

" Dodge to ATW, May 12, 1953, BOB, Series 52, file E4- I .

Robert R. McMath, a friend of Paul Klopsteg, came to NSF's aid in its budget troubles
with Dodge, McMath arranged an interview between Waterman and Walker J.. Cisler,
president of the Detroit Edison Company, who intervened with Dodge on the Foundation's
behalf for the fiscal 1953 budget. The following year, when the NSF officials again wanted
Cisler's help, he was willing to give it if McMath thought he should, but he was irritated-
and McMath more so-because Klopsteg and Waterman had been "too busy" to visit with
him and thank him personally for his earlier help. Since they had failed to do the proper
thing. McMath said that Cisler should not bail them out. (McMath to Klopsteg, May 27,
June II, Aug. 8, Dec. 15, 22, 1953; Klopsteg to McMath, June 8, Aug. 5, Dec. 19, 1953;
McMath to Otto Struve, Jan. 6, 1954, McMath Collection, Michigan Historical Collec-
tions, Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan. I am indebted to Frank K.
Edmondson of Indiana University for calling my attention to these documents.)

52 ATW, Diary,Note, May 15, 1953, ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW to Dodge, May 28, 1953,
ATW DF.

Lee DuBridge had suggested having a scientific adviser on the National Security Coun-
cil staff. Bush thought there should be someone on the staff "who at least knows the indi-
viduals in science and understands their language," though he need not be a specialist.
"There is nothing more dangerous," he warned, "than to have scientific opinions inter-
preted by utter laymen." And to have scientific nsultants available;i4 might be sensible
to attach the Science Advisory Committee 'ODM to the National Security Council.
(Bush to Robert Cutler, April 14, 1953, Bush SS, Box 30, file 678.)

53^ATW, Diary Note, June 9, 1953 MSS, Box 2. There was some discussion too of
the ineffectiveness of the Science A visory Committee, which Cutler thought might as well
be abolished. He had already made arrangements to get science advice informally from
Douglas Cornell of the National Research Council. Waterman, who was establishing direct
lines of communication with the White House, especially with Hauge, asked for a chance to
discuss the science advisory arrangements further with Cutler. Ibid.

Dryden and Waterman talked about the meeting a few days later. Waterman recorded
that "Dryden felt tlmt the NSF position was sound, namely: assignment of responsibility to
each agency for its developmental program, assignment of responsibility (in the sense
understood by NSF) for basic research, and understanding between the Bureau of the
Budget and other agencies of the NSF functions of evaluation and advice to the Bureau.
Dryden felt that . . . it would be helpful to consider [a] carefully prepared statement or
agreement with the Bureau of the Budget on the part NSF should play. It was his opinion
that the Bureau of the Budget felt some such statement was due to the Congress. We both
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felt that any such agreement should be'understood by the other research agencies. I agreed
to explore the matter personallrand inTormally with key members of the ICSRD and
Dryden said he wotd1ikvise talk with them informally. We agreed to keep in touch on
this matter." ATW, Diary Note, June 18, 1953, ATW MSS, Box 2.

54 Piore to DuBri e, June 5, 1953, OD SF, ONR file. Piore.sent a copy of his letter to
Waterman, as he had is earlier letter of May 27, 1953 to J. A. Stratton, provost of MIT,
expressing similar wor 'es and hoping that Stratton would persuade the Ford Foundation
to help avert the "degthIation of American science."

55 DuBridge'to ATW, 1une 26,July 6, 1953, NSB files.
"ATW to DuBridge,J 1720, 1953, ATW DF.
"ATW, Diary Notes, J ly 9, 15, Aug. 12, 1953, ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW, Diary Note,

July 15, 1953, ATW DF.
"ATW to DuBridge, Aug. 12, 1953, ATW DF.
"ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 13, 1953, ATW DF; Carey to Director, Aug. 18, 1953, BOB,

Series 53.2, E9- I /53.2.
" DuBridge to Flemming, Aug. 12, 1953, BOB, Series 53.2, E9-I /53.2.

ATW to DuBridge, Aug. 18, 1953, ATW DF. Waterman sent copies of the letter to
Carey and Barnard.

ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 19, 1953, ATW MSS, Box 2; Hauge to Acting Director, BOB,
Aug. 20, 1953, BOB, Series 53.2e, E9-I /53.2.

The officials recommended by Waterman were: Killian, DuBridge, Barnard, Bronk,
Virgil M. Hancher (president of the State University of Iowa and chairman of an American
Council on Education committee considering government-university relations), and
Franklin D. Murphy (chancellor of the University of Kansas). ATW to Rowland R.
Hughes, Aug. 24, 1951, ATW DF.

"ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 20-21, 1953, ATW MSS, Box 2; Flemming to Roger W.
Jones, Sept. 3, 1953, BOB, Series 53.2e, E9-I /53.2.

"ATW to Dodge, Aug. 28, 1953, ATW DF.
" Str6ss to Dodge, Sept. 16, 1953, BOB, Series 53.2e, E9-I /53.2. This Budget Bureau

file contains all of the agencies' comments on the orders.
"Deputy General Counsel, Office of Secretary of Defense to Dodge, Sept. I I, 1953,

BOB, Series 53.2e, E9-I /53.2; ATW, Diary Note, Oct. 2, 1953, ATW DF.
"Carey to Belcher, Oct. 29, 1953, BOB, Series 53.2e, E9-I /53.2.
"ATW, Diary Note, Nov. 3, 1953, ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW, Diary Note, Nov. 3, 1953,

ATW DF; Carey to Bdcher, Jan. 16, 1954, BOB, Series 53.2e, E9- I /53.2.
At a meeting in the Bureau on January 26, attended by Waterman and Klopsteg,

Quarles acquiesced in the issuance,of,the order though he still thought it unnecessary.
He said that Defense "had decided it would no longer support basic scientific research
which had for its aims (1) the general increase of the Nation's knowledge, unrelated to
Defense matters, and (2) general support of educational institutions." Waterman said he
could not guarantee that NSF would pick up all of the estimated $3 million of basic
research which Defense proposed to drop. (Carey to files, Feb. 2, 1954, BOB, Series 52.1,
E4-3.1

"Carey to Belcher, Jan. 16, 1954; Dodge to Attorney General, Feb. 10, 1954; Dodge to
the President, Feb. 10, 1954, BOB, Series 53.2e, E9-I /53.2.

'° Public Papers of the Presidents . . . Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1954 (Washington, 1960),
pp. 320, 335-36.

" ATW to DuBridge, March 19, 1954, ATW DF.

End of the Beginning

' A tabulation in the Fourth Annual Report, FY 1954, p. 41, shows a total of $6.6 mil-
lion; the $6.7 figure comes from the addition-to determine institutional, state, and
regional tot#Is-of the individual grants listed in the appendixes of the annual reports for
1952-54.
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Chapter 11

' This appropriate term comes from the subtitle of Daniel Yergin's Shattered Peace: The
Origins of the Cold War and the National Security State (Boston, 1977). The,information on
staff and budgets in the above two paragraphs was derived from NSF telephone directories
(NSF HF) and annual reports.

2ATW to Bates, March 9, 1954, ATW DF; Bates to ATW, March I 1,1954, OD SF,
Prospective Personnel file.

3:131inks to ATW, Mud) 27, 1954, OD SF, Prospective Personnel file..
4 Blinks to ATW, April 1954, OD SF, Prospective Personnel file.
'Interview with lohn T. Wilson, May 21, 1974; Louis Levin to J ME, Jan. 10, 1978.

ATW to Frederick Seitz, Aug. 14, 21, Noy. 17, 1953, Feb. 20, Dec. 2, 1954; ATW to
Street, Jan. 14, Feb. 2, 195 , ATW to Brode, Dec. 2, 1954, ATW DF; ATW, Diary
Note, Oct. 7, 1954, ATW MS , Box 2; Street to ATW, Jan. 25, 1954, OD SF, Prospective
Personnel file.

' NSF fR-57-121, June 19 1957; ATW to NSF staff, June 5, 1958, ATW DF.
'Changes in NSF's inte nal organization may be traced in NSF Manual No. 10,

"Organizational Developme t of the National Science Foundation."
°Interview with William . Benson, June 25, 1975.
'° Interview with Wayne . Gruner,, Feb. 15, 1978; Edward Creutz, "Some Concerns of

the Professional Staff of th Research Directorate," Sept. 13, 1972, NSF HF.
" ATW, Speeches, May , 1951, May 18, 1956, Dec.28, 1959, June 2, 1963, NSF Library.
12 Interview with Virginia Sides by Milton Lomask, May7, 1973.
"NSFFourth Annual Report, FY 1954, pp. 62-69; FY 1958, pp. 110-15.
"Sfamuelj Cfallaway] to Bush, March 10, 1954; Teeter to Bush, March 22, 1954; Bush to /4t,

Teeter, March 24, 1954, Bush MSS, Box 110, file 2617. In thanking Waterman fora copy of
Executive Order 10521, Bush made a similar judgment: "It seems to me that this sets the stage,
and that the Foundation will either take a position of strong leadership, or it wiH cease to be
an effective agency. . . . The job cannot be done without antagonizing some of the other
agencies, ... and an attempt to do it,by general agreement and compromise would, I think,
now fail." Bush to ATW, March 24, 1954, Bush MSS, Box 117, file 2790.

Teeter tried to get on the National Science Board a few years later. Warren Weaver
thought his appointment wouldbe "a dational disaster," to which Waterman replied "Amen.'"
Weaver to ATW, Jan. 6, 1958; ATW to Weaver, Jan. 18, 1958, NSB files.

"House of Representatives, Hearings before the Subcommittee [on Independent Offices]
of the Committee on Appropriations, Pt. I, 83d Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 788-92.

"ATW, Diary Notes, Oct. 12, Nov. 24, Dec. 1, 1954; ATW to Rowland R. Hughes,
Nov. 26, 1954, ATW DF.

ATW, Diary Note, Dec. I, 1954, ATW DF.
11 ATW to NSB, May 21, 1956; ATW to Percival F. Brundage, May 29, June 28, 1956,

ATW DF. Waterman's letter of June 28 to Brundage also stressed Eke economic returns
from scientific research. One NSF study showed that of the $22 billion incolne from sales
in chemical industries since 1955, about half was from products that basic research since
1930 had made possible. k

1' Brundage's first impulse was to slash $10 million, but he changed $50 to $55 in pen,
perhaps in a display of magnanimity. Brundage to ATW, July 14, 1956, OD SF, 1958
Btidget file.

20 ATW, Diary Note, July 18, 1956, ATW DF; ATW, Diary Notes, July 20, Nov. 5, 8,
1956, ATW MSS, Box 1; ATW to NSB, July 26, 1956; ATW td assistant directors and office
heads, Sept. 5, 1956; ATW to Brundage, Oct. 18, 1956; ATW, office memo, Nov. 30, 1956,
ATW DF.

21 House Hearings, Pt. I, 83d Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 79244; House, Hearings before the
Subcommittee[on Inclependent Offices]; Pt. 2, 85th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 1283-85.

22 House Hearings [on Independent Offices], 82d Cong., 2d Sess., p. 194; House Hearings
[on Independent Offices], 84th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 230-34; House Hearings [on Itulependent
Offices], Pt. 1, 84th Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 522-28, 532-33, 543, 545-47, 551, 596; House Hear-
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ings [on Independent Officesb 85th Cong., I st Sess., pp. 1276-79.
23House Hearings, 84th-Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 522-23, 528, 551; Hillier Krieghbaum and

Hugh Rawson; An Investment in Knowledge (New York, 1969), pp. 185-92.
4 "ATW to Thomas, Aug. 29, Dec. 7, 12, 1956, ATW DF; ATW, Diary Note, Nov. 9,
1956; ATW MSS, Box I.

25 House Hearings, 85th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 1303; House Report No. 197, 85th Cong., 1st
Sess., p. I I; ATW, Diary Note, June 20, 1956, ATW DF.

a ATW, Diary Notes, April 9, Nov. I I, Dec. 31, 1957, March 16, 1958, Nov. 12, 1959; 7
Thomas to ATW, March 17, 1958; Paul E. Klopsteg to Thomas, March 21, 1958; ATW t
Thomas, June 3, 1958, ATW DF; Thomas to ATW, Jan. 9, 1959; ATW to Thomas, Jan. 1
21, 1959, OD SF, CongressiOnal Contacts file.

-
"Two examples will illustrate this point:
(1) A Houston medical doctor sought support for a research project which was primarily

in clinical medicine. Louis Levin in BMS thought the proposal's chances were slim, but
'. since it contained some basic science elements,te seht it to a panel for review:The panel's
decision would not come until it met five months later, he inforMed Waterman. "This Won't
do for Th as," Waterman noted, and Klopsteg asked Wilson to."look over She file once

itmore and uggest what Dr. Waterman might say to Mr. Thomas in the event of a telePhone
call. Thomas calls so frequently that we need to pay special attention to being prepared in
advance to give him information and make comits which, if they do not satisfy him, will
at least not injure his dignity.", -..' /

Later Thomas called Levin directly, who told the congressman that while the Proposal
seemed to hitn too clinical for .,NSF, the final decision would depend on t,lie advice of
reviewers and the panel. Three weeks late5 Thomas needled the director's office and "said
that after all the amount is fairly small, and this might induce some of the rickpil,people,in

.- Texas to come through." Kldpsteg doubted that result but immediately wrcita Levin: "If
you can see merit in the basic part, and can conscientiously recommend support, it would
both achieve the objectives of the foundation in supporting reseajeh and as a by-product
help to make Congressman Thofflas more happy." Levin then/called the Texas doctor, .
explaining the program's procedures and telling him that no decision could be made until
at least after the panel meeting in mid-March.

"I suggested to him," Levin wrote, "that there was no need to waste his telephone tolls
in contacting Mr. Thomas because we cannot provide an answer evenno Mr. Thomas until
the above schedule has been accomplished. I also pointed out that we attempt to arrive at
our decisions on the basis of the scientific merit of the proposals submitted and I called his
attention to the fact that an agency would be in'fairly sad shape, if it had to respodd to
pressure from 435 Congressmen and 96 Senators. He.quickly stated that it is not he who has

s been pushing Mr. Thomas but, rather, members of his Board of Trustees. I asked if he
would not inform them of the situation so that they could utilize their efforts for other
purposes." o

, The day after the panel meeting Thomas phoned Waterman asking him about the
proposal and another he was encouraging NSF to support. (In addition, Thomas rnm, -

> tioned three or iour other research proposals that would be coming from Baylor Medical
Schoolj A few days later Klopsteg, writing as acting director, informed Thomas that
the panel had unanimously recomMended against NSF support of the broposal because
of its clinical orientation.

(ATW, Diary Notes, Nov. 11, 1957, March 16, 1958; V[ernice] A[nderson] to ATW,
Nov. 12, 1957; Klopsteg to Wilson, Nov.-26, 1957; Klopsteg to Levin, Feb. 19, 1958; Levin,
Diaryjsiote, Feb. 20, 1958; Klopsteg to Thomas, March 21, 1958, OD 'SF, Congressional
Contacts filel

(2) Thomas's doctor friend from a medical school in Iowa submitted a proposal some-
what more basic in nature. Thomas began asking what NSF was doing about it even before
its formal submission. Since a letter from Klopsteg to Thomas incorrectly indicated that the
Foundation might be able to reach a decision within less than two months, Levin set
matters straight in a phone conversation with the proposer. He "apReared to understand
and was very nice about the whole thing," Levin recorded. (Waterman commented that
the doctor would understand, but not Thomas:I "I pointed out,",Levin conthiued, "that

.:
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the fate of the proposal depends on its evalnlation on the basis of scientific merit. He replied
by saying that,he understands this and 'mentioned that he figures that dealing with a
congressman-ma reference to a proposal may even be of negative value. Retold me that he
had not contacted Mr. Thomas about the matter but rather that Mr. Thomas has a par-
ticular interest in their work and has urged him front' time to time to submit a proposal to
the Foundation. I responded by telling him that I would wish that Mr. Thomas would
appropriate the funds we seek for research without juggling our budget rather than solicit-
ing proposals for us. (He] told me that he will be in Washington next week and will be
seeing Mr. Thomas at that tjme and that if Mwish he can tell Thomas something to that
effect. I told him he can use his judgment and do so if an opportunity presents itself."

Levin's blunt advice to the doctor was hardly balm for Waterman's anxiety about giving
offense to Thomas, and the director and Klopsteg evidently decided to intervene personally.
After they attended a luncheon for the doctor given by Thomas, Klopsteg wrofe their host
that he had been "much impressed" by the Iowa researcher and thoroughly understood the
congressman's "enthusiasm for the work he is doing." Waterman soon wrote Thomas that
Klopsteg was going to visit the doctor's laboratory "in order to expedite consideration" of
his,request. Klopsteg reported favorably on the doctor's "strong investigative streak" and
his research flcilities and associates, though his work was in part "necessarily clinical."
"Unfortunately," Klopsteg wrote in an earlier note to Waterman, "the Reviewing Panel
cdnsiders the .. proposal to have.too low a level of merit to receive support. This requires
making a difficult decision." Klopsteg offered three options to the director: (I) "We might
make the grant notwithstanding the IDw rating and receive the approbation of the Chair-
man of our Subcommi on Appropriations." (2) Decline the proposal and send a copy
of the declination to T lir as. (3) Ask the doctor "to withdraw the proposal, which I think
he would beItad-- if requested; and see whether he would communicate with Mr.
Thomas and telt him that he had withdrawn it, because he has adequate support from other
sources." Klopsteg believed the Foundation would have to choose either the second or
third option, and his choice was the third. Waterman evidently then got members of the
board BMS committee to look at the proposal, and penciled at the bottom of Klopsteg's
note: "Accept, subject to inclusion of a competent immunologist or immunochemist on
the,project (based oh appraisal by reviewers listed, Dr. Loeb, Dr. Tatum & Dr. Bronk &
Director's staff)." Modified in this way the proposal was recommended to the board and
approved. Even before the board's action (obviously a foregone .conclusion) Klopsteg
had phoned the newsof thelavorable decision to Representative Sidney R. Yates, a
member of the appropriations subcommitee, who "said he would transmit the message to
COngressman Thomas., He remarked . . . that this is a good time to tell him."

(Klopsteg to Thomas, March 21, April 3, 15, 1958; Levin, Diary Note, April 9, 1958',
ATW to Thomas, May 3, 1958; Klopsteg to ATW, June 6, 1958, with ATW's penciled note,
June 18, 1958; Klopsteg, memorandum for the files, June 20, 1958; Klopsteg, DiArzy- Nbte,
June 25, 1'958: abstract of proposal for NSB action, June 19, 1958, OD SF, Congressional
Contacts file; NSB Minutes, 54th Meeting, June 28-30, 1958, p. 3 and Appendix I.)

"House Hearings, 83d Cong., Ist Sess., p. 93; House Hearings, 83d Cong., 2d Sess.,
pp. 792-94; House Report No. 1428, 83d Cong., 2d Sess., p. 23; House Report No. 304, 84th
Cong., 1st Sess.,;p. 13; House Report No. 1847, 84tb Cong., 2d Sess., p. 15.

21 House Heafings, 85th Cong.,lst Sess., pp. 1283-86.
"House Hearings, 84th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 234-37, 241, 244-46; ATW, Diary Note,

April 18, 1955, ATW DF; Chemical Week, April 2, 1955, p. 45 (clipping in Bush MSS,
Box 75, file 1749).

" The term is Michael Polyani's. See his "The kepublic of Science: Its Political and
Economic Theory," in Criteria for Scientific Development: Public Policy and National Goals.
A Selection of Articles from Minerva, ed. by Edward Shils (Cambridge, Mass., 1968),
pp. 1-20.

22 NSF History files contain a nearly complete set of divisional4 committee minutes,Most
of the material in this section is based on these minutes for the years 1954-57.

"House Hearings, 83d Cong., 2d Sess p. 753; ATW to NSB, Aug. 17, 1955, ATW DF;:
MPE Divisional Committee minutes, 8th meeting, March 24-25, 1955, p. 5.

"M PE Divisional Committee minutes, 6th meeting, Feb. 4, 1954.
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35 Ibid., 9th meeting, Oct. 27-28, 1955, Appendix B, co, 2. What Seeger called "a nonco-
operative spirit of competition" was not new in the MPE division, nor did he manage
to overcome it. It was due in part to unhappiness of some program directors with his admin-
istrative methods, but also to related feelings of the program officers-and their advisory
panels, and members of their field generally-that their disciplines were not getting their
"share" of NSF's budget. Also program panels, made up of members of the program
director's discipline, often sought to protect him from what they regarded as unfair treat-
ment. For example, see the files on Mathematical Sciences, MPE Division, PD SF, 1952-57;
and M. King Hubbert to ATW, Feb. 23, Aug. 10, 1956, NSF HF.

" M PE Divisional Committee minutes, 8th meeting, p. 10; 10th meeting, March 8-9,
1956, p. 6.

"Thomas K. Sherwood to Bronk and ATW, Jan. 21, 1957, M PE Divisional Committee
minutes, 12th meeting, Appendix C.

""We call it a gold-plated greenhouse, Mr. Phillips." Bronk, n,Housc Hearings, 84th
Cong., 2d Sess p. 621.

Chapter 12
k.1

' NSF, First Annual Report, 1950-51 p. vi; Vannevar Bush, Science-The Endless Fron-
tier, p. 137.

2 Richard Hofstadter, Anti-intellectualism in American Life (New York, Vintage ed.,
1968), p. 345.

3NSB Minutes, 26th Meeting, March 12", 10.54, pp. 5-7; NSF, Fourth Annual Report, FY
1954, pp. 52-53, 96-97; Bowen C. Dees, "The Fellowship Program of the National-Stience
Foundation," American Journal of Physics, Vol. 22 (Nov. 1954), pp. 559-62.

"Interview with Virginia Sides by Milton Lomask, May 7, 1973; ATW to NSB, March I I,
1954, ATW DF.

5 ATW to Kelly, May 6, 1953, ATW DF.
`SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 8th meeting, Feb. 4-5, 1954; 17th meetMg, Feb.

-10, 1956. Renewals were -by no means automatic. In 1954, for exampk, 306 fellows
submitted renewal applications, and 304 of these were included in the list of finalists; but
only 185 were recommended for fellowships. ATW to, NSB, March II, 1954, ATW DF.

'SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 18th meeting, May 23-24, 1956; 19th Meeting,
<Sept. 6-7, 1956;. 20th meeting, Dec. 16-18, 1956; 21st meeting, Feb. 7-8, 1957.

'ATW to MarstorkMork, Nov. 25, 1953, ATW ISF.
'ATW to Arthur S. Adams, March 28, 1957, ATW DF.
'° Kelly to' ATW, Sept. 5, 1957, OD SF, Support to Small Institutions file; SPE Divi-

sional Committee minutes, 16th meeting, Nov. 18, 1955,
"SPE Division, Annual Report, FY 1957, Appendix C, pp. 22-25, OD SF, Annual

Reports 1957 file.
'ATW to W. J. Moore, Dec. 30, 1957, ATW DF. ..

Annual Report, FY 1956, pp. 72-73; Staff Study on a Senior Postdoctoral Fellow-
ship Program, April 30, 1954, OD SF, Staff Meeting Notes; SPE Divisional Committee
minutes, 9th meeting, May 19-20, 1954; 13th meeting, May 18-19, 1955.

"NSF Annual Report, FY 1957, pp. 68-69; SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 13th
meeting, May 18-19, 1955; 23d meeting, Aug. 4-5,4957.

"SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 8th meeting, Feb. 4-5, 1954; 9th meeting, May
19-20, 1954; 13th meeting, May 18-19, 1955; 1.4th meeting, July 6, 1955; 17th meeting, Feb.
9-10, 1956 (McBride quotation); 18th meeting, May 23-24, 1956; 19th meeting, Sept. 6-7,
1956; 20th meeting, Dec.,.16-18, 1956; 21 st meeting, Feb. 7-8, 1957. '
- " When John Teeter saw that NSF intended to award fellowships in "convergent" fields,
he warned Waterman: "I have,in mind how firm the Congress was in regard to excluding
the social sciences when the bill was written-and the recent criticism I received on the 'hill'

44 3
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because of the violence of social science projects in the Foundation proposals." Bush, to
whom Teeter sent a copy qf his letter, saw no "great danger" in the Foundation's move.
"The danger comes only when one gets into sociology and the like." Teeter to ATW, Oct. 17,
1955; Bush to Teeter, Oct. 25 (?), 1955, Bush MSS, Box 110,1* 2617.

" Fellowship announcements in NSF HF; Alpert to Director, June 14, 1957, OD SF,
Social Science Research Program tile.

'" SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 9th meeting, May 19-20, 1954; 12th meeting,
Feb.17-I8, 1955; Associate Director (Research) to Deputy Assistant Director, SPE,Dec.
19, 1957; Klopstegib Kelly, Jan. 6, 1958; J. E. Luton to Director, Jail. 10, April 7, 1958;
Kelly to birector, Jan. 13, March 31, 1958; Klopsteg to ATW, Jan. 13; 1958; William J.
Hoff to ATW, March 27, 1958; draft statement for fellowship announcement on eligible
fields of science, n.d., OD SF, Social Science Research Program file.

" Dees to Kelly, March 19, 25, 1954; ATW, memo for tiles, Sept. 15, 1954; Kelly to
ATW, July 13, 1956; Kelly,.Diary Note, July 16, 1956, OD SF, Div. of SPE-Fellowships
file.

" Kelly. to ATW, Feb. 19, 1953; Dees, memos to files, Oct. 2, 12, 15, 1953, OD SF, Div.
of SPE-Fellowships file; ATW, Diary Notes, Cict. 22, 23, 1953; ATW to John T. Edsall,
Dec. 11, 1953, ATW DF.

21 Kelly, Diary Note, May .5, 1954; ATW, note to Harwood, n.d.; F. C. Sheppard to
ATW, May 10, 1954, OD SF, Div. of SPE-Fellowships file.

22ATW, Diary Note, Oct. 12, 1954, ATW DF. NSF constantly worried about what it
considered NII-I's imperial ambitions. For example, Louis Levin warned that NI1-1 was
about to move into support of college and high school education "with both feet and we will
have lost a possibility for a major program which might be very constructive." Levin to tile,
Jan. 18, 1957, OD SF, Coordinating Committee on Education in the Sciences file.

" ATW, Diary'Note, Jan. 3, 1956; ATW to Lewis Strauss, Feb. 9, 1956, ATW DF.
24 ATW, Diary Note, March 2, 1956, ATW DF.
25 ATW to Roger W. Jones, March 8, 1956, ATW DF. ^

"ATW to A. Tammaro, March 16, 1956, ATW DF.
21 Dees to Kelly, May. 16, 1956, OD SF, Div. of SPE-Fellowships tile.
"'Hoff to Kelly, June 1, 1956, OD SF, Div. of SPE-Fellowships file. When AEC voted

to award graduatc fellowships in nuclear engineering, it got NSF's approval on the pro-
posed stipend. ATW, Diary Note, Oct. 4, 1956, ATW DF.

21 Dees to Kelly, Jan. 22, 1957; Kelly to ATW, Jan. 23, 1957, OD SF, SPE Div.-Fellow-
ships file; NSB Minutes, 44th Meeting, 'Jan. 25, 1957, pp. 8-10.

"Not surprisingly, there were seVeral instances in which internal NSF jurisdiction over
proposals or projects came into question. For several years the BM S division made awards
for summer or short-term research trajning of medical students, and BMS also made some
rather broad grants to liberal' arts colleges especially to support undergraduate research
training. Sach.grants raised jurisdictional and policy questions in the minds of some NSF
officials and advisers. The grants for medical students' research training, besides being a
possible affront to WI, might be an infringement of SPE's area of responsibility. Which
purpose was predominant, research or training? The broad grants to undergraduate colleges
not only.might be considered as mainly educational in nature, but they seemed to breach the
Foundation's policy aglink departmental or institutional block grants. In the spring of
1957 Waterman appointed a committee, consisting of representatives from SPE, MPE, and
B MS, "to consider arid, insofar as possible, decide questions of jurisdiction andcoordina-
tion as need arises." If they were unable to decide, hc would. ATW to Assistant Directors
for BMS, M PE, and SPE, March 5, April 26, 1957;.ATW to Donald B. Anderson, April 23,
1957, OD SF, Coordinating Committee on Education in the Sciences file.

" Staff Study on a Possible National Science Foundation Scholarship Program, April 30,
1954, OD SF, Staff Meeting Notes.

"See above, p.147.
22 ATW, Diary Note, July 1, 1953, ATW DF; Consideration of a National Science

Foundation Scholarship Program-1955,. n.d., OD SF, Div. of SPE file.
"[Lee Anna Embrey], National Science Foundation Conference on Scholarship Sup-

port, Aug. 17-18, 1953, OD SF, Div. of SPE file; SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 6th
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meeting, Sept. 10-11, 1953; Charles F. Phillips to ATW, Aug. 26, 1953; ATW to Phillips,
Oct. 5, 1953, OD SF, 1955 Budget file.

35 Staff Study on a Possible National Science Foundation Scholarship Program, April 30,
1954.

"NSF Staff yeeting Notes, May 10, 1954, OD SF, Staff Meeting Notes.
37SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 10th meeting, Sept. 10, 1954; llth meeting, Nov. 10,

1954.
3$ ATW to Roger W. Jones, Feb. 28, 1955; ATW to NSB, March 9, May 17, 1955; ATW

to Wirson Compton, March 18, 1955; ATW DF.
"SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 13thl meeting, May 18.19,1955; Kelly to ATW,

June 2, 1955, ans1 attached letters from members of the divisional committee (Harry Whine,
Ralph W. Twler, George W. Thorn, Frank J. Welch, and.Harold W. Stoke), OD SF, Div. of -
SPE file.

40ATW to NSB, Macy 2 It 1956; ATW'to Percival F. Brundage, May 29, 1956, ATW DF;
SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 18th meeting, May 23124, 1956.

" "Distribution of Talent," Science, Vol. 122 (Dec. 9, 1955), p. 1125. Wolfle's editorial
mentioned the reccnt inauguration of the National Merit Scholarship Program under Fora
t'oundation sponsorship. C. E. Sunderlin believed that this new program may have pre-
vented NSF front sponsoring scholarships. Interview with Sunderlin, March 20, 1978.

"SPE Divisional Staff Memorandum, Dec. 13, 1956, OD SF, Div. of SPE filei,ATW to ,
Earle E. Bailey, Nov. 29, 1956, ATW DF.

43 SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 24th meeting, Nov. 14-15, 1957; Doris McCarn,
Diary Note, Nov. 15, 1957, ATW DF; Kelly to Director, Oct 25, 1957, OD SF, 1959
Budget file.

"Kelly to Director, Oct. 25, Dec. 8, 1957, OD SF, Div. of SPE file.
"ATW to Killian, Nov. 22, Dec. 5, 1957; ATW to NSB, Dec. 18, 1957, ATW DF;

Klopstegjo ATW, Nov. 21, 1957, OD SF, Bureau of the Budget file.
" Hillier Krieghbaum and Hugh Rawson, An Investment in Knowledge (New York,

1969), p. 97. This book, written under contract with NSF, gives a detailed account of NSF's
inaitutes programs to 1965.

"Ibid., pp. 100, 102-03, 113-22.
"Ibid., pp. 90-104.
"Kelly to ATW, July 7, 1953, OD SF, Div. of SPE-RES file.
55 Klopsteg to ATW, Aug. 3, 1953, OD SF, Div. of SPE-RES file.

SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 7th meeting, Nov. 15-16, 1953.
52 [EmbreyNational Science Foundation Conference on Scholarship Support
53 Krieghbaum and gawson, Investment in Knowledge, pp. 6-8.
"Ibid., pp. 141-57.
55 Ibid., pp. 159-68.

- "Ibid., pp. 169-73; "Evaluation Measures for National-Science Foundation Programs in
Basic Research and Education in the Sciences" (NSF, January 1957), Appendixes A and B.

57 Hoff to ATW, July 12, 1955, OD SF, Div. of SPE-RES file.
5$ Barnard to ATW, Aug. 9, 1955, NSB files. Barnard's letter caused Hoff to argue the

case for NSF to emphasize "experimental programs" as a way of providing "leadership and
assistance" to other agencies and of carrying out the charter's mandate to develop national
science policy. Hoff to ATW, Aug. l, 1955, NSF HF.

"Kelly to ATW, Oct. 25, 1955; Comments and Questions of Bureau of Budget Personnel at"
NSF Hearings, Nov.. 14, 1955, OD SF, 1957 Budget file.

"ATW to NSB, Jan. 26, 1956, NSB Records, Box 7; ATW, "The Crisis in Science
Education," Dec. 29, 1955, NSB Records, Box 6.

" NSF FY 1957 Justification of EstimatiOns of Appropriations, NSB Records, Box 7.
12 House, Hearings ]on Independent Offices], 84th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 522, 551, 596,

611-12, 613-15 Krieghbaum and Rawson, Investment in Knowlodge, pp. 185-94.
"Kelly to ATW, Jan. 31, 056, OD SF, 1957 Budget file.
" Rowland Hugh6 to ATW, Feb. 2, 1956; Comptroller to Director, Feb. 2, 1956, OD

SF, 1957 Budget file. 1
"ATW, Notes for Conference with Mr. ,Lewis L. Strauss, F.eb. 2, 1956, OD SF, 1957
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Budget file. It seems doubtful that tit,enference occurred, since there is no subsequent
reference to it in Waterman's files.

"ATW, Diary Note, Feb. 3, 1956, ATW DF.
" ATW to Thomas, Feb. 3, 1956, ATW DF.
" ATW to NSB, March 8, 1956, ATW DF.
"ATW to Warren Magnuson, March 16, 1956, ATW DF.
"ATW to Middlebush, May 24, 1956, ATW DF.

Krieghbaum and Rawson, Investment in Knowledge, pp. 202-03.
"SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 10th meeting, Sept. 10, 1954.
" Krieghbaudi and Rawson, Investthent in Knowledge,pp. 313-15.
"Ibid., pp. 203-04;NSF Annual #eport, FY 1957, pp 163-67.
" Unless otherwise indicated, the following discussion of the institutes and integration is

based on Krieghbaum artd Rawson, Investment in Knowledge, ch. 14, pp. 259-86.
" ATW, Diary Note, Oct. 22, 1956, ATW DF.
"See above, ch. 11, p. 220. In a memorandiim to Waterman, Nov. 8, 1956 (OD SF,

Div. of SPE-RES file), Kelly wrote: "In your call to Mr. Thomas you might point out that
the only real difficulty with the segregation issue is with Stephen F. Austin State Teachers
College. . . ." Waterman noted on the memorandum that there was "No problem."

Krieghbaum and Rawson, Investment in Knowledge, pp. 266-73. In a letter to Senator
Strom Thurmond (D., South Carolina), Dec. 26, 1956 (ATW DF), responding to his ques-
tion about NSF grant policy "with reference to segregation or non-segrbgation according to
the race of students in applicant institutions," Waterman wrote that ?while the Foundation
is following its established practice of selecting grantees on the basis of the relative merits of
the undertakings proposed, taking geographic need into account, it is also requesting that
the institutes select their participants primarily on the basis of academic competence and
capacity to develop as teachers. Therefore, the selection of institutes is based on many
factors and the matter of segregation is not kolated." In a letter to the University of Florida
Waterman wrote: With respect to your question as to whether your application [for an
institute grant] was found wanting because you do not yet have any negroes at your
institution, I can say that this fact did not enter into the decision." ATW to N. E. Bingham,
March 1, r957, ATW DF.

" Krieghbaum and Rawson, Investment in Knowledge,pp. 206-07,
"Ibid., pp. 216-17.
" Ibid., pp. 3 I 3-22, passim.
"A quite different group-"institute bums," who spent their summers at institutes in

pleasant climes-did not become numerous before the 1960s. They are reminiscent of
"winter Shakers" a century before, tramps who became converts and found lodging in
Shaker communities when cold we'Mher set in, then drifted away in the spring.

" Krieghbaum and Rawson, Investment in Knowledge,pp. 213-33, passim. Because of the
importance of the post-Sputnik mood for the implementation of the new curricula a discus-
sion of their development will be deferred for the next volume of this history.

"Flemming to ATW, May 24, 1954, OD SF, ODM-Interdepartmental Committee file;
ATW, Diary Note, Jury 21, 1954, ATW DF.

""The Development and Maintenance of an Adequate Supply of Scientific and Engi-
neering Manpower" (ODM4800), May 19, 1954, OD SF, ODM-Interdepartmental Com-
mittee file. Someone at NSF thought that the figure of 42 percent "looks a little high from
our data."

"ATW, Diary Note, July 21, 1954, ATW DF.
"SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 10th meeting, Sept. 10, 1954.
" Kelly to ATW, Sept. 7, 1954; OD SF, ODM-Interdepartmental Committee file;

ATW to Taylor, Sept. 8, 1954, ATW DF.
"SPE Divisional Committee minutes, 10th meeting, Sept. 10, 1954.
" Kelly to ATW, Sept. 20, 1954, and attached draft comments by Hoff, OD SF, ODM-

Interdepartmental Committee file.
" NSB Minutes, 29th Meeting, OCt. 15, 1954, p 8,
" ATW, Diary Note, act. 21, 1954, ATW DF.
"SPE trivisional Committee minutes, I Rh meeting, Nov. 10, 1954.
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"ATW to Flemming, Dec. 17,1954, ATW DF.
"Kelly, Diary Note, Jan. 5, 1955, OD SF, ODM-Interdepartmental Committee file.
"Kelly to ATW, Dec. 27, 1954, Jan. 4, 1955; Maxwell M. Rabb to ATW, May 3, 1955,

OD SF, ODM-Interdepartmental Committee file; ATW, Diary Note, Aug, 26, 1955,
ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW to Sproul, Sept. 24, 1955; ATW, Diary Note, Dec. 7, 1955; ATW
to Bevis, Feb. 4, 1956, ATW DF. 41,

" Public Papers of the Presidents . . . Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1956 (Washington, 1958),
pp. M5-81.

" NSF PR-I44, April 6, 1954.
" NSF PR-145, April 12, 1954.
'°°New York Times, April 8, 1956, Sec. 4, p. 9; ibid., Dec. 1, 1957, pp. I, 58..
ml Ibid., April 26, 1956; p. 67; ibid., June 22, 1956, p. 25.
"2/bid., April 5, 1956, p. 28; ibid., Dec. 2, 1957, p. 26.
'°3iames R. Killian, Jr. told Waterman of his distress at seeing a newspaper column and

other accounls about a book (David M. Blank and George J. Stigler, The Demand and
Supply of Scientific Personnel [N6w York, 19571) which made it look as if there were no
manpower shortage. The study had been made under an NSF grant. Killian said he "felt
compelled to make a public statement on the subject." Waterman promptly tried to offset
any impression among his colleagues on the Interdepartmental Committee on Scientific
Research and Development that NSF was responsible for the book's conclusions; it would
be unfortunate if "an erroneous impression [were] created on the basis of insufficient
evidence that there is no shortage of scientists and engineers-a premise which, in my
judgment, would be injurious to the best economic and defense interests of the United
States." He told Killian that NSF would wait to see if the book made a stir before making
any public statement about it. No statement was issued. ATW, Diary Notes, July 8, I I,
1957; ATW to Byron T. Shaw, July 18, 1957; ATW to Killian, July 22, 1957, ATW DF.

1" SPEDivisional Committee minutes, 1953-57, passim.
155" Manpower Statistics,"Science, Vol. 123 (Jan. 13, 1956), p. 45.

Chapter 13

' ATW, Diary Note, March 1,7, 1954, ATW DF.
2The apt description of the relationship comes from the title of a study by Gene M.

Lyons, The Uneasy Partnership: Social Science and the Federal Government in the Twentieth()
Century (New York, 1969).

'Grants for Scientific Research (April 1955), pp. I, 9.
4 NSF Annual Report, FY 1955, pp. 47-48.
5 NSF Aunual Report, FY 1955, p. 49; FY 1956, pp. 46-47; FY 1957, p. 48.
' NSF Annual Report, FY 1957, p. 54; FY 1958, p. 47.
I NSF Annual Report, FY 1953, p. 35; FY 1954, p. 41; FY 1955, p. 45; FY 15,56,

pp. 44-45; FY 1957, p. 54; FY 1958, p. 47.
' For fiscal years 1952-54 see above, pp. 203-07. The following information on geo-

graphic and institutional distribution of research funds has been derived from NSF Annual
Reports, FY 1952-58 (especially FY 1956, pp. 45-46), and annual Hearings before the
Independent Offices Subcommittee of the House of Representatives Committee on Appro-
priations (especially on fiscal 1959 appropriations, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 27%92, and
fiscal 1960 appropriations, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 534-51).

' NSF Annual Report, FY 1956, pp. 45-46.
"The NSF Annual Report for fiscal 1957 (p. 53) gives the figure of 350 institutions; that

for liscal 1958 (p. 47) says 293. There are difficulties in determining what are separate
"institutions," but the lists in NSF's House budget hearings show tbat the Annual Report
figures are too high, especially for 1957.

, r.
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"This section is basedn the annual reports of Louis Levin, as program director fof the
regulatory biology program, to the Assistant Director for Biological and Medical Sciences,
April 6, 1954, June I, 1955, June 20, 1956, June 17, 1957, and as program director for

, metabolic biology, June 10, 1958, all in NSF History files.
'2William D. McElroy, a member of the regulatory biology advisory panel and the

Hopkins biologist in charge of the grant, when he became the Foundation director a dozen
years later championed NSF support of undergraduate research.

NSB Minutes (Executive Session), 47th Meeting, June 18-19, 1957.
"ATW, "National Science Foundation Program in the Social Sciences," July 8, 1958,

OD SF, Social Science Research Program file.
"Harry Alpert (with the assistance of Bertha W. Rubinstein), "The Role of the Founda-

tion With Respect to Social Science Research," April 15, 1954, pp. 1-2, NSF HF.
"Bush to D. C. Josephs, Sept. 19, 1946, Bush MSS, Box 60, file 1416; Bush to Albert J.

Engel, Dec. 16, 1947, Bush MSS, Box 36, file 855.
"Quoted in Alpert, "The Role of the Foundation With Respect to Social Science

Research," p. 5.
"A series of Alpert's position papers and progress reports is in NSF History files.
"Alpert to ATW, May 22, 1953, OD SF, Social Science Research Program file.
"A review of NSF's legislative history by William Krebs, the general counsel, con-

cluded that while the agency clearly had the right to make research and fellowshipawards
in the social sciences, "Congress intended the Foundation to exercise a fair amount of
restraint in the use of this authority." (Krebs to Harry C. Kelly, March 17, 1953, in Alpert,

"The Role of the Foundation With Respect to Social Science Research," pp. 36-40.) The
loose linking of social science with radicalism manifested in congressional hearings and
statements in 1953-54 showed that distrust of social scientists continued to be intense
among conservatives on the Hill.

2' Alpert, "The Role of the Foundation With Respect to Social Science Research," p. 33.

"Ibid., pp. 14-20.
23Ib1d., pp. 19-20.
"Ibid., pp. 7, 8-1 I , 12-14.
23 Ibid., pp. 10-1 I.
"Ibid., pp. 27-28, 31.
" Ibid., pp. 23-26. Several studies in the sociology, history, and philosophy of sciente

had already been made through the Program Analysis Office. For example, a two-year
award to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences resulted in a valuable book by
A. Hunter Dupree, Science in the Federal Government: A History of Policies and Activities to

1940 (Cambridge, Mass., 1957).
"Alpert, "The Role of the Foundation With Respect to Social Science Research," pp. 34-35.

The proposed budget, included $75,000 for support of research in anthropological and
related science, $75,000 for support of research in statistical and related sciences, $50,000
for surveys of specialized areas jp the social sciences, $50,000 for studies in sociology of
science and history and philosophy of science, and $8,000 for printing, international travel
grants, staff and consultant travel, and consultant expenses. Ibid., pp. 29-30.

29 NSF Staff Meeting Notes, April 19, 1954, NSF HF.
30 ATW to NSB, May 12, 1954, ATW's Board Bpok, 27th Meeting, Tab 7, NSB

Records, Box 4.
3' NSB Minutes, 27th Meeting, May 21, 1954, p. 8.
32 Alpert to Director, July 2, 1954, OD SF, Social Science Research Program file; Alpert

to Director, July 27, 1954, in ATW's Special Board Book, 28th Meeting, Tab X, NSB
Records, Box 4. Bush's statement was quoted from the July 1954 Quarterly Report of the

Carnegie Corporatipn.
"NSB Minutes, 28th Meeting, Aug. 13, 1954, p. 7. Clark Kerr, chancellorof the univer-

sity's Berkeley campus, was a member of Alpert's advisory panel, and Alpert suggested to
WAterman that it might ,be worth while for Kerr to participate in the discussion of social
scibnce research. (Alpert to Director, June 4, 1954, ATW's Special Board Book, 28th
Meeting, Tab XII.) The board minutes do not mention Kerr's attendance. -

"Alpert to ATW, July I, 1955, and attached Progress Report No. 4, "The Social
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Sciences and the National Science Foundation, 1945-1955," pp. 9-10, NSF HF; Seeger to
Director, April 20, 1954; Alpert to Director, Jane 4, 1954; Seeger to Director, May 29, 1956,
OD SF, Social Science Research Program file.

"Alpert, "Social Science, Social Psychology, and the National Science Foundation,"
American Psychologist, Vol. 12, No. 2 (Feb. 1957), pp. 95-98.

"ATW to Clark Goodman, March lf, 1955, ATW DF.
"Alpert, "The Sociological Research Program of the National Science Fouddation,"

American Sociological Review, Vol. 22, No. 5 (Oct. 1957), pp. 584-85.
"ATW to Kefauver, Feb. 24, 1956, ATW DF; NSB Minutes (Executive Session). 39th

Meeting, March 12, 1956.
"Alpert to Director, March 1, 1956, ATW's Special Board Book, 39th Meeting, March

12, 1956, NSB Records, Box 7.
""The Role of the National Science Foundation With Respect to Social Science Research:

Recommendations for Fiscal Year 1958" (Progress Report No. 5 [ReVised)), Feb. 1. 1956,
p. 5; ATW to NSB, Aug. 13, 1956, NSF HF. , t

"There was no separate line item for social science research in the fiscal 1958 budget
submitted to Congress. One Republican member of the House subcommittee examining the
NSF budget did question the necessity of an anthropology grant, though not because it was
social scicnce. House of Representives, Hearings on Independent Offices Appropriations for
1958, Pt. 2, 85th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 1405-06.

The apparent failure of the board to question the extension is surprising, especially since
a MI-scale discussion of the social sciences program had been scheduled.

42 Alpert to Director, June 14, 1957, OD SF, Social Science Research Program file;
Lyons, The Uneasy Partnership, p. 281.

"Hall, an earnest and animated former newsman, told Waterman and James M. Mitchell,
an associate directo`r in charge of NSF's congressional relations, that as a taxpayer he
"would be pleased ... to know that some of my money was being invested in basic research
to support investigations into the causes of juvenile delinquency." He wondered, in view of
the subcommittee's strong recommendations, if the Fountlation Was not "overlooking an
opportunity to gain much public goodwill by failing to support more research in the
behavioral sciences. Our research in the 'true' sciences now impinges upon DHEW and
DOD in the chemical and biological areas. Thus, I see no very strong reason for hesitating
to move more vigorously into tl4se social science.areas when a number of Senators feel we
should."

Waterman's reply-more than two months later'=betrays hisTirritation at Hall's sugges-
tion. Juvenile delinquency was a subjeet of applied research and belonged to HEW. Of
course basic research bearing on the topic would be valuable; but NSF's policy was "nbt
deliberately to stress one area above another"; instead it responded to unsolicited propos-
als. "If we were to do otherwise, we should be beset by local and temporary pressures, as
well as permanent ones, which would in time distort our primary function." Hall to Mitchell
and ATW, May 22, 1957; ATW to Hall, July 29, 1957, OD SF, Social Science Research
Program file.

"Alpert to Director, July 1, 1958 (Annual Review of the Social Science Research Pro-
gram, Fiscal Year 1958), p. I, NSF HF. Appendix C of this annual report (pp. 24-28)
summarizes congressional expressions of interest in NSF's social science activities.

"Ibid., p. 26. Nixon's interest in the behavioral sciences led-to the issuance of a state-
ment from a group of social scientists, organized by James G. Miller of the University of
Michigan, calling for greater national support for behavioral science. See Lyons, The Uneasy
Partnershipopp. 282-84; and for Alpert's part in this activity, Alpert to Director, Jan. 21,
1958, describing a meeting in James R. Killian's office, OD SF, Social Science Research
Program file.

"ATW to Alpert, July 24, 1957, OD SF, Social Science Research Program file.
41 The specific disciplines included in the program's scope by the end of fiscal 1958 were:

physical anthropology, functional archeology, cultural anthropology, psycholinguistics, human
ecology, demography, sociology, social psychology, economic and social geography, ecot.
nomics, history of science, and philosophy of science. Alpert to Director, July I, 1958, p. 2,
NSF HF.
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p. 3. Alpert relied both on mail reviews (an average of three per proposal) and
the advisory panel to evaluate proposals.

"See abbve, pp. 23-33.
"I. Bernard Cohen et at. to ATW, March 7, 1958; S. L. Washburn to ATW, March 15,

1958, and attached recommendations and resolutions, OD SF, Social Science Research
Program file.

"Cong. Record, 85th Cong., 2nd Sess. pp. 7850-51 (May I, 1958), 18591-94 (Aug. 19,
1958). Porter's speech was carefully researched, presumably with the aid of the Library of
Congress. A few days 6efore he gave it, a staff member of the Library of Congress phoned

.114/aterman's secretary to inquire if any of the new board members were social scientists.
DMc [Doris McCarnj to ATW, Aug. 15, 1958, OD SF, Social.Science Research Program
file.

52N5E1 Minutes, 51st Meeting, Jan. 20, 1958, pp. 13-14; 52d Meeting, March 14, 1958,
,p. 1Z.

" McCann to Middlebush, Aug. 12, 1958, NSB files.
"Alpert to Director, July 1, 1958, Appendix B, pp. 18-23, OD SF, Social Science

Research Program fite.
55 Vernice Anderson to NSB, June 24, 1958, and attachedreport, OD SF, Social'Science

Research Program file; NSB Minutes, 54th Meeting, June 28-30, 1958, p. 19.
31 NSB Minutes, 57th Meeting, Dec. I, 1958, pp. 3-4, and executive session minute§,

pp. 3-5; NSB Minutes, 58th-Meeting, Jan. 23, 1959, Appendix VII (text of final report as
approved by NSB), and executive session minutes, p. 3; interview with the Very Reverend
Theodore M Hesburgh by Frank K. Edmondson, Nov. I, 1979.

57 A ss ta n t Director for BMS to Director, June 30, 1957, NSF H F.
Hoff had similarlY advised emphasis on experimental programs two years before. Hoff

to ATW, Aug. 12, 1955, NSF HF.
51 Assistant Director for BMS to Director, Oct. 22,J 957, OD SF, 1959 Budget file.
" St aft Notes on 9th meeting of BM S Divisional Committee, Oct. 11-12, 1957, NSF H F.
"M. King Hubbert to ATW, Oct. 23, 1956, OD SF, Division of MPE-Earth Sciences

file.
" Annual Report, MPE Division, FY 1957, p. 24; MPE Divisional Committee minutes,

11 tit" meeting, Oct. 25-26, 1956; MPE Divisional Committee minutes, 13th meeting, Oct.
24-25, 1957, Appendix B, Mathematics Panel Report, NSF HF.

' 2Ralph A. Morgen to ATW, July 31, 1956, NSF HF; Earl P. Stevenson to ATW,
July 16, 1956, NSB files.

' 3Annual Report, MPE Division, FY 1958, p. I.
' 4NSB Minutes (Executive Session), 47th Meeting, June 18-19, 1957.
"ATW to T. Keith Glennan, Aug. 31, 1957, ATW DF.
"Consolazio to Blinks, Dec. 4, 1952; Blinks to Consolazio, Dec. 10, 1952, NSF HF.

Others whose replies arc in this Consolazio file were: Elvin A. Kabat, David R. Goddard,
Manfred M. Mayer, Jackson W. Foster, John D. Ferry, I. C. Gunsalus, and John T. Edsall.

"ATW, Diary Note, June 9, 1956; ATW to Wilson, Jan. 15, 1957, ATW DF; Staff
Notes 'on 8th meeting of BMS Divisional Committee, April 5-6, 1957, NSF HF.

"Stevenson to ATW, Jan.7, 1955; Seeger to ATW, Jan. 14, 1955, NSB files; ATW to
Stevenson, Jan. 18, 1955, ATW DF.

"Annual Report, MPE Division, FY 1958, p. I.

Chapter 14

' ATW, Diary Notes, Feb. 12, 14, 15, 1954, ATW DF.
2Otto Struve "Cooperation in Astronomy ,"Scjentific Monthly, Vol. 50 (Feb. 1940),

pp. 142-47; Struve to Frank K. Edmondson, March 19, 1940, NSF HF.
3 Helen S. Hogg, Development of National Astrotnimical Observatory and Needs of
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Astronomy Program, Nov. 25, 1955; "Kitt Peak National Observatory: Historical Record-
Outline," Oct. 17, 1962, NSB-602, Attachment No. 2, NSF fiF.

Frank K. Edmondson of Indana University is making a detailed study of the develop-
ment of the national observatories at Kitt Peak in Arizona and at Cerro Tololo in Chile and
of the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, which operates the observa-
tories under contract with NSO.

"Kitt Peak National Observatory: Historical Record-Outline"; A. E. Whitford, "The
Plan for a New American Observatory" (draft for dinner meeting of American Astronomi-
cal Society, Nov. 10, 1955), NSF HF.

5R. J. Seeger, Diary. Notes, Jime 4, 6, 1956; ATW to Robert R. McMath, June 25,
Oct. 16, 1956; draft.letters for ATW's signature, Sept. 21, 28, 1956; Program Director for
Astronomy to Director, Sept. 28, 1956; Edmondson to Seeger, Oct...16, 1956; McMath to
ATW, July 3, 1956, NSF HF; interview with Edmondson, June 28, 1979.

"National Radio Astronomy Observatory: Historical Record-Outline," Oct. 17,
1962, NSB-602; Attachment No. I; NSF Conference on Radio Astronomy Facility, July I I,

. 1956, pp. 41-42, 51, NSF HF.
For a good discussion of the Origin and early development of the observatory, see

Richard M. Emberson, "National Radio Astronomy Observatory," Science, Vol. 130 (Nov. 13,
1959), pp. 307-18.

"National Radio Astronomy Observatory: Historicjflecord-Outline."
NSB Minutes, 34th Meeting, May 20, 1955, p. 10.,

'ATW to Hauge, Aug. 29, 1955, ATW
'°ATW, Diary Notes, Jan. 18, 19, 1956, ATW DF; ATW, Diary Note, May 3, 1956,

ATW MSS, Box 1; NSB M PE Sciences Committee Minutes, May 24, 1956; Seeger, Diary
Notes, June 5, 6, 13, 1956, OD SF, Radio Astronomy Facility file.

" ATW, Diary Note, Sept. 7, 1954, ATW DF; interview with Edmondson.
"ATW, Diary Notes, Jan. 18, 19, 1956; NSF Conference on Radio Astronomy FAility,

July 11, 1956, p. 7; Hogg, Diary Note (and addendum), March 29, 1956, OD SF, Radio
Astronomy Facility file.

13N5B M PE Sciences Committee Minutes, May 24, 1956.
"Seeger, Diary Notes, June 1, 5, 6, I I, 13, 1956, OD SF, Radio Astronomy Facility file;

ATW, Diary Note, June 8, 1956, ATW DF; C. E. Sunderlin, Diary Note, Jan. 12, 1956, in
Earl P. Stevenson file, NSB files; interview with Edmondson.

15 NSF Conference on Radio Astronomy Facility, July II, 1956; J. C. Morris ttz.J. A.
Stratton, July 18, 1956, NSB files; interview with Edmondson. The following discussion is-
based on the 70-page transcript of the conference and on Edmondson's recollections of the
meeting, which he observed as NSF's program direbtor for astronomy.

"This sort of alarm may have helped bring the two branches of the discipline closer
together. Edmondson believes that the original split was being healed during this period.
Interview with Edmondson.

"Interview with Edmondson; Seeger, Diary Note, July 12, 1956; Minutes, Joint Meet-
ing of NSF Advisory Panel for Astronomical Observatory and NSF Advisory Panel on
Radio Astronomy, July 23, 1956; Paul Klopsteg to ATW, July 24, 1956, and attachments;
McMath to ATW, July 24, 1956, NSF HF.

"ATW, Diary Notes, July 13, 21, 1956; ATW to William C. Marland, July 23, 1956 (and
other letters of same date to West Virginia senators and representatives in Congress);
Sunderlin, Diary Note, July 23, 1956; Vernice Anderson, Diary Note, July 20, 1956; Lee
Anna Embrey to ATW, July 23, 1956; C. B. Ruttenberg to files, July 18, 1956; NSF PR-I54,
July 26, 1956, NSF HF.

"William G. Pollard to Howard L. Bevis et al., July 16, 1956; pmondson, Diary Note:
July 18, 1956, OD SF, Radio Astronomy Facility file:

°Menzel to ATW ei al., July 18, 1956; Edmondson, Diary Note, July 18, 1956; Seeger,
Diary Note, July 18, 1956, OD SF, Radio Astronomy Facility file.

21 Menzel to Tuve, July 19, 1956, OD SF, Radio Astronomy Facility file.
22 Pollard to ATW, Aug. 2, 1956; Berkner to ATW, July 20, 1956, NSF HF; ATW, Diary

Note, July 30, 1956, ATW MSS, Box 1; ATW to Berkncr, July 31, 1956, ATW DF.
23ATW, Diary Notes, July 20, 24, 27, 28, Aug. 7, 1956, ATW MSS, Box I; ATW, Diary
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Notes, July* 27, Aug. 6, 10, 1956, ATW DF; Morris to Stratton, July 18, 1956; Stratton to
Morris, Aug. 3, 1956, NSB files; Stewart to ATW, Aug. 2, 1956, NSF HF.

"ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 20, 1956, ATW DF; J. W. Beams to ATW, Aug. 20; 1956,

NSF HF.
"ATW to NSB, Aug. 2, 1956, ATW DF; ATW to NSB, Aug. 18, 1956, OD SF,

National Radio Astronomy (NRAO) file; ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 7, 1956, ATW MSS,

Box I; ATW, draft diary notes, Dec. 21, 22, 1955, ATW MSS, Box 26.
"NSB Minutes, 4Ist Meeting, Aug. 24, 1956, pp, 4-5, and minutes of executive session.

27ATW to Berkner, Sept. 4, Oct. 23, 1956, ATW DF; Assistant Director for Administra-
tion to Director, Oct. 5, 1956; Berkner, to ATW, Oct. 8, 1956; Waterman to Paul M. Gross,
Oct. 9, 1956; William J. Hoff, Diary Note, Oct. 22, 1956, OD SF, NRAO ,file; NSB
Minutes, 43d Meeting, Dec. 3, 1956, pp. 5-6.

Berkner to Menzel, Sept. 21, 1956, and attached memo of telephone conversation
between Berkner and Sunderlin, Sept. 24,, 1956; Edmondson, Diary Note, Oct. 16-17, 1956;
Edmondson to Director, Oct. 30, 1956; Goldberg to Berkner, Nov. 30, 1956, NSF HF.

"Interview with Edmondson; "National Radio Astronomy Observatory: Historical
Record-Outline."

30 Milton Lomask, A Minor Miracle (Washington, 1976), pp. 142-47.
" NSB Minutes, 80th Meeting, Oct. 19-20, 1962, p. 4.
32"Kitt Peak National Observatory: Historical Record-Outline"; NSF Staff Meeting

Notes, Jan. 24, 1955; NrE Divisional Committee minutes, 7th meeting, Nov. 12, 1954; 8th
meeting, March 24-25, 1955, p. 5; 9th meeting, Mt. 27-28, 1955, Appendix, NSF HF;
interview with Edmondson.

33"Kitt Peak National Observatory: Historical Record-Outline"; Kitt Peak National
Observatory (Tucson, March 1960).

"Seeger, Diary Notes, March 14, 1957; Edmondson to ATW (draft), Feb. 19, 1957;

Geoffrey Keller to Goldberg, Feb. 20, 1957; Minutes of Advisory Panel for Astronomical ,
Observatory, 5th meeting, Feb. 25-26, 1957; Goldberg to Waterman, April 3, May 3, 1957,
NSF HF.

35 Edmondson to Bart .1: Bok, June 15, 1957, NSF HF; Kitt Peak National Observatory.
"NSB Minutes, 46th Meeting, May 20, 1957, pp. 10-11; 48th Meeting, Sept. 6,1957, pp.

5-6; 49th Meeting, Oct. 14, 1957, p. 4; 50th Meeting, Dec. 2, 1957, pp. 5-6; E. A. Eckhardt
to Goldberg, July 17, 1957, and attached minutcs of meeting with Goldberg, June 27, 1957;
Goldberg to Eckhardt, July 24, 1957; Eckhardt to Goldberg, n.d. [about Aug. 1, 1957],
Aug. 16, 1957; Goldberg to Eckhardt, Aug. 28, Sept. 12, 1957; ATW to Goldberg, Sept. 19,
1957; Hoff to Goldberg, Oct. 8, 1957, NSF HF.

Despite the board's concern over "uservarticipation" fees, Waterman thought "that the
scientific soundness and the democratic character of the operation can'best be safeguarded
by making the facility availableion sciehtific criteria alone without requiring the paymentof
fees for participation in the research." ATW to NSB, May 9, 1957i NSF HF.

37ATW to McMath, Nov. 12, Dec. 10, 31, 1957, Jan. 8, 1958, ATW DF; ATW, Diary
Note, Dec. 26, 1957; Keller to Assistant Director for MPE Sciences, Dec. 18, 1957; NSF

H F.
"'Seeger, Diary Note, Oct. 19, 1953, OD SF, M PE Div.-Physics file.
Daniel S. Greenberg gives vi interesting account of the MURA struggle up to 1964 to

develop an accelerator in The Politics of Pure Science (New York, 071), chs. 10 and 11.
"J. Howard McMillen, Diary Note, Dec. 21, 1953, OD SF, M PE Div.-Physics file.
"ATW, Diary Notes, Oct. 5, 1955, Jan. 5, Nov. 5, 14, 1956. ATW ,DF; ATW, Diary

Note, Nov. 14, 1956, ATW MSS, Box 1; Seeger to ATW, Nov. 7, 1955, OD SF, M PE Div.
file; ATW to Willard F. Libby, April 3, 1957, ATW DF; Senate, Hearings, Independent
Offices Appropriations, 1958, pp. 273-75.

" ATW, Diary Note, March 8, 1954, ATW DF.
"'ATM, Diary Notes, Feb. 12, 15, July 20, 1954, ATW DF; Seeger, Diary Note, Dec, 5,

1955; Kdlopsteg to ATW, June I, 1956; Lee Anna Embrey, Diary Note, Nov. 14, 1957; Libby

to. (Alexander Wiley, Dec. 2, 1957 (with marginal comments b'y Klopsteg), OD SF, M URA

file.
43ATW, Diary Note, Feb. 15, 1954; ATW to E. R. Piore, March 19, 1954, ATW DF;

6
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McMitlen to Director, March 8, -1957; IE: A. Eckhardt], Position Paper-High-Energy a
Accelerators, Jan. 17, 1958, OD SF, Accelerators file; [NSF], Federal Financial Support pf
PhySical Facilities and Major Equipment far the Conduct of Scientific Research: A Report to
the Bureau of the Budget (June 1957), Appendix B, p. 71;'NSF Annual Report, FY 1957,
pp. 14-18. -

"NSB Minutes, 32d Meeting, Jan. 21, 1955, p. 6; 35th Meeting, Aug. 19, I955, p. 6; 36th
Meeting, Oct. 1-7-18, 1955, p. 7; 50th Meeting, Dec. 2, 1957, P. 4; [Eckhardt], Position q
Paper-High-Energy Accelerators, Jan. 17, 1958; ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 30,1955, ATW .

DF; Klopsteg to ATW,. Sept. 18, 1957,OD SF, MURA file.
45 ATW, Diary Notes, June 9, Sept. ;7, 1954; Aug. 24, Nov. 25, 1955, March 2, 1956,

July 15, 1957; ATW to E. B. Fred, Nol., 15, 1954, ATW DF; Seeger, Diary Note, Feb. 12,
", 1954, OD SF, MPE Div.-Physics file;; Seeger, Diary Note, Aug. 16, 1955; McMillen to

Director, April 22, 1957, OD SF, MURA file.
"Klopsteg to ATW, June I, 1956, March 14, 1957, OD SF, MURA file.
"Klopsteg to ATW, April 22, 1957. Seeger, Summary of MU RA Discussion, April 18,

1957, OD SF, MURA file.
4. McMillen, Diary Note, Aprij 22I957; McMillen, Memorandum on Future Accelera-

tor Building, July 31, 1957; McMillen to Director, Oct. 10, 1957; (Eekhardt], Position .

Paper-High-Energy Accelerators, Jan, 17, 1958, OD SF, Accelerators file; ATWDiary
Note, July 20, 1957, ATW MSS, Box I; McMillen, Diary Note, Aug. 29, 1957; Klopiteg to
ATW, Sept. 18, 1957; Klopsteg, Diary Note, Oct. 23, 1957, OD SF, MURAIlle.

"'McMillen to Director, Oct. 0, 1 57; Klopsteg, Diary Note, Dec. 17, 1957; J. E. Luton
to Director, Dec. 27, 1957; , Diary .Note, Jan. 16, 1958; Klopsteg to Director,
April 24, 1958, OD,pF, Accel ors le; Klopsteg to ATW, Nov. 14, 1957, OD SF, Bureau
of the Budget file; ATW to James B. Fisk, Dec. 20, 1957; ATW, Diary.Note, Dec. 27,
1957, ATW DF.

.
,

"[Eckhardt], Position Paper-High-Energy Accelerators, Jan. 17, 1958, OD SF, Accel-
erators file. . .

" Robert B. Brode to ATW, Feb: 8, 1956, aid 'attached minutes; Wolfgang K. H.
Panofsky to ATW, Feb. 14 956, DD SF, (MPE Div. ,=Physics fle.

52 Frede rick Seitz to Mc len, Dec. 10, 1957,kand attachment, Seitz to Fisk, Nov. 30,
1957, OD SF, Accelerator Ile. ;

"ATW to NSB, ,Nov. 25, 1953,IATW DF; Walter Sullivan, Assault on the Unknown: .
The International Geopl(Psical Year (New York, 1961), chs. 2-3; Harold' Bullis, The Political
Legacy of the International Geophysical Year (Washington, 1973), pp. 4-6. ..

54 Bullis, Political Legacy, pp. 6-8, 10-13; J. Tuzo Wilson, IGY: The Year of the New
Moons (New York, 1961), P. vii.

"ATW to NSB, Nov, 25, 1953, ATW DF; NSB Minutes, 24th Meeting, Dec. 7 1953,
p. 7; 25th Meeting, Jan. 29, 1954, pp. 4-5; House Hearings, Supplemental Appropriation Bill,
1955, pt. 2, 83d Cong., 2d Sess., p. 901.

"ATW to Joseph Dodge, Feb. 264 1954; ATW, Diary Notes, March 2, 10, 11, April 7,
May 28, 1954; ATW to NSB Budget Committee, May 20, 1954, ATW DF; House Hearings
Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1955, pt. 2, pp. 900-01.

U

" H o use Hearings, Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1955, pt. 2, pp. 895-938; Senate
Hearings, Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1955, pp. 541-61; House Hearings, Independent
Offices Appropriations, 1956, Pt. 1, pp. 311-43; Senate Hearings, Independent Offiees Appro-
priations, 1956, pp. 438-52; House Hearings, Second Supplemental Apprdpriation Bill, 1956,
pp. 426-528; Senate Hearings, Second Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1956, pp. 201-40;
House, Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Independent Offices, Hearings,
National Science Foundation, Report on International Geophysical Year, 85th Cong., 1st
Sess., pp. 1-126; House, Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Independent
Offices, Hearings, National Science Foundation, National Academy of Sciences, Report on
the International Geophysical Year (February 1959), 86th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 1-197.

" House Hearings, Second Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1956, pp. 440-42.
" House Hearings, Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1955, pp. 904, 906, 915, 937; Senate

Hearings, Supplemental Appropriations Bill, 1955, pr. 553, 557-60; House Hearings,
Independent Offices Appropriations, 1956, pt. 1, p. 318; House Hearings, Second Suppk-
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mental Apiropriation Bill, 1956, pp. 429, 430, 433-34, 435, 471, 482, 483-84; Sen'Ote Hear-
ings, Second Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1956, pp. 215, 219-20, 223.

"ATW tq Styles Bridges, July 19, 1954; ATW to N$B, A-ug. 3, 1954; ATW, Diary
Notes, July 19, jslov. 9, 24, 1954, ATW DF.

`" House Hearings, Independent Offices Appropriations, 1956, pt. I, pp. 310-11, 312-13;
House Hearings, Second Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1956, pp. 426, 443-44; Senate
Hearings, Sebo`nd-Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1956, pp. 202, 206; NSF Annual RePOrt,
FY 1%6, p. 186.

"For a full account of the satellite program see Constance M. Greeft and Milton
Lomask, Vanguard-A History (Washington, 1970).

"ATW, Diary Notes, Feb. 19_,March 12, April 29, 1954, ATW DF.
-"ATW, Diary Notes, June 3, Aug. 16,1954, ATI% MSS, Box 2; ATW, Diary Note,

June 4, 1954, ATW DF. Defense estimated that a "niijai effort" would cost $50-60
million. The department did not think its scientific interest could justify "a logistie ekpense
several times the cost of the science itself," but it encouraged NSF to advance "national

'interest" reasons for the expedition which would warrant a request for special funds.
Donald A. Quarles to Rowland R. Hughes, May 29, 1954, OD SF IGY file.

"Robert Murphy to ATW, June 23, 1954, OD SF, IGY file; Public Papers of the
President . . Eisenhower, 1955, p. 308n.

"Public Papers . . . Eisenhower, 1955, p. 308n. The White House announcement fol-
lowed immediately one by the international committee (CSAGI).

"IATW, Diary Notes, 'May 9, 19, 21, June 8, 1956, ATW MSS, Box 1; Green and (f-'
Lomask, Vanguard, pp. 108-09. The long and difficult negotiations kading to the transfer
are detailed in William G. Colman, Diary Notes, May 23-June 8, June 11-15, 1956, OD SF,
IGY file.

" ATW , Diary Notes, Feb. 16, April 24, 26, 29, 30, May I, 2, 17, 1957, ATW MSS,- Box
1; Laufence M. Gould to ATW, May 8, 1957, NSB files.

Kaplan to ATW, July 24, 1956; ATW to Kaplan, $ept. 6, 1956, ATW DF.
"ATW, Diary Note, July 20, 1957, ATW M$S, Box 1.
" NSB Minutes (Executive Session), 44th Meeting, Jan. 25, 1957; Weaver to NSB,

Oct. 18, 1957; Hesburgh to ATW, Oct. 8, 1957, NSB files.
"Weaver to NSB, oct. 18, 1957; Stevenson to ATW; Aug. 16, 25, Oct. 5, 1955, NSB

files; NSB Minutes, 35th Meeting, Aug. 197 1955, pp. 7-8. For Barnard's full statement,
quoted by Stevenson, see ATW's Special Book, 36th NSB Meeting, Oct. 17-18, 1955, NSB
Records, Box 6.

73 ATIN to Stevenson, Sept. 13, 1955, ATW DF; NSB Minutes, 36th Meeting, Oct. 17-
18, 195, pp. 13-19.

"ATW, memorandum for fifes, Dec. 12, 1955; ATW DF.
75 House, Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Independent Offices,

National Science Foundation, Report on International Geophysical Year, 85th Cong., 1st
Sess.g.1415(1. 1.

" A , Diary Notes, Feb. 1,8, March 5, 1954, ATW DF.
"Gould to. ATW, Aug. 26, 1955, NSE0 files. Gould's correspondence in the NSB files

contains several of his letters to Thye and Humphrey ,and copies of some replies.
"Gould to ATW, Sept, 11Oct. 2, Nov. 26, 1957, NSB files.
"ATW, Diary Note, Sept. 12, 1958; Gould to ATW, Jan. 30, 1959, ATW MSS, Box 2.
"Bullis, Political Legacy, pp 55-57.
" "The State Department's Opportunity in Science," Science, Vol. 423 (Feb. 10, 1956),

p. 205; Eugene B. Skolnikoff, Science, Technology, and American Foreign Policy (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1967), pp. 254-57. The Berkner report (Science and Foreign Relations: Inter-
national Flow of Scientific Technological Information, Department of State Publication
3860, May 1950) resulted from i request of Under Secretary of State James E. Webb to the
National Academy of Sciences.

Before State established the office recommended by Berkiler a science attaché in the
American embassy in London Compfained forlornly to Vannevar Bush about not having
any authoritative person to report to or from whom he should receive instructions. His
letters to State, he said, "seem to disappear,into the blue." He felt like the Cheshire cat. "I
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am reduced now to merely the grin, with no body whatever left behind it. I wonder if the
grin will not soon disappear," He was convinced that science attaches could "be really
useful," but not '`without authoritative high level support in the Department." C. S. Piggot
to Bush, Sept. 13, 1950, Bush MSS, Box 92, file 2095.

"Senior Staff Notes, Dec, 27, 1955, NSF HP; ATW to NSB, Feb. 28, 1956, and
attached "Preliminary Report on Role of the Federal Government in International
Science" (December 19551, in BoardMembers' Book, Tab G, 39th Meeting, NSB.Records,
Box 7; ATW, Diary Note, Dec. 31, 1957; ATW DF. ^

"ATW to NSB, Feb. 28, Aug. 21:1956; NSB Minutes (Executive Session], 42d Meeting,
Oct. 15, 1956. An article by John Lear in the Saturday Review of May 29, 1956, quoted in
part in Science, Vol. 123 (June 15, 1956), p. 1067, discussed the inadequate scientific
representation in American embassies and the efforts of Bronk and the Academy to get
attaches appointed.

"NSB Minutes (Executive Session), 44th Meeting, Jan. 25, 1957; NSB Minutes (Execu-
tive SesSion), 46th Meeting, May 20, 1957.

93 NSB Minutes (Executive Sessidh), 47th Meeting,iune 18-19, 1957. NSF's efforts to
getState to appoint a science adviser, including suggestions of persons to fill he position,
and to provide for attaches in Major embassies are detailed in ATW, Diary N tes, June 8,
1956, March 15, 1957; ATW to Herbert Hobver, Jr. (2 memos), Nov. 2, 19 6; ATW to
Christian Herter, Feb, 12, Aug. 8, Nov. 21, 1957; ATW to James R. Killian, Jr., Nov. 20,
1957, ATW DF; ATW, Diary Note, Aug. 8, 1957, ATW MSS, Box I.

"William G. Cohlan, Diary Note, May 8, 1957; Colman to ATW, De4. 17, 1957;
Colman.to Arthur Kimball, Dec. 27, 1957; ATW, Diary Note, Dec. 31, 19571 NSF HF;
Skolnikoff, Science, Technology, and Anierican Foreign Policy, pp. 257 ff.

"P. L. 909, 84th Cong., ch. 685, H.J. Res..643, approved Aug. I, 1956; c mments by
William E. Benson, Oct. I, 1980, NSF HF.

" H. K. Stephenson, Diary Note, n.d. [about March 9, 1955]; Berkne to ATW,
April 21, 1955, OD SF, MPE Div.-Earth Sciences file; NM, Diary Note, March 28, 1955,
ATW DF.

".Stephenson to Director, April 24, 1956, and attached resolutions and re mmenda-
tions, Conference on Theoretical Physics, Feb. 1-3, 1956, OD SF, MPE Div. Earth Sci-
ences file.

"Stephenson to Director, April 24, 1956.
H. H. Hess to Benson, March 5, 1956, in Benson's possession.

"ATW to NSB, Feb. 26, 1957, and attached Report of the Advisory Committee on the
Hawaiian Geophysical Institute, Jan. 80957, ATW's Board Book, Vol. I, 45iih Meeting,
Tab G, NSB Records, Box 9; comments by Benson.

"Report of the Advisory Committee, Jan. 8, 1957; comments by Benson. ,

"Benson to Director, Feb. 21, 1957, ATW's Special Book, 45th Meeting., NIB Records,
Box 9; ATW to NSB, Feb. 26, 1957; NSB Minutes, 45th Meeting, March 11-1 , 1957, pp.
11-12, 15-16.

93 Report ... to the Congress ... cOncerning a Geophysical Institute in the territory of
Hawaii [May I, 1957], ATW's Board Book, Vol. 1, 46th Meeting, Tab B, NS Records,
Box 9; NSB Minutes, 46th Meeting, May 20, 1957, p. 3; Weaver to ATW, Ju e 20, 1957,
NSB files; comments by Benson.

" ATW to Phillip S. Hughes, June 9, 1958; ATW to Hiatt, Sept: 24, 1958, t. 9, 1959;
ATW to R. M. Robertson, Dec. 14, 1959, ATW DF; William F. Quinn to AT , Dec. 22,
1959; ATW to Quinn, Jan. 20, 1960; Daniel K. Inouye to ATW, Feb. 2, 16, 1960; ATW to
Inouye, Feb. I I, 1960, NSF HF; NSF Annual Report, FY 1961, p. 58.

Chapter15

NSF Annual Report,FY 1954, p. 119.
2 Paul Klopsteg to Paul Scherer, May 7, 1953; Klopsiteg to Vannevar Bush, May 25,
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July 30, 1953; Klopsteg to Virgil Hancher, May 15, 1953; Bush to Klopsteg, May 27, pct. 1,
1953, Bush MSS, Box 63, file 1489.

Klopsteg's views, which he said were "at variance with one aspect of foundation policy,"

were later published in Science: "Role of,Goverliment in Basic Research," Vol. 121 (June-3,
1955), pp. 781-84; "University Responsibilities and Government Money," Vol. 124 (Nov.-9,
1956), pp. 919-22; "How Shall We Pay 'for Research and Education?" Vol. 124 (Nov. 16,

1956), pp. 965-68. .

3 Bush to Chester Barnard, Oct. 28, 30, Nov. 13, 1953, Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1913;
Bush to J. A. Stratton, Nov. 13, 1953, Box 109, file 2562; Bush to Lowell JY'Reed, Oct. 28,

1953, Box 58, file 1385; Bush to Charles Dollard, Oct. 29, 1953, Box 34, file 767; Bush to
Don K. Price, Nov. ,16, 1953, Box 94, file 2147.

'Bush to Barnard, Nov. 13, 1953, Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1913; Stratton to Bush, Dec. 1,

1953, Box 109, file 2562. .

s Bush to Price, Nov. 16, 30, Dec. 3,1953, Busk' MSS, Box 94, file 2147; Bush to Stratton,
Dec. 3, 1953, Box 109, file 2562; Bush to Barnard, Dec. 3, 1953', Box 85, file 1913.

"Barnard to Bush, Oct. 26, Nov. 9, 18, 1953, Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1913; Dollard to
Bush, Oct. 27, Nov. 4, 1953, Box 34, file 767.

'Barnard to Bush, Dec. 2, 1953, Bush MSS, Box 85, file 1913; Bush to Price, Feb. 9,

1954, Box 94, file 2147; Bush to Klopsteg, Feb. 18, 1954, Box 85, file 1913-14; Bush to
ATW, March 24, 1954, Box 117, file 2790; Bush to J. W. Buchta, March 31, 1954, Sept. 22,

1955, Box 85, file 1913-14.
*Barnard to ATW, Oct. 31, 1956, Feb. 26, 1957, and attacIrd draft letter to NSB,

Feb. 26, 1957, NSB files.
'ATW to Buchta, Feb. 3, 1954, ATW DF.
'°Barnard to NSB, March. 12, 1956; comments by J. W. Buchta, n.d., NSB Records,

45th Meeting, Box 9. Despite Buchta's justified excuse, he probably did regard the report as
his own more than the committee's. Because of the members' irreconcilable views, he
proposed to Waterman and Barnard in 1955 "that, for the present, I do not attempt to write
a preliminary report of the Committee but rather that I submit my report to the Commit-
tee." Buchta to Barnard, June 27, 1955, NSB files.

" The scope of the 89-page draft is indicated by the titles of its twenty sections: Organization
of the Committee; Preamble; Objectives of Colleges and Universities Compared with Those
of Federal Agencies Sponsoring Research; Direction to Research-Sponsorship of Basic
Research; Research vs. Development; Imbalance Produced by Federal Programs; $haring
of Costs of Sponsored Research at Universities and Colleges--Indirect post; Independence.
of Schools-Relevant Policies; Project System of Support of Research vs. Other Methods;
Staff Without Normal Academic Status; Incremental Salary Rates; Managerial Functions.
Classified Laboratories on Campus; Continuity of Support; Level of Support; Equipment;
Graduate Students-Graduate Instruction; Liberal Arts Colleges; Fellowship and Scholar-
ship peogram; Security Clearance and Loyalty Evaluation-Classified Work; Recommenda-

tionsComments.
Tbe draft Report of the Advisory Committee on Governmer-University Relationships

to the National Science Board, dated July 25, 1956,and the accompanying comments arc in
NSB Records, 45th Meeting, Box 9, and id NSF HF.

12 Harold W. Dodds to Detlev W. Bronk, Nov. 8, 1956; Strait' to Barnard, Dec. 21,
1956; Arthur S. Adams to Barnard, Jan. 28, 1957, Report of thc Atvisory Committee, Tab -

D. Adams's views are also given in ATW, Diary Note, Jan. 18, 1957, ATW MSS, Box I.
Those Who said they Were willing to sign the report were James S. Coles, president, Bowdoin

College; C. A. Elvehjem, graduate dean, University of Wisconsin; William V. Houston,
president, Rice Institute; Clark Kerr, chancellor', University of California, Berkeley; and
Harry A. Winne, retired vice president, General Electric Company.

13 Report of the Advisory Committee, pp. 38-44.
"Ibid., pp. 42-43.

'15/61d., p. 42.
"Dodds to Bronk, Nov. 8, 1956; Hancher to Barnard, Jan. 4, 1957, ibid.,Tab D.
Ill.! Keith Glennan to Barnard, Jan. 9, 1957; Price to Buchta, Noy. 2, 1956, and

SuppleMentary Statement, Nov. 1, 1956, ibid., Tab D.
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"Kerr to Buchta, Nov. 15, 1956, Jan. 4,11957 , ibid.,Tab D.
"Stratton to Barnard, Dec. 21, 1956, ibid., Tab D.
"Stratton to Baimard, Dec. 21, 1956, ibid., Tab D; Barnard, draft memo to NSB,

Feb. 22, 1951, NSB files; ATW, Diary Notes, Jan. I I, Feb. I 1, May 29, Sept. 25, 1957,
ATW DF.

21 William G. Colman to ATW, Oct. I I, 15, 1957, NSF HF; Middlebush, "Government-
University Relationships: Progress Report," Oct. 14, 1957, ATW's Board Book, 49th Meet-
ing, NSB Records, Box 9. Colman suggested the satne method of clearance of an NSF
report to the Budget Bureau on federal financial support of facilities for research. Colman
to C. E. Sunderlin, Nov. 2, 1956, NSF HF:

"Colman to Middlebush, Oct. 22, Nov. 12, 1957; Colman to Members of NSB Ad Hoc
Committee, Dec. 23, 1957, NSF HF; Colman to Warren Weaver, Jan. 8, 1958, NSB files;
ATW to Middlebush, Oct. 23, 1957, ATW DF; NSB Minutes, 51st Meeting, Jan. 20, 1958,

"Gavernment-University Relationships in Federally Sponsored Scientific Research and
Development (NSF 58-40; Washington, April 1958), pp. 21-24, 32-33.

"Ibid., pp. 24-27.
"Thid., pp. 27-30.
"Ibid., pp. 39-31, 3.
27 Report of the Advisory Committee, pp. 45-49, 85.
"Government-University Relationships, pp. 34-35.
"Barnard to ATW, April 6, t957, NSF H F.
3° Rowland R. Hughes to ATW, Sept. 15, 1954, B013, Series 51.10, Box 21, NSF Indirect

Costs file.
" ATW to Buchta, March 8, 19, 1955, ATW DF; Barnard to Members of Advisory

Committee on Government-University Relationships, May 5, 1955, and attached "Report
on the Sharing of Costs Done at Colleges and Universities uoder Federal Grants and
Contracts," May 1955, NSF H F.

32ATW, Notes on Staff Consideration of thelluchta Report, May 1 r, 1955, NSF HF;
ATW, Diary Note, May 11, 1955; ATW to NSB, May 14, 1955, ATW DF.

33 ATW to NSB, May 14, 1955; Buchta to Barnard and ATW. May 20, 1955, NSB files.
34 Klopsteg to ATW, May 26, 1955, ATW MSS, Box 29.
33 Ibid.; NS B Minutes, 34th Meeting, May 20, 1955, pp. 5-7.
"NSB Minutes, 34th Meeting, May 20, 1955, p. 7.
"ATW, draft memo for NSB, May 19, 1955, ATW's Special Book, 34th NSB Meeting,

NSB Records, Box 5.
"ATW, Diary Notes, June 3, 10, 15, July 13, 1955; ATW to Barnard, June 22, 1955;

ATW to Norman T. Ball, Juno 25, 1955; ATW to Hughes, July 1, 1955, ATW DF; NSF
Staff Meeting Notes, July 7, 1955, NSF HF. Although .dated July -1, the report to the
Bureau was sent July 6.

3'The NSF recommendations are greatly simplified here. They are detailed in "Recom-
mendations for a Uniform Policy for Paying de Indirect Costs of Research Supported by
the Federal Government at Universities and Colleges," June 1955, in Waterman's Special
Bobk, 35th Meeting, NSB Records, Box 6. The recommendotions and explanatory informa-
tion are presented in NSF Annual Report, FY 1955, pp. 28-32.

40"Recommendations for a Uniform Policy" p. 15.
"Ibid., pp. 8-1a; ATW to Hughes, July 1, 1955, ATWDF.
42 Robert Cutler to ATW, Feb. 16, 1955, NSF HF; ATW to Cutler, March 30, 1955;

ATW to George P. Berry, July 5, 1955, ATW DF.
"Cutler to Hughes, July 8, 25, Dec. 21, 1955, BOB, Series 51.10, Box 21, NSF Indirect

Costs file.
"Hugh F. Loweth to Carey, Jan. 16, 1956; Carey to Dirtethr [BOB], Jan. 17, 1956;

Hughes to Sherman Adams, Jan. 19, 1956, BOB, Series 51.10, Box 21, NSF Indirect Costs
file..

"Adams to Hughes, Jan. 30, 1956; Cutler to Adams, April 30, 1956, BOB, Series 51.10,
Box 21, NSF Indirect Costs file.

" Loweth to Carey, May 31, 1956, BOB, Series 51.10, Box 21, NSF Indirect Costs file.
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41 Cutler to Adams, June .6, 1956; Carey to Percy Rappaport, June 7, 1956, BOB, Series
51.10, Box 21, NSF Indirect Costs tile. Carey's guess was right. Lowell T. Coggeshall of
HEW told Waterman that since Congress had increased the NIH appropriation considerably
above the request, Folsqm thought it was a good time to raise the overhead allowance.
ATW, Diary Note, June 7, 1956, ATW MSS, 13ex I.

"Carey to,Rappaport, June 7, 1956; Adams to Cutler, June 13, 1956, BOB, Series 51.10,
Box'21, NSF Indirect Costs file; F. J. Callender to Director [Waterman], May 17, 1957,
ATW's Special Book, 46th Meeting, NSII Records, Bqx 9. Coggeshall told Waterman that
Lister Hill, NIH's champion in the Senate, had agreed to lift this ceiling. Coggeshall
thought the unenthusiastic Fogarty had been "persuaded to go hiong," but if so, he changed
his mind. ATW, Diary Note, July 20, 1956, ATW DF.

"NSB Minutes, 46th Meeting, May 20, 1957, pp. 3-4; 47th Meeting, June 18-19, 1957,
p. 3; 53d Meeting, May 18-19, 1958, pp. 23-24; 54th Meeting, June 28-30, 1958, p. 18; 55th
Meeting, Sept. 16-17, 1958, p. 20; 62d Meeting, Oct. 12-13, 1959; p. 22.

"Cutler to Bush, May 6, 1953, Bush MSS; Box 30, file 678.
" NSF Annual Report, FY 1955, pp. 26-27; ibid., FY 1956, pp. 28-39.
"lbid., FY 1953, pp. 9-10; ibid., FY 1957, pp. 19-21.
"The report's recommendations arc briefly summarized in NSF Annual Report, FY

1957, pp. 12-13.
"For an excellent and lively discussion, see Stephen P. Strickland, Politics, Science, and

Dread Disease (Cambridge, Mass., 1972), ch. 5.
"Barnard to ATW, Aug 20, 1954, N$B tiles.
"ATW to Barnard, Oct. 25, 1954, NSB files; N$13 Minutes (Executive Session), 30th

Meeting, Nov. 5, 1954; ATW to Hughes, Nov. 10, 1954; ATW to Bronk et al., Nov. 23,
1954; telegram, ATW to Hesburgh et al., Nov. 29, 1954, ATW DF; A'TW, Diary Note,
Nov. 29, 1954, ATW MSS, Box 2: NSB Minutes (Executive Session), 3Ist Meeting, Dec. 6,
1954.

ATW, Diary Note, Dec. 15, 1954, ATW DF.
'"ATW, Diary Notes, Dec. 16, 17, 1954, Jan. 18, 20, 1955, ATW MSS, Box 2; ATW to

NSB, Dec. 23, 1954; ATW to Hesburgh, Dec. 30, 1954; ATW to Barnard, Dec. SO, 1954,
ATW DF.

"Telegram, ATW ba,Loeb et al., Jan. 14, 1955, ATW DF; Oveta Culp Hobby to ATW,
Jan. 14, 1955, copy in "Medical Research Activities of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare: Report of the Special Committee on Medical Research . . . ," December
1955, Appendix I, NSB Minutes, 37th Meeting, Dec. 5, 19-55, pp. 66-68.

'°ATW, Diary Notes, Jan. 20, 24, 1955, AT,W MSS, Box 2.
" NSF PR-123, Aug. 12, 1955; NSB Minutes, 37th Meeting, Dec. 5, 1955, p. 3. The -

problems. of reeruiting the committee chairman and executive secretary are detailed in
Waterman's diary notes, NSF HF.

"Strickland, Politics, ,Science, and Dread Disease, p. 305, n. 43. For William Carey's
recollectien of the Budget Bureau's low regard for the report, see Lomask, A Minor Mira-
cle, p. 107.

""Medical Research Activities of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,"
passim.

"Ibid., pp. 50-52; New York Times, Feb. 28:, 1956, p. 16.
ATW, Diary,Note, Jan. 5, 1956; ATW to C. N. H. Long, Feb. 6, 1956; ATW to

Hancher, June 28, 1956, ATW DF; ATW, Diary Notes, Feb. 6, 1956, Sept. 4, 1957, ATW
MSS, Box 1; NSB Minutes, 48th Meeting, Sept. 6, 1957, p. 12; NSB Minutes (Executive
Session), 49th Meeting, Oct. 14, 1957,

"Robert C. Cowen to ATW, Feb. 19, 1954, NSF HF; ATW to Cowen, March 26, 1954;
ATW to Barnard, March 22, 1954, ATW DF.

" Bush to Lewis L. Strauss, April 19, 28, 1954, Bush MSS, Box 109, file 2563; U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission, In the Matter of J. Robert Oppenheimer; Transcript of Hearing
before Personnel Security Board, WasItington, D.C., April 12, 1954, through May 6, 1954,
pp. 500-08, 909-15.

- At a press conference in October, George E. Herman asked Eisenhower to comment on
Bnsh's view "that the morale among our scientists, especially those working for Govern-
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ment in military installations, is dangerously low, and . . . that we may be a year or so
behind where we should be in continental defense for that reason." Eisenhower answered:
"Dr. Bush is entitled to his opinion. But I must say this, the scientists who have come to
gee me exhibit no such attitude.v (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States,
ewight D. Eisenhower, 1954 [Washington, 19601, p. 972.)

Klopsteg wondered who those scientists were. He wrote BuSh: "I agree with your
surmise that there may have been only one and that he was not a scientist"-preshmably
referring to Strauss, whom Eisenhower had defendeckat the news conferenm (Klopsteg to
Bush, Nov. 1, 1954. Bush MSS, Box 63, file 1489.)

"Washington Post and Times Herald, April 28, 1954; p. 25; ibid., April 29, 1954, p.64.
"Copy of Secretary Hobby's statement, April 28, 19.4, NS,F HF.
"The BMS committee evidently did not question the grant to Linus Pauling, which

received the board's approval at its' next meeting. It was reported later that the PHS policy
had obviously caused the cancellation of two grants to Pauling. NSB Minutes, 27th Meet-
ing, May 21, 1954, Appendix I, p. iii; "Loyalty and U.S. Public Health Service Grants,"
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. I I, No. 5 (May 1955), p. 197.

" Leonard [Scheele] to ATW, April 27, 1954; draft Special NSF Staff Meeting Notes,
April 29, 1954, NSF HF.

"Excerpt from letter of April 12, 1954, attached to Leonard [Scheele] to ATW, April 27,
1954, NSF HF.

" Philip Handler to Bronk, April 15, 1954; Bronk to Hobby, April 22, 1954, attached to
Leonard [Scheek] to ATW, April 27, 1954, NSF H F.

74 BM S Divisional Committee minutes, 1st meeting, May 3, 1954, NSF HF.
" Hoff to ATW, Mdy 18, 1954, NSF HF.
"NSB Minutes (Executive Session), 27th Meeting, May 21, 1954; NSB Minutes, 27th

Meeting, May 21, 1954, p. 8.
77Carey to Mark Alger, Aug. 6, 1954;* Caitey to( 'Director, Aug. 12, 1954, BOB, Series

51.10, Box 21, Federal Scieptific Research at Colleges and Universities file.
"Cutler to Adams, ug. 4, 1954; James S. Lay, Jr.,to Hobby, Aug. 3, 1954, BOB, Series

51.10, Box 21, Federal Scientific Research at Colleges and Universities file. Carey preferred
putting the problem before the Science Advisory Committee, of which Waterman was a
member. "This would be consiitent," Carey said, "with Cutler's belief that the scientific
community should be asked to give some help with the problem." Carey to Director,
Aug. 12, 1954, same file.

"Russell R. Larmon to Adams, Aug. 30, 1954; William F. Tompkins to Hughes,
Oct. 18, 1954; Percival F. Brundage to Tompkins, Oct. 30, 1954, BOB, Series 52.1, E4- I
(1952-56); ATW to Tompkins, Oct. 20, 1954, ATW DF.

Besides NSF and the Budget Bureau, the interagency group had representatives from
the departments of Agriculture, Defense, HEW, and Justice, AEC, the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics, and the Office of Defense Mobilization.

"NS B Minutes. (Executive Session), 29th Meeting, Oct. 15, 1954; NSB Minutes (E xecu-
tive SessiOn), 30th Meeting, Nov. 5, 1954; NSB Minutes, 30th Meeting, Nov. 5, 1954,
pp. 2-3:

" Carey to Director, Nov. 4, 1954; Carey to Rockefeller, Nov. 9, 1954, BOB, Series 52.1,
E4- I (1952-56).

' 2This igoup included the executive secretary of the National Security Council, the
Budget Director, the secretary of HEW, the U.S. Surgeon General, the chairman of AEC,
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research, and Waterman. NSB Minutes (Executive
Session), 31st Meeting, Dec. 6, 1954.

43 ATW to E. B. Fred, Nov. 15, 1954, ATW DF; Cutler to Adams, Aug. 4, 1954, BOB,
Series 5 1 . I0,_Box 21, Federal Scientific Research at Colleges and Universities tile; Gordon
Gray to Bush, Dec. 4, 1954, Jan. 3, 10, 1955; Bush to Gray, Dec. 6, 1954, Jan. 7, 1955; Gray
to Cutler, Jan. 10, 1955, Bush MSS, Box 44, file 1076.

' Hughes and Rockefeller to Adams, Dec. 16, 1954, BOR Series 52.6, file E8-35/54.I;
NSB Minutes (Executive Session), 32d Meeting, Jan. 21, 1955; NSB Minutes (Executive
Session), 33d Meeting, March 14, 1955; ATW to Rockefeller, Jan. 26, 1955, ATW DF;
Adams to Bronk, Jan. 11, 1955, BOB, Series 52.1, E4-I 0952-56); Bronk to Adams, Jan. 28,
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1955, quoied in Federation of American Scientists, Information Bulletin No. 58, Peb. 15,
1955.

The members of the Academy committee, in addition to Stratton and Loeb, were:
Robert F. Bacher of attech; Laird Bell, a Chicago lawyer; Wallace 0. Fennof the Univer-
sity of Rochester; E. Bright Wilson, Jr. of Harvard University; and Henry M. Wriston,
president of Brown University.

"Charles C. Alexander, Holding the Line: The Eisenhower Era, 19524961 (Blooming-
ton, Indiana, 1975), pp. 60-61; Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,Vol. I I, No. 2 (Feb. 1955),
p. 71; Bush to Nils Y. Wessell, Feb. 1, 1955, Bush MSS, Box 113, file 2682; Hoff to ATW,
Jan. 27, 1955; Hoff, Diary Note, Feb. 15, 1955, NSF HF.

"NSB Minutes (Executive Session), 34th Meeting, May 20, 1955; NSB Minutes (Execu-
tive Session), 35th Meeting. Aug. 18, 1955.

"NSB Minutes (Executive Session), 36th Meeting, Oce: 17, 1955; NSB Minutes (Execu-
tive Session), 38th Meeting, Jan. 27, 1956; ATW, Diary Notes, Jan. 12, Feb. 3, 1956, NSF
HF; ATW, Diary Note, Feb. 43, 1956, ATW MSS, Box 1.

"Dael Wolf-lb to Scheele; Feb. 14, p56; Scheele to Wolfle, March 21, 1956, OD SF,
PHS file; "Science and Loyalty," Science, Vol. 123 (April 20, 1956), p. 651; "Loyalty and
Research: Report of the Committee on Loyalty in Relation to Goverhment Support of
Unclassified Research," ibid., pp. 660-62.

"Washington Post and Times Herald, April 9, 1956.
"M. B. Folsom to ATW, May 8, 1956, NSF HF; ATW to Folsom, May 10, 1956; ATW,

Diary Notes, July 20, 26, Aug. 10, 1956; ATW to Hauge, Aug. 131956, ATW Di°; ATW,
Diary Notes, July 20, 25, Aug, 2, 7, 1956, ATW MSS, Box 1; White House Press Release
(Adams to Bronk), Aug. 14, 1956, nttached to Clyde C. Hall to Friends of the National
Science Foundation, Aug. 24, 1956, NSF HF.

" Stratton to Bronk, Sept. I I, 1956, NSB files. Stratton was complaining about the
memo from Hall tO Friends of NSF, Aug. 24, 1956, NSF HF.

N S F Annual Report, FY 1956, p. 10.
"Ibid., p. 9.
"Stratton to Bronk, Sept. I 1, 1956, NSB files; "Loyalty and Research," Science, Vol.

123 (April 20, 1956), p.,661.
"Clifford Grobstein, "WashingtOn Listening Post," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,

Vol. 10, No. 3 (March 1954), pp. 163-04. See also, Grobstein, "Washington Listening
Post," ibid., Vol. 10, No. 5 (May 1954), pp. 169-70.

" ATW, Diary Note, Oct. 12, 1954, NSF HF.
"[Carey], Organization of the Federal Reseatch Program, May 18, 1955, BOB, Series

52.6, E8-36/53.1a; Comments and Questions of Bureau of Budget Personnel at NSF Hear-
ings, Nov. 14, 1955, OD SF, 1957 Budget file.

" ATW, Diary Notes, March 9, 1956,ATW DI; [Budget] Director to President, March
30, 1956, BOB, Series 51.10, Box 21, NSF Programing and Coordination file.

"Notei on Role of the NSF in Programing and Coordinating Basic Research, n.d.

[March (?) 1956], BOB, Series 51.10, Box 21, NSF Programing and Coordination file. Other

papers in the same file discuss NSF's relations with other science agencies.
'°° Notes 9n Role of the NSF in Programing and-Coordinating Basic Research.

'°' Ibid.
'132ATW, Diary Note, March 30, 1956, ATW MSS, Box 1; [Budget] Director to the

President, March 30, 1956; Director [Brundage] to Carey, April 25, 1956, BOB, Series
51.10, Box 21, NSF Programing and Coordination file; L. A. Minnich, Jr. to B'rundage and
ATW, May 8, 1956, and attachment, OD SF, Coordination of Basic Research file.

'"ATW to NSB, Aug. 21,1956, OD SF, Coordination of Basic Research file.
'"Carey to [Budget] Director, May 7, 1956, BOB, Series 51.10, Box 21, NSF Program-

ing and Coordination file.
"Too specific-not accepted by ATW at meeting w. Brundage, Carey et al," Waterman

wrote on his copy of the memo. (OD SF1 Coordination of Basic Research file.) Carey said
that "Waterman ran like a rabbit" on seeing the annual report suggestion. "Director told
him to go away and think Up something different." (Carey to Alger and Loweth, n.d., '
attached to Carey to Director, May 7, 1956.)
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105ATW, Diary Note, May 21, 1956, ATW MSS, Box I; Carey to Alger, May 28, 1956,
BOB, Series 51.10, Box 23, NSF Scientific and Technical Manpower file.

Minnich to Brundage and ATW, May 8, 1956, and attachment; Carey to Alger,
May 28, 1956, BOB, Series 51.10, Box 23, NSF Scientific and Technical Manpower file;
NSB Minutes (EXecutive Session), 40th Meeting, May 25, 1956.

102ATW to NSB, Aug. 21, 1956; NSF Senior Staff Meeting Notes, Sept. 4, 1956, NSF
HF.

"'Colman, Diary Note, July 6, 1956, NSF HF.
"ATW to NSB, Oct. 12, 1956, NSF HF.
"*NSB Minutes, 42d Meeting, Oct. 15, 1956, pp. 3-4; ATW to Brandage, Oct. 17, 30,

1956, ATW DF; Brundage to ATW, Oct. 25, 1956, OD SF, Coordination of Basic Research
file; ATW, Diary Note, Oct. 30, 1956, ATW `MSS, Box I.

'11The "impending crisis" quotation came from a recent cOmmittee report to the AAAS
'Council. "Notes on the Crisis Between Science and Society,"Saturday Review, Feb. 2, 1957,
p. 39.

112Sidney Hyman, "Science: The President's New Power," ibid., pp. 40-44; J[ohn] L[ear],
"Another Side of the Story," ibid., pp. 42-43.

'" Carey, "Science Administrators," ibid.,pp. 45-46; Hyman, "Science," pp. 43-44.
Carey and Waterman expressed their concerns about the articles to one another but

agreed that a rebuttal would not be worth making. Simifarly Loeb and Bronk thought that a
response would be fruitless. ATW, Diary Notes,jan. 29, Feb. 13, 1957, ATW MSS, Box I.

114ATW to Hauge, March 27; June 12,1957; ATW to Cutler, April 26, 1957; ATW to
Maxwell M. Rabb, July 3, 1957; Notes for Use at Conference with Senator H. Alexamjer
Smith, May 16; 1957; ATW, Diary Notes, April 3, June 12, ATW DF.

115 ATW, Diary Notes, May 4, June 27, July 12, 15, 16, 18, 22, 1957, ATW DF; ATW,
Diary Notes, July 26. Aug. 8, Sept. 4, 1957, ATW MSS, Box 1.

1" NS B Minutes (Efecutive Session), 48th Meeting, Sept. 6, 1957.
"/ ATW to Milton S. Eisenhower, Sept. 24, 1957; ATW, Diary Notes, Sept. 27, Oct. 4,

1957, ATW DF; NSB Minutes (Executive Session), 49th Meeting, Oct. 14, 1957.
The causes and effects of the air force cutback, and the continuing danger of such abrupt

action, were discussed in a Scienceeditorial, "Ups and Downs in Research Support."
Science, Vol. 126 fOct.18, 1957), p. 723.

""See ch. 10, pp. 194-95.
11' ATW, Diary Notes, Dec. 21, 1954, March 17, June 8, 1955; 'ATW to Carter C.

Burgess, Feb. 23, 1955; ATW to J. M. Mitchell, April 15, 1955; ATW to K. T. Keller,
April 21, 1955; ATW to J. Roscoe Miller, May 4, 1955; ATW to Edgar S. Furniss, May 5,
1955; ATW to Logan Wilson, May 25, 1955; ATW to R. J. Cordiner, Aug. 3, 1955; ATW to
Clarence H. Linden, Aug. 16, 1955; ATW to Wilson F. Harwood, Oct. 3, 1955, ATW DF;
L. A. DuBridge to ATW, March 26, 1955; Richard G, Axt to Director, April 13, June 16,
1955; Klopsteg to ATW, April 14, 1955; Axt to DuBridge, April 21, 1955, OD SF, Program
Analysis Office: institutional Research file; Donald A.'Quarles to ATW, May 26, 1955;
ATW to Quarles, June 30, 1955, NSF FIE

120 R. H. Ewell to ATW, Jan. 20, Feb, 15t8, 1955, OD SF, Program Analysis Office file.
121 NSF Senior Staff Meeting Notis, March 8, Oct. I, 1956, NSF HF; ATW, Diary

Notes, Aug. 13, 1956, Jan. 9, May 17, 1957; ATW to John E. Pfeiffer, [Oct. 16, 1956], -

April 9, 1957; ATW to Mervin J. Kelly, Nov. 21, 1957, ATW DF.
122 A-rw, Diary Notes, Aug. 13, 1956, Jan. 9, May 17, 1957; ATW to Pfeiffer, April 9,

1957, ATW DF.
123in the summer of 1957 Waterman queried heads of several large industries and

presidents of five important universities about their attitudes toward increasing industrial
support o4asic research and conditions that should be placed on the use of the funds. For
,thls correspondence and Waterman's an2lyses of the replies, see OD SF, Letters to Selected
Industries Regarding Increased Suppoir of Basic Research file.

124 Basic Research-A National Resource (NSF, 1957), pp. 5-7, and passim.
125 Ibid., pp. vii, 4, 6, 44-46.
1211bid., p. 21; New York Times, Oct.28, 1957, pp. 1, 17; Oct. 29, 1957, p. 30.
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How Firm a Foyndation?

' Ddrj Wolf le, "National Science Foundation: the First Six Years," Science, Vol. 126
fAug. 23, 1957),.p. 335. Wolf le's article (pp.. 335-43) is an excellenrappraisal of NSF's
achievements and problems through fiscal year 1957. For Waterman's defense ofNSF's
stand on the sciencepolfcy role, in iesponse to a draft of the article, see ATW to Wo 111e,
May 4. 1957, NSF HF.

2Sophie D. Aber le to Chester I. Barnard, July 23, 1954, Bush MSS, Box 9, file 198.
3Lee Anna Embrey, "The Lengthened Shadow: The National Science Foundatidln," The

Graduate Journal, Vol. 5, No. 2 (Winter 1963), p. 305;
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Glossary of Abbreviations

AAS eAmerican Association for the Advancement of Science
ACE American Council on Education
AEC Atomic Energy Commission
A Ul Associated Univeksities, Incorporate&
AURA Association of universities for Research in Astronomy
BMS Division of Biological and Medical Sciences -
BOB Bureau of the Budget
FAS Federation of American Scientists
FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation ,

FSA Federal Security Agency
FY Fiscal Year
GAO General Accounting Office
GSA General Services Administration
HEW Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
ICSRD Interdepartmental Committee on Scientific Research and

Development
IGY International Geophysical Year
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MPE Division of Mathematical, Physical, and Engineering

Sciences
MURA .Midwestern Universities Research Association
NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
NAS National Academy of Sciences
NDRC National Defense Research Committee
NIH National Institutes of Health
NRC National Research Council
NSB National Science Board

421



422 GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS

NSF NatiOnal Science Foundation
OD M Office of Defense Mobilization
OE Office.of Education
ON R Office of Naval Research
ORINS Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies
OSRD Office of Scientific Research and Development
OWMR Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion
PHS Ptib lic Health Service
PS RB President's Scientific Research Board
R&D research and development
RBNS Research Board for National Security

. P SAC Science Advisory Committee
SPE Division of Scientific Personnel and Education

i(
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Note on Unpublished
Source Materials

.This volume is based mainly on unpublished materials, most of them
in Washington, D.C. Two collections in the Kanuscript Division

of the Library of Congress were especially useful: the papers of Vannevar
Bush (cited: Bush MSS) for the years of his presidency of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington (1939-55); and the papers of Alan T. Waterman
(cited: ATW.MSS), which include many personal and confidential items
that he kept out of his files as director of the National Science Founda-
tion. Other papers in the Manuscript Division of slight usefulness were
those of Byron S. Miller.

, In the National Archives the records of the Office of Scie,ntific Re-
search and Development (OSRD) furnished most of the sout.ce material

6 for Chapter I. Records of the Bureau of the Budget (cited: BOB) were
essential for all parts of the study. Alsq housed in the National Archives,
since their recent transfer from the Federal Records Center in Suitland,
Maryland, are the Subject Files of the Office of the Director, National
Science Foundation (cited: OD SF).

The National Archives and Records Service Federal Records Center
at Suitlind, Maryland contains the bulk of the Foundation's retired
records. Important for this study were records of the National Science
Board (cited: NSB Records', especially the books used by the director at
board meetings and documents sent to board members.

Much of the source material remains in the Foundation's head-
quarters at 1800 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. Of great value was
Alan Waterman's daily, or chronological, -file (cited: ATW DF). Cor-
respondence of National Science Board members (cited: NSB files) is

,in storage in the building. During the research for this study many other

423
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424 NOTE ON SOURCE MATERIALS

NSF documents were collected or photocopied and are filed in the office
of the Foundation's historian (cited: NSF HF).

Another Washington collection, useful tor the story of NSF's estab-
lishment, is the correspondence on science foundation legislation in the
records of the National Association of State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges (cited: NASULGC).

Papers in the Harry S. Truman Library in Independence, Missouri
Martin L. Friedman, Frederick J. Lawton, Charles S. Murphy, Harold
D. Smith's diary, James E. Webb, and Truman's Official Fileprovided
much ofthe documentation on the establishment of the iPoundation.and
the appointment of its first board and director.

William T. Golden's memoranda fof the files,(in his possession) tar-
nished fascinating glimpses into the process pf selecting NSF's first
director and conditions affecting the National Science Board's early
decisions on the Foundation's program.

Paul E. Klopsteg's diaries (in his possession) are rich in detail on his
activities before joining the Foundation staff, but he stopped keeping his
diary shortly thereafter.

Papers of two- United States senatorsHarley M. Kilgore and
H. Alexander Smithprovided information on the legislative history in
Part 1. Kilgore's papers are in the West Virginia Collection, West Vir-
ginia, University Library, Morgantown; Smith's are in the Princeton
University Library, Princeton, New Jersey.

Isaiah Bowman's papers in the Johns Hopkins University Library,
Baltimore, Maryland, helped fill out the story of the campaign he ledfor
the enactment of legislation in accord with the Bush report, Science
The Endless Frontier.

Interviews supplemented the documentary record. Milton Lomask
provided notes and transcripts of some interviews he conducted during
his research for A Minor Miracle: An Informal History of the National
Science Foundation (Washington, 1976). Other interviews, not all of
them cited, furnished valuable anecdotal information and flavorful
reminiscences.

I.
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